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Dozens of Rainbow Writers, including R. Bartly Betts on ML,

Bob Aibrecht at "School" and Dan Downard and Ed Ellers with

answers to your technical questions.
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Professor Kitsz Joins

Our RainbowTech Faculty!



The Best Money Can Buy . .

.

HDS Floppy Drive Controller Board

Features*

' Gold Plated Edge (

* Dual Selectable ROM Sock*

* Compatible with COCO I ft

I

* 120 Day Warranty
* Double and Single I

SINGLE SIDED
Drive Complete $249.

Drive 1 Complete $169.

Drive & 1 Dual Drive .$399.

DOUBLE SIDED
$289.

$209.

$479.

Reduce your I/O errors with the Hard Drive Specialist

Floppy Drive Controller tor the Color Computer. Gold edge
card connectors, advanced design, and the absence of

potentiometers make it the best available. Our newest ver-

sion controller allows the use of either (two 24 pin ROMS) T

or (one 24 pin and one 28 pin ROM), Using this board with

the standard Radio Shack ROM gives you 100% compati-

bility with all Radio Shack software.

Completed and Tested Board
with Radio Shack ROM $139.

(Includes Case, and DOS Instructions)

Completed and Tested Board without ROM . . * $119.

(Includes Case)
Bare Board with Instruction manual * $40.

Parts Kit For Bare Board without ROM ........ $40.

Radio Shack ROM (current version) $20.

Radio Shack ROM 1.0 $40.

Ordering Information:

Use our WATS line to place your order via Visa, MasterCard, or Wire Transfer, Or
mall your payment directly to us. Any non-certified funds will ba had until proper

clearance is made. COD orders ire accepted as well as purchase orders from

government agencies Most items are shipped off the shell wilti the exception ottwd
drive products that a*o custom buill. UPS ground is our stands' d means of shipping

unless omerwlse specified. Shipping costs are available upon request

ADOS ROM (24 or 28 pin PROM) $40.

ADOS is a product of SpectroSystems of Miami Florida

and is fully supported by the author. The HDS version of

ADOS supports 2 drives, 40 track, 6ms trk-to-trk drives

only, either Single Sided or Double Sided.

TKBUG Monitor and DOS 1 .0

on PROM (24 or 28) $40.

New, unique CoCo software monitor in ROM designed
for a minimum of key strokes and fully compatible with the

1 .0 verion of disk basic. Features 33 single key commands,
allowing the user to quickly display and screen edit RAM in

either hex or ASCII format. Also allows the user to dump
screen or memory to printer, set break points, alter baud
rate, set 64K RAM mode, and more, TKBUG by TOMMY
KEETON.

HARD DRIVESPECIALIST
1-713-480-6000

Order Line 1-800-231-66

16208 Hickory Knoll

Houston, Texas 77059



From Computer Plus to YO

after JJJP

Tandy 200 24K $739
Model 100 24K $510

Color Computer II

w/16Kfxi. Basic $135
w/64KExf. Basic $179

Tandy 1000 $779
Tandy 1000HD $1539
Tandy 1200HO $1599

Smith Corona L-1000
$259

Color Computer Disk Drive
Drive $279 Drivel $189 DMP105$160

BIG SAVINGS ON A FULL COMPLEMENT OF RADIO SHACK COMPUTER PRODUCTS
COMPUTERS
Tandy 1000 1 Drive 1 28K 779.00
Tandy 1000 H0 10 Meg. 256K 1539,00
Tandy 1200 HD 10 Meg, 256K 1599 00
Model IV Desktop 64K 959,00

PRINTERS
Radio Shack DWP-105 160 00
Radio Shack DMP-1 10 299.00
Radio Shack OMP430 660,00
Radio Shack CGP-220 35900
SI Iver Reed EXP*550 Daisy Wheel 430.00
StarSG-10 245 00
StarSG-15 410,00
Panasonic P-1091 275.00
Panasonic P-1092 379 00
CITOH Pfowriter 551 0AP + NLQ 345.00
Toshiba 1340 615.00
Okfdata 192 379,00
Epson IX-S0 245.00
Epson FX-60 359.00

MODEMS
Radio Shack DCM-3 Modem 52.00
Radio Shack DC Modem II 160.00
Radio Shack DC Modem 2212 315.00

COLOR COMPUTER MISC.
Radio Shack Drive Controller 139,00
Extended Basic Rom Kit 39.95
64K Ram Upgrade Kit 39.00
Radio Shack Deluxe Keyboard Kit 35.95
HJL Keyboard Upgrade Kit 79.95
COCO Max Y Cable 29.00
Botek Serial lo Parallel Conv. 69.95
Radio Shack CCR-81 Recorder 52,00
Radio Shack Deluxe Joystick 26.95
Amdek Color 300 Monitor 265.00
Amdek Video 300 Green Monitor 145.00
Amdek Video 300 Amber Monitor 159.00
Taxan Color 220 Monitor 245.00
Taran 115 Green Monitor 125.00
Taxan 1 16 Amber Monitor 129,00
Radio Shack VM-2 Green Monitor 139,00
Mark Data Universal Video Driver 29.95

COLOR COMPUTER SOFTWARE
TAPE DISK

The Sailor Man 2995 34 95
Worlds Of Flight 29,95 32.95
Mustang P-51 Flight SimuL 29.95 34,95
Specfra I Typing Tutoi 19.95 27.95
Dungeon Quest 24.95 27.95

Major Istar 24.95 27,95
Sam Sluoth Private Eye 2495 27.95
Mark Data Graphic Advea 24.95 27.95
Graph Icom (disk only) 29.95
COCOMaxbyColorware 6995 69.95
Color ComE (rom) 49.95 49.95
AutoTerm by PXE Computlng39.95 49.95
Kev-264K by Key Color 39.95 44.95
TeieWrlter 64 49.95 59.95
Deft Pascal Workbench 89.95
Deft Extra 39,95
Pro Color File Enhanced 2.0 59.95
Telegraphies by Derringer 19.95
Elite Calc 69.95 69,95
Elite Word 6995 6995
Elite File (disk only) 74.50
DynaCatc (disk only) 99.95
Word Pack It by PBJ 134.95
VIP Writer (tape & disk) 69.95
VIP Integrated Library (disk) 149.95

Order any 2 software pieces listed

and take 10% off their listed price.
All Radio Shack software 10% off list

Send for complete list.

CALL TOLL FREE
1-800-343-8124 vOf ||
• LOWEST POSSIBLE PRICES
• BEST POSSIBLE WARRANTY
' KNOWLEDGEABLE SALES STAFF
' TIMELY DELIVERY

• SHOPPING CONVENIENCE

P.O. Box 1094
480 King Street
Littleton, MA 01460 SINCE 1973
IN MASSACHUSETTS CALL (617) 486-3193

TRS-80 is a registered trademark of Tandy Corp.
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Cover illustration copyright @ 1985

by Fred Crawford

r^ The small cassette tape™ symbols beside features

and reg u la r columns indicate that

the program listings with those

articles are on this months rain-

bow on tape, ready to CLOfiD and

RUN, For full details, check our

rainbowon tape ad on Page 1 49.

si Graphics Quickies/CoCo Enthusiasts 18

GRAPHICS Seven short programs to amaze and amuse you

Elevator/S/7/ Bernico 25
EDUCATION Makes the ups and downs oflearning easy

No-Niner/Richard Rameila 36
GAME Perseverance pays off!

Color Cartoons/Wayne Thurne
GRAPHICS Create impressive animation

Zonx/David Billen

58

65
GAME Keep awayfrom the Zugs!

M Back Again With Analog-To-Digital/Sfephen Gunri- 87
SOUND SYNTHESIS This improved version is modifiedfor 64

K

RAINBOWfest Reporter/4. Buddy Hogan and
Richard White
SHOW NOTES A review of the Chicago exhibition

The Digital Aquarium/J/m Kent.

91

GRAPHICS A realistic presentation of life in afish bowl

S Sound Story/6/// Bernico

106

124
SOUND TUTORIAL An Adventure into sound experimentation

CoCocad: The Schematic Scoundrel/Paler Kerckhoff 130
GRAPHICS Makes schematic drawing a breeze

Heart Quiz/Denis Santerre 163
HEALTH EDUCATION A lesson straightfrom the heart

180Number Bumper/Richard Rameila
GAME A mental stumperfor a challenge ofyour wits
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Corrections_
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.224
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212
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NEXT MONTH: Get in touch with our Data Communications issue. Features will include

remote driver and file-transfer communication programs, and lor those involved with

Ham radio, we'll have a program that determines your transmission line losses as well

as entry tog and QSL card generator Wayne Day wilt return with his informative

"CommLInk" column and an up-to-date nationwide directory of bulletin board systems.

Our RainbowTech section will have guest writers Bruce Warner with a tutorial on getting

started with the OS-9 operating system, and Brian Lantz, with the first of a two-part

series on developing your own OS-9 utilities.

With our wide variety of games, utilities and product reviews, you can't "get the message"
any better than with the RAINBOW, the most complete source of information available

anywhere for your CoCo!
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SBASIC Training/Joseph Kolar
A final session with the 'A ' option

Building October's Rainbow/J/m Reed
Managing Editor's comments

SByte Master/A Bartly Betts
Uncomplicate programming tasks with ROM routines
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LETTERS TO THE RAM

Endorsing Educational Software

Editor:

We love THE rainbow at our house. I

am a teacher and since school has been out,

1 have been catching up on all of THE
rainbows. Our family purchased a CoCo
for Christmas and what a terrific invest-

ment. We are still finding things the CoCo
can do through your magazine. The CoCo
without THE rainbow is just another

computer.

I strongly urge you to have an educational

software programming contest followed by

another item to be added to "The Rainbow
Bookshelf." At one time 1 had thought I

would do my own programming, but there

just aren't enough hours in the day to be

a mother, homemaker and teacher, too.

Therefore, I am looking more for programs

to use in the high school classroom and
home record keeping as a teacher,

SherylJ. Smith
York, PA

Thank You, Dr. Lee,

Wherever You Are

Editor:

On June 5, I was in Miami, Fia., on

business. While in a computer store inquir-

ing about THE RAINBOW Magazine and video

driver/ monitor interfaces for the Color

Computer 2, I met a gentleman who had

all the answers. He volunteered to mail me
a RAINBOW subscription form and an article

about monitor interfacing. I received the

letter he mailed, but the envelope acciden-

tally ended up in the trash.

I've since found a copy of the rainbow

. . . in Keflavik, Iceland. I want very much
to thank this gentleman, but 1 remember

neither his name nor address (Dr. Lee is

the best I can do).

There are not many people who will help

someone with no motive other than just

being "good people." I envy his friends.

Thank you.
Robert Austin

Melbourne, FL

INFORMATION PLEASE

Editor:

1 would like to hear from anyone who
has built the hardware project "Wireless

Joysticks" (Page 105, June 1985 RAINBOW)
like the one built by J +0* Shaver, If so, please

write to me at P.O. Box 3841, 3072 1.

Randall Rhudy
Dalton. GA

Sending out an SMS
Editor:

I am unhappy and frustrated with

Musica 2 because 1 cannot utilize the

program's full potential, 1 purchased the

program when Speech Systems was
claiming Musica 2 would work with any
printer: a claim they no longer make-

When I try to print music from Musica
2 to my C Itoh 8510A Prowriier printer,

all I get is garbage.

Richard Parry, Speech Systems owner,

tried unsuccessfully for several weeks to

solve the problem, even going as far as

to do some modification programming on
Musica 2 to eliminate the problem. 1 am
still unable to print music on my printer.

Mr. Parry also sent me a free copy of

the new version of Musica 2 just hours

after it became available. While I appre-

ciate the gesture, I would still like to be

able to print music from Musica 2 on my
Prowriter printer.

Therefore, I am sending a desperate

SMS (Save My Sanity) signal to all fellow

Color Computerists who also own an

85I0A Prowriter printer and Musica 2.

Can anyone throw me a life line and come
to my aid? I would really appreciate any
help that would solve this dilemma, as

I am going down for the third time. Please

write to me at 2813 Sunnydale Drive,

49085,

William T. Grace
St. Joseph, MI

HINTS AND TIPS

Editor:

One day you turn on the old CoCo and

get the usual logo on the screen. You sit

down and prepare yourself for a few hours

of enjoyment and go to enter a command
on the screen, then . . . panic stations! No
matter what you do, nothing will enter on

the screen. No line numbers, no list

command, no directory command, nothing

— just the cursor on the screen,

In a wild panic you check all the electrical

connections — all tight and plugged in. All

connections to the printer, tape deck, disk

drive, etc. — all tight and plugged in,

You shut the machine off and on . . .

nothing. You even disconnect the disk drive

(after shutting the machine off, of course)

and even the printer, to no avail. Still only

the logo!

"Oh, no! Not a chip!" you wail in horror,

"not a long down time, not now!"
Well, this of course happened to me and

I suspect probably to some of you, too.

Luckily, in my case, it wasnt a chip but

a foolish error on my part: I had inadvert-

ently left the joystick plugged in the night

before.

Normally, this would make no difference,

but this time it had gotten buried under the

mess of papers and reference books that

seem to grow around the machine, and the

firebutton had gotten jammed against one

of the books and was depressed.

When this happens* the computer will not

accept any keyboard input at all (at least

not the new 64K version).

Try it. Hold the firebutton down and try

to type something. Hope this saves some
readers an unnecessary service call or

unwanted anxiety. You can be sure I unplug

my joysticks after use now.
Richard F. BeUizz

Victoria, British Columbia

6 THE RAINBOW October 1 985



Dusting Up

Editor:

Quite by accident, I discovered that the
cover of the 15-Cassette Storage Tray
(Radio Shack #44-665) makes a perfect

keyboard dust cover for my CoCo 2. Thus,
for the same price as the Radio Shack Dust
Cover, I now have a cover plus storage space
for my favorite cassette software, Hope this

will be of use to some of your readers,

Ross Whitney
Kitchener, Ontario

How to Hear the Silence

Editor:

I have an idea that may interest fellow
rainbow on tape users. Did you ever have
to CLOAD five or six times to load a program,
only to get an I/O Error each lime because
you couldn't find the silence between
programs? You might end up rewinding the

tape and searching from the start to load
a program 100 counter units ahead! Each
tape comes with a counter directory which
is very useful, but it can be several units

off.

If you're not successful after one or two
attempts, try this; type RUDIODN and then
enter, Disconnect the REM (remote) plug
from the cassette deck and rewind the tape
to five or six counter units before the start

of the program you want to load . Now, when
you press Play you will hear the electronic

sounds ofthe previous program coming over
your TV speaker- As soon as you hear the
silence at the end of that program, stop the
tape, reconnect the REM plug and type
AUDI DDF F. Now you have found the silence

between programs and you'll have no
trouble CLOADing your program.

Rich Dextraze
New Haven, CT

Editor's Note: Thanks, Rich, A
method we use a Lot, and which
doesn't require unplugging the
cable is to type MOTDRON:
RUOIODN and ENTER. This starts

the recorder and lets us listen in.

As soon as it reaches a blank spot,

we hit any key and enter, thus
causing a deliberate syntax error
which stops the recorder and
cancels the AUDIO command.
Then, we type CL0R0 and ENTER.

Editors Note: The Second Rain-
bow Book of Adventures is now
available. See Page 25%*

Food for the Adventurer's Appetite

Editor:

First, I want to tell you how much 1 enjoy
your magazine. It has taught me a whole
lot about the CoCo. Please continue to
[publish] such interesting articles.

What I am wondering about is when will

the Second Rainbow Book of Adventures
be offered to us, the Adventure fanatics?
I have been waiting ever since 1 solved the

last Adventure in your First Book of
Adventures. I hope the second book will

be out soon,

Nathan Fixher

Ponchatoula, LA

BOUQUETS

Editor:

I am a custodian engineer for the New
York City Public School System. I have a
need for various types of software, the best
of which has been my payroll program that
I purchased from Howard Medical Com-
puters, I did this after purchasing other
payroll programs only to find they were hard
to use or would not do the things I was
led to believe they would.
The real mistake was not subscribing to

your great magazine two years ago. I

purchased my current payroll program
(from Howard Medical Computers) after

reading your review of it. I have been using
it for four months and had only one problem
with it. That was when New York state

changed their withholding rates on July I,

1985, 1 called Howard Medical Computers
in Chicago expecting to be told 1 would have
to purchase a new program. I was told by
the company representative I would receive

a reply as soon as possible. To my surprise
and delight, I received the new tax table
on a diskette with instructions on how to
copy it to the original program diskette. The
best part is that it was free of charge.

I have never been so pleased with a piece
of software or a software manufacturer
before, I would recommend to any of your
readers contemplating buying a payroll

program for their business that they give

Howard Medical Computers a try. I am sure

they will enjoy using it as much as 1 do.

Thomas J. Malanga, Jr.

Bayside t NY

Editor:

I would like to express my appreciation
to the people at Speech Systems. I ordered
EARS, Super Voice and their triple Y -cable,

and everything got to my house within a
two-week period. I never thought the CoCo
would be one of the first computers to use

an electronic audio recognition system
device (EARS) and have one of the highest
quality speech synthesizers made, but
thanks to Speech Systems* the Color
Computer is gaining on some of the best

computers made today!
Again, 1 thank Speech Systems for the

great job they are doing and I can hardly
wait for their next project.

Blake Jurgensen
Charleston, SC

Hello Again

to Doug Heyza for writing Hello, the
directory helper in the August 1985 rain-
bow [Page 69). IVe put it on ail my disks
and the performance is outstanding!
HI bet it's exactly what John E, Beal of

Boise, Id. ["Earth To Ed," Page 92] was
looking for in his letter in the same issue.

Thanks again. Please try to include a
database or two for a 64K system with disk
drive in future issues.

Gene Carpenter

Cropwell AL

SPECIFIC PROGRAM SEARCH

Editor:

I was wondering if you, or perhaps your
readers, may be able to help me. 1 am
looking for a computer check list or task
manager program for my 64K CoCo. In
planning two major conventions and over
300 smaller meetings a year, we are
constantly involved in hundreds of steps and
it's all too easy to forget a deadline for
mailing back a hotel room cutoff list or
sending promotion copy io the printer, etc,

I am hoping for a program that could
print tasks or activities in ascending or
descending order, generate each person's
daily, weekly or monthly responsibilities,

highlight and store completed and uncom-
pleted tasks, etc.

If anyone knows if, or where, such a
program can be obtained, please write me
at 38 Boileau Court, 21769.

Gary J. Heimes
Middletown, MD

Editor:

I am wondering if any company carries
a pinball Simulation for the CoCo (other
than Radio Shack's Radio Ball). I have a
64K CoCo with a disk drive. Send any
information to P,0. Box 41, 45306,

Larry Wick
Botkins, OH

Editor:

I don't usually write letters, but I wanted
to tell you I enjoy the magazine and
RAINBOW on tape! Also, a special thanks

Caveat Emptor

Editor:

In your August 1985 issue, a number of
readers mentioned problems with the United
Color Computer Club. The following is a
letter I have sent them regarding their new
member tape. Also, it took two letters to
them, after sending my check, to receive the
tape. Caveat emptor to all CoCoers*

Jay M. Brown
Hamden, CT

United Color Computer Club
10117 S.W. 53 Court
Ft. Lauderdale, FL 33328

Gentlemen:
After sending you a two-year

membership check of $50 in March
and then having to remind you in June

October 1 985 THE RAINBOW



that no information was received, I

finally, yesterday, received your
newsletter and new member's tape.

After such a long wait, one would
have expected a product worthy of

what you'd call a "Worldwide Color

Computer Club/*

Of the 21 programs on the tape,

six contain FC, IO, SN, FM, etc.

Errors, One would expect some
written instructions — none included.

Your original advertisement letter

promised free software — yet your

new member letter asks for a S10

handling charge and your regular

newsletter requests $6 — this is not

what I consider truth in advertising,

or even free I

Your original ad claims a club

library with "probably the largest

collection of public domain programs
available — free/' yet your newsletter

states you do not have a complete list

of your library.

I have dealt with a number ofCoCo
clubs, but yours is the only one that

fails to live up to its advertising,

therefore, please terminate my mem-
bership and refund the $50 sent. Upon
receipt of your check and it clearing

my bank, I will return the new
member's tape,

Very truly.

Jay M. Brown

BULLETIN BOARD SYSTEMS

Editor:

In the March 1985 "Letters to Rainbow,"

the numbers for my BBS and my home
phone number were somehow reversed. The
real number for the CoCo Pub BBS is (602)

899-1350. There is an answering machine

on the other number that announces the

correction.

Connect* lo the R$-232 perl of your COCO,
no niMd tor Y-CABLES or MULTl PACKS!
Sum on minimum 1 6K lo 32K TAPE Qr

C>I$K Com« «Hh jartwire ei»'ly modi-
r 1*016 IQ your riBHd* WHY PAY MORf
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color camera' Tns only oiaitifer thp)

recommend* you use a color camera?!

VlDX-i tm.95 13 foliage
VIDX-2 1124.90 . 13 Peilage
viOx-2 hm a FtS-231 Swii&Mt Quitifn
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SHRINK. uiiiMy 10 man* 1hese any Jife you *ant {FWi&wed MARC^ 19S&

RAINBOW! BACK TO SCHOOL SPECIAL R &(> u l«r * * 4 95 aacti

GET CLIP DISK §1 4 H2 . tH.Mppd-

OftAFPAX wiih GOG cormfctlS to (,hi

flS-332 port o1 your COCO Access at I

4$, 152 tf5o * 192) P'**'s Ru * V 'D * ahd

digitize a on and ipuen n uy wunoui go^Q
?o anjr otner graphics utility

COMING $OOrY GRAFPAX WllJ Ufr Cofhpili5ie wlfD D5*o9 and GRAPHlCOM
aifliLizersi i We also supply WAX PAX a paicMO rw n your COCOMAJf IhrouQn

GRAFPAX er/j Qr
GRAFPAX Inivrlac* wllfr GO S. only W?. V*? + »3 Poilige

We A/SO Offer. . .

Print Your Graph rca On T-Sniru . Sand Large self-addressed alemped envelope

lor inform at ion

(YVAX-X PAD a paten to run your RS-X PAD wHn COCOWAX $14 96 PPD.

WUSX DISKS 1 - 5, See our raute* April S5 RAINBOW ware 111 95 each

NOW *G 00 Each PPD
SHRINX - reduce your graphka pictures. Reviewed Marcn 85 RAINBOW.

Special tZi W + *i Postage

GRAPH iCOM . Reg $m as Now li&.W + 12 Posiage

GRAPHICOM PICTURE DISKS (An 1. Art 2. Aid 1, Font 1) Special 519 <«

CHRIS W BROWN GftAPHiCOM AFT DISKS (New Fpnls i Graphic*!

2 D^k Sat 119 95 + $2 Poalage

COMPUSERVE STARTER KITS t20 + *2 Poalage

MK CH IPS . . Set ol 8 119.95 + II PoslftQe

BASF SSOD DISKS frith. Sleeveg 10 for *10 PPD
Send lor our Digitized Pin Demo Disk _ _ . , 13,50 PPD-

To Order Sflnd C/J«A or M O,

GRAFX
PO Bo* 354

Wasi MlllllnPA 151?2-0?54

Voice- (412)4DA-6ft74 (6 -9 P.M i

24 HR BBS COCONET (*t3) 744^2335
300' 1200 Baud Modem On Line

Download FREE Dig If I zed Pictured I

The Pub has been completely redecorated

into BASIC09. It rum on aCoCo 1, Multipak,

RS-232 pak and PBJ Word-Pah II and PC-
pak. The disk system is three 80-track,

double-sided TEACs and a J&M Systems
controller.

We support two message bases (public

and private), personal mail and several

download directories (Text, CoCo basic

and OS-9). The line editor is unique; it is

written to be similar to the CoCo EDIT
command and supports 80-column by 50-

line posts.

Please stop by the Pub real soon. If you
want, send your name, address, phone and
a password to me at this address; 125 S.

Dobson,#1047, S5224.

Stephen Roberson
Chandler, AZ

Editor:

Are there any BBSs in the Honesdale-

Carbondale-Forest City-Scranton area in

Pennsylvania?

Andrew Robinson
Pleasant Mt., PA

Editor's Note: Please check Wayne
Day's monthly column "Comm-
[ Jnk" for new listings of BBSs. See

our Communications issue,

November 1984, Page 66, for a

listing of BBSs in your area.

Wayne's annual update will be

next month.

Editor:

I would Like to announce a new BBS, It's

online 24 hours a day, seven days a week.

The BBS is open to the general public and
offers not only items of local interest, but

items useful to all CoCo users. A special

invitation is extended to those who may
have an interest in using the CoCo in

amateur radio or digital communications.

The phone number is (205) 649-2894.

Terry W> Piatt

Mobile, Ah

Editor:

Please add our BBS to your list. Orange
County Color America, 101 12 Mdody Park

Drive, Data (714) 534-5174; 300/1200;

Voice (714) 638-7889.

Fred K. Wright

Garden Grove, CA

Editor:

I would like to announce the existence

of a modified Colorama; the name of this

BBS is the Undersea Kingdom of Goldens

Bridge. It's been up and running since

January J 985 and has the following features:

uploads, downloads, seven plus stories,

magazine, tell me, sand writings and krash

this BBS. We have almost one meg of

memory and we are running 24 hours, seven

days a week at 300 Baud. Call us now and
check it out — (914)232-4582.

Michael Sebar
Goldens Bridge, NY

Editor:

I am pleased to announce that a new
Colorama BBS is now online. The number
is (401) 765-2890. It features downloading,
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online games, message base, want ads,

uploading, magazine section and other good
stuff, It runs 24 hours, seven days a week.
Users should set their parameters at seven
word/ one slop/ no parity,

James S. Williams

Woonsoeket, Rt

Editor:

The DLOAD OS-9 BBS is online and
available ssvsn nights a week from 9 p.m.
to 9 a.m. We have E-Mail, bulletins,

graphics and, best of all, downloads. We
support OS-9, BAS1C09, the Model 100, c,

and regular Disk Extended basic. The BBS
has three DS 40TK drives and is running
under OS 9, New users may logon at the
logon prompt by hitting the enter key.

Once on, you can leave a message to the
SysOp in the Mail section to become a
permanent member. Phone (803) 288-0613,

Your terminal package must be able to send
eight data bits and one stop bit or the BBS
will not respond to your requests,

Jim Taylor

Greensville, SC

Editor:

The San Antonio Color Board is now
active and in full operation 24 hours a day,
seven days a week. We support program
upload and download, message service,

classified ads, text files, peeks and pokes,
programming tricks and advice, product
reviews, hardware and software purchase
discounts from several sources and much
more. We are operating a modified CoCo
2 with dual 80-traek disk drives. We operate
at either 300 or 1200 Baud. The protocol
is automatically adjusted to your terminal.

Call BBS (512) 674-0264; Voice (512) 674-

4294.

James Leatherman
San Antonio, TX

Editor:

I would like to inform the CoCo users

of the world about a new BBS. It is located

in Crowsnest Pass, Alberta. The system is

called "Wes-Can Color Board/' It will be
operational 24 hours a day, except for

upkeep time. All users are welcome. We
have a download section and mail; all the
usual features. Give us a call at (403) 564-

4118.

Ted Kyte
Blairmore, Alberta

Editor:

I am writing to let you know of a group
of dedicated people in the North shore area
of Sydney who call themselves *The North
Shore CoCo User Group." This group has
now been going for almost two years.

Among our members are a number of avid

OS-9 users. This BBS is online on Tuesday
and Thursday evenings between 19.30 and
21JG\ The times will be extended as demand
warrants and the service is free to all OS-
9 devotees. The phone number is 02-451-

2954, Callers can leave their name, address
and phone number on the "note" board and
they will be called back with their password.

Graeme Nichols

Sydney, Australia

PEN PALS

Editor:

If anyone is interested in having a CoCo
pen pal please write to me at 27 Cedar Road,
06913.

Jim Partridge

Clinton, CT

Editor:

1 am planning on moving to Germany
in January of 1986. I would be interested
in meeting other CoCo/ Dragon users who
live in Europe. Anyone interested can
contact me up until January 15, 1986, at

2708 Pinewood Drive, 2060L
Chris Ahrendt
Waldorf, MD

Editor:

Would anybody like to be pen pals or
start a pen pal club? Tm 12 years old, own
a 64K CoCo and would enjoy any letters*

Write to me at 210 Tareyton Drive, 14850.

Zachary Perlman
Ithaca, NY

Editor:

If there is anybody who would like to
have a pen pal please contact me. I am 12
years old> I have a cassette recorder and
a CoCo 2. Write to me at 5860 Lane-Kirk
Road, 43105.

Jimmy Dayton
Baltimore, OH

Editor:

I want to thank you for printing my letter

in the April 1985 issue of RAINBOW. I got
so many wonderful letters. I answered them
all and have made some really good friends.

The only thing I would like to know is,

don*t women use computers? I didn*t hear
from one woman! Is there any way to find
women home computer fans who use Color
Computers (64K with tapes)? My address
is H5-2nd Drive S.E., 44663.

Sandra Steed
New Philadelphia, OH

Editor:

I am desperately looking for some CoCos
in east Texas, If you live near or in the
Lufkin area, or just want a pen pal, please
write me! Since I moved from Houston to
Broaddus (population 225), I haven't talked
to another Color Computer owner. The best
thing that happens out here is when THE
rainbow comes each month! Write to me
at P.O. Box 258, 75929.

Allen Huffman
Broaddus, TX

Editor:

1 am looking for a computer pen pal. My
address is Route 6, Box 293, 26505.

Doug Wilburn
Morgantown, WV

Editor:

I am always looking for pen pals, so if

you are interested in the Color Computer
then drop me a line to 6071 Park Avenue,
H2V 4H4,

Steve Glezakos
Montreal, Quebec

Editor:

I am writing to you to ask for a pen pal
in any state of the U.S.A. I have been buying
your magazine in Australia for the last six
months, I have come to realize that you have
better programmers over there, so I would
like to be in touch with some of them.

Peter Mayer
5/246 William Street

Kingsgrove, N.S. W,
Australia, 2208

THE rainbow welcomes tetters to the
editors. Mail should be addressed tot Letters
to Rainbow, The Falsoft Building, P,0, Box
385, Prospect, KY 40059. Letters should
include the writer's full name and address.
Letters may be edited for purposes of clarity
or space.

ARTS AND LETTERS

RRINBQH
PD BOX SOS
PROSPECT m

H0D59

Envelope Of The Month

Joseph A. Tremblay
Fort Walton Beach, FL
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Educational Level for the Radii

Shack* Color Computer

CHILD WRITER 32/64K disk $54.95

(network version 32/64K) $99.95

CH ILD FILER 32/64K disk $54.95

(network version 32/64K $99.95

CHILD CALC 32/64K disk $54.95

{network version 32/64K) $99*95

Elementary Level Series TBA

MEMO WRITER 64K disk $64.95

(network version 64K) $129.95

LIST MANAGER 64K disk $64.95

SIMPLE CALC 64K disk $64.95

Home Use Level Series TBA

BUSINESS WRITER $99.95

64K disk

BUSINESS MANAGER $99.95

64K disk

BUSINESS CALC 64K disk $99.95

Business Level Series TBA

PROOFREADER $34.95

(20,000 words) 32/64K

MASTER PROOFREADER $54.95

(50,000 words) 64K

75 ADDITIONAL
EDUCATIONAL

AVAILABLE

Call us!

800/4TC-4TCE



PRINT #-2,

About three years ago, give or take a few months, a fellow by

the name of Wayne Green figuratively "shot himself in the foot"

by predicting the Color Computer was "dead" and would be

discontinued by Radio Shack. That article was accompanied by many
pious suggestions for Tandy personnel on how to make the CoCo's

successor survive,

Is there a "Peterborough Plague" that inflicts residents of that

picturesque New Hampshire hamlet every three years or so? It seems

so to read the latest from Michael Nadeau, who despite being editor-

in-chief of a magazine that supports our CoCo, states flatly 'The fact

is that most people don't need computers, and the computer industry

has failed to come up with a good reason for consumers to buy one,"

Nadeau's column, "Digressions," also includes suggestions for Tandy

Corp. He concludes "It really is no wonder that the home-computer market

is dead in the water."

Michael uses the same word — "dead"— and makes the same mistakes

as did Wayne, who was founder and publisher of 80 Micro,

Interesting.

Gee, Michael, I don't know what you are using your home computer

for (unless you're trying to raise turkeys or something), but I have a

whole lot of uses for mine and keep finding new ones, too.

You make light of checkbook balancing programs, but I keep mine

balanced with my home computer. Also, I have a lot of books, and I

have a really nice database set up with my CoCo to keep track of where

they all are. And, my daughter went from a *C* to an *A* in French

in one six-week period just by using a little program I wrote myself on

the Color Computer,

the RAINBOW gets literally dozens of program submissions each week,

Usually these are programs people have written to use at home. In short,

Michael, I think you, just like Wayne did several years ago, have sold

the CoCo and other home computers short.

I remember that I was putting out a pretty brash little newsletter when
the "Peterborough Plague" first struck and I wrote an editorial suggesting

to Wayne that if he didn't like the CoCo, he should leave it alone. He
did for a time, but then apparently saw the error of his ways and ended

up starting a magazine to support it.

A lot of people never forgave Wayne Green for declaring the Color

Computer to be dead. More than that, I wonder whether people should

be in the Color Computer-supporting business if they don't believe in

the product in the first place.

Granted, there are slower sales for CoCo right now, but we see new
software coming from Tandy and from third-party sources as well We
see an excellent computer system in place. We see a new CoCo on the

horizon that will run circles around the competition. And yes, we see

our own business as good and the CoCo market as a strong and healthy

one.

Here at the rainbow, we like the Color Computer just fine.

Ever since the first issue of the rainbow was published, I have sent

a complimentary copy to my mother in Birmingham, Ala. For everyone

who has ever sent anything you did to your mother, I am sure without

exception, the critiques have ranged from "wonderful" to "absolutely

wonderful."

Mom is 78 and every once in a while she will call when she is particularly

12 THE RAINBOW October 1 985



the Color Computer Word Processor
3 display formats: 51/64/85
columns x 24 lines

True lower case characters

User -friendly full-screen

editor

Right justification

Easy hyphenation

Drives any printer

Embedded format and
control codes

Runs in 16K, 32K, or 64K
Menu-driven disk and
cassette I/O
No hardware modifications
required

THE ORIGINAL
Simply stated. Telewriter is the most powerful

word processor you cart buy for the TRS-80
Color Computer. The original Telewriter has

received rave reviews in every major Color

Computer and TRS-80 magazine, as well as

enthusiastic praise from thousands of satisfied

owners. And rightly so.

The standard Color Computer display of 32
characters by 16 lines without lower case is

simply inadequate for serious word processing.

The checkerboard letters and tiny lines give you
no feel for how your writing looks or reads.

Telewriter gives the Color Computer a 51

column by 24 line screen display with true

fower case characters. So a Telewriter screen

looks like a printed page, with a good chunk of

text on screen at one time. In fact* more on
screen text than you'd get with Apple II, Atari,

TI, Vic or TRS-80 Model III.

On top of that, the sophisticated Telewriter

full-screen editor is so simple to use, it makes
writing ftrn. With single-letter mnemonic
commands, and menu-driven I/O and
formatting, Telewriter surpasses all others for

user friendliness and pure power.

Telewriter's chain printing feature means that

the size of your text is never limited by the

amount of memory you have, and Telewriter's

advanced cassette handler gives you a powerful
word processor without the major additional

cost of a disk.

...one of the best programs for the Color
Computer J have seen...

— Color Computer News, Jan. 1982

TFXEWRITER-64
But now we've added more power to

Telewriter. Not just bells and whistles, but

major features that give you total control over

your writing. We call this new supercharged
version Telewriter^64 For two reasons.

64K COMPATIBLE
Telewriter-64 runs fully in any Color Computer
— 16K, 32K, or 64K, with or without Extended
Basic, with disk or cassette or both. It

automatically configures itself to take optimum
advantage of all available memory. That means
that when you upgrade your memory, the

Telewriter-64 text buffer grows accordingly, In

a 64K cassette based system, for example, you
get about 40K of memory to store text. So you
dorft need disk or FLEX to put all your 64K
to work immediately.

64 COLUMNS (AND 85!)

Besides the original 51 column screen,

Telewriter-64 now gives you 2 additional high

density displays' 64 k 24 and 85 x 24!! Both
high density modes provide all the standard

Telewriter editing capabilities, and you can
switch instantly to any of the 3 formats with a

single control key command,
The 51 x 24 display is clear and crisp on the

screen. The two high density modes are more
crowded and less easily readable, but they are

perfect for showing you the exact Layout of

your printed page, ati on the screen at one
time. Compare this with cumbersome
'windows" that show you only fragments at a

time and don't even allow editing.

RIGHT JUSTIFICATION &
HYPHENATION
One outstanding advantage of the full-width

screen display is that you can now set the

screen width to match the width of your
printed page, so that "what you see is what
you get.

+
* This makes exact alignment of

columns possible and it makes hyphenation
simple.

Since short lines arc the reason for the large

spaces often found in standard right justified

text, and since hyphenation is the most
effective way to eliminate short lines,

Telewriter-64 can now promise you some of the

best looking right justification you can get on
the Color Computer.

FEATURES & SPECIFICATIONS:
Printing and formatting: Drives any primer

(LPVI1/V1II, DMP-100/200, Epson, Okidata,

Centronics, NEC, C. Itch, Smith -Corona,
Terminer etc).

Embedded control codes givt full dynamic access to

intelligent printer features like: under tin in g n

subscript, superscript, variable font and type size, dot-

graphics, etc.

Dynamic (embedded) format controls tot; top,

bottom, and left margins; line length, lines per page,

line spacing, new page, change page numbering,
mndiiional new page, enable/disable justification,

Menu-driven control of these parameters^ as well as:

pause at page bottom, page numbering, baud rate (so

you can rgn your printer ai top speed), and Epson
font. 'Typewriter" feature sends typed lines directly

to your printer, and Direct mode sends control codes
right from the keyboard. Special Epson driver

simplifies use with MX 80.

Supports single and multiline headers and automatic
centering. Print or save all or any section of the text

buffer. Chain print any number of tiles from cassette

or disk.

File and I/O Features; ASCII format files —
create and edit BASIC, Assembly^ Pascal, and C
programs, Smart Terminal files (for uploading Or

downloading), even text files from other word
processors. Compatible with spelling checkers (like

Spell 'n Fix).

Cassette verify command for sure saves. Cassette auto-
retry means you type a load command only once no
matter where you are in the tape.

Read in. save, partial save, and append files witli disk

and /or cassette. For disk: print directory with free

space to screen or printer, kill and rename files, set

default drive. Easily customized to the number of
drives in the system,

Editing features: Fast, full-screen editor with

wordwrap block copy, block move, block delete, line

delete, global search and replace (or delete), wild card

search, fast auto- repeat cursor, fast scrolling, cursor

up, down, right, lefu begin line, end !he
h top of text,

bottom of text; page forward, page backward, align

teat, tabs, choice of buff or green background,
complete error protection, line counter, v^ord counter,

space left, current file name, default drive in effect,

set line length on screen.

Insert or delete text anywhere on the screen without

changing "modes. 1
* This fast "free-form 1

' editor

provides maximum ease of use. Everything you do
appears immediately on the screen in front of you.

Commands require only a single key or a single key

plus CLEAR,

„truiy a state of the art word processor.,

outstanding in every respect.

-The RAINBOW. Jan, 1982

RAINBOW
CEBttflCAriONi

PRGFKSSIONAL
WORD PROCESSING
You car) no longer afford to be without the

power and efficiency word processing brings to

everything you write. The TRS-80 Color
Computer is the lowest priced micro with the

capability for serious word processing. And
only Telewriter-64 fully unleashes that

capability,

Telewriter-64 costs $49.95 on cassette, S59.95

on disk, and comes complete with over 70

pages of well-written documentation. (The step-

by-step tutorial will have your writing with

Telewriter-64 in a matter of minutes,)

To order, send check or money order to:

Cognitec
704 Nob Street

Del Mar, CA 92014

Or check your local software store. If you have

questions, or would like to order by Visa or

Mastercard, call us at (619) 755-1258

(weekdays, 8ANi-4FM PST), Dealer inquiries

invited.

(Add $2 for shipping. Califormans add 6^» staie tax.

Now available at

Radio /hack stores

via express order
Apple llts a trademark of Apple Compiler, Inc.; Aiari is a

trademark of Atari , Inc.; TRS-&G h a irademarV af Tandy

Cor pi MX-80 is a trademark of Epson America^ Inc.



WHITE HOUSE
COMPUTER

P.O. Box 4025
Williamsport, PA 17701

1-800-351-3442
(717) 322-7700 (In Pennsylvania)

HOURS: Monday thru Friday

9:00 am til! 6:00 pm

PRINTERS
STAR MICRONICS

SGIO.-.i 214,00
SQ 15 373.00
SO 10 345 00
SD 15 450.00
5R 10. ., 465.00
Powertype 307 00

MANNESEMAN TALLY
Spirit 80 249.00
MT 1 SOL 495 00
MT 130L 595.00

EPSON
RX80 209.00
RX 100 ..... 369.00
JX80 479 00
FX 35 345.00
FX 165 499 00
LO 1 BOO PAR 979.00

10 1500 SEP 1039 00
LX 80 222.00
Homewriter 209.00

Comrex 220 Atari 199 00
Com re* 222 Comm ... 1 99 00
LX 90 .

3J5 00
SO 2000 1 525 00
DXlODaiaywheel- 235.00
D*20Daisywhet>l 319 00
hs ao Letteriei 359.00

OKIDATA
Okimale 10 179.95

182 21995
84 640 95
192 349,95
193 525.95

PANASONIC
1090 ... 18700
1091 237.00
1092 .. 385.00
1093 .425 00
3151 45500

LEGEND
13B0 269.00
1385 ,..305,00
1 080 Squa re Dot 229 00
S60 Square Dot . . . . 199.00

CITIZEN
MSP 10 305.00
MSP 1 5 450 00
MSP 20 450.00
MSP 25 . 575 00

pRfNTER PAPER
2500 SDeeiS Lazor 24 95
1000 She ei s L-aior

500 Sheeis Lazoc
Mailing Labels
IQGOqiy

COLOR PAPER
ASSORTED PASTELS

2500 Shsrels Laior 42 95
1 000 Sfieel s L ar&r 23 95
SOO Sheets Lazor 23 95

14,95

9 95

9 95

TEAC DISK DRIVE
FO 55V 32GK/H3U Height
DS/DD . . 149 00

FD 55F 320K/HalT Height
96TPI .169 00

Software lor FD 55V 39 95

DISKETTES
SKC Lifetime Warranty

SS/DD 10.95
DS/DD 14.95

BONUS Lifetime Warranly

SS/DD 9 50
DS/DD 13 50

MAXELL
MD 1.... 15.95

MD2 20 95

MODEMS
Vo Iksmodem/Cable ... 58.95
Vollts12 179.95
Hayes 300 > 49.95
Hayes 1200 365.95
CompuServe Starler

Kil 19.95

INTERFACES
SP 3 Serial to

Parallel .. .57.95

1 Vear Warranty

DUST COVERS
PRINTER RIBBONS

INNOVATIVE
CONCEPTS

Fhp-N-File 10 2.50
Flip-N-File 15 -6.50

Fhp-N-File25/Lock...12.50
Flip'N-Flle 50 12.50
Flip-N-FJIe 50/Lock. . 16.50

MONITORS
TEKNIKA

MJ-10 Composite,'

Separate Video 105-95
IVU-22 RGB/Com posile/

Separate Video 269 95

ZENITH
Z.VM 122 Amber . 82 95
ZVM 123 Green .75.95

ZVM 131 RGB COIOr/

Green 40 Col 229.00
ZVM 1 33 RGB Color/

Green 80 Col 389 00
ZVM 130 Color/

Green 259 00
ZVM 1 35 RGB Color/

Green SO Col 439 00

SAKATA
SC 100 Color

SG 1000 Green
SA 1000 Amber

NEC
1205
1260
1201

AMDEK
300 G
300 A
Color 300
CqIqt 500
Color 600
Color 700
Color 710
310 A

179 00
9995

1 05 95

95 00
139 95
139 95

1 1900
129 00
229 00
339 00
399 00
469 00
539 00
145 00

POLICY No deoos-t On COD orders Free rrtMjIV on 71(1

prepaid cash o«riers over 5300 m p e r.onhnpmai USA
APO £ FPO add 55 00 per hundred Fen priority 013 if add
S3 00 pet hundred PA res iden is add 6 rK

- sale* tai

Q&f6Ctiy£ prtXtUCtS must naYC P r| Q« R 4 riumppr Sr"hpoK
riet 15

1 -800-351 -3442

impressed with an issue to say: "1 really don*t understand all this computer

stuff, but this is really a wonderful magazine. And, your Uncle Herb

in Baltimore thinks so, too/*

Mom has saved just about everything I've ever written. Which,

considering all the time I've spent writing things, is quite a lot of stuff.

But, in all that time, she's never written anything (except letters) — until

now.
Mom's first journalistic effort is reproduced below, I know it doesn't

apply to anything having to do with the rainbow, the CoCo or computers.

But, she's my Mom and it's her "first" article ever.

It is obviously a vignette from another time. Hey, Mom, it took you

78 years, but welcome to the profession of journalism. Not a badly done

debut!

PAGE 7

I RETOBER . . . . ,

Szpttmbe.fi 5, 1929, hjoa no doubt a mzmofuiblz daij jo^ me. But t'nm t

the occasion o& onz'b maAJiiage holdi> 6pe.tiA.al meaning* It -U my we.ddA.ng

ccwmontf that fitmaxjiA significant a& wttZ ah thz cMcum$tanc£6 oi thz

day.

Thii wa& an unubuaMy hot, muggy Septzmbtn. and o$ couJt&e -01 pio&v

dat$b oiA CQndffltfotoftW weAe. non-txii>tant t The ko&t $iqa&0 haAd and my

patients w-vuzd about thz rtctption guests* Ift oti&ta to make the ball-

Aoom burnable., thz hotel pl&c&d buckeJx o& let aAound the. entire dance

fcloQft with ian& behind to blow 0t& cold oajl. Quite, a sight.
t
not to

men-turn the, noi&t o$ the, uiiuAAing fans, Some. Cliampaane would fc*ue

zastd the sijtuatio¥i t
ft.owe.veA, due to prohibition none nto-& avaiZahtt in

Audi an eAtab&Ukm&nt. Thus, to zoZm my neAve.s
t
mj delimitfcd nw

husband znmked me out the hotel kitdim into a lAmosine. and tc the

closest speakeasy In HojuUs bu/ig
f
Pennsylvania .

0h t &uch mmonj-&& ,,,._, \ -< *~Z, -

I

#**********************##******#******#**#***********, **-** A- * ****** **A-*^r***-* A".

TUNE IN ROSEBELLE'S HEAPItlG MD
FOR NHtfS THE SENIORS MADE

WILL APPEAR AGAIN NEXT MONTH

Reprinted ffom the Augu$t 19S5 Futures Unlimited, senior adult newsletter.

One of the neatest pieces of productivity software weVe seen is a program
called DeskMate, which is bundled with the Tandy 1000 and has been an instant

hit. Watch for Tandy to soon offer a version of this outstanding program for

the CoCo, too.

To me, it is just another example of Radio Shack's commitment to the CoCo.
DeskMate is a combination of a spreadsheet, word processor, telecommunications

program, daily appointment calendar and other tools.

You should be able to see it up close and personal at RAINBOWfest in

Princeton, N.J., Oct. 11-13. Which reminds me, 1 hope you are planning to

be with us for this great show. We're really excited about it, and especially

about the acceptance by Bill Barden to be our CoCo Community Breakfast

speaker.

Bill, as you know, is one of the biggest names in the computer world and

he will be our special guest all during RAINBOWfest. This is really an extra

bonus and 1 hope you11 take advantage of it.

Breakfast tickets, though, are limited. It isn't hype when I urge you to order

now. I fully expect a sell-out.

— Lonnie Falk
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YOU COULD FALL IN LOVE WITH

AUTOTERM

!

IT TURNS YOUR COLOR COMPUTER INTOT

WORLD'S
SMARTEST
TERMINAL

<

GOOD
LOOKIN'

AUTOTERM shows true upper/
lower case in screen widths of 32,

40, 42, 51
P
or 64 characters with

no split words. The width of 32
has extra large letters, Scrolling is

forward, backward, and fast. Block
graphics pictures are displayed
automatically and can be scrolled.

The screen's top line shows
operating mode, unused memory
size t memory on/off, and caps-
lock on/oft. It also gives helpful

prompts.

SWEET
TALKIN'

KEY-BEEP can be on/oft Unac-
ceptable keystrokes cause a lower
pitched BOP! This ERROR-
BEEBOP can be on/off.

Talks to other computers with
Full or Half Duplex; Baud Rate of

110, 150, 300, 600, 1200; Parity as
even, odd. mark, space, none; 7

or 8 bit Word; any Stop Bits; all

128 ASCII characters; true line

Break; XON/XOFF protocol; and
optional line-at-a-time transmis-
sion. Able to send and receive

text, block graphics, BASIC and
ML programs, A 64K machine
holds up to 46,600 characters

(34,900 in HI-RES),

DUAL PROCESSING lets you
review & edit while more data is

coming in.

Fully supports D«(X Hayes and
other intelligent modems.

Talks to your printer with any
page size, margins, line spacing,
split word avoidance. Embed your
printer's control sequences for

boldface, underlining, etc. Narrow
text can be automatically spread
out.

You'll also use Autoterm
for simple word processing

and record keeping

You can display directories,

delete files, transmit directly from
disk, and work with files larger

than memory. Easily maintain a
disk copy of an entire session.

Compatible with TELEWRITER
(ASCII) & other word processors.

SMOOTH
WALKIN'

AUTOTERM moves smoothly
and quickly between word proces-

sing and intelligent terminal

action. Create text, correct your
typing errors; then connect to the

other computer, upload your text,

download information, file it T and
sign-off; then edit the received
data, print it in an attractive

format, and/or save it on file.

Editing is super simple with the
cursor. Find strings instantly, too!

Any operating parameter, such as
screen width, can be altered at

anytime. Uncompleted com-
mands can be cancelled.

PUTTY IN
YOUR HANDS

The word processor can be
used to create, print, and/or save
on file your personal KSMs. They
let AUTOTERM act like you. For
example, it can dial through your
modem, sign-on, interact, perform
file operations, & sign-off; an
entire session without your help,

KSMs can answer the phone,
prompt the caller, take messages,
save them, hang-up, and wait for

the next calk The KSM potential

is unbelievable!

NO OTHER COMPUTER IN
THE WORLD CAN MATCH
YOUR COCO'S AUTOMATIC
TERMINAL CAPABILITIES!!!

WHAT THE
REVIEWERS SAY

"AUTOTERM is the Best of

Class/'

Graham, RAINBOW, 6/83

'The AUTOTERM buffer system
is the most sophisticated — and
one of the easiest to use. .

.'*

Banta, HOT CoCo, 9/84

"Almost a full featured word
processor, .

."

Ellers, RAINBOW, 11/&4

RECOMMEND 32K to 64K
Tape-to-Disk Upgrade $23
You Keep the Cassette

CASSETTE $39.95
DISKETTE $49,95

Add $3 shipping and handling
MC/VISA/C O.D.

PXE Computing
11 Vicksburg Lane

Richardson, Texas T5080

214/699-7273

Please hire the mentally retarded. They are sincere, hard working and
appreciative. Thanks! Phyllis,



REAL
TIME
CLOCK

Full featured, yet very easy to use,
RTC 10 is a quart£-based

f
Time/Date

clock contained in a compact ROM
case. Supplied with simple to use
basic and machine code programs, A
2-year + replaceable battery backup
is included.

NOW ONLY $49.95
Compatible with any Color Computer
I or N with or without a Radio Shack
or any other Multi-Slot unit.

Compatible with all known plug-in
packs, To use it with another plug-in
pack without using a Multi-Slot,
order the Y-cable below,

Completely assembled, tested and
ready to pJug-in and use, with
programs included to set

h
read, and

display the Time^Date on the screen.
RTC-10 NOW $49.95

ROM/PROJECT CASES
3 piece unit with hardware.
ONLY ,,.$5.50
PC BOARDS for 27XX type proms for

above case. ONLY $4,00

DISK CONTROLLER PACK
by HDS. For Coco I & II Gold contacts
wJROM ONLY . $119

COCO CABLES
All connectors have GOLD pJated
contacts.

MULTI-SLOT EXTENDER CABLE - 40
conductor 6 " to 15" (specify), 1

Male, 1 Female, - STOP THOSE
LOST CONTACT BLUES- -

ONLY 1-...IHJH

Y-CABLE - 40 conductor, I ft. long, 1

Male, 2 Females. Lets you connect
the RTC 10 to a disk, voice or any
other pfug-in pack ONLY $27.95

DISK PACK EXTENDER CABLE - 40
conductor, 2 ft, long, 1 Male, 1

Female. Not for use with MuJthSiot.
ONLY, $22.95

DISK DRIVE EXTENDER CABLE - 34
conductor 2 ft. Jong, 1 Male, 1

Female, ONLY ..$21.95

CUSTOM FLAT CABLES - Call

Custom Computer Products
6 Dogwood Court
Goshen, N.Y. 10924

(516) 783-T426
ccp

ADD $3.00 PER ORDER FOP SHIPPING S HANDLING
F=OR C.O.D.. INCLUDE AN ADDITIONAL S3. 00
NV RESIDENTS MUST INCLUDE SALES TAX.

BUILDING OCTOBER S RAINBOW

Pyramid Pow(d)er . .

,

The RainbowTech Disk . . .

Nearing the Billion-Page Mark , . .

Since this is, after all, a "building" column, let's discuss the latest building

theory. T came upon it in the June Readers Digest. It seems a scientist

now claims that the pyramids may have been built out of concrete!

I kid you not; that's what he says and, so far, I haven't heard anything about

his being disproved.

Concrete f Give me a break. If chemist Joseph Davidovits of Barry University

in Miami Shores, Fla,, turns out to be right, he should get a handsome award,

but the rest of the geologists and archaeologists whoVe pondered the "riddle

of the centuries" should turn in their pith helmets — or be ridden out of

town on a rail. Scientific hint: Look for some initials in the corners of the

blocks, guys.

Legions of slaves heaving countless six-ton limestone slabs, indeed. It may
turn out that the oldest of the so-called seven wonders of the world was

built using a team of camels pulling a ready-mix wagon, Davidovits believes

the pyramid builders filled wooden molds with a slurry of crushed limestone

mixed with a mineral binder. In fact, this theory may explain why the pyramid

stones are filled with tiny air bubbles not found in the quarry from which

they reportedly came. Don't ask me why the high priests of the scientific

temples can't tell man-made poured cement from natural rock, but I cant

say I'm not surprised, because I am. This shakes up some old foundations,

including my belief in science as a science.

If this cement theory holds together, move over Piltdown Man, because

this guy may have uncovered the Hoax of the Ages. Stretching across the

centuries for a segue, Td like some concrete ideas from you readers on how
to solve a problem that seems to be pyramiding here at THE RAINBOW, You
see, we're considering something IVe tentatively dubbed the RainbowTech

Disk, a new service, and we'd like to do it right the first time.

Often, we get letters asking why we don't put assembly language source

code on rainbow ON TAPE. The most recent plea comes from Jacques Labonte

of Acton Vale, Quebec. He makes a good case for providing source code

on magnetic media. I agree that there's a need, but I don't think RAINBOW
on TAPE is the vehicle. Of the thousands who avail themselves of this service

each month, too many are rank beginners who would pull their hair out

trying to CL0AD and RUN source code. No, they need the assembled, running

binary file — only. There's more to it than that, though.

Others are asking regularly when we are going \o offer OS-9 programs

ready to load and run. Can't do that on tape, can you? At least, not readily.

Besides that, stilt others want templates for spreadsheets and database

managers, and the growing following of "CoCo Gallery" wants these picture

data files ready to toad in and view, but many of these are very long and

useful only to those who have the programs to load them. So, there is a

wide variety of programming material — some I haven't even mentioned —
we need to package in some convenient way.

Enter the RainbowTech Disk? a sort of high-tech service for specialized

interests, a diversified magnetic assemblage of computer odds and ends. How
to do it? Well, we have a couple of avenues for getting both OS-9 and Disk

BASIC files all on the same disk, without even flipping the floppy, but then

maybe you know a better way. Also, is this something you'd like to have?

And, what else would you want on this "hard-core hackers" service? Let us

hear from you; at this point, nothing is carved in stone.

To this brief treatise, my usual footnote: Join the legions of RAINBOW
subscribers and we'll order our scribes to parcel out, just for you, a special

monthly ration of the almost 300,000,000 pages we print annually — almost

a billion pages since we launched a four-page newsletter in June 1981.

— Jim Reed
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A MUST FOR:
High School Students

The College Ernrance Examination
Board (GEEBJ rise Chosen. Pascal f©i* «ca

college sdvftncad placement cornyuLer
SCienco base, DEFT Po»o*l Work.
banch provideE all the Pascal program

-

nninQ tools you need to Dreoar-e far this

C*St an your Coton Conrifjumr.

College Students
Tno DEFT Pascal Workbench
you TJlft software yau need tQ do yuur
Pascal programming homework at
home on your Color CnmpuWfi*

ProfasBionalB
iVlost of ^he prograrArnirig features
found on tJne mainframes and mirns used
in buBiness snd Sdenca are available on
the Color Computer wiel*i DEPT Piual
WorkDOnch

Hobbyists
Has tna a«tfin&ione nGCBB^ry to CJuiCk^y

do any Calar- Computer pragramrtimii-ifl,

tOb wicnout qivittq up execution SDKo.
DEFT Pascal Workfaanch rielpS yuu
£tst C^ife job done. D^reotly access as-
sembler language routines and hard-
ware registers from PoBCak

R.S. Cat.# 90-5002
$89.98

\X

I
t£B

$39.95

RS #90-5001

DEFT
Bench

$69.05

RS#90-5000

p**f
pases

****]
;io^ •***!£•^S-w^'

BSC5«
^»c*

yo1^ '

VsSSSS'--riSnri
C*Jtf

Ql^^:

p**«

HOT CoC* JMjfijjjn* .^^ , gsSj

-JMuri «h ,h. OEfT^^ apjr1 is rhe ejj|pn( ,

P'^i*. arwpariteprogram rn^.fe. Tk^qui*

h«dJe only (nlefrrs . (Ns Pascj|
™ *

bore (ompurai,** capability
-

RAINBOW Magtriite (fckwffllbar 1S&4)

•The DEFT System* people havr put logeihei a pack-

age which i& J <:cmplelc Pascal arwtfor AiS*ffliMy pru-

jcrin mmin^ vn vi rcnmrnl thai k rvaswirtaWy priced and

WdCfcl lik« ^ champ
"

"OEFT Bench and DEFT Pascal remain an escrllcnl

* sample of fvhal c»it k*r accomplished in tht fuC«
worbd. The FEitirt- package- gives you all lilt rH^s-wry

look Id k** rii Pascal If you already know Piscal, then

it £iv« yiuiu a tuLal development s:rtv*io*imenb. No-

thing is rnijiiing, there is nolhm* fl« to^uy."

"An^<&1lefttapp3k-anl*tlernpiJrtS in obtain advanced

credit will b* required to krtyw Pa^al lit order to

complete the earn. OEFT ocneh and DEFT Pascal

provide an excelknl learning env ifonment. Th? pnhr^

p,ii;tt.i.^ is impressivf. It Is very well-written and

sv.!r*rn«ly "*y lo use ,n '!' '^* >'ea,s l navc I**1*

lotikin^ -i t software packaged sev^r have [ seen so

much offered lor 50 Ktllt.

DEFT Extra Only $39,95

The perfect addition to your DEFT Pascal or DEFT
Pascal Workbench. DEFT Extra is a library of gaming
and direct Hie I/O routines with graphics routines that

provide Extended Basics graphics capabilities in all 8

graphics modes. Full DEFT quality documentation and
sample Paint program included, .requires 64Kl

Available

By Express Order
At Your Local

Radio /haeK Store!
Abo Available tn Canadian Radiu Shack Stores!

All DEFT software and programs developed with HEFT software

are BASIC ROM independent and use all of the memory in your

Color Computer without OS-9. AJI you need is DEFT software and

a Tandy Color Computer with Extended Disk BASIC, at least 32K of

RAM and One Disk Drive. With DEFT Pascal ($59.95) you will also

need a text editor to write your programs. PBJ WORD-PAK compati

ble upgrades and Educational discounts available. Dealer inquiries

welcome.

Orders and Sales Information 1-800-992-DEFT
Technical Assistance 1-301-253-1300

3-D Graphics Sampler
Only $29.95

Do 3 Dimensional Imaging
from Pascal Define an object by
specifying points and lines.

Then, with LJ-D graphics library

procedure calls. Rotate, Zoom
and Move your 3-D Skeletal Ob-
ject(s). All !

Included >l >-|

TEIVU

P.O. Box 359
Damascus, MD 20672

Qgamity ol Each: _ DEFT Pascal _ DEFT Beach
_ DEFT Extra _ DEFT Pascal Workbench _ 3-D Graphics

Method of Payment (check one) Q Check Enclosed

D VISA Master Card O COD

A^imtNumb., 001110 0000 DC
Card Eipiraticiii Data [ |0 / £
Signature .

Name

] DODO

State Zip
|

All orders are nfupped UPS within 554 hours of receipL Add 4% for shipping and hati tihngi

Maryland resident* add 5% for State Sales Tax: add S2.00 for COD.



GRAPHICS

Maphi&

QlP*
Drawing the Line

By Jimmy McGill

The following is a Lo-Res line drawing program.
Simply use the arrow keys to move up, down, left

and right; use the number keys '1* through '8' to select

the desired color (*0' will switch to black).

4K
The listing LINLDRRW

1/1 CLS(p)
15 A=31
17 B=15
20 A$=INKEY$
3J5 IF A$=""THEN GOTO 20
50 REM DIRECTIONS
51 IF A$=CHR$(94)THEN B=B-1:IF B
<0 THEN B=0
52 IF A$=CHR$(10)THEN B-B+HIF B
>31 THEN B=31
53 IF A$=CHR$(8)THEN A=A-1:IF A<
J3 THEN A=J3
54 IF A$=CHR$(9)THEN A=A+1:IF A>
S3 THEN A=63
6J3 REM COLORS
61 IF A$="1"THEN C=l
62 IF A$="2"THEN C=2
63 IF A$="3"THEN C=3
64 IF A$=»4"THEN C=4
65 IF A$="5"THEN C=5
66 IF A$="6"THEN C=6

ickW

67 IF A$="7"THEN C=7
68 IF A$= f, 8"THEN C=8
69 IF A$= ,,

j0
,,THEN GOSUB 100

10 SET{A,B,C)
80 GOTO 20
100 RESET (A, B) : GOTO 20

Read My Lips!
By Bill Bernico

The following program is a graphics display of a
fellow named "KoKo"(sound familiar?) who wilt "spit

out" sentences from the user's input information. The
fascinating part of the program is the way the
information is presented,

For ambitious programmers who would like to
substitute different sentences, the programming
techniques used are listed below.

Line

80-150

170-200

210

220

240

Description

Accepts user input and assigns to

variables

Draws KoKo
Allows 20 spaces before the printing

begins

Holds the framework of the sentence and
variables from the user input

Creates the sound and prints at 256, the

sentences created in Line 220
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The listing: 5PEAK2ME

10
20
30
40
50
60
70
80

SPEAK TO ME
BY BILL BERNICO
708 MICHIGAN AVE.
SHEBOYGAN, WI 53081
(414) 459-7350

16K
ECB

CLEAR 1000
CLS:PRINT"WHAT IS YOUR NAME":

INPUT N$
90 CLS
100 CLS:PRINT"HOW OLD ARE YOU" :

I

NPUT X$
110 CLS: PRINT"ARE YOU A BOY OR G
IRL" : INPUT" (B/G) " ; BG$
120 IF BG$="B"THEN BG$="BOY"ELSE
IF BG$="G"THEN BG$="GIRL"ELSE BG
$="PERSON"
130 CLS : PRINT"WHAT STREET DO YOU
LIVE ON": INPUT Z?

140 CLS:PRINT"WHAT CITY DO YOU L
IVE IN": INPUT CT$
150 CLS : PRINT"WHAT STATE IS THAT
IN": INPUT ST$

160 B$=CHR$(128) :Y$=CHR$(159) :E$
=CHR$(157)
170 CLS :PRINT@51, STRING? (8, 128)

:

PRINT@82 , STRING $ ( 10 , 128 ) i PRINTgl
13 , STRING$ ( 12 , 128 ) : PRINT@146 , Y$

;

Y$;Y?;STRING?(8,128)
180 PRINT@178, ;Y$;E$;Y$B$;B$;Y$?
STRING$ ( 5 , 128 ) : PRINT@209 , STRING?
(8,159) ;STRING$(4,128)
190 PRINTQ242 , STRING? ( 10 , 159 ) : PR
INT@275, STRING? (9, 159) :PRINT@306
,STRING$(9,159) :PRINT@340 , STRING
$ (7 , 159) !PRINT@372 , STRING? (7 , 159
)

200 PRINT@402,STRING? (11,255) : PR
INT@ 4 3 3, STRING$(13,175) : PRINTS 4

6

5,STRING$(13,255) :PRINT@496, STRI
NG$(15,175)

;

210 FOR U=I TO 20:Q?=Q$+CHR$(143
) :NEXT U
220 S?="HELLO "+N$+", MY NAME IS
KOKO. I'LL BE VISITING "+Z$+" S

TREET WHEN I'M IN "+CT$+" NEXT W
EEK. I'M LOOKING FOR A "+BG$+" A
BOUT "+X$+" YEARS OLD TO HELP ME
FIND THE CAPITAL OF "+ST$+" .

»

230 L$=Q?+S$+Q?
240 FOR P=l TO LEN(L$) -19: SOUND
RND(9)+180,2:PRINT@256,MID$(L$,P
,19) ?:NEXT P

250 PRINT@481,"aNOTHER OR eND";
260 W$=INKEY?:IF W$="A"THEN 10 E
LSE IF W$-"E"THEN 270 ELSE 260
270 CLS: PRINT"BYE, " ;N$
280 PRINT"SEE YA LATER

It's Charlie the Canadian Dog, Eh!
By Ray Larabie

Charlie's picture can be dumped to a printer for

color or black-and-white printouts using a screen

dump program.

The listing: CHARLIE I6K
ECB

10 'CHARLIE (C) COPYRIGHT 1985 R
AY LARABIE ALL RIGHTS RESERVED
20 CLS: PRINT"CHARLIE (C) 1985 RA
Y LARABIE": PRINT" ALL RIGHTS RE
SERVED"
30 INPUT"BLACK & WHITE OR COLOR
(B/C)";A$
40 IF A$="C" THEN PMODE3 , 1: SCREE
N1,0:PCLS2:GOTO70
50 PMODE 4 , 1 : SCREEN1 , 1 : PCLS 1 : COLO
R0,1
60 'left ear
70 DRAW'BMlll, 24 ;M98 , 8 ;M89 , 8 ;M79
, 11 ;M72 , 19 ;M68 , 36 ;M65 , 71 ;M56 , 87

;

M49,96;M43,102;M28,103;M25,107;M
24 , 119 ;M27 , 128 ;M36 , 140 ?M40, 145 ;M
56, 152 ;M72 , 155 ;M87 , 155 ?M95 , 149"
80 'right ear
90 DRAWBM159 , 24 ,'M164 , 12 ;M172 , 8 ;

M175 , 9 ;M180 , 16 ;M182 , 24 ;M180 , 32 ;M
177 , 44 ;M180 , 67 ;M19l , 86 ;M208 , 95 ;M
220, 90 ;M228 , 95;M229 , 99 ;M227 , 111

;
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M222,124;M208,139;M188,151;M176,
153;M165,148"
100 ' brow
110 DRAW»BM111,24;M110,15;M125,2
0;M140, 19 ;M144 , 11 ;M143 , 23 ;M156,

1

1;M159,13;M159,24"
120 'snout
130 DRAW"BM122,77;M107,80?M98,86
;M91, 92 ;M83 , 100 ;M78 , 111;M76, 124

;

M81,117;M83,132;M89,143;M95,149;
M99, 141;M94, 142 ;M112 , 157 ;M131 f 16
3;M128,156;M132,152;M135,158;M13
2 / 168;M142,163;M156,145;M158,157
;M165,145;M167,131;M166,115;M174
, 120 ;M172 , 104 ;M164 ,91
140 'shoulders & eyelashes
150 DRAW"M157,83;M142,79;BM40,14
5;M22 , 160 ;M30, 158 ;M0 , 188 ;BM193 ,

1

48;M225,164;M216,16S;M255,187;BM
111,55;M152,49"
160 'eyes
170 CIRCLE (125, 53) ,9, , 2. 2: PAINT

(

125 49) 1 4

180 CTRCLE(141,52) ,9, ,2,2tPAINT(
141,47) ,1,4
190 CIRCLE (13 1,54) , 4 : CIRCLE (134,
54),

4

200 'mouth
210 CIRCLE (130, 113) , 15, , 1 . 5,0, .

5

P
220 'nose
230 CIRCLE ( 136,90) ,15,, . 3 : CIRCLE
(130,92) ,25, , . 3:PAINT(130,95)

, ,0
240 IF A$-"C" THEN PAINT (0 ,0) , 3

,

4 ELSE PAINT(0,0) ,0,0
250 'end
260 FORX=255T01STEP-l:Y-Y+l:POKE
140,X:EXEC43345:FOKE140,Y:EXEC43
345:NEXTX:Y=0:GOTO260

Title Page Power
By Bill Bernico

screen presentations. Use the power of your CoCo
to spruce up those title pages!

One thing every program needs is an eye-catching

title page. Kromico uses the DRAW and PRINT method
that puts the title on the screen, paints the letters,

switches to an alternate screen and starts over with

another color, giving you a possibility of 24 different

The listing: KROMICO 16K
ECB

KROMICO
EXAMPLES OF GRAPHIC TITLES
BY BILL BERNICO
708 MICHIGAN AVE.
SHEBOYGAN, WI 53081
(414) 459-7350

10
20
30
40
50
60
70
80 PMODE3,l:SCREENl,l:PCLS
90 X=l 'START PAINTING WITH COLO
R #1
100 'LINES 110-240 DRAW AND PAIN
T "KROMICO" IN FAT LETTERS
110 DRAW"BM2 , 1D70R12U25F25R214U1
0L209H25E35L16G25U25L11" *K
120 PAINT(6,7) ,X,4
130 DRAW"BM40,57U44R25F6D14G6L10
F18L12H10D10L8BU38BR8R8F4D6G4L8U
14" 'R
140 PAINT (44 , 55), X,

4

150 DRAWBM78 , 52U32E6R20F6D32G6L
20H6BR10BU2UF3R8E3U25H3L9G3D25"
•O

160 PAINT (80, 52) ,X,4
170 DRAW"BM118,57U42R10F8E8R10D4
2L10U26G8H8D26L10" »M
180 PAINT(120,55) ,X,4
190 DRAW"BM163 / 57U42R10D42L10" •

I

200 PAINT(165,55) ,X,4
210 DRAWBM180, 4 6U23E7R20F7D6L8U
3H3L11G3D22F3R11E3U3R8D6G6L21H6U
4" 'C
220 PAINT (182, 44) ,X,4
230 DRAW"BM22l,50U28E6R20F6D28G6
L20H6BR10BU2UF3R8E3U21H3L9G3D21"
'O

240 PAINT(224,52) ,X,4
250 'LINES 260-330 DRAW "SOFTWAR
E" IN SMALLER LETTERS (NO PAINTI
NG)
260 DRAW"BM75,80U2H2L4G2D4F2R4F2
D4G2L4H2U2" 'S

270 DRAWBR14D2F2R4E2U12H2L4G2D1
1" «o

280 DRAWBR16D3TJ9NR6U7R9" 'F
290 DRAW"BR7R11L6D16U16BR12" *T
300 DRAWD12F4E4NU6F4E4U12BD16BR
7" 'W
310 DRAWU12E5F6D5NL9D6" 'A
320 DRAW"BR6U16R6F2D4G2L6R2F6D2"
•R

330 DRAW"BR6NR9U8NR6U8R9" »E
340 GOSUB440 'TIME DELAY
350 'LINES 360-400 TRY DIFFERENT
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SCREEN STYLES
360 PMODE4,1:SCREEN1,0:GOSUB440
370 PMODE1,1:SCREEN1,1:GOSUB440
380 PMODE4,1:SCREEN1,1:GOSUB440
390 PMODE3,1:SCREEN1,0:GOSUB440
400 PMODE1,1:SCREEN1,0:GOSUB440
410 X=X+1 'AFTER ALL 6 SCREEN ST
YLES ARE TRIED, PAINT WITH A DIF
FERENT COLOR
420 IF X>4THEN 80 'REPEAT AFTER
ALL FOUR COLORS ARE TRIED
430 PMODE3 , 1 : SCREEN1 , 1 : PCLS : GOTO
110 'ERASE SCREEN AND START OVER
440 FORT=1T01500 :NEXTT : RETURN

The Towers of Hanoi
By David Cromley

The following is a graphics demonstration of the

"Towers of Hanoi" puzzle. The object is to move
all the discs on the left rod over to the right rod
in the same order that they were in at the beginning.

This shows how the puzzle can be solved.

The listing: HANOI 16K
ECB

100 i—TOWERS OF HANOI
110 ' D-C DAVID A CROMLEY , 1984
120 PCLEAR 4: PMODE 3,1: COLOR 3

,2
130 PCLS: SCREEN 1,0
140 N=08: NR=N! DIM TN(3),TS(3,1
6) ,TC(3,16)
150 FOR X=43 TO 213 STEP 85
160 LINE (X,0)-(X,191),PSET: NEX
T X
170 Tl=2: T3=l: FOR 1=1 TO N: TN
(2)-l
180 TS(2,1)=I: TC(2,l)=I-INT(I/3
)*3+3
190 GOSUB 220: NEXT I

200 Tl=l: T2=2: T3=3 : GOSUB 340
210 GOTO 210
220 '—MOVE ONE DISC
230 N1=TN(T1): N3=TN{T3)+1
240 TN(T1)=N1-1: TN(T3)-N3
250 XS=TS(T1,N1) : TS(T3,N3)=XS
260 XC=TC(T1,N1) : TC(T3,N3)=XC
270 Xl-Tl*85-42: X3=T3*85-42
280 Y1=194-N1*12: Y3=194-N3*12
290 XR=44-INT(XS/NR*19)*2
300 COLOR XC,2: FOR Y=0 TO 9
310 LINE (X1-42,Y1+Y)-(X1+42,Y1+
Y) , PRESET
320 LINE (X3-XR,Y3+Y)-(X3+XR,Y3+
Y),PSET
330 PSET (X1,Y1+Y,3): NEXT Y: RE
TURN
340 '—SUBROUTINE
350 IF N=0 THEN RETURN
360 T=T2: T2=T3 : T3=T: N=N-1: GO
SUB 340
370 T=T2: T2=T3: T3=T: GOSUB 220
380 T=T1: T1=T2: T2=T: GOSUB 340
390 T=T1: T1=T2: T2=T: N=N+1: RE
TURN

Space Waves
By Joey Goodson

Rcircsin draws sine wave designs on an outerspace

background and plays a short sound effect. The design

is erased and then starts over with a new picture.

For quicker drawings, POKE 65495,0.

The listing: RCIRCSIN
16K
ECB

1 '*RCIRCSIN* - BY JOEY GOODSON
2 A=RND( -TIMER)
4 G=10:R=3
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PRO-COLOR-FILE
ENHANCED 2.0

c 1984 by Defringer Software, Inc. S5995
The first serious database program available for the Color Disk System and, since

its introduction in November 1982, it has remained the popular choice of the Color
Computer user

-60 Data Fields for each record
• 1020 spaces available per record if needed
• Maximizes multiple drive operation
• 28 equation lines(+-7)
• IF-THEN-ELSE logic tests in equations
• Full Screen editing on up to 4 data entry screens
Key click and auto key repeat

• Stores custom designed report formats
• Obtain totals, averages, or summaries for any field
• Output reports to printer, screen, or disk file

• Send data out to a DYNACALC compatible file

* Separate label generator for up to 10 across labels

Pre-define up to 16 indexes for searching/reporting file
* Sorts 750 records in under 5 minutes
* User defined selection menus
* Repeated tasks performed with one keystroke using SIMON*
* Comes with 75 pages of documentation in a 3 ring cinder
* Supported by a national users group
* Full time programmer support
* Supplied on an unprotected disk
* Supports RR.O. Systems 10 Meg hard drive (Specify)
* SIMON included free with your order



FRO-COLOR-FORMS 2.0
£ 1984 by Derringer Software, inc.

PRO-COLGR~FORMS will access data files

created with PRO-COLOR-FILE aid merge mem
with a letter or place them on pre-pnnted forms.

STORE UP TO 6 FORMATS - USER DEFINED
PAGE SIZE • SUPPORTS SPECIAL PRINTER
CONTROL CODES * RIGHT JUSTIFICATION
PASSWORD PROTECTION * MERGES WITH
GRAPHICS FROM MASTER DESIGN OR
TELEGRAPHICS-

You can use the built in ML text editor for

creating the form or use your favorite word
processor.

$2995

MASTER DESIGN
£1984 by Derringer Software, inc.

This graphics program does more for you than
just hi res graphic editing. It will generate

lettering in hires graphics that can be different

sizes, skinny, bold, textured, drop shadowed,
raise shadowed or tall. It will also interlace with

the Telewriter-64 word processor for printing hi-

res displays with your letters.

As a graphics editor, it takes full advantage of

ali the extended BASIC tikes graphic commands.
Create boxes, circles. lmes

k copy displays and
utilize GET and PUT features, Some added com-
mands include mirror reflection, turn displays

backwards or upside down. Squish displays,

create dot patterns for shading or diagonal lines

for creative backgrounds.

Special text files created with the Letter Head
Utility allow you to access hires graphics from

Telewriter-64, your own BASIC programs or PRO-
COLOR-FORMS

Interfaces with all popular dot matrix printers

that nave dot addressable graphic ability.

See reviews in: <; *%+%qc
July 84 Rainbow Qci '84 Hot OoCo^£%§^^

SIMON
® 1984 by O&rringnr Softwa^ inc.

SIMON will
u

watclf you run througnany BASIC
program and keep track of every keystroke you
make. The keystrokes can be saved in a disk file

so the next time you want to perform the same
procedure, SIMON will do it tor you,

A custom menu can be created so that the

press of one key wilt have SIMON run your BASIC
programs) and select the appropriate command
file to use. You can even have SIMON pause at

any input so that you can enter information that

wont be the same each tima
SIMON is perfect for any type of reporting, file

maintenance or any other program that requires

a sequence of prompts to be answered each time
it's used. Included free with PRO-COLOR-FILE,

Rmuimmls 64K Color Computer with Disk.

{Disk Only)SJ995

PRO-COLOR-DIR
£ IQ84 by Derringer Software, Inc.

PRO-COLOR-DIR will read your directories

and create a master data file that can be
accessed by PRO-COLOR-FILE for sorting and
reporting 1000 + records can be stored on one
diskette with valuable information about each
program.

- DISK ID NAME * FILENAME/EXT TYPE OF
FILE • DATE CREATED - DATE UPDATED
NUMBER OF GRANS ALLOCATED • NUMBER
OF SECTORS ALLOCATED AND USED
MACHINE LANGUAGE ADDRESSES -

You can obtain hard copies of the information

and create labels of the filenames for placing on

the diskette itself.

$2195

Buy all 3

in the

PRO-COLOR-SERIES

S9995

DYNAGRAPH
© 1984 by OBffihQGf Software, file

A Utility program for owners of DYNACALC u

DYNAGRAPH will transfer graphic files from
DYNACALC to standard graphic files for further

enhancing and labeling by graphic editing

programs such as MASTER DESIGN. CoCo Max
orGraphicom.

DYNAGRAPH can also reduce a graph

vertically and horizontally so that multiple

displays can be combined into one

$1995
(ineluded FftE£ with OYNACAUi*)

SIDEWISE
C' 19&4 by Derringer Software, trie

S1D£ WISE makes your primer do something
you never thought possible- print side ways'

Print out an ASCII stored spread sheet file that

has up to 255 characters per row for easier

viewing. No more hassles with trying to hold

sheets together!

SIDE WISE wilf read in any ASCII text file and
pnnt it out side ways using a Radio Shack, Epson,
Okidate, C-lioh or Gemini printers having dot-

graphics ability SEOE WISE reads any ASCII file

including BASIC programs and word processor

files.

Add a new "twisr to your printer's capabilities!

(Disk Onlyf
$2495

TELEGRAPHICS
& 1984 by BerrmnerBofTwars. inn.

PRINT HI RES GRAPHICS WHILE USING
TELEWRITER-641

Use your C0G0 Max, Graphicom or any other

graphics editing program to create your own
letter heads or sales charts and then print them
while youre using Telewriter-64 Its the perfect

way to add that personal touch to your

correspondence.

Telegraphies interlaces with Radio Shack.
Epson, Gemini, C-ltoh and Okidata printers having

dot-addressable graphics. A simple modification

to Telewriter-64 will allow you to exit Telewriter via

the DISK I/O MENU and print out the graphic with-

out affecting any of your text in the buffer

This is the same feature that is included in our

MASTER DESIGN program. Since we feltyou don't

need to buytwo graphics editing programs, we have

made this feature available at a reduced price

$2495

Teiewritei-64 + TELEGHAPHIOS - $64.95

fSave$20J

CoCo Max + TELEGRAPHICS * $74.95

(Save $20.)

ALL 3 PROGRAMS $ 129.90

iSave $24.95}

(Available Only On Disk/

No Other Discounts Applicable

DYNACALC. s8995

SPREAD SHEET FLEXIBILITY

Telewriter-64,. s54^
WORD PROCESSOR POWER

CoCo Max $6995

GRAPHICS SUPERIOR

Uraer toy rnone
(803) 665-5676
Derringer Software, Inc.
P.O. Box 5300 - Florence, S.C. 29502 5300

Include $3.00 for UPS Shipping - $5 00 U.S. Mail - $9,00 Air Mail
Checks, Money Order VISA or MasterCard



5 PM0DE4 , 1 : PCLS : SCREEN1 ,

1

6 FORW=1TO150:PSET(RND(252) ,RND(
191) ) :NEXTW: FORW=1T010 : CIRCLE (RN
D(255) ,RND(191) ) ,RND(2) iNEXTW
10 IFB=0 THEN X=X+3
11 IFB-1 THEN X=X-3
12 IFBB«0 THEN XX=XX+3
13 IFBB=1 THENXX=XX-3
14 G=G+GG
20 Y=G+10*(SIN(X)

)

30 LINE(X,Y)-(Y,XX),PSET
31 CIRCLE(X,Y) ,R:CIRCLE(Y,XX) ,R
32 IFX=255 THENB=1
33 IFX=0 THEN B=0
34 IFXX=192 THEN BB-1 : GOSUB100 :

P

CLS:R=RND(10) :FORW-1TO150:PSET(R
ND(255) ,RND(191)) : NEXTW : F0RW=1T0
10:CIRCLE(RND(255) ,RND(191)) ,RND
(2) :NEXTW
3 6 IFXX=0 THEN BB=0
37 IFG=248 THEN GG=-2
38 IFG=10 THEN GG=2
50 GOTO10
100 PLAY"VI"
1J91 J=RND(5) :J$«"0"+STR$(J) : PLAY
J$
lip F0RJ=1T015
120 PLAY"T255V+ABGABG":NEXTJ
130 F0RJ=1T015
140 PLAY"T255V-ABCDEFGABCDEFG":N
EXTJ
150 FORJ=1TO460:NEXTJ
160 J«RND(4):0NJ GOSUB 200,250,3
00,350
161 RETURN
200 FORJY=0TO191 : LINE (0,JY) -(255
,JY) , PRESET :NEXTJY: RETURN
250 FORJY=191TO0STEP-1:LINE(0,JY
)-(255,JY) , PRESET :NEXTJY: RETURN
300 FORJX=0TO255:LINE(JX,0)-(JX,
191) , PRESET .-NEXTJX: RETURN
350 FORJX=255TO0STEP-l:LINE(JX,0
)-(JX,191) , PRESET :NEXTJX: RETURN

Speed Optimizing
By Doug Farrell

Ball presents a stunning, visual graphics effect.

Before loading and running Ball, enter the following

nokes:

32K
ECB

pokes:

POKE 28160 , : PDKE25 , 110 : NEW

The listing: BALL

10 CLS 6: PRINTS 2 2 4, "CAN THE COMPU
TER WORK AT HIGH SPEED? (Y
/N)»
20 A$=INKEY$:lFA$='*Y"THENPOKE654
95,0:WA=40»GOTO30ELSEIFA$=»'N"THE
NPOKE65494,0;WA=20 : GOTO30 : ELSEIF

A$=" "THEN20ELSEGOTO20
30 IN=l:S=l. 33333333
40 R=-.390625iZ=400:Zl=3600
50 CLS4:PRINT@224,STRING$(32,32)
*

60 PRINT@192,STRING$(32,153)

;

70 PRINT@256,STRING$(32,153)

;

80 A$=" 1YOU WON'T BELIEVE THIS 1

! ! 3PRETTY INCREDIBLE I MIGHT AD
D 50K, OK, I'M WORKING ON IT! !

J

7ALLRIGHT, GET READY, HERE IT IS
9"

90 F0RP=1T013STEP4
100 PM0DE3 , P : PCLS 3 : COLOR1 ,

1

110 Ml-INSTR(A$,STR$(IN))+2
120 PRINT@224 ,MID$ (A$ ,M1, INSTRfM
l,A$,STR$(IN+2))-Ml)
130 FORL=0TO256STEP64: LINE (L, 191
) -(128,96) ,PSET:NEXT
140 FORL=112T0189STEP8
150 L1=L+IN:L2=L1-96:I2=IN/40:L2
=Ll-96
170 LINE(257-L1*S,L1)-(L1*S,L1)

/

PSET: LINE (257-Ll*S, LI) -(257-Ll*S
,Ll-26+L2*R) ,PSET:LINE-{0,Ll-26+
L2 *R), PSET: LINE (L1*S, LI )-(Ll*S,L
l-26+L2*R) ,PSET:LINE-(255,Ll-26+
L2*R) ,PSET
180 NEXT
190 COLORl,l
200 LINE (0,80) -(255, 80) ,PSET
2 10 PMODE0 , P : PCLS0 : PMODE3 , P : PAIN
T(10,78),l,l
220 COLORl,l
230 LINE (0,127) -(128, 70) , PSET: LI
NE- (255, 127 ) , PSET: LINE (0,80) -(25
5,80) ,PSET
240 FORX=58T0178STEP4
250 Y=SQR(Z*(1-(X-118) A 2/Z1))
260 LINE(X-2,159-Y)-(X-2,159+Y),
PSET
270 NEXT
280 CIRCLE (128, 96) ,60, 2 : PAINT (12
8,38) ,2,2:CIRCLE(128,96) ,60,1
290 FORA=.2T01STEP.2
300 CIRCLE(128,96),60,1,A-I2,0,.
53
310 NEXT
320 FORA=0TO.8STEP.2
330 CIRCLE (128, 96) , 60, 1,A+I2, . 5,
1

340 NEXTA
350 IN=IN+2
360 NEXTP
370 P=l
380 PMODE4,P:SCREENl,l
390 FORW=0TO WA:NEXT
400 P=P+4:IFP>13THENP=1
410 GOTO380

f7S
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RAINBOW

This program helps make the 'ups and
downs' of learning easy

\ <y

By Bill Bernico

Sesame Street teaches funda-

mentals to youngsters, help-

ing them understand simple,

everyday words like large or small,

near or far, alike or different.

Here's a program that helps them
comprehend up and down.

This program, Elevator, at first

glance, may appear to be strictly

for young kids. Don't believe it!

There are some pretty slick pro-

gramming tricks integrated into

this one — tricks you may want
to use in your own programs even

if you aren't overly entertained by
an elevator making the rounds.

Constructing the seven floors of

the building is done in lines 80-

220, the building being topped off

by the word "ELEVATOR" in

Line 230, Lines 240-250 ask if the

user wants to go up or down. Lines

260-290 accept user input. Line

(Bill Bernico is a self-taught computerist

who enjoys golf, music and program-
ming. He is a drummer with a rock band
and lives in Sheboygan, Wis.)

270 keeps the words "GOING UP"
on the screen and erases the "OR,"
Line 280 keeps the word
"GOING" on the first line, erasing

the rest of that line. It also keeps

the word "DOWN" on the second

line, erasing "(U/D)."

The basis of the elevator action

is held in lines 300 through 420.

Lines 300-350 are GOSUBed if the

user chooses 'D* and lines 360-420

are GOSUBed if the user chooses

'U\

In either case, *S* equals the

value of the sound, with the top

floor having the highest sound, 'N
1

equals the number of the floor

displayed in the right window and
is poked into value *V\ I used POKE
instead ofPRINTS because PRINT @

left unwanted spaces before and
after the number.

As the elevator passes each floor

a character string that's half black

and half yellow appears in the

window, which gives the impres-

sion of the elevator being halfway
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Radio Shack Has
Software

Color File.** An easy-to-use

home filing

system to al-

phabetize,

select, revise

and store

personal re-

cords.

Comes pre-set with seven files

—

or create your own. . -. QK
#26-3103 199b

Spectaculator® Do planning

and budget-

ing with this

electronic

spreadsheet.

Just enter

numbers and
formulas-
results are displayed on com-
mand. Ideal for financial fore-

casting. #26-3104

I

29|95

Color SCRIPSJT® A powerful

home word
processing

system for

correction-

free letters.

Text can be
saved on op-

tional cassette recorder or

printed with optional printer.

#263105
29i95

:
£**k{ E^S^ i

Personal Finance II. Includes

26 expense
categories,

including

auto, gas,

food and
more. Review m.
spending on
year-to-date or category basis.

#26-3106

)

2995

Color Editor/Assembler. De-
velop 6809
software. You
get trial as-

sembly in

memory, an

editor to

change your

program and Z-Bug for testing.

#26-3250
2g95

m S!B Ifll DIB
m c jccm Dixnc
D A3 H I ST II DEC HI IS

BUOJ IE QOEEH
EEDEELT OCI

Bingo Math/ Three exciting

games to

make learn-

ing math fun.

Bingo, Speed
Math and
Number
Hunt.

#2^3150
^ggg

Baseball.* This exciting game
plays like the

big leagues!

You are the

coach— it's

up to you to

control the

pitching, de-

fense, and running for extra ex-

citement. Fast paced baseball

action. #26-3095 i^a*
1995

Canyon Climber* Your climb-

ing skills are

tested when
you find kick-

ing goats,

falling rocks,

zinging ar-

rows and
more on your way to the summit.

#26-3089
29,95

Joyitictos required.
** Cassette recorder required.
"* Joysticks and recorder required.

Downland.* You' re alone in a
secret cave,

you jump and
climb from

chamber to

chamber col-

lecting gold

and dia-

monds. Each chamber is a new
danger Will you survive?

#26-3046 .irtgg
199

Galactic Attack.* Enemy
spaceships

bomb your

defense
shields. If you
destroy this

squadron, the

enemy re-

verts to a deadly night attack.

#264066
1g95

Poltergeist. Based on the hit

movie.

Search for

clues and
face the pol-

tergeist. Not
for parents or

others easily

frightened.

#26^3073 2495



the Color Computer
You Want
Mega-Bug, * A maze of fun! Try
to fose the lit-

tle "buggers"
hot on your
trail. You
can't stop.

Everywhere
you go, on
every turn, there's more of them!
Excellent color graph-
ics. #26-3076

1Qg5

Slay the Nerius.* Fast action is

needed to

save your

submarines
from deadly
starfish and
the ancient

sea creature

—Nerius. #2r>3086

19i95

Clowns and Balloons.* A real

circus act.

Use your

safety net to

bounce the

clown up and
down to pop
the balloons

overhead! Be careful—don't let

the clown fall. #26-3087 u *6C
1995

Deluxe Joystick. Get accurate
cursor control and quicker re-

sponse. Dual-axis trim controls.
#2&3012

2gg5

Cyrus. A chess program with be-
ginner to

tournament
skill levels.

You can take

back a move
or reject the

computer's

move and force it to play again.

Joysticks. Two controls with full

360° movement! Single-shot but-
ton. A "must" for selected games.
#26-3008 (pair) jq^

19,95

7 Card Stud. Compete with

three com-
puter poker
players. They
can adjust to

your playing

style and
make it more
difficult to win.

#26-3000

M:>B
53?

iocs m
m\. + m aaj

19i95

The Technology Store"

r-

A DIVISION OF TANDY CORPORATION

NEW 1986 Radio Shack
Computer Catalog RSC-15.

Send for your copy.

Mail To: Radio Shack, Dept. 86-A 868
300 One Tandy Center
Fort Worth, Texas 76102

Name.

Address.

City. . Stale _ _Zip.

Telephone _

Prices apply at Radio Shack Computer Can-
ters and at participating Radio Shack stores
and dealers.



between floors. I chose the

variable BY$ to represent the

"Bottom Yellow" color block.

TY$ is used when the "Top
Yellow" block appears.

These actions are merely
repeated in a FOR/NEXT loop
until you've covered all seven
floors, Fd be interested in hearing

from anyone who can use this

premise and build a more com-
plex program around it. My
address is 708 Michigan Avenue,
Sheboygan, WI 53081, phone
(414)459-7350. Q

2̂50 225
END 2

The listing: ELEVATDR

10
20
30
40
50
60
70 L$=CHR$(128) :A$=STRING$(10,19
1) :B$=CHR$(191) :C$=B$+B$+B$+L$:D
$=CHR$(159) :E$=STRING$(2,191) :TY

1 ELEVATOR
'BY BILL BERNICO
"708 MICHIGAN AVE.
'SHEBOYGAN, WI 53081
1 (414) 459-7350

EVERYDAY PROGRAMS
FROM

4 LITTLE LETTERS
An Educational Program to Help Children

Learn the Lower Case Letters and Correlate
Them with the Uppercase Letters

I16K Extended Basic Required)

- SKANCE
A Dice Game for the Whole Family

Play Against the Computer or lip to 3 Players
(16K Extended Basic Required)

-master disk directory4-
A Program for Finding which Disk You put that

Special Program on
Keeps Track of up to 250 Program Names Per

Master Disk File

Load the Program Name 1 at a Time or by the Disk
[32K Disk Basic Required]

Send a Tape or Disk in a
SELF-ADDRESSED STAMPED MAILER to:

P.O. BOX 391
CLEVELAND, OHIO 44107
PLEASE REQUEST ONLY ONE PROGRAM

$=CHR$(156) :BY$=CHR$(147)
80 CLS3:PRINTS498,A$;
90 PRINT@466,C$;C$;E$;
100 PRINTS 4 34, A$;
110 PRINTS402,C$;C$;E$;
120 PRINTS370, A$;
130 PRINT@338,C$;C$;E$;
140 PRINT@306,A$,*
150 PRINTS274,C$;C$;E$;
160 PRINTS 2 4 2, A$;
170 PRINTS210,C$;C$E$?
180 PRINTS178,A$;
190 PRINT@146,C$;C$;E$;
200 PRINTS 114, A$;
2 10 PRINTS 8 2 ,C$; C$ ; E$

;

220 PRINTS50, A$;
230 PRINTS 18 , B$ ; "elevator" ; B$

;

240 PRINTS0, "GOING UP OR";
250 PRINTS 3 2, "DOWN (U/D)?" ;

2 60 I$=INKEY$:IFI$-""THEN260
270 IF I$="U"THEN PRINTS8," ";
:PRINTS32,STRING$(11,143) ;:GOSUB
360

280 IF I$="D"THEN PRINT06,"
" ; : PRINTS 3 7

, " " ; { GOSUB 30

290 GOTO 80
300 S=180:N»55:V-1113:FOR Y=85 T
O 469 STEP 64
310 PRINTSY,TY$;:GOSUB4 20
3 20 PRINTSY , D$ ; : SOUNDS , 1 : POKEV,

N

:GOSUB420
330 PRINTSY,BY$;:GOSUB420
340 PRINTSY,L$? t PRINTSY+4,L$;; GO
SUB420
350 S=S-5:N=N-1:V=V+64:NEXTY:RET
URN
360 S-150:N=49:V=1497:FOR Y=469
TO 85 STEP- 6

4

370 PRINTSY , BY$ ; : GOSUB420
3 80 PRINTSY , D$ ; : SOUNDS , 1 : POKEV ,

N

:GOSUB420
390 PRINTSY,TY$;:GOSUB420
400 PRINTSY , L$ ; : PRINTSY+4 , L$ ; : GO
SUB420
410 S=S+5:N«N+1:V«V-64:NEXT Y:RE
TURN
4 20 FORK=1TO200 : NEXTK : RETURN

/»
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Uncomplicate

Programming Tasks
Using Your
ROM Routines

By R. Bartly Betts

Rainbow Contributing Editor

1 recall a saying I used to hear. The
situation went like this:

If I wanted to borrow my friend's

yoyo, I said, "Hey, Bryan* can T borrow
your yoyo?"

He kindly replied, "Ah, go get your
own, dummy."

I said, "Why buy a cow when you
can milk one through the fence?"

He promptly hit me on the jawbone
with his yoyo.

You Bought it with Your Computer
Well, there are a few things you can

borrow from your computer, without

endangering your jawbone. They are

called ROM routines. Remember? I

mentioned them in the August column.
A ROM routine is a machine lan-

guage routine that resides in ROM.
Actually, your computer's ROM
(Read-Only Memory) is nothing but a

series of machine language routines and
tables. Some of the routines only
operate as part of the basic ROM built

into your computer, but other routines

(R, Bartly Betts is currently a technical

writerfor Tandy Corp. and is aformer
news reporter and magazine editor, As
thefather of 10 children, computers are

his escapefrom reality.)

can be called from any program and
put to use.

the rainbow has carried numerous
articles and listings dealing with ROM
routines and I do not propose to
compete with them. However, I have
talked to a number of people who, after

looking over the articles, still didn't

know of what value they are or how
to put them to use.

Along with ROM routines, your
computer also contains some tables and
values in a "work space" area of RAM
that can also be borrowed and manip-
ulated to make assembly language
programming a bit easier, 1 will leave

that discussion for the future.

Are ROM Routines Worthwhile?
Before encouraging you about ROM

routines, I should mention that using
them is not always the best policy. You
may have experienced the frustration

of having a program that works on one
version of the Color Computer, but
does not work properly on another
version.

Often this is due to a change made
in the ROM routines that the program
attempts to directly access. Tandy, of
course, does not guarantee it will leave

ROM routines alone in new versions

of basic. Thus, using them can create

future problems for you or someone
else.

A good example of this type of
problem is found by attempting to use
the Telewriter word processor with the
JDOS disk controller. The JDOS
controller contains its own Disk BASIC
routines, and Telewriter relies heavily

on using built-in Disk BASIC. It does
not find what it is looking for in JDOS
and, as a result, cannot function. A
machine language program that is

totally independent of ROM does not
have this type of problem and could
possibly operate on a totally different

6809-based computer.

Despite the problems involved in

using ROM routines, it is still a fun
way to program. There is something
exciting about doing a complicated task
with very little programming. For
instance, there is a ROM routine
available to clear the text screen and
home the cursor. To use it, you need
only one program line;

JSR SA928

That's alh Routine SA928 clears the
screen and sends the cursor to the top
left-hand corner of the screen. If you
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wish to check this out from BASIC, type

EXEC &HRS28 and ENTER. It is more
work than typing CLS and pressing

ENTER, but it does the job. From
assembly language, however, such a

routine is much less work than writing

the code to do the job. For instance,

the code to only clear the screen might

look something like this;

LDA 96

LDX $#400

LOOP STA ,x+

CMPX $#600

BEQ DONE
BRA LOOP

Anytime six lines of code can be

replaced with one it seems like a good
process. However, the one-line program
would never work in a 64K machine

with BASIC ROM disabled. The six-line

program possibly could.

If you like the idea of this kind of

programming, I have included a few

more routine addresses. Experiment
with them. If you get some good results

and find some good applications, let me
know and I will share them with other

readers.

Address

SA30A

JA393

SA027
SA2BF

SA027
SA9DE

$BDCC

Purpose
Print the character repre-

sented by the value in Reg-
ister A to the screen.

Input a line of text from
the keyboard and store it in

a buffer at memory loca-

tion S02DD.
Reset your computer.

Send the character repre-

sented by the value in Reg-
ister A to the printer.

Initialize basic.

Sample the joysticks and
store the values in the fol-

lowing locations:

$01 5A - up/down value of

left joystick;

S0I5B- left/right value of

left joystick;

S015C - up/down value of

right joystick;

S015D - left/ right value of

right joystick.

Display the decimal value

of Register D.

There are, of course, many other

ROM routines. If there are some you
especially like, send me a note and 1

will also share them with other readers.

The Son ofBytecoder

I was pleasantly surprised at the

interest in the Bytecoder program of

some months back. If you remember,

it is a basic program designed to allow

you to examine and change memory
locations. Its purpose is to let you enter

a machine language program without

the use of an editor/ assembler. One of

its features is the ability to save the

machine language program once you

have typed it.

I have gotten a lot of letters and calls

as a result of the program. Some wanted

to say they enjoyed the program and

found it useful (thank you very much),

and others were having problems. Also,

a couple of readers offered help and

suggestions.

To Richard D. King of Houston,

Texas, and Larry Geiger of Lawrence,

Kan., I give thanks. Your suggestions

and upgrades are appreciated and are

included in my new version. For those

who wanted some way to examine

registers in BASIC, I have included the

feature in the new version of Bytecoder.

The interest in Bytecoder seemed keen

enough that I decided to upgrade it and

include all of your ideas and sugges-

tions, your corrections and a few other

goodies.

What it Does
Bytecoder now has three displays on

the screen when you are entering or

examining code. Instead of just the

hexadecimal values of the memory
locations being displayed, you also see

the decimal values and the ASCII
characters these values represent. If an

ASCII value cannot be displayed on the

screen (it is less than 32) then the display

shows "XX."
1 have included the decimal display

for those who are still not familiar with

hexadecimal. I have retained the

requirement that the values you enter

are in hexadecimal due to the fact that

this is what most assembly language

listings show.

I have included the ASCII characters

to allow you to read any text located

in memory.
Thanks to Mr. King, Bytecoder now

adds an extension to the filename if you

are using disk. It also provides a prompt
that asks if you wish to save the

program to tape or disk and then acts

accordingly. As well, Mr. King included

some lines to trap filenames that are

too long or if you try to save a file

without a filename.

Mr, Geiger provided the solution to

the problem of wrong values being

displayed if a number less than 16 is

entered. The change is in Line 630 for

those who have been trying to track it

down yourselves.

As mentioned earlier, Bytecoder now
lets you examine the registers from

BASIC. The process is accomplished

through a machine language program,

but it is accessed by basic, so you need

not leave the program to use the

function.

Other changes are mostly cosmetic

and have little bearing on how the

program works. The new lines have

been inserted between the old lines so

you will have little difficulty in spotting

them to add to the original program.

Putting it to Use
To use Bytecoder, after you have

typed it in or loaded it from RAINBOW
ON TAPE, type RUN and answer the

starting address prompt with the

hexadecimal address of where you wish

to examine or change memory. The
screen displays the contents' 24 bytes,

beginning at the address you specify,

in Hex, decimal and ASCTL A cursor

appears over the first value. To change

that value, type it in Hex. When you
do, the screen display changes to show
the new value.

If you do not wish to change the

value, use the right- and left-arrow keys

to move the cursor one byte at a time.

To move the cursor eight bytes at a time

(to the next row above or below), use

the up- and down-arrow keys. Use the

equals sign (=) or minus sign (-) key

to move the display back 24 bytes, or

the plus sign (+) or semi-colon (;) key

to move the display ahead 24 bytes,

As you move through memory, the

current memory location indicated by
the cursor is displayed on the left upper

corner of the screen. If you press *R"

to display the registers, they appear on
the upper right of the screen in this

order

Register A
Register B
Register X
Register Y
Register U
Condition Code register

To select a new starting address for

the memory display, press
fcN\

To save a block of memory into a

file (a machine language program),
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press CLEAR and answer the prompts.
I have used the speed-up poke to

make the display change faster. It is

disabled when you save to tape or disk.

If you do not wish to use the speed-
up poke, or if your machine doesn't like

it, edit Line 100. The program runs
quite satisfactorily without it,

I have tried to keep Bytecoder simple
to use but gave it the features it needs.

I have included the complete code in

Listing 1 because of the extensive
changes that have been made.

As well, the assembly source code for

the register display function is included

as Listing 2. You may wish to put it

to use in other programs. All that

Listing 2 does is store the register values
in memory locations S7FF8 through
S7FFF. I then used PEEK to obtain the

values, put them in a string and display

them (see program lines 840 through
950), You must use CLEAR 1.&H7FE0
to protect the program and its values
if you use it with a basic program.
(You may contact Mr. Betts with

questions or suggestions at 2251 Lips-

comb, Fort Worth, TX 761 10, 817-924-
3725. Please include an SASE when
writing.)

Listing 1: BYTECODR

rm ... ....65
305 ... ....34
440 .

.

...102
590 . .

.

. . . .41

740 . ,

.

. . . .23
836 . . ....24
END .. ....32

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

1J3

11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
100
105
110
120
130
140

i************************
i

* BYTEMASTER CODER *
'* BY R. BARTLY BETTS *
•* 3351 LIPSCOMB *
• * FORT WORTH, TEXAS *
'* 76110 *
i************************
'USE THIS PROGRAM TO INPUT
'MACHINE LANGUAGE CODE INTO
MEMORY. USE THESE KEYS:
<N>=GET NEW START ADDRESS
RIGHT ARROW=AHEAD 1 BYTE
LEFT ARROW=BACK 1 BYTE
UP ARROW=BACK 8 BYTES
DOWN ARROW=AHEAD 8 BYTES
<-> OR <=> = BACK 24 BYTES
<+> OR <;> = AHEAD 24 BYTES
<CLEAR> - PREPARE TO SAVE
THE NUMBER KEYS AND THE
ALPHABET CHARACTERS A - F
CAUSE A VALUE BO BE PUT
INTO MEMORY

CLS : CLEAR300 , &H7FE0
GOSUB 950
V=32
DIM M(24)
A$ (1) =" BYTEMASTER CODER"
A$ (2 )="R. BARTLY BETTS"

150 A$(3)="JANUARY 1985"
155 ' SET UP SCREEN
156

.
' GET ADDRESS

160 FOR T=»l TO 3

170 PRINT TAB(16-LEN(A$(T) )/2)
$(T)

180 NEXT
190 GOSUB 790
200 PRINT@V*12,» START ADDRESS I
N HEX";
210 INPUT BG$
212 PRINT@V*12,STRING$ (32,32)
220 B«VAL("&H t,+BG$)
230 BB=B
240 FOR T=0 TO 23
250 BB$=HEX$(PEEK(BB)):IF LEN(BB
$)<2 THEN BB$=»0»+BB$
252 PRINT@M(T) ,BB$;
253 D=D+1 : PRINT@M(T) +128-2+D, PEE
K(BB);:IF D>7 THEN D=0
254 CR=PEEK(BB) :IF CR>31 THEN PR
INT@M(T)+256,CHR$(CR) ELSE PRINT
@M(T)+256,"XX
260 BB=BB+1
270 NEXT T
272 D=0
2 90 A$=CHR$ (128): B$=CHR$ (32)
300 P=0
305
306 '

310 IF
230

320 IF
230
322
330
340
350
+64
355
356
3 60

KEYBOARD INPUT
TO EXAMINE AND CHANGE

P>23 THEN P=0:B=B+24:GOTO

P<0 THEN P=0:B=B-24:GOTO

IF D>7 THEN D=0
M=M(P): C=PEEK(M+1024) :H$=""
PRINT@96, ,, *"HEX$(B+P)"* 1';

IF C>63 THEN G=C-64 ELSE G=C

WAIT FOR KEYPRESS
AND PRODUCE CURSOR

K$=INKEY$:POKE M+1024,G: IF
K$=»» GOTO 3 60
370 POKE M+1024,C

» LOOK FOR VALID
• KEYPRESS
IF K$=CHR$(94)

TO 310
390 IF K$=CHR$(10)
TO 310
400 IF K$=CHR$(8) THEN P=P-1:D=D
-l:GOTO 310
410 IF K$=CHR$(9) THEN P=P+l:D=D

375
376
380 THEN P=P-8:GO

THEN P=P+8:GO
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+l:GOTO 310
420 IF K$=CHR$(12) THEN 660
430 IF K$="+" OR K$=";" THEN B=B
+P+24:GOTO 230
440 IF K$="-" OR K$="=" THEN B=B
+P-24:GOTO 230
450 IF K$="N" THEN RUN
452 IF K$="R" THEN GOTO 840
455 ' LOOK FOR INVALID
455 ' KEYPRESS
460 IF ASC(K$)<48 OR ASC(K$)>70
THEN 3 60
470 IF ASC(K$)>57 AND ASC(K$)<65
THEN 360

475 INCREMENT MEMORY
476 ' IF END OF DISPLAY
480 IF P<0 THEN B=B-24 : P=l : GOTO
230
490 IF P>24 THEN B=B+24 : P-l : GOTO
230

495 ' PRINT TO SCREEN
496 ' AND GO TO NEXT CHAR
500 PRINT@M,K$;
510 H$=H$+K$
520 M=M+1
525 ' ROUTINE FOR SECOND
526 ' CHARACTER INPUT
530 C=PEEK(M+1024)
540 IF C>63 THEN G-C-64 ELSE G=C

The Color Link Incorporated Brings Power to Your Fingertips
Now you can do —

ROBOTICS! BURGLAR ALARMS!
OPTICAL SCANNING!

INDUSTRIAL CONTROL!
With our

-

Data Acquisition and Output Board
and our —

Task Modules
No speaal skills necessary no soiaering r&guirea. Just plug it tn. nook up a nnoauie,

and you're off? The C&lOr Link will lake you by the hand nr>to Ihe woMd of computer
control. Our modular expansion makes it easy to configure the system to your needs
Run your house, control a robot, make sophisticated burglar detection systems, scan
in pictures or print. The DAOB can handle almost any job-

FREE SOFTWARE INCLUDED!" Obviously, the DaOB it useless without a program
to help you control it. The DAOB s power is only as limited as your own imagination

so we cannot provide software for every application out we can provide some good
general routines that allow you lu do most things.

One demonstration of the versatility ot our DAOB Is its ability for OPTICAL SCANNING
(using Ihe Optica* Scanning Module) Never has this feature been ao affordable. You
can Scan in pictures or print automatically by attaching our Optical Sensor Module
to your printer (or manually scan in print).

The DAOB can do many other interesting and useful things utilising its many Task
Modules, You can use your computer for a low-cosi

t sophisticated BURGLAR
DETECTION system just by plugging in our DAOB, One or more light sensors and
an output device such as an alarm or auto-dial phone. Plug in a digital voltmeter module
and convert your computer to a slow-speed STORAGE OSCILLOSCOPE or a DIGITAL
MULTIMETER! Hun your morning bath to exactly the ternpurature you I«ke - before

you get up — by computer control Use your computer for an EXPLOSIVE GAS SENSOR,
monitor me tempuraiure in every room, measure SOLAR INTENSITY. HUMIDITY.
WINDSPEED, check for moislure in your basement, get out a map and use your computer
to measure distances on the map.
We don't have enough space lo begin describing everything you can do with our

DAOB but we can tell you that most things simply require roughly the same knowledge
and skill tftat it lakes to nook up a television antenna, \t only requires one DAOS to

do many tasks because it can handle most things simultaneously.

Oirr board is a highly sophisticated pteue of electrons hardware but is easy to use
for just that reason. For those of you who enjoy technical specs Our board boast 8

bit analog to digital accuracy witn a foil scaie &s low as 20 mv and 30 us conversion
time. It has 26 on board input channels (expandable with modules to 176) and 16 on-

board oulput channels {expandable to 48) with output voltages from 0-5 volts dc m
2umv septs including 4 programmable interrupts. For flexibility our scales and channels
are software selectable and its DISK COMPATIBLE] 1

1

At only J9-&.&5 you'll want to make tt>e OAOB you* ne*i hardware purchase, Below
are just a iew of the modules available.

DAOB S&9.95 Optical Scanner I4&.95
Tempurature Sensor i $5.95 Tempurature Sensor 2 $8.95
AC Cur rent Sensor $$,95 Digital Vothmeter $14,95
Voice Pickup $6.95 Solar Intensity Sensor $9-95

Light Sensor $6.95 windspeed Sensor $12.95
Motor Controller $8.95-$49.95 AC Device Swile h $12.95

For a free brochure frsting all add-on modules wdh application hints call or

write to; The Color Link Incorporated, PO Box ?4& p MarisSa IL 62257 ph: (618)
587-2441. Shipping and handling $2 00 IL residence add 6.25% sales tax.

+ 64
550 POKE M+1024,G
560 K$=INKEY$:IF K$="" THEN 560
57 IF ASC(K$)<48 OR ASC(K$)>70
THEN 560
580 IF ASC(K$)>57 AND ASC(K$)<65
THEN 560

590 POKE M+1024,ASC(K$)+64
595 * ADD UP INPUT VALUES
596 » AND POKE IN MEMORY
600 H$=H$+K$
610 PK=VAL("&H"+H$)
620 POKE B+P,PK
630 IF PK<16 THEN PRINT@M,HEX$ (P
K) ; ELSE PRINT@M- 1, HEX$ (PK)

;

632 D=D+l:PRINT@M+D-3+128,PK; ; IF
D>7 THEN D=0

634 PRINT@M+256-l,CHR$(PK)" "

;

640 P=P+1
650 GOTO 310
655 ' SAVE PROGRAM TO TAPE
656 ' OR DISK ROUTINE
660 CLS
670 A$(1)="BYTEMASTER CODER"
680 A$ ( 2 ) « "===================

"

685 A$(3)="SAVE PROGRAM"
686 POKE 65494,0
690 FOR T=l TO 3

700 PRINT TAB(16-LEN(A$(T))/2) A
$(T)
710 NEXT T
720 PRINT@V*4+2,"* START (HEX)..
. " ; : INPUT BM$ : BM=VAL ( " &H"+BM$

)

730 PRINT@V*5+2,"* END (HEX)..
. " ; : INPUT EM$ : EM=VAL ( " &H"+EM$

)

740 PRINT@V*6+2,"* EXEC (HEX).
.

.
" ; : INPUT EA$ : EA=VAL ( " &H"+EA$

)

750 PRINT "NAME OF PROGRAM...";:
INPUT NP$
751 IF LEN(NP$)<1 OR LEN(NP$)>8
THEN 750
752 PRINT: PRINT"TAPE OR DISK (T/
D)? 11

753 K$=INKEY$:IF K$="» THEN 753
754 IF K$="D" THEN 760 ELSE IF K
$="T" THEN 770 ELSE 753

FLORIDA
SEARCH NO LONGER!

The Software Connection of

Fort Lauderdale Is your one stop source
for your Co'or Computer Software

Peripherals. Books. Magazines & Repairs

-Software
Connection

4301 N STATE RD. J/7

LAUDERDALE LAKES, FL 33319

305-484-7547
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760 NP$=NP$+"/BIN":SAVEM NP$,BM,
EM,EA
765 GOTO 78,0

770 CSAVEM NP$,BM,EM,EA
78,0 CLS
781 PRINT "ANY MORE PROGRAM TO B
E INPUT (Y/N)?"
782 K$=INKEY$: IF K$="" THEN 782
783 IF K$="N H THEN 787 ELSE IF K
$<>"Y" THEN 782
784 RUN 1J3J3

787 END
788 ' DATA FOR POSITION
789 ' OF SCREEN DISPLAY
79P FOR X=16j3 TO 224 STEP 32
8,00 FOR T=0 TO 21 STEP 3

81J3 M(X/4-4j3+T/3)=X+T-32
820 NEXT T,X
830 RETURN
835 PROGRAM TO
83 6 • READ REGISTERS
840 DEFUSR1=&H7FE0
850 A=USR1(0)
860 R(1)=PEEK(SH7FF8) :R$(l)=»a"
870 R(2)=PEEK(&H7FF9) :R$(2)="b"
880 R(3)=PEEK(&H7FFA) Uti^'MAx11

890 R(4)=PEEK(SH7FFD) ;R$(4)="y"
900 R(5)=PEEKC&H7FFC) :R$(5)-"u"

910 R(6)=PEEK(&H7FFF) :R$(6)="c"
920 CT=0:FOR T=57 TO 236 STEP 32
922 CT=CT+1
930 PRINT@T,R$ (CT) "- nR(CT)

;

940 NEXT T:GOTO 360
945 » DATA FOR REGISTER
946 READING PROGRAM
950 FOR T=0 TO 21
960 READ AA
970 POKE &H7FE0+T,AA
980 NEXT
990 RETURN
1000 DATA 183, 127,248,247,127,2
49,191,127,250,255,127,252,16,19
1,127,253,31,168,183,127,255,57

Listing 2: Assembly Language Source Code
for Register Display Routine

7FE0 99m
7FE0 B7 7FF8 £0110
7FE3 F7 7FF9 9912.9
7FE6 BF 7FFA 0013JJ
7FE9 1J3BF 7FFD 99159
7FED IF AS 0016?
7FEF B7 7FFF 99119
7FF2 39 00180

9999 99129
99999 TOTAL EKiLORS

ORG
STA
STB
STX
STY
TFR
STA
RTS
END

$7FE0
$7FF8
$7FF9
$7FFA
$7FFD
CC,A
$7FFF

/W\

PAYROL/BAS TM

By Bernie Litton

A dynamic Tool for businesses and accountants, PAYROL/BA£lu cuts checks and
keeps records for companies up to iqq employees. Afl yc-u need is a computer
with 64K Extended Basic, one disk drive and a printer and PAYROUBAS rM

lets
you;

* Efiter employee data (name, address. SS#, FlCA. ra*es. deductions, profit
sharing, insurance).

• Cut checks. {The program works with both pinfeed and friction-feed printers,
and we can even supply the checks if you need them,)

• Automatically calculates arid stores seven deductions, including federal, FlCA,
state, three of your choosing (such as city, profit sharing or insurance) and one
miscellaneous,

* Will calculate tax and print to screen for approval before printing check
* Keep ledgers (including monthly listings of alt checks, gross income, FlCA.
taxes, profit sharing, insurance).

• error correcting routine lets you change data if you have made a mistake.
• Handles weekly, bi weekly, semi-monthly and monthly pay periods
* Ca Icu Iates state tax autom at ica I ly

.

* Each state has custom code included
• We have New York City witholding. $2&95/extra.

Only $79-95 ($2 shpg)

I

VIP WRITER: Powerful word processing program has
all standard word-processing features PLUS
automatic justification, pagination, centering options,

as well as Error Detection and Undo Mistake features.

A "flawless" program, according to Rainbow. $68.8S
{includes VIP Speller) ($2 shpg)

VIP CALC: Create business spread sheets, gel up lo 33K of work space in 64K
Calculation funclions include trigonomelry and sorting. $66-38 ($2 shpg)

VIP DATABASE: Stores data and files of all kinds and allows you lo combine VJP
Writer files as well. Do mailing lists, inventories, menus and recipes, and more!
SSe.SS ($2 shpg)

VIP LIBRARY: Includes all of the above plus terminal & Disk-ZAP in

one interg rated package $125 {$2 pkpg)

OTHER PROGRAMS FROM HOWARD
SAP II STOCK ANALYSIS PROGRAM: Stores and tracks your stock portfolios

performance. A Howard exclusive. $19.95 (52 shpg)
EPSON PRINTER TUTORIAL: Menu driven program that teaches you how (o use

Ihe different commands to unleash the full potential of your Epson printer. $24,95
($2 shpg)

Illinois residents add 8% tax. American Express, MasterCard, VfSA accepted,

WITH PAYROL/BAS™ YOU'LL ALSO WANT. . .

941 Program: Gives individual summaries and totals of check information to
prepare 941 and state unemployment forms. $29.95 ($2 shpg)

W-2 Program: To cui year end W-2-s $29.95 ($2 shpg)

SEND TO: Howard Medical Computers
Box 2, Chicago I L 60690 312/278-1440

Name

J
Address

j City, State, Zip

! Please send (desc. & qty.— III. res, add 8% sales tax):

t

i

1-800-443-1444
include card #

exp. date
__DEALER INQUIRIES INVITED RBl284a
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New Dual Mode EPSON
The new Epson LX-SQ offers printing flexibility in

two modes: one mode allows you to print in a quick

{100 cps) dot matrix style for programming and

graphics, and the Near Letter Quality mode (16

cps) produces precise (240 dots per inch),

beautiful type for correspondence, reports, and
similar purposes. The LX-80 offers 160 different

type-sty ie combination^ including Pica, Elite,

Enlarged, Emphasized, Condensed, Subscripts

and Superscripts, and type-styles can be selected

quickly from the top control panel or from program

control, Comes standard in friction feed; tractor op-

tion is also available.

LX-P package includes LX-80 with a serial inter-

face with 2K buffer, a Gotor Computer to Epson
cable, and Printer Tutorial that teaches you how
to program the different type styles ($29.95 value).

LX-P: LX-80 package $317 ($7 shpg)

ET-1 tractor option for LX-80, S 29.50.

SM Single sheet feeder for the LX-80. $145 ($7

shpg)

*EPSON RX-80F/T+
RX-P package mcludes Epson RX-8QF/T+ printer,

Epson serial interface, a seriai Color Computer to

Epson cable* and free Printer Tutorial, 1265 ($7 shpg)

MONITORS
123 Zenith 12" Green Screen, 540 dots x 200 dots

resolution, 15 MHz band width. $114 ($7 shpg)

*123A Zenith 12" Green Screen Repack, $69

($7 shpg)

122 Zenith 12" Amber Screen, 640 dots x 200 dots

resolution, 15 MHz bend width. $134 (7 shpg)

131 Zenith 13" Color Monitor with speaker,

composite & RGB jack, 240 dots x 200 dots

resolution, 2.5 MHz band width. $334

($14 shpg)

*131 Zenith 13" Color Repack, $149 ($14 shpg)

141 Roland 13" Color Monitor with speaker.

270 dots x 200 dots resolution, 4MMz band width

$247 ($12 Shpg)

All monitors require video controller

Reverse video free with monitor order.

MEMORY
64K Upgrades— 1 Year Warranty

64-E1 for E Boards with complete instructions. Re
move old chips and replace with preassembled

package—no soldering or trace cuts. $28.45 ($2

shpg)
64-F1 tor F Boards. No soldering needed. Capacitor

leads must be cut $24.45 ($2 shpg)

64-2 for COCO 2, KM requires one solder point, no

trace cuts. $24.45 ($2 shpg}

CONTROLLERS
New Controller from J&M: Has switch that allows

either JDOS or AS DOS to be the disk operating

system; eliminates software compatibility prob terns,

while preserving the advantages of J&lvVs gold con-

tacts and data separator, Also added to the DC-2 is

a parallel pod, which means a serial interface is no
longer needed to make a parallel printer (like the

Epson) work,

DC-2 Disk Controller with JDOS $138 ($2 shpg)

RS-1; RS DOS ROM Chip. $20.00 ($2 shpg)

DC-1 Disk Controller reads and writes to 35 and 40

track single and double-sided drives for att models
of the Color Computer w/ JDOS. $128 ($2 shpg)

VC-1 Video Interface mounts inside Color Computer
by piggy-hacking IC on top of interface—no solder-

ing, no trace cuts- AH models give composite video

& sound $24.45 ($2 shpg)

VC-2 tor COCO 2—mono only. $26.45 ($2 shpg)

VC-3 for COCO 2—both color or monochrome
$39.45 ($2 shpg)

VC-4 for new Color Computer (no sockets, chips are

soldered to mother board). Attaches with spring-

Ioaded cl ips. Color or mono . $39,45 ($2 sh pg)

THE OWL'

EPSON AND J&M
The EJ-P Package

The Epson LX-80 Printer teamed with our new
J&M DC-2 Controller gives you top printing

capabilities plus built-in switch gives JDOS or

Radio Shack DOS so all software can run on your

Coior Computer Package includes: Epson LX-80

Printer with ET-1 tractor; Dt>2 controller;

parallel Color Computers to J&M cable;

Epson Printer Tutorial ($29.95 value).

Complete EJ-P package $425.00 ($7 shpg)

Make your Color Computer into the smartest, the

most compatible, the most complete home com-
puter on the market today THE OWL™ contains

everything in the EJ-P package plus our 3S9.424

byte drive and cable, RS-1 ROM chip, and BOTEK
serial to parallel converter.

OWL-P package $660 ($14. shpg)

HOWARD QUALITY STANDS
New TS-1X Mon-
itor Stand: De-
signer-beautiful

stand with dear
corner posts,

easy side access
to ROM port, re-

set and on/oft

buttons. $09.50

($3 shpg)

TS-l: Standard 13
N
monitor stand tor the original Cotor

Computer. Specify black, ivory or clear IS" xll' x4'
r

,

$29.50 (S3 shpg)

TS-2: Same as above for the COCO 2. $29.50 ($3
shpg)

PS-1X Printer Stand features new noise-suppressing

foam top and cork base. 15" x11" x2W. $24.95 ($3

shpg)

GUARANTEE
Howard Medical's 30-day guarantee is meant to

eliminate the uncertainty ot dealing with a com-
pany through the mail Once you receive our hard-

ware, try it out; test it for comp stability. It you're

not happy with it for any reason, return it in 30 days
and we'll give you your money back—no questions

asked.

CTIT1
1-800-443-1444

Howard Medical Computers=^==^=^= Telephone (312) 278-1440

1690 Elston, Chicago 60622 Computer Bulletin Board (312} 278 9513

Cat. No. Quantity Description Unit cost Cost

Bill [Circle oue'i

D My check or

money order Credil Card ft _
i5 enclosed

D Send COD Expiralion dale _

MC VISA AE

Name.

Address,

City. Slate. Zip_

Total Cost

Shipping _
Ell. res. add 8% __

COD (add 1.90) _
Total order $_



SPEED RACE
The checkered flag drops as your pulse rises in this
lively new arcade game. The road twists to the horizon
on the 3-D panorama that sets the stage for the most
exciting race the CoCo has ever seen! Vie for time as
you speed through the curves at incredible speeds.
Step through the gears to stay ahead of the pack, but
step lively since some will stop at nothing to see the end
of the race, or the end of you! Four challenging raceways*
complete with obstacles and colorful 3-D scenery, put
your skills to the test in this Pole Position" type game.

by Steven Hirsch

32K Color Computer Required. $34.95

uomm ©
You clutch the tank controls, searching for any sign of the
enemy. Suddenly a blip appears on radar! Frantically, you
move your tank into position. At last you spot the elusive
enemy tank! Facing it, you race to lock sights and fire before
he does!

Enter the ultimate battle-zone in this exciting 3-D tank
combat game, Strategy, speed, and your tank's cannon are
your only hope as you wind through a three-dimensional
course inhabited by impenetrable barriers and enemy tanks.

Dazzling graphics and lifelike sound take you a step beyond
the ordinary in this fast, machine-language arcade game,
Enter the next dimension, ROMMEL's troops are waiting for
you!

By Kary McFadden

32K Color Computer Required. $29.95



'This game is for naturally mellow folks who
accept success as the reward for

perseverance ..."

NO NINES
ALLOWED!

By Richard Ramella

T^ To*nmer is an innocent little listing. It's not
/m/much trouble to type in and run. But

J* beyond that, it's a tricky test of your
thinking ability. Some players have been known
to never beat it. If you want to consider that as

a dare, then do.

My best score is 39, so that's the score you should
equal or try to beat. I think a score of 40 or more
is impossible, but I hope someone proves me wrong.
(If so, I'd like to hear about it.)

When you run the program you're presented with
an eight-by-eight grid comprised of all letter O's,

except for the *X' in the northwest corner. To start,

move the *X' to the position where you want to

begin. Tap the *A* key for north, *Z
1

key for south,

comma key for west and period key for east. When
ready to start the test, press *P' for play. A numeral
T appears in place of the 'X' and youVe scored
one point.

From this start, directional moves count upward
to *8\ then start over at *l\ Every move you make
scores a point.

Of course, there's a catch. At any time during
play, the game ends if any two numbers in a vertical

row total nine or more. For example: At the start

you press 'P'for play when the *X>is in the northwest
corner. Then, pressing the period key seven times

counts from *T to %\ ending at the northeast corner.

(Richard Ramella is aformer newspaper editor who
now works as a writer for a California hospital. He
has published more than 200 Color Computer
programs,)
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SPECTRUM
STRIKES

- CoCo Legends Collection - Bob 'Whiffle
-
Rosen

Shake the summer doldrums with
these new exciting products !!!

mmmmm
STRIKE 1 - RAM !

OS-9
DRIVER
$24.95

Easy installation, software

and tech information.

(NOT available for CoCo ll's)

The first 256K memory Bd for the CoCo!
Load four 32K pgms at once, emulate a
40trk RAMDISK, 60K Print Spooler, FAST
access, 30+ Hi-Res screens in memory!!
$99.95 (see Sept '85 Rainbow Review)

WRER C0HTROUER

STRIKE 2 - 90S!
Uses 27128 2764 $6,95

or 2764 27128 $14,95

Eproms ! RSDOS $19.96#

# - with purchase of Super Controtler

The most AMAZING CoCo Disk Controller

ever! Switch up to 4 DOS r

s (up to 16K)
via a single software POKE! Choose
between R/S 1.0/1.1, Spectrum DOS,
JDOS, etc. Designed by "Turn of the
Screw" Guru - T. Di Stefano $99,95

—
0S~9SOMIM

STRIKE 3 - A HIT!
NOW, a program that creates a "USER
FRIENDLY" environment within OS-9. The
OS-9 Solution replaces 19 of the old
"USER HOSTILE" commands with single

keystroke, menu driver! commands. No
more typing in complex, long pathnames
or remembering complicated syntaxes!
Requires OS-9 Ver. 01.01.00 $39.95
(see Sept '85 Rainbow Review)

SPECTRUM PROJECTS, INC.

PO BOX 21272

93-15 86TH DRIVE

WOODHAVEN NY 11421
Shipping $3.00 (Foreign S5.00)

COD S2 extra - NY Res add tax

"Soft and hard wares for

colorful computing"

COD Order Line 718-441-2807



The only possible next move is south.

You press the
4

Z* key, a * V is set beneath

the *8' and the game ends because the

two cells' numbers total nine.

No-niner keeps score, wont let you
move off the playing board or into

previously set numbers, and ends the

game when you have exceeded the legal

vertical total of eight.

r

In keying in the game, remember the

material within quotes in lines 160 and
390-430 is comprised of the letter

l

O*
and not a zero. Similarly, the material

within quotes in Line 180 is the

uppercase word for "OX" (as in strong

as an ox).

This is a game for naturally mellow
folks who accept success as the reward

for perseverance. Keep the desk pound-
ers away from it; they might smite your
CoCo to bits when they score a measly
16 points or so for the 20th time in a
row I

(Any questions about No-niner may
be directed to Mr. Ramella at 1493 Mt.
View Avenue, Chico, CA 95926. Please

include an SASE.)

The listing: NQNINER

lpJ3 REM * NO-NINER TRS-80 EXTE
NDED COLOR BASIC 16K
110 REM * BY RICHARD RAMELLA
120 CLEAR 500
130 DIM A$(10)
140 CLS: PRINT "CAN YOU SCORE
?"

150
160
170
180
190
200

39

FOR C=l TO 10
A$ (C) ="0000000000"
NEXT C
A$(2)="0X"+RIGHT$(A$(2) ,8)
X=2: Y=2S B$="12345678"
GOSUB 550

LOWEST PRICES

64K UTILITIES
HI-BASIC— RUN your BASIC program from the upper
32K of RAM. This opens up the lower 32K for large amounts
of data such as mailing lists, data bases, graphic arrays, etc.

MULTTASK— An Interrupt-driven, multi-tasking utility.

MULTTASK allows you to RUN two BASIC programs at the

SAME time, or you can use the two 32K pages independently.

ROM-BOOT— Allows the user to access the full 64K RAM
Map, After ROM to RAM transfer, you can POKE and PEEK
data, LOAD M/L code into high RAM, and alter the ROMs.

SO FT-VI D— Provides four different tent screen formats.

Green/ Black or Orange/Red text in Normal or Reversed video.

TYPEAWAY— An interrupt-driven keyboard buffer which
captures all of your keystrokes. Allows you to type ahead of
your computer. Works with both line input and INKEYS.

VI DSPOOL—An interrupt-driven printer spooler that

utilizes the 32K of RAM that is normally unavailable to the

user. Gives maximum buffer space at no cost to BASIC,

DISK—One for $14, Two or more for $10 each.

CASS,—One for $12, Two or more for $8 each.

Terms: Cashier's checks and Money Orders for immediate
delivery • Personal checks allow 2 weeks • Orders over MOO
save 10% * California residents add 6% Sales Tax • Orders

under '25 add *2 shipping • U.S. C.O.D. orders add *4

XdM^^X 44 T8 E , Chapman Ave., Suite
'AC^^\ Orange, CA 92669m """"

VIDTRON

210 A$=INKEY$
220 IF A$="" THEN 21)3

230 GOSUB 500: GOSUB 390
240 IF A$="P» THEN MID$ (A$ (Y) ,X,
1)="1": GOSUB 550: GOTO 270
250
260
270
280
290
300
310
320
Mil

340
350
360
370

GOSUB
GOSUB 550
GOTO 210
Q=l: S=l: C=2
A$=INKEY$
PRINT @ 3 60,"SCORE"S;
IF A$=" M THEN 280
GOSUB 500
IF INSTR<"AZ,.",A$)=0 OR A$=

THEN 280
330 GOSUB 390: GOSUB 550

U=VAL(MID$(A$(Y-1) ,X,1))
M=VAL(MID$ (A$ (Y) ,X, 1)

)

P=VAL(MID$ (A$ (Y+l) ,X, 1)

)

IF U+M>8 OR P+M>8 THEN XX=10
0: GOTO 500
380 GOTO 280
390 IF Q=0 THEN MID$ (A$ (Y) ,X, 1)-
"0"

400 IF A$="A" AND Y>2 AND MID$(A
$(Y-1),X,1)="0» THEN Y-Y-l: L=l
410 IF A$="Z" AND Y<9 AND MID$ (A
$(Y+1),X,1)="P M THEN Y=Y+l: L=l
420 IF A$="," AND X>2 AND MID$ (A
$(Y),X-1,1)=»0« THEN X=X-1: L=l
430 IF A$="." AND X<9 AND MID$ (A
$(Y),X+1,1)="0» THEN X-X+l: L=l
440 IF Q=0 THEN MID$(A$ (Y) ,X, 1)=
"X": RETURN
450 IF L=0 THEN 280 ELSE L=0
460 MID$(A$(Y),X,1)=MID$(B$,C,1)
470 S=S+1: C=C+1
480 IF C=9 THEN C=l
490 RETURN
500 IF XXO100 THEN RETURN
510 PRINT @ 4 16,"END SCORE: »S
520 FOR T-l TO 1000
530 NEXT T
540 END
550 GH=76
560 FOR D=2 TO 9
570 PRINT @ GH,,MID$(A$(D),2 ,8) * •

JF •

GH==GH+32
580 NEXT D
590 RETURN
600 END /^
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Introducing

COCO TIME
A monthly magazine on tape and disk

Now every month you can get 8-10

ready-to-run utilities, programming tips

& hints, business applications, home
management tutorials, and educational
programs. Also a Buy 'N Sell section
and much, much mora NO GAMES,
ONLY REAL STUFF!

Each issue shipped to you
by first-class mail.

Programs written by computer wizards
like Kishore M. Santwani and
Gary T Jes,

SUBSCRIBERS BENEFITS

* Free advice/help on your Basic and
ML programs, wherever possible.

* Free Buy 'N Sefl ads on computers
and software.

• 10% off on all Microcom soft-

ware/books.
• Subscribers encouraged to submit

programs for inclusion, {contact us),

EVERY YEAR YOU GET OVER
$1500 WORTH OF SOFTWARE,

So Act Now!

PREMIERE ISSUE
(October 1985)
• Ram Disk (30K)

• CoCoDiskZap
• Memory Monitor

• Educational Hangman
• Basic Program Packer
• Tape Encryption (Basic)

• Disk Encryption (Basic)

• Basic Speedup Tutorial

• DMP (100/110/120)

Graphics Dump
The market value of these programs is

OVER $150, DOUBLE the price of our
annual subscription.

SubscriptEon Rates
(USA & Canada)

Tape Disk
1 Year $65 $75
6 Months $40 $50
Single $10 $15

(Other countries add 25%)
Pay by VISA/MC/Check/MO

Jiur
Microcom Software
Subscription Software Dpt.

PO Box 214
Fairport, NY 14450
Phone (716) 223-1477

THOUSANDS OFPROGRAMMERS USE THESE
UTILITIES DAILY. SHOULDN'T YOU?
DISK

ANTI-PIRATE
(A Breakthrough in Disk Protection)

Your Only Weapon Against Software Piracy!

Here is a chance for you to copy-protect your
Basic and ML programs DISK ANTI-PIRATE
does more than any other program in the market,
Compare the features:

* Aulo starts your Basic/ML programs.
* Effectively encrypts your programs,
* Disables BREAK/CLEAR KEY, RESET BUTTON.
* Modifies your code so list, llist, poke, peek, EXEC,

USR, CSAV£ {ML CLOAD (M). EDIT. DEL, TRON,
TROFF, SAVE (M), LOAD (M), MERGE will ONLY work
wilh your own PASSWORDS.
BACKUP PROTECTION prevents illegal disk copying.

* Your Basic program loads with LOADM.
* Includes a Tille Screen Editor to create title screens,

which can be displayed while your program loads.
* ONERR GOTO r

feature to trap errors (&v&n for ML
programs),

* Can be used to turn on 64K ALL-RAM MODE in 32K/&4K
memory systems,

* EASYTO USE and FU LL DOCUM ENTATION

.

* NO RQYALTiESJAGREEM£NTS/CONTRACTS,

MIN, 16K ECB Disk System,
(Works with CoCol and CoColl)

Only $59.95

HIDE-A BASIC 1.1
(A Breakthrough in Cassette Protection)

AT LAST! A program that combines
autostart with complete protection of

your valuable Basic programs,

IMPORTANT FEATURES:
* Autostarts your programs.
* A ML program that modifies your program and NOT jusl

Stands Apart'

* Option to disable Break-key, Clear key &. Reset outtorv
* Disables LIST, LLIST, EDIT, DEL TRON, TROFF, GSAVE

(M), CLOAD (M)

* Disabtes POKE, PEEK, EXEC & USR to prevenl Back-
door entry" to your program.

* Disables disk functions to avoid access thru Disk
System.

* Creates an ONER GOTO' routine to trap errors.

Your Basic program is loaded as a ML program - with

CLOADM.
* FuH documentation.

WITH HIDE-A-BASIC 1.1 THERE IS

PRACTICALLY NO WAY ANYONE CAN
GET INTO' YOUR PROGRAM.

Buy Now & Protact your Profits. For 16K ECB Cassette
System.

Tape Only $24.95
Buy BOTH for ONLY $79.95

DISKETTES a
BW SS^DD Diskettes with tearless sleeves, hub
rings, write- protect tabs, and Jackets,

Quantity Price Shipping
10 $18.00 $2.00
100 S162.9S $7.00
NO SHIPPING charges on disks if ordered with any
other software

FREE'/ CoCoDiskZap program (a $24.95 value) on
additional disk with purchase of 10 or more disks.

MICROCOM SOFTWARE
P.O. Box 214, FAIRPORT, N.Y. 14450

716223-1477

e
To Order: VISA, NIC, CHECK, Ma COD {S2.5Q extra) Please add

S2.00 shipping anrj handling (Foreign $5,00), NYS Residents,

please add Sales Tax. • Immediate shipment * Order by
phone and get a $2.00 refund for your phone call
• Call for discounts on bulk quantities • Dealer inquiries invited,

500 POKES, PEEKS
'N EXECS for

the TRS-80
COLOR COMPUTE^
NEVER BEFORE has this information of vital sig-

nificance to a programmer been so readily avail-

able to everyone. This book will help you
[GET

UNDERNEATH THE COVER 1

of the Color Com-
puter and develop your own HI-QUALITY pro-

grams, SO WHY WAIT?

This 80-page book includes POKEs, PEEKs
and EXECS to:

Auro start your Basic programs.
Effftctivary encrypts your programs.

Disables most Color Basrc/ECB/Disk Basic commands.
* Disable BREAK KEY, CLEAR KEY and RESET BUTTON
* Generate a Repeat-Key,
* Merge Iwc Basic programs.
* Transfer Rompaks to tape (for 64K only).

* Speed up your programs.

* RESET, MOTOR ON/OFF from keyboard.
* Restart your Basic program thru the RESET BUTTON
* Produce Key Clicks and Error-BeepS-
* Recover Basic programs lost by NEW, ?1Q ERRORS and

faulty RESET
* Set23differentGfiAPH!C/SEMIGRAPHICmedas.
* Set 15 of the mo&t commonly used Baud Rates.
* Allow you more plays in 23 of your favorite arcade

games.
* AND MUCH MUCH MORE!

COMMANDS COMPATIBLE WITH 16K/32K/64K COLOR
BASIC/ECB/DISK BASIC CASSETTE and DISK SYSTEMS and
CoCol and CoColl.

ONLY $16.95

UTILITY ROUTINES
for the TANDY & TRS-80

COLOR COMPUTER (Vol. 1)

This powerful book for Basic and ML Programmers,
includes program explanation, memory requirements,
and an annotated source listing for the utility routines
given below These routines If bought individually will

cost you HUNDREDS OF DOLLARS,
These are 100% Position Independent ML Utilities and
require no ML programming knowledge.

COMMAND KEYS: Access most Basic commands with 2

keystrokes.

CURSOR STYLES: Create OVER 65000 Cursor Styles

FULL LENGTH ERRORS: Get Ml length error messages.

KEY CLICKER: Ensure key input accuracy,

PAUSE CONTROL: Put Basic/most ML programs "on hold'

REPEAT KEY: Repeat ANY key. 5 different key speeds.

REVERSE VIDEO (Green and Red): Eliminate eye strain.

SPOOLER (16K, 32K, 64KJ: Dont wait for those printouts,

32K Spoiling Sutter in 64K
SUPER SCROLLER (64K Only); Save and examine everything

that scrolls off the text screen.

AND MUCH MUCH MORE!

Compatible with 16K/32K/B4K ECB / Cassette
and Disk Systems and CoCo I and CoCo l|.

BOOK $19.95
THESE ROUTINES (READWO-RUN)

ON CASSETTE/DISK: $24.95
BOTH BOOK & CASSETTE/DISK:

$36.95

Baste Programming Tricks Revealed—$14.95
Color Basic Unravelled—S1 9.95
Extended Basic Unravelled—519.95
Disk Basic Unravelled— $19.95

All 3 Unravelled Books—$49.95
FACTS-S14.95

24-HOUR ORDER HOT LINE (7 DAYS A WEEK): (716) 223-1477



VIP Integrated
U-|

TM

brary
VIP Desktop Magic! *

Finally, you ran have the power and Integra* ion of Lotus Symphony",
I 2 3™ or Open Access'" for the larger micros on your Color
Computer! The convenience of instant changes to a new application

and effortless transfer of files is at the tip of your finger,

With VIP Desktop, the six applications of VIP Library are integrated

into one program, on one disk. You have instant access to word
processing, with a spelling Checker always tn attendance, data
management wrth mail merge, spreadsheet financial analysis, tele-

communications and disk maintenance, just move the hand to point

to the volume, and the new application is there. And VIP Integrated
Library has been made to work well with one disk drive, orall four, so

be ready to push your Color Computer to the limitsl

Stand-Alone Power
VI P Integrated Library is not one of those slip-shod, all-in-one

sfker-dicer machines good for one day and then you throw it away.

It fully integrates the sin top-of-the-line stand-alone programs
described in the following pages: VIP Writer, VIP Speller, VIP Calc,

VIP Database, VIP Terminal & VIP Disk- Zap. You can buy the entire

Integrated Library at once, or you can buy one or two programs that

you need now and upgrade to the integrated Library later.t

Shared Files, Shared Features

All VIP Integrated Library applications share common features,

such as ease of use, built-in help, the same commands, full printer

control, full use of your 64 K of memory, and step-by-step tutorials.

Most important, all essential applications feature professional high

resolution lowercase displays to give you a choice of 51, 64, or 85
characters per line, with 21 or 24 lines per screen. You get a

professional display on your Color Computer without any hardware
modification!

Buy the
VIP Integrated Library

For $149.95

Or buy the individual volumes separately,

as shown on the following pages!!

Requires 64 K irtd one or more disk drivev
Rddio Shdtk is <a registered tNadr mark of Tandy Corp.

Tandy 2000 ts J trademark ol Tandy Corp

Symphony and 12 1 drp trademarks of Lotus DoveJopmrni Con*
Open Art pi* <> a uadPHMrt of Software Products Intranational

VIP Writer
OFFICIAI WORD PROC FSSOR *
OF TANDY HOME EDUCATION

The most powerful and easy-to-use word processor is available in

the showpiece and workhorse of the Library: The VIP Writer".

The result of two years of research, the VIP Writer" offer every
feature you could desire frorn a word processor. It is the most
powerful, fastest, most dependable and most versatile. With the hi-

res display, workspace and compatibility features built into the

Library the Writer is also the most usable.

Nearly every feature and option possible to implement on the

Co/or Computer. The design of the program is excellent; the

programming is flawless, October 198 3 "Rainbow"

Among word processors lor the CoCo, VIP Writer stands alone as

the most versatr/e most professional program available" May 1984

ter to do things you
er can be put to use.

any baud rate, EVEN
icity and elegance,

The Writer will work with you and your
always wanted to do. Every feature of youi c

every character set, every graphics capabitit

PROPORTIONAL SPACING All this with si

Professional features of particular note:
rth BANK SWITCHING to fully utilize f>4 K. giving not ]OSl

i S 1 K ol worW.!Mf c With thf Up*? version and SUK with rhi/

disk version.

TRUE FORMATRUE FORMAT WINDOW allowing you to preww trip prinled p^e ON
THF SCREEN flffQRE PRINTING, showing rendered liney header*. FOOT-
NOT FS. pjjie hn-dks. pa^e numbers, & nidr^ns so lioe lengths of up lo 24

u

thdraneTv M rrtakrc HYPHENATION a ^nap.

A TRUE EDITINC. WINDOW in all 9 display modes for I hose e*tra witi

rrpnrls and graphs (up to 2411 (olumm1
).

FREEDOM in imbed any oumberof PRINT f K tONTROirOOFS anywhere,
EVEN JUSTIFIED Tf XT.

Full 4-way rursor fonlmi. sfiphKtsialed edit commands, the ability lo edn
any BASIC program or ASt II li-tllile, SEVEN DELETE FUNCTIONS, LINE

INSERT. LOCATE AND CHANGE, wild card locale, up to TEN SIMULTANEOUS
blot k manipulations, word wraparound, program nrrable tabs, display memory
used and left, nonhreakahle spare

r
and headers, footers and FOOTNOTES.

Automatic justification, automatif pagination, automatic centering, auto-

marif flush rjgbt, underlining, superscripts, subscripts, pause print
r
single-

sheet pause, and print comments.
Type ahead, typamaite key repeat and key b«ep for the pros, ERROR

DETECTION and UNDO MISTAKE features. 1 PROGRAMMABLE bmrtions.

32 K (Comes with tape & disk) $69.95

Buy the VIP Speller Separately
32K Disk Only $49.95

ALL COCO OWNERS!
Trade in Any Non-Game

Program From Any
Company And Buy

VIP Integrated Library

For Only $99.95
HERE'S HOW: W mu already own a VIP product or any other com-
piiny's product, a disk drive, and have fi4K of memory, all you have to

do to take advantage oi this offer is send your VI £ Super "Color" or

other non-Rame program bat k, wilh acrediUard (Visa or MasterCard)
n umber, a c h e* k

p or money order for $99 .9 S plus S 6 fo r shipping and
handling (S10 for Canada), Send it lo:

Library Upgrade Offer / VIP TECHNOLOGIES
132 Aero Camino

f
Santa Barbara, CA 93117



VIP Database™ VIP Terminal
'ONE OF THE BEST" JULY 1984 "RAINBOW"

This high speed MACHINE LANGUAGE program fills a!J your
information management needs, be they for vour business or home.
And it does so better than any other database program for the Color
Computer, featuring machine code, lowercase screens and mail-

merge capabilities. Inventory, accounts, mailing lists, famtly histones
r

you name it, VI P Database " will keep track of all your data, and it will

merge VIP Wriler" files.

The VrP Database
1

" features selectable lowercase displays for

maximum utility It wtfl handle as many records as fit on your disks, tt

is structured in a simple and easy to understand menu system with
full prompting for easy operation. Your data is stored in records of

your own design* All files are fully indexed for speed and efficiency.

Full sort of records is provided for easy listing of names, figures

addresses, etc., in ascending or descending alphabetic or numerical
order. Records can be searched for specific entries, using muftiple
search criteria. With database form merge you may also combine
files, sort and print mailing lists, print "boiler plate" documents,
address envelopes - the list is endless. The math package even per-

forms arithmetic operations and updates other fields. Unlimited
print format and report generation with the ability to imbed control
codes for use with all printers.

32K DISK $59.95
64 K Required for math package & mail merge

VIPCalc™
"MORE USABLE FEATURES" FEB 1985 "RAINBOW"
VIP Calc" is truly the finest and easily the most powerful electronic

worksheet and financial modeling program available for the Color
Computer. Now every Color Computer owner has access to a

calculating and planning tool better than VisiCalc"", containingail its

features and commands and then some, WITH USABLE DISPLAYS
There's nothing left out of VI P Cak", Every feature you've come to

rely on with VisiCak'" is there, and then some. You get up to 5 TIMES
the screen display area of other spreadsheets for the Color Computer
and Memory-Sense with BANK SWITCHING to give not just 24, or 30,

but UP TO 33K of WORKSPACE IN 64K!!f This display and memory
allow you the FULL SIZE, USABLE WORKSHEETS you require. You
also get; User definable worksheet size

r
up to SI 2 columns by 1024

rowsf Up to SIXTEEN VIDEO DISPLAY WINDOWS to compare and
contrast results of changes * 1 & DIGIT PRECISION * Sine, Cosine and
other trigonometric functions, Averaging, Exponents, Algebraic
functions. Column and Row Ascending and Descending SORTS for

comparison of results • LOCATI FORMULAS OR TITLES IN CELLS *

Easy entry, reparation and block moving of frames * Gfobaf or Local
column width control up to 78 characters per cell Create titles of
op to 2 55 characters per Cell * Limitless programmable functions

J

Typamatic Key Repeal * Key Beep * Typehead * Print op to 255
column worksheet * Prints at any baud rate from 7 1 to 9bQ0 * Print

formats salable along with worksheet * Enter PRJMTER CONTROL
CODES for customized printing with letter quality or dot matrix
printer * Combine spreadsheet tables with VIP WrPler™' documents
to create ledgers, projections, statistical and financial reports and
budgets.

64 K {Comes with tape & disk) $69,95

VfP Programs do not work with J DOS

RATED BEST IN JANUARY 1984 "RAINBOW"
For your important communication needs you've got to go beyond

software that only lets you chat You need a smart terminal so that you
;I r ~ IC ; TE7-M ]OTXhTiiHI 1 1

1

TiTJIiiTJA'JIJH7
fifes, VIP Terminal"" has "more features than communications soft-

ware for CP/M. IBM and CP/M B6 compmers." Herb Friedman,
Radio Electronics, February 1984,
FEATURES: Choice of 8 hires lowercase displays * Memory-Sense
with BAN K SWITC H I NG for full use of workspace * Selectively print

data at baud rates frum 110 to 9600 " Futl T28 character ASCN
keyboard 4 Automatic graphic mode * Word mode (word wrap) for

unbroken words * Send and receive Library files. Machine Language
& BASIC programs. Duple*: Hal f/Ful [/Echo, Word length: 7 or 8.

Parity: Odd/Even or None, Stop Bits: 1 -9 * Locat linefeeds to screen -

Save and load ASCII files, Machine Code & BASIC programs * Lowei-
case masking* 10 Keystroke Multiplier (MACRO) buffers to perform
repetitive pre entry log-on tasks and send short messages * Program-
mable prompt or delay for send next line * Selectable character
trapping * Send up to ren short messages (KSMs), each up to 255
characters long, automatically, to save money when calling long
distance. Recommended baud rdles are 1 10 and 100

32K (Comes with tape & disk) $49.95
(Tape works in 16K but without hi-res dispfays)

VI P Disk-ZAP

™

RAVED ABOUT IN THE APRIL 1983 u RAINBOW!"
Your database file disk, form letter disk, or BASIC program disk

goes bad. An I/O error stops loading, or even backing up of the disk.

Weeks, even months of work sit on the disk, irretrievable. Now
catastrophic disk errors are repairable, quickly and with confidence,
using the VIP Disk-ZAP"* It is the ultimate repair utility for simple
and quick repair of all disk errors. Designed with the non- programmer
in mind, the VIP Dtsk-ZAP'" will let you retrieve all types of hashed
files, BASIC and Machine Code programs. The 50 page tutorial

makes the novice an expert

16K DISK $49.95

[MasterCord]

To Order Direct Call:

1-800-328-2737
In California call;

1-800-468-8737
Order Status and Software Questions call

(805) 968-4364
MAIL ORDER: S i,00 US Shipping per produttUhe library i*

two products) l*f>0O CANADA; 420 00 OVERSEAS).
Personal cherk^ a I low 3 wppks.

132 Aero Camino
Santa Barbara,

California 931 17

TR5-&0 is * trademark f Tandy Corp VisiCalt is a traden
VbiCorp.

*19fl5 by SoftUw Corporation



TURN OF THE SCREW

The Analog-To-Digital

Converter, Part 1

By Tony DiStefano
Rainbow Contributing Editor

The world inside your computer
consists of zeros and ones — all

that goes on inside your compu-
ter hinges on two values. Memory,
PIAs, CPUs, VDGs and SAM chips all

transfer information between each

other using only two different states.

These states are called logic states.

The first logic state is zero, also

known as "low" or "lo." In the Color

Computer (and most computers) a logic

state low is zero volts, also known as

ground level. The second logic state is

one, also known as "high" or "hi."

Again, in the Color Computer, a logic

state high is five volts. Except for

specified tolerances, all other voltages

in between are undefined and ifencoun-

tered can give the computer some
unpredictable results. This is the digital

universe of computers. Figure 1 shows

a typical digital wave form.

The real world, however, deals in ever

changing states. Digital ones and zeros

are just two of millions of different

states that exist. The real world is an
analog world, A good example of the

(Tony DiStefano is well-known as an

early specialist in computer hardware

projects. He lives in Laval Quest,

Quebec.)

analog world is speech. You can speak

loud, you can speak low or many levels

in between.

Sound waves are ever changing. For
example, if you take a microphone and
amplifier and hum into it, the speaker

will vibrate, reproducing the sound you
are making. That vibration is a back

and forth motion. The frequency of the

back and forth motion depends on the

frequency of your hum. Frequency is

measured by how many times a wave
form goes back and forth in one second.

Every time the speaker moves back and
forth is one cycle.

From 1886 to 1888, the work of

Heinrich Rudolph Hertz led to his

discovery of electromagnetic waves.

The German physicist's revelation

opened the way for the development of

radio, television and radar, As a tribute

to him, the frequency of any wave, be

it digital or analog, is measured in hertz

(or Hz, for short). In the audible range,

the frequency is from about 20 Hz to

20,000 Hz or 20 kHz. The 4

k* stands

for "kilo" meaning thousand. Our
CoCos, for instance, run at 894,000 Hz
or .9 MHz. The (M' stands for "mega"
meaning million,

Figure 2 shows a graphic represen-

tation of the output of a sound wave.

Compare it to the wave form in Figure

1 . There are some obvious differences;
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it is these differences that make it

impossible for a computer to directly

and accurately read and duplicate an
analog wave form.

Dont despair, there are ways around
it. This is the first of a two-part project

on how you can use a computer to

measure analog signals. This project

stems from several letters received from
my readers requesting that I build a

computerized oscilloscope adapter for

the joystick port, I looked into the

joystick port as an input, but found it

to be inaccurate or not fast enough. By
the time you finish reading this, youll

know why.
Anyway, this month well cover the

theory on how a computer (and a little

hardware) can convert an analog signal

to a digital value. Next month well

cover how to build and calibrate the

analog to digital converter.

Now to the task of explaining how
a computer can convert an analog signal

to a digital value. The first thing the

computer needs is some hardware, a

comparator. A comparator is an ICthat
has two inputs (the "positive" input and

the "negative" input) and one output,

The output has two states; on or off,

good for a digital computer. The inputs,

however, have analog inputs.

Here is how a comparator works.

When the positive input voltage is

higher (more voltage) than the negative

input, the output is high. When the

positive input voltage is lower (less

voltage) than the negative input, the

output is low. Figure 3 shows a block
diagram of a computer-controlled
comparator.

The way it works is simple. If we had
a known voltage at the negative input,

by reading the output (high or low) we
could tell if the test voltage at the

positive input is higher or lower than

our reference voltage. Furthermore, if

we change our reference voltage and

zero into the unknown voltage, we will

then know what the unknown voltage

is. This technique is known as successive

approximation.
The procedure for successive approx-

imation is as follows: Start by putting

half of the maximum voltage your
device can measure to the reference

voltage. If the output of the comparator
is high, that means the unknown voltage

+5 V

V

-5 V

Figure 2

COMPUTER

"Tfs

NL^

Figure 3

UHKK01N
VOLTAGE
INPUT

n— + INPUT

INPUT

COMPUTER
INTERFACE

COMPUTER
CONTROLLED
VOLTAGE

REFERENCE

is higher than the reference voltage. We
then increase the reference voltage by

half the difference of the present value

and the last value and test again. If the

output of the comparator is low, that

means the unknown voltage is lower

than the reference voltage. We would
then decrease the reference voltage by

half the difference and test again.

Continue to do this until we have
reached the unknown voltage,

Let*s take an example. In this exam-
ple, I round off the reference voltage

to the nearest whole number for ease

of calculation. The maximum voltage

is 100 and the unknown voltage 47. The
first reference value is 50 — too high,

so we subtract from the present value

using the successive approximation
method. New reference is now (100-50)/

2 or 50*25; the new reference is 25 —
too low, so we add. The new reference

is now (50-25)/ 2 or 25+13; the new
reference is 38, still too low. Add again,

(25 -38)/ 2 or 38+7. The new reference

is now 45, again too low. Add (38-45)/

2 or 45+4 and the new reference is 49.

That's too high, so substract (49-45)/

2 or 49-3. The new reference is now
46, which is too low, so add (46-49)/

2 or 46+2. The new reference voltage

is now 48. Too high, so substract (49-

48)/ 2 or 48-1. We have now reached

the point where our reference voltage

matches the unknown voltage,

Actually, the rounding off is not

limited to integer calculation, but rather

to the resolution of the reference

voltage. When zeroing into the

unknown voltage, you divide until the

unit change in voltage is one. You
cannot divide and get a more accurate

fix on the unknown value. No matter

how close you get, the comparator will

always give a higher or lower value. The
more accurate the reference, the closer

you get to the real value of the unknown
voltage.

This reference accuracy is one of the

reasons why I chose not to use the

joystick input. You see, inside the Color

Computer there is all of the previously

mentioned circuitry: a voltage compar-
ator, a variable voltage reference, an

unknown voltage input (joystick) and
the interfacing circuit to control it all.

A more common name for a variable

voltage reference is "Digital-to-Analog

Converter" or DAC for short. The
DAC inside the CoCo is limited. It has

a fixed output of ,25 to 4,75 volts and
the resolution of about 0.0715 volts,
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The range is not very good for an
analog-to-digital project.

Another reason for not using the

joystick input is speed. You see, the

successive approximation method
talked about earlier is time-consuming.
The CPU has to calculate the next
reference voltage value, set up the DAC,
read the comparator output and make
the proper decision.

The speed at which an unknown
voltage can be found is very important.
When the unknown voltage is stable

and not changing, the computer can
take all the time in the world to figure

out what the voltage is. But, if the

unknown voltage is changing, like the

humming mentioned earlier, speed is

important.

The amount of time it takes the CPU
or other device to find an unknown
voltage value is called the "conversion
time." The faster the conversion time,

the more samples can be taken and the

more accurate the wave shape repro-

duction can be. For example, if you
have a loop to read the A to D converter
which takes 10 ms (ms = milliseconds
- 1 / 1000 seconds), that means you have

100 samples per second. If you are

sampling a wave form that is I ,000 Hz,
you will miss a lot of information. It

is safe to say you need at least 10 times

the sample rate to reproduce a partic-

ular sine wave with reasonable
accuracy,

A basic loop using the J0YSTK
command will limit you to about 3 Hz
— not very fast. In machine language,

you can get a lot faster, but it is still

slow due to the overhead created by
the CPU having to do the conversion.

In the case that the CPU has an external

A to D converter, a great increase in

speed and accuracy can be achieved.

With the right software the effective

conversion rate for an external A to

D could be as high as 800 hertz.

The last thing 1 must mention this

month is that the A to D circuit requires

negative voltage. This is no problem
with the first CoCos, but it is with the
CoCo 2. The CoCo 2 has no negative

voltage available at the cartridge
connector. There is, however, negative

voltage available inside the CoCo 2,

To bring this voltage to the cartridge

connector is simple; you just need one

piece of wire and a soldering iron. First,

unplug the computer, then open it and
locate the chip with the number
SC77527; this is the SALT chip. You
will find -12 volts on pin 15 of this chip

(just what the doctor ordered). Solder
one end of a piece of wire to that pin.

Locate pin #1 of the cartridge connector
(it is the top pin closest to the back
of the computer) and solder the other

end of wire to this pin. Before you plug
anything into the computer, measure
the voltage to that pin. It should be
about -12 volts, give or take two volts.

On the CoCo 2 this pin is normally
not connected to anything. On the

regular CoCo, this is the regulated
-12 volt pin. The -12 volts you just

added to that pin are not regulated, but
in this and most cases, it will not matter.

There will be a negative voltage reg-

ulator on the A to D convenor. Of all

the peripherals I have seen for the

CoCo, only one uses the negative

voltage and Lt doesn't matter that it is

not regulated.

If all is well, close your computer and
I'll see you next month with Part 2 of
the A to D converter. /^\
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COLOR COMPUTERS CALL TOLL FREE 1-800-248-3823
COMPUTERS COMPUTERS

LIST OUR
PRICE PRICE

26-3136 16K Extended Color Computer 2 $ 15995 $ 13000
26-3 127 64K Extended Color Computer 2 ,\ 21995 169.00
26-3129 Disk Drive for Color Computer 349.95 290.00
26-3130 Disk Drive 1 for Drive 199.95 169 00
26 1276 DMP 105 30 cps Dot Matrix 199 95 169 00
Telewriter 64 Tape , T,,., 49,95 42 00
Telewriter 64 Disk . , , , 59 95 4900
VIP Writer 69,95 59 00

LIST OUR
PRICE PRICE

26-1069 Model 4 Desktop 64K S 1299 00 $ 945 00
25 1000 Tandy 1000 1 Dr. 128K , . . , 99900 795 00
25-3000 Tandy 1 200 1 Meg H.D. 256K 1 999.00 1 525 00
26-5103 Tandy 2000 2 Dr. 25GK , , 2499 00 1225 00
26-5104 Tandy 2000 i Dr 10 Meg H.D 256K , , , . 3950 00 1885 00
26-3860 Tandy Portable 200 24K 999 00 725 00
26-1 208 CCR 61 Tape Recorder 59 95 SO 00
26-1 209 CCR 62 Tape Recorder

, r . , , 49 95 42 00

SOFTWARE PRINTERS

LIST OUR
PRICE PRICE

VIP Database . ......$ 5995 $ 49 00
VIP Terminal Disk , ., . , 49.95 45 00
VIP Integrated Library

, nm 149.95 139 00
RADIO SHACK Software — 15% Off
Tom Mi* Software , . . .

, — CALL
ComrexSS/DD 10 Pack Disks. 21.00 14.00

LIST OUR
, ^ ™ „ PR,CE PRICE

Epson LX-80 Printer [Friction Feed) ,,.,.$ 299.00 $ 250 00
Epson LX-80 Tractor feed

, 49,95 40 00
OK I DATA 182 Printer ..., 29900 245 00
STAR 3G- 10 Printer 299.00 265.00
C.1TQH 7500 Prowriter Printer ,. A , , 289.00 225 00
Botek Serial to Parallel Interface , t . , , . 59 00 49 00

MONITORS ACCESSORIES
LIST OUR
PRICE PRICE

Comrex 12" Green Monitor $ 119.00 $ 95.00
Com re* 12 " Amber Monitor .,.. , ......_ 129.95 110 00
Comrex 13" Color Monitor 329.95 285 00
Amdex 300A Monitor 199.95 1 55 00
Teknika RGB/Composite Color Monitor 399.00 299.00
VIDEO Pius Monitor Adaptor ........ r .,, — 32.00

26-3016 Extended Basic Kit ..... $
26-3017 S4K Memory Kit

26-30Gfl Joysticks (PAIR)
26-301 2 Deluxe Joystick (EACH J

26-1173 DCM-3 Direct Connect Modem . .

.

Anchor-Signalman Modem 300/1200 Baud 39900

LIST
PRICE

33 95
69 95
19.95

29 95
59.95

II (Mites an* Biters may be change or wiifidj-.iu.ii

tvi|*ad Mil M auDietfl Id 1 Wi flocking 1w Dfi<*ci-i

ihoul rf»ow;* Advwiiatti pr.cs* ar* eaon *-.cc s C O rj Kcaptad <SK)W eha-g* per canon ,jn COD Can lor Mmr*, GOO -n1grmal,mi
inni rKiu.n? nlwn «r*fUpraise autr^nrasirjn CflM TO' h M * Number tailorr mfjjfttlng Delivery hi jubieei 10 frixJucl ^aila&J.iv

M C . V>mi add ?V A!C «(1 3% All n

OUR
PRICE

$ 37.00

59.00

16.95

25.00
50.00

275.00

<• di'irc i.vp it-ii .s

PERRY COMPUTERS • 124 SOUTH MAIN STREET • PERRY, Ml 48872 —
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EDUCATION NOTES

Learning The Art
Of Written Expression
With Proper Punctuation

By Steve Blyn
Rainbow Contributing Editor

46HP
oly cow, Batman! Watch
out for the Penguin!**
.exclaimed Robin.

There are quite a few punctuation

marks in the preceding paragraph.

Using punctuation marks correctly was
almost becoming a lost art until

recently. The "back to basics" move-
ment occurring in many school systems

has included stressing the teaching of

written expression. The proper use of

punctuation marks is an essential part

of this skill.

Punctuation Quiz reviews the uses of

punctuation marks, A chart is displayed

listing major punctuation marks and
shows their keyboard symbols. The
student is then quizzed on when to use

each of the marks illustrated on the

chart. The student's task is to type in

the answer to the computer's questions.

Rather than having the student insert

the actual mark as the answer, we felt

(Sieve Blyn teaches both exceptional

and gifted children, holds two master's

degrees and has won awards for the

design of programs to aid the handi-
capped. He and his wife, Cheryl, own
Computer Island.)

it proper, in this case, to require the

correct spelling of names of the punc-
tuation marks. This is always a difficult

decision to make when writing any
educational program. It presents a

double-edged sword: On one hand, we
always prefer to teach correct spelling;

on the other hand, a child often feels

cheated if he knows the correct answer
but misspells it and gets marked as

wrong.

We compromised on the issue this

time. Exact spelling is the only way to

get a correct answer in this program.

The pressure is eased, however, by
omitting any scoring in the program.
While we do want the children to learn

to spell words correctly, we do not want,
at the same time, to penalize them too

severely for minor spelling mistakes.

After each group of five questions, the

student may press
4

C* to continue or

*E
7

to end the program. The program
may be played continuously until the

student learns all of the marks in the

program.

Punctuation Quiz also helps to

familiarize children with the keyboard/

typewriter symbols. Punctuation marks
are often confusing to beginners
because the SHIFT key must be used to

produce some of them. Fortunately, the

CoCo's keyboard is very similar to that

of a standard typewriter. More than
half of the punctuation marks are in

similar positions. Many other compu-
ters have keyboards that are quite

different from a standard typewriter

keyboard.

Beginners should be encouraged to

gain familiarity with using all of the

CoCo's keyboard symbols. The only
odd punctuation marks we have are the

brackets. The left bracket is made by
simultaneously pressing the SHIFT and
down-arrow keys and the right bracket

is made by pressing the shift and right-

arrow keys. (I have trouble remember-
ing this myself and always have to check
it out first.)

Line 50 reads the DATA statements

necessary for the chart. Line 60 reads

the DATR statements for the questions
and answers. Lines 70-100 print out the

chart of quotation marks and their

symbols.

Lines 190-320 contain the quiz. Line
210 randomly selects one of the 11

possible question and answer sets. Line
220 prints the chosen question. Lines

260-270 check to see whether the answer
is correct, If it is incorrect, the correct

answer will be displayed.

After five questions, the student may
begin again or end the program by
pressing either the letter *C* or *E\ The
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routine on lines 320-340 takes care of

this task. A record of the student's score

could be added between lines 320-330

if you desire one. This can easily be

achieved by incrementing a counter on
Line 260. To achieve this, add CR=CR+1
at the end of Line 260.

Each time a question is answered

correctly, the counter will increase by
one. You could then create a line such
as 325 PRINT CR:CR=0. This would
indicate the score and reset the count
to zero for the next round.

As discussed earlier, we did not feel

the need for a scorecard in this par-

ticular program. The choice, of course,

is yours. As always, please feel free to

alter this program as you see fit to help

your children and students benefit the

most from it.

(You may contact Mr. Blyn with any
questions about Punctuation Quiz at

227 Hampton Green, Staten Island, NY
103 1 2. Please include an SASE.)

The listing: PUNCQU I

Z

10 REM"PUNCTUATION QUIZ"
20 REM"STEVE BLYN , COMPUTER ISLAN
D,NY,1985
30 DIM A$(11),B$(11),C$(11),D$(1
1)

40 CLS
50 FOR 1=1 TO 11: READ A$(I),B$(I
) : NEXT I

60 FOR 1=1 TO 11: READ C$(I),D$(
I) :NEXT I

70 PRINT" PUNCTUATION MARK
S"
80 PRINT" MARK NAME"
90 PRINT" »

100 FOR A=l TO 11: PRINT A TAB (2)
A$(A) TAB(13)B$(A) : NEXT A
110 REM"CHOOSE A DECORATIVE PATT
ERN"
120 NN=128+RND(127)
130 PR$=STRING$(32 / NN)
140 PRINTPR$;
150 PRINTS 4 8 4, "PRESS <ENTER> TO
GO ON";
160 EN$=INKEY$
170 IF EN$=CHR$(13) THEN 180 ELS
E 160
180 FOR T= 1 TO 5

190 CLS
200 PRINT" PUNCTUATION QU
IZ": PRINT PR$;
210 R=RND(11)
220 PRINT@96,C$(R)
230 PRINT@192," " :PRINT@192 , "ANS
WER" ;

240 INPUT E$
250 PRINT@288,PR$;
2 60 IF E$=D$(R) THEN SOUND 200,2
:PRINT@ 364 /'CORRECT"
270 IF E$OD$(R) THEN SOUND 20,3
:PRINT@362,D$(R) :PRINT"IS THE CO
RRECT ANSWER THIS TIME."
280 PRINTS 484, "PRESS <ENTER> TO
GO ON";

290 EN$=INKEY$
300 IF EN$=CHR$(13) THEN CLS ELS
E 290
310 NEXT T
320 CLS RND(8) :PRINT@96," PRE
SS <C> TO CONTINUE OR <E
> TO END THE PROGRAM."
330 EN$=INKEY$
340 IF EN$="C" THEN RUN ELSE IF
EN$="E" THEN END ELSE 330
350 DATA ",»«, COMMA
3 60 DATA . , PERIOD , ? , QUESTION MAR
K, ! , EXCLAMATION POINT, ; , SEMICOLO
N , " : " , COLON , - , HYPHEN
370 DATA ( ), PARENTHESES , [ ],B
RACKETS , «

'
'

• , QUOTATION MARKS ,

,

APOSTROPHE
380 DATA THIS COMES AT THE END O
F A DECLARATIVE SENTENCE . ,

P

ERIOD
390 DATA THIS IS USED TO SHOW ST
RONG FEELINGS OR EMOTIONS . ,

E

XCLAMATION POINT
400 DATA THIS IS USED IN PLACES
WHERE YOUWOULD PAUSE IN SPEAKIN

G., COMMA
410 DATA THIS IS USED BETWEEN TW
O MAIN CLAUSES NOT JOINED BY A

CONJUNCTION. , SEMICOLON
420 DATA THIS IS USED BEFORE A L
1ST OF ITEMS., COLON
430 DATA THIS IS USED TO SHOW PO
SSESSION OR OWNERSHIP. ,APOSTROPH
E
440 DATA THIS IS USED TO DIVIDE
A WORD INTO PARTS AT THE END O
F A LINE., HYPHEN
450 DATA THESE ARE USED TO ENCLO
SE AN EXTRA WORD OR WORDS., PA
RENTHESES
460 DATA THESE ARE USED TO ENCLO
SE ITEMS FOUND WITHIN PARENTHESE
S . , BRACKETS
470 DATA THESE ARE USED TO SHOW
SOMEONE ' SEXACT WORDS

. , QUOTATION
MARKS
480 DATA THIS IS USED AT THE END
OF AN INTERROGATORY SENTENCE.

, QUESTION MARK ^
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FROM THE PEOPLE THAT
BROUGHT YOU

COMPOSER ff^
STEREO COMPOSER
; MUSICA v,

STEREO PAK jj

MUSIC LIBRARY r
'

SYNTHER 77 PLUS ^
» MUSIC THEORY

«* SUPER SYNTH u

PIANO KEYBOARD

COCO MIDI

MUSICA 2
'//' COMES . . .



SYMPHONY 12
A 1 2 VOICE POLYPHONIC STEREO MUSIC SYNTHESIZER

$79.95 $69.95
WHEN PURCHASED
WITH
MUSICA2 $59.95

WHEN PURCHASED
WITH THE
PIANO KEYBOARD

• 12 SIMULTANEOUS
VOICES

• STEREO & MONO
• 4 NOISE
GENERATORS

• SOUND EFFECTS

• PLAYS AND CREATES
MUSICA2 FILES

£m̂$mti t i r i i i i

- '
i H i
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rnimm
SUPER POLYPHONIC Speech Systems is

proud to bring you SYMPHONY 12, a poly-
phonic 1 2 vo i ce ha rdwa re stereo music synlhe^
sizer for the Color Computer. SYMPHONY 12
also gives you 4 noise generators for percus-
sion synthesis and sound effects. The PIANO
KEYBOARD and MUSICA 2 (sold separately)

turns your COCO into a real music machine
with incredible flexibility.

STEREO and MONO, By connecting SYM-
PHONY 12 to your home stereo system, music
is produced in stereo, 6 voices from each chan-
nel. However, you don't need to have a stereo
system, all 12 voices also come out of your TV
or monitor.

PICK AN INSTRUMENT. SYMPHONY 12 lets

you choose from 10 preset instruments to syn-
thesize chimes, violin, oboe, banjo,
harpsichord, piano and more. You can even
change instruments as the music plays.

SOUND EFFECTS. SYMPHONY 12 is a sophisti-

cated sound generator. 12 voices and 4 noise

generators give you incredible sound effect

capability. We have included gun shot, explo-
sion, racing car and more.

^i^kFREf '•/
,

HUNK DISK <^
OR TAPE

^C WITH EVERY >
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WATCH IT PLAY, As SYMPHONY 12 plays, a

graphics display of a piano keyboard shows
the notes playing. The display is entertaining

as well as very educational*

PLAY MUSICA 2 FILES. Thousands of MUSICA
2 users will be excited to know SYMPHONY
12 plays ail music developed using MUSICA 2

like you have never Seen or Heard it. In fact

we highly recommend the use of MUSICA 2

as a composition development tool for SYM-
PHONY 12, Use MUSICA 2's superior graphics
input capability and then play it through SYM-
PHONY 12. You can also take advantage of

our MUSIC LIBRARY series (sold separately)

to give you access to over 500 music pieces
representing 20 hours of music.

ULTIMATE MUSIC DEVELOPMENT SYSTEM.
SYMPHONY 12, MUSICA 2, and the PIANO
KEYBOARD give you incredible flexibility. Im-
agine sitting down at the PIANO KEYBOARD,
playing a piece and recording it as you play

just as you would to a tape recorder. Save your
masterpiece and then using MUSICA 2 edit it

if you like and print it. If you have a MIDI
synthesizer, you can take the music and play

it using COCO MIDI (sold separately). Try that

on an IBM, APPLE, or COMMODORE (good
luck).

PIANO KEYBOARD. For those wishing to turn
SYMPHONY 12 into a real polyphonic synthe-
sizer we offer the extremely powerful and ver-

satile PIANO KEYBOARD. The PIANO
KEYBOARD was deisgned to be used in our
entire music product line. You can use it with
SYMPHONEY 12, MUSICA 2, SYNTHER 77
PLUS, and even our advanced speech synthe-
sizer, SUPER VOICE.

When using MUSICA 2, you win be using 4 of
the 12 voices available from SYMPHONY 12.

To take advantage of the full 12 voice capability

of SYMPHONY 12 you may use either the
Color Computer's keyboard or the PIANO
KEYBOARD.

Y-CABLE nr MULTI-PAK. Tape users using both
SYMPHONY 12 and the PIANO KEYBOARD
will require a Y CABLE. Disk users will require
the Triple Y-Cable or MULTI-PAK.

SYMPHONY 12. You get over a dozen music
and sound effect selections and complete
documentation. Software is shipped on Tape
or Disk.

OPTIONS
MUSIC LIBRARY (each volume) .... $29.95
MUSICA 2 . k . ; $29.95
PIANO KEYBOARD Vh octave $79.95

PIANO KEYBOARD 4 octave $119.95
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We accept CASH, CHECK, COD r VISA and MASTER CARD orders.
Shipping and handling US and Canada $3.00
Shipping and handling outside the US and Canada . _ _ . , $5.00
COD charge „ . .

.

, . . . $2.00
Illinois residents add frk% sales tax

38W255 DEERPATH ROAD
BATAVIA, ILLINOIS 60510
(312) 879-6880 (VOICE)

co'oS (312) 879-6811 (24 HR. BBS)
CALL ANY DAY TO ORDER. ALSO ORDER BY MAIL OR BBS.



PAK™ 539.95

Plug this gem into your computer, connect to your home
stereo system and sit back and enjoy music realism. The
STEREO PAK is a hardware music synthesizer that plays

ou r MUSIC LIBRARY series and MUSICA 2 music in stereo.

Because it was designed specifically with music reproduc-
tion in mind, the sound is superb. The highs are crisp

and clear while the bass notes will rattle your walls. Inter-

nally we use two high performance 8 bit digital to analog
converters to assure fidelity.

The STEREO PAK is all hardware, It is intended as an en-

hancement for MUSICA2 and our MUSIC LIBRARY series.

Disk users will require our Y-CABLE or a MULTI-PAK,

rnrn^l

COCO
MIDI TM $39.95

Tape or Disk

Now your COCO can talk to your MIDI music synthesizer.

Whether you have a Korg, Roland, Casio, or Yamaha, it

doesn't matter as long as it's MIDI equipped.

COCO MIDJ takes any MUSICA 2 music file and plays it

through your music synthesizer. We offer you over 500
Tunes from our MUSIC LIBRARY series (sold separately)

or create your own music using the best music composi-
tion program available, MUSICA 2 (sold separately).

COCO MIDI includes; documentation, plenty of music,
and the cable to connect between the COCO and your
synthesizer.

.music
$LIDnMn I Tape or Disk

The MUSIC LIBRARY series consists of 5 volumes: 100,

200, 300, 400, and 500 each sold separately. Each contains
over 100 four voice music selections with a playing time
of over 3 hours each. The disk version is shipped on 5

full disks. When coupled with the STEREO PAK, the music
is reproduced with unsurpassed realism.

A JUKEBOX program is included to allow you to select

specific songs or automatically play each . These songs are

ready to go, you don't need MUSICA 2 or a knowledge
of music. MUSICA 2 users may customize each song. Re*

quires minimum of 32K.

MUSIC LIBRARY 100

Stage, Screen, & TV Classical

Music of the 70's Christmas (popular)

Music of the 60's Christmas (traditional)

MusicoftheSO's Patriotic

Old Time Favorites Polka Party

MUSIC LIBRARY 200 (another 100 selections)

MUSIC LIBRARY 300 (another 100 selections)

MUSIC LIBRARY 400 (another 100 selections)

MUSIC LIBRARY 500 (another 100 selections)

Each volume sold separately/ specify tape or disk.

*ife Write for complete list.v ALL 500 $99.95

SYNTHER*9QQI.

77 PI IIQ *W*-**0
If LUFO Tape or Disk

We put the PLUS in 5YNTHER 77 PLUS by connecting our
PIANO KEYBOARD so you can really piay your COCO like

a piano.

You control vibrato pattern, Bender rate, Volume level as

well as Attack, Decay, Sustain, and Release (ADSR en-
velope). As you play you can record, then edit and save
it to disk or tape. You can even fine tune it to match other
instruments.

The PIANO KEYBOARD is not necessary, you can use your
COCO keyboard but the PIANO KEYBOARD makes your
COCO a real music instrument*



4PIANO KEYBOARD X
Now you can really play your Color Computer and pick any or all 4 instruments;
MUS1CA 2, SYNTHER 77 PLUS, SUPER VOICE, and the ultimate SYMPHONY 12.

MUSICA 2 users can use the PIANO KEYBOARD as an easy method to input music
Version 2.6 is required. Previous users may obtain an update by returning original
tape or disk with $7 tQ0.

SYNTHER 77 PLUS turns your COCO into a music synthesizer without any additional
hardware. You specify Vibrato, Bender, Volume, as well as Attack, Decay, Sustain,
and Release (ADSR).

SUPEft VOICE, COCO'S most advanced speech synthesizer becomes a musk synthe-
sizer when connected to the PIANO KEYBOARD.

SYMPHONY 12 and the PIANO KEYBOARD gives you a professional 12 voice music
synthesizer.

These Piano Keyboards are not toys. They are the same style, shape, size, and feel
as professional synthesizer keyboards. Disk owners must use a Y-CABLE or MULTI-
PACK.

2V2 octave (32 note) $79,95 4 octave (49 note) ,,....„,. $119.95

MU S ICA 2 *2? ?s
•When in stereo mode, music is

played through our STEREO PAK
(purchased separately).

• Loudness of each voice may be
individually specified.

•Memory available is constantly

displayed.

• Voice waveshapes may be
exchanged between voices at any
point,

•Tempo may be specified and may
even be altered as the music plays*

•Flats and sharps supported,

• Billions of timbre combinations.

•High resolution graphic display,

looks just like sheet music.

•MUSICA 2 rs 100% software, no need for

hardware unless you want music produced in

STEREO. In that case, the STEREO PAK may be
purchased separately. It's a must for the
audiophile!

• Repeat bars ailow repeating of music without
re-inserting music a second or third time.

30 page manual describes all*

• Requires minimum of 32K.

I I
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•Output music to your printer

(Gemini 10X, Epson, R.S. printers)^

•Allows you to specify key signature.

•Voice timbre (waveshape) may be
altered by specifying harmonic
content just like stops on an organ.

• During editing, voice being inserted
is displayed,

Each measure is numbered for easy
reading of music.

•Measure bars aid in reading and
developing music*

• Each voice may be visually

highlighted for easy identification,

4 Voices produced simultaneously.

• Input notes from Coco keyboard,
joystick, or Piano Keyboard.

• Play music from your own BASIC program.

• Block copy music fo r easy music development.

• 100% machine language so it is lightning fast.

•Vibrato effect easily produced.

•With STEREO PAK, voices may be switched
between left and right speakers as music plays.

•Durations include: whole, half, quarter,
eighth, sixteenth, thirty-second, sixty-fourth,
and triplet.

to ft MUSIC THEORY <7 fl
An advanced music course that covers Major and Harmonic Minor scales, interval spelling, Triad (Chord) theory. Inversions, Dominant 7th
chords, and interval ear framing. Format of the course includes drill and practice sessions, a scorecard to measure-prowess, graphics and sound
output, and a reviewing session,

32K Disk only ., , t t $49 95



'SUPER VOICE'
COCO'S MOST ADVANCED
SPEECH SYNTHESIZER.

IT TALKS, SINGS AND
MORE.

only . . . $79.95

WITH EARS OR PIANO
KEYBOARD PURCHASE

only . . . $59.95

SUPER VOICE is no ordinary speech synthesizer It uses Silicon

Systems, Inc. SSI-263, the most advanced speech/sound chip
available. SUPER VOICE is not only capable of highly intelligible

speech, sound effects, and singing over a 6 octave range, but now
we have turned SUPER VOICE into a monophonic Super Musio
Synthesizer with our PIANO KEYBOARD,

IT TALKS. A free TRANSLATOR text-to-speech program makes
writing your own talking program as easy as SAYING 'HELLO."

SUPER VOICE works in any 32K or 64K computer. A disk system
requires a Y-Cable or Multi-Pak.

Here are the facts;

the decision is yours.

SUPER VOICE HEAL TALKER
HS SPEECH

CARTRIDGE
VOICE-PAK

Synthesis Device SSI2tj3 SCD1 SPZ56 SC01

Speaking Speeds 16 l 1 1

Volume Levels 16 1 1 1

Arlitulifion flues a 1 1 .

Vocal Trad

Filter Settings
255 1 1 1

Basic unii

at Speech

64 phonemes

i <ru rations each
64 phonemes

64 a N optionee

5 pause lenolns
64 phonemes

Pilch Variations

4096 (32 absolute lewete

willt A i nil eel ion speedt]
i 1 4

FOOL'S CROSSING
The world's first TALKING HI-RES GRAPHICS adventure. Finding

the hidden treasure is the easy part, getting back home is another

story. FREE EARS to the first one to submit a solution,

32K Disk $24,95

SUPER TALKING HEADS
When the SUPER VOICE speaks in a low pitched voice, the man
speaks, when a high pitched voice is used the woman
speaks. ,*...,, $24.95

to,

%,,

BLANK DJSK
OR TAPE

WITH EVE«Y >*

MastmCard

IwM^ Dealer Inquiries

Invited
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We accept CASH, CHECK, COD, VISA and MASTER CARD orders.

Shipping and handling US and Canada 53.00

Shipping and handling outside the US and Canada , »-,> . . ; . $5.00

COD charge $2,00
Illinois residents add 6tt% sales tax

Speech S$y$tems
38W 255 DEERPATH ROAD
BATAVIA, ILLINOIS 60510
(312) 879-6880 (VOICE)
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Electronic Audio Recognition System



EARS
Electronic

Audio
Recognition

System

$99.95

SPEECH
RECOGNITION

HANDS OFF
PROGRAMMING

• HIGH
QUALITY
SPEECH
REPRODUCTION

EARS Does It All!

Two Years In the Making. Speech Systems
was formed to develop new and innova-

tive speech products. After 2 years of in-

tensive Research and Development, we
have created a truely sophisticated

speech recognition device. Recognition

rates from 95% to 98% are typical. Until

now, such a product was outside the

price range of the personnel computer
market, and even small businesses.

EARS is trained by your voice and capable
of recognizing any word or phrase.
Training EARS to your particular voice

print takes seconds. Up to 64 voice prints

may be loaded into memory. You may
then save on tape or disk as many as you
like so that your total vocabulary is virtu-

ally infinite,

Speech and Sound Recognition- EARS is re-

ally a sound recognition system, so it re-

ally doesn't matter whether you speak in

English, Spanish, or French- In fact you do
not have to speak at all, you can train

EARS to understand sounds such as a

musical note or a door slamming.

Hands Off Programming, Imagine writing

your own BASIC programs without ever

touching the keyboard. Everything that

you would normally do through a

keyboard can now be done by just

speaking.

Programming EARS Is Easy. LISTEN,
MATCH and other commands have been
added to BASIC so that programming
EARS is a piece of cake! The single BASIC
line; 10 LISTEN: MATCH will instruct

EARS to listen to you and return the

matching phrase.

It Talks, EARS is also capable of high qual-

ity speech . We mean REALLY high q ual ity

,

The speech \s a fixed vocabulary spoken
by a professional announcer. Speech
Systems is currently creating a library of

thousands of high quality words and
phrases. For a demonstration call (312)

879-6644, you won't believe your ears or
our EARS.

DISK OWNERS. EARS will work with any
disk system with either a MULTI-PAK or

Y-CABLE. Our new Triple Y-CABLE was
specifically developed for those wishing

to add SUPER VOICE as a third device.

You Get Everything You Need. You get ev-

erything you need including a specially

designed professional headset style noise

cancelling microphone. The manual is

easy to use and understand. Several

demonstration examples are included so
you don't have to write your own pro-

grams unless you want to, EARS will work
in any 32K or 64K Color Computer.

SUPER VOICE $20 OFF

Imagine talking to your computer and it

talking back to you. When you need an
unlimited vocabulary, you can't beat
SUPER VOICE. For a limited time, we will

give you the SUPER VOICE for $59.95 with

your EARS purchase. Even if you already

have another speech unit, here is your
chance to buy the best and save $20.

VOICE CONTROL
Applications for EARS are astounding.
Here is our first of many listening pro-
grams to come. VOICE CONTROL is a

program specifically designed to allow
you to control any appliance in your
house with your voice and our HOME
COMMANDER (sold separately). For
example, you can control your TV by
saying "TV ON" or TV OFF". $24,95

^/^
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Invited
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Speech ^)ifstems

We accept CASH, CHECK, COD, VISA and MASTER CARD orders,

Shipping and handling US and Canada 13,00
Shipping and handling outside the US and Canada << < .......... , $5.00
COD charge . , ,* -. S2.00
Illinois residents add G'A% sales tax

38W 255 DEERPATH ROAD
BATAVIA, ILLINOIS 60510
(312) 879-6880 (VOICE)

(312) 879-6811 (24 HR. BBS)
CALL ANY DAY TO ORDER. ALSO ORDER BY MAIL OF BBS.

1 MEGABYTE
COLORAMA



HOME COMMANDER'
The HOME COMMANDER easily connects to the

cassette port of your Co lor Computer and lets you
control appliances in your home,

NO WIRES NECESSARY
The HOME COMMANDER uses your home's
existing electrical wiring to control virtually any-

thing, Appliances are controlled via small control

modules available at your local SEARS or Radio

Shack store.

ON FRIDAY 7:42 PMf OFF
SUNDAY 1:26 AM

Included FREE is a program to allow you to control

up to 256 devices and specify the time and date

they are to be activated. That/ s right, the software
has its own built in accurate clock.

$59.95

Imagine controlling a light or TV with your voice.

When used with our Electronic Audio Recognition

System, EARS, you can literally control any
appliance.

PLUG'N POWER USERS
If you were disappointed in the software that

came with the Radio Shack PLUG'N POWER unit,

and you probably were, we'll offer you our pow-
erful software separately. An early version is de-

scribed in the Feb,, April, June, and August 1983

issues of RAINBOW, Our current version is even
better. $19,95
PLUG'N POWER is a trademark of Radio Shack®

PRECISION TIME MODULE $59.95
— INCLUDES OS9 DRIVER — Now your computer will always know the correct

time and date. This amazing precision time mod-
ule is calibrated to the National Bureau of Stan-

dards (WWV) atomic clock and you should never

have to change it.

Use the PRECISION TIME MODULE to add the

time element to your games or use on BBS. If you
like, purchase separately our BBS.

COLORAMA BBS (64 K, 1 drive minimum) $99.95

BATTERY BACKUP
Even when your computer is off, the clock

keeps correct time by operating using the

interna! battery backup system.

MONTHS, LEAP YEARS & DST
The PRECISON TIM E MODULE automatically

adjusts for the different number of days in

each month as well as leap years. And believe
it or not, it adj u sts for DST so you don't have to

remember if it's SPRING FORWARD or FALL
FORWARD.

Y-CABLE $28.95 TRIPLE Y $34.95
Why pay $t00 to $200 for a multi-pak. With
the Y*CABLE T you can connect your disk
system to your computer along with either

our STEREO PAK music synthesizer, our
VOICE, SUPER VOICE speech synthesizers,
or our PRECISION TIME MODULE. All con-
nectors gold plated.

We developed the Triple Y-Cable specifically

for those interested in both speech synthesis

and speech recognition. The Triple Y-Cable
lets you connect EARS and SUPER VOICE to

your color computer along with your disk

system.

Need an

^ATTENTION EXPERIMENTERS! ww $290°

Interested in building your own project?

Our oversized board gives plenty of room
for construction while the sturdy aluminum

case with black satin finish assures protec-

tion and a professional appearance.

Prototype Board only $19.95

Prototype Enclosure only $19«9S

Buy both for $29.95

Advanced
Speech
Chip

SSl-263

(SC-02)

S34.95

Disks (any quantity) $ 1 .49

Tape C-1 0, C-20 ..,-,.,. $0.69

Hard Tape Box . . $0,29

6821 $2.95

74LS138 $0.79

7407 ..... S0.79

IC sockets 14, 16, 22 pin $0,29

1C sockets 24, 28, 40 ........... . $0.39
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We accept CASH, CHECK, COD, VISA and MASTER CARD orders.

Shipping and handling US and Canada ,..'...« « . . , . . „ . S3.O0
Shipping and handling outside the US and Canada t t $5,00
COD charge T , T . , $2.00
Illinois residents add 6%% sales tax

Speech S^ysteinS

38W 255 DEERPATH ROAD
BATAVIA, ILLINOIS 60510
(312) 879-6880 (VOICE)

VrloZ.;: (312) 879-6811 (24 HR. BBS)
CALt ANY DAY TO ORDER. ALSO ORDER BY MAIL OR BBS.
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EDUCATION OVERVIEW

Computers Can Play
An Important Role
In Art Education

By Michael Plog, Ph.D.
Rainbow Contributing Editor

When dealing with computers

and education, the subject

matter area getting the short

end of the electronic stick is the arts.

This is understandable in some ways,

but really doesn't make much sense —
for the arts or for education.

In general, elementary schools use

computers most frequently with math,
followed by language arts, reading,

computer programming, social studies,

science and then art. (This is a finding

from the National Commission for

Employment Policy, "Uses of Compu-
ters in Education/' conducted by
Education Turnkey Systems, Inc.) We
can easily understand why computers
are most frequently used with mathe-
matics. After all, computers are

mathematical calculating machines,
and math teachers have been trained

in such things as calculating machines.

Art teachers are creative people who
deal with such things as paint, clay or

other products.

Of course, the concept of "art" covers

a wide range of activities, There are the

(Michael Flog received his Ph.D. degree
from the University of Illinois. He has
taught social studies in high school,

worked in a central office of a school
district, and currently is employed at

the Illinois State Board of Education.)

performing arts, such as dance, theater,

mime, magic, music and so on. Com-
mercial art covers such things as

photography and drafting. Some
schools even include film making in the

curriculum.

The amazing thing is that in most
fields of art the computer has been used

by professional artists, but not in the

schools, where students are usually

introduced to the arts. Much of the past

"computer art" depended on the ability

of the computer to produce random
numbers. Then, a song or painting or

some other artistic product was created

using the random numbers.
The random effect has been used in

the past with some degree of success.

Mozart (in 1777) composed a piece of
music by using dice to help pick a scale.

One hundred and eighty years later

(1957), Lejaren Hiller and Leonard
Isaacson composed the 'Tliac Suite for

String Quartet*
1

using random numbers
generated by a computer. Generally,

however, the random number approach
to art results in a product that is

appreciated only by the artist (if that

much).

There is much more to computer-
assisted art (and art education) than
random numbers. We listen to a lot of

computer music. Moog synthesizer and
electronic guitars are commonplace
today. The computer provides not only

the music, but in some cases, provides
the structure of a piece and relieves the

artist of many mundane tasks, from
writing musical notes to reading them.
Vangelis, who provided the score for

the movie Chariots of Fire, cannot read
music. But, he can generate art.

Computers are used to help in all

kinds of animation, from Saturday
morning cartoons to commercials. In
fact, were it not for computers, we
would have much less animation today
than in the past. Salaries have increased

a lot since Walt Disney directed a team
of animators.

Computer-generated graphics are not
only used to present subatomic particles

and the structure of DNA (which looks
like art to me), but pieces that hang
in museums. Computers have been used
to analyze the movements of dancers
and runners for training purposes. John
Swartzwelder has even used a CoCo to

create one-line jokes (example: Scien-
tists discover new moon orbiting Kate
Smith). Computers have been used to

mathematically analyze prose and
poetry of great masters and then mimic
that style to produce (some not so great)

literary efforts.

So, if artists use computers, why
should art students not be using them?
There are several reasons. First, we do
not expect students, especially elemen-
tary students, to produce great works
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of art. Wc expect them to learn about
art instead of attempting to compete
with professionals. Second, most of the

computer applications mentioned here

involve rather sophisticated software,

which artists are unwilling to share with
a group of elementary students. Also,

there are few software publishers who
provide computer-assisted instruction

packages (still the most frequent use of
computers in schools) for art. Finally,

art teachers may not realize what
students can do with the help of a
computer.

I hold the position that students —
even in primary grades — can use the

computer to help them learn about the

arts, I believe students should learn art

by actually doing it. They should learn

about painting by organizing colors and
shapes; about music by organizing
sound in meaningful patterns; about
dance by studying movement.

Consider the easiest one first: music.

My nephew recently showed me a music
program for the Color Computer. The
screen shows the music staffs, and by
movement of the cursor and command
keys, notes are placed on the staff. It

seems to make sense that students

would learn about music by writing it

and listening to their compositions
being played. The teacher could intro-

duce such concepts as chords and
harmony by showing students how to

improve their own music. The students

have a stake in their creations. Music
by other people becomes more "real"

to one who has written music.

It is difficult to convince a band to

play a piece of music written by an
elementary student. Especially when
there may be 30 such students, each
wanting to hear their own creation 100

times. It is not so difficult, on the other
hand, to convince the Color Computer
to play a musical composition written

by a student. It is easy for the student

to make changes in the music stored

in a Color Computer and hear the

results. It is hard for a student to change
a few notes in a piece of music and
expect a "live" band to immediately
play again the altered piece. Thus, this

piece of software seems to be an ideal

teaching tooL

The initial barriers keeping the
teacher away from the student are more
easily overcome. The student learns

about music by actively engaging in the

process of organizing sound. It seems
reasonable that such an approach
would increase the motivation to learn

how to play an instrument.

How about other arts? The computer
can be used to help the student learn

about painting as well as music. The
Color Computer has some wonderful
graphics packages. Students can first

create, then print their masterpiece on
paper to be displayed on the refrigerator

door.

Beginning students make simple
mistakes that can ruin an art project.

With a graphics package, it is easy to

correct these little problems before the

final product is ready. This makes the
final product easier to accept, as well

as giving the student a valuable lesson

that art is a dynamic, changing expres-

sion rather than a "first time only"
event.

In kindergarten classes, a pre-art

activity is to learn colors and shapes.
The Color Computer is an ideal
machine for computer-assisted instruc-

tion with kindergarten students. It is

easy to imagine a student running a

program which draws a triangle on the

screen while the cassette recorder is

talking about triangles. The triangle is

colored red while the cassette provides
a verbal explanation of the color red.

As with all computer-assisted instruc-

tion packages, a major advantage is that

the student can participate in the lesson

as many times as needed.

Now, 1 do not know if such a program
is already on the market. I doubt that

it would require a master programmer
to put together a unit on colors and
shapes. If you have written one, please

let me know about it and 1 will share

that information through these pages.

So far, we have presented examples
of computer-assisted art lessons for

primary students. The same graphics

packages mentioned could be used as

a supplemental activity in a drafting

class in a high school. The student could

design the initial drafting project using

a commercial graphics package, then

complete the paper version based on
changes and corrections made to the

electronic rough sketch. Dance students

in high school could use the screen as

a model of a stage for choreographing

movement, then translate the mental
image to physical movement.
There is probably no end to the

opportunities offered students with this

blend of the computer and the arts.

Before leaving this idea, a pratical point

should be raised. The arts are a very

important part of education and one
of the key subject matter areas for

students to learn about our cultural

heritage. Yet, when budget crunches

happen in schools, the arts often suffer

the most. The use of computers can help

continue this crucial part of education

while still allowing for budget
reductions.

I must mention one of the most
creative arts, computer programming.
Just think, by your knowledge and skill,

you can use a medium of expression

(your Color Computer) to generate a

work of beauty. Your programs can be

poetry, even if you are the only reader.

I welcome your thoughts on this

subject, and would appreciate reading

anything you want to send to me at

829 Evergreen, Chatham, 1L 62629. /^

CoCo Cat
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% LOWEST PRICES ^
DERBY CITY SOFTWARE
'The Place to Shop for ALL your COCO Needs"

Derby City is proud to announce that we now carry the full hardware and software
lines of the following COCO suppliers:

Spectrum Projects • J&M Systems, LTD • Derringer Software, Inc. • Speech Systems
In our opinion, these suppliers have the finest and broadest selection of the things
you need to make your COCO perform at its peak. Order from Derby City today, .

our prices are low and the products are the best.

OPERATING SYSTEMS
SPECTRUM DOS
(EPROMable) (0) £25.00
JDOS 1.2

028K. 28 pin) ROM $49.00
JDOS 1.2 (24 pin) ROM $49.00
JDOS 1.11 (24 pin) $39.95
JFD CP Disk Controller $149,95
1,2 RQMROM switcher

Memory Minder/parallel port

DISK DRIVES
FROM SPECTRUM PROJECTS'

(6ms, 40 tracks £ 1/2 ht.)

DRIVE system ,...,..„ , „. $229.95
DRIVE 0.1 system $349 95
DRIVE 1, 2 or 3 $139 95
DISK CONTROLLER
w/ RS 1.1 ROM ...$119.95

AMDEK TWIN T QRIVE $199 95
AMDEK DRIVE one-drive system
w/ controller...,, $299,95

FROM J&M Ltd.: (6ms h 40 tracks, 1/2 ht,)

Includes:

- JFD-CP Disk controller

JDOS 12 ROM (128K-25 pin) ROM
Complete JDOS manual
DRIVE system (SS) ,. ..... .. $289.00
DRIVE system [DS) $359.00
DRIVE 0.1 system (SS) $429.00
DRIVE 0.1 system (DS) £499 00

DATABASE MANAGEMENT
PRO'COLOR-FILE enhanced 2.0

Compatible w Dynacalc $59.95
PRO COLOR FORMS 2.0

Increase design flexibility, $29.95
E-Z BASE
(The best small database) $21.95

SPREADSHEET
DYNACALC
(The latest version) $79.95
DYNAGRAPH
More graphics for Dynacalc $19.95

WORD PROCESSING
TELEWRITER 64 (D) $59,95
TELEGRAPHICS
Add graphics to TW 64 $19.95
TELEPATCH
TWS4 Enhancement $19.95
MASTER DESIGN $2995
(Graphic text designs r/editor-TW 64)

COMMUNICATIONS
COLORCOM .E

300.1200 baud! $49.95
COLORAMA BBS
The best BBS for CoCo $99.95
TIME MODULE
for COLORAMA BBS $5995

MEMORY EXPANSION
64K
CMOS 120ns-Set of chips $29.95
64K
26-31 34A & 26-3136A ONLY $69 95
256K Thunder RAM
(NO soldering!) $149.95

MAJOR UTILITES
CoCo CHECKER
Best CoCo diagnostic $19 95
MEMORY MINDER Diagnostic Diskette

FOR JDOS 1,2

SS & 28 pin ver $26-00
FOR JDOS 1 .2

DS & 28 psn ver $33.00
MEMORY MINDER
Program & Diagnostic Diskette

For JDOS 111 or earlier (SS) $79.00
For JDOS 1.11 or earlier (DS) $99 00
DISK SORT & ORDER
Sb & DS version $19.95
Remove air sectored data from diskettes

and alphabetize directory, saves wear &
tear on disk drives - A must for JDOS users,

64K DISK UTILITY PACKAGE $19 95
TAPE DISK UTILITY. $24 95
DISK UTILITY 2.1 $24 95
MULTI-PAK-CRACK $24.95
SPIT-N'IMAGE 3 1 $29 95
CoCo VIDEO TITLER S1 9 95
CoCo CHECKBOOK $39 95
SPECTRUM ADVENTURE
GENERATOR $39.95

VOICE RECOGNITION & SPEECH
EARS
The ONLY voice recog. sys $99.95
SUPER VOICE
Unlimited vocabulary $?g.95
HOME COMMANDER
Controls appliances $5995
VOICE CONTROL $24.95
Voice control for Home Commander
ESTHER
Talking psychoanalyst $24.95
STAR TALK
Talking adventure ...... 124 95
SHIP HUNT
Talking adventure $24.95
ADVENTURE GENERATOR
Talking/Adv. Gen $39.95

MUSIC
MUSICA 2 [ver 2.6) $29 95
MUSIC THEORY
Course 1

. . . $29 95
MUSIC THEORY
Course 2 $49-95
MUSIC LIBRARY
Vol. 100 ... $39.95

MUSIC LIBRARY
Vol. 200 $39.95
MUSIC LIBRARY
Vol. 300 $39.95
STEREO PAK
Connect CoCo to stereo $39.95

GRAPHICS
CoCo MAX , (Disk) $6995
GRAPH ICOM (Cheshire Cat) ... $24.95
GRAPHICOM p.ll {Whitesmith).. $24,95
BJORK BLOCKS (DISK) $39 95
SCHEMATIC DRAFTING
PROCESSOR $29.95
MASTER DESIGN $29 95
DYNAGRAPH $19.95

GRAPHIC SCREEN DUMPS
GEMINI EPSON $15.95
CGP-115 COLOR DUMP $21.95
Is the FASTEST dump for CGP-115
DMP-DUMP $19.95

EDUCATIONAL

PRESCHOOL:
TALKING COUNT TO ONE
HUNDRED $2995
TALKING ALPHABET $29 95
TALKING NUMBERS &
COLORS $29.95
TALKING NUMBER SKILLS $29.95
TALKING CLOCK $29.95

GRADES 2-6:

TALKING SUBTRACTION $29,95
KING AUTHOR S TALES $29 95
COLOR MATH $24.95

SPELL-A-THON $24.95
SPELLING TESTER $9.95

POETRY CREATOR $9.95

SHORT STORY MAKER $9 95
FOREIGN LANGUAGE
w French Diet $9.95
PRESIDENTS $9.95

STATES $9.95

CAPITALS , $9.95
MATH DRILL $9.95

EDUCATIONAL PAKS:

VOLUME #1
Grades 1,2 & Spec, Ed $29.95
VOLUME #2
Grades 3 to 6 & Spec. Ed $29.95

HARDWARE
DOS SWITCHERS:

For J&M Controllers $21 .95

- With RSDOS 1 .1 £49.95
For RS Controllers $31.95
- With JDOS 1.11 $52.95
- with JDOS 1.2 (24 pin) $62-95

RS 232c 2 POSITION SWITCH $24.95
RS 232c 3 POSITION SWITCH $2995
40 PIN DOUBLE Y CABLE $29.95
40 PIN TRIPLE T CABLE ....$39.95

3825 Bardstown Road, Suite 232, Louisville, KY 40218
(502) 454-6809

All orders $3,00 shipping & handling, Ky. residents add 5% sales tax
1 C.0.D.(add $2.00)/VISA/MasterCard/Cash



You may not fill your local theater, but
you can create animation that will

impress your friends and family

Along with many others, I have always

wanted to experiment with animation.

Being an avid "Bugs Bunny*' fan, I've

often said to myself, "Hey I I'd like to make
cartoons, too." Now with the help of my Color
Computer and this program, T can create

animation for games, graphics demonstrations

or just for fun,

The first problem confronted in designing this

program was space. I wanted the pictures for

(Wayne Thume works as a programmer/
operator at Airpax Corporation, a division

of North American Phillips. He did his first

programming on the Color Computer.
Wayne lives in Trappe, on the Eastern Shore
of Maryland.)

By Wayne Thume
the animation to be held in the computer's
memory and not on tape or disk. Since storing

too many pictures would take up an incredible

amount of space, 1 decided to reduce each
picture to a 16-by-32 grid.

Now before you quit reading this article in

disgust, let me assure you there is more than
enough room for significant high resolution

animation. Using this grid 96 pictures can be
created, which will allow for about 20 seconds
of animation. Ill be the first to admit that 20
seconds doesn't sound like very long, but after

drawing 96 pictures you will be convinced that
it is far too long.

The next problem was which language to write

the program in. I chose BASIC so anyone could
easily interpret and modify the program to suit

his or her own tastes. Using GET and PUT, I

was able to store and retrieve pictures at the
high rate of speed that is needed to show the

animation. The pictures are stored on pages five

through eight of the graphics memory- They are

displayed on the Hi-Res screen PMODE 4 , 1 which
uses the first four pages of graphics memory.
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Using this small amount of memory allows for

enough room to create a program to utilize the
graphics for some different programming
applications.

After the program is typed in and run, there
will be a menu which allows you to either

1) create a picture, 2) see the animation,
3) save animation, 4) load animation or 5} quit

the program. Choosing the first option will take
you to the Hi-Res screen PMDDE 4 , 1 where there

is a flashing rectangle. The size of the rectangle

represents the size of the area you may animate.
The rectangle may be moved to any area of
the screen with a joystick. Once you have chosen
the area to animate, press the joystick firebutton

and the area within the flashing rectangle will

be enlarged and placed on the Lo-Res screen.

You have several commands to create the picture
at this point (these are all summarized in a chart

at the end of this article), Once your picture

is finished, it will be stored and you will again
return to the menu.
The second option in the menu will display

the animation that has been created. If you
choose this option, the computer will switch to
the Hi-Res mode and the first picture in the

animation sequence will be shown. To start the

animation, press the space bar. You may stop
the animation at any point by pressing any key
other than the space bar. To resume animation,
press the space bar again. To quit the display
sequence before it has ended, press *Q* and the
program will return to the menu.

Option three will save the picture sequence
on cassette tape or disk drive. If you choose
this option, you will see what appears to be

garbage forming at the top of the screen. This
"garbage" is actually the screen locations for
all 96 pictures that have been poked into the
video memory. The program stores all of the
information in two files, one for the screen
locations of the pictures and one for the pictures

themselves. Once you have given a filename and
specified tape or disk, the computer will save
the data and return to the menu.

With the fourth option you will be asked for

the name of a file that has been previously saved.

Once this is entered, merely specify whether you
are using tape or disk drive and the computer
will load the pictures and return to the menu.

The last option allows you to exit the
program. The screen will clear and return to

the BASIC mode.
There are many areas of the program that

are not explained adequately, so I have included
a sample animation program. Since an actual

cartoon would be too long to create, I had to

stick to a simple graphics demonstration. The
animation is that of a circle traveling in sine

wave moving downward. The circle is simul-

taneously passing back and forth across a

vertical line in the center of the screen. It may
not be the best example, but it does show how
much greater speed can be achieved in your
basic programs.
When the program is run, it will first display

a line and the circle, then the program will GET
the 16-by-32 area which includes the circle and
part of the line. Next the computer clears the
screen and redraws the picture with the circle

moved to the new position. Slowly, each new
position is drawn and recorded until the circle

reaches the bottom. The reason it takes so long
to draw this sequence is because the computer
must draw and erase each picture before it can
draw the next one.

After this sequence has been recorded the

animation will be displayed. First, some colorful

patterns are drawn on either side of the screen

to demonstrate that the animation can be
displayed on a screen without having to erase

any picture which may already be there. Next,
you will see the circle move down the screen
— note the smooth and quick movement as the
circle glides down the screen.

And now to explain the gimmick, Refer to
the graphics picture above. There is no program
included to draw this picture. The fact is, I drew
this picture dot by dot with a graphics editor
and k would be impossible to create a short
program to reproduce it. When I create my
animation, I display it on the little movie screen
in the picture; this makes my feeble cartoons
look much more impressive.

Ifyou would like a copy of this screen, I would
be glad to send one if you send me a tape or
disk and enough money to pay for postage to
send it back. I would also like to see any
animation you create using my program. My
address is Route 2, Box 119, Trappe, MD
21673, n
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Summary of Commands for Option 1:

Create Picture

Key Function
Arrow keys — will move dot around screen to

desired position

S - sets point on the screen
R -

- resets point on screen
O - Shows Hi-Res screen PNODE 4,1.

Press any key and it will switch

to PMODE 4,5 where the pictures

are stored. Press any key again

and the computer will return to

the Lo-Res screen.

G -- gets any of the 96 pictures you
choose and puts it on the screen

C -- clears screen

X -
- switch mode. The first time this

is pushed you will be given the

option to choose the (S)et or
(R)eset mode. Now when you
move the cursor dot with the

arrow keys, it will either erase

points or set points wherever it

moves. To exit this mode press

the 'X
1

key again.

Q - quit and return to the menu

Listing 1: ANIMATE

10 PCLEAR 8

20 PMODE 4,1
30 SCREEN 1,1
40 Z=l:B=8
50 DIM 8(32,16)
60 FOR X=0 TO 255 STEP 32
70 FOR Y=0 TO 191 STEP 16
80 GOSUB 140
90 GET(112,B-7)-(143,B+8) ,S,G
100 PMODE 4,5
110 PUT(X,Y)-(X+31,Y+15) ,S,PSET
120 NEXT Y,X
130 GOTO 270
140 PMODE 4,1:PCLS
150 B=B+1
160 A=SIN(Z)*10
170 A=A+128

180 IF C-l THEN O0:GOTO 250
190 CIRCLE (A, B) ,5

200 C=l
210 LINE(127,0)-(127,192) ,PSET
220 LINE(128,0) -(128, 192) , PRESET
230 LINE(129,0)-(129,192) , PSET
240 Z=Z+.l:GOTO 260
250 Z=Z+.HGOTO 140
260 RETURN
270 REM SEE ANIMATION
280 PMODE 4,1:PCLS
290 PMODE 3,1
300 FOR UO=l TO 4:PCLS UO:NEXT:P
CLS2
310 PMODE 4,1: SCREEN 1,1
320 LINE (112,0) -(143, 192) , PRESET
,BF
330 LINE(9,9)-(102,182) ,PSET,BF
340 LINE(153,9)-(246,182) ,PSET,B
F
350 LINE (127,0) -(127, 192 ), PSET
3 60 LINE (129,0) -(129,192) , PSET
370 CIRCLE (56, 96), 40,0
380 CIRCLE (199, 96) ,40,0
390 W=7
400 FOR X=0 TO 255 STEP 32
410 FOR Y=0 TO 191 STEP 16
420 PMODE 4,5
430 GET(X,Y)-(X+31,Y+15) ,S,G
440 PMODE 4,1
450 PUT(112, W)- (143, W+15) ,S, PSET
4 60 W=W+2
470 NEXT Y,X
480 CLS: PRINT® 2 28,"AGAIN (Y/N) "

;

490 A$=INKEY$:IF A$="" THEN 490
500 IF A$="Y" THEN SCREEN 1,1:W=
l:GOTO 390
510 END

Listing 2: DEMO

^210... .,.237
f* 470 ,,.,73

660 . .

.

-.153
960 ^ . .194

1240 .. ...166

1520 .

.

.,.173

1790., .,.141

END .. ....51

I

10 PCLEAR 8

20 DIM S(32,16)
30 DIM T(97,2)
40 PMODE 4,1
50 AB$="NONE"
60 CLS
70 SCREEN 0,0
80 PRINT©40 , "graphic"

;

90 POKE 1071,32
100 print© 4 8

, "animator"

;
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110 PRINT@73,"BY WAYNE THOME"
120 PRINT@133,STRING$(21,"x")
130 PRINT0160," x<l> CREATE
PICTURE X"
140 PRINT " x

X"
150 PRINT" x<2> SEE ANIMATIO
N x"
160 PRINT " x

x"
170 PRINT" x<3> SAVE ANIMATI
ON X"
180 PRINT" x

X"
190 PRINT" x<4> LOAD ANIMATI
ON X"
200 PRINT" X

x"
210 PRINT" x<5> QUIT

x"
220 PRINT@453,STRING$(21,"x")
230 A$=INKEY$
240 IF A$="" THEN 230
250 ON VAL(A$) GOTO 270,1270,143
0,1810,2120
2 60 GOTO 230
270 REM CHOOSE PICTURE
280 CLS
290 PRINT"LAST PICTURE: " ;AB$
300 PRINT@224, "WHICH PICTURE "

;

310 INPUT AB$
320 IF VAL(AB$)<1 OR VAL(AB$)>96
THEN 300

330 REM CREATE PICTURE
340 SCREEN 1,1
350 J=JOYSTK(0) :K=JOYSTK(l)
360 J1-J*3.57:K1-K*2.82
370 GET(J1,K1)-(J1+31,K1+15) ,S,G
380 PUT(J1,K1)-(J1+31,K1+15),S,P
RESET
390 C=PEEK(65280) :T=J1:U=K1
400 IF C=126 THEN R=X:GOTO 440
410 IF C=254 THEN R=X:GOTO 440
420 PUT(J1,K1)-(J1+31,K1+15) ,S,P
SET
430 GOTO 330
440 REM ENLARGE PICTURE
450 V=VAL(AB$) :T (V, 1) -T:T (V, 2) =U
460 SCREEN 0,0
470 PUT(J1,K1)-(J1+31,K1+15),S,P
SET
480 CLS
490 FOR X=15 TO 46
500 FOR Y=7 TO 22
510 C=PFOINT(Jl+(X-15),Kl+(Y-7))
520. IF C=l THEN SET(X,Y,1) ELSE
RESET(X,Y)
530 NEXT Y,X
540 REM START

550 CD=15 J CE=7 : D=0
560 C=POINT(CD,CE)
570 PRINT@0,STRING$ (32, 143 )

;

580 A$=INKEY$
590 IF C=l THEN RESET (CD, CE) : SET
(CD,CE,1):ELSE SET(CD,CE, 1) :RESE
T(CD,CE)
600 IF A$="" THEN 580
610 J2=J1+(CD-15) :K2-Kl+(CE-7)
620 IF P=l THEN SET(CD,CE,1) :PSE
T(J2,K2)
630 IF P-2 THEN RESET (CD, CE) : PRE
SET(J2,K2)
640 IF A$="S" THEN SET(CD,CE, 1)

:

PSET(J2,K2)
650 IF A$="R" THEN RESET (CD, CE)

:

PRESET (J2 , K2

)

660 IF A$="X" THEN GOSUB 810
670 IF A$="C" THEN GOSUB 900
680 IF A$-"G" THEN GOTO 1000
690 IF A$="0" THEN GOSUB 1100
700 IF A$="Q» THEN GOTO 1200
710 IF A$=CHR$(94) THEN CE=CE-1
720 IF A$=CHR$(10) THEN CE-CE+1
730 IF A$=CHR$(8) THEN CD-CD-I
740 IF A$=CHR$(9) THEN CD=CD+1
750 IF CD<15 THEN CD=46
760 IF CD>46 THEN CD=15
770 IF CE<7 THEN CE=22
780 IF CE>22 THEN CE=7
790 GOTO 560
800 GOTO 60
810 REM SWITCH MODES
820 IF FL=1 THEN FL=0:P=0:RETURN
830 FL=1
840 PRINT@0, "SWITCH TO <S> OR <R
>ESET «

;

850 B$=INKEY$
860 IF B$="" THEN 850
870 IF B$="S" THEN P=l:RETURN
880 IF B$="R" THEN P=2: RETURN
890 GOTO 850
900 REM CLEAR SCREEN
910 PRINT@0, "CLEAR SCREEN (Y/N)

"

920 B$=INKEY$
930 IF B$=""THEN 920
940 IF B$="Y" THEN COLOR 0,1: LIN
S<T f UJ~(T+31,U+15),PSET,Br: COLOR
1,0: GOTO 970

950 IF B$="N" THEN 540
960 GOTO 920
970 FOR XI=103 TO 359 STEP 32
9 80 PRINT@XI , STRING$ (17,128);
990 NEXT XI: RETURN
1000 REM GET PICTURE
1010 PRINT@0,»GET WHICH PICTURE
if *

t

1020 INPUT AC$:V=VAL(AC$)
1030 IF V<1 OR V>96 THEN 1010
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FIGHTER
PILOT

Fighter Pilot

An original arcade gamel Wave after wave of

attacking aircraft attempt to shoot you down
as you maneuver your fighter into the wild blue

yonder, blasting enemy fighters, bombers and
paratroopers out of the sky, Joystick or

keyboard operation. "Pause game" feature.

Disk version saves high scores. 32K, 100%
Machine Language.

Tape $24.95 Disk $29,95

Factory Closeout!
Amdek Dual 3 Disk Drive

While

Supply
Lasts!

While

Supply

Lasts!

intrude* 2 Disksrte* & Cobte

Monitors, Etc.

Amdek Color 300 s239
Composite. 300x260 Rob.

Amdek Color 500 5339

Composite/RGB

Video Driver J27.95
Mark Data • Works on all models
with monitor purchase - S25.95.

Reverse Video Switch HI.95
Works on ali models with plug- in

VDG chip.

Saguoro
Software!

Eagle $24.95*
.unaf Lomdej 32K. Joysticks Re-quired

Marooned! $29.95
Adventure 32K. Disk Only

Blackjack Deafer $24.95*
W>th feeler Dealer 32K

Sketchpad $19.95
Graphics Drowirg Program 32K, Dish Only

Alpha -40+ $19.95
Formats 40- Racks. More 1 32K. Disk Onty

Testmaker $29.95
Creates f/K W/C lesls Disk Only

Maycodfe $24.95*
6S09 Disassembler 32K

4 AcW $5 00 For Disk

$1.00 Shipping!
Well Ship Your Order

To Anywhere In The USA
For $1.00!

Software Only - Hardware Shipped At

Cost Outside USA - S2GQ Prog/om
($6.00 Max.)

Other Favorites!

P&1 Mustang 32K 523.75

Worlds of Flight 32K $23.75

Sailor Man 64K $23.75

Trekboer 32K $19.75

To Preserve Quandic $29.75
32K Dfat Only

LIZPAC Stoi Analysis, Disk CMv$4 45-00

Super Screen Machine $33.75
Add $3.00 Fo* Disk

Authors! Ask About
Our Royalty Program

Special!
Family

A genealogical daiabose Maintains

data on 255 people in first 8 genera-
tions of family free Prints 3 charts. Easy

to use* 32K Ext.

Tape $15.75 Disk $16.75
While Supply Lasts 1

Qztm tarn We've Moved!

SoftwarB <303 > 72M937OUfl IrTd/tf COD Orders Add $3.00

P.O. Box 1864 • Tell u ride, CO 81435

Colorado Re»ldenl* Add 7% Tax

1040 GOSUB 1580
1050 PMODE 4,5
1060 GET(X,Y)-(X+31,Y+15) ,S,G
1070 PMODE 4,1
1080 PUT(T,U)-(T+31,U+15) ,S,PSET
1090 GOTO 440
1100 REM SEE HI-RES SCREEN
111)9 PMODE 4,1
1120 SCREEN 1,1
1130 IF INKEY$= n " THEN 1130
1140 PMODE 4,5
1150 SCREEN 1,1
1160 IF INKEY$= M,t THEN 1160
1170 PMODE 4,1
1180 SCREEN 0,0
1190 RETURN
1200 REM SAVE AND QUIT
12 10 GOSUB 1580
1220 GET(T,U)-(T+31,U+15) ,S,G
123)3 PMODE 4,5
1240 PUT(X,Y)-(X+31,Y+15) ,S,PSET
12 50 PMODE 4,1
1260 GOTO 60
1270 REM SHOW ANIMATION
1280 SCREEN 1,1
1290 RJ=1
1300 FOR X=0 TO 255 STEP 32
1310 FOR Y=0 TO 191 STEP 16
1320 PMODE 4,5
1330 GET(X,Y)-(X+31,Y+15) ,S,G
1340 PMODE 4,1
1350 PUT(T(RJ,1) ,T(RJ,2))-(T(RJ,
1)+31,T(RJ,2)+15) ,S,PSET
1360 RJ=RJ+1
1370 IF PEEK (3 39) =251 THEN 60
1380 IF PEEK (34 5) =247 THEN 1390
ELSE 1370
1390 NEXT Y,X
1400 GOTO 60
1410 END
1420 GOTO 60
1430 REM END PROGRAM
1440 CLS
1450 Y=l
1460 FOR X=1024 TO 1215 STEP 2

1470 POKE X,T(Y,1)
1480 POKE X+1,T(Y,2)
1490 Y=Y+1
1500 NEXT X
1510 PRINT@480, M SAVE ON (T)AP
E OR (D)ISK";
1520 A$=INKEY$:IF A$= n " THEN 152

1530 PRINT© 4 80,"
ii •

1540 IF A$="D" THEN 1650
1550 IF A$="T" THEN 1720
1560 SOUND 1,1: GOTO 1510
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1570 GOTO 60
1580 REM FIND AREA FOR PICTURE
1590 VA=0
1600 FOR X-0 TO 255 STEP 32
1610 FOR Y=0 TO 191 STEP 16
1620 VA=VA+1
1630 IF VA=V THEN RETURN
1640 NEXT Y,X
1650 REM SAVE INFO ON DISK
1660 PRINT@4 16, "NAME";: INPUT N$
1670 N$=LEFT$(N$,7)
1680 SAVEM N$, 9728, 15871,0
1690 N$=N$+"2"
1700 SAVEM N$, 1024, 1215,0
1710 GOTO 60
1720 REM LOAD FROM TAPE
1730 PRINT@416, "NAME" ;: INPUT N$
1740 N$=LEFT$(N$,7)
1750 PRINT@416, "POSITION TAPE AN
D PRESS ANY KEY.";
1760 IF INKEY$="" THEN 1760
1770 CSAVEM N$, 7680, 13823 ,0
1780 N$=N$+"2"
1790 CSAVEM N$ , 1024 , 1215,0
1800 GOTO 60
1810 REM LOAD PICTURE
1820 CLS
1830 INPUT"NAME " ,*N$

1840 N$=LEFT$(N$,7)
1850 CLS:PRINT@224,"LOAD FROM (T

JAPE OR (D)ISK?"
1860 A$=INKEY$:IF A$="" THEN 186

1870 IF A$="D" THEN 1900
1880 IF A$="T" THEN 2000
1890 SOUND 1,1: GOTO 1850
1900 LOADM N$
1910 N$=N$+"2"
1920 LOADM N$
1930 Y=l
1940 FOR X=1024 TO 1215 STEP 2
1950 T(Y, 1)=PEEK(X)
1960 T(Y,2)=PEEK(X+1)
1970 Y=Y+1
1980 NEXT X
1990 GOTO 60
2000 CLS :PRINT@22 4 /'POSITION TAP
E AND PRESS ANY KEY."
2010 IF INKEY$-"" THEN 2010
2020 CLOADM N$
2030 N$-N$+"2"
2040 CLOADM N$
2050 Y=l
2060 FOR X=1024 TO 1215 STEP 2
2070 T(Y,1)=PEEK(X)
2080 T(Y,2)=PEEK(X+1)
2090 Y=Y+1
2100 NEXT X
2110 GOTO 60
2120 CLS: END ^

(sa-port) v.t. 1. To bear the weight of, especially from underneath; uphold in position; keep from failing, eic.
Z. To bear or sustain (weight; etc.) 5. To keep from failing; strengthen: PBJ, Inc. supports theirproduct line with
technical personnel that are always there to help you. 4.To serve, lo uphold or corroborate (a statement theory
etc.) substantiate; verify: PBJ, Inc. receives testimonials on a daily basis that support theirproduct line 5. To
provide (a person, institution) with maintenance; provide for: PBJ, /„c. supports the CoCo user bv consistently
creating new advancements in their field.

Synonym; PBJ, Inc.

A long description indeed, yet very applicable to the kind of service delivered by PBJ, Inc. When
the serious CoCo user needs back-up support, technical information or assistance, PBJ, Inc. is

there! From the products they manufacture through to the strategic solutions they offer,
PBJ, Inc. has rightfully gained the reputation of "the company with the most support for the
Color Computer."

"Innovative Products for the CoCo User"

Call or write today for our FREE Catalog . .

.

P.O. Box 813 • North Bergen, N.J. 07047 • 201-330-1898
tm& J Hjiirf'i ttn\-fiiaU'"Ml in, r.i,iv*ir>
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ENDICOTT
COMPUTER TREND

PRINTERS
GK1DATA 1&2{PARJ ;,„„,; ..... $394.00

CITIZEN MSP-1Q , $338.00

(160CPS DraM - 40 CPS Correspondanee Quality)

PANASONIC KX 1090 {PAR) (80 CPS FvT, $354.00

PANASONIC KX 1091 (PAR) S305
( 1 20 CPS Draft S 22 CPS Near Letter Qualify)

* EPSON CODE COMPATIBLE

PRINTER INTERFACE
(Serial to Parallel)

pbh (Primer & Modem Connections) , $65,95

PURCHASED WITH PRINTER w . $5995

MODEMS
VOLKSMODEM WITH ALL CABLES $69-95

(300 BAUD - Manual An&werVOifll)

VOLKSMODEM 1£00 WITH ALL CABLES $254.95

(300/1200 BAUD - Aulo Answer/ Dial)

AUTOTERMWITH T D
VOLKSMODEM (See BeKW) .595 95 $99.95

VOLKSMODEM 1200 $249,9& &2S4.&5

CoCo MAX
COCO MAX $$6.45

Y BRANCH CABLE „. ,„. S25 95

MONITORS
$262.00

$149.00

$155 00

$109.00

.. $24.95

AMDEK COLOR 300 ,

(2 VR Warranty - Color Composite, B&W)
VIDEO 300 (Green, No Glare)

VIDEO 300A(Amber, No Glare) --
NAP (Amber W'Audio)

MONITOR INTERFACES
VIDEO PLUS

(Color Of Monochrome)

PURCHASED WITH MONITOR $20 95

VIDEO PLUS IIC $35,95

(Color For Color II)

PURCHASED WITH MONITOR $31 95

UNIVERSAL VIDEO ADAPTER (By Mart Data) $28.95

PURCHASED WITH MONITOR $24.95

WORKS WITH ALL CGCOS-

TAPES
C*10 (One Dozenl S7 50

TWO OR MORE DOZEN S7.nO.DQZ

KEYBOARD
SUPER PRO BY MARK DATA $53 95

(Noi For COCO II)

ADAPTOR (For Post -10>82 COCO) $3.65

DISKS 1 BX 2 + BX
ELEPHANT SSSD $17.50 $18.50
ELEPHANT SSOD $18,50 $17.50

ELEPHANT DSDD $22.00 &: .00

BASF OUAL IMETRIC SSDD $19.00 $18.00
BASF QUALIMETRIC DSDD $22 00 $2100

DISK STORAGE
FLIP NFILE 10 $5.45

FLIPMTILE 25 $16 95
FLIP N FILE 50 $23.95

DISK BANK 5 (Holds 50) $12,95

JOYSTICKS/ADAPTERS
WICO JOYSTICK ADAPTER $18.95

WICO ANALOG JOYSTICK ,$3895
(No Adaplor Required - Free Float Or

Self Centering Big Bat Handle Rugged)

Look at These Discounts and Compare.
ALL SOFTWARE DISCOUNTEDAT LEAST20%!

SPECTRAL ASSOCIATES
T D

K ICE CASTLES ...$19 95 $22.35

fr- GALAGON $19.35 $22 35

PENGON $19,95 $22.35

CUBIX $19.95 $2235
LANCER ...„ $19,95 $22.35

MS GOBBLER ...................... $19 95 $22 35

LUNAR ROVER PATROL $1995 $22 35
SYZYGY $19 95 S22.35

DECATHALON $1995 $22 35

BONUS PACS 20%off

COMPUTERWARE
STAR TRADER(32K CASS/&4K DISK) , $ 1 9.05 $2235
MAJOR S5TAR $19 95 $22 35
SAM SLEUTH (64K) „„ $19,95 $22.35

COCO COOKBOOK $22.35

MR DIG ..... $2235 $24 .75

JUNIORS REVENGE $23.15 $25 55
COLOR BASIC COMPILER $31,95

64K SCREEN EXPANDER $15.95 $22.35

THE SOURCERER (R DOS) $27.95 $31 95
THE SOURCEROR (OS-9) , $31.95

MACROASSEMBLER & XREF (R DOS) , $39.95

MACRO ASSEMBLER & XR6F (OS-9) $39.95

COLOR EDITOR $1995 S2395
COLOR MONITOR ........ ,. $19.95 $2235
MOON HOPPER $19 95 $22.35

BLOC HEAD (Q-9ERT) $21 55 $23 95
GRAN PRIX $1756 $21 55

PERSONAL TIME MGT SYSTEM £26.35

CSC
DYNACALC $75.95

SOFT LAW T&D INCLUDED

VIP WRITER (INC SPELLER!) $55 95

VIP SPELLER $39.95 (DISK)

V1PCALC $55,95
VIPTERMINAL $39 95
VIP DATA BASE ,. $47,05 (DISK)

VIP DISK-ZAP $39 95 (DISK)

VIP INTEGRATED LIBRARY $119.95 (DISK)

COGNITEC
M TELEWRITER 64 „., $39.95 $4795

ELITE SOFTWARE
T D

ELITE WORD $55.95 $55.95

ELITE-WORD'SPEL SS9.95

ELITE-SPEL $23.95

ELITE-CALC (VER 3-0) $55.95 $55.95

CALC-LIST .. £19.95 $19.95

ELITE-FILE $59.60

DEFT SYSTEMS
DEFT PASCAL H $47.95

DEFT BENCH $31.95

DEFT PASCAL WORKBENCH (Both Above) $71 .95

DEFT EXTRA , ,„.,....... , „ $31 .95

PXE COMPUTING
AUTOTERM $31.95 $39-95

(See page 1 5 of Rainbow)

PRICKLY-PEAR SOFTWEAR
SCEPTER OF URSEA 522 45

CITYWAR $18.75 £2245
MICRO ARTIST , $18.75 $22.45

SUPER ASTROLOGY $18.75 $22 45

TO PRESERVE QUANDIC $29.95
* MODEM MASTER $22 45

SUPER SCROLL (64K) $22.45 $22.45
* COLOR DISK TRIVIA ..,. $22.45

BIBLE $14.95

ENTERTAINMENT $14.95

SPORTS $14 95
CHILDREN $14.95

JUMBO JET $18.75 $22 45

MUSIC READER , $2025 $29.95
« ERLAND $18.75 $22 45
TRAVELIN TOAD $13.75 $22.45

OCKYWOKY ... $1875 S22 45

ADVENTURE IN WONDERLAND $1 8 .75 S22 45
THE DISK MANAGER $22.45

THE DISK MASTER $17.45

COLORKIT {Programming Ulility)

,

$24,95 $27,95
FLIGHT $18.75 $22.45

WARP FACTOR X $26 .25

CRYSAL ....... $1875 $22 45
SATELLITE TRACKER ., $29,95

ADDITIONAL TITLES 25% OFF LIST

TOM MIX
T D

P51 fLIGHT SIMULATOR $23.20 $27.20

P51 FLIGHT SIMULATOR CABLE $9.95

THE SAILORMAN (64K) $23 95 $27 95

WORLDS OF FLIGHT $23 95 $26.35

SR-71 $23.95 $25.55

CU'BER $2235 $24.75

BUZZARD BAIT $22 35 $24.75

SPACE SHUTTLE '.

$23.15 $25,55

THE KING $21 55 $23 95

COLOR GOLF $14.35

SCREEN PRINT ROUTINE $15.95 $1 7.55

DRACONIAN ., $2.2,35 $24.75

CATERPILLAR (I .„, ..... , $19 95 £22-35

FROG $22.35 $24.75

TRAPFALL $22 35 £22 35

WAREHOUSE MUTANTS $19.95 $2395
DRAGON SLAYER $19.95 £23 95

APPROACH CONTROL SIMULATOR £23 95 $27 95

ALL OTHER TITLES 20% OFF LIST

SPECTRUM PROJECTS
COCOCHECKER ,.,.$15.95 $1595
SCHEMATIC DRAFTING PROC $2395
64K DISK UTILITY £17.55

DISK UTILITY 21 $19.95

TAPE UTILITY 15 $19.95

TELEPATCH ,.. $19 95
OS-9 SOLUTION £31 95

ADVENTURE INTERNATIONAL
* SAIGON THE FINAL DAYS $19,95

EARTHQUAKE $1995 —
* AIRLINE S19.95

DISKEY $39.95

MARK DATA
TUTS TOMB 319.95 $22.35

SHENANIGANS $19.95 $22.35
BLACK SANCTUM $19,95 $22.35
SEA QUEST $19.95 £22.35
CALIXTO ISLAND ,.,..„. $19 95 $22.35
TREKBOER $19.95 $22.35

COCO UTIL $22.35

EZ FILE $47.95
ACCOUNTING SYSTEM ........ $79.95

NOTE: ALL SALES FINAL. No returns unless defective.

ADDITIONAL LISTINGS IN OUR FREE CATALOG - CALL OR WRITE.
* Requires 16K Exl Basic Minimum. Requires 32K Ext Basic Minimum We Recommend 32K or 64K. OThers tSK Ext. Sid. Baste Minimum,

U.S. and CANADA add $1.00 per order for shipping. COD
Add $200 (USA. ONLY) Allow 2 weeks for checks to dear.

OP O BOXES, Must have street address. SHIPPING Other

countries add £2.00 each software rtem and each joyslic* - add

$500 each all other items, NO monitors or printers shipped

outside U.S.A. - Itemaare shipped air mail. PRICES SUBJECT
TO CHANGE WITHOUT NOTICE,

ENDICOTT
COMPUTER TREND
28G6-A S. MEMORIAL PARKWAY
HUNTSVILLE. ALABAMA 35801

VISIT OUR STORE
PRICES IN AD ARE MAIL ORDER ONLY

PHONE ORDERS
205/536-4400
OPEN MON.- SAT.

1 0:00 a.m. - 8:00 p.m.



GAME

In the tradition of good guy/bad guy conflicts

16K If *%. iP
RAINBOW;

Want great sound without sacri-

ficing fast graphics? Zonx
provides you with both! It

proves that, without a doubt, the CoCo
can produce sound without slowing the

action, and as an added bonus, Zonx
is fun!

To play Zonx, enter and run the

program listing. If you have Extended
BASIC, begin by typing PCLERR 1, After
you type RUN, the program begins
reading the DRTR statements and poking
the numbers into memory. These
numbers make up a machine language
program. After all the numbers are

poked, the BASIC programs will save

(David Bitten is a self-employeed
programmer. His hobby is music
synthesis, ranging from his CoCo to
Syncho drums.)

the machine language program to tape.

You can load this program by typing

CLDRDH and run it by typing EXEC.
Before testing Zonx, be sure to save the

BASIC program that created it just in

case you make a typing error and it

does not work.

Once the program is up and running
the first thing you see is a title screen.

At this point, Zonx also plays a little

heavy metal rock-and-roll music while
waiting for you to press the right

joystick button.

The game begins and your joystick

controls a ship that moves right or left

near the bottom of the screen. The ship

will not stay still — something to do
with gravitational photon intervention.

Two different types of characters will

fly down the screen, "Zonxes" and
"Zugs.*

1

Zonxes are the ones that flash;

Zugs are the sluggy-looking things. A
Zonx will not harm you, but if you can
touch it with the very tip of your ship,

the game will have a brief "spasm" and
100 points are rewarded. Conflict with
a Zug is always fatal and, since the goal
is to earn points, I suggest avoiding
them.

You will encounter a wave of Zonxes,
a wave of Zugs and a wave of both.
If you survive this far, bonus points are
awarded and the level of difficulty

increases. After the fourth increase in

difficulty the game never gets any
harder. If you make it that far, you are
doing incredibly!

1 welcome correspondence from
those who have questions or comments,
My address is P.O. Box 832, Edmond,
OK 73083. Please include an SASE.
Good luck, it's all in the wrist!
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HOW DO YOO HARVEST A RAINBOW?
By giving a gift certificate . .

.

Plant the rainbow seed lor your
friends with a gift subscription to the
premier information source for the

Color Computer. Then, each month,
all year-round, they'll harvest a

bumper crop of programs, articles

and information written exclusively

for their CoCo!
First, they'll receive a handsome

card announcing your gift. Then,
they'll be reminded of you each
month when they receive up to 300
pages of the rainbow — including

as many as 24 programs, 15 regular

columns and more than two dozen
product reviews.

When you give a rainbow gift

certificate, you'll also be safeguard-
ing your own collection. No more
frantic searching for those back
issues you've lent to a friend.

Give a rainbow gift certificate and
let your friends in on something you
already know — the rainbow is the

perfect companion for the Color
Computerl

Get your order to us by Oct 25
and we'll begin your friends' sub-
scriptions with the December
RAINBOW.

Please begin a one-year (12 issues) gift subscription to

THE RAINBOW for:

Name

Address

City . _State ZIP

From:

Name

Address

City .State ZIP

My payment is enclosed
Please bill to my VISA MasterCard American

Express
My account # Exp, date

Signature

Subscriptions to the rainbow are $31 in the United States, $38 in Canada The surface rate

to other countries Is $68; the air rate, $103. Kentucky residents add 5% safes tax. U.S. FUNDS
ONLY, PLEASE, All subscriptions begin with the current issue. Please allow 5-6 weeks for delivery.

In order to hold down costs, we do not bill,

Mail to:

Rainbow Gift Certificate, The Falsoft Building, Prospect, KY 40059.

To order by phone, call: (502) 228-4492



Editor's Note: As we were going to press, David Billen

advised us that four PDKEs will be needed to correct a

problem that has arisen on some CoCos. You can type
in the following line and CSfWE it on tape before the Zonx
ML program; to play the game, simply load this program
(leave the Play button down on your recorder) and run
it. After the four POKEs have been made, the ML program
will be loaded and executed automatically.

10 CLS:PRINT@264, "LOADING zonx..
. ! POKE359 , 127 : POKE360 , 255 : POKES
61,34: POKE362 , 57 : CLOADM"ZONX" : EX
EC
If you want to use the Zonx program on disk, change

CLOADN in this loader program to LORDM. Since the
following listing will not run on a disk system, run it with

the controller unplugged and save the machine language on
tape, then CLOflDM it into your disk system later and type

SfWEM "ZDNX", 13740, 1G3B3, 13744 and press ENTER.

The listing: ZONX

10 CLEAR 200,13700
15 CLS:PRlNT:PRINT"LOADING MACHI
NE CODE ...»
20 X=13744
30 READ A: IF A<>999 THEN POKE X,
A:X=X+l:GOTO 30
35 FOR X=15872 TO 16383:POKE X,0
:NEXT
50 T=6:FOR X=15891 TO 15905 STEP
2:POKE X,T:POKE X+1,RND(255) :T=

T+1:NEXT X:POKE 15907 , 13 : POKE 15
908,RND(255)
60 PRINT: INPUT "READY RECORDER/P
RESS ENTER" ;A$
70 CSAVEM "ZONX",13740, 16383, 137

One- Liner Contest Winner . . .

Type this One-Liner in and youVe added another
"peripheral" to your CoCo system! (You may have
to EDIT the line to get it all in.)

The listing:

10 V=90:PMODE4iSCREENl,l:PCLS:DR
AWBM50 , 120U12E10R40G10D12NL40M+
20 , -6U20NM-10 , +3L40M-10 ,+3DR5G10
D4R30U4E12L30M-4 , +15" : PAINT (68 ,

9

9) ,1,1:FORX=75TO220STEP.3:Y=SIN(
X/5)*15+VsLINE<X-10,Y)-(X+20,Y),
PSET J V=V- . 14 : IFX>108THENPRESET (X
-10 , Y+14 . 4 ) : NEXT : RUNELSENEXT

Russ Rowgo
Kalamazoo, MI

(For this winning one-liner entry, the author has been sent copies of The
Rainbow Book Of Simulations and its companion Rainbow Simulations
Tape.)

44
80 END
100 DATA 134,85,183,0,113,142,53
,187,191,0,114,18,134,62,31,139
110 DATA 142,53,218,191,1,13,134
,53,183,255,3,28,239,189,169,118
120 DATA 16,223,10,16,206,63,255
,126,56,162,182,255,2,12,0,59
130 DATA 13,12,16,38,1,191,182,2
55,32,31,137,132,3,138,128,183
140 DATA 255,32,182,255,0,247,25
5,32,214,18,132,128,38,3,90,42
150 DATA 7,92,193,62,35,2,214,18
,215,1,142,12,64,214,18,84
160 DATA 58,236,132,221,14,134,8
,16,142,0,0,16,175,132,48,13 6
170 DATA 32,74,38,247,134,255,15
1,8,142,12,64,214,1,215,18,84
180 DATA 58,37,46,15,15,134,24,1
48,8,167,136,32,134,60,148,8
190 DATA 167,136,64,167,136,96,1
34,219,148,8,167,137,0,128,167,1
37
200 DATA 0,160,167,137,0,192,134
,195,148,8,167,137,0,224,126,54
210 DATA 214,204,1,128,148,8,212
,8,237,136,32,204,3,192,148,8
220 DATA 212,8,237,136,64,237,13

IrMicnaWorld nD
Laneco Plaza Clinton, NJ 08809

(201)735-9560
Call or write for Price List

LOW PRICES ON 100%
Radio Shack Equipment

(with full warranty)

New Slimline Drive $270.00
Slimline Drive & 1 installed $460.00

Prices include shipping!

16K Standard . . $ 88.00
64K Extended $149.00
Sakata 13" Monitor ....... ,$199.00
With monitor , $230.00

Exclusive MicroWorld II Products:
64K Upgrade (150 NS) Top of the line $29.95
Serial to Parallel Converter . . $49.95
Diskettes, any quantity, lifetime Warranty •*...$ 1.50

10% off Computerware
10% off all Radio Shack Sale Items
15% off Radio Shack Hardware
20% off all Radio Shack Software
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6 , 9 6 , 204 , 13 , 176 , 148 , 8 , 2 12 , 8 , 2 3

7

230 DATA 137,0,128,237,137,0,160
,237,137,0,192,204,12,48,148,8
240 DATA 212,8,237,137,0,224,220
, 14 , 132 , 15 , 196 , 240 , 221 , 14 , 126 , 54
250 DATA 214,222,4,166,192,17,13
1,192,0,37,3,206,160,0,223,4
260 DATA 57,142,62,19,16,174,132
, 111, 164 , 49 , 168 , 32 , 16 , 140 , 14 ,0
270 DATA 37,11,189,54,161,132,31
,16,142,4,0,49,166,16,175,129
280 DATA 140,62,37,37,223,57,142
, 62 , 19 , 134 , 3 , 167 , 145 , 140 , 62 , 37
290 DATA 37,249,13,13,16,38,5,98
,57,13,16,38,15,142,62,37
300 DATA 111,129,140,62,53,37,24
9,12,16,15,73,57,142,62,37,189
310 DATA 55,82,38,42,167,164,167
,168,32,49,168,64,16,140,13,64
320 DATA 37,11,167,164,167,168,3
2,16,142,0,0,32,17,134,60,167
330 DATA 164,148,7,167,168,96,15
0,7,167,168,32,167,168,64,16,175
340 DATA 129,156,53,16,37,255,20
0,150,6,76,132,3,151,6,38,17
350 DATA 150,7,129,255,38,4,134,
85,32,5,72,36,2,134,255,151
360 DATA 7,57,16,174,132,16,140,
1,0,34,23,189,54,161,132,127
370 DATA 145,81,44,16,189,54,161
,132,31,16,142,4,0,49,166,16
380 DATA 175,132,79,57,134,255,5
7,134,255,151,0,150,73,42,2,19
390 DATA 57,16,38,0,95,214,74,92
,196,63,215,74,150,77,92,141
400 DATA 7,79,214,74,141,2,32,23
7,183,255,32,13,0,42,4,90
410 DATA 38,249,57,53,192,150,12
,129,1,38,17,151,73,76,151,12
420 DATA 134,232,183,255,34,19,1
34,248,183,255,34,57,76,38,8,16
430 DATA 206,63,255,126,56,162,5
7,151,12,134,248,183,255,34,142,
12
440 DATA 64,214,18,189,54,161,12
9,5,34,5,134,232,183,255,34,151
450 DATA 8,126,54,47,129,1,16,38
,0,143,150,12,31,137,64,151
460 DATA 1,189,54,161,148,1,189,
55 , 152 , 32 , 239 , 13 , 17 , 38 , 18 , 142
470 DATA 62,55,111,129,156,71,37
,250,12,17,134,2,151,73,151,76
480 DATA 57,142,62,55,189,55,82,
38,86,167,164,167,168,32,49,168
490 DATA 64,16,140,13,64,37,25,1
67,164,167,168,32,167,168,64,167
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500 DATA 168,96,167,169,0,128,16
7,169,0,160,16,142,0,0,32,47
510 DATA 206,56,148,150,9,76,132
, 15 , 151 , 9 , 150 , 17 , 13 , 9 , 38 ,

7

520 DATA 76,129,5,37,2,134,1,151
,17,74,72,51,198,16,159,1
530 DATA 198,8,166,192,167,164,4
9,168,32,90,38,246,16,158,1,16
540 DATA 175,129,156,71,16,37,25
5,156,57,129,2,16,38,1,211,214
550 DATA 74,90,90,196,127,215,74
,150,77,189,55,152,79,214,74,189
560 DATA 55,152,32,235,24,36,24,
66,24,129,24,66,24,36,24,66
570 DATA 24,129,189,56,222,142,6
2,82,134,4,111,134,74,42,251,151
580 DATA 7,151,73,151,77,142,62,
12,76,167,128,140,62,19,37,249
590 DATA 142,160,0,159,4,126,58,
21,79,31,139,16,191,0,13 6,32
600 DATA 4,173,159,160,2,166,128
,38,248,134,62,31,139,57,142,255
610 DATA 192,111,132,111,2,111,4
,142,62,82,16,142,62,87,95,166
620 DATA 165,161,133,34,16,37,5,
92,193,5,37,243,198,5,166,133
630 DATA 167,165,90,42,249,142,4
,0,134,96,167,128,140,6,0,37

CASSETTES
COMPUTER GRADE

-**®-e\ • DATA TRAC •

.Q^ BLANK CASSETTES
C-05, C-Q6, C-10, C-12, C-20, C-24, C-3Z

From the leading supplier nl Compuler

Cassettes, new. Hanger lanath C-12's

(G minutes per side) provide the extra

lew leel needed lor some 16K programs.

• BASF LHP | DPS) world ilandird 1»pf.

* Primmm 5 strew irull with leider

# Inltrflaliftflally 4 cg I aimed Thousands o1

reetai users

* Error free * Money bail guarantee

^ Catl: 618/700 0330
^FOR IMMEDIATE DELIVERY

on Credit Card Orders.

BUY THE BEST, AT FACTORY DIRECT PRICES

* SM C-Ui h C-lOfi - 3lf iKh

KM texts If tt * 5IHM*1$ H&-M0

TMCTQAFKQ .M-GU1
IUHK •C«S£nC LAMIS

WHITi iJQQiQO JM UU.iaM

CDLUM LAHLS * "jile.i -

f^^Vr rh giu»,

UK. Itt) JHUMHO

CAttttlf STOV G E UDDY
HWta 12«JIt*llt£ 12.K

FREE
1 EAOBTr with rw n 1

""

i d«s ntx ipotir » wo Quimqr aft

t
-TErt idOHn 2 DOZEN TO.AL

eos

C-06

HI .w

BlMft
CIO n '» n m.»

1 C-1Z .» ».ro

1

1

C-KI
L.

B - 5 J it H
t» 1.00 a«7.»
TTa'

W9 LlbfH

ii 3C n *i-»

1 i »» a <«

1

1

C 3.0ft i« - 20 DO- 1KB

=OW JIMS

flfSl

L
- lOfciOO q »»i«B

1
Str*5* Cidfl, k i *m ,•;. C*.

5US TOTAL

1 vi riior.is. *dd «m i*»

1 i.nippiijrjirii irj 3 50

1

I

1

OutiiOi 4H fc.Tl*ir.W Si#iw - AMI*-*1 .

'

pf i cajay pf i »f ws**i»! nr uin

TOTAL

ORDER NOW . . . MAIL TO -
»}{\r*M 1A 95?= v^5sar Ave «fii

TWltfl Iw Chetsworlh, CA 91311

ORDER FORM ------------ .
#R1"

Eacn cassette includes £ labels only. Boxes sofo separate'

ly In Conlinfinle' US shipment by UPS 11 Parcel Pes!

preforrep, check here.

Check wUO enclosed Send Qvientny Discounts Q
C'-a-gc IP cieail carp: VISA MASTERCARD D

CerdNo

Address

City

. E«p..

Slate Zip

Signature Plwra

Ask about our DUPLICATING SERVICE

640 DATA 249,16,142,4,32,142,58,
126,189,56,200,16,142,4,96,189
650 DATA 56,200,16,142,4,203,189
,56,200,142,62,82,16,142,4,237
660 DATA 141,25,142,62,87,16,142
,5,45,141,16,142,4,0,166,132
670 DATA 136,64,167,128,140,6,0,
37,245,32,31,95,16,191,0,136
680 DATA 31,155,166,133,139,48,1
73,159,160,2,92,193,5,37,243,134
690 DATA 48,173,159,160,2,134,62
,31,139,57,182,255,0,132,1,39
700 DATA 249,126,59,75,142,54,23
3,159,79,15,16,79,151,81,151,12
710 DATA 167,226,68,151,77,189,5
5,119,189,54,177,189,53,224,173,
159
720 DATA 62,79,166,224,76,38,233
,142,6,0,150,78,151,81,175,227
730 DATA 189,55,119,189,54,177,1
89,53,224,13,12,38,20,220,14,39
740 DATA 16,132,102,196,102,16,1
31,0,0,39,4,12,13,32,2,12
750 DATA 12,173,159,62,79,174,22
5,48,31,38,211,79,151,81,167,226
760 DATA 68,151,77,189,55,119,18
9,54,177,189,53,224,173,159,62,7
9

770 DATA 166,224,74,38,233,57,14
2 , 55 , 251, 159 , 79 , 15 , 17 , 126 , 57 , 123
780 DATA 142,58,0,159,79,15,17,1
5,16,15,74,15,75,126,57,123
790 DATA 189,54,233,189,55,251,1
3,12,38,10,13,13,38,6,134,3
800 DATA 151,73,151,76,57,134,1,
151,78,189,61,21,189,61,138,142
810 DATA 62,37,150,78,139,3,72,4
8 , 134 , 159 , 53 , 142 , 62 , 55 , 48 , 134
820 DATA 159,71,189,57,116,189,5
7 , 230, 189 , 57 , 240, 189 , 59 , 217 , 134

,

255
830 DATA 151,7,189,61,138,150,78
,76,151,78,129,5,37,209,10,78
840 DATA 32,205,129,3,16,38,2,38
,214,74,92,196,63,215,74,38
850 DATA 9,214,75,90,39,4,196,12
7,215,75,214,75,219,74,150,77
860 DATA 72,189,55,152,214,74,21
9,75,79,189,55,152,32,218,32,32
870 DATA 32,32,32,32,32,32,32,32
,60,60,40,40,90,79,78,88
880 DATA 41,41,62,62,0,32,32,32,
32,32,32,32,32,66,89,32
890 DATA 68,65,86,73,68,32,66,73
,76,76,69,78,13,32,32,32
900 DATA 32,32,80,82,69,83,83,32
,66,85,84,84,79,78,32,84
910 DATA 79,32,66,69,71,73,78,0,
76,65,83,84,32,83,67,79
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920 DATA 82,69,13,13,32,32,32,32
,32,32,32,32,32,32,32,72
930 DATA 73,71,72,32,83,67,79,82
,69,0,151,1,151,2,215,3
940 DATA 134,252,151,77,15,0,134
,4,167,226,150,77,214,1,141,64
950 DATA 79,214,1,141,59,106,228
,38,241,134,4,167,228,150,77,214
960 DATA 2,141,45,79,214,2,141,4
0,106,228,38,241,166,224,150,0
970 DATA 145,3,36,38,150,77,39,3
,74,151,77,150,1,129,255,39
980 DATA 3,76,151,1,150,2,129,1,
39,3,74,151,2,126,58,246
990 DATA 183,255,32,90,18,18,18,
18,38,249,57,142,59,133,166,128
1000 DATA 39,249,230,128,129,1,3
8,18,16,142,4,46,166,164,138,64
1010 DATA 167,160,16,140,4,50,37
,244,134,1,189,58,234,16,142,4
1020 DATA 46,166,164,132,191,167
,160,16,140,4,50,37,244,182,255,

1030 DATA 133,1,38,202,57,80,16,
16,16,1,16,32,32,16,16,1
1040 DATA 16,80,16,80,16,16,16,1
,16,32,32,16,16,1,16,80
1050 DATA 16,64,32,1,16,64,16,64
,32,1,16,48,16,64,32,1
1060 DATA 16,64,16,64,32,1,16,48
,16,80,16,16,16,1,16,32
1070 DATA 32,16,16,1,16,80,16,80
,16,16,16,1,16,16,16,16
1080 DATA 16,16,16,1,16,1,16,0,0
,134,10,214,78,61,231,226
1090 DATA 166,228,198,8,189,58,2
34 , 189 , 60 , 162 , 189 , 60 , 182 , 189 , 55

,

64
1100 DATA 189,61,138,106,228,38,
233,53,2,142,60,20,166,128,16,39
1110 DATA 255,72,68,230,128,189,
58,234,52,16,189,55,64,189,61,13
8

1120 DATA 53,16,32,232,1,255,144
,32,144,32,144,32,144,32,144,16
1130 DATA 128,48,144,16,128,48,1
44,16,128,16,80,16,96,32,80,16
1140 DATA 80,16,80,16,144,16,128
,16,2,32,144,16,128,16,2,32
1150 DATA 144,16,128,16,80,16,96
,144,0,0,150,13,129,1,38,21
1160 DATA 150,73,151,76,134,4,15
1,73,151,13,134,232,183,255,34,1
89
1170 DATA 60,162,126,60,182,150,
13 ,.139, 64, 151, 13, 36, 16, 15, 13, 204
1180 DATA 0,0,221,14,150,76,151,
73,134,248,183,255,34,57,129,4
1190 DATA 16,38,250,251,150,13,6

4 , 72 , 138 , 128, 214 , 13 , 189, 55 , 152 ,

7

9

1200 DATA 214,13,189,55,152,32,2
37,150,86,76,151,86,129,10,37,21
1210 DATA 15,86,142,62,82,198,3,
166,133,76,167,133,129,10,37,5
1220 DATA 111,133,90,42,242,57,1
42,62,82,198,4,16,142,15,112,166
1230 DATA 133,206,60,227,72,72,1
71,133,51,198,134,5,151,1,16,159
1240 DATA 2,166,192,167,165,49,1
68,32,10,1,38,245,16,158,2,90
1250 DATA 42,221,57,3,51,51,51,3
, 15 , 207 , 207 , 207 ,3,3,243,3
1260 DATA 63,3,3,243,195,243,3,5
1,51,3,243,243,3,63,3,243
1270 DATA 3,3,63,3,51,3,3,243,24
3,243,243,3,51,3,51,3
1280 DATA 3,51,3,243,243,142,4,0
,111,128,140,14,0,37,249,134
1290 DATA 255,167,128,140,16,0,3
7,249,142,255,192,111,0,111,2,11
1
1300 DATA 5,134,248,183,255,34,1
6,142,15,113,142,62,82,198,4,189
1310 DATA 60,191,189,60,182,142,
61,113,16,142,15,111,16,159,1,16
1320 DATA 142,15,106,189,61,87,5
7,52,32, 198 , 5 , 166 , 128 , 152 , 7 , 167
1330 DATA 164,49,168,32,90,38,24
4,53,32,49,33,16,156,1,38,231
1340 DATA 57,60,192,48,12,240,60
, 192 , 192 , 192 , 60, 48 , 204 , 204 , 204 ,

4

8

1350 DATA 240,204,240,204,204,25
2,192,240,192,252,142,61,210,16,
142,14
1360 DATA 44,52,32,198,8,215,6,1
66,128,141,42,215,3,141,38,150
1370 DATA 3,221,1,68,84,154,1,21
8 , 2 , 148 , 7 , 212 , 7 , 136, 255 , 200
1380 DATA 255,237,164,49,168,32,
10,6,38,221,53,32,49,34,16,140
1390 DATA 14,52,37,205,57,198,4,
215,1,95,72,89,89,10,1,38
1400 DATA 249,57,254,4,8,16,32,6
4,128,254,124,130,130,130,130,13
P
1410 DATA 130,124,130,130,162,14
6,146,138,130,130,130,130,68,40,
40,68
1420 DATA 130,130,65,82,48,50,54
,180,150,83,84,65,82,48,52,54
1430 DATA 205,134,83,84,65,82,88
,50,54,219,148,76,73,70,69,60
1440 DATA 999
1450 DATA 6,161,7,24,8,154,9,17,
10,238,11,16,12,1,13,62,13,153,9
99 /»
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Have a little Halloweenfun with

The CoCo
Puzzle Maker

By Fred B, Scerbo
Rainbow Contributing Editor

Editor's Note: Ifyou have an ideafor the
uWishing Well

"

submit it to Fredc/o THE RAINBOW. Remember, keep your

ideas specific, and don't forget that this is BASIC. All

programs resultingfrom your wishes are for your use hut

remain the property of the author.

Four years ago, back when THE RAINBOW was still

a photocopy publication of about a dozen or so

pages, 1 submitted my first program to Lonnie Falk

for use in his new publishing venture. The program, Zelda's

Bat Bottle, was a simple arcade-style graphics game with

a Halloween theme. Bats would circle above a witch's

boiling kettle while she tried to zap them into her bottle

with bolts from her magic wand.

Fortunately, that game was the start of a very long

friendship 1 have enjoyed with THE rainbow staff, although

our contacts are usually restricted to phone conversations

or a RAINBOWfest encounter. Now, some four years down
the road, "Wishing Weir* is in full swing on a monthly

basis, and 1 am still having as much fun creating new
programs as I was with the original Zelda game.

With all this in mind, the thought occurred to me that

it might be time to create another Halloween game for

the October issue. I toyed for a few days with the concept

of creating a game called Peter, Peter, Pumpkin Eater,

(FredScerbo is a special needs instructorfor the North

Adams Public Schools, He holds a masters in

education andhaspublishedsome ofthefirst software
available for the Color Computer through his

software firm, Illustrated Memory Banks.)

but no matter how hard 1 tried, the program kept looking

too much like Pac-Man or my own Snail's Revenge. Some
ideas even surfaced for Zelda //, but none seemed to catch

my fancy. Over and over again, I kept coming back to

the idea of doing something with a pumpkin, while at the

same time not making it something limited to the month
of October only. Deadline was approaching; what could

I do?

The Wish
I took another look over my recent mail. A consistent

pattern was always visible: People liked games, but they

also like programs that could teach something. Most of

all, readers indicated that they usually got the most out

of programs they could alter^ with my instructions, to

include things they would create. After much thought, I

came up with a program that would include all of this

and still fit into my plans for a special Halloween program.

The result is the CoCo Putzle Maker, written for 32

K

Extended Color BASIC.

The Program
Like a puzzle you would buy in a box or find printed

in the pages of a magazine, CoCo Puzzle Maker jumbles

an image on the screen that the user must reassemble. To
fit the Halloween spirit, the image I have chosen is a bright,

smiling jack-o'-lantern. Every time the program is run, the

puzzle will be jumbled in a different way. Each square

of the puzzle on the grid will at some point be surrounded

by a flashing square. The square may be moved around

the screen using the right- and left-arrow keys on the

keyboard.
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When the flashing box surrounds a piece you wish to
move, press the ENTER key and the image in the box will

vanish. Use the keys to position the square over another
section where you may want to put the piece selected.

Position it where yon wish and press enter again. That
piece will vanish and then the two pieces will have
exchanged places.

Continue to move pieces around the screen until you
have assembled the image the way it should look. When
the puzzle is complete, press the letter 'S

1

and the screen
will clear and tell you how many minutes it took to complete
the puzzle.

At this point you may either press 'P
1

to view the puzzle
picture without the grid lines, or press *R' to run the
program again and try for a better time. When you view
the completed puzzle, pressing enter will return to the
text menu.
Sound simple? Well, while the concept is simple, you

will be amazed at how tricky it is to complete the puzzle
quickly. On first running the program, you will notice the
screen is either red or blue. If the screen is not red, press
Reset and run again until the screen is red. When it is

red, press enter to start the program. (I used this method
rather than the type used in last month's column since

some of you may wish to use your own graphics for the

puzzle and this is a more consistent method to use.)

Creating Your Own
Here's where the beauty of CoCo Puzzle Maker comes

in, I have left considerable space between the start of the
program and the actual puzzle routines for you to draw
your own picture to use within the puzzle. Those who have
Graphicom, CoCo Max or one of the other graphics
programs available could also use graphics created with
these and merge them with Puzzle Maker according to
whatever instructions those programs give to merge your
graphics with BASIC programs.

Let's say you simply wish to draw graphics using
Extended Color BASIC commands. In that case, place your
lines between the numbers 200 and 1999 for the drawing.
You may delete my graphics by typing DEL210-199S and
pressing enter. Now, enter the following lines to create
a concentric circle puzzle:

210 CLS0:PMODE4,1:PCLS0:SCREEN0,0
220 FDRI=1 TO 100 STEPS
230 CIRCLE(128,96),I,1,.9
240 NEXTI

Believe it or not, the puzzle you create with these few
lines will be very challenging to solve. Even I have had

W 100

T

2390 .206
100 51 2560 ......S3
270 125 2670 194
2100 49 2850 , 55
2200 105 END., .,.111

The listing: PUZLMAKR

2 '* THE CO-CO PUZZLE MAKER *

3 '* BY FRED B. SCERBO *

difficulty with it, so if you try it, you will see that this

program can be for almost any age level, depending on
how difficult the design is. If you really want it to be a

challenge, change Line 220 to this;

220 FDRI=I TO 200 STEP4

That will really make the puzzle tough.
If you want to draw a simple design, try drawing the

image outside the program starting with Line 210. To get

an idea of the area the drawing should remain within, you
may first wish to draw a box using the LINE command
with the dimmensions;

LINE(32, 32)- (224.168), PRESET.B
or

LINEC 32 ,32) (224,160 ),PSET,B

This gives you a square to draw your image within which
the shape of the puzzle will fit.

I chose not to use the full screen since some of you
may make drawings which would leave too much blank
space for the puzzle pieces. Also, some of the available
graphics programs do not fill the whole screen because
they use a border for the colors and keyboard commands.
I think you will find this size fits those programs very
well, but you will have to do the experimenting; I do not
have any of those commercially available programs at my
disposal. Judging from the artwork that has been submitted
to the "CoCo Gallery," I am sure you will come up with
some outstanding puzzle graphics. Please refer to the
instructions of your graphics program to determine how
to merge with other BASIC programs.

Conclusion and a Few More Points
You may now wonder what is educational about this.

I firmly believe that using puzzles helps young students
with logic skills. Molding this with the computer keyboard
is only bound to help with those skills.

You will also notice the program does not tell if the
completed picture is correct. Pressing *S' only tells how
much time it took to complete, not whether or not you
got the picture done correctly. Adding that feature would
have made the program a bit too long. As it is, I regret

that I couldn't crunch this down into 16K, but it may give
some of you an incentive to upgrade.

Also, be patient while the program draws the puzzle
picture. It may take as long as a minute, but the program
is working. Until next month, enjoy the pumpkin puzzle,
Happy Halloween! Q

4 ' *149 BARBOUR ST, , N.ADAMS , MA*
5 ' * COPYRIGHT (C) 1985 *

g *****************************
10 PMODE4 , 1 : PCLSp : SCREEN1 , 1 : PMOD
E3;FCLS3
2 J3 IPINKEYSOCHRS ( 13 ) THEN20
3$ SCREEN0,£:CLSj3:POKE1070,2p:PO
KElp7 1,8: POKE1072 , 5 : FORI=112j3T01
311: READ A:PQKEI, A+128 :NEXT
4J3 PRINT@358," BY FRED B. SCERBO

it *
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TH€

SAILOR

MAN
TAPE $29.95

DISK $34.96

GAMES
Ttio first scraan objective istocalch enough q] EIshj's Kissss (ihosa Red Heart
Shaped Things) to Sill in the squares on the Satlorman's hawse. IF you can time
your punch jus! so. you can s&nd the puncfiifig bag over to knock (he bucKel down
and. with £ little hit a1 I ugh, right pn Biglatbadguy's heart This, will give ytH« e
lillls (but not mucTi} lime lo catch all those RHSTs.

You musi avo.o com act with Bigiatbadguy who is actively pursuing you You
mug also tm careful al QlduglyBgflwnin,art who will appear Bi higher dilliriulty

fevels lo chucK emp^es al you. Either avoid llw Ity-

ng trollies -or punch Ihem fwrth tn& lire Cnjllofij lo

keep Irorr being knocked into the water.

Th& second scra&n oojactive is to toiieci enough
noleS to play EJsie 3 little love song. Yruj may jump
off and onto the other end ol Fatguytulingham-
burgers leeienulier to iiy up a deck and even rvra

docks il you manage to catch hold of Smartaleek-
hJd's grab handles. Time <t rignl and away you go.

The Third screen objeclive is to coll&C! enough hi-

rers {thrown by Elsie's eras to H-E«L'P) to complete-

a ladder all Che wav In the craw's nes! where Elsie
is railing yon. Beware a' Ihe Crnw, however, who
thinks you arc attcr hor eggs!

On all screens, eating a can of csllard greens
(laber&d "S"' 'or Collar d and yrasperJ by punching
the can lust right] will give you amazing speed"!

str&ngth and ability and allow you to send Biglat-
badgyy into ihe drink with a single punch.

DRAGON
SLAYER

Save the villagers of Pender! They
live in fear of Icarus, the blood

thirsty dragon_ The dragon lives in

1a cave, way up in the mountains.

The cave is a treasure chest full

of gems and cashbags. The trail to

the cave is as menacing as Icarus
"
himself. You will have to secure the

necessary equipment to climb the

rocks and cross the rivers and
chasms along the way. Be on the

lookout for enemies and barriers at

times.

4 Tape $24.95 Disk $29.95

THE KING
Tape «26,95

SR-71
Tape 28,95

DRACONIAN
Tape $27,95

ClUBER
Tape $27.95

Disk 529.95

DiskS31,95

Disk $30.95

Disk £30.95

SPACE SHUTTLE
Tape $28,95^ ^Disk $31.95

FROG
Tape $27,95 Disk *30.95

CHAMBERS
Tape 324.95 Disk $2795

TRAPFALL
Tape 527.95 Disk $30,95

KATER PILLAR II

Tape $24.95 Disk $27.95

WAREHOUSE MUTANTS
Tape *24,95 $Disk $27.95

UTILITIES
NOW! You ceTn own the tools we've used to create "Donkey King'

1

,

"Sailor Man", and others.

We are proud to announce our new utilities tor Ins &4K Disk Color
Computer, featuring

• Full use of B4K RAM 100% Machine Language
* Parameters easily changeable in basic loader » No ROM calls

*
'

'
Co id start " ex it to basic * Easy-to-read , inform ative docum entation

* Keyklik • Selectable drive stepping rate

* Support 1-4 drives * Easy to use, with menu selected functions

To make lite with your disks easier, may we suggest .

.

MAS — the finest assembler ever written for the
Color Computer (includes EDT). $74.95

Disk

EDT — effortless full (51x24) screen editing w/2 way cursor. Disk commands
allow easy save/backup/append. Text files to 4SK+. Copy, save, move, delete
or print blocks. Much more $39.95

Disk

The Deputy Inspector — Alphabetize, re-sort, and backup directory; fast

3-swap backups, copy files or programs to same or other disks, can auto-
reallocate granules during backup for faster loading* and more. . .$21.95

Disk

The Sector Inspector — Alphabetize, backup, and printout directory; repair

crashes, LUST basic programs, name disks, read in and edit 23+ grans, 3-swap
backups, and more. Has 35-page manual and gran
table print program- ,... $29.95

Disk

EDUCATIONAL
^—

-j^^^ __ FACTPACK is a set of 3 programs designed for homeHr rPfldl or sch001 use The Pf0P
rams P^vide drill and"

„ . practice with basic addition, subtraction, multi-

plication and division fads and are appropriate in grades 1-6, Each program requires a 32K
Extended BASIC Color Computer. Disk drive and printer are optional.

Requires 32 K Ext, Basic Tape -£4.95 Disk *29,95

TCACHCR'S DATABASE II
Teachers' Database (TDB) is $ program designed to allow a teacher to keep a computerized
file of information about his/her students

The program requires a 64K Color Computer and at least one disk drive. This complete ly

revised program includes all of the capabilities of the original TDB plus many new features,

* Information on as many as 100 students, or more, may be in the computer at one time

* Each student may have as many as 20, or more, individual items of data In his/her record.

* The program has many easy to follow menus,

* Records may be easily changed, deleted, or combined
* Information about students may be numerical or text.

* Records may be quickly alphabetized or reordered based on their contents.

* Records may be sored by various criteria.

* A full statistical analysis of scores may be done and sent to Ihe printer.

* Sludenl test scores may be weighted, averaged, changed to a percentage or changed
to a letter grade,

* Individual studeni progress reports and class gradebook sheets may be printed,

* Three methods ot data entry spped the task of typing in student grades and test results.

* The program may be easily customized to work with any printer.

* Student seating charts may be created and printed.

* Graphs ot student test results may be created using the computer's high resolution graphic

screen.

* Grade distribution can be displayed numerically or as a histogram,

Requires 32K Ext. Basic Tape S39.95 Disk S42.95

VOCABULARY MANAGEMENT
Requires 16K Ext. Basic or 32K for printer output.

The Vocabulary Management System (VMS) is a series of programs designed to aid a parent

or teacher in helping children to learn and practice using vocabulary and spelling words. The
11 programs that comprise the VMS include a full feature data entry/edit program, three printer

output programs and 5 vocabulary/spelling game programs, The systems many outstanding

features include:

* As many as 300 vocabulary words and definitions may be in the computer's memory at

one time,

* Words and definitions may be saved on disk or tape.

* Remarks and/or comments can be saved with word files.

* A disk loading menu allows students to load disk files without typing file names,
* Word lists may be quickly alphabetized

The three printer segments allow you to create and print individualized tests, puzzles,

word-searches and worksheets.

* The printer segments aFlow full use of your printer's special features,

The 5 game programs are based on sound educational principles and provide practice

in identifying words and matching them with their definitions in a fast-paced set of activities.

TAPE *39,95 DISK *42.95

FRACTIONS - fl Three Program Package
MIXED & IMPROPER

1. Review converting mixed numerals and improper fractions.

2 Practice converting mixed numerate to improper fractions,

3. Practice converting improper fractions to mixed numerals.

4. Practice of both types, (Mixed to improper & improper to mixed)

5. Review convening mixed numerals lo mixed numerals. (Used in regrouping in subtraction).

6. Practice convening mixed numerals to mixed numerals.

EQUIVALENCE
1. Definitions of terms and review of finding equivalent fractions.

2. Practice finding equivalent fractions

3. Practice finding sets of equivalent fractions

4. Review of dinding if one fraction is equal to, not equal to, less than or greater than another

LOWEST TERMS
1. Review of placing fractions into lowest terms by dinding the greatest comon factor (6CF)

of the numerator and denominator.

2. Practice finding the GCF of pairs of numbers.
3. Practice placing fractions into lowest terms by finding the GCF of the numerator and

denominator.

32K EXT BASIC TAPE &30.95 DISK *35.95

MATH DU€l
MATH DUEL is a challenging mathematics game that pits you against the computer in a game
of wits. You must use all of your knowledge of factors, multiples and prime numbers to develop
a strategy that allows you tog ather more numbers and thus more points than the computer,

The game is deceptively simple, you select the size of the playing field that is composed of

from 8 to 100 numbers, You must then choose numbers that will give you the maximum number
of points and the computer the least number of points. There are only 6 rules.

32K EXT BASIC TAPE*24.95 DISK >29.95



SIMULATIONS

P51
Mustang

Attack Flight Simulator

«*>"
Experience the ultimate video experience.

t\o^ For the first time ever, two computers can be
be linked together with action and re-action at

at either location, or play alone. The P-51 Mustang
.<v^^e was the attack workhorse - during WWII. To expenence

$^\W^ the flight of this beautiful plane in actual combat situation

$P x^ w'" 9've manY hours of excitement. You can test your skill
1 $£ against the computer to defend your position or try your hand

v^^ compet ing again st you r opponent at any remote locat ion , Two CoCo*s
^ tfj

e^ Two CoCo's can be linked by cable for TRUE two players adventure,
<° *^ With the use of a modem you can test your skill across town or across

cS^'df country!! This program is another first from Tom Mix Software, Order
^ ^f your excitement today. Direct cable available separately when two computers

are used at the same location,

* 32K Machine Language Tape $29.95 Disk $34.95 Cable $10.95

C.L- "As a pilot I found

"Flight'
1

to be an out-

standing simulation".

JU^P

WORLDS OF FLIGHT (WOF) is a 'View" oriented flight simulation for the TRS-80 Color Com
puter, written entirely in Machine Language. "View oriented means that the pilot may deter-

mine his or her position by actually viewing the surrounding landmarks as opposed to using
instruments which sense navigational references This is a major departure from 'instrument

only" simulations which can be achieved through BASIC programs. Most instrument
maneuvers and procedures may be practiced. The craft is a light-weight single-engine airplane

with low wings. A nose wheel which is both steerable and retractable is also modeled. Some
aerobatics are possible including sustained inverted flight, aileron rolls, spins and stalls.

JOYSTICKS REQUIRED

32K MACHINE LANGUAGE

TAPE 329.95

DISK £34.95

'APPROACH
CONTROL
SIMULATION
From Betasoft Systems

Caught in a bfinding snowstorm, two jet airliners are on a collision

course. The pilots are completely unaware of the immanent danger
Hundreds of lives are at stake. A high-speed disaster is inevitable

unless you act fast. .
/'

This and many other exciting scenarios await you as 'Air

Traffic Controller" with the APPROACH CONTROL SIMULA-
TION. The thrills, challenges and frustrations you'il experience
with this authentic, real-time simulation will lead to countless
hours of discovery and adventure.

• • A Complete Simulation Package • *
• Software on Disk or Tape * Comprehensive Manual

- Quick Reference Guide • No Joysticks Required

32K MACHINE LANGUAGE TAPE $29.95 DISK $34,95

TOM MIX SOFTWARE
4285 BRADFORD N.E.
GRAND RAPIDS. Ml 49506

•ADD $3.00 POSTAGE & HANDLING-TOP ROYAL TIES PAID*
•MICHIGAN RESIDENTS ADD 4% SALES TAX*

WE HAVE MORE SOFTWARE AVAILABLE THAN LISTED.
l WRITE FOR OUR FREE CATALOGUE.

J TO ORDER CALL 616/957-0444 JS*



5J3 PRINT@39p, M COPYRIGHT (C) 198
5 ";

6p PRINT@422," PLEASE PRESS ENTE
R ";

7J3 X$=INKEY$:IFX$<>CHR$(13)THEN7

80 DATA-125,,,,,127,124,127,,127
,112,127, ,124,124,127, ,124,124,1
27,, 127, 112 ,112,, 127, 124,124,,,,
90 DATA, -113, ,, ,127,124,124,, 127
,112, 127,, 115, 124, 112,, 115, 124,1
12 , , 127 , 112 , 112 , , 127 , 124 , 124 , , ,

,

1J3J3 DATA, ,-10j3,, ,124,112,112, ,12
4, 124, 124 ,,124, 124, 124, ,124,124,
124, ,124,124,124, ,124,124,124, ,

,

11J3 DATA,,, -125,,,, 63, 50, 49, 63,,
55 , 6p , 59 , , 63 , 49 , 62 , , 63 , 60 , 60 , , 63
,60,63,, ,, ,

120 DATA,,
, ,-113, ,,63,52,56,63,,

63,60,63, ,63, 61, 50, ,63, 60, 60, ,63
,61,50, , , ,

,

130 DATA,,,, ,,,60, 48, 48, 60, ,60,

4

8 , 60 , , 60 , 4 8 , 60 , , 60 , 60 , 60 , , 60 , 4 8

,

60 , , , , ,

140 CLS0:PRINT@2 32," PLEASE STAN
D BY ";

200 REM START PICTURE HERE

2 10 PMODE4 : PCLS0 : PMODE 3 : SCREEN0

,

: JL=RND ( -TIMER)
220 CIRCLE (112 ,102) ,76, 3,. 75, .29
, .73: CIRCLE (144, 102) ,76, 3,, 75,.

7

8, .22
230 DRAW"BM128,52C3L8M-10,-4UL10
BM128 , 52R8M+10 , -4UR10BM128 , 154L8
M-20 , +3BM12 8 , 154R8M+20 , +3

"

2 40 DRAW"C3BM128 , 90G20R40H20BL20
L40E20F20BR40R40H20G20BM128 , 12 2

L

6D6L12U6L12D6L12U6L20F12R4DR4DR4
DR8U4R12D4R12U4R12D4R12U4R12D4R8
UR4UR4UR4E12L20D6L12U6L12D6L12U6
L6"
250 PAINT (128, 56) ,3, 3: PAINT (128,
34),1,1
260 CIRCLE (12 8 ,102) , 76, 1, . 85, .35
,.17:CIRCLE(128,102),58,1,.95:CI
RCLE(128,102),30,1,1.9
270 DRAWHBM122,50C2NR4U10H10R4F1
0D10R4U10H10R4F10D10L4

«

2000 REM START PUZZLE HERE
2010 DIM A(25) ,B(25) ,C(25),D(25)
,E(25),F(25),G(25),H(25),I(25),J
(25) ,K(25) ,L(25) ,M(25) ,N(25),0(2
5) ,P(25) ,Q<25) ,R(25) ,S(25) ,T(25)
,U(25),V(25),W(25),X(25)
2020 DIMGD(6,4) ,NN(24) ,MM(24) ,Z(

KNOCK OUT

Move your marble around the mazes in

your search for the finish linel Avoid the
marble eaters, acid puddles and other
creatures that inhabit the mazes. Avoid
falling into holes or off the edges of the

maze. Enter the MARBLE MAZE contest;

the first five people to solve all the levels

and identify the message and number
win a free game from DIECOM PRO-
DUCTS!

G4 k and joystick required

tape or disk $28.95 U.S.

$38,95 Can.

TIHE
5CQSE B0HU5 SCONE lantfa

Fight against five different boxers in this great boxing game! At f frst the boxers are easy
to knock out, but beware, it gets harder as you move on. The boxers are out to stop you
in your quest to become champion of the world. But once you become champion your
task is not over, You wilJ then have to defend your title against those trying to regain the
championship from you. Outstanding graphics make this a must for your collection

!

64 k requited

tape or disk $28-95 U.S. $38.95 Can.

6715 FIFTH LINE, MILTON, ONT.
f
CANADA L9T 2X8

We accept:
24 hr. order line:

(416) 878-8358
personal service 9-5

cheque or money order

Please add $2 for shipping
& handling, Ontario
residents add 7% sales tax.

Dealer inquiries invited

Looking for new software
Coming soon Karate & Paper Route
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24) , Y(24),AA(25) ,68(25)
2j33p F0RI=1T04 : F0RY=1T06

:

K=K+1 :

G

D(Y,::)=K:NEXTY,I
2J34J3 FORB=32T0128STEP32:FORA=32T
0192STEP32:Q=Q+l:Z(Q)=A:Y(Q)=B:N
EXTA, B
2050 p0RB=32TO128STEP32 ; FORA-32T
0192STEP32:T-T+1
2060 ON T GOSUB2080,2090, 2100,21
10, 2120, 2130,2140,2150, 2160, 2170
,2180,2190,2200,2210,2220 ,2230,2
240,2250,2260,2270,2280,2290,230
0,2310
2070 NEXTA : NEXTB : GOT02 3 20
2080 GET(A,B)-(A+31,B+31) ,A,G:RE
TURN
2090 GET(A,B)-(A+31,B+31) ,B,G:RE
TURN
2100 GET (A, B) - (A+3 1 , B+31) ,C,G:RE
TURN
2110 GET (A, B)- (A+31, B+31) ,D,G:RE
TURN
2120 GET fA, B)- (A+3 1, B+31) ,E,G:RE
TURN
2130 GET(A,B) -(A+31, B+31) ,F,G:RE
TURN
2140 GET (A, B)- (A+31, B+31) ,G,G:RE
TURN
2150 GET(A,B)-(A+31,B+31) ,H,G:RE
TURN
2160 GET(A,B)-(A+31,B+31) ,I,G:RE
TURN
2170 GET (A, B) - (A+31 , B+31) ,J,G:RE
TURN
2180 GET(A,B)-(A+31,B+31) ,K,G:RE
TURN
2190 GET (A, B)- (A+31, B+31) ,L,G:RE
TURN
2200 GET(A,B)- (A+31, B+31) ,M,G:RE
TURN
2210 GET(A,B)- (A+31, B+31) ,N,G:RE
TURN
2220 GET(A,B)- (A+31, B+31) ,0,G:RE
TURN
2230 GET (A, B)- (A+31, B+31) ,P,G:RE
TURN
2240 GET (A , B) - (A+3 1 , B+3 1

)

,Q,G:RE
TURN
2250 GET (A, B)- (A+31, B+31) ,R,G:RE
TURN
2260 GET (A, B)- (A+31, B+31) ,S,G:RE
TURN
2270 GET (A,B)- (A+31, B+31) ,T,G:RE
TURN
2280 GET (A, B)- (A+31, B+31) ,U,G:RE
TURN
2290 GET(A,B) -(A+31, B+31) ,V,G:re
TURN
2300 GET(A,B)-(A+31,B+31) ,w,g:re

THE OCXO? COMPUTER MONTHLY MAGAZINE

Back copies of many issues of the
rainbow are still available.

All back issues sell for the single issue

cover price. In addition, there is a $3.50
charge for the first issue, plus 50 cents
for each additional issue, for postage and
handling if sent by United Parcel Service.

A $5 charge plus $1 each additional copy
for orders sent U.S. Mail, UPS will not
deliver to a post office box or to another
country,

Issues July 1981 through June 1982
are available on white paper in a reprint

form. All others are in regular magazine
form. VISA, MasterCard and American
Express accepted. Kentucky residents

please add 5 percent state sales tax. In

order to hold down costs, we do not bill

and no C.O.D. orders are accepted.
Due to heavy demand, we suggest you

order back issues you want now while
supplies last.

To order, just fill out the form on the

next page and mail it with your payment
to:

THE RAINBOW
The Falsoft Building
P.CL Box 385
Prospect, KY 40059
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BACK ISSUE ORDER FORM

(Payment must accompany back Issue orders. We do not bill.)

; D Please send me the following back issues:

MONTH
•* NO. YEAR VOLUME 1 PRICE
: 1 JULY 'B1 PREMIER ISSUE $200 :

: 2 AUG, 1

61 $2.00 D ;

- 3 SEPT. "81 EDUCATION $2.00 D •

: 4 OCT. 'B1 PRINTER $2.00 :

: s NOV 81 $2,00 D -

* 6 DEC. "61 HO LIDAY $2.00 n •

: 7 JAN, 'B2 $2,00 d :

J 8 FEB. "82 $2.00 ;

: a MAR. 1

B2 $2.50 D .

: io APR. 82 $2.50 d ;

:
12 JUNE '82

VOLUME 2
$2,50 D ;

: a MAR, 83 NUCLEAR $2.95 ;

• 10 APR. '63 SIMULATIONS $295 D *

: 11 JUNE 83 PRINTERS $2.95 D I

: 12 JULY '83 ANNIVERSARY
VOLUME 3

$2.95 D ;

: 1 AUG, "33 GAMES $2.95 :

• 2 SEPT. 63 EDUCATION $2.95 ;

* 3 OCT. "S3 GRAPHICS $3.95 -

: 4 NOV. p

83 DATA COMM. $3.95 :

: s DEC. "83 HOLIDAY $3.95 D *

i 7 FEB. "84 ADVENTURE $3.95 D "

: 8 MAR. '84 BUSINESS $3.95 D :

9 APR. 84 GAMING $3,95
10 MAY. "84 PRINTER $395 D :

I 11 JUNE '84 MUSIC $3.95 :

; 12 JULY 84 ANNIVERSARY
VOLUME 4

$3.95 •

r 1 AUG. 84 GAMES $3.95 D *

2 SEPT. '84 EDUCATION $3.95 -

: s OCT 84 GRAPHICS $3.95 D :

: * NOV. '84 DATA COMM $3.95 "

5 DEC,
N

&4 HOLIDAY $3.95 >

: a JAN. BB BEGINNERS $3.95 :

7 FEB. '85 UTILITIES $3.95 a
. 8 MAR. '85 BUSINESS $3,95 o :

: 9 APR. "85 SIMULATIONS $3.95 a :

:
io MAY 85 PRINTER $3.95 a

, n JUNE 85 MUSIC $3.95 D I

: 12 JULY '85 ANNIVERSARY
VOLUME 5

$3.95 :

: i AUG. "85 GAMES $3.95 D ^

: 2 SEPT. B5 EDUCATION $3,95 :

;
3 OCT. '86 GRAPHICS $395 n ;

' RAINBOW INDEX A complete inc ex to our first three years, July 1931 through 1

! June 1984, is printed in its entirety n our July 1984 issue Separately bound copies 1

; are also available. $2,50 D ;

;
Note: Our Fourth Year Index, incl jding an Index to ail editions of RAINBOW ON

*

I TAPE, is ineluded in the Jufy 1&85I33U6,

TnTAI
SHIPPING & HANDLING

UPS HHARflF „ .

U.S. MAM CHARGE
KY RESIDENTS ONLY

AOD^%

TOTAL AMOUNT

Name _

\ Address

; City

FNCI OSFI) .

Statft , ... ZIP

' Payment Enclosed, or charge to my:

: Dvisa Gmc Dae

|
CARD#

\
EXPIRA1

\ SIGNAT

noil DATP pwowf #

IPF

TURN
2310 GET(A,B)- (A+31 ,B+31) ,X , G:RE
TURN
2 32)3 F0RI=1T024
2330 K=RND(24)

2340 NN(K)=l!M

:IF NN(K)=1THEN233

M(i)=:KlNEXTI
2350 FCLS2:LINE(21, 21)-(234 ,170)
, PRESET, BF
2360 T=0:FORB=32T0128STEP32 SFORA
-32T0192STEP32 !T»T+1:T>MM(T;

I

2370 ON L GOSUB2400 ,2410, 2420,24
30,2440,2450,2460,2470,2480 r2490
,2500,2510,2520,2530,2540 ,2550,2
560,2570,2580, 2590,:2600,2 610,262
0,2630
2380 LINE (A, B) -(A+31/
T,B:NEXTA,B
2390 TIMER=0:GOTO2640
2400 FUT(A,B)- (A+31 ,B+31) ,A,r PSET
: RETURN
2410 PUT(A,B)- (A+31 ,B+31) rB,,F8ET
: RETURN
2420 PUT(A,B)- (A+31 ,B+31) ,Ci,PSET
: RETURN
2430 PUT(A,B)- (A+31 ,B+31) ,D,,PSET
: RETURN
2440 FUT(A,B)- (A+31 rB+31) />iF PSET
: RETURN
2450 PUT(A,B)~ (A+31

r B+31) ,F,,PSET
: RETURN
2460 PUT(A,B)- (A+31

r B+31) ,G,,PSET
: RETURN
2470 PUT(A,B)- (A+31 ,B+31) ,H,,PSET
: RETURN
2480 PUT(A,B)- (A+31 ,B+31) rZ* PSET
: RETURN
2490 PUT(A,B)~ (A+31

F
B+31) rJi PSET

: RETURN
2 500 PUT(A,B)- (A+31,,B+31) fK, PSET
: RETURN
2510 PUT(A,B)- (A+31,

r B+31) rL, PSET
: RETURN
2520 PUT(A,B)- (A+31,,B+31) ,M, PSET
: RETURN
2530 PUT(A,B)- (A+31,,B+31) rN, PSET
: RETURN
2540 PUT(A,B)- (A+31, B+31) ,0, PSET
: RETURN
2550 FUT(A,B)- (A+31, B+31) ,F, PSET
: RETURN
2560 PUT(A,B)- (A+31, B+31)

,

>Q, PSET
: RETURN
2570 PUT(A,B)- (A+31, B+31)

,

R, PSET
: RETURN
2580 PUT(A,B)- (A+31, B+31)

,

s, PSET
: RETURN
2590 PUT(A,B)- (A+31, B+31)

,

T, PSET
: RETURN
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2600 PUT(A,B)-(A+31,B+31) ,U,PSET
: RETURN
261p PUT(A,B)-(A+31,B+31),V,PSET
: RETURN
2620 PUT(A,B)-(A+31,B+31) ,W,PSET
: RETURN
2630 PUT(A,B)-(A+31,B+31) ,X,PSET
: RETURN
2 640 PM0DE4 , 1 : SCREEN1 , 1 : Z=l : QQ-p
:RR=0
265J3 X$=INKEY$:LINE(2(Z) ,Y(Z))-(
Z(Z)+31,Y(Z)+31) ,PSET,B:IFX$=CHR
$ ( 8 ) THEN2 680ELSEIFX$=CHR$ ( 9 ) THEN
2690
2660 IFX$="S"THEN2880ELSEIFX$=CH
R$(13)THEN2710

2670 LINE(Z(Z),Y(Z))-(Z(Z)+31,Y(
Z)+31) , PRESET, B:GOTO2650
2680 P=Z:Z=Z-1:IFZ=0THENZ=24:GOT
O2700IELSE2700
2690 P=Z:Z=Z+1:IFZ=25THENZ=1
2700 LINE(Z(P),Y(P))-(Z(P)+31,Y(
P)+31) , PRESET, B:GOTO2650
2710 GET(Z(Z)

r Y(Z))-(Z(Z)+31,Y(Z
)+31) ,AA,G:LINE(Z(Z) ,Y(Z))-(Z(Z)
+31,Y(Z)+31) ,PSET,BF
2720 QQ=Z
2730 X$=INKEY$:LINE(Z(Z) ,Y(Z))-(
Z(Z)+31,Y(Z)+31),PSET,B:IFX$=CHR
$ ( 8 ) THEN2 7 60ELSEIFX$=CHR$ ( 9 ) THEN
2780
2740 IFX$="S"THEN2880ELSEIFX$=CH
R$(13)THEN2810
2750 LINE(Z(Z),Y(Z))-(Z(Z)+31,Y(

Z)+31) ,PRESET,B:GOTO2730
2760 P=Z:Z=Z-1:IFZ=QQ THENZ=Z-1
2770 IFZ=0THENZ=24:GOTO2800:ELSE
2800
2780 P=Z:Z=Z+1:IFZ=QQ THENZ=Z+1
2790 IFZ=25THENZ=1
2800 LINE(Z(P) ,Y(P))-(Z(P)+31,Y(
PJ+31) , PRESET, B:GOT02730
2810 IFZ=QQ THEN2730ELSE GET(Z(Z
),Y(Z))-(Z(Z)+31,Y(Z)+31),BB,G:L
INE(Z(Z),Y(Z))-(Z(Z)+31,Y(Z)+31)
, PSET , BF
2820 RR=Z
2830 L=MM(RR)
2840 PUT(Z(RR) , Y(RR) ) - (Z (RR) +31,
Y(RR)+31) , AA , PSET: LINE (Z(RR),Y(R
R) ) - (Z (RR) +31, Y (RR) +31) , PRESET, B
2850 L=MM(QQ)
2860 PUT(Z(QQ),Y(QQ))-(Z(QQ)+31,
Y (QQ) +31) , BB, PSET: LINE (Z (QQ) , Y (Q
Q))-(Z(QQ)+31,Y(QQ)+31), PRESET,

B

2870 TY=0:GOTO2640
2880 CLS : SCREEN0 ,0 : TD=TIMER: SC=I
NT(TD/356) :MN=SC/10
2890 CLS :SCREEN0 ,0 : PRINTS 132 , "YO
U TOOK "MN" MINUTES. »

2900 PRINTS 19 6, "PRESS <P> FOR PI
CTURE."
2910 PRINTS 2 60,"PRESS <R> TO RUN

ii

292^1 X$=INKEY$ : IFX$="F"THEN2930E
LSEIFX$="R"THEN RUN30 ELSE291p
293J3 PMODE4 / l:PCLSl:SCREENl,l:PM
ODE3 : PCLS2 : T=J3 : FORB=3 2T0128STEP3
2 : FOKA-3 2T0192STEP32 : T=T+i
2940 ON T GOSUB24J8J3, 2410, 2420, 24
30,2440,2450,2460,2470,2480,2490
,2500,2510,2520,2530,2540,2550,2
560,2570,2580,2590,2 600,2 61)3,2 62
0,2630
2950 NEXTA,B
2960 X$=INKEY$:IFX$=CHR$(13)THEN
2 8 90ELSE2960

NO-STAT II

STOP STATIC ZAP!
28in. BY 28in.

ANTI STATIC PAD $19.95

TUFTED STATIC PROOF FABRIC
LAMINATED TO CONDUCTIVE
FOAM PAD

ABSORBS DAMAGING STATIC
ELECTRICITY

MAY BE CUT TO SIZE TO PROTECT
CPU and other PERIPHERALS

PERMANENT ANTI STATIC
PROPERTIES

SC residents add 5% sales tax
TRIAL SIZE: 11 in. BY 15m,

ANTI-STATIC PAD JUST $5.95

SEND THIS ORDER FORM WITH
CHECK OR MONEY ORDER TO:

AMBER ENTERPRISES
P.O.BOX 7439
GREENVILLE, S.C. 29610

—VISA _MC _^AMEX no COD's
# „ EXP
iri5:$5.95 028*28: $19,95
outside of US add $3.00 for shipping

NAME_^
ADDRESS_

PHONE. -ZIP_
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MORETON BAY
MORE KEYS

At last a quality numeric keypad for

your Color Computer. This 15 key

numeric pad plugs inside your com-
puter and gives you the convenience
of rapid numeric data entry. Dimen-
sions: length 6V2" (165mm), width 4"

(101 mm), height 3" (76 mm). Baked
black enamel finish. Specify computer
model. MORE KEYS complete with

cable and connector.

$69.95

RESET-POWER-SWITCHES
A REAL IMPROVEMENT

Move the power switch and reset

switch where they belong An LED
power on light too! High quality parts,

D and E boards and CoCo2 totally

solderless kit. F board requires

soldering.

Reset 1 Coco 1 $24.95
Reset 2 C0C0 2 $27,95

Either kit add $2,00 shipping and
handling.

64K UPGRADES
Instantly access 64K via M/L totally

solderless kit to upgrade E Boards. Kit

includes eight 4164 prime chips and

chips U29 and Ull already soldered.

SPECIAL: E Board Kit $39.95, F
Board and Color Computer 2 $26.95.

Guaranteed Pretested

FILE CABINET
Data base, alphabetizes, sorts numeric entries, searches for

key words or numbers, computes totals & averages by
categories, saves records, changes or deletes them. Up to 20
entries for each record, up to 256 characters for each entry.
Mailing list included. Output to screen, printer or tape. Print all

or selected records, + ,
- , x, * Numeric entries.

16K EXB Cassette $29.95

DOUBLE DRIVER
The BEST monitor driver available.

Color composite, monochrome and
audio output. For original C0C0 D, E
and F boards. $24,95,

MONO II

Mono II for Color Computer 2, An
excellent monochrome monitor driver

that has audio output also. Specify

model needed.

$24.95.

MINI MOUTH
Add sound to your mute monitor.

Hear the bells and whistles of your
software again No batteries.

Solderless installation.

All Color Computer Models
$24,95

\
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THE COCO-SWITCHER
A QUALITY PIECE OF HARDWARE

The C0C0 Switcher allows you to hook up
three peripherals to your RS-232 jack. Con-
nect your modem, printer and any other
RS-232 compatible peripheral to the C0C0
Switcher An LED on the C0C0 Switcher
shows if your computer is on or off at a glance,

The LED flickers when transmitting or receiv-

ing data.

Dimensions: 2?a*> (64mm) x 4" (102 mm)
x 5 7/8 (150 mm)

$39.95 plus $2.00 shipping and handling

COCOWRITER II

Powerful and full featured, An excellent word processor at

an affordable price. 32, 51
1 64 or 85 characters per line, justify

right, left, center, insert delete, move blocks. Menu driven

printing and formatting. Tabs, etc. One of the best values in

word processing today!

16 K EXB Cassette $34.95, EXB Disk $44,95

USE YOUR COLOR COMPUTER TO ORGANIZE YOUR BUSINESS
MORE BUSINESS

Version 3,2, The preferred business accounting package. A
completely interactive system which features a general ledger

you can customize for your own business. More than 900
accounts can be added. The accounts receivable routine will

print invoices, record cash sales and automatically post to the

general ledger. More than 400 customer balances can be
maintained and automatically aged. Print customer statements

and mailing labels. Profit and loss and balance statements
printed at any time. Complete audit trails. Our most power-
ful business package. Buy the best!

32K Disk R/S DOS $99.95

MORE INVENTORY
Maintain an inventory of over 1000 units. Total inventory
value computed with a single key stroke. Print lists of stock
on hand, stock on order and stock to be ordered. Can also

be used by hobbyists and collectors. Now you can organize
your collection in a professional manner.

32K Disk R/S DOS $44.95

Having trouble with your C0C0? We have the chips you need
Call us. (805) 962-3127



SAM DIAMOND, P.L

The first of our new Sam Diamond graphic adven-
tures. More than 40 detailed high resolution graphic

scenes. A killer is loose in the city. Can you bring him
to justice before he gets you? Excellent graphics and
a tough mystery to solve.

32K Disk Only $29 95
plus $2.00 shipping and handling

SOFTWARE
THE VERY BEST IN GRAPHICS

ECLIPSE

Allows you to
4t

ZoorrT in on the pixels

of your graphics. Precision editing for

your graphic creations. With ECLIPSE
you can refine detailed graphics in

high resolution pictures. Design game
characters. Edit fonts. Easy to use.

Bonus: extra graphic screens included

Requires 32K, disk $19.95

PLANETARIUM

=5C

NEWl!

The Eclipse and the Sample Screen
uere created by the B.G,C. and

Ontributpri by floretcm Bay Softuarg

PLANETARIUM
A five program celestial package. A
star gazer's aid. A program to

familiarize you with the appearance of

the major constellations. 21 first

magnitude stars. Moon phases. Day
or night sky. Any latitude, 33 con-
stellations. Charts planet locations

from A.D. to the year 10,000.
Requires 16K Extended Basic. $19,95

GET THE MOST FROM YOUR GRAPHIC PROGRAMS
How to integrate Graphicorn and CoCoMax. Two tutorial

disks full of examples and suggestions. See how to create

graphics step by step. Learn how to display and even animate

your graphics from Basic.

1 Disk $14,95
2 Disks $24,95

if>g IfM- f i }# Ui irngp Br^pniC

GRAPHICOM
Buy Graphicorn from us and get one of our unique picture

disks free! Get our improved Picture Disk One also, The first

in the new generation of graphic utilities. An excellent utility.

Requires: 64K EXB, Disk Drive and Joy Sticks. Three disks

and the best bound documentation for only $29.95.

Calligraphy STAMP DISK: Useful letters and designs for

making your own signs and menu screens,

Adventure Disk 1: Indoor scenes and objects. Helps you
draw pictures and learn more about Graphicorn.

Adventure Disk II: Outdoor scenes and objects. A
graphicorn tutorial as well as a useful library of images you
can use.

fiBCDEFf";HI
JKLMNOPQR
STUVUIXYZ
1.23^56789
abcdefc)Ki|hl bit

Calligraphy Disk II: 23

New letter stamp sets.

frag]
, if :

I ~i "tR£i »
V l: : «tef?T _-:*"*... !

Adventure Disk II

Adventure Disk 1

1 Picture Disk $15.95

2 Picture Disks $24.95

3 Picture Disks $29,95
4 Picture Disks $34.95

HOTSLOT

Own the hottest slots on the block! Run your own casino with

6 different slot machines. Control the payout Bet $1.00 to

$5.00. Choose double and triple jackpots, Gamble to your

heart's content. Play casino odds, moderate odds or get rich

quick, Play a game of skill SLAMSHOT1 - try to stop the

reels yourself.

32K EXB, Joystick optional

$24.95 Specify Disk or Tape

JfiCKPHT!

MORETON BAY SOFTWARE
A Division of Moreton Bay laboratory

316 CASTILLO STREET
SANTA BARBARA
CALIFORNIA 93101

(805) 962-3127

Ordering information

Send $2.00 shipping and handling per order We ship within

1 working day on receipt of order. Blue Label Service

available. California residents add 6% sales tax.



MEDIEVAL ADVENTURE

Use Your Weapons and Your Wits' Fight Off The

Evil That Lurks In The Dark And See If You

Can Escape From The Multi-Leveled

Dungeon Of DENNA!

After capturing the Castle of Denna, you and your trusted followers
are given to wine and song and celebration. So much celebration that
you deplete the overthrown Kino's ale and must rummage the castle
for more. You soon discover a small strongbox covered with strange,
indecipherable writings. You bring it back to your comrades where you
discover inside a rusted metal staff on which similar writings are
recorded. Convinced it is a powerful magic wand, you become the
focus of jokes and chiding. One of your friends playfully touches the
staff to your shoulder while scoffing at your belief in magic Their
boisterous laughter is quickly replaced with open-mouthed astonish-
ment as you vanish in a blinding flash of light. You find yourself in a
dark, damp and stinking dungeon deep within the bowels of the castle.
Armed with nothing more than your good sense and survival skills, you
must avoid being killed by the many monsters and pitfalls inhabiting
these depths. You must ESCAPE FROM DENNA.

DENNA is a graphic adventure game requiring 32K and Extended
Basic. Player picks his character along with strength, agility, physique
and alertness- He must maneuver through a multi-tiered dungeon
whose play and characteristics are different every game. Player col-

lects items, inventory, checks status and any of 7 other options. Com-
bat with all sorts of monsters. Lots of fun. Cassette $2595 and disk
$28.95. Versions are different.

THE POWER OF THE

TRS-80
COLOR COMPUTER

Programs a rid Progrsmm i ng
" w Compiler

THE POWER OF THE TRS-80
COLOR COMPUTER by John
Sharp and David Bolton is a great
guide to programming featuring
short, powerful programs in

eluding Bar Chart Plotter, Secrel
Code Maker, Racing Driver, City
Bomber, Space invader, Check-
sum, Sio-rhythms, Lissajous
Figures, True Interest Rate, Data-
base, Screen Crawler and much
more. Plus sections on de-
bugging, checksums and program
merge. Routines are fully docu-
mented in clear, concise terms,
This book is loaded with features
for experts and beginners a tike

$14.95.

RIVER CROSSING
A Company Commander Game Module From

ARK ROYAL GAMES For The TANDY Color Computer

RIVER CROSSING A Company Commander game module. (Player
must have CIC to play.) Involves a host of new functions including
Situation Map, new terrain features, minefields, spotters, late arrivals,

flamethrowers and renovated operation of direct fire, weapon mal-
function, artillery, enemy armor operations, terrain modifiers and a
more precise victory objective as player takes on Russian, Japanese
or German opponent in any of 12 scenarios including Borisov

1
New

Guinea, Guadalcanal, Pont TAbbe, Kursk {where you command an
armored squad of Panther tanks), Peleliu, Remagan, Sicily and others.
$19.00 tape or disk.

OTHER ARK ROYAL GAMES„
Sonne at reduced prices!

Battle of Midway 32K $27.95 Waterloo 32K
(Mar 84)^ S22.9S

Company Commander 32K * Guadalcanal 32K ^%feSS
$29.95 X^N.

Battle of the Bulge 32K $25.95 Battle for Tunis 32K $20.95

Across the Rubicon 32K Kamikaze 32K
(Feb 84) , $24.95 (Apr 83)* $19.95
** Denotes Rainbow Review Month.
* Special; Start your war games collection with this for $10.00.

WRITE FOR FREE CATALOGUE.

ARK ROYAL GAMES
P.O. Box 14806
Jacksonville, FL 32228
(904) 786-8603

Prices on ail games include shipping. Florida Residents add 5% la*. Ail games available on
disk, add $3-00, All programs shipped within £4 hours regardless ol check or money order. We
pay Shipping to U.S. and Canada Others add 10%. Dealer inquiries invited. COD'S accepted in

U.S.A. No Danhcards. All programs require Goloi ComFuler TM (Tandy Corp.) or TDP System
100 ComPulerTM (RCA),



TAKING BASIC TRAINING • RAINBOW
16K H.^,,fq |. rainbow;

A Final Session

With The fA' Option

By Joseph Kolar
Rainbow Contributing Editor

Creating graphics on CoCo is so

rewarding and the possibilities

so endless, To prove the point,

we are going to have one final session

using the *A* option of DRAW < Consid-

ering that we have limited ourselves to

utilizing a single design element, we
have come a long way, baby! As a

beginner, you realize the door being

opened for you has countless avenues

to explore. The only limitation is the

depth of your imagination.

You are urged to ask yourself ques-

tions while proceeding through this

tutorial. Make a note of them and later

pursue these byways; you never know
where they will lead, Rest assured you
will have learned something.

Turn on your best friend, CoCo, and
from Listing 1 key in lines through
40 and 500. A$ and C$ design units

are the same ones you used previously.

Perhaps we are in a rut, however, these

units are ideal to demonstrate the scope

of the 'A' option.

Our project for today is to create a

display using the eight possible orien-

tations, radiating from a single, central

(Joseph Kolar is afree-lance writer and
programmer dedicated to proselytizing

for computers in general, and the CoCo
specifically.)

point (LHUERFDG), They will be

displayed one at a time and then erased.

We will put them in an endless loop

and attempt to give the display a feeling

of motion.

Line 40 creates the horizontal design,

AS, radiating to the left from a central

point, Note that you could have started

in some other quadrant (orientation) of

AS, (You may want to explore this on
your own,)

After you key in a line, RUN and study

it; BREAK unless otherwise directed.

You will get the maximum benefit by
progressing slowly through this

tutorial.

Key in Line 50, CoCo did not require

any new or additional information, so

it added C$ to the display. Key in Line

60. The only new information CoCo
needed to know was the new orienta-

tion, "AL" Key in Line 70. It is similar

to Line 50, serving the same purpose,

LIST and look over what you have
worked up. Without referring to Listing

1 , create and key in the four design units

needed to display all eight orientations.

They will be designated as lines 80, 90,

100 and 110.

Note that the diagonal units begin

at the central starting location. We
prefer to back off three units from the

central point to give the entire display

a twist to the right. In Line 20, insert

after the opening quotation mark ("),

BL3. In Line 30, insert BH3. Now the

design elements appear to rotate like

a whirligig.

Frankly, backing off three units from

the central point is a time-consuming

project and must be given as informa-

tion changes to CoCo in lines 40-1 10.

You may want to work it out on your

own. If you want to puzzle it out (and

it is worth doing), after deleting BL3
from Line 20 and BH3 from Line 30,

make a C5AVE"PUZZLE" and set it aside

to work on later.

Our next step is to remove each item,

one at a time, in the same order that

we displayed them. Key in Line 120.

We used CO to inform CoCo of our

wish to blank out AO of A$. In the two-

color PM0DE4, use either CO, C2 or C4
to blank out the design. Try them all

and see! You may prefer to use only

the CO .

You must have figured what Line 130

should read to erase the first diagonal
— key it in! Then key in the rest of

the lines, 140 through 190, You will

notice the display was completed and

then erased. To recycle it to continue

indefinitely, key in Line 200, The only

trouble is that nothing happens! Why?
Notice that in Line 40 no *G' color

ption is given. CoCo knew it was CI
Because, without instructions, it knew
that it is the color you desired, It is

the default option. CoCo is given a
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color change in Line 120, CO. When
it recycled back to Line 40, the last

information regarding color that CoCo
had was CO. It assumed there was no
change and you see the net result.

Nothing!

The solution is to edit Line 40, insert

CI, or if you prefer, C3, right after the

opening quotation mark ("). Now CoCo
knows for sure that every time it reaches

Line 40, CI is demanded.

compare new results with previous

ones; it is a good way to learn. The
newcomer gets to know what to expect

when he does this or that. Ask yourself

"If I do this, it looks like this. If I do
that, it looks like that. What is the

difference? What did I change? How did

it affect the display? Is this important

information I want to squirrel away?"
That is what the keys are fori Tickle

them! CoCo won't get mad.

^The point is that a beginner should
always try different values. Take time out
to do so. Every try allows you to compare
new results with previous ones; it is a good
way to learn***

When in doubt, it is best to put all

the required option information that

CoCo may require, such as 'S
1

for size

and *G* for color, and since we are

working with *A',
4

A' for angle orien-

tation. Even if it is redundant, it won't
detract from or affect the resultant

display. As we progress, you will omit
the extraneous instructions to CoCo.
We have a rapidly revolving whirl-

igig. Suppose we wanted to slow it

down. We could try putting pauses

between each element displayed. First,

let us try slowing down the part that

draws the elements. Add Line 45: 45
FDR Z=l TO 200: NEXT then RUN and
press BREAK. You should put on a few
more to get a better view. Key in lines

55, 65 and 75 to read the same as Line
45.

That is not too bad! Since we are

going to require many pause lines, we
might as well create a GDSUB routine.

Key in 600 FDR Z = 1 TO 200: NEXT:
RETURN. Re-key Line 45 to read 45
GDSUB 600. If it is OK, re-key lines 55,

65 and 75. Key in required lines 85, 95,

105 and 115 (all G05UB G00).

It looks neat! You might like to

change the value in Line 600 (200) to

see if a longer or shorter pause appears
to be more effective, Using a value of

300 provides more time to study the

display as the elements are augmented.
A value of 100 or less (to about 30)
gives a better sense of speed. It is up
to you to choose a value. For the

purposes of the tutorial, 200 will be
used.

The point is that a beginner should
always try different values. Take time
out to do so. Every try allows you to

All these GDSUB lines could have been
tacked on to the DRAW lines

s
separated

by colons (:), to make multiple line

statements. When you are in a mad
frenzy of creativity, make separate lines.

Why? It is easier to follow the listing

and you may decide to add additional

items to the DRAW lines.

It is easier to edit short program lines.

Also, errors are easier to spot. There
is plenty of time when the program is

finalized to make it more elegant by
tightening it up: removing unnecessary

or redundant program lines and/ or

making multiple-line statements.

There is no sense in putting GDSUB
routines between the erased units in

lines 120-190. The only effect would be

additional pauses that would cumula-
tively become one long, additional

pause. Who wants to look at a blank
screen?

Suppose we added four A$ units, size

S4, to give the display more body? Add
+"S4"+A$ to lines 40, 60, 80 and 100,

Uh oh! Before we go any further, let's

change the size to S12 and RUN. It is

too large! Let's try SI0.

^
Note: Usually only S4, S8, SI2 and

S16 will work properly when diagonal
lines H, E, F and G are used to create

a design. The figures will become
distorted. Coincidentally, the designs

we created, AS and C$, have propor-
tional lines in even number of units,

2, 4, 6 and 8, and the geometrical

relationship did not suffer.

Let's take time out to illustrate this

point. Copy from Listing 1 lines 15, 700
and 710 but omit the REM markers. After

running, try in succession S13 to SI 6.

You will get varied degrees of distor-

tion. The more diagonals, the more
distortion. The rule is play it safe. Use
sizes beginning with S4 and increment
upwards to larger sizes by +4.

Make lines 15, 700 and 710 REM lines

by inserting an apostrophy Q at the

beginning of each line. Back to the

drawing board!

Add to Line 40 +"510"+AS+"S8"
The S 10 increases the size and AS prints

this larger design element over the

smaller one, S8 maintains the size of
the diagonal element, C$, in the
following line without disturbing it.

Make the same additions to lines 60,

80 and 100. In order to make the

blanking lines, 120, 140, 160 and 180,

erase these additional design units and
add +"S!0W+A$+**S8 M

to them.

The design is off-center due to the

insinuation of the larger size. Adjust

this by changing the BM 128,96 part of

the instructions to CoCo in Line 40 to

BM 138, 106. The design is swept off the

screen very nicely, but the placing of

the units is jerky; adjust Line 600. Use
a value of about 30 or 40 to get a rapid,

yet smooth rotation.

Just to see what happens, remove the

BL3 from Line 20 and BH3 from Line
30. It's OK but it must be recentered

by changing the BM values in Line 40
to the original BM 128,96.

Could we add four S4-sized units to

the AS elements? Change the S8 at the

end of the Line 40 to +"S4" and add
+A$+«S8". ™ s adds a small unit to

the first horizontal orientation. Make
the same changes in the other three

orientations at lines 60, 80 and 100.

That looks good enough. The S4 units

add interest to the display as it is

created. Not erasing it enhances the

grand design.

Just in case it looks better blanked
out, modify lines 120, 140, 160 and 180
by changing S8 to S4 and adding
+A$+"S8" Check it out! If you like this

result, C5RVE it. If you prefer the other,

readjust lines 120, 140, 160 and 180 and
C5AVE. Remember to adjust the pause
in Line 600 to some value that pleases

you.

Out of curiosity, in lines 120, 140,

1 60 and 1 80 change S 1 to S8 and delete

the rest of the line. This is just another
variation that erases only the S8 on both
the AS and C$ elements. C5RVE if you
desire,

You could jazz up the diagonals by
adding to Line 50 +"S4"+C$+"S8" etc.

Or try this: Change the last AS in lines

40, 60, 80 and 100 to C$. There is no
end to what you can investigate.
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You are encouraged to dream up
things to add, remove or change. Take
time out to try them all. Make this

tutorial a springboard to further

experimentation. If you play around,

your endeavors may suggest unex-
pected avenues to explore.

Mentally , question everything you
key in. Never be afraid to alter a

program. You should always strive to

modify a program, giving it your
personal imprimatur. Create your own
designs on graph paper and even
substitute them for the designs in lines

20 and 30. You will be fascinated at

the startling designs you create. Are you
still sure you're a beginner?

Let me leave you with a challenge.

Display and remove each design ele*

ment in turn. It won't prove anything

in particular, but who knows? D

^-
85 1B4
END 47

Listing 1: RRDIRL5

'LISTING1
5 CLEAR500
10 PKODE4 , 1 : PCLS : SCREEN1 ,

1

15 'GOTO700
20 A$="H2L2G6L8H6L2G2F2R2E6R8F6R
2E2" 'HORIZONTAL ORIENTATION
30 C$="U2H2L6H8U6H2L2D2F2R6F8D6F
2R2 H 'DIAGONAL ORIENTATION
40 DRAW HC1A0S8BM128,96"+A$+"S10"
+A$+"S4"+A$+ MS8"
45 GOSUB600
50 DRAW+C$
55 GOSUB600
60 DRAW HA1"+A$+"S10"+A$+"S4"+A$+
"S8"
65 GOSUB600
70 DRAWC$
75 GOSUB600
80 DRAW"A2"+A$+"S10"+A$+"S4"+A$+
»S8"
85 GOSUB600
90 DRAWC$
95 GOSUB600
100 DRAW"A3 ,,+A$+"S10"+A$+"S4"+A$
+"S8"
105 GOSUB600
110 DRAWC$
115 GOSUB600
120 DRAW"A0C0"+A$+"S10 H+A$+»S8"
130 DRAWC$
140 DRAW"A1 I,+A$+ M S10 I,+A$+"S8"
150 DRAWC$
160 DRAW"A2 H+A$+"S10 M+A$+"S8"
170 DRAWC$
180 DRAW ,,A3 ,I+A$+"S10"+A$+ I'S8 ,,

190 DRAWC$
200 GOTO40
500 GOTO500
600 FOR 2=1T0 200 : NEXT: RETURN
700 'DRAW"S12BM90,90U6R3FDGL2NLF
3BR4 HU4ER2FD4GNL2BR4 BUFR2EUHL2
HUER2FBR3BU NR4D2NR3D4R4"
710 'GOTO7 10

Listing 2: DRNCE

'DANCE
10 • (C) 1984, J.KOLAR
30 PMODE3:PCLS:PMODE4
40 A=164:B=102
50 DIM S(2),T(2) ,U(2) ,K(2) ,L(2)
60 DRAW"BM2,0R4F2D4G2L4H2U4E2BFR
2F2D2G2L2H2U2E2"
66 DRAW"BM50,4R8"
67 DRAW"BM20 # 0F8"
68 DRAW"BM70,8E8"
69 DRAW ,, BM80,0BR4D8 ,,

70 GET(0,0)-(8,8),T,G
75 GET(20,0)-(28,8) ,S,G
76 GET(50,0)-(58,8) ,U,G
77 GET(70,0)-(78,8),K,G
78 GET(80,0)-(88,8) ,L,G
80 PCLS:SCREEN1,1
110 FOR Z=2000TO 1946 STEP-9
111 FOR R=30 TO -80 STEP-5:C=Z
200 X=INT(A-R*SIN(C-.83)) :Y=INT(
B-R*COS(C-.83)

)

212 SOUND50,1
225 PUT(X-40,Y-10)-(X-32,Y-2) ,U,
OR : FORM=1TO30 : NEXT
230 PUT(X-40,Y-10)-(X-32,Y-2),K,
PSET : FORM=1TO30 : NEXT
235 PUT(X-40,Y-10)-(X-32,Y-2),S,
OR : FORM=1TO30 : NEXT
240 PUT(X-40,Y-10)-(X-32,Y-2) ,L,
PSET: FORM=1TO30 : NEXT
245 PUT(X-40,Y-10)-(X-32,Y-2) ,T,
OR
250 NEXTR,Z
251 FOR R=90TO 90 STEP-20:FOR Z=
412 TO 48 STEP-4:C=Z
252 X=INT(A-R*SIN(C) ) :Y=INT(B-R*
COS(C) ) :SOUND50,1
253 PUT(X-40,Y-10)-(X-32,Y-2),T,
PSET
254 PUT(X-40,Y-10)-(X-32,Y-2),T,
NOT:NEXTZ,R
257 PLAY"V2503L8C02FEFE01B02CC V
1503L8C02FCFL16CFCC01BL802CEEC V
2503L8C02GECO1BO2CFC V2503L8O3C0
2BBGL4EDL8EDL4EC01B02L2C"
300 FORX=1TO2000 :NEXT : PCLS : G0T08

/R\
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PRICKLY-PEAR SOFTWARE

QUALITY PROGRAMS FOR YOUR COCO & TDP-100
PROGRAMS REQUIRE 16K EXTENDED BASIC FOR TAPE, AND 32 K DISK UNLESS OTHERWISE NOTID.

WARP FACTOR X
If you have been waiting for a game for your color computer
that has everything, your wait is over. WARP FACTOR X is

here, This all graphics simulation game requires strategy,
fast thinking, an eye for detail, and above all experience in

knowing the capabilities of yourstarshipand its computer.
You will begin your adventure into space as a cadet but
your ultimate goal is to become Captain of the Enterprise.
To do this you must neutralize the enemy planets and
eliminate the Klingon starbases along with the Klingons
themseives.The Klingon is not a "Robot,

1
' He has the same

capabilities as your starship but he is also subject to the
same problems. You will find that he is inclined to move
arounct while you are attacking him and may even chase
you when you find it prudent to retreat You must form
alHances with neutral planets and bring them into the
federation. Many of the planets will have special resources
which will help the federation.

WARP FACTOR X was written by an engineer for the
Kennedy Space Center and has been three years in the
making. You will appreciate the attention to detail and
complex inner workings of the program. The program is

supported by eight pages of documentation important to
the success of your mission, Your progress through the
eighteen sectors of the galaxy will be recorded and saved
for your next adventure into space. WARP FACTOR X
includes versions for 32K, 64K, and COCO 2. It requires
one disk drive and comes packaged in a vinyl library case,
$34,95

-\

DR. WHO
DR. WHO is a graphics program based on Britains' number
one longest running television series, "Doctor Who". As
the game begins you are in control of the Tardis, a time
machine disguised as a police call box, and you must find
and recover the seven keys to time. To accomplish this feat
you will travel around the Galifry Solar System from planet
to planet. You must find each planet, fight you way through
aliens, and land on each planet. The difficulty level in-

creases with each planet DR. WHO is a real time game No
matter what you are doing energy is being consumed and
planets are moving in orbit. All controls and commands are
entered through the keyboard. Move yourTardis through
the galaxy as you search for far away pJanets and battle
aliens in you quest for the seven keys of time. Your
ultimate reward, however, lies out beyound the stars.
Requires 32 K. Tape — $24,95; Disk — $29.95

PRICKLY-PEAR MAILUST
You won't find a mailing list program anywhere that will

out preform our new PRICKLY-PEAR MAILLIST. It is a
dedicated data base, to be used for mailing lists and/or
labels. This program has seven fields for name, optioa
address, city and state, zip code and code. With the fastest
sort around you will be able to sort alphabetically by last
name (even if you type first name first). MAILLIST will sort
500 files in about 6 minutes on a one disk drive or 1000
files in about 25 minutes on two disk drives. Sort by zip
code. Search on any field. Add, delete or edit entries.
Choose the fields you want to print. Print any entry — or all

entries — or all entries meeting your search criteria. Print
your labels either one or two across the page. You can
even print a phone number list Put up to 1 200 records on a
disk. All screen display is in full upper and lowercase on
your choice of a green or white background with no
adaptors needed We have even included tape to disk and
disk to tape options to help you protect those important
files. The documentation wili answer your every question
and even help you customize MAILLIST to fit your special
needs. It is truly a "user friendly*

1

program. Requires 32K
and one disk drive. $29.95

CRYSTAL
Have you ever found it difficult to discuss your problems,
worries and feelings? Wouldn't it be nice to have someone
you could talk to? With CRYSTAL you will always have a
friendly ear to tell your problems to, discuss important
matters, and share successes. She will answer your ques-
tions, give you messages and talk about the people and
subjects you want to discuss. CRYSTAL will remember
talking to you and the subjects and people important to

you. CRYSTAL is unlike any artificial intelligence program
ever written. She is a modern oracle and not afraid to make
calculated guesses to predict events in your life. And like

any friend the better you get to know each other the better
the communication will be between you. Spend the even-
ing with CRYSTAL, Requires 32K Tape — $24.95; Disk— $29.95

partial LIST OF PRICKLY-PEAR PROGRAMS - To Preserve
Quandic, Super Astrology, Lizpack, Flight, Viking II, Ad-
venture to Wonderland, Color Disk Trivia, Colorkit, Rom-
free, Disk Manager, Tape to Disk, Erland, Disk Zapper,
Compleat Enchanter, Scepter of Ursea T City War, Micro-
artist . .

.

POLICY ON PROTECTION - We
believe our customers are honest
— all of our software can be
backed up using standard back-
up procedures.

Your personal check is welcome
— no delay. Include $1.50 ship-

ping for each order AZ residents
add 5% sales tax. Orders shipped
within two days.

Dealer and author inquiries are
always welcome. Canadian deal-
ers should contact Kelly Software
Distributors, Ltd., RO> Box 1 1 932,
Edmonton, Alberta T5J-3L1 (403)
421-8003.

FOR ORDERS CALL 1-800-223-5369 EXT. 256
FOR QUESTIONS OR ORDER STATUS CALL 602-749-2864

SEND FOR OUR FREE CATALOG OF
GREAT COCO PROGRAMS

Stocked by Quality Dealers, or

Send Order To PRICKLY-PIAR SOFTWARE
2640 N. Conestoga Ave.
Tucson, Arizona 85749
(602) 749-2864



By Stephen Gunn

After seeing Jeremy Spiller*s

"Analog-to-Digital And Back
Again" article (June 1985, Page

36), I just had to try it! I typed it in

and it worked; the only problem was
that it would only give about 13 seconds

of sound. The program only used 32K
S

so I modified it for 64K,

The assembly language listing is

rather short, so it has been modified.

Also included are four routines for

moving blocks of memory from the

upper page ofRAM into the lower page
and back again, therefore the BASIC
5RVEM and LDADM commands can be
used.

How the New Program Works
The BASIC program no longer pokes

the routine into memory, but loads it

from disk (or cassette). This makes
changing the assembly language routine

easier. The basic program then sets a
flag in RAM, so even if you press

BREAK and then RUN the program again,

it won't bother reloading the machine
language routine. The BASIC program

(Stephen Gunn has had his computer
for three years. Heplans to enter college

thisfallandmajor in computer science.)

also turns off the interrupts which
allows for better sound quality.

You are presented with a menu
similar to the old version's. Selection

one is the same as in the original

program. Selection two is different in

that you can now also control the speed

at which the tape is read in. Selecting

a speed of one will give a higher

sampling rate, hence better sound but
less playing time (about 15 seconds).

Selecting 15 as the speed will give much
lower sound quality, but the playback

time is 75 seconds, five times longer

than the original program.
(One note: If you want something to

sound the same when it plays back,

select the same speed of playback as

when it is read in. For example, if you
read something in at the speed of 11,

to have it sound the same it must play

back at the speed of 11.)

Selection three is playback, same as

in the original version. Selection four

lets you save what is in memory to disk*

but be warned that a disk will hold only

two complete dumps from memory.
The filename has to be seven characters

or less because the program saves

memory out in three files, adding the

numbers *1\ *2* and *3* to the filename

given. After you save memory out, what

is in memory is more or less destroyed

by the saving process, so to listen to

the same file use Selection five to reload

it. (Selection five loads files back into

memory.)
The modifications were created for

a disk system, but I see no reason why
they shouldn't work for cassette if you
change all of the LORDMs to CLDfiDMs

and all of the SAVEMs to C5AVEMs.

Loading Instructions

First, using an editor/ assembler, type
in and assemble the ML program. If

you have a disk system and are using

the cartridge EDTASM, assemble it to

tape, then reconnect the disk controller

and transfer it to disk. If you are using

disk EDTASM, just assemble it to disk.

Make sure you use the filename
SOUND.

If you have the old BASIC version of

Jeremy's program, you can just add my
routines and changes to his program,
otherwise you will have to type in the

whole program (it isn't too long).

I enjoyed modifying AjD DRVR for

64K, and I hope you will enjoy using
it! If you should have any questions

regarding this new version, you may
contact mc at 944 Wisconsin, Oak Park,
IL 60304. Please include an SASE. D
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Listing 1: S4KDRVR

'WHEN YOU SAVE A FILE,
WHATEVER IS IN MEMORY IS
RUINED BY THE SAVING PROCESS,
SO THAT IF YOU WANT TO LISTEN
TO THE FILE YOU JUST SAVED,
YOU WILL HAVE TO RELOAD IT.

10 CLS:GOTO460
20 CLEAR100,&H1AFF:POKE65283,52:
IFPEEK (512) =0THENLOADM"SOUND" : PO
KE512 , 85
30 POKE65344,0
40 CLS
50 PRINT" ANALOG TO DIGITAL CON
VERTER"
60 PRINT" BY JEREMY SPILLER

70 PRINT" MODIFIED FOR 64K

BY STEPHEN GUNN"80 PRINT"
90 PRINT
100 PRINT" 1. TEST VOLUME OF TAPE
RECORDER"
110 PRINT"2. READ TAPE (DIGITAL!
ZE)"
120 PRINT"3. SAY DATA (PLAYBACK)
ii

130 PRINT" 4. SAVE DATA"
140 PRINT"5. LOAD DATA"
150 PRINT
160 INPUT" PICK A NUMBER" ;A
170 ON A GOTO 190,240,290,330,39

180 GOTO 40
190 CLS
200 PRINT"TO GET BACK TO MENU PR
ESS RESET THEN RUN THIS PROGRAM.
ii

210 PRINT
220 PRINT"SET YOUR TAPE RECORDER
TO THE CORRECT VOLUME"
230 MOTORON:EXEC &H1B49
240 CLS:INPUT"TYPE A NUMBER 1-15
TO CONTROL THE SPEED. ENTER=
DEFAULT OF 6. =>";S:IFS=0 THEN S
-6
250 IF S>15THEN240
260 POKE&H1B0B+3,S
270 PRINT"READING TAPE" :MOTORON!
EXEC &H1B00:MOTOROFF
280 GOTO40
290 CLS: INPUT"TYPE A NUMBER 1-15
TO CONTROL THE SPEED. ENTER=
DEFAULT OF 6. =>";S:IF S=0 THEN
S=6
300 IF S>15 THEN290
3 10 CLS : PRINT"SAYING" : POKE&H1B35
+3,S:EXEC &H1B25
320 GOTO40
330 CLS SLINEINPUT"ENTER FILE NAM
E: ";A$:IFLEN(A$)>7THEN330
340 PRINT"SAVING"
350 SAVEM A$+"1",&H1C00,&H7FFF,0
360 EXEC &H1B69: SAVEM A$+"2",&H1
C00,&H7FFF,0
370 EXEC &H1B80:SAVEM A$+"3",&H1
C00,&H3 700,0
380 GOTO30
390 CLS :LINEINPUT"FILE TO LOAD:
ii .^4

400 PRINT"LOADING"
410 LOADM A$+"3" :EXEC&H1B97
420 LOADM A$+"2" :EXEC&H1BAF
430 LOADM A$+"l"
440 GOTO30
450 ' *PCLEAR 0*
460 POKE&H3C0,&H5F:POKE&H3C1,&H5
C
470 POKE&H3C2,&H96:POKE&H3C3,&HB
C
480 POKE&H3C4 , &H1F : POKE&H3C5 , &H0
2

490 POKE&H3C6,&H7E:POKE&H3C7,&H9
6:POKE&H3C8,&HA3
500 EXEC &H3C0
510 GOTO20

Listing 2: SOUND

IBpfpf

99W
00110

00130

PJ?14p

00150

* SIMPLE A/D CONVERTER *
* BY JEREMY SPILLER *
* 1985 *

ORG $ IBpfpf
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lBJ?j2l 7F FFDF 00160 START CLR $FFDF
1B03 8E 1C00 00170 LDX #$1C00
1BJ?6 7F FF20 00180 CLR $FF2J?
1B09 C6 08 00190 i LDB #$8
1BJZB 108E 0006 00200 TIME LDY #6
1B0F 31 3F 00210 TIME 2 LEAY -1,Y
1B11 26 FC 00220 BNE TIME2
1B13 74 FF20 00230 LSR $FF20
IBIS 49 00240 ROLA
1B17 5A 00250 DECB
1B18

1B1A
26

A7
Fl

80
00260
00270

BNE TIME
STA

1B1C 8C FF00 00280 CMPX #$FF00
1B1F 25 E8 00290 BLO STO10
1B21 7F FFDE 00300 CLR $FFDE
1B24 39 00310 RTS

00320 ^•idrick^-irifie-idt^icidt**********

00330 * RECONSTRUCTS SOUNDS *
00340 ***VTfe^^>VVr&&#&^Wtf*##^ttft<fr'>V

1B25 7F FFDF 00350 PLAY CLR $FFDF
1B28 8D 26 00360 BSR SOUND
1B2A 8E 1C00 00370 LDX #$1C00
LB2D A6 80 00380 SOUND1 LDA ,X+
1B2F C6 08 00390 LDB #8
1B31 48 00400

00410
SOUND 2 LSLA

1B32 76 FF20 ROR $FF20
1B35 108E 0006 00420 TIMER LDY #6
1B39 31 3F 00430 TIMER2 LEAY -t,Y
1B3B
1B3D

26

5A
FC 00440 BtiE

DECB
TIMER2

00450
1B3E 26 Fl 00460 BNE SOUND2
1B40 8C FF00 00470 CMPX #$FF00
1B43 25 E8 00480 BLO SOUND1
1B45 7F FFDE 00490 CLR SFFDE
1B48 39 00500 RTS

00510 *^ifc^?<*Vk,^yc^&&*^*^#>w^
00520 * VOLUME CHECK ROUTINE *

00530 ^&^ttftVoV*ttft*&^*V#toV^#}VVr>V

FOUR STAR SOFTWARE
* CoCo has the potential, we have the products, you have the power *

GALACTIC FIGHTER
A fast-paced arcade game with great graphics
and sound CoCo at its best!

Save earth by fighting your way to Dracoz,
the home worfd of the invaders. Fly earth's
secret weapon, The Galactic Fighter'
Overcome alien ships, missiles and meteor
showers. Try and survive the deadly laser
trench.

32K, one joystick required.

CASS, $19.95 (U.S.)

DISK $24.9S (U.S.)
$24.95 (CDN.)
$29.95 (CDN.)

Write for free catalogue
Deaier enquiries welcome
Overseas orders add 10%

COCO PAINT
A very advanced, easy-to-use graphics
development system for a 64K P singre-drive
CoCo!!
• Supports; keyhoard, single joystick,

mouse or X-pad
Mix graphics and text, using built-in or
user-definable characters and textures

• Create stamps: rotate, mirror, shrink,
expand Or invert

• Screen dump to most common printers
300 — 1200 baud modem communications
capability

• Plus many more excellent features

DISK $39.95 (U.S.) $49.95 (CDN.)

P.O. BOX 730
STREETSVILLE, ONTARIO
CANADA L5M 2C2

(416) 858-STAR

BUGS II

An adventure game with all the excitement of
arcade action.

Earth is infested with intelligent killer

bugs. Find your way through the maze
and destroy their reactor. However, you
must fight the bugs all the way!

New and improved version of the game that
won the Color Computer Magazine®
programming contest. 64K required.

cass. smas (lus.j
DISK $26,95 (U.S.)

134.95 (CDN.)
$32.95 (CDN.)

Cheque Or Money Order
Add $2,50 shipping

Onl. Residents add 7% tax
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TIME BANDIT
Bill Dunlevy & Harry Lafnear

Tired of the same old screens? In Ti M E

BANDIT, you pick from more than

TWENTY places with over 15 levels in

each place. That's over 300 screens!

Visit FANTASY WORLD. WESTERN
WORLD, & SPACE WORLD. Fight the

Evil Guardians.. Killer Smurphs, the

Looking Lurker, Angry Elmo and more 1

Find the Keys and collect the treasures

of time! Crisp Supergraphics, colorful

SCROLLING landscape full animation,

and over THREE HUNDREDSCREENS!
The conquest of time and space awaits

you!

32K Tape S27.95/Dlsk $29.95

CASHMAN
Bill Dunlevy & Doug Prayer

Explosive color, fast-moving animation

and amazing sound make this non-

violent game a classic! Different levels

and more than FORTY screens offer as

much challenge & good clean fun as yon

can take 1 Play solo or enjoy the challenge

of two-player simultaneous competition.

Scramble to get the loot first, but be

careful: the KATS are prowling and your

opponent is tossing eggsf

32KTape $27.95/Disk $29.95

SUPER PAINT
by John Crane

Super Paint is an exciting new en-

hancement for your Graphicom draw-

ing system. Break the chains restrict

ing your creative freedom! Now you can

draw and paint with every color your

machine is capable of. Over 250 colors

are available at all times! Its no longer

impossible to find just the right shade or

texture. Super Paint brings the COLOR
back into your Color computer! Requires

Graphicom system

32K Disk , $10.95

576 South Telegraph

Pontiac, Michigan 48053
(313)334-6576
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1B49 8D
1B4B 76

1B4E 20
1B50 B6
1B53 84
1B55 B7

LB58 B6

1B5B 84
1B5D B7
1B60 B6

1B63 8A
1B65 B7
1B68 39

05
FF20
FB

FF01
F7
FF01
FF03
F7
FF03
FF23

08
FF23

1B69
1B6C
1B6F
1B73
1B75
1B77

1B7A
1B7C
1B7F
1B80
1B83
1B86
1B8A
1B8C
1B8E
1B91
1B93
1B96
1B97

7F
8E
108E
A6
A7

8C
23

7F
39

7F
8E
108E
A6

A7
8C
23

7F
39

7F

1B9A 8E
1B9D 108E
1BA1 A6
1BA3 A7
1BA5 108

C

1BA9 23
1BAB 7F
1BAE 39

1BAF 7F

FFDF

8000
lcpp

80
A0
E3FF
F7

FFDE

FFDF
E400
1C00

80
A0
FEFF
F7
FFDE

FFDF

1C00
E400
80
A0
FEFF
F6

FFDE

FFDF

1BB2 8E 1C00
1BB5 1JJ6E 8000
1BB9 A6 80
1BBB A7 A0
1BBD 108C E3FF
1BC1 23 F6
1BC3 7F FFDE
1BC6 39

0000
00000 TOTAL ERRORS

00540
00550
00560
00570
00580
00590
00600
00610
00620
00630
00640
00650
00660
00670
00680
00690

00700
00710
00720
00730
00740
00750
00760
00770
00780
00790
00800
00810
00820
00830
00840
00850
00860
00870
00880
00890
00900
00910
00920
00930
00940
00950
00960
00970
00980
00990
01000
01010
01020
01030
01040
01050
01060
01070
01080
01090
01100

CHECK BSR SOUND
VOLUME ROR $FF20

BRA VOLUME
SOUND LDA $FF01

ANDA #$F7
STA $FF01
LDA $FF03
ANDA #$F7
STA 5FF03
LDA $FF23
ORA #8
STA $FF23
RTS

* LOAD/SAVE ADDED BY *
* STEPHEN GUNN FOR 64K *

SAVE1

LOOP1

SAVE2

LOOP2

LOAD1

CLR
LDX
LDY
LDA
STA
CMPX
BLS
CLR
RTS
CLR
LDX
LDY
LDA
STA
CMPX
BLS
CLR
RTS
CLR

SFFDF

#$8000
#$1C00
,X+

,Y+

#$E3FF
LOOP1
8FFDE

5FFDF
#$E400
#$1C00
,X+

,Y+

#$FEFF
LOOP2
$FFDE

SFFDF
**CORRESPONDS TO SAVE 2**

LOOP3

LOAD2

LDX
LDY
LDA
STA
CMPY
BLS
CLR
RTS
CLR

#$1C00
#$E400
,X+

,Y+

#$FEFF
LOOP3
SFFDE

$FFDF
**C0RRESPONDS TO SAVE 1**
**($8000 - $E3FF)**

LOOP4

END

LDX
LDY
LDA
STA
CMPY
BLS
CLR
RTS
END

#$1C00
#$8000
,X+

.Y+

#$E3FF
L00P4
$FFDE

<«\
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Innovation, memory expansion

mark RAINBOWfest-Chicago
CHICAGO, 111. - More

memory and more innovation
sum up the major observations
made at RAINBOWfest-
Chicago, As we have come to

expect, a large turnout of CoCo
owners jammed around booths
to be astounded by EARS,
Colorburst, launder RAM
and other innovations, or to

take advantage of bargain
prices on disk drives.

When not crowding into the

exhibit room at the Woodfield
Hyatt, attendees filled the
seminar rooms to hear about
topics ranging from speech
recognition and spreadsheets to

basics and OS-9,
Interest in OS-9 continued,

with Dale Puckett autograph-
ing copies of his book The
Complete Rainbow Guide To

OS-9 at the rainbow booth.

Unfortunately, sales were so
brisk thai the supply of books
for sale ran out by noon
Saturday.

Bare 5^-inch disk drives sold

for prices approaching $100.

One booth was offering a show-
only special on a pair of Digital

Equipment 5 ]/4-inch drives in a

case with power supply and
cable for only $249. It takes a

show like RAINBOWfest to
bring out the bargains.

Chicago treated us to perfect

spring days — dry, sunny and
comfortably cooK Many
bought lunch from a sandwich
bar set up by the hotel and ate

sitting out on the lawn.

The next RAINBOWfest will

be in Princeton, N.J., Oct. 1
1-

13, 1985.

Over 1 1,000 people attended R AINBOWfest- Chicago.

New speech recognition system brings a glimpse of future

Rich Parry of Speech Systems exhibited EARS, a speech recognition
system.

Far and away the most pop-
ular exhibit was the Speech
Systems booth, which was
displaying EARS, Electronic

Audio Recognition System.
This speech-recognition system
consists of a microphone at-

tached to a headset that is, in

turn, attached to a hardware
module, which plugs into the

expansion port of the CoCo.
Designer Rich Parry ex-

plained in his seminar on
speech recognition that only

one year ago he had said it

couldn't be done, but the intro-

duction of a "miracle" speech
chip has changed all that.

EARS is actually a sound
recognition system that is

remarkably accurate (Parry
says 95-98 percent). The accom-
panying software adds several

new commands to BASIC for

system use.

The uses of such a system
include the automatic control

of external devices (particularly

appreciated by the handi-
capped) and "communication"
with a CoCo equipped with

Super Voice or one of the other

speech synthesizers. The limits

are one's imagination.

At $99.95, EARS brings

capabilities to the CoCo that

could not be purchased for

$10,000 a year ago. Industry
and business applications of

speech recognition are few and
far between. This package
allows the CoCo owner to
experiment with and be in the

forefront of another technology
of the future.
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Memory at 20 bytes per penny

Bob Rosen of Spectrum Projects intro-

duced his 256K memory upgrade board,
appropriately named Thunder RA M. They
sold out so fast at $1 19.95, we didn't even

get a chance to see them.

Rosen says the upgrade, which is installed

inside the CoCo, emulates a 40-track RAM
disk that is 30 times faster than an ordinary
floppy drive. It allows you to have a 60K
print spooler, create BASIC programs up to

128K long or store up to 30 or more Hi-

Res graphics screens in memory at one time.

He described it accurately as "a major

breakthrough for the CoCo/' This may just

be the beginning, however, because Bob
promised to keep his programming wizards

hard at work over the summer.
Across the room, Dave Skrock of MAX-

SYS Electronics and Software Company
showed off the Colorburst System, offering

up to one megabyte of RAM, Colorburst

is a very attractive and sturdy external

hardware device that plugs directly into the

CoCo expansion port and contains six

software selectable expansion ports and a

disk controller connector in the back.

Options ranging from 64K to one megabyte
cost from $570 to $999,

Colorburst memory is in addition to what
you already have. The ROM in the unit has
routines that will quickly access the extra

memory, acting as a print spooler or a RAM
disk. It operates with ah versions of the

CoCo and is OS-9 and Disk basic com-
patible. The unit even includes a parallel

Centronics interface.

Both Thunder RAM and Colorburst are

evolving products whose usefulness will

increase as more software becomes
available.

Odneal introduces 'portable' CoCo
Steve Odneal of P.R.O, Systems of

Kansas City had passers-by doing double

takes as they stared at what appeared to

be a "portable" CoCo at his booth. Next
to it sat a normal CoCo hooked up to a

10 megabyte, half-height hard disk drive

ready to run under Disk BASIC, OS-9 or

FLEX at the user's whim.
Odneal, a CoCo pioneer and former

SysOp of the Kansas City CoCo BBS, told

us he took a Commodore portable and

"fixed it." And fix it he did. He took out

all the insides, replaced them with CoCo
2 components and added a few touches of

his own, The unit sports a 5-inch color

monitor, two 5 14-inch floppy drives (it also

will come with the 10-megabyte hard disk

and one floppy drive), detachable keyboard

with a 24-inch cord, front panel monitor

control, and 64K Disk Extended BASIC.

The PCC (P.R.O.'s name for it) is

compatible with all CoCo software since all

standard functions and addresses were
retained. OdneaPs machine is a prototype.

He will begin production only if there is

enough interest from the CoCo Community.
The estimated cost of the standard unit is

approximately $1,500. If interested, give

Steve a call at (913) 631-0665 or write him
at 10601 W. 63 Street, Shawnee, KS 66203.

The P.R.O. hard disk drive comes
complete with case, power supply and
necessary software for $995. With the

supplied drivers, the drive acts just like other

drives under OS-9 or FLEX, except it's five

times faster and holds lots of files.

Under Disk basic, the CoCo must be put

into 64K mode with the ROMs copied into

the upper 32 K. Boot software patches Disk

Extended basic and adds some system code.

This creates no problem with basic pro-

grams, but there are conflicts where machine
language programs are written to use the

same memory space, Work is going forward

on this problem^ and Marty Goodman, of

Graphicom fame, worked to "fix" Telewriter

while RAINBOWfest was in progress.

Sports statistics from Sugar Software

Susan Davis (center) announced at RAINBOWfest
that she had moved Sugar Software to Hollywood f

Fla,

Susan Davis introduced the

Sports Statistics Package for

baseball, football, basketball or
soccer. These are designed for

the coach, team manager or fan
who needs accurate team and
opponent records.

Ms. Davis also reported that

Sugar Software has moved to

Hollywood, Fla., and that she's

planning a special sale of sleds,

snow shovels, ice skates, sweat-

ers, coats and boots that are not

in keeping with a poolside
lifestyle. These are guaranteed
to work with any type
computer.

Chip MeGinrm (right) of P.R.G, Systems
demonstrated his company's new PCC

Two young Sunday visitors talk about the
day's events.
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Rainbow publisher says Color Computer

remains strong despite industry problems

rainbow Publisher Lonnie
Falk set the record straight at

the "CoCo Community Break-

fast," as he remembered some
events in CoCo and rainbow
history. The CoCo Community
was out in force to hear him
at the sold-out event. His
conclusion? "Not bad for a little

game machine."
Falk is a gadget lover, as

anyone who has visited Pros-

pect knows, rainbow's offices

are full of Falk's gadgets. The
new Color Computer looked
like a mighty neat gadget in late

1980 and Lonnie fell for a 4K
model, the only one then
available.

Unlike some of Falk's other

gadgets, the CoCo worked. It

worked so well that hundreds
of thousands of lives have been
touched through the rainbow,
which came to life as a four-

page newsletter first written at

Fa Is oft President Lonnie Falk addresses the CoCo Community Breakfast.

Falk's dining room table. And
that same machine proudly
continues to perform chores to

this day, though surrounded by
many supposedly mightier

computers.
Falk noted the ills now afflict-

ing the microcomputer industry

and pointed out that the CoCo
world has been less affected

than most other makes. The
CoCo Community, which is

made up of loyal and satisfied

owners, plays a major role in

the continued vitality of the

machine. They stay with the

machine and strongly recom-
mend it to others* They are
active users and continue to

support a market providing a
variety of software and hard-
ware products. RAINBOWfest
itself is a manifestation of the

CoCo Community in action.

The future looks bright to

Falk + Radio Shack continues to

support the machine. A new
and greater CoCo will come, he
predicted, although he couldn't

say exactly when. New, excit-

ing, high-tech products con-
tinue to come to the CoCo
market — and the CoCo Com-
munity thrives.

"Not bad for a little game
machine.**

His glasses gave him away
Be an air traffic controller

Dennis Kitsz (sans beard) and
Green Mountain Micro exhibited
an extender cable for Disk Expan-
sion Interface that was very
popular.

Green Mountain Micro's
Dennis Kitsz had shaved off his

beard and gotten a shorter

haircut. Fortunately, he kept

his distinctive glasses or no one
would have recognized him.
The only person whose appear-
ance changed more at this

RAINBOWfest was Bob
Rosen, who was not only sans

beard, but also 60 pounds
lighter.

Kitsz quickly sold out of a

hardware product everyone
said didn't exist — an extender
cable for the Disk Expansion
Interface. The heavily shielded

cable comes in four lengths

ranging from 6 inches to 36
inches and is priced from $20
to $40. Another new item is a

16-channeL, 12-bit analog-to-

digital converter board that

plugs into the ROM port or

expansion interface.

Fast on the heels of his fine

P51 Mustang Attack Flight

Simulator, Tom Mix intro-

duced Air Traffic Controller by
Betasoft Systems. Frequent air

travelers who have experienced

extended waits in holding pat-

terns and a variety of

approaches to a particular

airport will appreciate the

situations modeled by this

Simulation. The air traveler

probably does not fully appre-
ciate the magnitude of an air

traffic controller's problems.
Both experience and a system
are needed to stay on top of
the variety of situations offered

by this excellent program.

Print a graphics letterhead

from Telewriter-64

Dennis Derringer and Paul
Kush demonstrated Telegraph-
ies, an impressive new Derrin-

ger Software offering, This
utility allows you to use your
favorite graphics editing pro-
gram (Master Design, CoCo
Max, Graphiccm, etc.) to
design a letterhead and then

print it out while using
Telewriier-64.

Hearing about the P.R.O.
hard disk, Derringer ambled by
with a copy of his Pro-Color-
File. It worked fine and
reported that there was room
for 32,000- plus 100-character

records, Pro- Color*File is not

set up to handle much more
than 4,000 records. Derringer
plans to do some program
upgrading.
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RAINBOWfest Reporter

Criticism of OS-9 leads

Hogg to introduce QT
While weVe been dreaming

about the "CoCo 09," Frank
Hogg has been working. He
used RAINBOWfest to intro-

duce his QT (Quad Terminal),

a 68008 multi-user (up to four)

computer with I28K (upgrad-
able to 512K), four serial ports

and two parallel ports. It sup-

ports two double-sided,

double-density 96 tpi floppy

disk drives and has an interface

for a Winchester hard disk

drive. The 68008 is a 32-bit

CPU that runs at a scorching

eight MHz!
A ton of software is bundled

with the QT, You get OS-9/
68K, BASLC09, DynaCak, Sty-

lograph, Mailmerge, Spelling

Checker^ a relocating macro
assembler with linkage editor,

screen and line editors, and an

interactive debugger. Sepa-
rately, the software costs about
$400 more than Frank Hogg
Laboratory's basic QT price of

$1,595.

An impressive physical fea-

ture of the QT is that its sturdy

metal case requires no more
room than an average box of

facial tissue {5Vi by 1

1

3
/4

inches). Of course, the terminal

required by the system will add
to the space requirements (not

to mention the out-of-pocket

requirements). One could use

the CoCo as a terminal for the

QT, but that seems like such
a waste.

Remember when you were in

school and longed for an electric

pencil f

Frank Hogg has the reputa-

tion of being an outspoken
member of the CoCo Commun-
ity and he tells us that his

criticism of OS-9 for the CoCo
led him to development of the

QT, If criticism has such impres-

sive byproducts, then maybe we
need more criticism,

Frank Hogg, left, and Tony
D i Stefan o discussed products
at RAINBOWfest, including
Hogg's QT, a 68008 multi-user

computer with 128K.

Tim Jenison of Colorware says his company is almost caught up
with orders for CoCo Max.

CoCo Max ships from stock
CoCo Max was the star of

the Irvine RAINBOWfest and
was in short supply for two
months thereafter; Colorware's
booth was just as popular at

Chicago,

Tim Jenison and John

Monin of Colorware reported

they have finally caught up with

orders and are shipping disk

CoCo Max from stock, A tape

version is also being shipped.

Coming shortly is a font disk
with 14 new typefaces,

Next RAINBOWfest is scheduled

Oct. 11-13 in Princeton, N.J.

The next RAINBOWfest will

be Oct. 11-13 in Princeton,
N.J„ and among the guest
speakers will be well-known
computer expert Bill Barden.
Barden will be the keynoter at

the CoCo Community Break-
fast and will also hold a seminar
on computer languages.

Among Other speakers fea-

tured during the upcoming
RAINBOWfest are: Steve
Blyn, "The CoCo and Special
Education"; Dan Downard,
"Inside Your Color Compu-
ter"; Dale Puckett, "Beginners
Tour of OS-9" and "Beginners
Tour of BASICG9"- Dennis
Kitsz, "Your Own Color Com-
puter Hardware**; and Paul

Hoffman, "A CoCo Gallery."

Also, Puckett will be avail-

able during the show to auto-
graph copies of his new book,

The Complete Rainbow Guide
to OS-9.

The Hyatt Regency Prince-
ton will serve as host.
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Toll Free

Orders Only
800-2456228

Information

301-521-4886

Handicapper!
Pro Football

Tired of wrestling with Sunday point

spreads? Let your Color Computer
do it for you! Pigskin Predictions, the

best-selling NFL handicapper, is

ready for 1985. Spend a few minutes
typing in scores each week, and
here's what it will do:

Menu-driven selection of sched-
ules, ratings, division races, predic-

tions or results by team or week.
Seven different reports available.

Easy once-a-week entry of

scores-no complex, meaningless
stats.

Predicts scores of all games for remainder of sea-
son each week!

Calculates projected won-lost records for all weeks,
Maintains home field advantage and power ratings

for all teams.

1985 schedule data file included free.

32/64K enhanced version features dazzling Rain-
bow Writer Screen display, Seeing is believing! Stan-
dard 16K version included, too.

You'll be amazed at the power of this program.
16/32K ECB required (32K for disk). Only $35.95 on
tape or disk. 1985 Data tape or disk for previous own-
ers, just $13.95,

College Football

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I
Thoroughbred^ Harness, Greyhound

i

After two years of searching, we've
finally found a college football handi-
capper! We think it's a wfnner! The
Lockmaster® maintains stats on
1 05 major college teams, analyzes
the local point-spread, and rates the

game as a betting proposition. Why
waste your efforts on games with

marginal chances of success, when
you can get your Color Computer to

pick the games that are most likely

to make you a winner?
To use the program, all you need

are the College Football ratings that

appear each week in USA Today, You can run individual

games (including bowl games), update team stats and
customize each game's rating with critical information

such as coaching and quarterback changes and injuries

to key players,

Using the weekly stats and our mathematical formula
(which includes schedule difficulty, power ratings, of-

fense and defense), The Lockmaster rates each game
against the current point spread and tells you how sure
the bet is.

The Lockmaster is easy to use and menu driven. It in-

cludes complete instructions and data file for 105 major
college teams. 32K/64K Disk only. Just $35.95,

I

I

I

HORSE race: -HARNESS RACE! DOG RACES*

Use your Color Computer to improve your performance
at the track! These 16K programs for Thoroughbred, Har-

ness and Greyhound racing rank the horses or dogs in

each race quickly and easily, even if you've never handi-

capped before. All the information you need is readily avail-

able from the Racing form, harness or dog track program.
We even provide diagrams showing you where to find each
item!

Thoroughbred factors include speed, distance, past
performance, weight, class, jockey's record, beaten favor-

ite and post position. Harness factors include speed, post

position, driver's record, breaking tendencies, class, Dark-

ed-out signs and beaten favorite. Greyhound factors in-

clude speed, past performance, maneuvering ability, favor-

ite box, class, kennel record, beaten favorite and breaking
ability.

We include complete instruction and a wagering guide
that tells you which races to bet and which to avoid—one
of the real secrets of good handicapping. You can buy a
more expensive handicapper, but we don't think you can
buy a better one! Thoroughbred, Harness or Greyhound
Handicapper, $34.95 each on tape or disk. Any two for

$54,95 or ail three for $74.95.

Federal Hill Software 8134 Scotts Level Rd. Baltimore, Md. 21208
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GREAT COCO PRODUCTS

sUPtR PRO
Kt^BO^°

WHY
PAY
MORE?

* Original key layout
* Fast, easy installation—no soldering

• Individually boxed with full instructions
• Smooth "Touch Typist'' feel—no sagging

• U.S, made—high quality, quad gold contacts
• Professional, Jow profile, finished appearance

4 Computers produced after approximately October 19&2 require an

additional keyboard plug adapter. Please add $3,95.

The best

is only
$59*95*

QUALITY VIDEO MONITORS

SAKATA COLOR SC-100 $239.%

The SC-100 ii a stream lined 13* composite

monitor which produce ^-harp, brilliam

colore The cabinet is made oi durable sty-

re ru1 and is available in an attractive off-white

color. Includes audio with speaker and ear-

phone |ack. We highly recommend rJhJs color

monitor because of its e*celleni performance

and beautiful slyling.

Order a quality monitor from us and get a

Universal Video Driver for only $24,95

CAMBRIDGE GRAPHICS AMBER
SCREEN MONITOR $119.95

A 12" amhw screen cnmposite monitor oi The

highest quality with exceptional reliability

and performance. 18 MHZ bandwidlh. At-

i rat I i ve oflfwh ite cab i net. Wlp u sc th is moni-

tor in Our offices.

We carry other brands aba
Call Cor additional information.

Save $5.00

SERIAL TO PARALLEL PRINTER INTERFACE
300 to 9600 baud. Complete with ah cables

and power supply, j-j^a/wvv^vvu
fOnly $49.95^V NEW ITEM

f>

^^Mv^A/VS*^*

NEED MORE MEMORY? 64K Memory Expansion Kit

Alt parts and complete instructions {for 'E' and 'F

boards and CoCo H),

^NOW ONLY $14.95 £—LA A a a A. J* AAA A jSLjifcAjftfcJM * ' \A *.**** Aift^a^fej-

PRINTERS

NEW Star Gemini
SG-10 model printer

Only $249.95

120 cps w/true

descenders,

2K buffer,

proportional

spacing. New model for 1985

GREAT BARGAINS ON
COCO DISC DRIVES!

COMPLETE SYSTEMS INCLUDE;

+ Hi -Quality Teac Thin Lrne Drives

* Attractive Beige Dual Drive Cabinet/Power Supply

* Fill Panel for Single Drive Disc Systems

* Radio Shack or NEW TYPE J & M Disc Controller

Offering Switch Selectable Rums and Parallel Printer Port

* Cable and Operating Manual

* Full 90 Day Warranty

Single Drive (SSDD) in Dual Cabinet w/Coniroller . . , $299,95

Additional Drive a9.95

Two Drives (SSDDj in Dual Cabinet w/Contraller 3&4.9S

Single Ori^e (OSDO) in Dual Cabinet w/Controller 359.95

Additional Drive 129.95

Two Drives (DSDD) in Dual Cabinet w/Controller .,,... 4ti4+95

Dual Cabinet/Power Supply . M , 79.95

Disc Controller (Radio Shack or
J & MJ 139,95

Connecting Cable . . . 24,95

Radio Shack DOS ROM 1.1 or J/DOS w/Manual 39.95

UNIVERSAL VIDEO DRIVER
* Works with Monochrome Monitor*
* Works with Color Monitors

* Easy Installation—No Soldering

ENABLES VOUH COCO TO OPERATE WITH
A VIDEO MONITOR INSTEAD Of A
TELEVISION.

Carefully engineered to work with

ALL Color Computer models, includ-

ing the new COCOli

• Great Price! ONLY $29,95

$ Save Money on Your Cassette &
Disc Supplies $

We buy cassettes and discs in Uirgp quantities, for our own use and can pass (be

savings on to you,

C-1 C assei res w/ 1 a beh . 59 ea 10 for IS SO

Cassette storage box .25 ea 10 for 2.00

Basic 1.2 ROM , $39.95

Extended 1.1 ROMw/Manual .., ,., „.„„„., 49.95

Disc 1.1 ROM or l/DOS ROM w/Manuat 39.95

5 1
/4 Discs

High quality, nationally advertised brand- Guaranteed Performance We wilt

replace any disc that fails during normal use. Discs are double density, reinforced

hub with sleeve. $12.95 for 10 discs- in an attractive storage box. • Great Price!

**«« DISC STORAGE
Attractive, heavy duty, smoked acrylic case. Molds and protects

up to 75 5W* discs with six moveable, indexed dividers.

SUPER BARGAIN — ONLY $9.95

SPECIAL—Purchase this storage case

including 10 discs for only $21,95

"The Connecting Link'

CoCoUtil is a valuable utility program that allows you to transfer Tandy
Color Computer disc files to your MS-DOS machine. You may also trans-

fer MS-DOS files to a Color Computer disc CoCo-Util will save ynu
countless hours of retyping ... a great new utility.

PC-XT II

We now offer IBM PCXT compatible computer sys-

tems. Don't settle for a Tandy 1000 or other standard

PC until you check our systems and prices,

Starting at $363,



SERIOUS STUFF
ACCOUNTING SYSTEM

The Mark Dsia Products Accounting Syirern k ideal for the small businessman needing a

fast,, efficient meam In process income and expenses, prepare derailed reports and
maintain most of the information required at rax time. TheSystem h a family of programs
which operaie by means of a "menu" ^election scheme. When the operator selects a task

to perform, the computer Loads a program designed to handle that task from the system
di sc The system dist co n I a im a i I of t he p rograms req u i red to c re a Le , upd d I e a n d ma i n t ai n

dat a f i les and p re pare then ecessary accou nt in g reports i nctu d ing a ifa nsaction jou r na I , a P
& L or income report, an interim or trial balance and a balance sheet.

This accounting software equate Or exceeds higher priced package* for olher computers
and includes b detailed opera ling manual. ONLY S99J95

ORDER ENTRY SYSTEM
The Mark Data Product sales order processing system provides a fast." efficient means to
enter orders, print shipping papers and invoices, prepare sales reports, and monitor
receivables. The system automatically enhances the monitor screen to a 51 character by 24
line display. UK of memory is required along whh an SO-column primer and one or more
disc drives.

This order entry software equals or exceeds higher priced packages for other computers
and includes a detailed operating manual. ONLY $99*95

EASY EDIT
Easy-Ed it is a versatile, easy to use text editor which is particularly convenient for assembly
language and BASIC programming. This editor offers powerful text handling capabi lilies

along with many special! features in eluding a built-in disc operating system, 32/$4K memory
sense, a 51 character by 24 line screen auto key repeat, extensive error report ing, and
complete compatibility with popular assemblers- Requires 32Kand at least one disc drive.

Master disc and instructions are packaged in an attractive 3-ring binder, $34.95

EASY-FILE
Data Management
System

Ra i nbow, Nov-W "fasy .fife fs one program Unarms up to its name . . Easv Fiien so easy it speaks
for itself."

Hot CoCo, Feb,
r

flS Tve examined four database programs for the C0C0 in (he iast few months.
Easy Fife Is the easiest to masterand the one that best addresses my needs. Ifyou need to organize
the information in your fife, Easy fife mi$ht just be the best method."

Need a good mailing list or customer list program? How about a program to keep track of your in-

vestments, your computer magazines, or record collection? Do you have an inventory of all house-
hold items for insurance purposes? EASY-FILE will do alt of these things and many more. The
fcASY-FILE master disc and instructions are packaged in an attractive 3-ring binder. Requires 32K
and at least one disc drive.

Order Yours Now! Get Organized for Only $59.95!

SUPERSCREEN
The Color Computer Supercharger

• A big 52 character by 24 line screen
* 'PRINT @J ?

Is fully implemented on the big screen
• Easily combine text with hi -re* graphics

• Auto* key repeal for greater keyboard convenience
• The ON ERROR GOTO' statement is fully implemented
• Control codes for additional function

Guaranteed tntife the most frequently u*ed program in your software library, .once you uw i( you
won't be WFlhout it! Cassette S2&95 Disc 532.9:!

JUST FOR FUN
Adventure and Arcade Games • Cassette $24.95 Disc $27.95 • All require 32K

+

*

TREKBOER
This exciting hi-res adventure be-
gins aboard the starship Trekboer in

the 21st century. Life on Earth is

threatened by a deadly virus and
your mission is to search the fron-

tiers of space and return with a cure
to save mankind from disastri

C A I. IX TO ISLAND
A valuable museum treasure has

been stolen; can you recover itfrf

This is a challenging adventure with
an occasional twist of humor. You'll

visit a secret laboratory, a Mayan
pyramid, and you'll meet crazy
Trader Jack—all in living color and
exciting detail.

1 ... 1.M
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SHENANIGANS
Countless legends- tell of a magnifi-
cent poi of gold hidden at the end
Of the rainbow. Many have attempt-

ed to find the marvelous treasure

but success has eluded them and it

remains hidden to this day, You, as a

dedicated adventurer, have deter-
mined to search for the tabled riches.

i r
Eb^l-r:o:o>:i:iDOQ

TUTJSTOMB
Explore the ancient, mystical tomb
ofthe great Pharoah_ find the magi-
cal keys which lead you to unbeliev-

able treasures as you outmaneuver
the creatures that slither and swarm
about you. Super fast arcade action—
thfc one will knock your socks off.

SEA SEARCH
Gel your shark repellant and scuba
tanks ready! The graphics in this

adven tu re are tru ly o u tsta n d in g an

d

the underwater scenes are unforget-

table. You'll run into a pirate, a

mermaidand some hungrysharksin
this coloful and unique treasure

hunt.

BLACK SANCTUM
Encounter the forces of black magic
as you roam around an 18th century
monastery, You'll see all the evil

locations in this spooky adventure,
you'll love searching forand destroy-
ing evil in this classic tale, A MUST
for every adventure game fan!

SHIPPING: All orders under $ IDO pleaw ,idd $2 regular,

the continental U.S. check with us for shipping amount;
and VISA. Distributed in Canada by Kelly Software

S5 air All orders over S 100 please add i% regular. B% air California residents please add b% sales lax. Order? outside
please remit U.S. funds. Software authors —contact us. br exciting program nwkeling deiaik We accepl MasterCard

FREE—Send for our free catalog flier.

Mark Data Products
Department C 24001 ALICIA PKWY., NO. 207 » MISSION VIEJO, CA 92691 • (714) 768-1



SCHOOL IS IN THE HEART OF A CHILD 4K

The DragonTown Library

By Bob Albrecht and Ramon Zamora
Rainbow Contributing Editors

"School Is In The Heart Of A Child" is for parents of quite young children.

We want to help you work and play with your 3- to 8-year- ok) child and learn

to use computers as a joyful family experience. We suggest ways ta use the

home computer as another means to encourage your child's independence, growth
and control over her own life. See the pride on her face as she directs the

computer to do what she selects with deliberation. See her head gears switch

to
Mon*f

as she progresses step by step with your presence and caring guidance.

We will explore (we hope, with your help) the following:

• Specific "teaching" techniques so the discovery can be the child's own,
• Critical evaluation of software based on extensive play testing in family and

related environments.

• Additional resources to consult: books, magazines, software publishers,

networks, etc,

• Suggestions for interludes and fun times away from the computer (a must!):

call the librarian for information; watch TV together and discuss it; work
together as volunteers in a community project; take an "awareness" walk,

• Whatever we learn from families we work with in Menlo Park or from you,

our readers. Let's pool our knowledge and share our experiences as wc learn

from our children-

Copyright* I9S5 by DragonQuesl, P.O. Box 7627, Menlo Park, CA 94026-

7627. Portions of "School Is In The Heart Of A Child" are extracted from
TRS-i

(Well-known author Bob Albrecht has written

numerous articles and books on personal computers
through his association with DragonQuest. Ramon
Zamora is author and co-author of several books,

co-founder of Computer Town USA!, and is currently

designing computer games for kids at Child Ware
Corp. in Menlo Park, Calif.)

We read a lot; here are some
of the sources of information

that we find helpful, useful,

entertaining, mind-stretching or
inspirational.

The best sources of general informa-

tion on teaching your own children are

books and a newsletter by John Holt.

We recommend these: How Children

Fail (Rt\. y 1982) $5.95, How Children

Learn (Rev., 1983) $7.95, Teach Your
Own (1981) $8,95 and Growing without

Schooling (newsletter) one year (6

issues) for $15; single issue, $2,50. All

are available from John Holt Asso-

ciates, 729 Bolyston Street, Boston, MA
02116;

Basic Skills is a book by Herbert Kohl — a wonderful
book by a philosopher and doer who spends his life learning

about children from children. We wish every person who
is concerned about the growth and well-being of children

would read this book. If your bookstore doesn't have it,

order it from Bantam Books, Inc., 414 East Golf Road,
Des Plaines, IL 60616. Cost is $3.95

plus $L25 postage and handling.

Amazing! Most people can now
afford a home computer more powerful

than the outrageously expensive insti-

tutional computers of yesteryear. To
find out why and how it happened, read

these two books: Fire in the Valley by
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YOU should be here . . .

FULL 80 COLUMN CAPABILITY

1. Lilt imped; or* Kreen
£h List suapecte orr printer

3. Review suspects

4. Apply correctims to file

5. Edit file in ontmt
6. Leam narfced imfe
>. List mO(^g u&d on screen

8. List uor* i»rt on printer
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Elite-File lH«^

KliteCalc/3.0 EliteAVord

SAME POWERFUL FEATURES + 80 COLUMN DISPLAY
Specify Disk or Tape, S79.95 each + $3.00 Shipping/Handling

These versions not available at Radio Shack

Elite Spel

SAME POWERFUL FEATURES + 80 COLUMN DISPLAY
Specify Disk or Tape, $39.86 each or $20.00 when purchased
with Elite-Word + $3.00 Shipping/HandMng,

WORD-PAKII
Our Price $125.00

$3.00 Shipping/Handling

"Y" Cable Connector $25,00

SPECIAL* BUY
Elite-Catcor Elite-Word

with WORD ~PAK
and deduct 10%
from total price.

C—UtQ -JOAfUtGZQ 201 Penn Center Blvd., Suite 301, •Pittsburgh, PA 15235 •(412)795-8492



* COLOR COMPUTER WORKSHEET *

liteCalc73.0
How do you improve a widely acclaimed worksheet
program that's already powerful, fast, and easy to

use? We've added new features, more commands,
four screen displays, while maintaining exceiient

ease of use and full compatability with all existing

Elite*Celc worksheets, You have more power and
flexibility than ever before! Ellte*Calc/3.0 is your
best choice, and it's waiting to work for you.

si WINDOW- TITLE LOCK
Holds Column and/or Row Titles

FOUR SCREEN DISPLAYS
Features 2 Hi-Res Screens if

IMPROVED STORAGE
Stores 30% More Information

ZAP COMMAND -wipes out

numbers.Jeaves text & formulas
ELirwL: «s «i m&

-*:*r*.-4 sub PWftu ?f susna I:

3?SqLE^N»

SsJgp

snJffal?

" 3 a & :E:: f

t

?
if
2
1
I

«r gusnoFiif

»,a»

m Tra
Si2,*5t

t?,5tf

Elite»Calc/3.0 offers TWO 51 character displays

Existing EljtetCalc user — contact us for upgrade pricing

CALC-LIST is a separate, machine language, utility that works
independently of Elite*Calc. It can read either tape or disk work-
sheet files, and wilt give you additional information that was pre-
viously "hidden" within your worksheet. With CALC-LIST, you can
list on the screen (or print) the actual contents of your worksheet
ceils, including FORMULAS. CALC-LIST,,., ..........$24.95

* COLOR COMPUTER COMMUNICATIONS •

Special Elite*Calc/PBJ version for Word-PAK

SPECI FY TAPE OR DISK ELITE CALC/3.0 $69.95
EMte-Calc/3.0 Tape Radio Shack # 800-187
Elfta-Calc/3,0 Dfok Radio Shack # 900-188

PACKAO EI ONLY FROM ELITf fQFTWAHl
toMffvDfcfcArTiM
Elite-Calc/3.0 & Calc-Lilt - $79.95
Elltt'Cefc/PBJ forWord-Pak - $70.96

^he "Original" EMta-Catc (Vw.1 .2) NOW - $34.50

* COLOR COMPUTER DICTIONARY *

Elite • Comm I Elite • Spel
Elite*Comm turns your Color Computer into a powerful 300
Baud terminal.

Elite*Comm is SMOOTH Specify Tape or Disk

operation that** aaa Q r
EASY TO USE! *Zj.M

Not presently available at Radio Shack

£llt* -Sk/fU^ZTC

NOW at Radio /haeK stores

Availibla via Express Order

n id>d Sii gi 4* * IrWtiMP* pt T#n0y GwtHriUoq

Elite* Spel is an excellent spelling checker for your Color
Computer, and its VERY FAST ... that's the key. Why waif
white a spelling checker does its job? Elite* Spot identities

ait potentially misspelled words with a single pass through
its perfectly adequate 24 t 000 word dictionary Elite*Spel
lets you Add or Delete Dictionary words BASIL K Elite*Spel
is fully compatible with Elite* Word and will work with ASCtf
files from other programs.

Speed Is the key.
Elite*Spel ha* it!

Available on
DUk ontv $29.95

Radio Shack® Catalog # 900-185

When purchased with ELITE*WORD . . . ONLY $19.00



with

FREE

COLOR COMPUTER WORD PROCESSOR * COLOR COMPUTER DATABASE MANAGER *

Clite-Word'
Also Available On OS-

9

THE SECOND GENERATION WORD PROCESSOR tS HERE!
ELITE*WORD is e high performance, ati machine language,
Fuit Screen Editor which offers an ease-of-use that is Bimpiy
incredible. ELITE* WORD has many powerful features not
found in other word processors for the Co/or Computer.
ELITE *WQRD also offers a printed output flexibility that can
handle your sophisticated home and business applications.

LOOK at these features:

Very easy to use • Top screen line reserved lor HELP dis-
play/Command prompts * Excellent for BOTH program
editing and word processing * TWO text entry modes;
Insert or Exchange * Auto Key-Repeat Smooth display
scroll for easier proof reading * True Upper/Lower case
display with lower case descenders Hi-Res text "View"
mode displays text exactly as It will be printed; Including
text Justification, Auto Line Centering, dynamic Margin
changes, Top and Bottom Margins, Page Numbering, and
Page Breaks * Include feature (disk only} permits In-
cluding several file names within one output document;
total document will have sequential page numbering if

desired * Fast Disk I/O; no loading of overlay files to
slow down operation • Variable Text (Mall Merge)
capability for Form Letter generation included FREE!

32K Extended Basic Required for ROM routine calks * Variable TAB
stops * User definable Headers and Footers Smooth cursor move-
ment over text; in any direction (including vertical) Page Forward
or Backward through text • Jump to beginning or end of text Auto-
matic text centering Automatic text Word-Wrap if desired * True
Block text Move, Delete, or Copy * Delete entire screen line * Back-
space and Delete Character * Delete character above cursor • Find
a string of characters Global Replace character string * Two Hi-
Res screen displays; 32 x 19 for text entry/editing, 64 x 19 for for-

matted text viewing • Continuous Memory display • Over 22K file

size in 64K machines * Easy generation of ASCII files Save/Load
text files (in ASCII if desired) * Program remembers last File Name
ioaded or saved, and will write to it by default if desired * Ail I/O
errors trapped and recoverable • Disk commands for Change Drive,
Directory and Free Space • Print Format features el low user to
specify Left Margin, Line Length, Line Spacing, Top and Bottom
Margin, Duplicate Copies, Right-Side text Justification, Page Pause,
Page Numbering, and more Dynamically change any print format
features within text * Imbed Hex codes and printer Font changes
within text

Additional QS-9 version features:
Edit two files simultaneously • Save or Print only a portion of the text

buffer Edit files larger than memory (uses disk as buffer} * Block
Copy from one file to another • Execute any OS-9 command from
Editor

If you want powerful features AND a program that**

EASY TO USE, Elite* Word Isfor you...

THE BEST FOR ONLY
Specify Tape $ e9 95

RS Disk $ 69 95

Elite-Word TAPE
Elite-Word DISK
ENte-Word/OS-9

RS# 900-183

RS# 900-184

RS# 900-186 OS 9 Disk $ 79.95
OS-9 & RS Disk $115 95

"Elite* Word is a terrific word processor with en impressive list

of features, yet ft's easy to team and use."
-Stuart Hawkinson, HOT COCO

'twas mora than satisfied with Elite* Word . . . After the revtew,
I would not hesitate to compare if wtth the two best soiling
word processors. And my comparison pieces it at the top of
the list.

"

-A. Buddy Hogan, RAINBOW

Elite«File

miS IS IT! ELITE*FILE fa the Data Base Manager that Color
Computer users have been waiting for. ELITE*FILE is for
everyone who needs to store and retrieve information.
ELITE* FILE is a full-featured relational Data Base Manager
with alt the editing and report formatting features that are
typically found on much larger computer systems. COM-
PARE the others for record structure flexibility, total record
capacity\ information processing ability, speed of program
response, printed output flexibility, and you'll agree that
ELITE*F1LE may very well be the most powerful/useful pro-
gram ever written for the Color Computer

"/ like Elite 'Fife and would readily recommend it to

anyone, .Its power and speed have to be seen to be
appreciated.

"

-Ed Lowe, RAINBOW
"Elite - Fife is a very decent program and you can learn
to do alot with it in a hurry.

"

-Scott L. Normant HOT COCO

No other File Manager gives you these features:
All machine language for speed * Flexible, user defined,
data record structures * Up to 255 characters per record
field * Up to 255 fields per record • Up to 2000 charac-
ters per record * Up to 4000 records per file • Up to 1

6

files can be open at the same time for Information pro-
cessing • Edit, Scan, Sort, Select Record Information; all

done FAST • Output reports to Screen, Printer, or ASCII
Disk file • Place output data by Field Name, with Custom
Text anywhere on the printed page * Perform math oper-
ations (+, -,*,/) between Field contents • Produce tabu-
lated reports from multiple record contents > Generate
column totals across record field contents.

Compatible with Elite*Calc and Elite*Word files * User friendly

combination of Menu driven input, and single key commands • Sup-
ports up to 4 drives • Minimum 32K RAM

P
Disk required * Nested

sub-field definitions » Up to 8 fields in Primary Key * Copy record
definition from file to file * View/Print record definition * Input/Add
records with easy to use field name format display • Edit records
with full screen "type over" editor * Copy records to repeat identical

data • Load Elite*Caic worksheets into random access data files *

Scan mode for quick data retrieval

Radio Shack® catalog # 900-189

COMPARE features and per-
formance speed . , . you'll agree

that Elite* File la the one to buy.

THE BEST
FOR ONLY

$74.50
Disk Only

£-Ltte jSoxtusate

Productive Programs for Serious Users

Add $3.00 shipping and handling
PA Residents add 6% Sales Tax
OS^9 is a trademark of Midroware and Motorola

Dealer Inquiries Invited
Box 11224* Pittsburgh, PA 15238* (412) 795-0492

-



Paul Freiberger and Michael Swaine. From Osborne/
McGraw-Hill, 2600 Tenth Street, Berkeley, CA 94710,

$9.95 (paperback). Hackers: Heroes of the Computer
Revolution by Steven Levy. From Anchor Press/

Doubleday, Garden City, NY. $17,95 (hardback). Together,

these books present a definitive history of the computer
revolution that brought powerful, inexpensive computers
to you, to me, to all of us — the people,

THENEXT Whole Earth Catalog (second edition, 1981).

We can't think of a better way to describe this catalog

than the way they do it on Page 2: "THE NEXT Whole
Earth Catalog is an evaluation and access device. With
it, the user should know better what is worth getting and
where and how to do the getting.

An item is listed in the Catalog if it is deemed:

1) Useful as a tool,

2) Relevant to independent education,

3) High quality or low cost,

4) Easily available by maiL
The listings are continually revised according to the

experience and suggestions of Catalog users and staff."

The catalog is huge, 11 by W/i by VA inches thick, with

608 pages crammed full of the most interesting information.

Get it from Whole Earth Access Company, 2990 Seventh
Street, Berkeley, CA 94710. Cost is $16 plus $2 postage

and handling (California residents add 6% sales tax).

WHOLE EARTH Review is a periodical from the same
people who put out THE NEXT Whole Earth Catalog.

Once there was CoEvolution Quarterly, then came The
Whole Earth Software Review, Well, now the last two are

merged into WHOLE EARTH Review. We recommend
you get it. A year's subscription is $18 (6 issues) from
WHOLE EARTH Review, P.O. Box 27956, San Diego,

CA 92128.

Parents, Kids, and Computers by Lynne Alper and Meg
Holmberg — 145 pages of good information for only $4,95.

Lynne is a math and computer teacher who has been sharing

computer fun and learning with her own children since

1980, when her kids were 5, 7 and 9 years old. Meg is

a technical writer and editor who works closely with

educators who are developing new ways for children to

learn with computers. Get it at your local bookstore or

from SYBEX, 2344 Sixth Street, Berkeley, CA 94710.

Sound and Color Organ
Let's turn the CoCo into a very simple sound and color

organ. Your child can play up to eight notes in eight colors

using the number keys T through *8\

Listing 1:

ipp REM**SOUND & COLOR SCH 18-1
up CLS
199 i

%0P REM**FILL TONE ARRAY
21j3 FOR K=l TO 8

220 ; READ T(K)
23j3 NEXT K
299 i

300 REM**TELL HOW TO PLAY
310 PRINT @48J3, "PRESS A KEY (1

TO 8)"?
320 K$-INKEY$: IF K$="" THEN 320
330 IF K$< M 1" OR K$>"8" THEN 320
399 '

400 REM**PLAY NOTE & SHOW COLOR
410 K = ASC(K$) - 48
420 CLS K
430 SOUND T(K) ,1
440 GOTO 310
499 *

900 REM**TONE NUMBERS
910 DATA 176,185,193,197
920 DATA 204,210,216,218

Block 200 loads the tone numbers for the musical scale

of C into subscripted variables T(l), T(2), T(3), etc.

$ 176 185 193 197 204 210 216 218
T(1) T(2) T{3) T(4) T(5) T(S> T(7) T(8>

Enter and run the program, then let your child press

keys, All keys are ignored except the number keys, 1 to

8 ? and the BREAK key. Here are the numbers to press to

play "Mary Had a Little Lamb."

3 Z \ *3 332^2.i
; r f r r i r r r i r r r it £

Mar-y had a lit- tie lamb r lit- tie lamb, lit - tie lamb,

3 3. I 2. 3 3 3 3 z Z

j . f i

1

r i If r f f i r r I rHI
Mar-y had a lit - tie lamb, its fleece was white as snow.

Encore! How about a little ho, ho, ho? Put the numbers
above the notes, then help your child play "Jingle Bells."

I ! r r 1 1 r r r i r g \
i

Jin-gle Belle, Jin-gle Bells, Jin-gte all the way I

i i nr r r n r r r r i« i

Oh, what fun it is to ride a one horse o-pen sleigh!

Make the duration of the tone longer:

430 SOUND T(K) t 10
Then try one of these games:

Guess My Tone Number — One person presses a number
key; the other person listens and guesses which key was
pressed.

Match My Tone— This one is for people with good pitch!

One person hums one of the eight tones; the other person

matches it by pressing the corresponding number key.

Make A Tune — Take turns pressing a number key and
write down the number of the key. After both of you
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press number keys a bunch of times and write down
each one, you have made a tune! Take turns playing

the entire tune.

Use Letters for 26 Tones
Using the letter keys A to Z, we can make the CoCo

play 26 different tones. We will put the following tones

in the array T\

Boggled by Line 420? Perhaps this will help. Remember,
*K' will be an integer from one to 26. Why? (See Line

410.)

K T(K) Note K T(K) Note
1 89 Middle C 14 180 CD"
2 99 C, Db

15 185 D
3 108 D 16 189 D*, E"

4 117 D",Eb
17 193 E

5 125 E 18 197 F
6 133 F 19 200 F\ G"
7 140 P, G 6

20 204 G
8 147 G 21 207 G", A*
9 153 G", A* 22 210 A
10 159 A 23 213 A",B*
11 165 A*, Bb 24 216 B
12 170 B 25 218 C
13 176 C 26 221 C

Press the letter 'A' to play Middle C. Press 'B' to play

C sharp or D flat; press 'C* to play D; press 'D' to play

D sharp or E flat, and so on.

Our program is quite similar to the previous one.

Listing 2:

100 REM**SOUND & COLOR SCH 18-2
lip DIM T(26)
120 CLS
199 '

200 REM**FILL TONE ARRAY
21J3 FOR K=l TO 26
22J3 : READ T{K)
220 NEXT K
299 •

200 REM**TELL HOW TO PLAY
210 PRINT @48j3, "PRESS A KEY, A
TO Z";

32J3 K$=INKEY$: IF K$="" THEN 32J3

33J3 IF K$<"A" OR K$>"2" THEN 32J3
399 '

400 REM**PLAY NOTE & SHOW COLOR
410 K = ASC(K$) - 64
420 CLS K-8*INT((K-l)/8)
430 SOUND T(K) ,1-,
440 GOTO 310
499 f

Or whatever duration

you want.

900 REM**TONE NUMBERS
910 DATA 89,99,108,117 1

920 DATA 125,133,140 /
147[-i«twjtave

930 DATA 153,159,165,170)
940 DATA 176,180,185,189)
950 DATA 193, 19 7, 200, 204 [—2nd octave

960 DATA 207,210,213,216)
970 DATA 218,221 a little bit mora

K (K-l)/8 INT«K-l)/8) K-8*INT((K-l)/8)

1 1

2 .125 2
8 .875 8

9 1 1 1

10 1.125 1 2

16 1.875 1 8

17 2 2 1

18 2.125 2 2
24 2.875 2 8

25 3 3 1

26 3.125 3 2

The value of K-8*lNT((K-1)/8 will always be an integer

in the range one to eight. So, Line 420 will select one
of the eight screen colors*

Would you like to change what tone is played by each

letter? Easy, just rewrite the [DflTft] statements (lines 910-

970).

Guess My Number — A Storyboard

Here is a "Guess My Number" game we play with very

young children using paper and pencil. First, we write down
the numbers from one to nine.

123456789

Then, we secretly pick a number. Let's pick seven. The
child guesses. Suppose she guesses three. We put a "pointer"

above her guess.

12 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

The pointer (>) points toward our secret number. Of
course, it also means "greater than," So we say, "My number
is greater than three.**

Now suppose she guesses nine. We put a ''less than"
pointer above *9\

> <
123456789

Aha! Now she will see that my secret number is caught
between three and nine. It is greater than three (>3) and
less than nine (<9). We continue until she guesses the secret

number, and put an equals sign (=) above her correct guess,

Guess Number: 1 3 4 2

Hint: > > = <
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

We challenge you to write a CoCo program to play this

game with a child. Here is the first screen.
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COLUMNS

ROWS
'

o a

1 E 3 4 5 6 7 e 9

1 1

1 2

1

3

1

4

1

5

l

6
1

7

1 1

8 9

2 2 2

2

2

3

2

4 5

2

6

2

7

2 2 3 3

1 32

Z 64

3 96

4 126

5 ISO

6 192 G u E S s M Y N U M B E R Q A M E

7 224

8 256 P fl E s S A N ¥ N E V T B E G 1 N P L A V 1 N G

9 288

10 320

11 362

13 064

13 416

14 448

15 480

While the CoCo is waiting for someone to press a key,

'spin" the RND function, like this:

line

number K5=IMKEY*:R=RND(e):IF KS=" THEN
line

number

When someone presses a key, pick a secret number and
show the next screen.

COLUMNS

ROWS C i 2 i 4 5 e 7 8 &

1 1 1 1

2 3

1

4

1

5

1

&

l

7

i 1

9 9

2 2 2

2

2

3

2

4

2

&

2

6

2 2

7 ft

2

9

3
. 3

1

o

1 32'

2 64 1 M T H i N K 1 N Q F A N U M B E R , 1 T 9

3 96

4 128 G U E S S M Y N U M B E ft

5 160

6 192

7 224

S 256

9 288

10 320 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 6 1

11 352

12 364

13 418 W H A T 1 S Y U R G U £ 5 S ?

14 448

15 460

Suppose the secret number is seven and someone guesses

three. Put the proper pointer above the *3\

a 2m

9 288 >

10 320 1 2 3 4 5 € 7 S 9

n 362

12 394

13 4i6 W H A T I S Y U H G U E S S ?

H 448

15 490

And so on. After each guess, put the proper pointer (>
or <) above the guess — unless the player guesses the

number In that case, put an equals sign (=) above the

correct guess, blink the correct guess and tell how to play

again,

COLUMNS

til 1 1 1 11 113222222 22233
a S V 2

.

3
.
4

.

5
.

6
.

7
.

8 U ° J A 3
.
4

,

5
,

6 7 fl5Q 1 3 3 4 5 * 7 9 $ 1

o

l 32

92 64 ' M T H I N K I N G o F A N U M B E R 1 T O

3 96

4 129 G U £ S s M Y N U M a £ fi

5 190
~i

6 192 *rrl
iHnk h ifikJ >ll

7 224 /
8 255

1

1

^
9 286 > >

A
V
/ <

10 320 1 2 3 4 s 6 7
r

8 9

11 362

12 334 Y O U o U E S s E D M Y N U M BE R i

13 416

14 44B T O P L A Y A G A 1 H , P R E S s S P A C E 6 A R

15 480

/

-
1

rlt

revert* color

Designing a program like this is called storyboarding.

Use our storyboard to help write the program- Next time
we will show you our program,

DragonSmoke and DragonFun
DragonSmoke is our newsletter about personal and

family learning, including computers, role playing games,
play-by-mail games, COPY ME stuff, public domain
instructional materials, software for beginners and, our own
play-by-mail game, DragonFun.
DragonFun is a play-by-mail role playing game for

beginners. It is nonviolent and features cooperation,
exploration, problem-solving and story-telling. How to play

is described in DragonSmoke. Teachers: DragonFun can
be a great class project. We will start a new game in October
1985 specifically for grades four, five and six. Your class

enters two characters and guides their adventures by mail

once a month throughout the school year.

DragonSmoke has become too big to stuff into self-

addressed, stamped envelopes. For a sample copy, send
$1 to DragonSmoke, P.O. Box 7627, Menlo Park, CA
94026. ^
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Now from Faisoft, The RAINBOW MAKER, comes .

The monthly magazine that's reader-friendly
PCM has gone through quite a jnumber of changes lately! We've extended our coverage to include

the newest Tandy computers, increased our number of pages, and because our old name sounded
a bit stuffy (" — The Magazine for Professional Computing Management "), we changed it to the
more reflective and friendlier "PCM — The Personal Computing Magazine for Tandy® Computer
Users

"

T^ow, we cover five of the most exciting computers on the market , as well as the most productive— the highly popular Model 100; a brand new portable, the Tandy 200; and Tandy's new MS-DOS
computers, the Tandy 2000, Tandy 1200 and Tandy 1000.

FREE PROGRAMS!

We learned from the rainbow that readers want programs to type in , so, each month we bring
you an assortment of them, including games, utilities, business applications and graphics.

BAR CODE, TOO!

Also, pcm is the only computer publication in the world (that we know of) that brings you programs
in bar code, ready to scan into memory with the sweep of a wand !

TUTORIALS GALORE
Add to this our regular tutorials on telecommunicating, hardware and machine language, as well

as basic programming tips and product reviews, and we think you'll find we're one of the most
informative and fun magazines on the market today.
So if you're ready to add portability or step up to MS-DOS, stay with Tandy and the rainbow

famify through pcm.

YES! Please send me a one year (12 issues)

subscription to PCM for only $28/ A savings of 22%
off the newsstand price.

Name

Address

City State

.

ZIP.

In order to hold down costs, we do not bill.

I (My check in the amount of __ is enclosed.

Charge to my: LJviSA LJMasterCard [^American Express

Acct
-
# — __ Expiration Date,

Signature

* Canadian subscribers add U,S, $7. Surface rate elsewhere SS5. Allow 5-6 weeks for first copy. Kentucky residents add 5% sales tax

Mail to: PCM, The Faisoft Building, P.O. Box 385, Prospect, KY 40059
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ECB r

Set your monitor 'swimming'
with this colorful and realistic

animation of life in a fish bowl

O

GUPP|E o°

GrApJcs
By Jim Kent

IVc been a rainbow reader for years. The
first high resolution machine language
graphics program I ever worked was Dennis

Lewandowski's shoot-'em-up space game in the

November 1982 "Assembly Corner/' Since then,

IVc been plugging away at my little CoCo and

now have a program of my own to offer— Digital

Aquarium,
A "digital aquarium" is no substitute for a

real aquarium. It doesn't make gurgling noises

(though there are bubbles) and the fish won't

recognize you or flare their fins at a mirror. Still,

there are no water filters to clean and, if one
tires of a fish, one can simply remove it from
the object list with no twinges of conscience. It

is also a good example of what your CoCo can
do when you ask it to. There are over 50 objects

being moved at once. (I'd like to see that on
a Commodore!)

(Jim Kent is a programmer at Island Graphics* He
studied math at UC in Santa Cruz, Calif.)

/-
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It would really be best to get rain-

bow ON TAPE to enjoy this article, I've

included a listing of the assembly

language source. Those who don't

already know can see that machine

language programs tend to be very long

if they intend to do much. This is

because each line in assembly code does

only something very simple. The basic

line:

i=j + k

translates to:

Idaj

addak
sta i

Similarly, a basic line of any com-
plexity is apt to turn into a CoCo
screen-full of assembly language.
Unless you are trying to learn assembly

language, typing in this program will

probably be impossible, for a single

typing error will be enough to make
everything not work. It is a pretty

program, and I hope people not trying

to learn assembly language will be able

to enjoy it as well.

For those who have done some
graphics programming, Digital Aqua-
rium derives its remarkable speed and
smoothness through the use of pre-

shifted shapes, a DRAW - DRRW architec-

ture, as well as from being written in

fairly tightly-coded 6809 assembler.

Anyone wishing to incorporate parts of

this code into any of their programs,
even commercial ones, should feel free

to do so, I hope it encourages some
games that don't involve missiles in

space or jungle munch-'em-ups. My
only regret with Digital Aquarium is

that it doesn't use joysticks — yet.

There are two listings that accom-
pany this article. Listing 1, F, written

to be assembled using The Micro
Works' Macro-80C, is the machine
language code that actually does the

work of animating the fish and also

contains the code to produce a small

aquarium. Listing 2, FISH, is a BASIC
program that uses the Digital Aquar-
ium as a U5R

( ) routine. The aquar-
ium will run until a key is pressed, then
it will return to BASIC. The PCLS

( )

call can be followed by other BASIC
graphics commands if a more elaborate,

non-moving background is desired.

(The October 1985 RAINBOW ON TAPE
includes a longer version of the machine
language program, called FLA RGB, as

well. To use this program, just change

Line 20 of Listing 2 to LQADM
"FLfiRGE-"-

1 have tried to document the assembly

language as much as possible, I did not

have the luxury of an 80-column screen

when 1 developed this program, so

comments appear on the line after the

code they refer to rather than at the

end of the same line. All parameters
are passed to subroutines in registers.

Subroutines are required to save
registers they use unless those registers

return values. The one exception to this

is the software blitter (rectangle mover)
routine named XORBLIT.
The only truly hairy routine in this

package is CLPBLT or "clip Wit."

Personally, I am just happy it works

numbers to define in addition to a "type

byte*' at the beginning. These are

naturally the horizontal and vertical

offsets to be added to the character

position in each frame.

The SAMPLED path is a bit more
complex. The format is a type byte

followed by two bytes to say how many
samples there are, two bytes to say

which sample we're on now, and then

a list of the samples themselves. The
samples are really offsets just like the

straight type path. The difference is that

you move each frame on to the next

offset rather than always using the same
one.

To go with the four types of paths

there are three types of images. The first

"The upshot of this is that ifyou want smooth
movement in the horizontal direction^ you
must have four copies of an image, one for
each pixel that lives in a byte.
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and that I no longer have to understand
exactly how. This is a vital routine,

however. If it weren't for CLPBLT, the

fish that are half on screen would also

be half on the code, and believe me,
fins in place of RTSs lead quickly to

seaweed soup!

Most of the machine code is set up
to interpret the animation list, which
is declared at the bottom of Listing 1

and Listing 2. Members of the anima-
tion list are characters, which are

themselves composed of three parts:

position, path and image. In each frame

three functions are called for each
character. First, a function associated

with the path of the character is called

and updates the position, then a

function associated with the image is

called and stuffs Register X with a

"raster" (a rectangular array of pixels

— little square dots), and Registers A
and B with the dimensions of the raster.

Next a function to draw the raster at

the character position is called. The fun
part of this setup is that different images

can have the same path and vice-versa,

Furthermore, new types of paths and
new types of images can easily be added

.

Currently there are four types of

paths: STRAIT, BOUNCE, YBOUNC
and SAMPLED. The STRAIT and

BOUNCE paths require only two

of these is STILL. A STILL contains

the type byte stating it is a STILL,
followed by the dimensions of the raster

containing the image, followed by the

raster itself, STILL shapes will jerk if

moved horizontally, but require only

one-fourth the memory of the other

types of shapes.

The second type of image is GLIDE.
As you may know, in the color Hi-Res
screen modes of your CoCo a single

pixel takes up two bits. This means
there are four pixels in a byte. The
CoCo is a byte-oriented machine; it is

not especially good at shifting around
bits within a byte — it will do it, but

not nearly as fast as it will throw around
bytes whose bits it doesn't have to

twiddle.

The upshot of this is that if you want
smooth movement in the horizontal

direction, you must have four copies

of an image, one for each pixel that

lives in a byte. This way, when you want
the first pixel of an image to go to a

place on the screen that is itself, say,

the third pixel of a byte, you do not
spend ages shifting the whole image a

bit at a time before making the copy,

but rather simply decide which one (in

this case the third) of four pre-shifted

images to put as a byte array onto the

screen.
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Therefore, when an image is declared

to be type GLIDE you supply the first

raster just as if it were a STILL, but

then you reserve space for three more
copies of the image — pre-shifted

copies, for the machine to fill in once

it gets going,

The type WIGGLE is very much like

GLIDE, except instead of the CoCo
doing the pre-shifting you do it yourself.

The advantage of this is that without

using any more memory than it would

take for smooth motion, you can have
a shape that wiggles a little as it moves
horizontally,

If you don't have rainbow on tape,
for a copy of the program on disk ($6
and III supply disk)

3
fresh shapes to

animate or perhaps to engage in a

digital fish exchange, contact me at

100 1 -A O'Reilly, San Francisco, CA
95129. As it stands, the program only
works on machines with Extended
Color Disk basic. To get it to run on

a cassette-based system add the line: 25
POKE 3000,8 to Listing 2. This tells

it your screen is starting at $800 instead

of SE00. It should run on 16K machines
with no problem.
The Digital Aquarium was written

using a Micro Works Macro-80C
assembler and editor with local labels.

(That's what all the A@'s are, folks.)

If you own a less intelligent assembler,

I'm afraid you 11 have to make up new
labels for them. D

Listing 1: F

0001 pW

W4 3000 m?

0005 3002

mt an*
mi m$ cGPEw
0008 3013 FD3000
0009 3016 CE330B
0010 3019 170012

0011 301G 170088

0012 301?
3SJ13 301F 17009&
0014 3022 170223
0015 3025 27F8

0016 3027 CE330B
0017 302A 1700 7

A

0018 302D 39

0019 302E 3452

0020 3030 11830000

0021 3034 2013

0022 3036 AEC90004
0023 303A A6S90000
0024 303E 3102
0025 3040 2603

0026 3042 170003

KHAX EQU 128
YHAX EQU 96
•DIMENSIONS OF SCREEN

ORG 53000

SCREEN FDB SE00
*F0KE IN NEW SCREEN LOCATION
•HERE IF WANT TO

ORG 13010
•SKIP A BIT . . ROOM FOR
•MORE PARAMETERS FOR LATER
•VERSIONS

ZTART
LDD #SE0P
STD SCREEN
LDD #ANLIST
LESR OBINIT

•FRE-SHIFT SHAPES

LBSR DRAALL
•DRAW EVERYTHING ONE UP TOP SO
•LOOP CAN BE UNDRAW- DRAW INSTEAD
*OF DRAW-UNDRAW

LOOP
LBSR FRAME
LBSR INTRPT
BEQ LOOP

•GO AROUND FOREVER OR UNTIL
•USER HITS KEYBOARD

LDU #ANLIST
LBSR DRAALL

•FINAL ERASING XOR

RTS

•RETURN ALL THE WAY TO BASIC

AAA*Afc*AAAAA *i* AAAAAA* *** AAAA *

• OBINIT
•

*INPUT;
* U->CHARACTER LIST
*

•WILL PROMOTE GLIDE TYPE IMAGES
•TO WIGGLE TYPES BY FILLING
•IN THE FRESHIFTED IMAGES
A^^AAAAA**Afc* iy iHhfc^^H^^-Wrt^****
OBINIT FSHS A,U

f
X

CHFU #0
•JUST TO SET CONDITION CODE

BRA Cg
A@ LDX CIMAGE F U.

LDA ITYPE,X
CMPA #GLIDE
BNE B@
LBSR PREGLI

0027 3045 EEC90006
0028 3049 26EB

0029 304B 35D2

B@
C@

LDU CNE3T.U
BNE A(|

FULS A,U,X,FC

* * ft A*** ft*** ifcfrATfrAA'AAAAAA* * * *** *

• PREGLI
+

•INPUT;
* X->IMAGE
*

•HAKES 3 SHIFTED VERSIONS
•OF RASTER AND ALL STENCILS
irtrtrk-trtriricif********* * **-***** * *A *

0030 304D FRECLI
0031 304D 3476 FSHS X.Y.U.A.B
0032 304F 3276 LEAS -10,S

0033 3051 8601 LDA #tfICGLE
0034 3053 A7S90000 STA ITYPE tX

•PROMOTE TO FRESHIFTED TYPE

0035 305? ECS90001 LDD IXDIH.X

0036 305R EDE4 STD ,S

•SAVE DIMENSIONS

0037 305D ECS90003 LDD ILENG.X
0038 3061 ED62 STD 2,5

•SAVE RASTER SIZE

0039 3063 30&9000S LKAX IDATA,X
•POINT % TO START OF FIRST RASTER

0040 3067 33SB LEAU D.X
•POINT U TO NEXT RASTER

0041 3069 B603 LDA #3
0042 306B A764 STA 4,5

•COUNT THROUGH THREE RASTERS

0043 306D EOE4 Ag LDD ,S

0044 306F 1CFE ANDCC #$FE CLEAR CARRY
0045 3071 170013 LBSR ASFJCTJ

0046 3074 IF31 TFR U,X
0047 307S ICFE ANDCC #$FE
004S 3078 17000C LBSR ASRXU
0049 307B EC62 LDD 2>S
0050 307D 33CB LEAU D,U
0051 307F 6A64 DEC 4,S
0052 3081 2 SEA BNE A@

•SHIFT THE IMAGES

0053 3083 326A FREANZ LEAS lp,S
0054 3085 35F6 FULS A,fl,X,Y,U

T FC

iWrtwitrm**t*mm wwwwwww * a * a*a*a*

* ASRXU

•INPUT:
* X-^SOURCE RASTER
* U-^DESTINATION RASTER
* A - X DIMENSION OF
* RASTER
* B - Y DIMENSION
*
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0055 3087 3456

0056 3089 327B

0057 30BB EDE4
0053 30BD 1FA&

0059 303F E762

0060 3091 E662
0061 3093 1F9A

0062 3095 E6S0
0053 3097 56

0064 3093 E7C0
£065 309A 4

A

0066 309B 26FS

0067 309D A6E4
006 B 309F 6A61
0069 30A1 2 SEE

0070 30A3 3265
0071 30A5 3SD6

0072 30A7

0073 30A7 3440
0074 30A9 11830000
0075 30AD 2007
0076 30AF 17003

S

0077 3012 EEC90006
0078 30B6 26F7

0079 30B8 3SC0

0080 30 BA 3440
00S1 30BG US 30000
0082 30C0 200D
0093 30C2 170025

0084 30C5 17000B
00B 5 30C3 1700IF

0036 30CB EEC 9000

6

0037 30CF 26F1
0083 30D1 35C0

•SHIFTS RASTER RIGHT ONE,
•CARRY BIT MUST BE SET ABOVE
•slrA-A********** telrtWWHHfc* AAAAA ftfr*

ASRXU PSHS X,U,A
P
B

LEAS -5
r S

STD >$

TPR GG,3
STB2.S

ASRXU1 LDB 2,S
TFR B

P
CC

•PUT CARRY BIT IN RIGHT PLACE
A£ LDB ,X+

RORB
STB ,U+
DECA
BSE A@

•SHIFT ONE LINE
LDA .S

DEC 1,8
BNE ASRXU

1

•SHIFT RASTER

LEAS 5,S
PULS X,U,A,B,PC

<nfc* h+Meirllir* * iWfffrA-AAA*** ,VAAAiAA*

* DRAALL
*

•INPUT;
• U->CHARACTER LIST
+
AAAAAA ***r#A-A A k iWWriWi A A A * ******
DRAALL

PSHS U
CHPU #0
BRA C@

A@ LBSR DRAOBJ
LDU CNEXT.U

C'| BNE A@

PULS U,FC

* AAkmA**M * AAA*WA<AAMAAA±**+
*

• FRAHE
*

•INPUT:
• U-> START OF CHARACTER
• LIST
A A A A A ftWHHHHWHHl *••* A-A-A A A A A * * A A

FRAME PSHS U
CHPU #0
BRA C@

A@ LBSR DRAOBJ
*ERASE XOR IMAGE

LBSR MOVOBJ
LBSR DRAOBJ

•ACTUALLY DRAtf THE THING
LDP CNEXT

P
U

C@ BNE A@
PULS U,PC

********* aaa iaii*to»*#jHWW^feNWfc*

• MOVOBJ
•

•INPUT:
• U-CHARACTER
*

•MOVES CHARACTER
FORWARD ONE CLICK' IN TIME
AAAA*A4AAAA*-*******^**rt rtAAAA

0089 30D3 3436

0090 30D5 10AEC90002
0091 30DA A6A90000
0092 30DE 43

0093 30DP 3E3L04

0094 30E2 AD96

0095 30E4 EDC90000

0096 30E3 35B6

MOVOBJ PSHS D,X ( ¥
LDY C?ATH

P
U

IDA PTYPE
P
Y

LSLA
LDX #NOFFT
JSR [A,X]

•LOOK UP FUNCTION THAT
•MOVES THIS TYPE OF OBJECT

STD CXPOS.U
•AND STORE FUNCTION RESULT
•IN OBJECT FOSITION

PULS X^Y.D.FG

***-** AA***VAAA AA* ,MAAA**^

DRAOBJ

0097 30EA 3436
0093 30EC 10AEC90004
0099 30F1 A6A90000
0100 30F5 4B

0101 30F6 BE310C
0102 30F9 AD96

0103 30FB ECC90000

0104 30FF L7008C

0105 3102 35B6

•

•INPUT:
* U->CHARACTER
***A 'AA A A AAAAAAAAA * ******* h A A A A

DRAOBJ PSHS A,B,Y,X
LDY CTMAGE.U
LDA ITYPE,Y
LSLA
LDX #DOBJT
JSR fA.XJ

•CALL FUNCTION TO GET NEXT
•RASTER AND STENCIL

LDD CXPOS.U
*G£T CURRENT POSITION

LBSR CLFBLT

PULS A,E,X,Y,PC

0106 3104 3L45316B31
0107 310A 3134

NOFFT FOB NEtfBGU.NEtfSMP.NEWSTR
FDB NEWYEC

0103 310C 31103115 DOBJT FDB DSTILL.DWIGGL

*

* DSTILL

•INPUT Y->IHAGE
* U->CHARACTER
*

*0UTPUT XO-RASTER

*DRAW A STILL OBJECT

0109 3110
0110 3110 30A90005
0111 3114 39

DSTILL
LEAX IDATA,

Y

RTS

*

• DVIGGLE

•INPUT Y->IMAGE
* U^CHARACTER

•OUTPUT T-^RASTER

•DRAW AN OBJECT CAPABLE OF
•SMOOTH MOVEMENT, IE tflTH
•4 FRESHIFTED SHAPES

01L2 3115
01L3 3115 3406
0114 3117 30A90005

DUIGGL
PSHS A,S
LEAX IDATA.Y

•POINT X TO START OF FIRST
•RASTER

0115 311B E6C90000
0116 3I1F C403

LDB CXFO£,U
ANDB #3

•FIND WHICH PIXEL IN BYTE

0117 3121 5G

0118 3122 3404
INCB
PSHS B

•AND PUSH IT TO USE AS COUNTER

0119 3124 ECA90003 LDD ILENOpY

0120 312B 2002
0121 312A 30BB
0122 312C 6AE4
0123 312E 26FA

BRA C@
A@ LEAX D,X
C@ DEC ,S

BNE A@

0124 3130 3504 PULS B

•CLEAR COUNTER

0125 3132 3586 PULS A.BpFC

+
* NEVYBC

•NEU Y BOUNCE.

*INPUT;
* u->character/
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* Y~>PATH
*
•OUTPUT

:

* A*X?OS
* E-YFOS
*

P126 3134 NEWTBC
(7127 3134 EBG907JPP LDD CZPOS.U

JI128 313S AB21 ADM 1,Y

7129 313A EB22 A@ AEDB 2,Y
PU9 313C ClfijJ OIPB #YHAZ
|7131 313E 25?4 BLO Z@

J7132 3 14j? £022 NEC 2,V
JT133 3142 2pF£ BRA A||

J7134 31H ^

0135 3144 39 RTS

*
* NEtfBOtf

*IKPUT \

* U->CHAEAGTER
* Y->PATH
it

*OUTP0T;
* A - X POSITION
* B - Y POSITION

*UPDATES BOUNCE POSITION.
*AND CHANGES DIRECTION AT WALLS

0136 3145 NEVBOU

0137 3145 A6CWPJ3 NBX LDA CXFOS,U XPOSITION
JJU38 31*9 AB21 ADDA 1,Y XSFEED
0139 SUB 817B CHPA #XMAX-5
JJ14JJ 3UD 25J?4 BLO NBXOK

J7141 314F 6021 NEC 1,Y BOUNCE
0142 3151 20F2 BRA NBX
0143 3153 NBXOK

J7144 3153 E6C90001 A@ LDB CYPOS
h
U YPOS

0145 3157 £B22 ADDS 2,Y YSPEED
0L46 3159 C15B CMPB #YKAX-5
0147 315B 25?4 BLO 2g
014B 315D 6022 KEG 2,Y
0149 315F 2?F2 BRA A@
0150 3161 u
?151 3161 39 RTS

*

* NEWSTR

*INPUT

:

* U*CHARACTER
* Y->PATH
•OUTPUT I

* A - X POSITION
* B - Y POSITION

*GET NEXT POSITION FOR A
•STRAIGHT PATH CHARACTER

0152 3162 NEVSTR
0153 3162 ECC90JJ00 LCD GXPOS.U
0154 3166 AB21 ADDA 1,Y
jl!55 316B EB22 ADDB 2,Y
0156 316A 39 RTS

*
* NEtfSMP

*INPUT:
* U->CHARACTER
* Y->PATK

* *OUTPUT:
* A - XPOS
* B - YPOS
*

(A
FOR THE COLOR COMPUTER FROM

triad pictures corp.
p.o box 1299 sequim, wo 98382

0000000000 P/? DnDDODDDDDDDDDDD

WAR l£WORLDSODaaDnapooopcaoDooaDDOODDnon

A 10056 JOYSTICK-DRIVEN ILLUSTRATED ADVENTURE!

NO MORE "HUNT-AND-GUESS" ON THE KEYBOARD!

HUNDREDS OF CHALLENGING SITUATIONS!

^mm

~\

&m ff-.

H£>c

\

'« trie griinn It,.*'*" " «

The hfgWy detailed black A tvh/te iNittfrdtioH; puf even the best color

adventure graphicb to shame . . . the ftnt of a whole new kind of

point-and-khck adventure the wave of the future 1
!

WAR of the WORLDS Chapter One - The Larding

SPECIAL INTRODUCTORY OFFER - $16 95

SOLD SEPARATELY for S1&9& each:

WAR of the WORLDS Chapter Twa - The Quest

WAR of the WORLDS Chapter Three - The Last Hop©

SPECIAL PACKAGE PRICE - All 3 Chapters for $39.95

SUPPLIED ON CASSETTE

REQUIRES 64K AND ONE RADIO SHACK-TYPE JOYSTICK

*************************
Please send me: Order fOrm

Bill me
Payment enclosed

Add $3 shipping and handling $3

TOTALS

city state zip

TRIAD PICTURES
P.O. Bom 1299

5»qulm, WA 983S2
(206) 683-6459

v.

CALL OR WRITE FOR CATALOG

IN AUSTRALIA

ORDER TRIAD PICTURES SOFTWARE FROM

SOFTWARE SPECTRUM, P.O BOX 21 01

ADELAIDE, SOUTH AUSTRALIA, 5001

(OS) 211 8763 OR &1 4868
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•UPDATES POSITION OF CHARACTER
*BA£ED ON A OFFSET LIST TYPE
*PATH

jam 316B NEW5MF

*-a********

£i5a 31GB 341£ FSHS X

£159 316D 3£U LEAX 1,Y
nw 316F ECB4 LDD J
£1M 3171 C3£££l ADDD #1
£162 3174 1£A3£2 CMFD Z,Z
£163 3177 2503 BLO .-.V:

£164 3179 GC££££ LDD #£
£165 317G ED84 A@ STD ,X

UPDATE POINTER TO NEXT SAMPLE
*AND MOVING POINTER BACK TO
START IF FAST END

£166 317E 3££4 LEAX 4,X
*MQVE OVER QUEUR POINTERS

£167 3i&£ 5S LSLB
£168 3181 49 ROLA

*TWO BYTES/ENTRY
£169 3182 3£8B LEAX D,X

*MOVE X TO CURRENT SAMPLE

017JJ 3184 ECC9££££ LDD CXF0S,U
^171 3188 AB84 ADDA ,X
£172 31SA EB£1 ADDB 1,X

*ADD THIS AS AN OFFSET FROM
CURRENT LOCATION

JJ173 31BC 359£ PULS X h PC

CLPBLT

*INPUT:
* D XY LOCATION OF UPPER LEFT
* X POINTS TO RASTER
* Y ->IMAGE

THE SOFTWARE HOUSE

THE 990 DISKS
ARE BACK!

SS/DD$ .99ea.$ 90.00/100
DS/DD$1.19ea. $110.00/100

w/Tyvek Sleeves & Labels

100% CERTIFIED ERROR FREE
5 YEAR WARRANTY

Media Mate Disk Bank $12.95

Head Cleaner Kit $6.95

Tyvek Sleeves $9.00/100

Add $2,50 S/H in U.SA - Canada Add $3.50
Michigan Residents Add 4% Sales Tax

Check/Money Order Payable To:

Dallas Cox
9020 Hemingway, Redford, Ml 48239

(313) 937-3442 OHH
Send card # & exp. data B 3

^^ M|n, chg. txder $20.00

JJ174 318E 3476
£175 319JJ 3271

£176 3102 3365

017 7 3194 EDE4

£178 3196
£179 3196 E622
0130 3193 E7C4
Sfiai 319A AF46

£182 319C A661
£183 319E A762
£184 3lA£ 2A1A

£185 31A2 ABC4
£186 3U4 1£2B££7F
£187 31AS 1£27££7B
£188 31AC A7C4

£LS9 31AE 4£
£19£ 31AF AB22
£191 3111 Mil
£192 31B3 3D
£193 31S4 £346
£194 3156 ED46

*CLIPS RASTER TO SCREEN AND
*THEN CALLS XORBLT TO
^ACTUALLY DRAW IT

CLPBLT PSHS A,B,n,X,Y
LEAS -15,S

LEAU 5,5

STD ,S

*SAVE UPPER LEFT P0S.0P RASTER

U TO STACK AREA

CLPVER
LDB 2,Y
STB

h U # OF LINES
ST* 6 ,tl RASTER START

WSTART OFF OPTIMISTIC , INITIAL-
IZE THINGS FOR NO CLIPPING

CLPUF LDA l.S
STA 2,5
BPL CLPDN

*IF BELOW TOP OF SCREEN OK
ADDA ,D

LBN I BLITZ
LBEQ BLITZ
STA ,U LESS LINES

*D0N'T BOTHER IF COMPLETELY
*OFF THE TOP

NECA
ADDA 2,Y
LDB t»t RASTER WIDTH
HUL
ADDD 6 tV
STD 6,U

*HOVE RASTER POINTER FORWARD ONE
*RASTER WIDTH FOR EACH PIXEL
*AEOVE SCREEN
•IB "CLIP UPWARDS"

£195 31B8 SF62 CLR 2,3 YGOOR SCREEN £
£196 31BA 2£16 BRA CLPHOR

£197 31BC A6G1 CLPDN LDA US UPPER BOUND OF RA
£198 31BE STER
£199 31BE AB22 ADDA 2,Y HEIGTH OF RASTER
£2££ 31C£ S£6£ SUBA #YMAX
£2£1 31C2 25£E BLO CLPHOR

*IF BOTTOM OF OBJECT IN SCREEN
*N0 PROBLEM

£2£2 31C4 866£ LDA #YMAX
£2£3 31C6 A£61 SUBA 1,S
£2£4 3 1C£ 1£2B££5B LBMI BLIT2
£2£5 3 ICC 1£27££57 LBEQ BLITZ

*IF TOP OF OBJECT BELOW SCREEN
*NOTHINGTO DRAW

£2£6 31D£ A7C4 STA
P
U

*ELSE STORE ACTUAL # OF LINES
*0F OBJECT ON SCREEN

£2£7 31D2 CLPHOR
£2£8 31D2 E621 LDB 1,Y RASTER WIDTH
£2£9 31D4 E741 STB l.CT TO BLAT WIDTH

*START OPTIMISTIC U/ NO CLIPPINC

£21£ 31D6 E6E<* CLPLF LDB ,S ABSOLUTE X POSN
£211 31D8 57 MSB
£212 31D9 57 ASRB FROM PIXEL TO BYTE
£213 31DA E7E4 STB ,£ X BYTE POSITION
£214 31DC E763 STB 3,S XPOSN AFTER CLIP
£215 31DE 2A13 BPL CLPRT

*IF POSITIVE THEN NOT TOO FAR
*LEFT

£216 31E£ C1C£ CHPB #$G£ HALF WRAP-AROUN
£217 31E2 2S14 BLO CLPRT

*IF THINK WAY POSITIVE INSTEAD
+0F JUST NEGATIVE HAND IT TO
*RIGHT CLIPPING

£213 31E4 EB21 ADDB !,¥ RASTER WIDTH
£219 31E6 2B3F BMI BLITS
£22£ 31ES 273D 8EQ BLITZ

*IF EVEN RIGHT BYTE NEGATIVE
*DON'T EVEN BLIT

£221 31EA E741 STB l.U BLAT WIDTH
£222 31EC 5£ NEGB
£223 31ED EB21 ADDB 1,Y B HAS MODULO
£224 31EF AE46 LDX 6,U RASTER START
£225 31F1 3A ABX
£226 31F2 AF46 STX 6,U ADD TO RASTER FT

*ELSE ADJUST WIDTH AND MODULUS
*<SKIP WIDTH) FOR RASTER, AND
*MOVE RASTER POINTER FORWARD
*T0 FIRST BYTE ACTUALLY DRAWN
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the

Disk Drives

New Lower Price

Un-DISK Drives $4&95?
$34.95

You Bet? There are empty spaces in your32K
and 64K CoCo. The Preble VDOS Un-DISK
helps you fill them up with PROGRAMS!

• Un-DISK uses your computers extra

memory like a fast disk drive.

• Un-DISK can store BASIC and MACHINE
LANGUAGE programs.

• Un-DISK is INVISIBLE. Yup! Un-DISK
does not interfere with normal Color Com-
puter Operation.

» Un-DISK appears only when you type the

magic word VDOS.

Un-DISK comes with comprehensive in-

structions which you may not need be-

cause:

• Un-DISK is self-prompting and easy to

use!

Un-DISK is provided on cassette.

• Un-DISK is faster than a slow clumsy
DISK DRIVE and best of all. . .

• Un-DISK isCHEAPERthan a DISK DRIVE!

• Un-DISK will work even if you already own
a disk but WHY BUY A DISK AT ALL?

• Un-DISK should be in the library of every
serious CoCo user even if you own a disk

says Frank J. Esser, independent reviewer

for rainbow Magazine!

<amm
OK sure, disk drives ARE NICE. I own one.

But if your finances are limited, the Un-DISK
can give you much of the power of the

mechanical drive, Even if you already own a

disk the Un-DISK can work like a super fast

extra disk.

EXTRA. . EXTRA. . EXTRA. ..EXTRA. .

.

Additional Power For $14.95

Only with VDUMP for the Un-DISK!

• VDUMP lets you make a cassette backup
copy of everything stored in the Un-DISK,

• VDUMP lets you save 5, 10, 15 or more
programs on a single cassette tape file.

• VDUMP lets you switch Un-DlSKs With a

single load operation replace a group of

financtal programs with a set of childrens
programs. (The new VDUMP tape over-

writes the old.)

VDUM P can allow you to save a whole lot

of rainbow on tape in a SINGLE file,

• VDUMP is the perfect companion to the

Preble VDOS Un-DISK.

Available from Doctor Preble's Programs,
naturally! Bringing you fine Color Computer
Products Since 1983!

The Preble VDOS Un-DISK $34.95
The Preble VDUMP $14.95

Shipping & handling

US. and Canada ,*. $1 .50

or $5 00 to other foreign points

VISA and MasterCard accepted

for
SINCE/* JB^l ^Sl983

Order From:
Dr. Preble's Programs

6540 Outer Loop
Louisville, KY 40226

(502) 966-8281

Canadians may order from Kelly Software
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Show Schedule:

Friday evening — Exhibits open
from 7 p.m. to 10 p.m.

Saturday — CoCo Community
Breakfast at 8a.m.
Exhibits open at 10 a.m. and
close at 6 p.m.

Sunday — Exhibits open from
11 a.m, to4 p.m.

RAINBOWfest/PCMfest
Princeton, NJ,

Dates: Oct. 11-13, 1985

Hotel: Hyatt Regency-
Princeton

Rooms: $65 per night, single or

double

Advance Ticket Deadline:

Oct 4, 1985

FREE T-Shirt to first five ticket

orders received from each state.

FREE RAINBOW poster for first 500
ticket orders recleved.

RAINBOWfest is the only
computer show specifically

dedicated to your Tandy
Color Computer, Nowhere else

will you see as many products,
have immediate access to the top
experts, or be able to attend free

seminars of such import. It's the
next best thing to receiving the
latest issue of the rainbow in

your mailbox!
Every RAINBOWfest features

many deHghtful surprises
because it's a great opportunity
for commercial programmers to

show off many new and
innovative products for the very
first time. You get the jump on
new capabilities for your CoCo.
In exhibit after exhibit, there are
demonstrations, opportunities to

experiment with software and
hardware, and special

RAINBOWfest prices.

You can set your own pace
between visiting exhibits and
attending valuable, free seminars
on all aspects of your CoCo —
from improving basic skills to

working with the sophisticated
OS-9 operating system.
Many of the persons who write

for the rainbow — as well as
those who are written about —
are there to meet you and answer
your questions, technical and
otherwise. You also will meet lots

of other people, just like you,
who share your interest in the
Color Computer. It's a person-to-
person event, as well as a
tremendous learning experience.

in a fun and relaxed atmosphere.
To make it easier for you to

participate, we schedule
RAINBOWfests in three parts of
the country, If you missed the fun
in Irvine, Calif, and Chicago, why
don't you make plans now to join

us in Princeton, NJ.? For
members of the family who don't
share your affinity for CoCo,
you'll be comfortable knowing
that RAINBOWfest is located in

an area with many other
attractions.

The Hyatt Regency - Princeton
offers special rates ($65, single or
double room) for RAINBOWfest.
The show opens Friday evening

with a 7 p.m. to 10 p,m, session.
It's a daytime-only show Saturday
— the CoCo Community
Breakfast is at 8 a.m., then the
exhibit hall opens promptly at 10
a.m. and runs continuously until 6
p.m. (There will be no exhibition

hours or seminars Saturday
evening,) On Sunday, the exhibit
hall opens at 11 a.m. and closes
at 4 p.m.

Tickets for RAINBOWfest may
be obtained directly from the
rainbow. We'll also send you a
special reservation form so you
can get your special room rate.

Come to RAINBOWfest! Let's

all celebrate the CoCo
Community!

CSBU&tfr^fciftf $&St Your admission to^ RAINBOWfest also
entitle^you to visit the premiere
of PCMfest! It's a brand new show
focusing on Tandy's new
generation of computers — the
Tandy MS-DOS computers and
the Tandy Portables.

PCMfest is sponsored by our
sister publication, PCM, The
Personal Computing Magazine
for Tandy Computer Users.



Keynote Speaker

Our guest speaker for the 8 a.m. CoCo Comm unity Breakfast on Saturday is Bill Barden, one of the

country's most widely read computer authors. In addition to hundreds of articles, Bill has written 30 books*
including TRS-80 Assembly Language Programming, Color Computer Assembly Language Programming
and Color Computer Graphics. Bill will discuss "Where WeVe Been, And Where We're Going." (Separate
tickets are required.)

Free Seminars

Bill Barden Computer Languages
Aswellaskeynotfng ourCoCo Community Breakfast {Saturday at 8 a.m.), Bill will hold a seminar discussing
the right language for your application. His overview will cover the most popular microcomputer languages,
including BASIC. C, PASCAL and Assembly.

Dennis Kitsz Your Own Color Computer Hardware
Dennis Kitsz, RAINBOWs newest contributing editor, is a composer, veteran hardware and software designer
and president of Green Mountain Micro. His new column in our RainbowTech section debuts in this issue-

Paul Hoffman A CoCo Gallery
Paul Hoffman is an independent designer/artist and Color Computer programmer. He is the author of

Master Artist and other graphics programs from Owl-Ware.

Dale L. Pucketf Beginners Tour of OS-9
also, Beginners Tour of BASIC09

The author of The Complete Rainbow Guide To OS-9 and The Official BASIC09 Tour Guide will discuss

the advantages of the basicoq language, explain the available commands and demonstrate various functions.

He also will give an overview of how to use the multitasking OS-9 operating system. Dale will be autographing
copies of The Complete Rainbow Guide To OS-9,

Dan Downard Q & A on Peripherals and Modifications
also, inside Your Color Computer

Dan Downard is the technical editor for the rainbow and an electrical engineer. He has been involved
in electronics for 25 years through ham radio (K4KWT). His interest in computers began about six years

ago and he has built several 68XX systems.

Steve Blyn The CoCo and Special Education
Steve Blyn teaches both exceptional and gifted children and has won awards for the design of programs
to aid the handicapped. He is the author of the the rainbow's "Education Notes" column. He and his

wife, Cheryl, own Computer Island.

Join us at future RAINBOWfests!

RAINBOWfest — Palo Alto, Calif.

Dates: Feb. 14-16, 1986
Hotel: Hyatt Hotels, Palo Alto

Rooms; $65 per night, single or double
Advance Ticket Deadline: Feb. 7, 1986

RAINBOWfest — Chicago
Dates: May 23-25, 1986
Hotel: Hyatt Regency, Woodfield
Rooms: $55 per night, single or double
Advance Ticket Deadline: May 16, 1966

YES, I'm conning to Princeton! I want to save by buying tickets now at the special advance sale

price. Breakfast tickets require advance reservations.

Please send me:

Three-day tickets at $9 each

One-day tickets at $7 each

total

total

Name {please print)

Address

City . State

;

$1.00

Telephone

Company _

ZIP.Circle one: Friday Saturday Sunday

Saturday Breakfast at $12 each total

Handling Charge $1

TOTAL ENCLOSED _

(U.S. Funds Only, Please)

D Also send me a hotel reservation card for the Hyatt

Regency-Princeton ($65, single or double room).

Make checks payable to: The RAINBOW. Mail to: RAINBOWfest, the Falsoft Building, P.O. 60x385, Prospect, KY 40059. To make reservations

by phone, call: (502) 228-4492.

Advance ticket deadline: Oct. 4 f 1985. Orders received less than two weeks prior to show opening will be held for you at the door.

Tickets will also be available at the door at a slightly higher price. Tickets will be mailed six weeks prior to show.

Payment Enclosed, or D Charge to:

VISA MasterCard American Express

Account Number „

Exp, Date

Signature



1

0227 31F4 6763

0228 31F6 200C

022? 31FB

0230 31F8 8620
0231 31FA A0E4
0232 31FG 2B29

0233 31FE A121
0234 3200 2402

0235 3302 A741

0236 3204

0237 3204 A662
0238 3206 CS20
0239 3208 3D

0240 3209 F33000
0241 320C 1F01
0242 320E E663
0243 3210 3A

LDA 2
P
S

LDB #32
IfUL

ADDD SCREEN
TFR D.X
LDB 3,S
ABX

*K POINTS TO DESTINATI
*SCREEH

0244 sail AF44 STX 4,U

0245 3213
0246 3215

0247 3217

EC46
E323
ED48

LED 6,U
ADDD 3,Y
STD 8,U

0248 32l9
0249 32 IB

0250 321D

3620
A041
A742

LDA #32
SUBA l.U
STA 2,U

0251 321F
0252 3221
0253 3223

A621
A041
A743

LDA 1,Y
SUBA 1,U
STA 3

F U

0254 3225 8D04 BSR XORBLT

0235 3227 BLITZ

CLR 3,S
*START SCREEN AT LEFT

BRA ALLCLF

CLPRT
LDA #XHAX/4
SUBA ,S

BMI BLITZ
*ALL THE WAY OFF SCREEN

CHFA t,Y
BHS ALLCLF

*ALL IN SCREEN
STA 1,U BYTES/LIME

ALLCLP
*END OF CLIPPING. , WHEW

r

Y DEST.

X DEST.

SCREEN START

RASTER START
RASTER LENGTH
STENCIL START

LINE LENGTH
SCREEN MODULO

RASTER WIDTH
LINE LENGTH
RASTER MODULO

~iv Software <>

KEEP - TRAK "DOUBLE-ENTRY" General Ledger
Accounting System Reg, SSfcW— ONLY $1 9.95
"Double-Entry" General Ledger Accounting System lor rtome or business 16K.
32k. 64k. Usflr-frienrify. menu driven. Program features: balance sheel, interna &
^pense statement (current &

,

YTD'). journal, fedger. B99 accounts & 2350 entries on
32k & $4 k {7 to accounts & entries on t^k] disk only. Version T.2 with screen printouts
For upgrade return miqinal disk & $500, Rainbow Heviews 1.1 - 9/64 : 1 ,2-4/85

"OMEGA F I L E" Reg, $©9*r— ONLY $14.95
Filing data base. File any information with Omega File. Records can have up to 16
fields with 255 characters per NeW [4080 characters/record) Sort, match & prml any
ItfiJd. User friendly menu driven. Manual included (3£k/S4k disk only).

Rainbow neview 3/85

' BOB S MAGIC GRAPHIC MACHINE2niiii«wfi
Turns 2 weeks of graphic Drogramming into 2 hours with "rubber band" lyps graphics.
Generate &A&IC code to use in your programs, Easy drawing and manipulation ol

Cycles, eiipses. boxes, lines and ARCS Single pyslkck opefahon with on line HELPS
at a"l times. Allows text on the graphics screen and movement of objects on Ihe screen
Can be used as a standalone graphics editor. Greal for programmers and LOTS OF
FUhi for the novice ftgg, JM ,«T — ONLV 414.95 to* casselte ants S14J5 for am.
64k with ECB required. ( includes i nstruclion manual ). GRAPH ICS E D ITOR

RAINBOW REVIEW 7/85

AMT Amortization Schedule {Rainbow Review ID/84) SI 4 95 Diak

PERSONAL INFORMATION FILE—St 4.95 disk HOME INVENTORY—41 4.95 disk

CASH-IN (b»llngK$1 4,9& disk MEMO WRITER-$1 4,95 disk

GRADE EASY (teacher date base)—*14.95 32rB4k disk

I 64 K UPGRADE
FUJI- MAXELL SSDD

•3 5-00
*17,95

CARRYING CASES COCO |.1(S3o\Q0

GENERIC DISKS SSDD j14

ool

COMPARE FEATURES AND PRICE, then buy
"THE OTHER GUY'S SOFTwarer

(add $2.50 for postage and handling) "(Please specify if JAM controller)

Send check, money order or COD, US. funds to:

THE OTHER GUV'S SOFTwar* • 55 N Main P.O. Box H • Logan, UT 64321

PMONE (M1> 753-7*20 or WRITE for FREE CATALOG

0256 3227 326?
0257 3229 35F6

0258
0259
0260

0261
0262
0263
0264
0265
0366
0267

0268
0269
0270
0271
0272
0273

322B
322B
322D

3230
3232

3234
3236
323$
3239
32 3 B

323D
323F
3241
3243

3245

3247

AE44
10AE46

ES4L
A6S4
ASA0
A?80
5A
26F7
A642

308 %

AG 43

31AS

6AC4
26E9
39

0274 3248
0275 3248 3412
0276 324A 4P
0277 3248 B7FF02
0278 324E B6FF00
0279 3251 SA80
0280 3253 43
0281 3254 3592

0282 325*

0283 0000
0234 0001
0283 0002
0286 0003

0287 0000
0288 0001
0289 0002

0290 0000

0291 3256 00
0292 3257 FE01

0293 3259 00
0294 325A 01FF

0295 325C 00
0296 325D 01FF

0297 325F 00
0296 3260 01FF

0299 3262 00
0300 3263 05FE

LEAS 15 ,S

POLS A.B.U.X.Y.FC

* X0RBLIT
*

*INFUT; rj->

* .U LINES IN RASTER
* 1,17 #OF LINES IN RASTER
* 2,U SCREEN MODULUS
* 3,U RASTER MODULUS
* 4 4 U SCREEN START
* 6.U RASTER START

*JC0RS SOURCE VITH &EST

,

*TRASHES ALL REGISTER AS WELL
*AS INPUT STRUCTURE.
*THIS IS OK * CLFELT EXPECTS IT

X0RBLT
LDI 4 # U
LDY 6 f

rj

Af| LDB t»U
B@ LDA ,X

EORA ,Y+

STA ,X+
DECB
BNE B@
U>A 2.U
LEAK A.I
LDA 3.U
LEAY A F T
DEC t tr

BNE Af|

RTS

*
* INTERRUPT
*

*CHECKS FOR KEYBOARD OR PENDOVN
RETURNS EQ FOR NO KEYBOARD OTL
*NEW FENDOVW
****** * * * JlP**Ai«f^ * iHMHWl A tftrtfA M it AAM
INTRPT

PSHS X,A
CLRA
STA 5FF02
LDA $FF00
ORA #880
COMA
PULS X

P A P
PC

ZENDCD
*END CODE
BOUNCE EQU
SAMPLE EQU 1

STRAIT EQU 2
YBOUNC EQU 3

*PATH TYPES

STILL EQU
WIGGLE EQU 1

GLIDE EQU 2

*IHAGE TYPES

**PATH STRUCTURE

PTYPE EQU
*THE REST DEPENDS ON WHAT
*TYPE OF PATH

BPATH0 FCB BOUNCE
?CB -2.1

BFATH1 PCS BOUNCE
FCB 1,-1

BPATH2 FCB BOUNCE
FCB 1,-1

BPATH3 FCB BOUNCE
FCB 1,-1

BFATH4 FCB BOUNCE
FCB 5,-2

INITIAL DIR
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PARALLEL PRINTER INTERFACE

POWER SUPPLY

Brf xta«d«d with

Gemini printer*

WORKS WITH All, STANDARD

PARALLEL PRINTERS SWITCH SELECTABLE
BAUD RATES FRO II

300 TO 9600

COMPUTER
CONNECTOR

BUILT-IN MODEM
CONNECTOR

mbw plnouta at
Color Computer
serial I/O port

MODEM-PRDfriSR
SWITCH

PRINTER CONNECTOR
hlfhavt quality
wttS metal ahall
and gold eontaot*

MODEL 1 49.95
WITH MODEM CONNECTOR

AND SWITCH

ADD S.00 FOB SmPPING AND HANDLING

MODEL 2 39.95
WITHOUT MODEM CONNECTOR

AND SWITCH

WITH POWER SUPPLY

ADD 5.00

DRIVE
DISK SYSTEMS

* JAM DISK CONTROLLER
( JDOS or RSDOS )

* DUAL CASE & POTTER SUPPLY
* DUAL DRIVE CABLE
* OPERATORS MANUAL
* ONE DISK DRIVE :

TEAC FD6+A „.. $ 249
TEAC FD66A .... $ 269

TEAC FD66B „., t 289

wum

DISK DRIVES
& ACCESSORIES

TEAC FD64A $ 95

TEAC FDB6A % 110

TEAC FD66B $ 120

New J&M CONTROLLER $ 135
J&M DISK CONTROLLER % H5
Dual Cktt ft PM. $ 59

Dual Drive Cable $ 23
wot suwun

STAR PRINTERS
* Ultra High Resolution Gmphtoa

* 16K Butter on 16", 2K on 10"

* Draft lfodee from 120—200 ope.

* NLfl Uodoe from 30-60 ope.

• 100% IBV Compatible

• 9G-10.. $ 249* SG-16.. $ 390

• SD-10.. f 369 • SD-15.. $ 479

• SR-10.. $499* SR-15.. $629

DISK DRIVE SPECIAL

COMPLETE DRIVE SYSTEM

* TEAC FD66B DISK DRIVE

* New JAM DISK CONTROLLER
(JDOS ROM included)

* DUAL DRIVE CASE ft

POWER SUPPLY

* DUAL DRIVE CABLE

* OPERATORS MANUAL

$ 299
mm

SG-10 PRINTER &
INTERFACE SPECIAL

* Ultra High Resolution Graphic*

* 120 opt. Draft Mod*

* 30 op«. Near-Letter-Quelity

* 2K Butter (expandable to 6K)

* with Model Z Interface:

$ 269
* with Model 1 Interface:

$ 279
PUUS SHIPPING

TRI-TECH ELECTRONICS
P.O. BOX 8100 ROCHESTER, MI 48308 (313) 254-4242



0301

?w
0304

9m
mi
0308

9m

0311
0312

0313

0314

0315

3265 jj<sr

3266 0IFF

3268 00
326$ 0301

326B 0p
326C 0100

326S 00
326F FF01

3271 00
3272 FF01

3274 03
3275 FE01

3277 91
3278 FF01

327A (F3

327B FF0I

0317 0000

0318 0001

0319 0002

0320 0003

0321 0005

0322 327D

0323 327E
17324 3280
0325 32B2

^326 3^85
0327 328S

3323 323B

(1329 32BE

0330 3291

02
0305
000F
00FF00
03FFC0

03FFC0

007*00

0331 32BE 91
0332 32BF 0306
£333 32CI 0012

00A000

020000
2ABA00
B56000
2Aae??
0002*0

3334 32G3

0335 32C6
0336 32C?
0307 32CC
0338 32CF
0339 32D2

9**9 32D5

0341 0000
0342 0001
0343 0002
0344 0004
0345 0006

0346 0008

0347 330B
0348 330B 1621
0349 330D 3274
0350 330F 32BE
0351 33X1 3313

0352 33L3 1A19
0353 3315 3277
0354 3317 32BE
0355 3319 331B

0356 331B 1716
^357 331D 327A

BPATH5

BFATH6

BFATH7

BPATH9

tBOUHl

IBOUN2

*BOUN3

FCB BOUNCE
FCB 1,-1

FCB BOUNCE
FOB 3.1

FCB BOUNCE
FCB 1,0

TCB BOUNCE
TCB -1,1

FCB BOUNCE
FCB -1,1

FCB YBOUNC
FCB -2,1

FCB YBOUNC
FCB -1,1

FCB YBOUNC
FCB -1,1

**IMACE STRUCTURE
**

XTYPE EQU 9
STILL, GLIDE. OR VIGGLE
IXDIH EQU 1

*IN BYTES - 4 TIKES PIXELS
IYBXH EQU 2

*# OF LIHES - IN PIXELS
ILENG EQU 3

•ALWAYS - IXDIH+IYDIM
IDATA EQU 5

*START OF RASTER(S)

BALL FCB GLIDE
FCB 3,5
FDB 15
FCB 0,^,0
FCB 3,$FF i $G0
FCB 3 J $FF.SC0
FCB 3,SFF F 3C0
FCB $0 F $FF,0

RHB 15*3

DIMENSIONS
LENGTH IN BYTES

GUPFY FCB SLIDE
FCB 3,6
FDB 18

FCB S00,$A0,?00
FCB 802,500, $00
FCB $2A,58A,S00
FCB $B5.$60,$00
FCB $2A,388,$00
FCB S00,S02 r $«0

RH1 3*18
*SFACE FOR SHIFTED IMAGES

** CHARACTER STRUCTURE
*W
CXFOS EQU 9
CYFOS EQU 1

CFATH EQU 2

CIMAGE EQU 4
CNEXT EQU 6

•OFFSETS WITHIN CHARACTER
•STRUCTURE
CHARLN EQU 8

*LEfcJCTH OF CHARACTER STRUCTURE

ANLIST
FCB 22,33
FDB YBOUN1
FDB CUPFY
FDB AHLIST+CHAELS

FCB 26,25
FDB YBOUM2
FDB GUFFY
FDB ANLIST+2*CHARLN

FCB 23,22
FDB YBOUN3

0358 331F 32BE
0359 3321 3323

0360 3323 2A30
0361 3325 3256
0362 3327 327D
0363 3329 332B

0364 332B 4020
0365 332D 3Z59
0366 332F 327D
0367 3331 3333

0368 3333 4030
0369 3335 325C
0370 3337 327D
0371 3339 333B

0372 333B 2AZJJ

0373 333D 325F
0374 333F 327D
0375 3341 3343

0376 3343 4018
0377 3345 3262
0378 3347 327D
0379 3349 334B

0380 334B 2030
03B1 334D 3265
0382 334F 327D
0383 3351 3353

0384 3353 2A1B
0385 3355 32GS
0386 33S7 327D
0387 3359 335B

03B8 335B 2020
03B9 335D 326B
0390 335F 327D
0391 3361 3363

0392 3363 2018
0393 3365 326E
0394 3367 327D
0395 3369 3368

92U 336B 4013
0397 336D 3271
0398 336F 327D
0399 3371 0000

0400 3373

0401 3373

FDB GUFFY
FDB ANLIST+3+CHARLN

FCB XHAZ/3,YMAX/2
FDB BPATH0
FDE BALL
FDB ANLIST+4*CHARLN

FCB XHAX/2,YHAX/3
FDB BPATH1
FDB BALL
FDB ANLIST+5*CHARLN

FCB XHAX/2,YHAX/2
FDB BPATH

2

FDB BALL
FDB ANLIST+6*CHARLN

FCB XHAX/3,YHAX/3
FDB BPATH3
FDB BALL
FDB ANLIST+7*CHARLN

FCB 5HAX/2,YMAX/4
FDB BFATH4
FDB BALL
FDB ANLIST+B*CHARLN

FCB XMAX/4,YMAX/2
FDB BPATH

5

FDB BALL
FDB ANLIST+9*CHARLH

FCB XKAX/3,Y«AX/4
FDB BFATH6
FDB BALL
FDB ANLIST+10*CHARLN

FCB XMAX/4 t YKAX/3
FDB BPATH7
FDB BALL
FDB ANLIST+U*CHARLN

FCB XMAX/4,YHAX/4
FDB BPATH

8

FEB BALL
FDB ANLIST+12*CHARLN

FCB SHAX/2.YHAI/5
FDB BFATH9
FDB BALL
FDB END OF LIST

ZENDDA
*END DATA

END

Listing 2: FISH

lp CLEAR 50,fiH3jSJS0
2$ LOADM MF
3^ PM0DE1,1
4f3 PCLS(l)
5,0 DEFUSR^J m &H3plp
6J3 SCREEN 1,1
7J3 A^USR^fja)
SP SCREEN J3,l
Bp INPUT "AGAIN" ;A$
Ipp IF A$ = "Y" THEN 6j3
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CoCo's Best & Fastest Spreadsheet System
ACCLAIMED BY THE EXPERTS

"DYNACALC is my choice for a CoCo spreadsheet."

Dan Downard, RAINBOW, September, 1984.

RAINBOW
CERTIFICATION

SEAL

"Eat your heart out, Lotus 1-2-3!"

Scott Norman, HOT CoCo, October, 1984,
Built-in Features:

51 x 24 Display with Lower Case
Super-fast Smart Screen Refresh

Auto-Repeat Keyboard Driver

Keysaver (TM) repeats last command x times

Disk Operating System (works just like ROM DOS)
Easy communication with BASIC/DOS programs

Two-way communications with PRO-COLOR-FILE •Enhanced*
Outputs to ASCII Word Processors like Telewriter-64

Fast 16-Digit Arithmetic with Scientific Functions

Summation, Mean, and Standard Deviation Functions

Logical Functions with String & Numeric Comparison
String locate command to navigate large worksheets

Sort full or partial worksheet by columns or rows

Line, Bar, Hi/Lo/Close, Circle Graphs
Full Graphics captioning and overlay facility

Graphics Drivers for alt popular Printers

Joystick/Mouse Driver for Cursor Movement
Works with any ROM versions, even JDOS
33k Available Worksheet Space

Up to 256 Columns or 256 Rows
Can use VisiCalc worksheets & training materials^

On-screen Help Messages

FOR 64K DISK SYSTEMS
available from

NOW
ONLY
$9995

**<m

now with

GRAPHICS!
.'a:- 7e-c ftar "Apr Tlav Jun 'jui tag it* ttc~t )*ov J*

%
PAMAHA On

f
GANAL/A-GLjnj ;pi«.ro jHuik 'i

DATAMAN international

420 FERGUSON AVE, ISL

HAMILTON, ONT L8L 4Y9

MasterCard (

(416) 529*1319 AUSTRALIA
DA DIC DAH r^

161 BUNNERONG RD.

KINGSFORD 2032 NSW
f6121 344-91 11

pps!
™

COMPUTER SYSTEMS CENTER
42 Four Seasons Center #122

W^-e Chesterfield, MO 63017 USA

fc035552— (314)576-5020
•*~*^~"

10 to 6 Mon.-Fri.

or your local DYNACALC dealer

Price US$99.95
Outside North America add $10 postage

DYNACALC Reg. U. S. Pat. Off.

Lotus and 1-2-3 are trademarks of Lotus Development Corp

PRO-COLOR-FILE is a trademark of Derringer Software

Telewriter-64 is a trademark of Cognitec

VisiCalc is a trademark of VisiCorp.



INK-A-DINK-A-DO - Computer
Friends of Portland, Ore,, has intro-

duced the first of its second generation

of automatic ribbon re-inkers. The
Universal Cartridge Mac Inker and the

Universal Spool Mac Inker allow users

to use the same inker when they change
printers. The new inkers practically

eliminate the cost of replacing ribbons.

Operation is simple and wholly
automatic. Computer Friends says, and
the carbonless ink yields a printout

darker than many original ribbons. Re-
inked ribbons last longer than the

average original ribbon and can be re-

inked up to 100 times, depending on
their original length.

Mac Inker can ink and re-ink blank

cartridges in six different colors; red,

blue, green, yellow, brown and purple.

Computer Friends, 6415 SW Canyon
Court, Suite 10, Portland, OR 97225.

NO DISCARD — If you've been
looking for a way to encourage clients

to hang onto your business cards, CP
Products may have just the thing.

If you supply CP Products with your
business card, they will embed it in clear

plastic and bond it to the back of a

wafer-thin, solar-powered, six-function

{with memory) calculator. The "busi-

ness card with a brain" weighs less than
an ounce and does not use batteries.

CP Products, Box 431, San Pedro,

CA 90733.

* * *

LABELS — Try-O-Byte has just

announced a new printer utility called

TryOPrinL It is written in BASIC to

permit easy customization of various

labels. Try-O-Print is designed for a

Color Computer and the printer of your
choice.

Available on cassette or diskette, it

provides routines to print multiple

mailing labels, multiple cassette labels,

purchase orders, invoices and a diskette

directory in label format, directly from
the diskette, using labels of two differ-

ent sizes.

The memory required for the pro-

gram is 16K and it runs in either Extend-
ed or Non-Extended basic. Some
customizing is required.

Try-O-Byte, 1009 Alton Circle,

Florence, SC 29501.

READIN', RITIN* AND RAM -
Computer literacy is being touted as the

fourth 'R* in education circles these

days. This leaves many parents —
unfamiliar with the possibilities of

computers as learning tools, but con-

cerned with their children's education
— wondering what to do +

The New American Library has just

published a book, Compukids: A
Parent's Guide to Computers and
Learning, that is designed to provide

parents with all the information they

need to know about their child's

computer education.

Written by Felicia Antonelli Holton,

Compukids seeks to explain computers
and how they are used: at different age

and grade levels; in teaching subjects

like art, music, math and grammar; in

homework; and in the education of

children with handicaps or learning

disabilities, The book also tries to help

parents assess the quality of computer
education their children are receiving,

The New American Library, 1633

Broadway, New York, NY 10019.

BLACK BOX — The Black Box
Corporation recently issued its mid-
year catalog of 160 pages. It includes

more than 500 basic, unique and hard-

to-find data communications devices. A
12-page, full-color insert highlights 36
new products introduced in the issue.

The Black Box Catalog is considered

by many people to be the catalog of

the data communications field. Its

publishers claim the catalog offers the

largest selection of data switches
available anywhere and the broadest

line of problem-solving products in the

industry.

The Black Box Corporation, P.O.

Box 12800, Pittsburgh, PA 1524L

PERSONAL COMPUTER NET —
NewsNet, the nation's largest distrib-

utor of specialized business newsletter

information, has begun carrying a new
publication designed to provide users

with the latest information on all

aspects of personal computers —
hardware, software, systems and
peripherals.

The Personal Computer Report, as

the new publication is known, covers

Tandy, IBM, Apple, AT&T, Compaq,
Kaypro, Microsoft, Lotus and Ashton-
Tate, among other companies.

The Personal Computer Report is

published monthly by Advance Micro-
computers, Inc., a computer consulting,

sales and publishing company in

Mineola, NY,
NewsNet, which began in April 1982,

offers full text delivery and back issue

retrieval of specialized business news
ranging from aerospace and investment
to taxation and telecommunications,

Marcia Cheetham, NewsNet, 945
Haverford Road, Bryn Mawr, PA
19010.

ARTS BULLETIN BOARD - Artists

and art organizations may be interested

in a new computer bulletin board
service called the Electronic Call Board,

which features entertainment and
theater listings for major U.S. cities.

Callers can post and read free casting

notices.

The new service contains one-half

million bytes of online storage with five

to 20 megabytes planned for the future.

Also featured on The Electronic Call

Board are free software files for

download, free want ads, electronic

mail, an online magazine for the
performing arts and general computer
support and advice.

A unique feature allows callers to role

play, create characters, write a scene or

add to a play in progress.

The Electronic Call Board is seeking

artists and organizations without
computer access to list their shows,
casting notices and want ads.

Bobby Ballard, Atmospheres, 1207
Eighth Ave., Brooklyn, NY 11215.
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PECTRUM P
SHOPPING

A CHIP OFF THE OLD...
6821 Standard PIA $9.95
27128 Eprom - Fits new ctlrs* $14.95
6809E CPU Chip (NEW LOW PRICE) ...$19.95
Basic ROM 1.2 Chip (302 FASTER) ..$19.95
68766 (Fits Disk Basic Skt) Eprom. $19. 95
Disk RON l.TfNew DOS Command) ..$29.95
New SAM Chip w/heatsink (74LS785). $29.95
Ext Basic 1.1 ROM - NEW LOW PRICE.$29.95
28 pin Ext Basic-upgrade 26-31 34A . $34. 95
26-31 34A & 26-31 36A 64K Upgrade - 2 chip
set (ONLY for new Korean CoCoIIA). $39.95
Eprom Eraser - 3 min erasure time. $49. 95
Lower Kit Bd - Specify CoCoI/II**.$59.95
CoCo First Aid Kit - includes 2 PIAs,
6809E & SAM TBe Prepared !!!) ....$59.95
Eprom Prgmr (2ms speed /2JK - 16K).$149.95
64K CoCo JJ -~w7NEW keyboard $1 49. 95

COCO LIBRARY...
CoCo Memory Map $14.95
Rainbow Book & Tape of Adventures. $14. 95
Basic Programming Tricks Revealed. $14. 95
The FACTS - Inside "guts" of CoCo. $14. 95
500 Pokes, Peeks 'N Execs $16.95
Basic 09 Tour Guide $18.95
Utility Routines- Top Pgm Secrets . $19. 95
Rainbow Book/Tape of Simulations .$19.95
Extended Basic Unraveled $19.95
Disk Bas1c~7lT0/1.1) Unraveled ,..$19.95
History of the CoCo/ 1980-1 985 ...,$19.95
Newl CoCo U Service Manual $24.95
The Complete Rainbow Guide to 0S9. $19.95
W/Two Disk Package of demo pgms ..$49.95
Cplor/ Extended/Disk Basic Unraveled -

Complete 3 Book Set - Save $10! ..$49,95

MORE GOOD STUFF...
28p1n/24p1n Adapter - P1ug-1n new 128K
JDOS 1,2 In older J&M ctlrs $19,95
CoCo Freeze Frame - Freeze your CoCo
screen at anytime/Hardware switch. $19. 95

CoCo Light Pen -32*i4£ Save $3!.. $21. 95
Spectrum Voice Pak - SAVE $30!! ..$39.95
PBJ WORD-PAK II - Hi-Res 80x24 display
w7smooth scrolllng-New LOW PRICE $129.95
* - J&M and the NEW Super Controller

All orders plus $3.00 8/H (Foreign $5.00)
COD add $2,00 extra

NYS Residents add Sales Tax

CABLES AND...
Printer/Modem 15' Extender Cable .$14.95
Tired of unplugging devices from your
RS232 port? Try a RS232 "Y" Cable , $19, 95
Joystick/Mouse 10* Extender Cable. $19. 95
Null Modem Cable - 4 pin to DB25 .$24.95
Disk Interface/Rom Pak Extender - Move
your disks & ROM Paks (3 feet) .. $24. 95
4 Pin Dual "Y" Cable - Hook up a Disk
w/Voice. Word Pak. CoCo Max, etc ..$29.95
Triple RS232 Switcher - Now select one
of any three RS232 peripherals ...$39.95
Triple "Joyport" Switcher - Joystick.
Mouse, Touch Pad or Light Pen ..,.$39.95
40 Pin Triple "Y" Cable - Hook up any 3~

Voice7Word/RS232/Digitizer PAKs ..$39.95
Finally ! 24" Multi-Pak Extender ..$44.95

OTHER
C-10 tapes in any quantity 49 cents
5 1/4 Diskettes in any quantity ..$1.19
32K. 64K or J28K RAM Button $4.99
Rompak w/Blank PC Brd-27xx series .$9.95
CoCo Keybd - Raised keycaps w/2 Function
Keysl^Wd £10 for D/E Bd adapter )$19.95
Vi deo Clear - This cable will reduce TV
Interference created by CoCol ,,,.$19.95
Video Reverser -Reduce eyestrain w/green
letters on black background**

1

....$24.95
The Magic Box - Load Mod I/III Basic
program tapes into the CoCo ......$24.95
DOS Switcher - Select from any two DOSs
TDisk 1.0 1.1, JDOS) in JAM ctlr .$24.95
1984 Rainbow On Tape (12 Issues) $79.95
EARS-CoCo's first Voice Recognition unit
w/95Z accuracy & 64 Voice Prints ! $99.95
Amdek Twin 3" Drive System ......$199.95
Amdek Drive System w/controller .$299.95
** N T for 26-3134/36 CoCo iTs

PO BOX 81272
83-18 86TH DRIVE

WOODHAVEIM NY 11481
COD ORDER HOT LINE

718-441-2807

¥m



SPECTRUM PROJECTS
SOFT AND HARD WARES FOR

COLORFUL COMPUTING

COMMUNICATIO

hu HiiiiiiiiiiiiiiH imnnn
COLORCOM/E - A complete sma

terminal package! Uploa
Download, Hi^Res (51X24)
screen, 300/1200 Baud, Offline
Printing. Rompak/Disk* - $39.95
* - Now with CoCo S^g & TBBS
XMODEM support! Download ML!

COMPUSERVE 5hr Start Kit (39.95

in iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiini

MODEMS

WORD PROCESSING

TELEWRITER-64 - Three Hi-Res
screens, true lowercase char's
right justify, full screen
editor. Tape $49,95 Disk $59.95
TELE PATCH - A TW-64 enhancer !

!

\

True block move, Qverstrike &
TSPQOL mode, Key beep & repeat
FASTER Disk I/O 64K Disk $19.95

iHiHiHiniiiiniiiiiiiiiHiiiimtnnnT^

PRINTERS

m

MINI-MODEM - Direct connect,
300 Baud, Orig/Answer - $49,95*
J-CAT Modem - Lowest priced
auto/answer modem - $119-95
HAYES SM300 - " Programmable"
auto-dial /auto answer - $199-95

300/ 1 ZOO Baud Modem! - $199.95*
* - Add $14-95 for Modem Cable

KEYBOARDS

m

SUPER-PRO (Mark Data) $59.95*
KEYTHOWICS keyboard - $69.95**
HJL57 - Save $7,00!! - $72.95**
Specify Model/Revision Board.

* Add $5 for "F" board adapter
** Free function key software
CoCo H HJL version available) !

15 key Numeric Keypad - $59.95

RIMINI §£l!P " t"20 cps w/true
descenders, 2K buffer, tract-
frict feed. Near Letter Quality
mode, 1 Yr. warranty! - $239,95
BriteFace-The first INTELLIGENT
Parallel Ptr Interface for CoCo
Auto set Baud rates from 600 to
9600/NO switches to turn $59,95

iiiiiiiiiiiii iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii

MONITORS

nnrnnnnnnnmiiiiiiiiiHiiiiiiiiiium
MONOCHROME Monitors - 80x24
screens plus Hi-Res w/AUDIO!
Green - $99.95 Amber - $119.95
T3nC0LQR was;Z»rf5. NOW $219.95
TAXAN Tuner-Receive TV channels
on any composite monitor . $99+95
Universal Video Driver - Works
w/all monitors * CoCos!- $29-95

^llllllllllliiliiiiiiiiiiiiiinnmiiiiiiiiiiinnM

SAVE $10
OFF COLORCOM/E WITH ANY MODEM

OFF TELEWRITER-64 WITH ANY PRINTER.
KEYBOARD OR MONITOR

SAVE $10

FOR EXPRESS ORDERING PLEASE CALL 716-441-2807



SPECTRUM PROJECTS
SOFT AND HARD WARES FOR

COLORFUL COMPUTING

SPREADSHEET

m

ICompetitionl [DYNACALCl

Screen 32X16 51X24
Precis Tort 9 digits H6 digits
Hi-Res Graphics NO YES
Visicalc cmd format NO YES
New Jow price! 64K Disk $79.95
Side Wise -Print DYNACALC files
up to 255 chars-si defrays ! $24, 95

DISK DRIVES

gpiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiius

DRIVE System* - SS/DD, 6ms,

40 Tracks. Half Height .$219.95
DRIVE ^n System* - $349,95
Disk Drive 1, 2 or 3 - $119.95
Disk Controller w/o ROM $99.95
Controller w/1.1 ROM - $119.95
Spectrum DOS 27128 Eprom $39.95
* PLUS: controller-manual -cable

DATA BASE MANAGER
DiiiiiHiiiniuiiiiHiiiHiniiniiiniiiiiiiiiiim

PRO-COLOR FRE 2.0 - 60 Data
Fids, 8 Report Fmts f 4 Screen
Fmts, 1020 bytes/ record. Sort 3

Fields, Global Search, FAST ML
Sorti Create Files Compatible
w/DYNACALC !

- Disk $59.95
PCF Forms 2.0- Merge DATA files
from PCF to Letter/ Forms. $29. 95

aiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiHiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiHiiiiiiMiiiBiiiia

GAME CONTROLLERS

Graphicom Joystick - Has 2 Fire
buttons ( menu /pen )> smooth and
easy joystick control - $24,95
Mach il Joystick - 360 Degree
control with center return or
analog positioning. - $39.95
W±co Comm and Control - Hook up
2 Atari type joysticks - $19.95

GRAPHICS (DISK)

1. Telegraphies $19.95
2. Graphicom Part II ,..$24.95
3. HARDC0PY $29,95
4. Master Design $29.95
5. CoCo Calligrapher ..,$29.95
6. Syper Screen Machine $29.95*
7. Bjork Blocks ,..$34.95
8. VIZIDRAW $49.95

UTILITIES (DISK)

Double DOS ,,, $19.95*
Elite Calc 1.2 $24,95*
Master Mail $24.95*
Blackjack Royale $24.95
Spect'm Adv Generator$29.95
Musica 2 (New price) $29.95
FHL 0-PAK .$29.95*
Master Key II ... $99.95

m

Utilities a Graphics I

Buy any 2
Buy any 3
Buy any 4

Save 10%
Save 15%
Save 20%

SPECTRUM PROJECTS. Inc.

PO BOX 21272
93-15 86th DRIVE

WOODHAVEN NY 11421

* - Closeout priced III

Final SALE III

No Rainchecks HI

All orders plus $3.00 S/H (Foreign $6.00) - COD add $2.00 extra - NYS Residents add Sales Tax
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An Adventure
Into Sound

Experimentation
By Bill Bernieo

A demonstration on sound production with the

SOUND, PLA Y and EXEC commands

One of the things a lot of programs overlook is also one of the

things the CoCo is very good at . . . producing sounds. With
the help of SOUND, PLAY and even EXEC commands, you can

produce some very impressive sounds to help showcase your programs
and make them more interesting.

The SOUND statement is the simplest. A combination of SOUND
191,1: SOUND 220, 2: SOUND 10,5, for example, will

produce three separate notes, A shorter, easier way
is to use the PLAY command. With it, simply tell the

computer to PLAY "TEG" and you will also get three

separate notes.

As for EXEC, I had to experiment with different

combinations to come up with a sound. For example,

in lines 530 and 550, 1 used it to create the "helicopter"

and "raspberry" sounds. EXEC 43345 by itself will

produce a short "click" or "blip" sound. Enclose it

in a loop, as in Line 550, and you will get the raspberry

sound.

In Line 530 youll probably wonder why there is

a CIRCLE command when there are no graphics.

CIRCLE is there only to create a delay between EXECs

so there won't be one continuous sound, rather a

broken sound such as a helicopter taking off. You
can substitute a short FOR/NEXT loop if you don't

have Extended BASIC,

«i!wjyj.n T^^y^pp

&rtfrfr^^

Running the Program
Sound Story could have simply been a menu with

different sounds to pick from, but careful analysis

revealed that the attention span of the program would
be about 83 seconds. With that in mind, I decided

to integrate these sounds into a short (and I do mean
short) Adventure,

(Bill Bernieo is a self-taught eomputerisi who enjoys

programming, golf, TV and music. He has played

with a '60s rock bandfor IS years,)
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FOURTH ANNIVERSARY SALE -A-fr

rak rhtpq To ',e 'p ce'e',rate Spectrum Projects

» ? » > » *
arB °"8rin» a ,ru|y unbelievable once in

DISK DRIVE a | i,Blime deal! Buy any software from

our 2 page "Colorful Utilities" ad* and

get a set of (8) 64K CoCo chips for only

$14.95 and/or a Disk Drive for only

$199.95 end/or e Gemini SG-10 Printer

for only $219.95. Order HOW I

Chip installation instructions for both CoCo I & CoCo II included I

$199.95

geminTsg*)
$219.93**

# - Or CoCo Max *# - Requires CoCo printer Interface (Briteface) $59.95

MASS
FEATURE PACKED
- Pull-Down Menus

- Undo your mistakes

- Full graphic editing

- *Point-and-Click"

- Fat Bits *Zoom*

- Hardware ROMPAK

Requires Multi-

64K DISK $69.95

SYSTEM :

- Icons & Font Styles

- Full Size Screen Dump

- 32 paintbrush shapes

- Use w/vldeo digitizer

- 256x192 joystick input

Pak or Y-Cable
Y-CABLE $29.95

SHIPPING $3.00 (FOREIGN $5.00) - COD $2.00 EXTRA - NY RES. ADD SALES TAX

PO BOX 81878 93-15 B6TH DRIVE
WQODHAVEN IMY 11421

COD ORDER HOT LINE 71B-441-8B07



&&& COLORFUL UTILITIES O

COCO CHECKER*
Something possibly wrong with your CoCo??? CoCo CHECKER is the answer !? Will test your ROMs,
RAMs, Disk Drives & Controller, Printer, Keyboard, Cassette, Joysticks, Sound, PIAs, VDG, Internal
Clock Speed, Multi-Pak Interface and more!! 16K TAPE/DISK $19.95 (see Jan '85 Rainbow Review)

MULT I-PAK CRAK
Save ROMPAKs to your 64K Disk system using the RS Multi-Pak Interface. Eliminate constant
plugging in of ROMPAKs now by keeping all your PAK software on disk . Includes POKE^ for
"PROBLEM" ROMPAKs. (Downland, Megabug, Micro Painter/Stellar Lifeline, etc..) 64K DISK $24.95

TAPE IM IMAGE
Easily handles programs with auto JpaderS t no headers » no EOF markers , unusual size blocks and
more! Now is the time to get your tape software collection protected ... against JossiJJ TAPE $24.95

SPIT IM IMAGE
A super upgrade from Disk Omni Clone! Back everything up! This amazing program handles "non
standard " disks with ease. We haven't found any disk yet that it can't handle. Don't ever be caught
without a backup again? Lowest price too! Beats most "copj^ protection " programs! 32K DISK $29.95

COCO SCREEN DUMP
The best screen dump program for the Panasonic , Epson & Gemini printers ever! Have the option of
stan d a_r

d

or reverse images w/regular or doubje sized proportional pictures. 600-9600 Saud too! A
must for Graphicom and Bjork Block users. 16K TAPE/DISK $19.95 (see Nov '84 Rainbow Review)

DISK UTILITY 2. 1 *
A m ulti - featured tool for USER FRIENDLY disk handling. Utilize a directory window to selectively
sort, move, rename and kill file entries. Lightning fast Disk I/O for format , copy and backup.
Examine contents of files, the Granule Table, plus the size, load addresses and entry points of ah
programs. Single command execution of both Basic and ML programs. 32K/64K DISK $24.95 "Disk
Utility has proven itself very quickly at my house" - Ed Ellers Oct '84 Rainbow Review pg. 220

SPECTRUM FONT GENERATOR
Now you can write files using any CoCo Word Processor (Telewriter-64, VIP Writer, etc.) and convert
them to special Highly Detailed character sets i Some of the character sets supported are rtafics ,

Old Englis h, Futuristic and Block . A character set editor is included to create custom sets or
modify existing onesf Supports most dot-matrix printers? DISK $29.95

SPECTRUM DOS
screens! Supports 40
"EPROMABLE"

SCHEMATIC DRAFTING PROCESSOR
Save time and design pro looking diagrams using a 480X540 pixel worksheet w/6 viewing windows ,

Over 30 electronic symbols w/10 definable symbols . (Even Logic gates & Multipin chips!) Print hard
copy and save to disk . 64K DISK $4©a§5: New LOW price!!! $29.95 (see Jan '84 Rainbow Review)

COLORAMA
A first - class Bulletin Board package... especially geared towards CoCo users ... has an ordering
section for those who want to run a mail - order business.,, supports Color Graphics ... one nice piece
of work. 64K DISK $99,95 July '64 Rainbow pg. 235. NEW! COLORAMA BBS Time Moduie $59,95

COCO CHECKBOOK
Use your CoCo to keep track of your checking and savings accounts! Printout individual personal
checks! 32K/64K TAPE $29.95 DISK $39,95 (see Apnl '85 Rainbow Review pg. 210)

OW AVAILABLE BY EXPRESS ORDER
AT YOUR LOCAL Radio /hack STORE -

J-02S9 COCO CHECKER - #9O-0S90 DISK UTILITY S.1



<i><M> COLORFUL UTILITIES <fr<M>

FAST DUPE II

The fastest Disk copier ever! Will format and backup a diskette in only one pass (up to 23 grans)
and can make up to 4 Disk copies at once in 2 minutes ! The must utility for every multiple Drsk
Drive owner. Fixes the "head -banging" bug! 32K/64K DISK $19.95 (see May '84 Rainbow Review)

COCO VIDEO TITLER
Start your VCR tapes with dazzling title frames followed by professional countdown to black fade-
outs! Use a title page e ditor with several sizes of text & background colors! T6K TAPE $19.95

AUT-D-START
Autostart your Basic/ML programs with impressive title screens using a mixture of text and
grap hi c s! 16K TAPE $19,95 "Aut-O-Start is an excellent program" June '85 Rainbow Review

64K DISK UTILITY PACKAGE
Take advantage of an expanded 64K machine. Make an additional 8K ol RAM available by relocating
the Ext Basic ROM from $8000 to $D800 . Copy ROMPAKS to disk (even "

protected " PAKS) and create
a agK SPOOL buffer for printing. DISK $21.95 (see July '83 Rainbow Review)

TAPE/DISK UTILITY
A powerful package that transfers tape to disk and disk to tape automatically. Does an automatic
copy of an entire disk of programs to tape. Ideal for Rainbow On Tape to disk. Also copies tape to
_ta^e & prints tape & disk directories. TAPE/DISK $24.95 (see Sept '83 Rainbow Review)

FAST TAPE
Save and load cassette files at twice the speed! Now you can run tape and printer I/O operations
in the high speed mode without a locked up system or I/O ERRORS' Works great with the popular
Telewriter-64 word processor tape by Cognitec, "If you are tired of waiting for those long tapes to
load, I strongly recommend that you buy this fine utility-" TAPE $21.95 July '83 Rainbow

GRAPHICOM
The ultimate CoCo graphics development tool with sophisticated editing, preview animation,
telecommunications and printer support, Hi-Res graphics for only $24.95- W/Spectrum f

s Menu Foot
Switch $34.95 or W/Spect rum's Graph icom Joystick $49.95. 64K DISK (see April '84 Rainbow Review)

EZ BASE
A truly user jjjendiy data base program at an affordable price. Maintain inventories, hobby
collections, recipes, greeting card lists and much, much more! Hi-Res screen, up to 500 records with
15 fields, record or field search, and a Mailing Labels option. Also converts EZ BASE data files to
ASCII format for transmission via Modem! 32K DISK $24.95 (see July '84 Rainbow Review)

COCD-UTIL
Now you can have the power to easily transfer Radio Shack Color Computer disk files to your

MS-DOS machine - including the Tandy 1000 & IBM PCM! You can also transfer MS-DOS files to your
CoCo disk, even format CoCo disks! CoCo-Util wilt save you countless hours of retyping ! No need to
move your computer or printer anymore! Requires 128K MS-DOS computer w/2 disk drives - $29.95

All orders plus $3-00 S/H (Foreign $5*00) - COD add $2,00 extra - NYS Residents add Sales Tax

WOODHAVEN NY 11421

>S

EXPRESS ORDERING 718-441-2807
DEALER CLUB INQUIRIES INVITED

SOFTWARE SUBMISSIONS WELCOMED



There are no treasures to collect, no
damsels in distress to save and no

dungeons to crawl out of. When you

come across the house in the woods,

just pick an option from the list

provided. Each choice will demonstrate

a different sound.

The REM statements are highlighted

in the listing so that you might examine
how each sound is created. I came
across a lot of these sounds by accident,

by trial and error, and by experimen-
tation. I keep a one-word reminder
taped over my CoCo at all times —

Experiment!

(Any questions about Sound Story
may be directed to Mr. Bernico at 708

Michigan Ave., Sheboygan, Wl 53081,
phone 414-459-7350. If you write,

please include an SASE.)

>J^iacr

The listing: SNDSTORY

42
350 52
460 96

END 146

•SOUND STORY
•BY BILL BERNICO
'7J38 MICHIGAN AVE.

10
20
30
4J3

50
60
70
ej3

90
XTX
100 F0RX=1T05J3^:NEXTX
110 •*** AUTHOR'S NAME SOUND ***

120 PRINT@201,"BY " ; :S0UND22£, 2

:

FORX=1TO150 : NEXT : PRINT" BILL " ; :

S

OUND110, 2 : FORX=lT015p : NEXT: PRINT

•SHEBOYGAN, WI 53081
' (414) 459-7350

•*** TITLE PAGE SOUND ***
CLS3:PRINT@43, "SOUND STORY";
FORX=lT02 55STEP10 : SOUNDX , 1 : NE

" BERNICO" ; : SOUND10 ,

2

130 GOSUB560
140 CLS: PRINT"IMAGINE YOURSELF W
ALKING THROUGHTHE WOODS. YOU CO
ME ACROSS A HOUSE SET BACK IN
THE TREES. AS YOU APPROACH, Y
OU SEE THE DOOR TO THE HOUSE.
150 GOSUB560
160 CLS: PRINT"ON THE DOOR YOU NO
TICE THERE IS A KNOB, A DOORBELL
, A KNOCKER AND A SMALL PANE O
F GLASS IN THECENTER. THERE DOE
SN'T APPEAR TOBE ANYBODY HOME.
170 GOSUB560
180 CLS : PRINT @40,"WHAT WILL YOU
DO?

190 PRINT@100,"1.) KNOCK ON THE
DOOR
200 PRINT@132,"2.) RING THE DOOR

LET US HELP YOU EDUCATE!

QUIZ All

Create and print a test for someone else or let them
study on their own. Teats can be short answer, multiple

choice, or ture false. There is even an option for the

computer to generate the multiple choice answers!

June 84 Rainbow, "I found Quiz All to be an excellent

program../'

16K tape/32K disk/Ext Bas - $24.95

ruzzluzzier
See your own list of words incredibly transformed into

CROSSWORDS, WORDSEARCHES, and WORD-
SCRAMBLES * Then print the puzzle and key with any
dot-addresasable or Qkidata printer and save the

words to use later for a different puzzle. 100%
machine language.

32K tape or disk - $29.95

Both for only $45.95 - Save over 15%

Now thesepopularprograms are better than ever!Afile Utility adds advanced editing to Quiz All and transfers

from one program to the other. You can even select itemsfrom separateflies to create a comprehensive listfor
puzzles or quizzes. And PUZZLER is more sophisticated than ever! Upgrades available.

Call or write for our free catalog/newsletter * Dealer inquiries encouraged
TO ORDER: Specify tape or disk • Add #2.00 shipping * COD $2.00 extra • Utah res. add 5 3/4%

iiPT^l
J 1060 Buddlea Prlve-Sandy, Utah 84070-801-571-5023 U
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BELL
210 PRINT@164,"3.)
NOB
22p PRINT@196,»4.)
INDOW
230 PRINT@228,»5.)
BACK

240 PRINT@260,"6.)
ICOPTER
25J3 PRINT§292,"7.)

PRINT@36J3, "CHOOSE (1-7)
A$=INKEY$ : IFA$=""THEN270
A=VAL(A$)

TRY THE DOORK

LOOK IN THE W

GO AROUND THE

ESCAPE IN HEL

GIVE UP
260
270
280
290
300

A>7 THEN 260
330,370, 410 7 430, 46

IF A<1 OR
ON A GOTO

0,530,550
310 GOTO 310
320 '*** DOOR KNOCK SOUND ***
330 CLS:FORX=1TO3:PLAY"T150O1V31
CDCGABV25CV20CV15DV10DV5EV1E»:PR
INT@133, HKN0CK1 KNOCK! KNOCK J

"

: NEXTX
340 PRINT@330,"NOBODY HOME M :GOSU
B580:GOTO180
350 GOSUB 580
360 '*** DOORBELL SOUND ***
370 CLS:PRINT@135,»RRRRRRRRRRRRI
NG! 1 » : PLAY"L20V30T50O5GBGBGBGBGB
GBGBGBGBGBGBGBGBGBGBGBGBGBGBGBG
380 PRINT@330,"NOBODY HOME":GOSU
B580 : GOTO180
390 GOSUB 580
400 '*** BURGULAR ALARM ***
410 CLS:PRINT@162, "WARNING! WAR
NING! WARNINGl":PRINT@224,"(FOR
GOT ABOUT THE BURGLAR ALARM) "

: Q$
="l?2;3;4;5;6;7;8;9;10;ll;l2;":F
0RX=1T015 : PLAY"05L2 42V15 ; " : PLAY
Q$: NEXTX
420 GOSUB580:GOTO180
430 CLS:PRINT@195,"YOU SEE A BIR
D CAGE ON A STAND. THERE
•S A SMALL BIRD IN IT. H
E JUST SAW YOU."
440 '*** BIRD CHIRP SOUND ***

See You At
RAINBOWfest Princeton

October 11-13

450 FORX=1TO5:PLAY"L255T255V20O5
CGCEC" : FORY=1TO200 : NEXTY , X : GOSUB
580IGOTO180
460 CLS: PRINT©100,"YOU' RE IN THE
BACK YARD. YOU SEE THE O

WNER OF THE HOUSE WITH A
MACHINE GUN! BETTER R
UN
470 GOSUB580
480 '***MACHINE GUN SOUND ***
490 F0RF=1T03
500 FORX=1TO10 : PLAY"L190O1V28CV2
9DV20EV10F#V21G#V16GV31" : NEXTX :F
ORD-1TO500 : NEXTD
510 NEXTF:GOTO180
520 •***HELlCOPTER SOUND ***
530 CLS:FORF=449T042STEP-31:PRIN
T@F,"UP, UP AND AWAY":F0RY=1T03;
CIRCLE (10, 10) , 4 : EXEC43345 : PRINTS
F," ": NEXTY, F:GOSUB580: GOTO 180
540 •*** RASPBERRY SOUND ***
550 CLS:FORX=1TO100:EXEC43345:NE
XTX SPRINT"MY, WHAT A SHORT ADVEN
TURE":END
560 PRINT@484,"HIT ANY KEY TO CO
NTINUE"? :EXEC44539: RETURN
570 GOTO 570
580 FORX=1TO2000: NEXTX: RETURN ^

PICOSOFT STRATEGY GAMES
0$ THE SPANISH ARMADA

* Simulates the problems faced by
the English Commanders in 1588
as they struggled to defeat the

ARMADA, Cope with fickle winds,
A relentless current. Difficulty of

supply. «w $24.95

DEBACLE
Command an 18th century army in

the opening campaign of the French
and Indian War. Build a road through
the wilderness. Establish supply
lines. Cope with Indian attacks. Cap- f'

ture a frontier fort. $24,95

FEUER AND GASSE
Lead the American 2nd Division in

a counter offensive against von
Ludendorff's final drive on Paris in

1918. Recreates the battles of Bel-

leau Wood and Chateau Thierry.

Plays in real time. $24.95

All games require a 32K computer and are graph ically portrayed
using the semi-graphics 4 mode to depict the battle maps. Tape
and Disk compatible. Games are shipped on tape.

Send check or money order to PfCOSOFT GAMES, P.O. BOX
35, EIGHTY FOUR, PA 15330: (412) 267-3721. Games are
shipped postage paid PA residents add 6% Tax. No delays for

personal checks

Distribuied in Canada by Kelly Software Dislnbutors Ltd.. P.O. Box 1 1 932.
Edmonton, Alberta T5J 3L1: {403) 421-8003
Distributed in Australia by Computer Hut Soflware, 21 Williams Streei.

Bowen, OLD 4SQ4, {077) 86-2220. Dealer encf Author inquiries welcome.
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CoCocad:
The Schematic Scoundrel

Don't let the namefool you, for this schematic drawing aid

makes illustrating a breeze , , .

By Peter Kerckhoff

A"mini-cad" (computer-aided
design) program for the Color

Computer, CoCocad aids you
in drawing schematics. It requires a 32K
Color Computer, one disk drive, a

printer with bit mapped graphics ability

and a positioning device (Radio Shack
color mouse, joystick, X-pad or touch
tablet). CoCocad is icon menu driven,

and the keyboard is seldom used. Some
functions make use of a "pop™up" menu
for their options.

Instead of digging into the program
and describing how I got each function

to work, I have provided a highly

commented listing (COCOCAD
.REM); as they say, "leave the proof
to the student/' A word of caution: The
commented listing is rather long and
you'll have to PCLERR 1 just to load

it in. Youll also have to remove all of

the remark statements and resave the

program (use the name COCOCAD
+ BAS) before you try to run it* If you
are keying in the program, just leave

the remarks out and don't do the

PCLEAR.
I've also included a short program

listing, REAfOVREAf, to remove the

(Peter Kerckhoffhas been working with

computers since 1975 and has a bache-

lor's degree in electronics engineering

technology. He and his wife, Reneef and
daughter, Danielle, live in Silicon

Valley.)

remarks for you. Just remember to

reload and resave the new CoCocad
program as the remark remover pro*

gram generates an ASCII file (program)
that takes awhile to load.

Once you've got an uncommented
copy of the program, load it into the

computer and run it. The screen should
clear and a header line followed by a

question dealing with clearing memory
should appear at the top of the screen.

The memory clear question is so you
can restart the program with a sche-

matic in memory without losing the

schematic. Since you do not have a
schematic in memory, you should
answer 'Y\ After a very short delay the

screen will again clear and the work
sheet screen will appear.

The work sheet screen is where
almost all of the action takes place. At
the upper left-hand corner of the screen

is a series of boxes with small figures

(icons) in them. I've provided a couple

of screen dumps, Sample Screens 1 and
2, that show the work sheet screens,

These boxes are used to call the various

functions into use (more about this in

a moment). In the upper right-hand

portion of the display is a display of

the current filename, the current page
number and the memory remaining in

the page.

A page is a sub-page of the whole
schematic. The schematic is made up
of nine sub-pages arranged in an array
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SUE Example Schematic Printout
+5UE I
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DO Itl tr

i-^ r
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-a to riu&rft out
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—

ph tn b

—

D8 IB C '

r-7 n c—*

three across and three down. Page zero

is the upper left-hand corner of the

finished schematic. Page one is just

below page zero and page two just

below page one. Page eight is the lower

right-hand corner,

The memory for a page is used for

storing each function you use to draw

the schematic. If you start running out

of memory space, the computer will

warn you by beeping.

The main portion of the screen is

taken up by the schematic work area.

The sides of the work area have grid

marks on them to ease the drawing of

lines between pages. The work area

itself is stippled with dots every eight

pixels. When you are in the schematic

work area, your cursor will "snap" to

either the dots or to the area halfway

between the dots. This makes the

positioning of line end points, compo-
nents and text easier.

Somewhere on the screen there

should appear an arrow. The arrow

should be under positional control by

your mouse (X-pad, joystick, touch

pad, etc.), The arrow cursor appears

when the computer wants you to select

an item from the menu (or submenu,
as well see in a minute). To select an

item, position the arrow on the item

and click the mouse button (press down
on the button, then release).

Let's select our first menu item, Move
the mouse so the arrow is in the menu
box which contains the icon that looks

like the letter 'Z\ Now click the mouse
button. The sides of the box should
disappear, letting you know the com-
puter has accepted your command.
To activate the menu item, move the

mouse down into the schematic work
area, A new cursor will appear in the

work area. This cursor should be

shaped like a box whose corners have
been flipped inwards. This is the end
point (or point) cursor. The point

cursor is used to identify an end point

or a spot in the work area to the

computer.

To draw the line, position the point

cursor to the spot in the work area

where you want one end of the line to

be and click the mouse button. The
cursor should flicker and be replaced

by a new cursor shaped like a box. This
cursor identifies the first end point for

your line. If you move the mouse youll
see that you still have control over

the point cursor, Move the cursor to

the second end point and click the

mouse button. A couple of things will

happen: The cursors will disappear, a

line will be drawn and the memory
remaining display will be updated. You
still have control of the point cursor,

so you can draw another line by
identifying end points and so on.

To exit the line function (or any

other), move the cursor up into the main
menu. The point cursor will disappear

and be replaced with the menu-selecting

arrow cursor. Whenever you have
control of the action on the screen with

the mouse you can exit by going up
into the main menu. This can come in

handy, for example, if you\e selected
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the wrong first end point for a line and
you'd like to start over
OK, a quick review: To select a

function from the menu, move the

arrow cursor to the function and click,

then move down into the schematic
work area; to exit a function move the

cursor back into the main menu. Easy,

isn't it?

The next menu selection is the box
function. We'll include in our discussion

of the box function the fourth menu
item (dashed box) and the fifth menu
item (erase), as these functions are very

similar.

Select the box function and move the

mouse so the point cursor is in the

schematic work area. Move the cursor

to a point where you want one corner
of the box to appear and click the mouse
button. The cursor will vanish and, if

you look closely, there will be a single

pixel blinking on and off at the point

where the cursor was. Now move the

mouse; a box will follow the mouse's

movement. When you are satisfied with

the box, click the mouse button again

and a box will be drawn and page
memory updated. You should have the

point cursor back again so you'll be all

set to draw another box.

The dashed box and erase functions

work much in the same way. The
differences are that with the dashed
box, when the box has been defined,

a dashed box will be drawn. With the

erase, the area in the box defined will

be erased

.

The third menu item, the diode, is

used to select one of the prepro-
grammed components from the com-
ponent library. Get the arrow cursor
back and go up and select the compo-
nent function. A pop-up menu will

appear on the screen in the schematic
work area. At the top of the menu is

the menu title, in this case "compo-
nents," In the center of the menu is the

currently active component. Down at

the bottom of the menu on the left are

the words "PREV" and "NEXT. 1 '

Placing the arrow cursor on either of
these words and clicking the mouse
button will change the active compo-
nent displayed in the center of the menu.
Holding down the mouse button while

the arrow cursor is over one of these

words will cycle you through the

components.

At the right of the menu on the

bottom is the word "USE." Clicking the

mouse button while the cursor is over
this word will clear the menu from the

screen and give you the active compo-
nent to use. The component will be
under mouse control and move about
in the schematic work area as you move
the mouse. When you have placed the
component to the desired position, click

the mouse button and the component
will be drawn onto the screen. If you
move the mouse again, you'll notice that

you still have control over the compo-
nent so that another one can be drawn
onto the screen. To select another
component or another menu item, just

move up into the main menu.

ttTo select a function
from the rnenu^ move
the arrow cursor to the

function and click , * .

to exit a function move
the cursor back into the

main menu, Easyf isn't

it?"

There are two more menu items, the
big

S

T' and the right pointing arrow.
The T* function is used to put text on
the screen. Get the arrow cursor back
and select the text function. When you
move the mouse back down into the

work area you will notice there is a new
cursor, a small horizontal line; this is

the text cursor. Move the text cursor
where you want the text to appear and
click the mouse button. The cursor will

move upwards two pixels and no longer
be under mouse control. The cursor
moves up so that if you are labeling

a line or an end point of a line, the
text will line up properly.

Enter text by typing on the keyboard,
The backspace (left arrow) key has been
implemented so if there is a typing error,

use it to correct the error. When you
finish with the text entry, press the

enter key and the page memory will

be updated with your text. The text

cursor will be under mouse control

again so you can move the cursor to

the next spot and enter more text.

The final menu item is the right

pointing arrow. This function will

switch the current menu to the second
menu. Try out the function by placing

the arrow cursor in the box and clicking

the mouse button (don't forget to move
the mouse downwards to execute the

function). The old menu will disappear
and be replaced with a new one.

The first item in this new menu is

a left pointing arrow and, you guessed
it, will get you back to the original

menu, The third menu item is another
copy of the erase function and is

identical to the one on the original

menu. The remaining menu items are

new.

The second menu item, the one with
the three little squares, is the copy
function. Select the function and move
down into the work area. Move the

point cursor to the area near the object

you wish to copy and click the mouse
button. Move the mouse so the box that

is under mouse control surrounds the

object you want to copy and click the

mouse button again. The box will

disappear and if you move the mouse
you 11 notice that a copy of the item

you boxed will move. When the copy
click has been positioned, the mouse
button and the copy will be left on the

screen and you'll get the point cursor
back. Note the size of the boxed area

will directly affect how fast the image
will move — the larger the box the

slower the move.
The fourth menu item, the one with

the nine little squares, is the page switch

function. When you select the function,

a blinking cursor will appear as the

current page number (upper Hght-hand
portion of the display). Press a key-

between zero and eight to select the

page, Remember, page zero is in the

upper left and page eight is in the lower
right of the final schematic. When a
page number is selected, the current

page will be cleared and the selected

page displayed.

The fifth menu item, the box with
the "CLR" in it, is the clear page
function. Selecting the function will

produce a pop-up menu asking if you
really want to clear the page. Answer
by positioning the cursor over your
answer and clicking the mouse button.

The sixth menu item, the box with
the little floppy disk, is for disk I/O
and will display a pop-up menu when
the function is selected. You must enter

a filename before you can load or save.

Once again, select the commands from
the pop-up menu by positioning the

cursor over the command and clicking

the mouse button.

The last menu item, the large *Q', is

used to quit the program with the

option of getting a printout of the

schematic in memory. If you do decide

to get a printout the computer will

check to see if there is enough room
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on the disk for the temporary storage

of the sub-page image files and, if there

is, will load and run the schematic

printout program (Cadprint) after

saving the image files.

The best and easiest way to get

familiar with CoCocad is to use the

program. Youll find the mouse really

does work well with the program and

that selecting and using the various

functions follow a logical order. Before

going in and modifying the program,

make sure you look it over. There are

quite a few subroutines you may want
to use.

For X-pad users, you will have to

change the mouse scan routine to read

the X-pad. You will also notice the pen
status is stored in the variable T 1

and

can be read directly from the X-pad
(guess what positioning device 1 started

writing the program withf).

In closing, if you use CoCocad to

draw a schematic you hope to have
published, please put a little note
somewhere on it denoting Co Cocadwas
used to draw the schematic — my ego
will get a kick out of it. Any questions

you have regarding these programs may
be directed to me at 4335 Hendrix Way,
San Jose, CA 95124. Please include an
SASE.

^r
43 . .

.

...172 436 .. ....57 831 ... ...213

90 . . .

.

...134 460 ..

.

...167 874 ... ....89

110 ,., ...252 494 ...143 960 ... ....81

141 8 . . ...42 530 ..

.

...117 1100 .. ....49

170 ... ...237 562 . .

.

...206 1280 ... ...153

211 ... ...225 610 ... ...125 1580 .. ...254

241 ... ...115 641 .. 4 1730 ,. ...217
280 .. ....38 690 .. ....17 1780 .. . ...95

314 ... ...240 720 ...223 1860 .. ....50

345 . .< ....69 747 .. ....72 1966 .. ....97

400 ... ...42 773 ..

.

...200 END .. ....23

Listing 1: COCOCAD

This is a commented listing of the program
CoCocad. To load the program you must first PCLEflR

1. To run the program you must remove all of the

comment lines. Don't forget to PCLEfiR 4 before

running.

COCOCAD VR 2.0
(C) 1985 BY P.KERCKHOFF
4335 HENDRIX WAY SAN JOSE CA

A cad SYSTEM FOR THE COLOR
COMPUTER. REQUIRES 32K, DISK
MOUSE AND A GRAPHICS PRINTER

1

2

3

4

5
6

7

8

9

10 CLEAR 500,&H64FFiCLS:lNPUT"CO
COCAD VR 2.0 P.KERCKHOFF CL
EAR PAGE MEMORY (Y/N) " ;A$:GOT012
P
11 '

12 •

13
14
15
16 '

20 X=JOYSTK(0)*4iY=JOYSTK(l)*4;P
-ABS<<1 AND PEEK(&HFF00))*3-3) :I
F X<3 THEN X-3 ELSE IF X>252 THE
N X=252
30 IF Y<3 THEN Y=3 ELSE IF Y>188
THEN Y=188
40 RETURN

' READ MOUSE POSITION => X,Y
' BUTTON STATUS =>P (P=3 IF
i BUTTON IS PRESSED)

PUT A CURSOR INTO ARRAY C2
TO BE USED LATER

PUT A CURSOR ON THE SCREEN
OLD SCREEN DATA => CI

REMOVE CURSOR FROM THE
SCREEN

41 '

42 '

43 '

44 •

45 '

50 GET(0,0)-(6,6) , C1,G:LINE (0,0)
-(6,6), PRESET, BF: DRAW"BM3 , 3XC$ (N

) ;":GET(0,0)-(6,6) ,C2,G!PUT(0,0)
-(6,6) , CI, PSET:RETURN
51 '

52 '

53
54
55 »

60 GET(X-3,Y-3)-(X+3,Y+3) ,C1,G:P
UT(X-3,Y-3)-(X+3,Y+3) ,C2,AND:RET
URN
61 •

62 '

63
64
65 '

70 PUT(X-3,Y-3)-(X+3,Y+3) ,C1,PSE
T: RETURN
71 '

72 •

73
74
75
76 '

80 IF ASC(A$)>62 THEN 90 ELSE ON
ASC(A$)-31 GOTO 1120,1130,1140,
1150 , 1160 , 1170 , 1180 , 1190 , 1200 , 12
10,1220,1230,1240,1250,1260,1270
,1280,1290,1300,1310,1320,1330,1
340,1350,13 60,1370,1380,1390,140
0,1410,1420
90 ON ASC(A$)-62 GOTO 1430,1440,
1450 , 1460 , 1470 , 1480 , 1490 , 1500 , 15
10 , 1520 , 1530 , 1540 , 1550 , 1560 , 1570
, 1580 , 1590 , 1600 , 1610 , 1620 , 1630 ,

1

640 , 1650 , 1660 , 1670 , 1680 , 1690 , 170
P
91 '

92 •

93
94

DRAW A CHARACTER ROUTINE
ENTER WITH THE CHARACTER
IN A$

' DRAW A STRING OF CHARACTERS
' ENTER WITH CHARACTER STRING
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DISK
544.95

H& **to
Introducing The "Super Smart"

DATA PACK II

TERMINAL COMMUNICATIONS SOFTWARE
^j00M*^ Also Supports The PBJ 80 Column "Word Pak", Deluxe RS-232 Pak,

.^ „4 < Parallel Printer Card and PBJ 2SP Pak
r

«3g!$^J "FEATURES"
No L&it Information When Uiing Hi- Resolution Display On Line

ASCII Compatible File Formal
FullT^i Buffering

Terminal Baud Rates 300 TO 9600
Automatic Word Wrap Mm Split K>-<>; \-

Full 'Hall Duple*
Automatic File Capture
Program mahlr* LUnrd length. Parity Jnd Slup BiK
Save and Load Teal Buffer and Program Key Butter* la Tap*
,ir L ' ! t.

k

9 H1*R?*olution Display FormaK 28 lo 255 x 24
True Upper tower Case Display

Kill firaphici; Opium Tor an E**ra fiK

Suppons Line Break

Frwrc Display and Review J n|n* Nation On t.irw

Send Files Directly from Buffer or Disk
Full Disk Su| -)•-

: for Disk Version
Send Control Codrc rrnm Keyboard
Sep* ran- Printer Baud Rales I] 0-9600
Display on Screen of Output Contend ol Buffer io Printer

Automatic Memory Sense I6-64K
9 Programmable Function Key Variable Length Macro Suffer
Programmable Prompt Character of Delay Nk Send Nefcl Line
Programmable Control Character Trapping
Programmable Open Close Buffet Character*
Automatic Key Repeal For Editing

Program and Memory Statu* Display!

TAPE
s34.95

"The Source91

has arrived!

The Source brings the cost of Disassembler and Assembler Source code
generation down to Earth,

Now you can Disassemble Color Computermachine language programs and generate
beautiful Assembler SourceCode for a (Taction ofthe cost ofother OlsassemMer/Sowce

Generator programs.

The Soiirc* has aU the ffaha«s sad fimjc^

Automatic Libel generation.

• Allows specifying FCB, FCC and FDB anas.

Disassembles pi-ograms directly from Disk,

• SuprxrtiniulupJegrlginoM files,

• Output complete Disassembled listing with labels to the Printer, Screen or balk
• Generates Assembler compatible source Hies directly to disk.

• Generated source files are in standard ASCn format that can be edited by most word pmoesws,
• Built tn Hex/Aadt dyni^display to help locate PCS, FCC and FDB areas In a program

.

• Fiat Disassembly mode for testing& checking PCB, FCC and FDB mapped areas.
• Built in Dish Directory and Kill Me commands.
• Menu display with single l«y commands for smooth . Easy, almost foolproofoperation.

Starship Falcon
Graphics Adventure Game

Six months ago a terrorist group demanded to be designated the rulers of

Alpha Sigma III under the threat of world starvation on the planet Earth. The
Federation denied their demands, so they released a biological weapon which
has destroyed ah" known edible plant species from throughout the known gal^

axy. To date no plant life has been able to survive on Earth. Recently, Federation
undercover agents have reported a story told by a roving space trader of a
planet with abundant edible plant life- These plants have a reputation of being
able to survive In all climates and In fact, are supposed to grow at an incredible
rate. The Federation is desperatel If Earth's food source is not replaced soon,
the Federation will have to evacuate all animaj and Human life, Your mission
is to go to the planet Zephyr and obtain the seed of these plants and return to
Earth. Several Federation agents have been sent to obtain the seeds and none
has returned! Can you get the seed and survive??? GOOD LUCK!

32K Disk $34-95 32K Disk $21.95

Screen Enhancement Pro-gram Comparison Chart
PROGRAM FEATURES HIRES II HIRES] BRAND X

NEW OLD

NEW IMPROVED VERSION
- UP TO 85 CHARACTERS PER LINE
READABILITY

- ADJUSTABLEAUTOMATIC KEYREPEAT
- PROPTECT 1-23 SCREEN LINES
- CONTROL CODE KEYBOARD

• FULLY BASIC COMPATIBLE
DISPLAY FORMATS OF 2H in IhS CHARACTERS PER LINE

• FULL % UPPER/LOWER CASE CHARACTERS
-MIXED GRAPHICS & TEXT OR SEPARATE
GRAPHIC & TEXT SCREENS
INDIVIDUAL CHARACTER HtT-HUCHTING
REVERSE CHARACTER HIGHLIGHT MODE

- WRITTEN EM FAST MACHINE LANGUAGE
AUTOMATIC RELOCATES TO TOP OF lft/:t2K

AUTOMATICALLY SUPPORTSM K of RAM WITH RESETCONTROL
REVERSE SCREEN

' ON SCREEN UNDERUN E

DOUBLE SrZE CHARACTERS
ERASE TO END OF LINE

ERASE TO END OF SCREEN
HOME CURSOR
BELL TONE1 CHARACTER
HOME CURSOR & CLEAR SCREEN

• REQUIRES ONLY 2K OF RAM
COMPATIBLE WrTH ALL TAPE & DISK SYSTEMS

m-kEs n scmiy until?

6 CiirielfPi >«r P ri i

?£.,Ch-iriel#r* **r tin*
)i ChiMfifr! * + r tin*
12 CurACT •F * p * r tin*
51 f.lw*elprs wtr I iw

frfCur.ttftf! r»r In*

Full toruror C$d* R#riMr«rd iJto>lo**Uc *** R*»»il
t1»M*d Ttn1 arm in-^hics in PhDBI * md Hi>:h I1e.r*.

Circle Reader Service card #335

$OJ.95 SOQ95
M*Tr TAPE £* / DISK

ALL ORDERS SHIPPER FROM STOCK
ADD $2.50 POSTAGE

MR
CDmr

5566 Ricochet Avenue Las Vfcgas, Nevada @9i i

o

(702) 4520652

Upper/ Louder cast* r\\&t&tl^rs Yes
Mixed Toil and Gi-rtphics Yea
Separar? Tesi & f iMph ir s

Print (p> fully jmpltfmpnrcd.
Print ^ on all lin? hertgrhs

Different line Irnglhi
AulnmAttf Kcv Repettl
AdiLtsEabl? Key Repeal
Aurn Rrpp^r D'tablt'

Ernse to end or line/s^repn
Horrn? Cursor
Solid or BNnking Cur.ior

CLS <rornmdnd tupporred
JtY Coordm^ty Cursnr

Positioning

Double Size Chicle rs

I nd Lvidual/Con tin uoiii

Highlighting

On Screen Underlining
Clear Key funtfinnal

lo XL & 64K Supported
deen or Bla<:k Background
Colnr

Dual Character ^et* lor

Enhanced 64 and HE.

Characters per Ime display Yes
Pmt*N-tpd Screen Line*
(programmable) | ro 2,1

Full Control Cotle Keyboard
(or Screen control directly

from the keyboard Ye*
Programmable* Tab Charaet4?r

Spacing Yt-s

Fyll Screen Reyerse Function Yes
Switch to & honl Ihf Standard

1 b by 32 Sawn for full

eompAtAhility Yes
On Error Goto Function No
Extended Basic Required No
All Machine Languagt' Pto^jrarnYqs
RAM Required in addition ro

Screen RAM 2K
Program Price fTap*rt $24 OS

Ye*
Ve$

Yes Yes
Yes Y^
Ym Yes
SS*>25*Fl2&te25S#J
Y« Yes
Yes No
Ye* No
Yes Y«
Yes Y«
Yes No
Buff/Biaek BuM/Bfack

Yes Ye*
Yes Yes
CleUT/LkeysCteirkev

Y«s
Yes
No
Yes
51 only
51 only(])

Yes
No
No
Yk
Y«
Y«
BuK/Blftek

Yes

Yw No

No

No

No

No

2K 2K
$29 9S

VISA

VISA, MASTERCARD AND C.O,D. ACCEPTED



UPDATE THE SCREEN DISPLAY
OF MEMORY SPACE REMAINING

95 ' IN TS, SCREEN POSITION IN
96 ' TX AND TY. TX IS UPDATED
97 '

100 FOR C=l TO LEN(T$) :DRAW"BM=T
X;,=TY;":A$=MID$(T$,C,1) :GOSUB 8
0:TX=TX+5:NEXT C: return
1J31

102
1J33

104
105
lip LINE (221, 9) -(236, 13) , PRESET,
BF:T$=STR$(768-AD(PG)+A(PG) ) :T$=
RIGHT$(T$,LEN(T$)-1) :TX=221:TY=1
3 : GOSUB100 : IFLEN (T$) =1THENPLAY"E
E03EE02EE01EE04EE"iRETURN ELSE R
ETURN
111 '

112 '

113 ' START OF THE PROGRAM.
114 •

120 DIM C$(3) ,A(8) ,AD(8) ,C1(1),C
2(1) ,C3(1) ,L1(6) ,L2(6) ,L3(6) ,L4(
6) ,CM(15) ,CO(15) ,MD(255) ,MO(255)
: B$="V3 1L100O4B" : NF$="NONE"
121
122
123
124
125
126
127
130 C$ (0) -"BHNL2U2BR2D2R2BD2L2D2
BL2U2L2" :C$(1)="BH3ND2R2BR2R2D2B
D2D2L2BL2L2U2 " : C$ ( 2 ) ="R3" : C$ (3 )

=

"NF2H2ND3R3" : FOR X=0 TO 8:A(X)=X
*768+&H6500:IF A$="Y" THEN POKEA
(X),0:NEXT ELSE NEXT
131 '

132 '

133
134
135
140 PG-0:GOSUB1710:MN=0:N=3:GOSU
B5J3

141 '

142
143
144
145
146
150 GOSUB20 : GOSUB60 : IF P<>3 OR Y
>20 THEN GOSUB 70: GOTO 150 ELSE
GOSUB 70: F=INT (X/20) : IF F>6 THE
N 150 ELSE LINE(F*19+1,1)-(F*19+
20,20) , PRESET, B:F=F+liPLAYB$
151 '

152 '

153 ' WAIT FOR BUTTON NOT

DEFINE CURSOR FONTS AND
SUBPAGE STORAGE ADDRESSES
CLEAR FIRST BYTE IN MEMORY
IF CLEARING MEMORY

SETUP THE SCREEN AND
CREATE AN ARROW CURSOR

» MOVE THE ARROW AROUND,
• WAITING FOR A VALID
COMMAND.

154
155
156
157

PRESSED AND NOT IN MENU
I AREA THEN GO TO MENU
' SELECTION.
i

BACK FROM MENU SELECTION,
REBUILD MENU, LOOP FOR
NEXT SELECTION.

LINE FUNCTION, CREATE
POINT CURSOR

160 GOSUB 20: IF Y<20 OR P=3 THEN
160 ELSE IF MN=0 THEN ON F GOTO
190,290,440,290,520,290,180 ELS

E ON F GOTO180,580,290,680,700,7
40,820
161
162
163
164
165
166
170 PLAYB$ :F=F-1 J LINE (F*19+1,1)

-

( F* 19+20 , 20 ) , PSET , B : N=3 : GOSUB50

:

GOTO150
171 '

172 •

173 ' SWAP MENU
174 '

180 LINE (0 ,0) - (134 , 20) , PRESET, BF
: FORX=0TO6 : LINE (X*19+l , 1) - (X*19+
20,20) , PSET, B: NEXT: IF MN=1 THEN
MN=0: GOSUB 1760SGOTO170 ELSE MN=
l: GOSUB 1770:GOTO170
181
182
183
184
185
190 N=0:GOSUB50tLX=-l
191
192
193
194
195
200 GOSUB20 : IFP=3THEN200
201
202
203
204
205
2 10 GOSUB20 : GOSUB60 : IFY>20THEN2 2

0ELSEGOSUB70 : IFLX—1THEN170ELSEP
UT(LX-3,LY-3)-(LX+3,LY+3),C3,PSE
T:GOTO170
211 '

212 '

213 <

214 •

215
220 GOSUB70:IFPO3THENX1=X:Y1=Y:
GOT0210ELSEPLAYB$ : X=X1 : Y=Y1
221 '

222 '

223 • IF NO PREV POINT SET THEN
224 ' SET FIRST POINT, DRAW A

WAIT FOR BUTTON NOT
PRESSED

MOVE POINT CURSOR, EXIT
IF IN MENU AREA

CONTINUE MOVING THE CURSOR
UNTIL BUTTON IS PRESSED
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REMOVE FIRST END POINT
CURSOR, EXIT IF IN MENU
AREA

225 CURSOR THERE AND LOOP BACK
226 ' FOR SECOND END POINT
227 '

230 IF LX—1 THEN LX=X : LY-Y : GET

(

LX-3 -

r
LY-3 ) - ( LX+3 , LY+3 ) , C3 , G : DRAW

"BM=LX ;
, =LY ; XC$ ( 1 )

; " : GOTO2pp
231
232 '

233 '

234 '

235 '

236 '

240 PUT (LX-3 ,LY-3) -(LX+3, LY+3) ,C
3,PSET:IF Y<27 THEN 170
241 I

242 <

243 ' SNAP COORDINATES
244 '

250 X=INT(X/4)*4:Y=INT(Y/4)*4
251 I

252 '

253
254
255
256 •

260 LINE(X,Y)-(LX,LY) ,PSET:POKEA
D(PG) ,52:POKEAD(PG)+l,X:POKEAD(P
G) +2 , Y: POKEAD (PG) +3 , LX: POKEAD (PG
)+4,LY:AD(PG)=AD(PG)+5:POKEAD(PG
) ,

: GOSUB110 ! LX=-1 : GOTO200
261
262
263
264
265
266
270 GET(PX,PY)-(LX,PY) ,L1,G:GET(
PX,PY)-(PX,LY) ,L2,G:GET(LX,LY)-(
PX,LY),L3,G:GET(LX,LY)-(LX,PY) ,L
4,G:LINE(PX,PY)-(LX,LY) ,PSET,B:R
ETURN
271
272
273
274
275
276

DRAW THE LINE, UPDATE SUB
PAGE MEMORY, LOOP BACK FOR
THE NEXT LINE.

ROUTINE TO SAVE THE SCREEN
DATA WHERE A BOX IS DRAWN
AND TO DRAW THE BOX.

ROUTINE TO UNDRAW THE BOX
BY PUTTING THE ORIGIONAL
DATA BACK

280 PUT(PX,PY)-(LX,PY) ,L1,PSET:P
UT(PX,PY)-(PX,LY) ,L2,PSET:PUT(LX
,LY)-(PX,LY) ,L3,PSETiPUT(LX,LY)-
(LX,PY) ,L4,PSET: RETURN
281 '

282 '

283
284
285 •

290 N=0:GOSUB50
291 •

292 '

BOX ROUTINE, SET UP FOR
POINT CURSOR

REMOVE THE POINT CURSOR,
SET UP BOX COORDINATES

293 ' MOVE THE CURSOR, EXIT IF
294 ' IN MENU AREA, WAIT FOR
295 ' BUTTON PRESSED.
296 '

300 GOSUB20:GOSUB60:IF Y<20 THEN
GOSUB70: GOTO170 ELSE IF P<>3 TH

EN GOSUB70:GOTO300
301
302
303
304
305
3 10 GOSUB70 : LX-X : LY=Y : PX=LX : PY=L
Y
311
312
313
314
315
320 GOSUB20 J IFP=3THEN32J3
321
322
323
324
325
326
327

WAIT FOR BUTTON NOT
PRESSED

DRAW A BOX, SCAN MOUSE,
EXIT IF IN MENU AREA,
LOOP IF BUTTON NOT PRESSED
(WHEW!

)

33)3 GOSUB270SGOSUB 20: IF Y<20 TH

Connect your TRS-80 Color Computer
to the Outside World

Learn the simple techniques for putting /our computer to

work monitoring and controlling outside devices and instru-

ments. Construct and use input and output ports
p
analog*

to-digital and digital-to-analog converters to control signals

using BASIC language programs. Excellent for individual or

classroom instruction.

The book, TRS-80 Color Computer Interfacing, With Experi-

ments, no. 21893, fully explains the fundamentals and
illustrates them with experiments. $14.95
The Expansion Connector Breadboard, no. CO-100,

connects directly to the computer and brings out the needed
address, data, and control bus signals. $34.95

*The Experiment Component Package, no, CC-150,

contains all of the parts needed to do the experiments in the

book, $89.95
For a limited time only, get all three for $105.00, a 25%

saving. (Or take 15% off of any individual item.) Offer expires

Nov. 15 P 1985.

Virginia residents, add 4% sales tax.

Include $2.50 for shipping.

Write for our new free catalog of books, hardware, and
software on Interfacing, electronics, scientific software,

and personal Improvement guides. Order from:

*^
PUTTMQ
HAHDS
AND
MINDS
TOGETHER

P.O. BOX 87 • CHECK, VIRGINIA 24072

Visa/Master Card accepted. 703-651-3153

TRS-80 is a trademark of Radio Shack, a Tandy Corporation.
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UPDATE MEMORY AS TO BOX
COORDINATES , IF FUNCTION
WAS A BOX THEN UPDATE MEM
WITH BOX COMMAND AND LOOP
BACK FOR THE NEXT BOX.

EN GOSUB 2 80: GOTO 170 ELSE IF P<
>3 THEN GOSUB 280: PX=X: PY=Y: GOTO
330

331
332
333
334
335
336
337
338
340 POKEAD(PG)+l / LX:POKEAD(PG)+2
, LY : POKEAD (PG) +3 , PX*. POKEAD (PG) +4
, PY : POKEAD (PG) +5,0: IF F=2 THEN P
OKE AD(PG) ,53:AD(PG)=AD(PG)+5:GO
SUB110:GOTO290
341
342
343
344
345
346
347
350 IF F<>4 THEN 410 ELSE LINE(L
X,LY)-(PX,PY) , PRESET, B: POKEAD (PG
),55:
351
352
353
354
355
356
3 60 X=FX:Y=PY:IF X>LX THEN PX=LX
:LX=X:X=PX
370 IF Y>LY THEN PY=LY : LY=Y : Y=FY
371 '

372 '

373
374

IF DASHED BOX THEN ERASE
THE OLD (CURSOR) BOX,
UPDATE MEMORY FOR THE
DASHED BOX COMMAND.

MAKE SURE THE COORDINATES
WILL WORK IN THE FOR/NEXT
LOOP

1 DRAW THE DASHED BOX

380 AD(PG)=AD(PG)+5:GOSUB110:FOR
X1=X TO LX STEP 8:Y1=X1+4:IF Yl
>LX THEN Y1=LX
390 LINE (XI , Y) - (Yl , Y) , PSET : LINE

(

X1,LY)-(Y1,LY) ,PSET: NEXT: FOR Xl=
Y TO LY STEP8;Y1=X1+4:IF Y1>LY T
HEN Y1=LY
391
392 '

393
394
395 '

400 LINE (X, XI) -( X, Yl), PSET: LINE

(

LX,X1)-(LX,Y1) ,PSETiNEXT:GOTO290
401
402
403
404
405
406

WHEN ALL DONE, LOOP BACK
FOR THE NEXT DASHED BOX

r

r

1 MUST BE THE CLEAR AREA
• FUNCTION SO CLEAR THE
1 AREA.

REBUILD THE STIPPLED
BACKGROUND DESTROYED IN
THE CLEAR AND THEN LOOP
BACK FOR THE NEXT CLEAR.

4 10 LINE ( LX , LY) - (PX , PY ) , PRESET ,

B

F:IF PX>LX THEN X=PX : PX=LX : LX=X
420 IF PY>LY THEN Y=PY : PY=LY : LY=
Y
421
422
423
424
425
426
427
430 PX=INT(PX/8)*8:PY=INT(PY/8)*
8+4: FOR X-PX TO LX STEP 8: FOR Y=
PY TO LY STEP 8:PSET(X, Y) :NEXT Y
,X: POKEAD(PG) , 54 : AD (PG) =AD(PG) +5
:GOSUB110:GOTO290
431
432
433
434
435
436

COMPONENTS FUNCTION,
BUILD POP-UP MENU, GET
ARROW CURSOR

SCAN THE MOUSE, IF IN THE
MENU AREA THEN EXIT ELSE
LOOP UNTIL BUTTON IS
PRESSED ON A VALID COMMAND

440 T$="COMPONENTS" : GOSUB850 : T$=
"NEXT USE":TX=55:TY=115:GOSUBl
00 : T$="PREV" : TX=55 : TY=107 : GOSUB1
00 ! N=3 : GOSUB50 : N=l : DRAW" BM65 , 65

"

:GOSUB870
441
442
443
444
445
446
447
450 GOSUB20 ! GOSUB60 : GOSUB70 : IF Y
<27 THEN PLAYB$:PUT(50,50)-(110,
120) ,MO,PSET:GOTO170 ELSE IF Y<1
00 OR Y>118 OR X<55 OR X>110 OR
P<>3 THEN 450 ELSE PLAY B$
451
452
453
454
455
456
457
458
460 IF X>80 THEN GET (65, 65) -(65+
XW, 65+YW), CM, G: PUT (50, 50) -(110,1
20) ,MO,PSET:GOTO480 ELSE DRAW'BM
65 , 65C5" : GOSUB870 : DRAWBM65 , 65C0
":IF Y<109 THEN 470 ELSE N=N+1:I
F N<25 THEN GOSUB870:GOTO450 ELS
E N=1:GOSUB870:GOTO450
461 •

IF 'USE' THEN GET THE
COMPONENT AND BRANCH ELSE
ERASE THE COMPONENT AND
EITHER DRAW THE NEXT ONE
AND LOOP

462
463
464
465

OR DRAW THE PREVIOUS
ONE AND LOOP
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BUT...CHECKERBOARDS
ARE FOR TARLECLOTHS!
THE LOWERKIT III FROM
GREEN MOUNTAIN MICRO

Still cloaking your Color

Computer in a checkerboard

tablecloth? Since 1981,

thousands of Color Computer

users have uncovered their computer by

discovering the Lowerkit — the first and

best full-time lowercase and special

symbols generation system for your

Color Computer.

Why a Lowerkit? Because uppercase-

only display is a relic of the user-

unfriendly past. And because you cant

really read a checkerboard excuse for

lowercase display Sure, software

lowercase comes with a handful of

commercial programs. But software

lowercase gobbles up over 6 T000 bytes of

your precious memory. Even if you have

64K, you II give up 10% of it for a

simple lowercase display; And software

lowercase vanishes when you change

programs or turn off your computer.

Take 15 minutes. Put the Lowerkit in,

A Lowerkit is simple, reliable — and its

always there. You flip on your machine,

and Lowerkit's bold lettering greets you.

No tapes, disks or cartridges to bad

first. No compatibility problems; when
you don't want it, you switch it off.

And now, the new Lowerkit III

includes a reverse screen switch as well.

Big, bright green letters on a black

background

Original Color Computer Display

LOWERKIT Hi Display (reverse video, too)

Four years ago, the Lowerkit made

history and set the standard in Color

Computer lowercase. For example, game

and education programs from Sugar

Software have Lowerkit display options.

Spectrosystems' ADOS supports the

Lowerkit; so does Cer-Comp's TextPra

Cartridge Scripsit looks beautiful with a

Lowerkit. Spectrum Projects, Cheshire Cat

and many others have developed

beautiful alternate character sets which

you can download from Micronet, burn

into an EPROM, and snap into your

Lowerkit.

Pull the checkerboard tablecloth off

your Color Computer with a Lowerkit.

The original. The standard.

New Low Price on the

Assembled Lowerkit III!

• Lowerkit HI, assembled and tested, 167.50

• Lowerkit m> complete kit of parts, 149-95

• Lowerkit III, printed circuit board, 120.00

Be sure to specify Color Computer or

Color Computer 2

ALSO AVAILABLE FROM
GREEN MOUNTAIN MICRO

Color Burner with/software, $69-95 /

156.95 kii

Micro Language lab "Learning the

6809" $99 (plus $4 shipping and
bundling)

CoCoFort interface, % 54,9 5 / 144*95 kit

RAM/ROM pack, S29-95 / 119-95 kit

64K Color memory upgrade kit, $25.

with NEW Memory Tester, $30.

Color Quaver, Software Music

Synthesizer, $14.95

Multipak Extender Cable 24

It works! S3 5 -00

TV Buff 1 1* improved to handle virtually

all monitors, $19-95

(Add $3> shipping and handling)

^Specify Color Computer or CoCo H

Green
Mountain
Micro

Bathory Road, Box R"

Roxbury, Vermont 05669

802 485-6112

Hours: ftan**5pm, Monday-Friday

Q )I)/Y ISA/MASTERCARD

TRS-80 is a trademark of Tandy Corporation



470 N-N-l:IF N>0 THEN GOSUB870:G
OTO450 ELSE N=24 :GOSUB870 :GOT045

471 •

472 '

473 SCAN THE MOUSE
474 '

480 GOSUB20
481 *

482 '

483 ' MOVE THE COMPONENT UNTIL
484 BUTTON IS PRESSED OR
485 IN MENU AREA
486 <

490 GET(X,Y)-(X+XW,Y+YW) ,CO,G:PU
T(X,Y)-(X+XW,Y+YW) ,CM,AND:LX-X:L
Y=Y:GOSUB20:IF P<>3 AND Y>26 THE
N PUT (LX, LY) - (LX+XW, LY+YW) , CO, PS
ET: GOTO 490
491
492 »

493 * IF IN MENU AREA THEN ERASE
494 ' THE COMPONENT AND EXIT
495 '

500 IF Y<27 THEN PUT(LX,LY) -{LX+
XW, LY+YW) , CO, PSET: GOTO 170
501 •

502 *

FREE
10 DISKETTES

OR
20 C-20 CASSETTES

A subscription to the 'Coco-Cassette' gets you a tape
or disk full of 10 quality programs delivered to you by
first class mail every month. The documentation included

will help you run great utilities like
lWord Processor/ and

'Budget Analyzer/ or enjoy great games like 'Frogjump'

and Caterpillar Cave' FOR AS LITTLE AS 46 CENTS
EACH!

* Limited offer * Subscribe for a year on cassette
and receive 20 Free C-20 cassettes or subscribe for a
year on disk and receive 10 Free 51

/t single sided
double density diskettes!

Now available on disk!

^PRICES

—

TAPE DfSK

1YR [12 ISSUES} 55" 70*

6 M0 (6 ISSUES) 30°° 40*

SingleCopies 6
00

B
00

• 1 6K extended required ^h Res
J?*?'

* Over 3000 satisfied customers

# Back issues available (ram July 82 PERSONAL CHECKS WELCOME!
(over 280 programs to choose from!]

* Also available lor Commodore 64.

T & D Subscription Software
P.O. BOX 256-C

'; -;-.
.

'" HOLLAND, Ml 49423
-' (616) 396-7577

LEAVE THE COMPONENT ON
THE SCREEN AND UPDATE
MEMORY. THEN LOOP BACK
TO PUT THE NEXT COMPONENT
ON THE SCREEN.

TEXT FUNCTION
GO CREATE THE TEXT CURSOR

MOVE THE CURSOR, WAITING
FOR EITHER BUTTON CLICK
OR IN MENU AREA

503
504
505
506
507
508
5 10 PLAYB$ : POKEAD (PG) , N : POKEAD (

P

G)+l,LX:POKEAD(PG)+2,LY:AD(PG)=A
D (PG) +3: POKEAD (PG) ,0:GOSUB110:GO
TO480
511
512
513
514
515
520 N=2:GOSUB50
521
522
523
524
525
526
530 GOSUB20:GOSUB60:GOSUB70iIF P
<>3 AND Y>26 THEN 530 ELSE Y=Y-2
531
532
533
535
536
537
540 IFY<27 THEN 170 ELSE PLAYB$:
POKEAD(PG) , 51: POKEAD(PG) +l,X:POK
EAD(PG)+2,Y:AD(PG)=AD(PG)+3:GOSU
B110:X1-AD(PG)
541
542
543
544
545
550 GOSUB60 :A$=INKEY$ : GOSUB70 : IF
A$="" THEN 550 ELSE PLAY B$:IF

A$=CHR$ ( 13 ) THEN POKE AD (PG) , 2 5

5

: AD ( PG) -AD ( PG) +1 : POKEAD (PG)
, : GO

SUB110:GOTO520
551
552
553
554
555

IF IN MENU AREA THEN EXIT
ELSE UPDATE MEMORY FOR
THE TEXT FUNCTION

GO SCAN THE KEYBOARD, IF
ENTER IS PRESSED THEN EXIT

IF BACK SPACE IS PRESSED
THEN DO A BACK SPACE

560 IF A$=CHR$(8) THEN IF AD(PG)
>X1 THEN AD(PG)=AD(PG)-1:X-X-5:L
INE(X,Y)-(X+5,Y-6) , PRESET, BF: GOT
0550 ELSE GOTO550
561
562
563
564
565
570 POKEAD(PG) ,ASC(A$) :AD(PG)=AD

ELSE DRAW THE CHARACTER
AND LOOP FOR MORE
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COPY ROUTINE, GO GET
A CURSOR

(PG) +1 : DRAW"BM=X;

,

=Y ;

"

:GOSUB8p :

X

=X+5 :GOSUBllp : GOT055p
571 '

572 '

573
574
575 l

580 N=0:GOSUB50
581
582 '

583
584
585

' MOVE CURSOR UNTIL IN MENU
• AREA OR BUTTON CLICK
i

1 WAIT FOR BUTTON NOT DOWN

590 GOSUB20 : GOSUB60 : IF P<>3 AND
Y>26 THENGOSUB70:GOTO590ELSEGOSU
B70:IF Y<27 THEN170
591 i

592 '

593 ' SAVE CURSOR COORDINATES
594 '

$$p PLAYB$ : LX=X : LY=Y : PX=LX : PY=LY
6J31 '

602
603
604
610 GOSUB2J3:IFP=3THEN610
611 '

612 '

613
614
615
616
617 •

620 GOSUB270:GOSUB20:IFY<26THENG
OSUB280 : GOTO170ELSEIFPO3THENGOS
UB280 : PX=X: PY=Y : GOTO620
621
622
623
624
625

DRAW A BOX, SCAN MOUSE IF
IN MENU THEN ERASE BOX AND
EXIT, IF BUTTON NOT CLICK
THEN ERASE BOX AND LOOP

ERASE BOX, GET BOXED AREA
UPDATE MEMORY

630 GOSUB280 : PLAYB$ : XW-ABS (PX-LX
) :YW=ABS(PY-LY) :IF (XW*YW) >10000
THEN 580 ELSE GET (LX, LY) - (PX,PY

) ,MD,G:FOKEAD(PG)+l,PX:POKEAD(PG
) +2 , PY: POKEAD (PG) +3 , LX: POKEAD(PG
) +4 , LY
631
632
633
634
635
636
640 GOSUB20:GET(X,Y)-(X+XW,Y+YW)
,MO,G:PUT(X,Y)-(X+XW,Y+YW) ,MD,AN
D:PUT{X,Y)-(X+XW,Y+YW) ,MO,PSET:I
FY<27THEN170ELSEIFPO3THENXl=XiY
1=Y ! GOTO640ELSEX=X1 : Y=Y1 : PUT (X,

Y

)-(X+XW,Y+YW) ,MD,AND

SCAN MOUSE, PUT IMAGE ONTO
THE SCREEN, LOOP UNTILL
IN MENU OR BUTTON CLICK

It's time we put
our chips

on the table

mm

and showed you our best
deals on computer hardware.

HARDWARE SPECIALS
Extended Basic w/bk S 39,95 Botek Ser/Par Interface S 69.95

WK (DEI) Memory Upg $ 49.95 26*3802 ModeJl00 24K % 449 95

KJL Keyboard {D.LF.2) S 79.95 26-3816P8K Upgrade Model 100 $ 55.95

26-3129 Coco Drive S 275.95 26-3860 Model 200 S 849.95

26-1161 Coco Drive 1 S 179.95 2&1276 DMM 05 Primer flOcps S 179 95

26-3127 64K Extended Coco 2 S 179.96 26- 127BDWP 220 Printer $ S3fi.9S

26-3124 Multi-Pac Inierface S 89.95 25* 1000 Tandy 10QQ2-drrw % 999,95

NAP Video Monitor (Gm Ambef)$ 1fl9,95 Tandy 1000 10MB Hd J1J99.95

Video Monitor Adapters S 3495 25-1011 Memory pi us board £ 269. 95

ACCESSORIES
Volksmodem 1200 $299,35 MKri ll Joystick S 39.95

RS D,C. Modem IB $ 89.95 26-3030 0S-9 i64k] % 64.95 (disk)

Novation j-cai Modem $129.95 Basi:-Q9(req 0S-9] 3 67.95 (disk)

USft Password 300 $179.95 "C Cor r.niler [OS-9

1

$ »7.95(diSK)

Hayes SM 300 Modem $239 95 FHL0-Pak(req 0S-9) J 34.95 (disk)

USR Password 1200 $399.95 Elite Word fSAJStfte)/
USR Password 2400 $59-9.95 Elite Calc £59.95 (die)

CaCo Swilcber . S 39.95 Color Term Pius S29 95 (cass)

Elephant Disks ssdd £18.95 Deh Pascal S 79.95

2fr 30 12 Deluxe Joystick S 34.95

NEW? Dual DouHe SmM Drives including NEW 26-3128 &4K

case, power supply & cable 1375.95 Direct VHeo GoCoZ 1219.95

OS-9 is a trademark of Microware

MSi SOFTWARE
MSI DISKUTIL NEW S 19.95 MSI NAMEFILE S 24.95

COLOR FINANCE IV 569,95 MSI CALENDAR NEW S 19.95

COLOR FINANCE II NEW S 69 95 MSI COLOR PAYROLL NEW 5 99,95

Call lor prices and availability ol your lavonte software and hardware All advertised

items subject to availability Prtots do not include shipping arid handling. AH gi the

afiove units are covered by our 120 day carry-m warranty

TRS-80 Trademark Tandy Cerporahon prices subject lo change wflbout notice

Write lor our FREE newsletter

mmmi

H
DELKER ELECTRONICS, INC
P.O. Box 897

408C Nissan Blvd. Smyrna, TN 37167

Call Toll Free:

800*251-5008
800 5452502 (TENNESSEE)

615^59 2636 (TENNESSEE)

6is-254*aoaa (Nashville)
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UPDATE MEMORY, LOOP

PAGE (SWITCH) FUNCTION
PUT CURSOR AT PAGE DISPLAY
WAIT FOR VALID PAGE #
(KEY) PRESSED

641
642
643
644
65p POKEAD(PG) , 56: POKEAD(PG) +5,X
: POKEAD (PG) +6 , Y : AD (PG) =AD (PG) +7

!

POKEAD(PG) ,0:GOSUB110!GOTO580
671
672
673
674
675
676
677
680 LINE (166, 13) -(171,8) ,PSET,BF
: A$=INKEY$ : LINE ( 166 , 13 ) - ( 17 1 , 8 )

,

PRESET, BF:IF A$<"0" OR A$>"8" TH
EN 680
681 '

682 '

683 ' DISPLAY NEW PAGE
684 '

690 PG=VAL(A$) :DRAW"BM166,13»:GO
SUB8p:LINE(8,28)-(247,183) ,PRESE
T, BF : GOSUB1790 I FORX=8T0248STEP8

:

F0RY=28T0184STEP8:PSET(X,Y) :NEXT
Y, X : GOSUBlip : GOTO170
691 '

692 <

693 ' CLEAR (THE PAGE) FUNCTION
694 • DISPLAY CLEAR MENU
695 •

7)3)3 T$=" CLEAR ,, :GOSUB850:T$-"YE
S NO" t TX=55 : TY=115 : GOSUB100

:

N=3 : GOSUB50 : TX=63 : TY=70 : T$="DO Y
OU" : GOSUB100 : TX=60 : TY=8)3 : T$="WAN
T TO" : G0SUB1)3)3 : TX=63 : TY=90 : T$="C
LEAR" : GOSUBipp : TX=55 : TY=10j3 : T$="
THE PAGE?":GOSUB100
701
702
703
704
705
706
707
7 10 GOSUB20 : GOSUB60 : GOSUB70 : IFY<
27 THEN PLAYB$;PUT(50,50)-(110,1
20) ,MO,PSET:GOTO170 ELSE IF Y<10
OR Y>120 OR X<55 OR X>110 OR P

<>3 THEN 710 ELSE PLAY B$
'

711
712
713
714
715

i

• SCAN MOUSE, MOVE ARROW
• CURSOR, WAIT FOR VALID
• OPTION CLICK OR IN MAIN
' MENU AREA

NOPE, DIDN'T REALLY WANT
TO CLEAR THE PAGE

720 IF X>80 THEN PUT(50,50) -(110
, 120 ) ,MO , PSET : GOTO170

TRS-80 COMPUTER DISCOUNTS
COLOR COMPUTERS

26-3134 16k color II 110,00

26-3136 16k ext color 1

1

130,00

26-3127 64k color comp 150.00

26-3029 1st disk drive 289.95

26-3130 2nd disk drive 169,95

PRINTERS
26-1276 OMP 105 169.95

26-1271 DMP-110 220.00

26-1277 DMP-430 799,00

26-1276 DWP-220 500.00

MODEL 4 and 1000s
25-1000 mod 10O0 850,00

25-1004 128K memory board 200.00
25-1005 2nd drive mod 1000 17000
26-321 1 Monoch rome mon i tor 125.00

26-1069 mod 4 64k 2dr. 999.95

26-5103 mod 2000 2dr. 1,400.00

26-5104 mod 2000 HD 2 h200.00

We Carry the Complete Line of TRS-80
Computer Products at Discount Prices

CALL FOR A FREE PRICE LIST 800-257-5556
IN N.J. CALL 609-769-0551

WOODSTOWN ELECTRONICS
Rt. 40 E. WOODSTOWN, N.J. 08098
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CLEAR THE PAGE BY SETTING
FIRST MEMORY BYTE TO
THEN CLEAR THE SCREEN
AND LOOP BACK TO MAIN

DISK FUNCTION (S)

DISPLAY DISK MENU

SCAN MOUSE, EXIT IF IN
MAIN MENU AREA, LOOP IF
BUTTON NOT DOWN OR NOT
IN DISK MENU

721
722
723
724
725
726
727
73J3 POKEA(PG) ,0 :AD (PG) =A(PG) :GOS
UBllj3:LINE(8,28)-(247,183) ,PRESE
T,BF:FORX=8T024SSTEP8:FORY=28T01
84STEP8:PSET(X,Y) :NEXTY,X:GOT017
P
731
732
733
734
735
740 T$=" DISK":GOSUB85#:T$= MNA
ME" : TX=7p :TY=7p : GOSUB100 : T$="LOA
D" : TX=7p : TY=8p : GOSUBlp^ : T$="SAVE
" : TX=7J3 : TY=9p : GOSUB100 : N=3 : GOSUB
50
741
742
743
744
745
746
747

75J3 GOSUB2p:GOSUB6p:GOSUB7p:IF Y
<27 THEN PLAYB$:PUT(5J3,50)-(11J3,
120) ,MO,PSET:GOT017j3 ELSE IF Y<6
OR Y>90 OR X<70 OR X>90 OR P<>

3 THEN 75J3 ELSE PLAY B$
751
752
753
754
755
760 IF Y>70 THEN 770 ELSE CLS : LI
NEINPUT"FILE NAME =>" ;NF$: SCREEN
1,1:LINE(170,5)-(210,0) , PRESET,

B

F : TY-5 : TX-170 : T$=NF$ : GOSUB100 : GO
TO7 50
761
762
763
764
765
766
767
768
770 IF NF$="" OR NF$="NONE" THEN
750 ELSE IF Y>80 THEN 780 ELSE

TX=60 : TY=1 10 : T$= " LOADING " : GOSUB1
00:LOADM NF$:A$="0":GOTO 690
771 '

772 '

773 ' SAVE THE PAGES fMEMORY)

IF NAME OPTION THEN GET
A FILE NAME

IF LOAD OR SAVE THEN FIRST
CHECK FOR A FILE NAME
IF LOADING THEN LOAD
THE PAGES (MEMORY) AND
EXIT

QUIT FUNCTION
DISPLAY QUIT MENU

774 '

780 IF Y>90 THEN 750 ELSE TX=60:
TY=110 :T$=" SAVING" : GOSUB100 : SAVE
M NF$, &H6500, &H7FFF, &H6500: LINE

(

60 , 110 ) - ( 90 , 105 ) , PRESET , BF : GOT07
50
811
812
813
814
815
820 T$=" QUIT":GOSUB850:TX=60:
TY=70 : T$="SAVE TO" I GOSUB100 : TX=7

: TY=80 ! T$="DISK" : GOSUB100 : T$="Y
ES NO":TX=55:TY-115:GOSUB100
:N=3:GOSUB50
821
822
823
824
825
830 GOSUB20 : GOSUB60 : GOSUB70 : IF Y
<27 THEN PLAYB$:PUT(50,50)-(110

/

120) ,MO,PSET:GOTO170 ELSE IF Y<1
00 OR Y>120 OR X<50 OR X>110 OR
P<>3 THEN 830 ELSE PLAY B$
831 '

832 '

833 » BRANCH IF DISK SAVE NEEDED

THE OL' LOOP UNLESS THE
OPTION IS CALLED LINE

in small
packages

!

P,0,8OK 1340
Fort Qu'fiopeft
CfiNRDfl SOQ

I
Just In *imt for & CfWtstmaS £

l SPECIAL UMTIL PKiRUARY t«, i«*=
\ OlOln#WS+4 CHE YEA* FOR ONLY *65. ™
I MAHE;
I ADDRESS* .v. ,

giTY- lt„..„ „ STATE/PRGY* ,

COUNTRY? - CODi*
COAHAOA IN CON$, US. IN U tS,$, MEXICO IN

>J,>,$ + **0, ALL OTHERS IN U.S.* + *£&*.

*and Ch*qu«/MQto !-gjpi5in.w>
"

J

iy^W^^w+vWirViiVW^iW*^^
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834 ' ELSE CHECK TO SEE IF A
835 ' PRINTOUT IS WANTED ELSE
836 • EXIT (STOP) THE PROGRAM
837 •

840 IF X<80 THEN PUT(50, 50) - (110
,120) ,MO,PSET:GOTO740 ELSE CLS :

I

NPUT"DO YOU WANT A PRINTOUT (Y/N
)";A$:IF A$="Y" THEN 1970 ELSE P
RINT "OK.. ,BYE.":STOP
841 '

842 '

843 DISPLAY A (POP-UP) MENU
844 '

850 GET(50,50)-(110,120) ,MO,G:LI
NE(50,50)-(110,120) , PRESET, BF:LI
NE(51,51)-(108,118) , PSET, B: LINE

(

52,119) -(109, 119) , PSET: LINE- (109
,52) , PSET: LINE (51, 60) -(108, 60) ,P
SET : TX=54 ! TY=57 : GOSUB100 : RETURN
861
862
863
864

DRAW A COMPONENT (N)

870 ON N GOTO 880,890,900,910,92
0,930,940,950,960,970,980,990,10
00 , 1010 , 1020 , 1030 , 1040 , 1050 , 1060
, 1070 , 1080 , 1090 , 1100 , 1110
871

HhHHHHH^kA^iHHknH'^kA^iMNW^kfk^^i^hK^iniHHhkikiH^I^IHHi^dHkndHM

Tcrrm>w softtwa&b
\Hil\tii\i\i\i\iiiiiUHUUUMlliHUU

TEACHER PAK Four 16K Ext, BASIC programs. Do
grades fwith or without weighting), statistical
analysis of arades, alphabet iza nam lists,
create seat ins charts, On tape but works with
disk, BO-column printer helpful, $34,95

TEACHER PAK PLUS Like Teacher Pak but includes
CoCo Testem described below, $47.95

COCO TESTEM Create multiple choice, short
answer, completion, true/ false, and matching
tests. On tape but works with disk. 32K Ext,
BASIC. Needs 80-column printer with underline
ability {DMP-tlQ, LP-VIII, etc), $19.95

COCO GARDENER Superlative garden planning aid
and gardening data source. Printer preferred,
16K Extended BASIC. $19.95

TIME MASTER Calendars, biorhythme. day of
week, human compatibility, days between dates.
Printer optional . 16K Extended BASIC. $19. 9S

COCO-LIFE Tha classic game of I Wins, growing,
reproducing patterns. Printer optional, 16K
Extended BASIC + ML, $19,95. Enhanced 32K
CoCo-Life II version also $19,95.

PERPETULIFE Cross between checkers and Life,
One or two pi avers. 16K Ext. BASIC + ML, $19.95

All programs sold on tape* Send check or money
order (no cash - Pa. residents add 6%> to:

/0^
Maajow

Tothian Software
Box 663

Rimersburg. Pa. 16248

All of these programs carry jtha Rainbow S«al.

872 *

873 * DRAW (STRINGS) FOR THE
874 • COMPONENTS (IDENTIFIED
875 ' AT THE END OF THE LINES)
876 '

880 DRAWBD15U15R13FRF4DFD2GDG4L
GL13 " : XW=2 3 : YW=18 :RETURN :

'AND
890 DRAW"BD15U15R12FRF4DFD RE2RF
2G2LH2L DGDG4LGL12":XW=28: YW=18

:

RETURN: 'NAND
900 DRAW"BD16RE2UEU2EU2 HU2HUH2L
R13FR2FRF2RF4 G4LG2LGL2GL12 " : XW=
25 :YW=16: RETURN: »OR
910 DRAW"BD16RE2UEU2EU2HU2HUH2LR
13FR2FRF2RF4 E2R2F2G2L2H2 G4LG2L
GL2GL13 " : XW=3

1

i YW=17 : RETURN :
'NOR

920 DRAW"BD16U16FRFRFRFRFRFRFRFG
LGLGLGLGLGLGLG" : XW-15 : YW=17 :RETU
RN: 'BUFFER
930 DRAW"BD15U15FRFRFRFRFRFRFRF
RER2FDGL2HU GLGLGLGLGLGLGLGL" ; XW
=20 : YW=17 : RETURN :

» INVTR
940 DRAW»BD17RE2UEU2EU3HU2HUH2LB
R4R8FR2FRF2RF4DG4LG2LGL2GL7RE2UE
U2EU3HU2HUH2L" :XW=24 : YW=17 :RETUR
N: 'XOR
950 DRAW" BD16BR2RE2UEU2EU2HU2HUH
2LBR4R8FR2FRF2RF4 RE2RF2G2LH2L G
4LG2LGL2GL8RE2UEU2EU2HU2HUH2L":X
W=3 2 : YW=17 : RETURN :

' XNOR
9 60 DRAW"BD2 1U1 9FRFRFRFRFRFRFRFR
FRFGLGLGLGLGLGLGLGLGLGU6 BR3R2LD
U2 BU7LR2":XW=19:YW=22:RETURN: '0
PAMP
970 DRAW"BD8R6NU5ND5E6U2D2G6F5U2
G2R2FD2":XW=12:YW-16: RETURN: *NPN
980 DRAW"BD8R6NU5ND5E6U2D2G2U2F2
L2G4F6D2":XW=12:YW=16: RETURN: 'PN
P
990 DRAW"BD4R4E2F4E4F4E4F4E2R4"

:

XW=3 2 :YW=8: RETURN: 'H-REST
1000 DRAW"BR4D4F2G4F4G4F4G4F2D4"
: XW=8 : YW=3 2 J RETURN :

'V-REST
1010 DRAWBD4R4NU4ND4BR4NU4ND4R4
" : XW=12 : YW-8 : RETURN :

»H-CAP
1020 DRAW"BR4D4NL4NR4BD4NL4NR4D4
" : XW=8 : YW=12 :RETURN :

' V-CAP
1030 DRAW "BD4BR8 L4H2L2R2F2G2L2
U4 " : XW-7 : YW=10 : RETURN :

' INPUT
1040 DRAW"BD4R4E2R2D4L2H2":XW-10
: YW=6 : RETURN :

' OUTPUT
1050 DRAW"BD3ER2FD2GL2HU2 ,, :XW=8:
YW-8 :RETURN : NOT DOT
1060 DRAW "BD3BR2END2RND2RND2FDN
L2DNL2GLNU2LNU2HUR2UR2 " : XW=8 : YW=
8 : RETURN :

' CON DOT
1070 DRAW"BR4D4L3F3E3L3":XW=8:YW
=8: RETURN: 'GND
1080 DRAW"BD4R5ND4U4F4NG4RNU4ND4
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R5" :XW=1 5: YW=8: RETURN: '>DIODE 1250 DRAW"BU2R3 « J RETURN
1090 DRAWBD4R5ND4NU4RNF4E4D4ND4 1260 DRAW"BRURD ": RETURN
R5 » : XW=15 : YW=8 : RETURN : ' <DIODE 1270 DRAW ,,UE2U" :RETURN
1100 DRAW H BD8R2E2F4E4U6D5NH2NE2D 1280 DRAW"U4R3D4L3" : RETURN
F4E4F4E2R2":XW=2 8 :YW=10: RETURN:

'

1290 DRAW"R2LU4G M
: RETURN

H-POT 1300 DRAW"NR3U2R3U2L3 ":RETURN
1110 DRAWBR4D2F2G4F4R6L5NE2NF2L 1310 DRAW"R3U2NL2U2L3" : RETURN
G4F4G4F2D2 " : XW=14 : YW=28 : RETURN:

*

1320 DRAW"BU4D2R3U2D4 M
:RETURN

V-POT 1330 DRAW"R3U2L3U2R3" :RETURN
1111 ' 1340 DRAWnNU2R3U2L3U2R3 " : RETURN
1112 ' 1350 DRAW"BU4R3DGD2 " : RETURN
1113 * DRAW (STRINGS) FOR THE 1360 DRAWNU4R3U2NL3U2L3 " : RETURN
1114 ' TEXT CHARACTERS 1370 DRAW"R3U2L3U2R3D2 ":RETURN
1115 ' 1380 DRAW"RULBU2RULM

: RETURN
1120 DRAW"BR4": RETURN 1390 DRAW ,,BU4RDLBD2RD" : RETURN
1130 DRAW"RBU2U2LD2": RETURN 1400 DRAW"BU2NE2F2 " :RETURN
1140 DRAW" BU2U2BR2D2": RETURN 1410 DRAW"BUR3BU2L3 " : RETURN
1150 DRAW"BRU4BR2D4URL4RU2LR4 M :R 1420 DRAW"E2H2 " : RETURN
ETURN 1430 DRAW»BU3UR3D2LBDD" : RETURN
1160 DRAW"R3U2L3U2R3LD4": RETURN 1440 DRAW"NR3U3ER2BD2LDRU" :RETUR
1170 DRAW"E4BL3DBR3BD2D":RETURN N
1180 DRAW"BR2NU4H2R3":RETURN 1450 DRAWU3ERFDNL3D2 " : RETURN
1190 DRAW"BRBU4D2":RETURN 1460 DRAWU4R2FGNL2FGL2 ":RETURN
1200 DRAW " BR2HU2E " : RETURN 1470 DRAW"BRREGLHU2ERF" J RETURN
1210 DRAW"BREU2H" rRETURN 1480 DRAW"U4R2FD2GL2 ": RETURN
1220 DRAW"BUE2GHF2": RETURN 1490 DRAW"NR3U2NR2U2R3 " : RETURN
1230 DRAW"BU2R2LUD2":RETURN 1500 DRAW"U2NR2U2R3" : RETURN
1240 DRAW" BRU2": RETURN 1510 DRAW"BU4 BR3L2GD2FREUL" : RETU

Snfi&t Stu$„„ DSL Computer Products, Inc.
P.O. Box 1176 Dearborn, Michigan 4S121

Phone (313) 582-8930
*

Detroit-Metropolitan Area
Visit Our Showroom at 4950 Schaefer Road

Near Michigan Ave. in Dearborn
m

Disk Bank 5 (Holds 50 Disks) . . . . $12*5

10 SS/DD Disks ....... $10™ per box
Gemini/Oki Ribbons (Black) $2*5ea.

Red
J
Green

I
Blue

J
Brown,PurpIe $49S ea.

Prowriter Ribbons (Black) . . $595 ea.

Brown,Green>Red $695 ea.

Epson Ribbons (Black) $749 ea.

Blue,GreenJ?ed
>
Yellow3rawm,Purple ... $749 ea,

Wico Computer Command Analog Joystick . . $3995

Joystick Adapter , . . $1995

Gemini 10X, SG10, Gemini 15 or

Powertype (specify model when ordering) $995

t2g*K *?&e £o44? Way....
128K Logic Board $3995

Logic Board with socketed RAM
64K Required.. .Fully Compatible with Models
D, E, F, & CoCo II (USA)
Specify board when ordering , $109*5

Star DOS 128K. . . $59*>

128K Drive 3 . $2495

Basic Memory Management , $2495

OS-9 in Memory Drive :
, $3495

.MICHIGAN RESIDENTS ADD 4% SALES TAX TO ORDER
Please include $2.00 Shipping and Handling on AH Orders!

Canadian Customers Can
Order Duty Free From...

R & R Computer Products

PO. Box 7105 Sandwich
Windsor, Ontario NBC 32 f

Caif (5191 255 9113
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RN
1520
1530
1540
1550
1560
1570
1580
1590
1600
1610
RN
1620
1630
1640
1650
1660
1670
1680
1690
1700
1701
1702
1703
1704
1705
1710
:PCLS

DRAW*'U4D2R3U2D4" : RETURN
DRAW"R2LU4NLR" : RETURN
DRAWBUFREU3 " : RETURN
DRAW"U2RNF2NE2LU2 " : RETURN
DRAW"NR3U4 " : RETURN
DRAW"U4FRED4" : RETURN
DRAW"U4 F3DU4 ": RETURN
DRAW"BUU2ERFD2GLH I,

: RETURN
DRAWU4R2FGL2" : RETURN
DRAW"BUU2ERFD2GNUNRLH" :RETU

U4R2FGL2RF2 " : RETURN
R2EHLHER2

"

I RETURN
BU4R2LD4": RETURN
NU4R3U4": RETURN
BU4D3FREU3 : RETURN
NU4ERFU4": RETURN
UE2UDGHUDF2D" : RETURN
BU4DFEUDGD2 " : RETURN
NR2UE2UL2 " : RETURN

DRAW"
DRAW"
DRAW"
DRAW"
DRAW"
DRAW"
DRAW"
DRAW"
DRAW"
i

i

• CREATE THE CAD SYSTEM
• SCREEN (DISPLAY)

PM0DE4 , 1 : SCREEN1 , 1 : COLOR0 ,

1

: DRAW"C0S4 » : TX=140 : TY=5 : T$=
"NAME: "+NF$ : GOSUB100 : TX=140 : TY=

BASIC COMPILER
YVAKATf 'II IV VHK believe* that avers »f I he ( oh>r f umputtr d«crvt |ht

riEhr lu u« all Mk Of RAM thai k nvailahl« in Tin; coniputtr. add ha*r fori
machine language pruKramsi thai u^ the lull pufcnltal (if Ine dBft* mirrfipfcerwmir.
Thai h »h> ihf BASIC" compikr, milrd Ml.BA.SIC was dcwlaped, Ffm art , ,

«f tht »*su!1v lh»l matt III,- ninipil«r run- vf the best barftainv in fhjv Ni^/ine:
IVi^mi* ran uw #11 A4k i»r HA VI for il|nfff program vltiragr
«r fur large iiLnnUr- »f vurtahks and *rra^ hkr A^&WHH

- fr'llll Huating I'ciint iidlhmcfir fv previous *ilh function-.

SI RROl T1NK IDd fAM. Ciimmandv allim*, fur vlrurhmtf
prcienimmillK and miirv J r "Jt j>k:nUi r>l pfiteMm u4-tf-hi|»ium1

- lull siM
F
ui'iUi:kl and direr [ •u-ft-'is clKk iik-> ;illi»vn'H

- HAS If suurcf and M.I.. oulpul I/O |u dkk, tape Off meremrj

COMMANDS SUPPORTED

1. I/O -Command b
CLOSE CLOADM CSAYENJ
DSICO$ FIELD FILES
L5ET OPEN PRIRT

2* ProKram Control Commands
CALL BKD EKEC
G05UB GOTO J F
ON.. GO RETURN STOP

3« Math Functions
ABS ASC ATK
EXP FIX INSTR
LOC LOF PEEK
SON SIR 5QR

4. String Functions
CKRS INKEYS LEFTS
STftS STRINGS

5. Graphic/Sound Commands
COLOR CLS CIRCLE DRAW
PCLEAR PCLS PLAY P1I0DE
RESET 5CREER SET SOUWD

fi. Other/Special Commands
DATA DIM LLIST HOTOR
REN RESTORE RUN TAB
DST IBSHFT LREG PCOPY
REAL SREG 5WP YECTD

DIR DRIVE D5KIS
GET IKPUT RILL
PUT RSET

FOR STEP
THEN ELSE
SUBROUTINE

NEXT
ERROR

COS CVtf EOF
INT LER LOG
POINT PPOtWT RND
TAR TTHER VAL

RIGHT

J

LINE PAINT
PRESET PSET

POKE READ
VERIFY DLD
PMODD PTV*

VECTI

RAINBOW

Tape- $69.95
Disk- $69.95 MKKigriKM*

Both- $74.95

Add $4.00 Postage and Handling

Send check or Money order.
No C.O.D*, Utah res. add 5% tax

WasatchWare
7350 Nutree Drive
Salt Lake City, Utah

84121
Call (801) 943-6263

13 : T$="PAGE : " : GOSUB100 : TX=184 : TY
=13 :T$="MEMORY: » :GOSUB100
1720 FORX=0TO6:LINE(X*19+1,1)-(X
*19+20,20),PSET,B:NEXT:LINE(7,27
) -(248,184) , PSET, B: LINE (6, 26) -(2
49,185) ,PSET,B:GOSUB1760
1730 FORX=8T0248STEP8:LINE(X,27)
-(X,23) , PSET: LINE (X+4, 27) -(X+4,

2

5) , PSET : LINE (X, 184 )-(X f 188) ,PSET
: LINE (X+4 , 184) - (X+4 , 186) , PSET:NE
XT: LINE (252, 23) -(252 ,191), PRESET
1740 F0RY=28T0184STEP8:LINE(7,Y)
-(3,Y) ,PSET:LINE(7,Y+4)-(5,Y+4),
PSET: LINE (248 , Y) - (252 , Y) , PSET: LI
NE(248,Y+4)-(250,Y+4) , PSET: NEXT
1750 GOSUB1790:FORX=8TO248STEP8:
FORY=28T0184STEP8:PSET(X,Y) :NEXT
Y,X:GOSUB110:A$=RIGHT$(STR$(PG)

,

1) : DRAW"BM166 , 13 " : GOSUB80 :RETURN
1751 '

1752 «

1753 ' MAIN MENU #1 DISPLAY
1754 •

1760 DRAW»BM4,4R6D12R6 BM24,4R12
D12L12U12 BM43,10R4NU3D3E3NH3RNU
3ND3R3 BM62 , 4R2BR3R2BR3R2D2BD3D2
BD3D2L2BL3L2BL3L2U2BU3U2BU3U2 BM
81,4R12L6D12 BM102,4D4NR6GFNR6GF
NR6GFND4R6ND4EHEHEHU4L6 BM119,8N
D4R6U4F6G6U4L6" :RETURN
1761 '

1762 '

1763 • MAIN MENU #2 DISPLAY
1764 '

1770 DRAW"BM4,10E6D4R6D4L6D4H6 B
M100,4R12D3L2DR2D8L6U3E2H2LG2F2D
3L5U12D3R6U3 BM28 , 3U4R4D4L4BD2F2
E2BD4R4D4L4U4BL4L4D4R4U4 BM46,4D
4NR6GFNR6GFNR6GFND4R6ND4EHEHEHU4
L6 BM62,4R4ND12R4ND12R4D4NL12D4N
L12D4L12U12 BM82,4NR3D4R3BDD4R3B
DND4R3D2L2NF2L"
1780 DRAW"BM122 , 6R4F2D4GNHFRLHGL
4H2U4E2": RETURN
1781
1782
1783
1784
1785
1786
1787
1790 AD(PG)=A(PG)
1800 D=PEEK(AD(PG)) :IF D=0 THEN
RETURN
1810 X=PEEK(AD(PG)+1):Y=PEEK(AD(
PG)+2) :AD(PG)=AD(PG)+3:IF D>50 T
HEN 1830
1820 DRAW"BM=X; ,=Y;":N=D:GOSUB87
0:GOTO1800

DISPLAY A PAGE BY GETTING
INFO OUT OF MEMORY AND
DRAWING IT ONTO THE
SCREEN
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183J3 IF D<>51 THEN 185J3
184JB D=PEEK(AD(PG) ) : AD(PG)=AD(P
G)+l:IF D=255 THEN 180)8 ELSE A$=
CHR$(D) :DRAW"BM=X; / =Y;":G0SUB8pi
X=X+5:G0T0 184J3
1850 LX=PEEK(AD(PG) ) :LY-PEEK(AD(
PG)+1) :AD(PG)=AD(PG)+2
I860 IF D=52 THEN LINE (X, Y) - (LX,
LY) ,PSET:GOTO 1800
1870 IF D=53 THEN LINE (X, Y) - (LX,
LY) ,PSET,B:GOTO1800
1880 IF D=54 THEN LINE (X, Y) - (LX,
LY) , PRESET, BFSGOTO1800
1890 IF D<>55 THEN 1950
1900 IF LX<X THEN X1=LX: LX=X:X=X
1

1910 IF LY<Y THEN Y1=LY: LY=Y: Y=Y
1
1920 FOR X1=X TO LX STEP 8:Y1=X1
+4: IF Y1>LX THEN Y1=LX
1930 LINE (XI , Y) - (Yl , Y) , PSET : LINE
(X1,LY)-(Y1,LY) ,PSET: NEXT: FOR XI
=Y TO LY STEP8:Y1=X1+4:IF Y1>LY
THEN Yl-LY
1940 LINE (X, XI) - (X,Y1) , PSET: LINE
(LX,X1)-(LX,Y1) ,PSET:NEXT:GOT018
00
1950 IF D<>56 THEN AD(PG) =AD(PG)
-5: POKE AD (PG) ,0: RETURN

PRINTOUT
ROUTINE,

(WELL PART OF)
CHECK FOR FREE

SPACE ON THE DISK

1960 GET(X,Y)-(LX,LY),MD,G:LX=AB
S(X-LX) :LY=ABS(Y-LY) :X=PEEK(AD(P
G)) :Y-PEEK(AD(PG)+1) :PUT(X,Y)-(X
+LX,Y+LY) ,MD,AND:AD(PG)=AD(PG)+2
: GOTO1800
1961 »

1962 '

1963
1964
1965
1966
1970 PRINT: PRINT"CHECKING FREE D
ISK SPACE" : X=FREE (0) : IF X<28 THE
N PRINT "NOT ENOUGH ROOM ON THE
DISK. ": STOP ELSE PRINT "CREATING
SUB PAGE IMAGE FILES.": FOR X=l

TO 1000: NEXT
1971 '

1972 '

1973
1974
1975
1976
1977 '

1980 FOR PG=0 TO 8 :FL$="PRT.PG I,+
RIGHT? (STR$ (PG) ,1) :PMODE4, 1:SCRE
EN1 , 1 : COLOR0 , 1 : PCLS : GOSUB1790 : SA
VEM FL$ , &H0E00 , &H25FF, &H0E00 :NEX
TPG

FOR EACH PAGE=> DRAW THE
PAGE AND THEN SAVE IT
AS PRT.PG# WHERE # IS THE
PAGE NUMBER

\

Wit

To make theTnost of your new Dragon microcomputer from Dragon-Tano, you need Dragon Us&f
— the international, independent magazine for Dragon owners.

Each issue of Dragon User contains:

• reviews of the latest software

• programming advice for beginners
• hardware projects

• program listings covering games and utilities

• reviews of Dragon peripherals and add-ons
• technical advisory service

• programming articles for users

The Dragon microcomputer was launched in the UK
last year, Since then we have developed a knowledge
and mastery of the machine's abilities. You can
benefit from our experience by subscribing to

Dragon User, which is expanding its coverage to include

all US developments.
To make sure that you receive a copy a f Dragon User

regularly, subscribe direct to us This costs only $29.95
for 12 issues airspeeded to you - or take advantage of

our special offer to long-term subscribers Individuaf

copies of the magazine can be obtained from your
Dragon dealer

Subscription order form. Receive a free book and save money by taking out a
long-term subscription - a two-year subscription saves 10%, a three- year
subscription saves 20% In addition, long-term subscribers will receive a free
copy of either _ The Working Dragon or D Dragon Games Master. Please send
a check, made payable to Dragon User, with this form
Slart my subscription from the following issue ,

Name
,

Address , ,

Signed. Date..

Subscription rates US and Canada airspeeded G US$29.95 fo* 12 issues/ 1 year
n US$53.90 for 24 issues O USS71 90 for S~

"

Dragon User, % Busrness Press International,

bbubu <_i Mj*ig,?aiy! i^ isbUK/' i year .

fof 36 issues Send this form to

>nal P 205 E. 42nd St., NewVork, NY 10017. I
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1981
1982
1983
1984
1985
1990 RUN "CADPRINT"

RUN THE REST OF THE
PRINTOUT PROGRAM

v/
30 . . .

.

90 ....

END . +

-

.,,233

...133

...170
Listing!: CRDPRINT

This program is called by the program CoCocad
when a schematic printout is performed. The program
was written for use with the Gemini- 10 printer and
will have to be modified if another printer is used.

CADPRINT VR 1.0
(C) 1985 BY P.KERCKHOFF
4335 HENDRIX WAY SAN JOSE CA

1

2

3

4

5
6

7

8

9

10 CLEAR100,&H379A:CLS:PRINT"cad
print RUNNING" :CS=0: FOR X=&H379B
TO &H37FF:READ A$ : D=VAL( "&H"+A$

) ; CS=CS+D t POKE X,D: NEXT: READ X:I

THE PRINTOUT PART OF THE
PROGRAM COCOCAD, USED WITH
THE GEMINI 10 OR 10X PRINTER

SQEJaDSe
SEFuffiGMl

B^IK HUI BE STREET DEFT R

SUMRIEE, FL 333EE

COLOR BANKBOOK
REPLRCE YDUP CHECKBOOK UJITH TOUR
COLOR COMPUTER LISTS TRRH5RCTIENS
ON SCREEN DR PRINTER. KEEPS R FILE
GF fOUH RE&ULFiR PRVMENTS LISTS
CHECKS DLT5TRHDINQ RHC FAIHT5 YOURRAINBOW

'ct^-nc,™ CHECK5 IF YOU HRVE THE PROPER
TPHCTOR FEED CHECK FORMS.
REQUIRES 3EK CDCD UJITH DRIVE 0'.

PRINTER OPTIONAL.
ORDER BRNK.S $2* ^5 PLUS fe 00 5H

RAINBOW

BANKBOOK
HLL DF THE OPTIONS OF THE RB0VE
FRQGHRM PLUS VOU CRM CHRRGE UP TD
FDUP RCCOUNTS PER TRHN5RCTIQH -

CHECKS RHD DEPOSITS
.„,.„. 5V5.TEH DUE - FDR DHE DISK DRIVE -
,L ORDER BONK 7.1 651.15 PILI5 $2.00 5 I H

SYSTEM TWO - FOR TUID DISK DRIVES -

ORDER BRMK R.l S5S R5 PLUS 62 CD 5 i H

SUPER DISK UTILITY
DI5FLRVS DIRECT OF 1' »H PR HE 5. MOKES
BRCKUP DIRECTORY. RUIH5 PRQGRRM5
UJITH TWO KEYSTROKES. COPY, KILL

DRCKUP, RHD RERD,H0DlFV PROGRAMS
R DRTR.
RDER 5UPER DISK $1135 PLUS $E.OO SiH

RLL PROGRAMS INCLUDE MHHUHL5.

FLR. RES. HDD 5 :! TRX

F CSOX THEN PRINT "ERROR IN DAT
A STATEMENTS .": STOP
11 '

12
13 ' PICK YOUR BAUD RATE, 1-
14 ' 9600 BAUD
15 '

20 POKE150,1
21 '

22 '

23 ' SETUP LINEFEED LENGTH TO
24 ' 16/144THS OF AN INCH
25 '

30 PRINT*-2 , CHR$ (27); CHR$ ( 5 1 ) ; CH
R$(16)
31 '

32 •

33 ' FOR EACH SUB PAGE OF THE
34 > SCHEMATIC (LOOP)
35 •

40 FOR PG=0 TO 8 STEP 3
41 '

42 •

43 ' GET THE PAGES FROM DISK
44 ' AND STORE THEM IN MEMORY
45 ' (UPPER MEMORY)
46 '

50 LOADM "PRT.PG"+RIGHT$(STR$(PG
) , 1) , &H2A00
60 LOADM "PRT,PG"+RIGHT$(STR$(PG
+1) ,1) ,&H4200
70 LOADM "PRT.PG"+RIGHT$(STR$(PG
+2) ,1) ,&H5A00
71 '

72 '

73 ' CALL THE MACHINE CODE
74 ' PRINTOUT ROUTINE POKED
75 ' IN EARLIER
76 '

80 EXEC &H379B
81 '

82 '

83 ' ERASE THE PAGES FROM THE
84 • DISK AND LOOP UNTIL DONE
85
90 KILL "PRT.PG"+RIGHT$(STR$(PG)
,1) :KILL "PRT.PG»+RIGHT$(STR$(PG
+1) ,1) :KILL "PRT.PG"+RIGHT$(STR$
(PG+2) ,1) :NEXT PG
100 PRINT : PRINT"DONE , " ! STOP
50000 DATA 86,FE,97,6F,86,1,34,2
,86,lB,AD,9F,A0,2 r 86,4B f AD,9F r A0
,2,86,D4,AD,9F,A0,2,86,1,AD,9F,A
0, 2, 35, 2, 8E,7E,E0, 30,86,34,2,80,
26, 35, 2, 8E, 66, £0,30,86,34,2,80,1
B,35,2,8E,4E,E0,30,86,34,2,8D,10
,86,D,AD,9F,A0,2,35,2,4C,81,1F,2
6,B8,F,6F,39,C6,9C
50010 DATA A6,84,43,34,14,AD,9F,
A0,2,35,14,30,88,E0,5A,26,EF,39
50020 DATA 9974
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Give Your Eyes And
Fingers A Break With . . .

RAINBOW ON TAPE
With rainbow ON TAPE, you'll spend your time enjoying programs

instead of typing . . typing . , . typing. Each month, rainbow on
tape brings you ready-to-run programs from the current issue of
the rainbow (excluding OS-9 programs and any that are less than
20 lines long). Think of how your software library will grow. With
your first year's subscription, you'll get more than 230 new programs:
games, utilities, business programs, home applications — the full

spectrum of the rainbow's offerings.

You will receive as many as two dozen programs a month. Using
the documentation provided by the magazine, all you have to do
is load and run them! n

A luxury service at a bargain-basement price:

rainbow on tape single-copy rate is $10 within the U.S.; $12 for all other countries, rainbow on tape
annual subscription rate is $80 within the U.S.; $90 in Canada; and $105 for all other countries. (U.S. funds

only)

Past Releases of RAINBOW ON TAPE Available, Too!

If you're among many readers of the rainbow who file every issue, expecting someday to need a program
or article contained within the magazine, past releases of rainbow on tape are available — beginning with

the April 1982 edition. (Please check this issue's Table of Contents for "Back Issue Information" to review

previous magazine themes.)

Programs From Past Graphics Issues:

October 1984 — 8-COLOR, a program to add extra colors to your RHODE 4 screen; BLOWUP, a utility

adjunct that will allow you to pick a portion of your screen and enlarge it; Lo-Res Graphics, a look at the

advantages of low resolution graphics; Sketch t painting with a joystick; Art Gallery, a program modification

to help you dump computer pictures to your printer; and Hurricane, an aid in tracking and projecting the

paths of hurricanes. Also, spelling practice and testing, a disk tutorial for designing your own database, a presidential

trivia game and more,

October 1983 — REPAINT, write your own graphics program on a black background; Graphics Pak, run
four short, eye-catching programs; Sine Painter, produce spectacular results with this quick, simple listing; Flags,

learn to recognize the flags of 23 nations; The 178 POKE, display four colors and 252 different patterns on
Hi-Res screens; Billowing Bumbershoots, display an object and spin it around for a complete look; and Face
Maker, create your favorite "mug" shot. Also, a marathon travel game, blackjack, a nonviolent UFO game,
a hideaway for your disk directory, a program to convert Color basic to MCM0 basic, an easy cassette merge
program and more.

The Perfect Companion To Your RAINBOW
Each edition of RAINBOW ON TAPE is a collection of ready-to-load-and-run programs from the corresponding

month's issue of RAINBOW magazine. RAINBOW ON TAPE is not a "stand-alone" product, but is intended to be

an adjunct and complement to the magazine. That is, even if you purchase rainbow on tape, you will still

need the magazine for loading and operating instructions, rainbow on tape will not run on Dragon or MC-
10 computers.

Look for the order card between pages 34 and 35 in this issue.

To order by phone, call: (502) 228-4492



* LOCAL * IN * LOS * ANGELES *

For VII Your Project*
We Have Th* Full Spectrum
Of Software & Hardware
Alwa>s Ai Good Prices!

Hayes 300 Smart Modem— $175.00

Amdek 300 A Monitor — $149.00

DR & 1 System — $319.95

6A09 CPU Chip
RSDOS U Disk

Extended Basic 1.1

Gold Rom "Y" Cable

— $ 17.95

— $ Z2M
— $ 22.95

— $ 22.95

We Stock Amdek Amdisks!

VIP integrated library @ 10%
DynaCalc (RSD05

)

@ ; 10%
Data Pack II (The Best IfennJ @ - 10%
Business Software @ - 10%

£D.G carries the most
complete tine of software

and hardware in the market
Creen Mountain Micro!!

Computerware (Alt)

Custom Software (No Disc)

Key Color Software (Key 264K)
Mictitron

Tom Mix (All)

Moreton Bay (More)

Prickly Pear (Cotorkit!)

Platinum Software (!)

Sofilaw (VIP)

Spectral Associates

Speech Systems (Alt)

Sugar Software & (Super)

CoCoPro (V2)

Computer Systems Center

Cer-Comp

Metric HJL Elephant
Have* Teac Star

Interfaces Monitors Controllers

Speech Music

ALWAYS MORE AND BETTER

*232 Remote Plus* ^

COLOR & MICRO COMPUTERS
Software • Hardware • Support

Educational • Small Business # Games
VOICE (213) 254^09 10 A.M.-Jft RM.

BBS (213) 258(1610 24 HRS.

HiMi and 1200 Baud

Extended Hours+Call before coming.

6130 YORK BOULEVARD
POST OFFICE BOX 42718

LOS ANGELES, CA. 90042

Listing 3:

This program is a short machine language printer driver that is poked
into memory and called by the Cadprint program.

99199
379B mw ORG S379B
379B 7E 379B 99129 BEGIN JHF START
379E 0065 99139

991*9
FDB DONE -BEGIN

99±69 TITLE CADCODE
99179
991*9 * A ROUTINE TO QUICKEN
991*9 * UP THE PRINTOUT
99299

379B 99H9 ORG ?379B
99*29
99239

AA02 992*9 CHROUT EQU U992 COCO'S OUTPUT ROUTINE
PJ36F 9925? DEVNUM EQU $006 P —2 FOR PRINTER

99219
99219
99229 * PRINT THREE SUB PAGES
99299 * OUT TO THE PRINTER
99399 * ASSUMES BAUD RATE HAS
99319 * BEEN SET AND PRINTER
99329 * IS ALL SET
99339

379B 86 FE 993*9 START LDA #$FE SET OUTPUT TO
379D 97 6F 99359 STA DEVNUM THE PRINTER
379F B6 91 99$S9 LDA #1 SET X FOS
37A1 34 92 99379 HLOOP PSHS A SAVE IT, MAIN LOOP
37A3 86 IB 993B9 LDA #27 SET PRINTER UP
37A5 AD 9F A992 99339 JSR [CHROUT]
37A9 86 4B 99*99 LDA #75 ESC,K CGRAFHICS MODE)
37AB AD 9F A992 99*19 JSR [CHROUT]
37A7 86 D4 99*29 LDA #212 468 BYTES AT A TIME
37B1 AD 9F A992 99*39 JSR [CHROUT]
37B5 86 91 99**9 LDA #1 468/256
37B7 AD 9F A992 99*59 JSR [CHROUT]
37BB 35 91 99*69 PULS A GET X POS
37BD BE 7EEJJ 99*79 LDX #$7EE# BOTTOM SUB PAGE
37CJ? 39 86 99*29 LEAX A,X CALG ADDRESS->X REG
37C2 34 92 99*99 FSHS A SAVE X POS
37C4 8D 1$ 99599 BSR PRINT GO PRINT BYTES
37C6 35 92 99519 PULS A GET X POS
37C6 BE 66EJJ 995*9 LDX #$66E0 MIDDLE SUB PAGE
37GB 39 86 99539 LEAX A.X
37GD 34 91 995*9 FSHS A
37GF BD IB 99S59 BSR PRINT
37D1 35 92 99569 PULS A
37D3 BE 4EEJJ 99519 LDX #$4EEfJ TOP SUB PAGE
37D6 39 B6 995B9 LEAX A,X
37DB 34 92 99599 FSHS A
37DA 8D 19 99*99 BSR PRINT
37DG 66 9U 99&19 LDA #13 A CR/LF
37DE AD 9F A0JJ2 99*29 JSR [CHROUT]
37E2 35 92 99S39 PULS A GET X POS
37E4 40 99$*9 INCA
37E5 Bl IF 99659 CMFA #31 DONE?
37E7 26 B8 99669 ENE HLOOP NOPE, LOOP
37E9 JFF 6B 99679 CLR DEVNUM YEF, SET OUTPUT FOR SCREEN
37EB 39 99689

99699
RTS EXIT TO BASIC

37EC C6 9C 99199 PRINT LDB #156 Y COUNTER
37EE A6 84 99119 FLOOP LDA

tX GET BYTE
37F0 43 99129 COMA INVERT BITS
37F1 34 14 991*9 FSHS B,X SAVE REG'S
3773 AD 9F A992 991*9 JSR [CHROUT] PRINT BYTE
37F7 35 14 99759 FULS B.X
37F9 39 88 Z9 99769 LEAX -32 ,X NEXT Y ADDRESS
37FC 5A 99779 DECB DONE ALL Y'S?
37FD 26 EF 997*9 BNE FLQOF NOPE, LOOP
37FF 39 99799

99*99
99*19

RTS YEP, RETURN

3899 99229 DONE EQU *

9999 99^39 END
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Listing 4: REMDVREM

This program will remove lines not evenly divisible

by 10 from a program on disk saved in the ASCII
format. (The program is used to remove the comment
lines from COCOCAD.REM.)

J3

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

1J3

11
12
13
14
15
20
21
22
23
24
25
3J3

31
32
33
34
35

4J3

41
42
43
44

REMOVREM
A VERY SIMPLE REMARK
REMOVER PROGRAM. REMOVES
LINES NOT EVENLY DIVISABLE
BY TEN.

(C) 1985 P.KERCKHOFF

CLEAR 500

OPEN THE OLD PROGRAM AS
AN ASCII FILE

OPEN "I" ,#1, "COCOCAD.REM"

OPEN A FILE FOR THE NEW
PROGRAM TO GO INTO

OPEN "0»,#2 / "COCOCAD.BAS"

IF END OF THE FILE THEN
WE'RE ALL DONE

IF EOF(l) THEN 80

GET THE DATA FROM THE OLD
FILE (PROGRAM)

Hint

ONGOing Error Trapping

When you use an ON . . . GOTO or ON . . . GOSUB statement

on the CoCo, you don't need to check for an out-of-range

value. If the value presented is out of range, BASIC will

skip the statement and jump to the next one. Here's an

example:

10 INPUT "YOUR CHOICE" ;D
20 ON D GOTO 50,70,90,110:0010 10

If a number outside the range (here, less than Tor greater

than '4') is put in, the statement will be skipped and the

next .one (GOTO 10) will loop back to the INPUT statement.

Fred Kolesar

Westfield, PA

45 »

50 LINEINPUT #1,A$
51
52
53
54
55
56
57

IF THE LINE NUMBER IS NOT
EVENLY DIVIS. BY TEN THEN
DON'T SAVE IT IN THE NEW
FILE (PROGRAM)

ELSE THE LINE IS GOOD SO
SAVE IT IN THE NEW FILE

60 IF VAL(A$)OINT(VAL(A$)/10)*1
THEN PRINT "REMOVED LINE: " ;VA

L(A$) :GOTO 40
61
62
63
64
65
70 PRINT #2,A$:G0TO 40
71
72
73 ' ALL DONE.
74 ' STOP.
75
80 CLOSE
90 PRINT "NOW LOAD ' COCOCAD . BAS

'

AND RESAVE (THE LOAD WILL
TAKE QUITEAWHILE) ,

"

100 STOP «\

CLOSE IT AND

GRAFPLOT
TRY IX BEFORE YO<_* BUV IT I t

FREE!!
DEMON

TEST DRIVE ERAFFLOTg,
IN VOUP OWN HOME, <**

ABSOLUTELY FREEM *,nL
YOU'LL WONDER ROW £
YOU EVER GOT ALONG £<s
WITHOUT IT! ! m

RAINBOW

St ock Trend Rin»l>jsi5 <SwQothiTi9>

Dayi- After Punch*** of Stock
MM

m YDU CAN BE A GRAPHIC ART I OT
* F*UMCH U^ YOUR PRESENTATIONS
* PROFESSIONAL GRAPHS WITH
m BUS I r^E^^— F^ I N«NCE-SU I ENCE.-EN&RS
* IRONCLAD MONEY—BACK GUARANTEE

!

CALL NOW FOR YOUR F="Rj£E DEMO !

24 HOUR HOTLINE t ^ X = > =5 -*^—^ 533^

HERE'S WHAT THE EXPERTS SAY ABOUT GRAFPLOT I

A grant p*ck«g» gat* avan battar . .. totally
•quail y utoful in th«
holding docurtBntatlDn ..

"A high quality product

lmpr»B*»d I.

hofflt and off lea ... maticuloua, hand-
wry *»>' to u**" RAINBOW, i/B4 fc 7/B3

ml ink pr»B*ntatlDnn" Hot CdCd, B/B4

W E«»v to Uaa, Manu-Drivan Operation with 37 Paga Minuih
* Nina Graphing Symbol* #nd Unllnltfrd Dvarlay o* D»t* 6*t*.
* Automatically Bcal •* and Labal* fill Thrw* o-f tha AMaa,
* Calculataa Math Function*, Intagral* and Moving Avaragaa,
m Works with all CoCo modal a - raqulraa Extandad BASIC.

loK TAPE - 133.00, 32K TAPE - MO, 00. 32K DISK - i43.0Q (U3J

ASK YOUR DEALER FDR GRAFPLOT PR DRDER DIRECT FRuMi
HAWKES RESEARCH SERVICES, S3? STANFORD AVE, OAKLAND, CA 9460S
VOUR REASONAL CHECK IS WELCOME! SHIPMENT WITHIN 4fl HOURS!
»3.0Q SWIfPlNa ON ALL ORDERS. CA. RESIDENTS ADD SALES TAX.
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Computer Island Educational Software

PROGRAM TITLE GRADES MEMORY price PROGRAM TITLE GRADES MEMORY price

PRESCHOOL
Preschool I - counting Pre-K

Preschool II adding Pre-K

Preschool III - alphabet Pre-K

Music Marvel-play songs Pre-K,1

Arrow Games - 6 games Pre-K ,1

First Games « 6 games Pre-K, 1

Mr, Cocohead-facemafcer K-3

Bentley Bear Pre-K

LANGUAGE ARTS
Beyond Words 1-3 parts 3-5

Beyond Words 2-3 parts 6-8

Beyond Words 3-3 parts 9-12

Vocabulary 1-1000 words 3-5

Vocabulary 2 1000 words 6-8

Vocabulary 3-1000 words 9-12

Context Clues 4,5,6,or7

Cocojot » jotto game 3-up

Reading Aids - 4 parts 2-4

King Author - writing tool 2-6

Cocowheel of Fortune 4-up

16KExt.

16KExt.

16KExL
16K-Ext.

32K-Ext.

32K-Ext.

16K-Ext,

32KDisk

32K^ExL

32K-Ext.

32K^Ext.

32K-Ext.

32K-Ext.

32K*Ext,

16K-Ext.

16K

16K-EXL

16/32 Ext.

32K-tape*

FOREIGN LANGUAGES
French Baseball-200wds, 4-up

French Baseball-SOOwds. 4*up

Spanish Baseball-200wds 4-up

Spanish Basebali-500wds 4-up

Italian Baseba!1-2G0wds. 4-up

Hebrew Alphabet beginners

Hebrew Utility drawing utility

CRITICAL THINKING PROBLEMS
Factory by Sunburst 4-up

Pond by Sunburst 2-up

Teasers by Tobbs-Sunb, 4 up

Inner City - simulation 7-up

Find The Math Sequence 4-up

Stranded-graphic advent. 4-up

TEACHER/STUDENT AIDS
Colorgrade - gradeoook Adult

Quizmaker - write quizzes 5-up

ETT typing tutor iGowWaiehousft) 4-up

The PuZZler {Co1orConr>eettonj 4-up

16K-Ext.

32K-Ext.

16K-Ext

32K-Ext.

16K-Ext.

16K-Ext.

16K-Ext.

32K-disk

32K-disk

32K-disk

32K-disk

32K-Ext.

32K-disk

32Kdisk

32K-Ext.

16K-Ext.

32K-disk

11.95

11.95

11.95

11.95

21.95

24,95

16,95

29.95

19.95

19,95

19.95

19-95

19,95

19.95

17.95

11 95

19,95

29.95

19.95

11.95

19.95

11.95

19,95

11.95

11.95

15.95

44-95

44.95

44.95

49.95

19.95

24,95

29.95

24.95

21.95

23,95

MATH
Dollars & Sense 2-4

MeCoco's Menu 3-5

Moneypak 2-5

Graph Tutor 3-7

Graph-tt 7*up

Math invaders 1-8

Mathquiz - 4 operations 2-5

Addition & Subtraction 2 3

Crocodile Math - joystick 2-5

Skill Tutor Series

Division Tutor 3-7

Multiplication Tutor 3-7

Factors Tutor 5-8

Fractions Tutors $ programs)

addition, subtraction w multiplication 4^
Trigonometry 8-10

Equations Linear 7-9

Equations Quadratic 8-1

1

Artth. Diagnostic Disk 3-8

Fraction Diagnostic Disk 4-9

Verbal Problems Series

Distance Problems 5-8

Area 6c Perimeter 5-8

Pizza Game 3-5

Sales & Bargains 6-8

SOCIAL STUDIES
Know Your States 5-up

History Game 5-up

States & Capitals 5-up

Explorers & Settlers 4-up

Famous American Women 6-up

Street Map Game 3-5

MISCELLANEOUS
Name That Song 1,2 tor 3 2-up

Circus Adventure

Schoolmaze Adventure

Treasure Hunt - joystick

Picnic - 2 arcade games

Music Drill

Science Game
Computer Literacy

5 Educational Programs

with Lightpen

1-3

1-4

1-5

3-up

3-up

8-up

6-up

1-2

16KExL 14,95

16K-Ext 14.95

32K-Exf. 24.95

32K-£xt 19.95

16K-Ext 14,95

16K-EXL 17.95

32K-Ext. 19,95

16K 11.95

16 tape* 17.95

16K-Ext. 14,95

16K-Ext 14.95

16K-Ext 19,95

16K-Ext. >9.95ea

32K-Ext. 24.95

32K-Ext. 1995

32K.Ext 19,95

32K^disk 49.95

32K-disk 49.95

32KC*t. 19.95

32K-Ext. 19 95

32K-Ext. 19,95

32K-EXL 19,95

32K-Ext. 19.95

32K-Ext. 14 95

32K-ExL 1995

32K-Ext. 19.95

32K-Ext, 19,95

32K-Ext. 19.95

16K*Ext. 11.95

16K 11.95

16K 11,95

16K-tape* 19,95

16K*Ext, 11,95

16K-Ext. 19.95

32K-disk 29,95

32KExL 19.95

32K-disk 44.95

tape* indicates available on tape only,

add $5,00 for any program on disk.



The Educational Answers
UGHTPEN PROGRAMS
Grades 1-2, SPECIAL EDUCATION

UGHTPEN PROGRAMS
Grades 3-6, SPECIAL EDUCATION

32KE.B. S44.95 Each,

INCLUDING LI6HTPSN

Five menu driven educational pro-

grams on each disk designed for

early elementary or upper elemen-

tary students, or as an alternative

for those children who have dif-

ficulty using the keyboard. Grade

appropriate material on each disk

covering, reading readiness and

math for early grades, and math,

social studies and sciences for the

upper grades. Hi - res graphics

and text combined on the screen.

Light pen Included.

i:h:ijj^ L

\ lop quality p*n plus a first-class program -

The best value pen package available,

A
i^roducing a NEW program for t^e Trojan ught Pan

This rww ADVANCED program includes tup loiiowtng

graphics laciliiies

:

* Draw Bon
* Draw Circle

* Qmw Line

* Draw Picture

* Colour Fill Designated Areas

* Ssvij And load pictures to and from tape

All in Hi-fi« Scr«n rn any of four colours.

Tvm lottowjng funcllons Bfe for use on the Text Screen:

* Data enlfy and processing

* Mwiu soledk>n and control

* Games playing — the fascinating game of NlM
included on cassette

This is a firsl-daBS program which gives hints and tips on
how to write programs for ihe pen Ideal for many
educational uses,

$21.95

n^T7_> <s.im^-> ^flratn^

£my

funih Abtttt Svrii« WSmti *&*»<

The Factory: ™« su***sr

Strategies in Problem Solving

Grades 4-aduK. Winner 1983 Learning

Software Award, Recommended In

Classroom Computer Learning,
Courseware Report Card and Electronic

Learning Unique three-level program

challenges students to create geometric

"products" on a simulated machine

assembly fine which the student designs

Diskette for 32K TRS-80 Color

Computer with Extended Color BASIC.

$39,95

The Pond: ™» sumubt

Strategies in Problem Solving

Grades 2-aduli. Winner 1983 Learning

Software Award, Recommended in

Classroom Computer Learing. A small

green frag, lost in a pond of lily pads,

helps students recognize and articulate

patterns, generalize from raw data and

think logically Diskette

tor 32K TRS-BQ Color Computer with Ex-

tended Color BASIC 539.95

CHEM TUTOR
32K Disk Only $29.95

A hi-res 4 part program that drills

high school students in Elements

and Symbols, Naming Com-

pounds, Common Ions, and Balan-

cing Equations Correct answer

given after two incorrect

responses. A valuable tool for stu-

dying Chemistry.

RAINBOW
CERTIFICATION

SEAL

Dealers inquiries Invited.

Dept,
(71

R 227 Hampton

8ENTLY BEAR'S LETTERS,

NUMBERS AND SHAPES
32KE.B. $29.95 Disk

An excellent preschool program on

disk that reinforces the learning of

letters, numbers, and shapes

Correct responses are rewarded

by a hi - res Bently Bear. Musical

accompaniment in 4 part harmony.

Delightful learning for the young

child Beautiful graphics and

sound.

STREET MAP GAME 32KE.B.

$19,95 Tape $24,95 Disk-

Hi - res screen and graphics por-

tray a typical section ol a street

map. This one shows people's

homes, the school, the park, the

post office, etc. Questions are ask -

ed on how to get from one place.to

another and the footsteps are

shown after response. A fun way

to improve map skills.

BINARY DICE GAME 3ZKE.B.

S 19. 95 Cassette $24.95 Disk

Learn to work with binary

numbers. Makes the binary

system clear and understandable.

Two levels. Learn to convert from

binary to regular numbers. A great

enhancement to any computer

literacy program for groups or in-

dividuals. Set of binary dice in-

cluded.

CONTEXT CLUES Grsdes 2-3 32K

Tape $19,95 Disk $24.95

A reading program wherein the

child uses the context to choose

the correct answer. Multiple

choice format, Hi-res screen.

All payment in U.S. funds.

948-2748
reen, Staten Island, N.Y 10312

Send for catalog with complete descriptl
, please add proper tax. FREE set of BINARYDI

:lona.
Please add $1 .00 per order for postage. N.Y. residents, please add proper tax. FREE set of BINARYWCE, including full directions, with orders of 2 or more Items

Authors; We are seeking quality children's software for leisure or learning. Wrtta tor details. Top Royalties.

TRS-fiO Color Computer. TD pSystem 100.,



Reversing The Screen
— Revisited

By Ed Ellers

Rainbow Technical Editor

* / read your reply to the first letter

in the August 1985 issue. Your method
of turning all of the graphics screen to

an inverse color (white to black, etc.)

is good but slow. I have a faster way
by using the NDT function of PUT. Here
is my listing:

5 'EL WHITE TO BLRCK PRQGRRM INV
ER5ING:BY DPVID KELLER
10 DIM IN(108)

15 PM0DE4,1
20 SCREEN 1,1
25 FDR X=0 TO 192 STEP 17

30 PUT(0,X)-(255 i X+16),IN,NDT
35 NEXT X

40 GOTO 40

David Keller

Fort Mill. SC

Thanks for the program. My own
sample was just an attempt to show how
it can be done; there's always room for

experimentation and improvement.

A Rumor Behind Its Time

• My question is about a rumor I

heard about the new Disk BASIC LI
ROM coming out; if this is true or if

(Ed Ellersr a RAINBOW and pcm staff

member, is a self-confessed electronics

fanatic whose other interests include

science fiction.)

it already came out, what does it have
over Disk BASIC LOT

Rick Cadorette

Biddeford, Maine

Disk basic M has been around since

late 1983. The only advantage it has

is a DOS command for booting OS*
9. Many of the routines in 1.1 have been
moved from their 1.0 locations, and
quite a few programs that used them
directly did not work with 1.1. For this

reason 1 recommend sticking with L0,

Is It Extended, or Something Else?

• I am 9 years old and just love to

play with Dads CoCo. When the new
RAINBOW comes, I grab it and type in

the "One-Liner Contest" listings from
it. Sometimes they will not fit in, and
my dad does something called "edit*'

and then they will fit. Dad says his

computer is Extended and very long

"packed" lines cannot be put into a
standard computer. Can this be so?

What do all the people without

Extended do?
Natasha Swaine

Hanisport, Nova Scotia

That trick (using the EDIT mode to

squeeze a few extra characters in) is

quite common in our "One-Liners."
Your father is right in that EDIT is an
Extended BASIC command and isn't

available on the "standard" models. I

suspect, though, that a program that's

been packed in this way is likely to have
been written for Extended BASIC
anyway. At any rate, those without

Extended Color basic can always
divide the One-Liner into two shorter

lines in order to use them.

Reversed in Some Respects

• / decided to try a hardware project

in your April 1985 issue, the video

reverser modification f'Turn Your
Monitor Inside Out/' Page 116). The
project is relatively simple and after

completing itt it worked fine, except

when I went to the edit mode of
Telewriter-64. The screen was again

white with black lettering. My question

is, is this normal, and if so, why?
Bill Spillane

Phoenix, AZ

The video reverser project simply

forces the 6847 video chip, when it's

in text mode, to use the green-on-black
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characters instead of blaek-on-green,

Telewriter's edit mode uses the PNDDE
4 Hi-Res screen, which is unaffected,

Forbidden Variables

• When I have attempted to use the

string variable designated as FN$, I get

an error message. Why?
Marc A. Schenider, Psy.D*

Evanstan, IL

Some of Microsoft's several basics

designed for various computers {includ-

ing the CoCo's BASIC) are set up so you

cant use variable names that are the

same as commands or functions. In this

case, Extended command DEF FN
precludes the use of FN as a variable

name. Later basics, like the basic on
the IBM PC, let you do this, but these

also make you type a space between

a command word and the rest of the

command (such as FDR N = I TO 10 f

instead of FORN=1TO10).

Limousine that Wont Start

• In the January 1984 RA INBO w, Page
48, there is a disk utilityfor transferring

programsfrom tape to disk. A t the time

I didn \ have a disk systemt so it has

sai in my rainbow on tape cassette

for over a year. Inow have a disk system

and have need to use the program, only

to find that it won't work. What
happens is the program EXECs, a
question mark and some graphics
characters appear in the first four of
five columns in the upper left corner

of the screen, and the cassette player

motor starts, The computer is locked

up at this point,

I have wondered if there is an error

in the program. I have not been able

to locate the February or March 1984
issues to see if there is an errata. Could
you please checkfor me?

Larry Cole

Bemidji, MN
The program in the magazine is

correct, but in the process of making
that month's rainbow on TAPE, that

file was damaged. The correct program
(TPTDSK) was appended to the Feb-
ruary 1984 RAINBOW ON TAPE, and (if

I may be permitted a plug) anyone who
needs to transfer tape files to disk will

do well to consider it.

Modem Matters

• What happens to the modem signal

when it enters the serial Ij O port? How
is it processed, and in which memory
locations? I am thinking of making a

communications program. I want to

know how the other programs access

the serial I/O port, and how they

translate all of those beeps into char-

acters and characters into beeps.

Robert Davis

Winnipeg, Manitoba

First of all, the "beeps" are handled
in the modem, which takes DC signals

from the computer and translates them
into tones while translating the tones

from the other end into DC signals for

the computer. (In RS-232 interfaces, a

T is represented by a positive voltage

of three volts or more; a '0* is repre-

sented by a negative voltage, not by zero

voltage as in a computer's own logic

circuitry.)

The CoCo handles serial I/O using

an inexpensive method that, unfortu-

nately, makes terminal programs more
complex. The serial input and output
signals (shifted to the standard "TTL"
levels) are connected to two input and
output lines on the second PIA (Parallel

Interface Adapter) chip. Input is fed to

input bit of Port B (at address FF22
Hex); output comes from output bit 1

of Port A (at FF20 Hex). This means
the microprocessor itself has to take

care of the Baud rate, number of start

and stop bits and such. Understand-
ably, this makes serial I/O on the CoCo
somewhat unreliable and slow, espe-

cially when both sending and receiving

are involved.

Many other computers use a circuit

called a "Universal, Asynchronous
Receiver/ Transmitter" (UART for

short), which can be programmed to

take care of the Baud rate and number
of bits automatically. The processor
then sends the data to be sent out to

the UART in parallel form and the

UART sends it out serially, while also

taking incoming serial data and con-

verting it to parallel to send to the

processor. Tandy's Deluxe RS-232
Program Pak and some other packs
provide UART-based RS-232 ports for

the CoCo, which make modem and
other operations more reliable and
faster as well as freeing up the CoCo's
serial port for printer hookup.

Educational Programs

BASKETBALL
STATISTICS
by Jeff Stevens

Coaches, let CoCo do the paperwork!
Keeps each individual game, plus
league, non-league and all game to-

tals for a maximum of 1 6 players in up
to 29 games. Stats can be kept in as
many as 17 different categories —
assists, steals, fie id goats, and free
throw stats (made-attempted-
percentages), offensive and defen-
sive rebounds, turnovers, personal
fouls, charges, playing time, quarters
played and points. Totals for the op-
position team and for your individual

players are printable. Your season
record and scores-to-date are avail-

able at any time. Basketball Statis-
tics prints a year-end summary of

each individual player on a game-by-
game basis. Team stats for your team
and the opponents' totals for the year
are included. Menu driven— Easy to

run — Excellent for most any basket-
ball team.

Tandy Color Computer
requires Extended Basic,

32K Disk - $29.95

Tandy Model IH/IV/4P

32K Disk - $29.95

*****************************

54 f5?65~ 4?

LONG DIVISION
by John Ashurst

Provides practice in long division of

whole numbers with tutorial help. A
blinking cursor helps students with the
correct placement of each digit. A
special workspace is provided for mul-

tiplication. Whenever an error is

made, students may ask for assis-

tance. The reason for the error is

given. Students may correct the error

and continue on with the problem,
Long Division is multi-leveled and in-

cludes scoring.

Grades 4-6

$19.95 Cassette
$21.95 Disk

Tandy Color Computer
requires Extended Basic

Also available for Commodore 64

Write for a free brochure
or ask for a dealer demonstration.

S5 Software Programs are also
available through Radio Shack®
Express Order.

e
M.

B-5 Software Co*
1024 Bainbridge Place
Columbus, Ohio 43228
Phone (614) 276-2752

mm mDM
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We have compiled a list of

Color Computer Clubs
because of the many

requests we have received. CoCo
Clubs may wish to exchange
newsletters, share ideas for topics

of discussion at monthly meetings,

etc.

Please let us know if we have
omitted any clubs an send us
complete up-to-date addresses.
Only those clubs which have signed
our "agreement form" will appear in

this listing of CoCo Clubs- Also,

please notify us if you wish to add
or delete any names on thfs list.

Send your information to:

CoCo Clubs
THE RAINBOW

The Falsoft Building

P.O. Box 385
Prospect, KY 40059

ALABAMA
Birmingham Alabama Color Computer Club,

Robert Matthews, 3529 Laurel View Lane,
Birmingham, 3521

6

r (205) 933-0687

Huntsville Color-80 Users Group, Randy Niemann,
101 1 Versailles Dr., S.E., Huntsville, 35803, (205)
662-2485

ALASKA
Alaska Color Computer Users' Group, Rick McDan-

nel, 430C Beluga Ave M Ft. Richardson, 99505,

(907) 428-0392

ARIZONA
Huachuca Hot Pokers. James Standley, 235-A

Jeffords Street (N8U-96H), Ft. Huachuca.
85613> (602) 4588338

Tucson Color Computer Club, Marshal! R. Madole.
3721 S. Le Beaux Place. Tucson. 85730

ARKANSAS
Central Arkansas CoCo Club. Melinda Braslcvsky.

1203 Erving Rdg . LP Cabot. 72023, (501) 982-

8854

CALIFORNIA
Color America Users Group. Mark Randali, 2227

Canyon Rd , Arcadia, 91006, (213) 355-6111

Los Angeles-Wflshire Color Computer Users'

Group, Norm Wolfe, P.O. Box 11151, Beverly

Hills, 90213

The Davis CoCoNufs, Adam Sherman, 1818
Haussler Dr. Davis. 95616, (916) 758-3195

Sacramento Color Computer Club, Wayne Chrisope,

P.O. Box 9, Elverta^ 95626

North American CoCo - Orange County, Eric

Wilson, 8405 Sweetwater Circle, Huntington
Beach, 92646, BBS (714) 847-2268

Joe Bennett, 1169 Florida Street, Imperial Beacn,

92023, (474-6213)

CoCoholics and Tandy Computer Club, Kenneth

M, Denny, 801 W, Roseburg Ave.. Suite 200,

Modesto, 95350, (209) 523-5176

Ventura County Color Computer Club (VG4), John
Bascue, Oxnard Public Library. 214 "C" Street,

Oxnard. 93030, (805) 987-4752 or DATA [605)

484-5491

Sacramento CoCo Club, Charles Doughty, Box
6051 1 , Sacramento, 95860

Salinas Color Computer Club, Larry Livingston, 501

Monterey Highway, Salinas, 93908. (408) 484-

9697

Citrus Color Computer Club, Joseph Kohn, P.fX

Box 6991 , San Bemadino, 92412, (714) 792 8721

The MC-10 Newsletter Ciub T Jose J Bray. 4730
Cass Street, San Diego, 92109, (619) 483-8744

Local Color—A CoCo Club of San Francisco.

Andrew G, Kieval, P,G, Box 421242, San
Francisco, 94142

San Joaquin CoCo Club, Steven Paul Moreno, P.O.

Box 99024. Stockton, 95209. (209) 951-3938

Silicon Valley Color Computer Club, Shawn Jipp,

P.O. Box 61593, Sunnyvale, 94088, (408) 749-

1947

CoCo Nut* Computer Club, Walter V. Seay, 68-461

Highway 86, Thermal, 92274, (619) 397-4252

Conejo Color Computer Users Group, Robert S,

Rimmer, 472 Sundance Street, Thousand Oaks,

91360, (805)492-4972

South Bay Color Computer Club, Karen Schlotz-
hauer, 2311 3 Dana Ave., Torrance, 90501 , (213)
539-2539

COLORADO
Lowry Microcomputer Club/CoCo Users' Group,

Jerry D, Surrjtte, 2249 Moline St. Aurora, 80010,

(303) 343-3273

Colorado Color Computer Club, Joe Applegate,
P.O. Box 33492, Northglenn, 80233, (303) 650-

9768

FLORIDA
Northwest Florida CoCo Nuts. William N, Lamb.

P.O. Box 1032, Fort Walton Beach, 32549, (904)
244^5281

Alachua County CoCo Special Interest Group,
Chris Meyers, P O Box 14927, Gainesville.

32604, (904) 378-9598

Jacksonville Color Computer Club, William hL

Brown III, £411 Hirsch Ave., Jacksonville, 32216,

(904)721-0282

CoCo Chips Color Computer Club. 6 Belle Mead
Circle. Largo. 33540, (813) 581-7779

Broward County Color Computer Club, Timothy D.

Neary, 510 S,W. 64th Ave,, Margate, 33068, (305)
972-4074

South Brevard Color Computer Club, Benjamin S,

Jerome. 496 Hillside Court, Melbourne. 32935,

(305) 259-4609

The Naples CoCo Club. Matt Tari, 3320 7th Avenue
S.W., Naples, 33964, (813} 455-4830

Color-6809 Users Group, Emery Mandel. 4301 11th

Avenue North. St. Petersburg, 33713. (613) 323-

3570

C,C. Club of Sarasota, Ernie Bontrager, 4047 Bee
Ridge Rd., Sarasota. 33582, (813)921-7510

Broward CoCo Club, Sue Spahn, 11950 N,W. 29th

Manor, Sunrise, 33582, (305) 741-4737

IDAHO
CoCo AG Farm Computer Users Group, Kelly

Klass, Rt.1, Box 4133, Twin Fails, 83301, (208)

733-4251

ILLINOIS
Glenside Color Computer Club, Ed Hathaway, 8

W, Stevenson Drive, Glendale Heights, 60139.
(312)462-0694

Town & Country CoCo, 5461 S. Kenwood, Chicago,
[312)493-3748

Cook County Color Computer Club, Tim Powers,
1633 Fifth Ave., Chicago Heights, 60411. (312)
747-7062

Illinois Color Computer Club of Elgin, Steven
Stroud, 1098 Florimond Dr., Elgin, 60120. (312)
695-3186

Kitchen Table Color Computer Group, Robert Mills,

P.O. Box 464, Hanover. 61041. (815) 591-3377

Northern Illinois Color Computer Club, 580 Milton

Lane, Hoffman Estates, 60194, (312) 885-2573

Peoria Color Computer Ctub t Lawrence Parker, 418
Lakemper Dr., Metamora,6154B, (309)383-4312

Motorola Microcomputer Club, Steve Adler, 1301

Algonquin Rd., Schaumburg, 60196, (312) 576
3044

Chicago OS-9 Users Group, 480 Gilbert Drive,

Wood Dale, 60191, (312) 860-2590

INDIANA
Evansville Color Computer Users Group, Dave

Jenkins, 1413 E. Illinois Street, Evansville,

47711, (812)424-0099

Three Rivers Users Group, George Barber, 2410
New Haven Ave., Fort Wayne, 4661

S

Indy Color Computer Club, Mike Davis, P.O. Box
68702, Indianapolis. 46268, (317) 257-3300

Southern Indiana Computer Club, Route 1 , Box 459.

Mitchell, 47446

CoCo Program. Erik Merz, 310 Appletree Dr.,

Noblesville, 46060, (317) 842-1340

IOWA
Metro Area Color Computer Club. K.L Knudtzon T

3324 nth Ave., Council Bluffs, 51501

Mid Iowa CoCo, Terry Simons, 1328 48th Street,

Des Moines, 50311, (515) 279-2576

Dubuque Tandy Users Group. Wesley Kullhem,
1995 Lombard, Dubuque, 52001 , (319) 556-4137

Iowa City TRS-80 Users Group, Susan Chapler. R.R.

6, The Woods, Iowa City, 52240, (319) 351-5959

KANSAS
Kansas City CoCo Club, Mike Allinder, P.O. Box

11192
d
Kansas City, 66111- (913} 287-1904

Topeka Color Computer Club, Kevin Cronister,

2224 Hope. Topeka. 66614, (913) 272-1353

Color Computer Club of Wichita, Rex Rivers. 1205
N. Mosiey, Wichita, 67214, (316) 264-9193

Walnut Valley C.C. Users Club. David Anderson,
1212 E. 4th St., Winfield, 67156, (316) 221-0040

KENTUCKY
Perry County CoCo Users Group, Keith W. Smith,

General Delivery, Hard burly, 41747, (606) 439-

4209
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LOCO-COCO, Mike Standefer, 3141 Doreen Way,
Louisville, 40220, (502) 458-6690

LOUISIANA
Red Stick Color Computer Club, Gary Cash, 8929

Metairie Drive, Baton Rouge, 70810, (504) 293-
7799

Cajun CoCo Club. Bob Hoevel, 104 Karen St., New
Iberia, 70560, (318) 365-7706

MASSACHUSETTS
Greater Boston Super Color Users Group. Robert

Biamonte, 6 Boulder Drive, Burlington, 01803

New England C.C. Users Group, Christopher E,

Sweet. R.D. 2, Box 261, Harvard, 01451, (6171
456- 8291

Massachusetts CoGo Club. Jason Raha im, Spring
St., Lunenberg, 01462, (617) 582-6514

6809 f

ers, Jean Salvas, 204 East Street, Springfield,
01104, (413)734-5163

MICHIGAN
Petoskey Area CoCo Club (PACs

) h
Dennis Hoshield,

670 Liegl Drive, Alanson, 49706, (616) 347-0607

Color C.KLP.S,. Jack Pieron, 3175 OakhHI Place,

Clarkston, 48016. [313) 627-4358

Greater Lansing Color Computer Users Group,
P.O. Box 14114, Lansing. 48901

Midland C.C- Club, Neil Drake, 709 Goolidge
Midland, 48640. £517)631-2939

Michiana CoCo Club. Clay Howe, 310 S Jefferson
St. Sturgis. 49091, (616) 651-4248

MISSISSIPPI
Singing River C,C. Club, Mark Welch, 3605

Vancleave Rd H #118, Gautfer, 39553

CoCo Art Club, Joel Bunyard, Ht. 7, Box 10.

Meridian. 39301 . (601 ) 483-0424

MISSOURI
North County 80 Group, Tom Vogel, 12 Ville Donna

Ct, Hazelwood, 63042. (314) 739-4078

Mid-America Color Computer User's Group. Jerry
Morgon, 807 Ponca Drive. Independence.
64056,(816)796-5813

Coconuts, 1510 N. Marian, Springfield, 65803

MONTANA
Billings C,C, Club, Jayne Kenyon, 4306 Phillip,

Billings, 59101

NEBRASKA
THS-80 Color Computer Users Group ot Lincoln,

Jonathan Skean, 2629 South 15th StM Lincoln,

68502, (402)475-9815

NEW JERSEY
Intrasoft, Ravi Saksria, 139 Candace Lane, Chatham

Twp„ 07928, (201 ) 635-8025

The Kid CoCo Club, Derrick Kardos, 1 1 Regal Drive.
Colonia, NJ 07067, (201) 362-6862

Bug 80 Users
1

Group. George FL Miller, Jr, Box
62, Glen Gardner, 08826

Garden State Color Computer Users Group, Darren
Nye r 5 North 20th Ave,, Manville. 08835; Voice
(201) 725-8385, Data (C.C.I. E, BBS) (201) 725-
5028

Loco CoCo Club, Bud Lavin, 73B Wave re rest Ave
,

Winfield Park, 07036

NEW MEXICO
Chaves County Color Computer Club, Lee Mitchell,

1102 Melrose Drive. Roswell, 88201. (505) 623-

0739

NEW YORK
Adirondack CoCo Club (Albany Chapter), Ron Fish.

Box 4214, Albany. 12204

Adirondack CoCo Club. (Athens Chapter), Pete
Chast, P.O. Box 61, Athens, 12015

Adirondack CoCo Club (Glens Falls Chapter), Dave
and Richard Mitchell. 39 Center St.. Fort
Edwards. 12828

Queensboro Color Computer Club, Bob Rosen,
Springfield Blvd. & 56th Ave,, Bayside, 11364,
(212)631-6233

Local CoCo, Charles Martin. P.O. Box 901,
Bellmore, 11710

MODEL 101 INTERFACE .5*95" 49,50
The Model 101 is a serial to parallel

interface intended for use with a
COCO and any Centronics compatible
paralfel input printer. The 101 has 6
switch selectable baud rates (300-

9S00). It comes with a
L,

UL" listed

power supply that can be unplugged
from the interface if your printer

supplies power (Most do). The 101 is

only 4
r

x 2" x V and comes with all

cables and connectors for your
computer and printer.

MODEL 102 SWITCHER 35-95

The Model 102 has 3 switch positions
that aNow you to switch your
computer's serial1 output between 3
different devices (modem, printers or

another computer). The 102 has color

coded lights that indicate the switch
position. These lighis also act as
power indicators to let you know your
computer is on. Supplied with the 102
are color coded labels that can be
applied to your accessories. The 102
has a heavy guage anodized
aluminum cabinet with non-slip rubber
feet

MODEL 103 COMBO $&& 73.50
With the turn of a knob the model 103
switches your computer's RS232C
serial port to any one of 3 outputs —
2 serial and 1 parallel The seriaf ports
may be used for modems, serial

printers or even another computer The
parallel port can be used with any
Centronics compatible printer. The 103
has ihe best features from the 101

and 102; color coded position indicator
lights, 6 switch selectable baud rates,

heavy anodized aluminum cabinet.
"UL" listed power supply and many
more

The Model 101, 102 and 103 will work with any level COCO basic, any memory size 4K-64K
and are covered by a 180 day warranty.

The Model 101 and 103 work with any standard parallel input printer including Gemini,
Epson, Radio Shack r Gorillia. CStoth, Okidata and many others. They support basic print

commands, word processors and graphic commands

CASSETTE LABEL PROGRAM a95
This fancy printing utility prints 5 lines of information on
pinfeed cassette labels. ' Cassette Label" is menu driven
and is very easy to use. it uses the special features of your
printer for standard, extended or condensed characters.
Each line of text is automatically centered. Before the label

is printed, it is shown an your CRT -^ enabling you to make changes if you like — then
print i

r 2 or 100 labels. The program comes on tape and it is supplied with 24 labels to get
you started. 16K ECB required.

OTHER ITEMS
High quality S^screw shell C-10 cassette tapes $7.50/dozen

Hard plastic storage boxes for cassette tapes $2.50/dozen

Pin feed cassette labels $100/100
VISA 1

To order call our 24 hour order line 513-677-0796 and use your VISA or MASTERCARD
or request C.O.D.

Or send check or money order to:

METRIC INDUSTRIES
RO, BOX 42396
CINCINNATI, OH 45242

NEW LOW PRICES

Free shipping on orders over $40,00. Ohio
residents add 5.5% sales tax.

Orders under $40.00 please add $3.00 for

shipping

We manufacture these products Dealer inquiries

are invited.
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Broome CoGo Club, Bucky Helmer, 57 Front St.,

Binghampton, 13905

Kings Byte CoCo Club. Morty Ubowitz. 1063 East

84th St, Brooklyn, 11236, (71 fl) 763-4233, BBS
(718)S37-2881

CC Club of Central N.Y. F Joseph Short, 246 S<

Fourth Ave. I lion, 11357, (315} 695-7730

Rockland County Color Computer Users Group,
John S, Sctbran, P.O, Box 131. Monsey, 10952,
(914)357-5580

Clean Area CoCo Users Group. Herman L. Smith,

F,0. Box 216. Olean, 14760. (716) 37M170 or

372-3121

The CoCo Clan, John David, 56 Willowwood Lane,

Staten Island, 10308, (716) 317-6228

New York Color Computer User Group, Carl

Glovinsky, 15 Bolivar St,. Staten Island. 10314.
(718)761-0268

NORTH CAROLINA
TRS-80 Users' Group of Charlotte, Jason Foodman.

240 Medearis Dr., Charlotte, 28211

Bull City CoCo Users Group, Todd Wall, 5319
Durand Drive. Durham. 27703, (919) 596-1348

Raleigh Color Computer Club, David Roper, P.O.

Box 661, Garner, 27529

NORTH DAKOTA
Musica 2 Users Group (MUG), Solveig Pederaon,

711 3rd Street S,E. Vafiey City. 58072. (701)

845-5063

OHIO
CoCo Club of Youngstown, Timothy McFadden,

P.O. Box 478, Canfield, 44406, (216) 788-4218

Columbus & Central Ohio Color Computer Club,
D,E, Sparrow, 19 E.N, Broadway. Columbus.
43214,(614)266-5366

Dayton CoCo Users' Group, Joseph P.Evans, 609
Applehill Dr.W. Carrollton. 45449

Cincinnati TRS-BO Users Group. fl.A. White, 44 Dow
Court. Fairfield. 45014

Dayton Are Color Computer Users Group, David
R. Barr, 2276 Yorkshire PI., Kettering, 46419,
(513)293-2228

M.U.G. of CoCo—Middletown Users Group, James
Carr, Middletown, 45042, (513) 424-6905

Greater Toledo Color Computer Club, Ronald L.

Hall, 9646 Garden Road, Monolova, 43542, (419)
866-3663

Northeastern Ohio (N.E.O.) CoCo Club, Tony
Rugue, 527 Malvern Drive.. Painsville. 44077,
(216)354-2736

TrhCounty Computer Users Group, William J.

LoeffJer, 2612 Dale Avenue. Rocky River, 441 16,

(216)356-0779

Miami Valley CoCo Club, R. Douglas Wales, 2065
LeFeure Rd. P Troy, 45373

OKLAHOMA
CoCo Inc., Robert L Pace, 1 726 W. Rose Oak Dr.,

Mustang, 73064, (405) 376-3669

OREGON
Willamette Valley CoCo Users, Brian James, P.O.

Box 11466, Eugene, 97440, (503) 687-9256

PENNSYLVANIA
HUG-A-CoCo, George Lurie, 2012 Milt Plain Court,

Harrisburg, 17110, (717) 657-2789

Penn-Jersey Color Computer Club, P.O. Box 2742,
Lehigh Valley. 18001

CAPATUG, Inc., 340 Lewisberry Rd., New Cum-
berland, 17070, BBS (717) 774 6543

Skyline Color Computer Club of Berks County.
Lewis F. Brubaker, 4874 Eighth Ave., Temple,
19560. (215)921-3616

Pittsburgh Color Group, William Tucker. P.O. 8o*
361, West Mifflin, 15122, (412) 466-3078

RHODE ISLAND
New England CoCo Nuts. P.O. Bo* 6604. Provi-

dence. 02940

SOUTH CAROLINA
Invitation Software Group, Tom Reed, 3562

Linbrook Dr , Columbia, 29204, (803) 786-0541

Midlands 80 Computer Club, Tommy Sanders, P.O.
Box 7594, Columbia. 29202, BBS (803) 755-3414

Metropolitan Greenville CoCo Club, Ed Lowe, P,0,
Box 6, Gray Court, 29645, (803) 676-3928

Hilton Head Island CoCu Club, Kevin Clark, P.O.

Box 6187, Hilton Head Island. 29928, (803) 785-

9630

Spartanburg County CoCo Club, Dennis Shattuck,

473 Royal Oak Drive, Spartanburg, 29302, (803)

S83-3017

TENNESSEE
Chattanooga CoCo Club. Jim Perkins/Jim Cox,

P.O. Box 9825. Chattanooga, 37412, (615) 670-

2439

Foothills Micro-Computer Club, Aaron Sentell,

Route 14, Box 289, Maryville, 37801, (615) 982-

4629

Memphis Color Computer Users Group, Ben
Barton, 4903 Warrington Rd., Memphis, 38118,

(901) 795-7075 or 362-5945

TEXAS
CoCo User Group, David Karam T 1809 Dexter,

Austin, 78704, (512) 442-6317

B/CS Color Computer Users Group, Dale Cuthbert-

son, 1612 Michael Lane, Bryan, 77801. (409)

822-0731

Deer Park Color Computer Club, Donald Burr, 4314
W. Grant, Deer Park T 77536 T (713) 479-5313

International Color Computer Club. inc. Robert L.

Garrett. 2101 East Main Street, Henderson,
75652, (214)657-7834

TRS-80 Users Group of New Braunfels, John
Mendez, 408 Acorn, New Braunfels, 78130, (512)

629-3207

UTAH
Ogden CoCo, Kathy Rush, 4535 S. 2600 W, Roy,

Ogden, 84067

Salt City CoCo Club, Dennis Mott, 720 E. Browning
Ave., Salt Lake City, 84105, (801 ) 487-6032

VIRGINIA
Northern Virginia 6.C, Club, Bruce Warner, 14503

Fullerton Road, Dale City. £2193, (703) 670-4962

Central Virginia Color Computer Club, Lane Lester,

413 Woodland Circle, Lynchburg, 24502, (804)

237-41 S8

WASHINGTON
Northwest Computer Club. Larry Haines, East 2924

Liberty, Spokane, 99207. {509) 483-5547

WEST VIRGINIA
Kanawha Valley Personal Computer Club, P.O. Box

5354, Charleston, 25311, BBS (304) 925-3338
or 345-6502

Mtn, State CoCo Users Group, Donald G. Barber,

Jr., P.O. Box 1084, Morgantown, 26507. (304)

599-4493

Mil-O-Bar Computer Club, Jim LeM aster, P,0. Box
130, Ona, 25545, (304) 743-4752 after 4 p.m.

Blennerhasseit CoCo Club. David Greatho use. Rt.

9. Box 119, Parkersburg, 26101

West Virginia Color Computer Club. William
Mucklow, 949 Baier Street, St. Albans, 25177,

(304) 727-6764

WISCONSIN
CoCo-MUG. Tom Fandre. P.O. Box 10152, Milwau-

kee, 53210, (414)542-0600

Southern Wisconsin CoCo Club, David C. Buehn.
P.O. Box 41 1 , Twin Lakes, 53181

CANADA
ALBERTA
Calgary Color Computer Club, Don Towson, 832

Canned Rd. S.W., Calgary. T2W 1T4, (403) 281-

2855

Edmonton CoCo Users Group, Dexter Dombro,
P,0, Box 4507 Stn. South. Edmonton, T6E 4T7,

(403)461-4750

Medley Computer and Electronics Club, P.O. Box
1267. Medley. T4A2M0

NEW BRUNSWICK
Color Computer Moncton Users Group

(CoCoMUG), Leo Aliain. 91 Woodland Dr..

Moncton, E1E 3C4, (506) 362-2190

BRITISH COLUMBIA
North Island CoCo Club, Ann Marie MacKay, P.O.

Box 1740, Port Hardy, B.C., VON 2P0

Salmon Arm CoCo, David Coldwell, 2961 N.

Broadview, Salmon Arm. B,C V0E 2T0. (604)
832-8247

MANITOBA
Winnipeg Micro-80 Users Group, Mel Seder, 884

Ash St., Winnipeg, R3N 0R9 r (204) 284-0376

NEWFOUNDLAND
Avalon CoCo Club, A r Thompson. 10 Foran St.,

St John hs,AlE4Gl

NOVA SCOTIA
Halifax Dartmouth CoCo Users Group. P<0> Box

572, Dartmough, B2Y 3Y9, (902) 469-3656

ONTARIO
international Adventurers Club t Maurice Dow, 84

Cambarley Ores., Brampton, L6V 3L4

K-W C.C. Club, Peter Karwowski, 23 Hudson
Crescent, Kitchener, N2B2V7

London CoCo Nuts Computer Club, Harry K.

Boyce, 180 Concord Road, London, N66 3H6.

(519) 472-7706

Meadowvale Color Computer Club, Howard Porter,

P.O. Box 186, Streetsville, Mississauga. L5M
2B8

Niagara Regional CoCo Club, Harry VanDyke, 7707
Jubilee Drive. Niagra Falls, L2G 7J3

Ottawa 6809 Users Group, Norm Shoihet, 1497
Meadowbrook Road, Ottawa, K1B 5J9, (613)
741-1763

QUEBEC
Club d'Ordinateur Couleur du Quebec, Inc., Jean-

Marie Beau jean, Centre de Loisirs St-Mathieu,
7110- 8e Ave., St-Michel, Montreal, H2A 3C4 T

(514)270-7507

South Shore CoCo Club, Jacques Bedard, 33
Lisilre, St Constant, P.Q., J0L 1X0

Le Club Couleur du Nord, Gabriel Pigeon, rr 2 t

Ville Monte I, JOY 2 SO, (819} 732-2346

SASKATCHEWAN
Regina Color Computer Club, Georges GLass 1

26
Tweedsmuir Bay, Regina, S4X 2B1, (306) 949
3942

Saskatoon Color Computer Club, L Curtis Boyle,

35 Bence Crescent, Saskatoon, S7L 4M9

AUSTRALIA
Blacktown City TRS-80 Colour Computer Users

Group, Keith Gallagher, P,0. Box 264, River-
stone, New South Wales, 2765

CoCo Colyteens of Colyton, Dwayne Manson, P.O.

Box 506. St Marys, New South Wales, 2760

Color Computer Penrith User Group, Alexander
Schofield, 15 Tasman Avenue, Lethbridge Park,

New South Wales. 2770

The Hills District Color Computer Cluh
n
Andrew

Rankin, 42 Lucas Road, Seven Hills, New South
Wales. 2147. phone (02) 674-3741

CoCoHUG {Color Computer Hobart Users Group),
Robert Delbourgo, 15 Willowdene Avenue,
Sandy Bay, Hobart, Tasmania, 7005

MEXICO
MEXCOCO Users Group, Sergio Walsser, Pscrmca

67-109, Mexico City D.F., 06140, phone 553-11*

98

WEST GERMANY
First CoCo Club Hamburg, Theis Klauberg, 2000

Hamburg 65, Op de Soli 53 a, West Germany

new Qltjjyt)

Editor;

Td like to announce the formation of The
CoCoholics and Tandy Computer Club of
Modesto. We hold meetings once a month
and ask that anyone who joins pay an annual
fee of £18 to help publish our COLOR
newsletter. For more information write us
at 801 W. Roseburg Ave., Suite 200, 95350.

Ken Denny
Modesto, CA
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Editor:

For information about joining the Orange
County TRS-80 Users Group write to 101 12

Melody Park Drive, 92640.

FredK. Wright
Garden Grove, CA

Editor:

The Color Computer Club of Riverview
holds monthly meetings on the second
Friday of each month at 7 p.m. We have
a bimonthly newsletter The club offers

programming help, hardware hacking and
any information or assistance available.

Write to 13002 Lincoln Road, 33569.

Jessie A. Ray
Riverview, FL

Editor:

This letter is to inform you of the existence

of the Colop-6809 Color Computer Users
Group. We have about 50 members and
meet the third Monday of each month.
Usually, we have a speaker at our meetings.

We publish a newsletter once a month and
have both public domain software and
firmware libraries. All residents of Pinellas,

Hillsborough, Pasco and other counties of
Florida are welcome to attend our meetings;
anyone is welcome to inquire with us for

further information about our club. Write
to 4301 lith Avenue North, 33713 or call

(813)323-3570.

Emery Mandel
St. Petersburg, FL

Editor:

I am happy to announce the formation
of a new CoCo club in the Hazard Perry
county area called the Perry County CoCo
Users Group. Inquiries about the club
should be sent to General Delivery, 41747.

Keith W. Smith
Hardburly, KY

Editor:

The Greater Kalamazoo Color Computer
Club meets the third Wednesday of every
month in the Community Room of the

Crossroads Mall. The meetings start at 7:30
p.m. Along with club meetings we publish

a newsletter. The club also has a 150-

program public domain library. For more
information call Mike at 657-3850 or Jim
at 344-7631.

Michael Marcelletti

Paw Paw, MI

Editor:

A new national CoCo Art Club is starting

in Meridian. We plan to have a monthly
newsletter, discount prices on software,

contests, a CoCo gallery (similar to the
RAINBOWS), software library, BBS/DATA
library (just for art) and many other
features. If anyone has any ideas or would
like to become a member please write to

CoCo Art Club, Rt. 7, Box 10, 39301

.

Joel Eunyard
Meridian, MS

Editor:

I am interested in starting a Color
Computer club in the St. Louis county area.

Anyone interested can contact me after 5

p.m. at (314) 739-0326 or write to 11826
Gay Glen Drive, 63043,

Jay Harris

Maryland Heights* MO
Editor:

This is to announce a new chapter in the

Adirondack Color Computer Club. The
Greene County chapter meets in the Athens
Elementary School the second and fourth

Thursday of each month at 7 p.m. during
the school year.

We have chapters in Glens Falls, Fort
Edward, Albany and now Greene County.
Our members are widespread and we are

constantly looking for more people to

organize new chapters. Write to P.O. Box
61, 12015,

Pete M. Chast

Athens, NY
Editor:

1 would like to announce the formation
of the New York Color Computer Group.
The club meets on the second Thursday of
each month at Clove Lakes Nursing Home,
Fanning Place in Staten Island. The meeting
time is 7 p.m. For more information please

send an SASE to P.O. Box 626, 10314.

Brian Twomey
Staten Island, NY

****** SUPERFOR A tV-A:SUMMER HALF PRXCE SALELIMITED TIME ONLV w THEKEY TO S4K < KEY— Z 6 ^

K

1 CAN BE YOURSFOR jfcl g , 9^ i Cms SB > oar $21, 9 5 (Disk)
*** Works with CASSETTE based systems! *** *** Works uith DISK based systems! ***

P1* KEY--2MK divides the G4K ram memory into two 32K banks or sides f each of which can be utilized independently^^^P^interureter* with the ability to switch instantly from one side to the other, IT'S LIKE rftWNG TWO
COMPUTERS IN ONE!! Have your BASIC program on one side and keep your variables on the other side, or have your
main pTogra* on one side andyour subroutines on the other side* or have your program on one side and use the

2S5
eL.« !

,,
f" 4 additional HI -RES pages, or any combination you like. The possibilities are endless because the

KEY-264K allows full tonmunication between sides plus the ability to switch back and forth at will, all from
within BASIC. You could also have different programs in each side and switch back and forth between them using

r^Jm^IIS^.^Sfl.^iiS^^ Pro9r«* *T* running!! Or run them both at the same time in the
FOREGROUND/BACKGROIJNO MULTI-TASKING mode. Don't buy that printer buffer yet! With the KEY-264K you can be
printing in the background side while utilizing your computer normally in the foreground side A! I ft SAME TIME!!!
Debugging a program? Use either a BASIC command or simple keystrokes to instantly duplicate your progran, in it's
present status, on the opposite side. Switch to the opposite side later and pick up exactly where you were before!

For DISK users, the KEY-264K allows you to alternate between DISK and EXTENDED BASIC on the sane side with

ftt
l
5rLSfJ!

stTokeSl No nMd t0 pull your controller or power down. You can be in EXTENDED BASIC on ohe^side and in
side aid still switch back and forth and have full cwrmuni cat ions between tHr two sides.DISK BASIC on the other

The Kl does this and MORE thru extensions to BASIC, No need to learn a new language! The KEY-264K adds
S and 1 function to BASIC, including powerful new BLOCK MEMORY MOUE and GRAPHICS VlbHlNU commands.

The KEY-264K works onAW 64K COCO or 64K COCO-2 and on older 32K system with "E\ 'F
1

boards and requires EXTEFHJED or DISK BASIC (R.S. only, not for JDOS or others) with GOOD
, or

64K
even modified *D'

MEMORY CHIPS !!

2SP WL *EY-2MK TODAY by sending c

prnr*2^nrpQsiAyL u.s.ATmoo outside u:s,a.

check or money order for $19,95 (cassette) or $21.95 (disk)
) MASS. residents add 3% sales tau

* ~ * L

WtSTEftCARD. VISA, OR COO
CALL (617) 779-5034

KEY COLOR SOFTWARE
P.O. BOX 360

HARVARD, MA- 01451
/!^V
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Editor:

The Rockland County Color Computer
Users Group holds monthly meetings at the

Cooperative Extension in New York City.

In addition to regular meetings the club

plans to publish a monthly newsletter, For
additional information you may call 357-

5580 between 10 a.m. and 2 p.m. or Harold
Laroff at (914) 425-2274 in the evenings.

The clubs mailing address is P.O. Box 131,

10952.

Harold L. Laroff
Monsey, NY

Editor:

To anyone interested in forming a Color
Computer club in Suffolk County Long
Island please give me a call at (516) 475-

3957 or drop me a line at P.O. Box 485,

11772.

I would also be grateful to those of you
that run a Color Computer club, or belong
to one, if you would send me some advise

or ground rules for a club to get started.

William C. Mulvey
Patehogue, NY

Editor:

I am pleased to announce the beginning
of the CoCo Clan. Its newsletter is packed
with programs, game and programming
hints, game reviews and contests. Also, there

are special discounts on programs we are

selling. The club is run by teenage computer
whizzes who are anxious to show their

programming skills. Anyone interested in

joining should write to 56 Willowwood
Lane, 10308.

John Davis

Staten Island* NY

Editor:

The San Antonio Color Computer Club
offers membership to the club for $25 per

year. We offer a newsletter, contests and
awards, low cost disks and drives, discounts

on software and hardware items, plus more,
For information write to 2430 Rawhide
Lane, 78227.

James Leatherman
San Antonio, TX

Editor:

This is to announce the formation of The
Skyline Color Computer Club of Berks

County. We hold meetings on the third

Friday each month. We teach BASIC pro-

gramming and have software and hardware
demonstrations, We also have classes on
graphics and telecommunications. Inter-

ested users may call Louie Brubaker at (215)
921-3616 after 6 p.m. for more information.

John K. Weidman
Hamburg, PA

Editor:

Would you inform your readers of a free

CoCo club. It has no meetings. To find out
what it's about send an SASE to 217 Graves
Road, 37379.

Computer Master
Soddy Daisy, TN

Editor:

I would like to announce the emergence
of another CoCo club in the southeast

Wisconsin area. Johnson Laboratories, Inc.

is a new users group for anyone who would
like to join. You can call (414) 639-1028

or write to me at 4132 North Greenbay
Road, 53404.

' Shawn A. Johnson
Racine, WI

Editor:

The Ottawa 6809 Users Group is a non-
profit club devoted to the Color Computer
and other 6809-based computer systems. We
have meetings on the third Monday of each
month in which we discuss and demonstrate

new products available for the CoCo and
answer questions and problems from the

members. For information contact me at

(613) 225^3122 or Norm Shoihet at (613)
741-1763.

In addition, there is an OS-9 users group
in Ottawa which meets on the second
Tuesday of each month. Inquiries may be
addressed to 3 Woolmsley Cres., Canada
K2G 1J3,

David Buck
Nepean, Ontario

Editor:

The Winnipeg Micro-80 Users Group
meets alternate Saturdays at 9:15 a.m. in

Room 205, Technical Vocational High

School, 1500 Wall Street. We feature a

speaker at every meeting and give courses

in basic and assembler. Phone Murray Day
at 257-3537 or write to me at 108 Kingsway

Ave, Canada R3M 0G9.
Mrs CC. Rlunderfietd

Winnipeg, Manitoba

Editor:

There is now another Australian CoCo
club in existence. The Hills District C.CC.
meets every fortnight for three hours and

is devoted to our CoCos, We are looking

for clubs to correspond with from any part

of the world. Correspondents can write to

the following address.

Andrew Rankin
Hills District CCC.

42 Lucas Road, Seven Hills

N.S.W., Australia 2147

Editor:

We are here! The 6809 Color Club, We
are up to 200 members. We like the topics

that have been published in the rainbow
magazine. RAINBOW is by far the best CoCo
magazine in our country. Interested persons

can write to me at the following address,

Francisco R. Maia Sobral

Real Grandeza, 219, Bloco C sala 1102

Rio de Janeiro, Brazil

CEP 22283

Editor:

I proudly announce the Color Computer
Users Group in Antwerp (Belgium). The
group cooperates intensively with six other

independent groups in Belgium and in the

Netherlands. Together we have almost 1 ,000

members, We are interested in any kind of

application or program for the Color
Computer, If you are interested please write

me at the following address:

Jorgen te Giffel

Eikenlaan 1

4641 GB Ossendrechi

the Netherlands

01131-1647-2214

rZ\

One-Liner Contest Winner . . .

This One-Liner shows a missile flying to its target

and detonating.

The listing:

PM0DE4:PCLS:SCREEN1;X=128:Y=19
0: CIRCLE (X,Y) ,150, , 25: PAINT (X,Y

) , , 1: FORA= . 6T01STEP, 02 : CIRCLE (X,

Y) , 100,0, 1,A-.02,A:CIRCLE(X,Y) ,1
00,,l,A,A+.02:NEXT:LINE(220,Y)-(
226,140} ,PSET,BF:FORA=1TO10:CIRC
LE(223,140) # A, , . 5:NEXT:FORA=0TO1
; a=0 : B=l-B : SCREEN1 , B : NEXT

Eric Ball

Calgary, Alberta
(For this winning one-liner contest entry, the author has been sent copies

of both The Rainbow Hook Qf Simulations and its companion Rainbow
Simulations Tape.)

One-Liner Contest Winner . *

This One-Liner is hard to describe without giving

it all away. Try it and see why!

The listing:

20 PMODE3,1:SCREEN1,0:FCLS3:X=82
:Y=154:F0RR=1T04: CIRCLE (X,Y) ,160
+(20*R) ,2, .6, .4,1: NEXT :FORM=4T06
: PAINT (Y, (M*8)-3) ,M, 2 :NEXT: CIRCL
E(X,Y) ,240,4, ,6:CIRCLE(X,Y) ,220,
1, . 6 : COLOR3 , 2 ; DRAW"BM0 , } D191R25
5U191 ,f

; FORX=0TO9 9999 : NEXT
Barbara Paquin

Weymouth MA
(For this winning one-liner entry, the author has been sent copies of The
Raitiboiv Book Of Simulations and its companion Rainbow Simulations

Tape,}
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COMPUTERIZE YOUR BUSINESS
with COMPUTERWARE®

Affordable Business Software

Reveal

System Requirements
• 64K memory
• Dual Disk Drives

Computerware is proud to present affordable business applications that are easy to use for your CoCo"We are able to offer our powerful business software without requiring any additional software All vou
need is 64K and two disk drives!

Computerware's business applications have been in use for over 5 years, so you know they are proven and welt-
tested. They are not tutorials, though, and do assume you know and use sound accounting principal However
these menu-driven systems are truly user-friendly and are accompanied by comprehensive manuals

GENERAL LEDGER $125
This is a comprehensive double-entry accounting system

with complete audit trails, closing procedures, and full reporting.
The chart of accounts is flexible and the system easy to use.
Reports include the General Ledger, Trial Balance, Balance
Sheet, Income Statement, and Transaction Register. Your
financial information is at your fingertips!

CHECK LEDGER $125
This is a single-entry bookkeeping system which allows the

users to define a chart of income and expense accounts. Year-
to-date totals are maintained for each account as well as com-
plete checking account history. By just entering your checking
account information, you can have always-current visibility

over your income and expense ledgers. Financial statements
and taxes are a snap!

$175PAYROLL
This is the most comprehensive payroll you 'ft find on a

micro-computer Besides collecting key employee information,
it allows entry of pay rates for standard hours, overtime, and
salary. Hourly, salary, and commissioned employees may be
paid weekly, bi-weekiy

b semi-monthly and monthly. Two types
of special monthly deductions are also accommodated. Year*
to-date, quarterly, monthly and current totals are maintained.
All federal reporting is done automatically and your state com-
putations are also included.

INVENTORY CONTROL $125
This system is designed to help the retailer, distributor, or

businessman to keep control of this important factor. It stores
your cost and quantity information, updates it immediately,
and offers you key management reports with useful summaries
at any time With four costs, four locations, selling history, and
vendor information for each item, you will always have the facts!

ACCOUNTS PAYABLE $125
This system can give you the toots to plan your business'

growth by controlling expenditures and forecasting cash require-
ments, It helps a small business manage and track its cash
liabilities by collecting vendor invoice information and report-
ing the business' cash commitments and payment history.
Aiong with standard payables reports, it also includes a check
writer and payment forecast reports.

ACCOUNTS RECEIVABLE $125
All businesses need to know who owes them money! This

system provides reliable and timely information regarding the
status of all customer accounts. You can know instantly which
accounts are past due, forecast how much money to expect
to receive for cash flow planning, and keep on top of your cus-
tomers' credit positions. Customer name, address, credit limit,
invoice, and payment information is recorded and reports of
all information including customer statements are available
upon your request.

ClMPUTERmRE ®

P.O. Box 668 • Encinitas, CA 02024 • (619) 430-3512

Computerware is a federally registered trademark of Computerware. Dealer inquiries Invited
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HELP YOUR CHILDREN HELP THEMSELVES WITH
m
43

+69
3

3+9=12

^hMATH TUTOR i

Here's help in basic arithmetic skills!

MATH TUTOR lets you practice every-

thing from simple addition through long

division, with varying levels of difficulty.

It's 5 programs in 11 Each program
guides you through every problem

ste p-by-ste p including reg rou pi ng and t rial qu oti ents. When
repeated errors are made, MATH TUTOR not only provides
the correct answer— it shows you how to get it! Accuracy,
not speed, is rewarded!
$13.95 in BASIC

_ SPELLING TEACHER_
Get rid of those spelling test blues!

SPELLING TEACHER helps any student
— kindergarten to college — learn his

own list of words. Lists are stored in

files and can be combined for review.

Misspelled words are refaught to rein-

force correct spelling. 4 lively formats^ study, scrambled
words, trial test, final test— make SPELLING TEACH ER an
interesting, effective teaching too^

$12.95 in BASIC

With so many investment choices today, let

THAPS INTERESTING help you decide which
one is best for YOU! Rate of Return computation
predicts how hard your money will be working for

you. Bond Yields can be computed both as current

or to redemption. Amortization Tables can be

produced any way you want — any loan period,

.That's INTEREST ing

i

even change terms in the middle! Want tof indout
if a planned investment is a financially good idea?

THATS INTERESTING will calculate Present
Value, Future Value and Capital Recovery for

conditions you set All answers are available

either on screen or printer.

$29.95 in BASIC
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GET YOUR LIFE ORGANIZED WITH
>DAtE O-BASE CALENDAR,

Puts YOU in charge of your
schedule! Graphically dis-

plays any monthly calendar be-

tween 1 700 and 2099, You put
in up to twelve 28 character

memos per day . . , calendar
shows where the memos are, «

,

call up of day shows details.

Use for appointments or a log of past activity. Search
capability allows you to list or print all memos between
two specified dates or only ones meeting key-word
criteria Date computation shows elapsed time be-

tween two dates in days, weeks, months and years.
Printed graphic calendar available with optional

Graphic Screen Print Program. Requires 32 K in BASIC
TAPE DATE- O-BASE CALENDAR- $16.95 (max 400
memos/tape file) DISK DATE-O-BASE CALENDAR -

$1 9.95 (over4000 memos/disk . . . max. 300 memos/month)

GRAPHIC SCREEN PRINT PROGRAM™
Works in all PMODES and lets you shift screen image
anywhere on the printed page. Relocatable code lets

you use all of your 16K or 32K machine. Available in

Color Basic 1.0 and 1.1/1 2 Use EXEC 41175 to see
which you have and SPECIFYWITH ORDER. SPECIFY
PRINTER TYPE.
$7,95- TRS-80* LP-VII/VIII & DM P 100/105/200/400/420
$9-95- Epson GRAFTRAX*, NEC® PC 8023 AC, IDS
440/445, Paper Tiger* 460/560, Micro Prism* 480, Prism*

80/132 (with dot plotting), TRS-80® DMP-120, DMP-1 10,

TDP-1 , PROWRITER*, Centronics 739, Microline® 82A/83A
(with Okigraph 1) /84/92/93 r

Star Mi cronies, Inc. GEMINI
10/10X/15 and Gorilla Banana
(Trademarks of Tandy Corp,, Epson America, Inc., CHtoh,

NEC America, Okidata Corp,, Integral Data Systems, Inc.)

iALPHA-DRAW i

Works great with GRAPHIC SCREEN PRINT PROGRAM!
Subroutine designed to let you add any keyboard

character to your graphic displays. You define X and
Y coordinates and a string variable of one or more
characters. . . ALPHA-DRAW does the rest! BONUS

-

includes instructions for a true line- numbered merge of

tape files,

$8.95 in BASIC

PUT YOUR FINANCES
IN ORDER

— DISK DOUBLE ENTRY™
If you have spent hours trying to

balance your Debits and Credits,

DISK DOUBLE ENTRY is for you!

Designed for small business, Club

and personal use, Enter transac-
tions in a journal type format. Program
will maintain current account balances,
produce Trial Balance, Income and
Balance Sheet reports and complete
Account Ledgers. Will handle up
to 300 accounts including report head-

ings and totals, Up to 1400 aver-

age transactions on a diskette.

Summary reports and four tevels

of subtotals available. Requires

32 Kand an understanding of standard

double entry accounting concepts.
$44.95 in BASIC WITH Machine
Language subroutines

^^^^—STATEMENT WRITER
For use with (and requi res) Disk Dou ble Entry Produces
statements suitable for billing from your Receivables

accounts. Provides account summaries and mailing

labels to use with your statements. Designed and
documented to allow you to change formats to accom-
modate your own special needs.

$34.95 in BASIC

ALL PROGRAMS require Extended Color

Basic and are delivered on cassette. All,

except Tape Date O Base Calendar, are

DISK System compatible.

U.S. and CANADA add $1 .00 per order
for shipping. Overseas $2.50 per order.

All prices in U.S. dollars. Florida residents

add 5% sales tax. Return within two
weeks If not completely satisfied.

For VI SA and Master Card orders:

Include type, account number,

expiration date, signature and
phone number. Sorry! No COD's.

RAINBOW
CERTIFICATION

SEAL

ALL LISTED
PROGRAMS



Using association to learn the parts of the heart

A LESSON STRAIGHT
FROM THE
HEART
By Denis Santerre

The CoCo is a wonderful machine for learning.
It is an asset when association is helpful. In
the September 1984 issue of the rainbow,

Joseph S. Paravati showed us how association can
be used to learn the states and capitals ("GeoGraphics,"
Page 177), From his program I got my character data,
which he had gotten from TRS-80 News, April 1982,
by R. Van Dyke,

Heart Quiz is a program that uses association to
learn the parts of the heart. Before you load the
program, type poke 23040,0 : poke 25,90 and enter,
then type neu and enter. This will clear the memory
for 12 pages of graphics instead of the usual eight.
If you do the poke after you load in the program,
it will be gone, so be sure to save it as soon as it

is typed in,

When you run the program the computer will draw
the heart in two locations in memory. These two
drawings are a little different: one is the outside of
the heart and the other is the inside chambers. For
each part, the program will select one of these two
drawings; it then will copy the selected drawing. To
this drawing it will add the needed graphics for the
part that is to be identified. By switching pages back
and forth, this added graphics will give a flashing
image until a key is hit.

(Denis Santerre is a biomedical equipment technician at
Eastern Maine Medical Center. He is a self-taught computer
hobbyist,)
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As an aid to the clues, the length of

words is given with dashes. Spaces,

numbers and unrelated keys will be

ignored. The back-arrow key will clear

all you have typed in and let you change

your answer. If the answer is wrong,

the correct answer will be given, Your
score will be shown as a percentage of

correct answers to the total answers. A
new part of the heart is selected and
the routine is repeated.

The heart is only one of the many
subjects that can be learned with this

type of program. To select your own

drawings and words, simply replace the

ones in Heart Quiz with your own. To
make the drawing easier, a temporary
routine at the end of the program will

help. This will let you find line lengths,

DRAW statements and circle sizes.

I have included such a program. Type
in Listing 2 at the end of the program
into which you want to put DRRI4

statements. From the menu, select the

function you want: CIRCLE, LINE, BDX
or DRfiW. The joysticks and keyboard

are used to control the size and shape

of the added feature; typing X and

pressing ENTER will give the statement

needed for the added feature.

You can use the space I left to put

each new graphics line as it comes up
(see remark lines). If you prefer, you
can put your lines anywhere as long as

you put RETURN at the end of your last

line and change the GOSLIB line number
on Line 540.

(If you have any questions about

Heart Qui% you may contact Denis at

Rt. 1, Box 511, E. Holden, ME 04429,

phone 207-947-3711. If you write,

please include an 3ASE.)

/ 250 ... ..153
520 . .

,

...185
750 ... 8

899 . .

.

.,..23
1040 .

.

...210
1160.. ...229
1250 .

.

5
1410 .. ..-.93

END ., ...183

Listing 1: HEART

t***POKE 23040, 0:POKE25, 90 <EN
TER> NEW <ENTER> BEFORE YOU LOAD
THIS PROGRAM.
10 CLS:PRINT@107,"THE HEART" : PRI
NT@196,"AN EDUCATION PROGRAM BY"
: PRINT" denis santerre"
20 DIMN$(30) ,X$(46) ,Y$(46) : GOSUB
1300:GOSUB 1200 : PMODE4 , 1: CLS : PRI
NT"THESE ARE 'THE WRONG ANSWERS":
SCREEN1 , : COLORE , 1 : PCLS
gg i********DRAWS THE MAIN SCREE
US*****
100 CIRCLE (98, 86) ,70, ,1.4,0, .42
110 CIRCLE (45, 100) , 35, , 1 . 2 , . 27, .

92
120
130
140
150
160
170
180
190
200

CIRCLE(128,85) ,40, , 1, .73
CIRCLE(98,40) ,20, ,1, .40, .85
CIRCLE (98, 43) , 40, , 1, . 40, . 88
LINE(4,40)-(4,165) , PSET
LINE (30, 138) -(30,165) ,PSET
LINE ( 30 , 62 )

- ( 30 , 40 ) , PSET
CIRCLE (17, 39) , 13 , , .

3

CIRCLE (17, 164) ,13, , .3

CIRCLE (1 65>

6

5
) ,12, ,1, .6, .8

210 CIRCLE (165, 65) ,20, ,1, .6, .8
220 CIRCLE (175, 80) ,12, ,1, .6, .8
230 CIRCLE (175, 80) ,20,, 1, .65,.

8

240 LINE(169,46)-(169,54) , PSET
250 LINE(179,70)-(179,60) , PSET
260 F0RA=1T04 : PCOPYA TOA +8: NEXT
: PM0DE4 , 9 : COLOR0 , 1 : CIRCLE (88,84)
,15,, . 3 : LINE (80, 52) -(125,45) ,PSE
T
270 CIRCLE(98,40) ,20,,1,.85, .05
280 CIRCLE(98,43) ,40,,1, .88, .02
290 PMODE4,l:COLOR0,l
300 CIRCLE (150 ,86) ,50, ,1, .5, .8
310 CIRCLE (150, 86) ,76, ,1, .49, .6
320 CIRCLE (150, 86) ,76, ,1, .65, .79
330 LINE(103,28)-(82,28) ,PSET
340 LINE(87,44)-(80,44) , PSET
350 LINE(50,28)-(61,28) ,PSET
360 LINE(50,44) -(57,44) , PSET
370 CIRCLE (50, 31) ,3,,

2

380 CIRCLE (50, 41) ,3, ,2

390 CIRCLE (165, 25) ,7,,

2

400 CIRCLE (88, 84) ,13,, 1,.

5

410 CIRCLE (4 5, 100) ,30, , 1 . 2 , . 20 ,

.

07
420 CIRCLE(75,79) ,10,, 1,0, .25
430 CIRCLE (99 ,80) ,10,, 1, .25, .5
440 CIRCLE (100, 90) ,10, ,1, .9, .20
450 CIRCLE (129 ,80) ,10, ,1,. 25, .5
460 CIRCLE (130, 90) ,10,, 1, . 75
470 CIRCLE (160, 90) ,10,, 1, . 5, .75
480 CIRCLE (62, 138) ,10,, 1,. 6, .9
490 CIRCLE (80, 116) ,10,,1,.34, .6

500 LINE(110,170)-(102,84) , PSET
510 LINE(98,173)-(99,84) ,PSET
520 LINE(130,80) -(130,90) , PSET
530 LINE (130, 80) -(105, 65), PSET
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SUIS/IIS/IER

Double

J%> ONLINE

amdekAdrives orsjLV $199.00*
$259.00 CON^ OOUIDIL gouo mmegmFREE

with
drive

purchase

OtPtLQJl)* AT NO EXTRA CHARGE

A COPY OF OUR NEW SUPER UTILITY

COMIS/IAND MASTER
Com mand Master allows you to write your own
customized version of Basic - include any of our

Command Set™ routines or write your own and
trade them with others. All programs written using

a cutomized Command Master Basic are STAND
ALONE and yours to do with as you wish. The
system includes Command Master- Command
Set - Build utility - and a handsom swede finish

three ring binder for notes and documentation.

V1SA&
MASTER
CARD

HOLDERS
CALL
1-416-
529- 1319

9AM-5PM EDT

\SSMSS9 MEW \MSS9

©©(§)©¥ $}§©„©§ (;§&,©§ ©okij

*
Please add $1 shipping - J & M controllers
with JDOS $149 ($1 99Cdn) - Cable for one
double Amdek and one RS $1 9 ($24 Cdn)

DEALER INQUIRIES INVITED
125 SOUTH FIFTH STREET

LEUJISTON, NV, 14092

CRNHDH
420 FERGUSON RUE. N.

HAMILTON, ONT, L8L 4V9



540 CIRCLE(98,86) ,63, ,1.4,0, .42:
PRESET(103,172)
550 CIRCLE (2 7, 100) , 7,, 3. 2

560 CIRCLE (128, 85) ,34, ,1, .68
599 t*****DOES PART DRAWING****
600 PM0DE4,5
610 R-R+1:IFR>18THEN N=8 ELSEN=0
620 GOSUB890
630 ON R GOSUB900, 910, 920, 940,95

, 960 , 970 , 980 , 1000 , 1010 , 1020 , 103
, 1040 , 1050 , 1060 , 1070 , 1090 , 1100

,

1110,1120,1130,1140,1150,1170,11
80,990,1190
699 i****DQES THE QUIZZING****
700 A$=N$ (R) : B=l : PMODE4 , 5 : COLOR0
,1:GOSUB880
710 A-INSTR(A$," ") :IFA-0THENA$(
B)=A$:GOTO730
720 A$(B)=LEFT$(A$,A-1) :A$=RIGHT
$ (A$ , LEN (A$ ) -A) : B=B+1 : GOTO710
730 FOR A=1T0B:DRAW "BM142 , "+STR
$(160+ (A* 10) ) :FORC=lTOLEN(A$(A))
:DRAW"BM+2,-3;R2;BM+3,+3":NEXTC:
NEXT
740 D$="":A=0:A$=INKEY$:C$-""
750 A=A+1:D$=D$+A$(A) :DRAW "BM14
2

,

M+STR$ (156+A*10)
760 IFC$= I,HTHENGOSUB860

STRING VARIABLE EQUATION SOLVER
» A "FIRST" IN MICROCOMPUTERS »

What is It??

II Is a program In which YOU put ANY equation that

YOU want solved, such as:

(A*N/B}+ 2X=F + Y

Then YOU put In what YOU want solved for

such as "N".

Then your computer solves the equation and gives,

N = B*(F + Y-2*X)/A

WOW, A GENUINE EQUATION SOLVER.

For students, technically minded & those who
want to show their computers "brains",

M F ESTES SOFTHEAD co.

PO Box 335

Elba, N.Y. 14058

JUST $49.00 plus S3 shipping & handling

770 A$=INKEY$:IF A$=CHR$ (13) THEN
830
780 IFA$=CHR$ ( 8 ) THEN700
790 IF A$=>"0»AND A$<="Z"THEN GO
SUB 1340:C$=C$+A$
800 IF LEN(C$)=LEN(D$)THEN IFA<B
THEN750ELSE IF A=B THEN 830

810 IF C$- ,M,THEN760
820 GOTO770
830 T=T+1:DRAWM BM180,135" : IF C$=
D$THEN A$="CORRECT " :GOSUBl 3 40 : CO
=CO+l:GOTO850
840 PRINTN$(R) :SCREEN1,0:A$="WRO
NG" : GOSUB1340 : GOSUB880 : FORA=lTOB
:DRAW"BM142,"+STR$(A*10+156) :A$=
A$(A) :GOSUB1340:NEXTA:GOTO850
850 A$="SCORE •• :DRAW"BM180 , 150" :

GOSUB1340:A$=STR$(INT(CO/T*100))
: GOSUB1340 : FORA=1TO700 : NEXTA: GOT
0600
860 FOR C=l TO 100 : NEXT: PMODE4 ,N
+1:SCREEN1,0
870 FOR C=l TO 100: NEXT: PMODE4 ,

5

: SCREEN1 , : COLOR0 , 1 : RETURN
880 LINE(254,190)-(140,158) , PRES
ET, BF: LINE- (254 , 190) , PSET, B:RETU
RN
890 PMODE4 , 5 : SCREEN1

, : COLOR0 , 1

!

F0RA=1T04 : PCOPYA+N TOA+4 : NEXT : RE
TURN
899 «*****STEPS TO DRAW PARTS**
900 PAINT(55,40) ,0 : PAINT (150, 20)
,0:RETURN
910 CIRCLE (87, 87) ,10:RETURN
920 PAINT (162, 50) ,0
930 PAINT(167, 68) ,0: RETURN
940 LINE (140 ,90) -(150, 90) ,PSET:P
AINT ( 140 , 70 ) , : RETURN
950 LINE (140, 90) -(150,90) , PSET:

L

INE (110,90) -(120,86) , PSET: PAINT

(

140,110) ,0: RETURN
960 LINE (85, 80) -(90, 80), PSET: LIN
E (75, 125) -(70, 132) , PSET : PAINT ( 90
,130) ,0: RETURN
970 LINE(75,125)-(70,132) ,PSET:P
AINT ( 50 , 130 ) ,

:RETURN
980 GOSUB 910:GOTO1040
990 CIRCLE (85, 165), 10,, 1,0,. 25:

C

IRCLE(125,160) , 10, , . 7 , . 25 , . 5: LIN
E (95, 165) -(93, 110) , PSET: LINE- (11
5,160) , PSET: CIRCLE (8 8, 110) ,5,,1,
.75,0: LINE (88, 105) -(50, 110) ,PSET
: RETURN
1000 CIRCLE ( 14 5 , 90 ) , 10 : RETURN
10 10 CIRCLE ( 70 , 12 5 ) , 10 :RETURN
1020 GOSUB1000 : GOTO1010
1030 LINE (110, 90) -(121, 85) ,PSET:
PAINT (80, 50) ,0:PAINT(110,75) ,0:R
ETURN
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1040 CIRCLE (117 , 90) , 10 : RETURN
1050 PAINT(160,70) ,0: RETURN
1060 CIRCLE(98 / 84) ,63,, 1.4,0, .42
: RETURN
1070 CIRCLE(98,88) ,70, , 1. 4,0, .42
::A$="NOT A SACK" : DRAW" BM1 70, 100
": G0SUB13 40 : RETURN
1080 LINE(20,100)-(40,100) ,PSET:
CIRCLE { 30 , 50 ) , 1 : RETURN
1090 LINE(4,100)-(9,100) ,PSET:PA
INT (20 ,50) ,0: RETURN
1100 LINE(4,100)-(9,100) ,PSET:PA
INT(20,140) ,0:RETURN
1110 CIRCLE(40,85) ,4:RETURN
1120 CIRCLE(50,105) ,4:RETURN
1130 CIRCLE(98,95) , 60, , 1. 2 , . 1, ,

4

: DRAW " BM110 , 17 1 ; H6 ; E10 ; BM+15 , +5
;H3 ;U5 ; BM+15 , +1 ?H4 ;U4 ; BM80 , 171 ;E
6 ; H10 ; BM-15 , +0 ; E3 ;U5 ; BM-12 , +1 ; E5
;U5": RETURN
1140 CIRCLE(95,80) ,50, ,1.5, .3,.

4

: CIRCLE (90,85) , 30, , 1.5, .25, .42 :C
IRCLE(70,110) ,30, ,1.5,. 25,. 42: CI
RCLE(30,75) , 40, , 1 . 7 , . 99, . 22 : CIRC
LE(34,72) ,40,,1.7,.02,.2:PAINT(7
0,90) ,0:RETURN
1150 LINE(83,52)-(167,77) ,PSET:L
INE-(84,58) ,PSET:LINE-(83,52) , PS
ET;DRAW"BM82,132;M+6,-2;BM+6,-2;
M+6 , -2 ; BM+5 , -2 ;M+5 , -2 ; BM+5 , -1 ;M+
5 , -2 ;BM+5 , -2 ;M+5 , -5 ; BM+5 , -5 ;M+5

,

-5 ; BM+5 , -5 ;M+5 , -5 ;BM+5 , -5 ;M+5 , -5
;":PAINT(98,58) ,0:RETURN
1160 CIRCLE(84,104) ,10:RETURN
1170 CIRCLE(98,88) , 70, , 1. 4 ,0, . 42
: A$="THE SACK" : DRAWBM170 , 100" : G
OSUB1340:RETURN
1180 CIRCLE(100,84),20,,1,.75,0:
CIRCLE (100, 84) ,23, ,1, . 75,0: LINE

(

123, 84) -(115 ,150) ,PSET: LINE- (120
,84) ,PSET:LINE(100,61)-(85,61) ,P
SET : LINE- (88 , 65) , PSET : LINE- (100

,

65) , PSET: PAINT (122, 84) ,0: RETURN
1190 PRINT" SCORE "INT (CO/T*100)
:END
1199 '*****LQADS WORDS TO ARRAY*
1200 RESTORE :READA$: IF A$<>"NAME
S"THEN1200
1210 A=0
1220 A=A+1:READA$:IFA$<>"END"THE
NN$ (A) =A$ : GOTO1220
1230 RETURN
1240 DATA NAMES, PULMONARY ARTERY
, PULMONARY VALVE , PULMONARY VEINS
,LEFT ATRIUM, LEFT VENTRICLE, RIGH
T VENTRICLE
1250 DATA RIGHT ATRIUM, SEMILUNAR
VALVES, MITRAL VALVE, TRICUSPID V
ALVE,ATROVENTRICULAR VALVES, AORT

1260 DATA AORTIC VALVE ,MYOCARDIU
M, ENDOCARDIUM, EPICARDIUM
1270 DATA SUPERIOR VENA CAVA, INF
ERIOR VENA CAVA,SA NODE,AV NODE,
PURKINJE FIBERS, RIGHT CORONARY,

C

IRCUMFLEX ARTERY
1280 DATA PERICARDIUM,ANTERIOR I
NTERVENTRICULAR BRANCH, BUNDLE OF
HIS, END
1299 '**LOADS LETTER ARRAY***
1300 RESTORE
1310 READA$:IF A$<> "LETTERS "THEN
1310ELSEA-0
1320 A=A+1 : READA$ , B$ : IFA$<>"END"
THENX$ (A) =A$ : Y$ (A) =B$ : GOTO1320
1330 RETURN
1340 FOR J=l TO LEN(A$)
1350 X$=(MID$(A$,J,1))
13 60 IF X$=>"-» AND X$<="Z"THEND
RAW Y$(ASC(X$)-44)
1370 IF X$=" "THENDRAW"BM+7 / 0"
1380 NEXT J: RETURN
1390 DATA LETTERS, -,"BM+2, -3; R2,

•

BM+3,+3",,"»,,»«,0,»BM+l,0;HlU4E
1R2F1D4G1L2;BM+6,0",1,»BM+1,0;R1
NR1U6G1 ; BM+6 , +5" , 2

, "NR4U1E1R1E2U
1H1L2G1 ; BM+7 , +5" , 3

, "BM+0 , -1 ; F1R2

«5»^»K EXPANDERS
Permanent Software in a ROM that allows
full use of both 32K memory banks in &4K
computers. Run Basic in both banks.
96KX-N module S59.95, 96KX-C Cart *49. 95

12SK MErlORI
(Reduced Prices)

Solder less modular design upgrades all
64K Color Computers to 1ZSK. Compatible
with all software. ME-128-64 *?9,?5

(See June 1985 Rainbow Review)

DYMAMIC COLOR NEUS
A Monthly Newsletter with Educational
Material, Programs, New Product News,
Product Reviews, Questions & Answers,
Operating Hints plus much more. *15/yr.

REDUCER (new)
S volt regulator on a heat sink mounts
outside your computer reducing internal
heat. For D,E, & 283 computers, si 9. 95

COMPUTER RESETTER (new)
Cartridge resets computer and restores
program when normal reset fails. #19.95

UNINTERRUPTED POWER SOURCE - S59.95
VIDEO REVERSERS - S19.95

We also have inexpensive CC Software.
Checks, Visa & MC Cards. Add S3 ship.
Free Catalog. 24 Hour phone.

DYNAMIC ELECTROIM I CSBOX €3<7<£> (205) T-rS—27^SQWARTSELLE , «L 35^-q.O
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E1H2E2H1L3 ;BM+7, 6"

140 DATA 4,"BM+3,0;U2NR1L3U1E3D
3 ;BM+4 , 3" , 5 , "BM+0 , -1 ; F1R2E1U2H1L
3U2R4;BM+3,+6",6, n BM+4,-5;HlL2Gl
D4F1R2E1U1H1L3 ; BM+7 , +3 » , 7

, "U1E4U
1L4 ; BM+7 , +6" , 8 , "BM+1 , -0 ;H1U1E1H1
UlElR2FlDlGlNL2FlDlGlL2;BM+6,0"
1410 DATA 9,"BM+0,-l;FlR2ElU4HlL
2GlDlFlR2;BM+4,+3", , "" ,,"",,"",

,

ii it ii ii n ii ii n
/ / / / ; /

1420 DATA A, "U4E2F2D2NL4D2 ;BM+3
,

0",B,"U6R3FlDlGlNL3FlDlGlL3;BM+7
,0"
1430 DATA C,"BM+1,-0,*H1U4E1R2F1;
BM+0 , +4 ; G1L2 ; BM+6 ,

" , D , "U6R3F1D4
G1L3 ; BM+7

,
" , E

, "NR4U3NR2U3R4 ; BM+
3, +6"
1440 DATA F, "U3NR2U3R4 ;BM+3 ,+6"

,

G,"BM+l,-0;HlU4ElR2Fl;BM+0,+2;NL
1D2G1L2 ;BM+6 ,0" ,H, "U3NU3R4NU3D3

;

BM+3 ,0" , I
, "BM+1,0 ;R1NR1U6NL1R1 ;B

M+4,+6"
1450 DATA J, "BM+0 , -1 ;F1R1E1U5NL1
Rl;BM+3, 6" ,K, "U3NU3R1NE3F3 ;BM+3

,

0" , L, "NU6R4U1 ;BM+3 , +1" ,M, "U6F2ND
lE2D6;BM+3,0"
1460 DATA N,"U6F1D1F2D1F1NU6;BM+
3, 0",O," BM+1,0,'H1U4E1R2F1D4G1L2

;

BM+6,0",P,"U6R3FlDlGlL3;BM+7,3"
147J3 DATA Q, "BM+1,0 ;H1U4E1R2F1D3
G1NH1NF1G1L1 ;BM+6 ,0" ,R, "U6R3F1D1
G1L2NL1F3 ; BM+3

,
0" , S

, "BM+0 , -1 ; FIR
2E1U1H1L2H1U1E1R2F1 ; BM+3 ,+5"
1480 DATA T, "BM+2 ,+0 ;U6NL2R2 ;BM+
3 , +6" ,U, "BM+0 , -1 ;NU5F1R2E1U5 ; BM+
3 , 6" , V, "BM+0, -6 7D2F1D1F1ND1E1U1E
lU2;BM+3,+6"
1490 DATA W,"NU6E2NUlF2U6;BM+3,6
" , X , "U1E4U1 ; BM-4

,
; D1F4D1 ; BM+3 ,

",Y,"BM+0,-6;D2F2ND2E2U2;BM+3,6"
, Z, "NR4U1E4U1L4 ;BM+7 ,

6"

1500 DATA END, END

Listing 2: HELPDRAUI

10 PM0DE4,1
20 CLEAR1000
30 SCREENl,l:GOSUB 540' the graph
ics will begin at this gosub # e
ven if you do a renura.
40 CLS:PRINT"THTS PROGRAM WILL H
ELP YOU FIND GRAPHIC STATEMENTS.
":PRINT"SEE THE REMARKS LINES.":

PRINT"by denis santerre ": PRINT"
1) CIRCLE": PRINT" 2) LINE" : PRINT"
3) BOX": PRINT" 4) DRAW":INPUTI
50 ON I GOTO60,170,170,280
60 CLS : PRINT"USE THESE: ": PRINT"E
xIT" : PRINT" SCREEN" J PRINT"UP AND
DOWN ARROWS CHANGES STARTOF ARC"
SPRINT"LEFT AND RIGHT ARROWS CHA
NGES FINISH OF ARC" : PRINT"USE
BOTH JOYSICKS" : LINEINPUTZ$
70 SCREEN1,1
80 GOSUB180 : CIRCLE (V, H) , VI,,Hl/V
l,S f F
90 GOSUB270IIF I$=CHR$ (94) THEN I
F F<.99THEN Sl=S+.05 ELSE Sl-0
100 IF I$=CHR$(10)THEN IFS<.05 T
HENS1=1ELSES1=S-.01
110 IF I$=CHR$(8)THEN IF F<.99TH
ENF1-F+.05 ELSE F1=0
120 IF I$=CHR$(9)THEN IFF<.05 TH
ENF1=1 ELSEF1=F1-.01
130 IF I$=">"THEN SS=SS+.01 ELSE
IFI$="<"THENSS=SS- .01
140 IF I$="X"THENCLS: PRINT"CIRC
LE ( " INT (V) "

, "INT (H) " )
, " INT (VI )

«

,

, "INT (H1*100/V1)/100" , "S» , "F: GOT
0530
150 CIRCLE (V,H),V1,0,H1/V1,S,F:S
=S1:F=F1
160 GOTO80
170 CLS:INPUT"USE YOUR JOYSTICKS
, EXIT, SCREEN CLEAR" ;Z$:SCREEN1,
1:ONI-1GOTO190, 230
180 GOSUB260:Vl=Vl*254/63+l:Hl=H
1 * 190/ 6 3+1 :RETURN
190 GOSUB 180:LINE(V,H)-(V1,H1)

,

PSET
200 GOSUB 270: IF I$= ,,X"THEN CLS:
PRINT" LINE ( "INT (V) "

, "INT (H) "
) -

(

"

INT (VI) "
, "INT (HI) " ) , PSET" : GOT053

210 LINE (V,H)- (VI, HI ), PRESET
220 GOTO190
230 GOSUB 180:LINE(V,H)-(V1

/ H1)

,

PSET,B
240 GOSUB 270: IF I$="X"THEN CLS:
PRINT"LINE("INT(V) ", "INT(H) ")-("
INT (VI) »

, "INT (HI) " ) , PSET, B" : GOTO
530
250 LINE(V,H)-(V1,H1) ,PRESET,B:G
OTO230
260 V=JOYSTK(0) *2 50/64 :H=JOYSTK(
1)*190/63:V1=JOYSTK(2) :H1=J0YSTK
(3) : RETURN
270 I$=INKEY$:IF I$="S"THENG0T05
40ELSERETURN
280 CLS: PRINT"THESE ARE YOUR COM
MANDS YOU WILLHAVE TO REMEMBER."
:PRINT"UP, dOWN, 1EFT, rIGHT, mO
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VE, nO UPDATE bLANK MOVE " : PRINT

"

e,h,g,f-FOR 45,135,225,315
DEGREES": PRINT" OK, CANCEL, EXIT,
INSTRUCTIONS" : PRINT" SCREEN UPDA

TE"
29,0 PRINT"THE LEFT AND RIGHT ARR
OWS WILL CHANGE DISTANCE"
300 PRINT"USE YOUR RIGHT JOYSTIC
K AND <ENTER> FOR MOVE"
310 INPUT"PRESS ENTER TO CONTINU
E";I$
32J3 IFA$-""THENA$="BM127,95"
3 3J3 SCREEN!, 1
340 GOSUB 270
35J3 DRAWA$
360 IFLEN(A$)>24£ THENGOTO520
370 IF I$=""THENG0T034J3
380 IF I$="N"THEN N$="N" :GOT034#
39J3 IF I$="B"TKENN$="B":I$="M"
400 ON INSTR("MUDLREFGHXI",I$)+1
GOTO 34J3, 44,0, 450,450,45,0,45,0, 45

0,450,450,450,520,280
410 SCREEN1,1:DRAW A$+B$
420 K$=INKEY$:IFK$=""THEN420 ELS
E IFK$="0"THENA$=A$+N$+B$ : N$=" "

:

GOT03 40ELSE DRAW" C0 "+A$+B$ : DRAW"
C1"+A$:IFK$="C"THENN$-"":GOTO340
:ELSE GOTO400
430 RETURN
440 GOSUB 4 60:GOTO410
450 GOSUB 470:GOTO410
460 GOSUB2 60:X$=STR$(INT(V) ) :Y$=
STR$ (INT (H) ) : B$=I$+X$+" , "+Y$ :RET
URN
470 GOSUB490:X$=STR$(D)
480 B$=I$+X$: RETURN
490 IF K$=CHR$(9)THEND=D+5ELSE I
FK$=CHR$ ( 8 ) THEND=D-1
500 IF D<1THEND=1ELSEIF' D>254THE
ND=254
510 RETURN
520 CLS:PRINTA$
530 PRINT" IS THE GRAPHIC S
TATEMENT TO ADD TO YOU PROGRAM.
":PRINT"YOU MAY OMIT SPACES.": EN
D
540 PCLS:SCREEN1,1'***THIS AREA
IS FOR ROUTINES AS YOU WRITE THE

1000 RETURN ^

* * 9

>****
%»

Hduse Ddc"

Be

TREAT ILLNESS AT HOME
MEDICAL PROGRAM DESIGNED BY

DARRELL WELLS, AID., PhD.

CUT MEDICAL COSTS !

LEARN ABOUT DISEASES

Nose bleeds Anxiety

|mpotency Sore throat

Emphysema Sinusitis

Chest pain Fatigue

Arthritis Headache
Angina Indigestion

Bronchitis Vaginitis

Obesity Gait bladder
Abdominal pain Allergy

Nervousness Blood pressure

Dizziness Alzheimers disease

Coughing Osteoporosis

Endometriosis Anemia
Ulcers Hot flashes

Urinary problem Prostate gland

Shortness of breath
,l

PM5"
Varicose veins Yeast vaginitis

Diarrhea Depression

Constipation Fibroids

Low sex drive Painful periods

Lew back pain Hemorrhoids
Mental deterioration Vaginal dryness jj23Jl

Arm or leg pain rainbowDiabetes

Breast cysts Heart failure ""ST*

-AND MUCH MORE-

Send $59.95 To:

HOUSE DOC A™ ^§J|§g>
58AStarRt. *°* usaf " PfilNCETOH ^>|<^j

Coalmont,TN 37313 XX
INFO: (615) 779-3862 m

For Your Heatfh Software
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a

Andrea C. Bain
Hummingbird
This special expanded edition of the
CoCo Gallery presents Andrea Bain's
first prire portrait of one of nature's
smallest wonders. Andrea lives in San
Diego, Calif.

Gay Crawford
Liberty

From Merriajm, Kan., Gay sends the
Gallery this prize-winning portrayal of

the beloved "Lady with the Torch."

(3rtJ

P
R
I

Z
E

James C. Graves, Jr.

Rose
Poets have long waxed lyrical over
the rose, but James shows us once
again why pictures are worth a thou-
sand words. James lives in Sierra
Vista, Ariz.
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Don Duquet
Olympic Rings

Don drew this tribute to the 1984
Olympic Games in Los Angeles with

the aid of a basic program he wrote.

Don lives in Winslow, Maine,

Maureen Iverson

English Breakfast

Maureen is an art student and sends
the rainbow this cheery still life.

Maureen lives in St. Croix, Wis.

o

o

o

o

Michael E. Murray
Abstract

Michael lives in Venice, Calif., and
sends us this graphics image pro-

duced from his own program for con-

verting sound into digital data,

v*

,
«..

.

X 1.

! 44- 44v I-

~t "tf y
J V.-

Merwyn Ely

Butterfly

From Vienna, Va.
p
Merwyn gives the

Gallery a butterfly drawn using basic
line commands, which produce the
curves we see in the upper wings.
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o
Nicolas Cote
Grand Prix

Nicolas lives in Alma
p
Quebec, and

gives the Gallery another interna-

tional racer's delight.

Patrick Van Driel

Rally Car
This month, we go international with

Patrick's portrait of a French Citroen
Visa. Patrick lives in Hellvoetsluis,

Holland.

o

SHOWCASE YOUR BEST!
You are invited to nominate original work for

inclusion in upcoming showings of CoCo Gallery,

Share your creations with the CoCo Community!
Be sure to send a cover letter with your name,

address and phone number detailing how you created
your picture (what programs you used, etc.) and how
to display it. Also, please include a few facts about
yourself.

Don't send us anything owned by someone else;

this means no game screens, digitized images from
TV programs or material that's already been submitted
elsewhere.

We will award a first prize of $25, a second prize

of $15 and a third prize of $10. Honorable mentions
also will be given.
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Grand Pri

fc

La bait

&' d*> Cdiiada

•>*

o
Steven Baker
Flood
Steven really gripped us with this dra-
matic depiction of a benighted house
during a flood. Steven lives in Hatties-
burg

p
Miss,

Send your entry on either tape or disk

to:

CoCo Gallery

THE RAINBOW
P.O. Box 385

Prospect, KY 40059
Attn: Monica Dorth



Ray Larabie

Street Scene
Ray lives in White Lake, Ontario, and
offers this impressive display of per-

spectives in a contemporary setting.

day Howe
USAF Thunderbirds

Clay lives in Sturgis, Mich.
p
and has

captured the "right stuff" of the

Thunderbirds' straight up, diamond
formation.

o

o
Brian S. Thorn
U.S.S. Enterprise
Brian has created a stirring illustra-

tion of The Federation's most famous
ship approaching Earth. Brian lives

on Patrick Air Force Base, Fla,

o
Michael Keefe
Gyrfalco
From Philadelphia, Pa.

P
Michael has

submitted a portrait of a gyrfalcon, a

strong and fierce predator of great

dignity.
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New Hard Drives &
COMPLETE SYSTEM JUST PLUG IN

HV QUALITY

VIDEO MONITORS
Call For

BEST PRICE
Starting at

MONOCHROME

COLOR MONITORS

95

Warranty One Full Year

5 to 20 Megabyte, ready to run on the TRS
80 Model I/III/IV/4P, color computer,

64K UPGRADES 39i95

PRINTER CABLES AND
INTERFACES AVAILABLE
Call for current pricing

PRINTERS
100 - 120 - 160 CPS

' Bidirectional Logic Seeking
* Friction and Tractor

9X& Dot Matrix
* True Decenders
" High Hes-Bii image BIock Graphics

GEMINI 10X (G Inch Carriage. I20cps) Friction and Tractor SCALL
GEMINI 15X [15 Inch Carriage, 120cps) Friction and Tractor . . .SCALL
DELTA 10 (10 Inch Carriage. 160cps) Friction and Tractor SCALL
POWER TYPE Letter quality

Super Script-Subscript

Underlining

Backspacing Doublestnke
5, S r fl 1/2, 10, 12 and 17 Pitch

Programmable Line Spacing
SIX (61 MONTH WARRANTY

VIDEO DRIVER
ENABLES YOUR COCO TO OPERATE WITH A
VIDEO MONITOR INSTEAD Of A TELEVISION!

SCREEN DUMP PROGRAM
The best screen dump program for the Epson & Gemini
printers ever!! Have the option of standard images

or reverse w/regular or double sized pictures $-j qqs

sp-3 interface for Color Computer
300-19,200 BAUD rates

ExTerna! to printer — No AC Plugs
Built in modem /printer switch—no need for
Y-cables or plugging/ unplugging cables

Only:

COMPLETE SYSTEM

MOD ^̂
$239

now
with

V°a^ screen
y^» dump

SG-10

i r
*

ii

'ML®

Nothing more to buy!

Dealer inquiries invired

TRUE DATA PRODUCTS
195 Llnwood Street, P.O. Box 546

Linwood, Massachusetts 01525
CALL US TODAY!!
ORDER TOLL FREE

(617)234-7047
1-800-635-0300



NEW

DISK
DRIVES

STARTING AT

$ 89, 95

40TKS 6Ms

Double Sided

Double Density

40 or 80 Tracks

1/2 Hght.Teac/Panosonic

TANDON MPI TEAC

WITH CASE &

POWER SUPPLY

$129.95

Speed 6 ms tk to tk and up

Capacity 250k unformatted

Tracks 40

Warranty nowl YEAR

We carry only the finest quality disk drives *no seconds* no surplus

SATISFACTION GUARANTEED!! all drives fully teste d&warranteed

Complete Disk Drive with Power Supply&Case t??? $129.95

Two Drives in Dual Case& Power Supply tm? ._££7935 CALL

1/2 ht double sided double density Disk Drives iPanasonic/Teac)$ $m.9S

1/2 ht double sided double density Disk Drive with ps&case!. ...^$199^5 CALL

tow to use your new drive system on audio cassette

Single ps&case $44.95 Dual 1/2 ht ps&case $54.95 Dual ps& case.. Call

$129.95Color Computer Controller ''j&Ml

DRIVE <3 FOR RADIO SHACK COLOR COMPUTER
TANDON, MPI OR TEAC DRIVE ( SINGLE SIDED 40 TRACKS SPEED 5mS TRK TO TRK& UP)

POWER SUPPLY and CASE.TWO DRIVE CABLE WITH ALL GOLD CONNECTORS 6CAI CI
^ J&M CONTROLLER, MANUALand DOCUMENTATION $£4&95 $ SALE!

** DRIVE 6 FOR RADIO SHACK COLOR COMPUTER
PANASONIC 1/2 HEIGHT DOUBLE SIDED DOUBLE DENS1TV DRIVE SOOK unformatted

>0- POWER SUPPLYand CASE, 2 DRIVE CABLE WITH ALL GOLD CONNECTORS »*rt
J&M CONTROLLER, MANUAL and DOCUMENTATION $27&9*T

,
=

\ %
OALt!

TAKE ADDED SAVINGS ON TWO DRIVE SYSTEMS j| Mb io DlSK*i.es

DISKETTES with free library case M I. .f?;.r.T. T. $1795

Unadvertised Specials fBll $Call

Drives cleaned,aligned& tested
ffe_ *JP $29.95

TECHNICAL STAFF ON DUTY, PLEASE CALL FOR ASSISTANCE.

CALL US TODAY!! (617)234"7047 * DEALER INQUIRIES INVITED.

ORDER TOLL FREE 1-800-635-0300 (617)234-7047

1 TRUE DATA PRODUCTS
195 Linwood Street, P.O. Box 546

Linwood, Massachusetts 01 525

(617) 234-7047

We welcome

HOURS MON-SAT 9-6 (EST)

•Visa/Master Charge pgr

• Checks (allow 2 weeks for clearing)

• CO.D. Add $2,00



16K
ECB

Latest Hardware

Newest Software

Technical Sessions

for 6809 & 68000

Meet people making it happen in OS-9. The movers and shakers

who are helping OS-9 become the fastest growing operating

system for the 6809 & 68000 in the world

Lively and informative round table discussions will cover the

design and use of Microware Software. We'll also discuss 0S~9's

dynamic growth from where we are today to where we may be
in the future.

The exhibit area wiii feature booths from many of the leading

suppliers of OS-9 compatible hardware and software. It's a great

opportunity to increase your skill and knowiedge in the latest

microcomputer software technology Plan to attend — Register

Today!

Seminar only $150 Hotel Package* $350
Location Marriott Hotel, Des Moines, IA

Don't Miss It — Pre^Register Now!
Call 515-224-1929 or Write

MICROWARE SYSTEMS CORPORATION
1866 N.W. 114th St. • Des Moines, IA 50322—

7H*etot(/Me>~

*Hotel package includes 3 nights, single occupancy at the Marriott Hotel
and registration fee,

0$ 9 and BAStCOB are trademarks of Microware and Motorola

Important Message
By Bill Bernico

1,0 CLS:FORX=96T0448STEP96: PRINT©
X , STRING$(32,45);:NEXTX : FORY=4TO
484STEP3 2 : PRINT @Y , CHR$ ( 3 3 ) ,* J NEXT
Y: FORZ=8T0488STEP32 : PRINT@Z , CHR$
(33);: NEXTZ : FORC=12T0492STEP32 :

P

RINT@C , CHR$ (33);:NEXTC : FORV-16TO
496STEP32:PRINT@V,CHR$(33) ;:NEXT
V
20 FORB=20TO500STEP32 : PRINTQB, CH
R$(33) ; :NEXTB:FORN=24TO504STEP32
: PRINT@N , CHR$ (33);: NEXTN : FORM=2 8
TO508STEP32 : PRINT@M, CHR$ (33) ,* :NE
XTM:FORF=96T0384STEP96:PRINT@F, M

";:NEXTF
30 POKE 1)35 8 , 15 : POKE1090 , 3 : POKE11
22 , 20 : POKE1154 , 15 : POKE1186 , 2 : POK
E1218,5:POKE1250,18:POKE1314,113
: POKE1346 , 121 : POKE1378 , 120 :POKEl
410,117
40 POKE1037,113:POKE1041,114:POK
E1045 , 115 : POKE1049 , 116 : POKE1053

,

117:POKE1157,118:POKE1161,119:PO
KE1165 , 120 : POKE1169 , 121 : POKE1173
, 113 : POKE1174 , 112 : POKE1177 , 113 :

P

OKE1178 , 113 : POKE1181, 113 : POKE118
2 , 114 : POKE1253 , 113 : POKE1254 , 115

:

P0KE1257 , 113 : POKE1258 , 116
50 POKE1261,113:POKE1262,117:POK
E1265,113:POKE1266,118:POKE1269,
113 : POKE1270 , 119 : POKE1273 , 113 : PO
KE1274 , 120 : POKE1277 , 113 : POKE1278
, 121 : POKE1349 , 114 : POKE1350 , 112 :

P

OKE1353 , 114 : POKE1354 , 113 : POKE135
7 , 114 .-POKE1358 , 114 : POKE1361, 114

:

POKE1362,115
60 POKE1365,114:POKE1366,116:POK
E1369 , 114 : POKE1370 , 117 : POKE1373

,

114:POKE1374,118:POKE1445,114:PO
KE1446 , 119 : POKE1449 , 114 : POKE1450
, 120 : POKE1453 , 114 : POKE1454 , 121 :

P

OKE1457 , 115 : POKE1458 , 112 : POKE146
1,115:P0KE1462,113
70 POKE1509 , 18 : POKE1510 , 1 : POKE15
11,9: POKE1512 , 14 : POKE1513 , 2 : POKE
1514 , 15 : POKE1515 , 23 : POKE1516 , 6 :

P

OKE1517 , 5 : POKE1518 , 19 : POKE1519 ,

2

0:POKE1521,16:POKE1522,18:POKE15
23,9:POKE1524,14:POKE1525,3:POKE
1526, 5 : POKE1527 , 20 : POKE1528 , 15 :

P

OKE1529,14
80 FORU=1TO1000 : POKE1177 , 49 : POKE
1178 , 49 :POKE1181, 49 : POKE1182 , 50

:

POKE1253 , 49 : POKE1254 , 51 : F0RX=1T0
600 : NEXTX: POKE1177 , 113 : POKE117 8

,

113 : POKE1181 , 113 : POKE1182 , 114 : PO
KE1253,113:POKE1254,115:FORB=1TO
600:NEXTB,U /»
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Why do more CoCo owners

choose 'REAL TALKER'?
Sure it's priced right, but there's more...

Thousands of 'Real Talker' owners know Real Talker' beats ALL

other Coco voice synthesizers in ease of use and flexibility. And,

NO other Coco talker has a clearer, more intelligible voice.

That's quite a lot of advantage when you consider Real Talker's

unbeatable price, Yet, Real Talker has some important features

that you simply will not find in other Coco talkers:

'SAY' command - You'll have your
computer talking brilliantly in just

minutes thanks to this powerful
new command. Type SAY
"ANYTHING YOU WANT" and
your words are instantly spoken.

It's that simple. Think how easy

this makes creating speaking Basic

programs. Adding speech to your
existing programs is a snap too.

'CONVERT - This is a truly power-
ful command for the basic pro-

gramed CONVERT automatically

transforms a machine language
dependent speaking program into

a stand alone Basic program, Jn

other words, you can effort Jesslv

write speaking Basic programs that

do not require a machine language
translator in memory. Thh is a uni-

que feature of 'Real Talker'. No
other voice synthesizer gives you
anything even remotely ap-

proaching this type of capability -

even synthesizers costing con-
siderably more.

'Real Talker
J

is compatible with any 16K # 32K, 64K Extended or

non-extended Color Computer, It works with any cassette or

disk system and comes complete and ready to talk through your

T.V. or monitor speaker. Price includes the 'Real Talker' elec-

tronic voice synthesizer in a ROM pack, software on cassette

(may be transferred to disk), and user manual.

NOW INCLUDED WITH
'REAL TALKER'.

/. 'DR. TALK-lhh interactive "Eliza"

type psychoanalyst program will

discuss your innermost problems

at length.

2. 'TALKING BATTLESHIP'-Ws you

vs. the computer in this speaking
version of the classic game,

J, 'TALKING BLACKJACK' Play for

big stakes against a rather talkative

casino dealer,

ONLY
'Real Talker* is a full-featured electronic voice syn-

thesizer unit built into a compact cartridge case. You

simply plug it into the side of your computer.
$5995

Other features include software controlled pitch, unlimited

vocabulary texMo-speech, and even a program that will recite

any ASCII file [such as from Telewriter-64 & other word pro-

cessors). You also get Colorware's unique full-screen phoneme
editor program that let's you experiment with and modify speech

at it's most fundimental level

'REAL TALKER-r{iOT the original Color Computer) $59,95

'REAL TALKER-2' (for the Color Computer-2)... $64.95

Y- BRANCHING CABLE' For disk systems, if you have a disk

system but do not have a Radio Shack Multi-Slot unit, this

economical cable will allow to connect and use your

Real Talker and Disk system together , 27.95

TALK^
If you have a 'Real Talker', do not deprive yourself

of this absolutely incredible machine-language

Talking Head simulation program, While other

talking head simulations use a minimal cartoon-

like face, TALKHEAD uses high resolution, full-

screen, digitized images of an actual person's face

to create a life-like animated effect,

SOFTWARE FOR THE 'REAL TALKER'

TALKHEAD can be easily commanded in Basic to

appear on screen and say anything you want,

Available on cassette or disk for only $19,95,

TALKHEAD requires 64K and a Colorware 'Real

talker'.

ONLY*19.95
ACTUAL VNRETOVCHED PHOTO

COLORWARE INC.

Tf*f\t f%D\MiJr\ i OJT 78~03F fa™fci Ave '

LW*#fc%#F1 f/lnE Woodhaven, NY 11421
(718) 647-2864

VISA
* *,* ORDERING INFORMATION * * *

ADD $3,00 FER ORDER FOR SHIPPING AND HANDLING.
CO D'S ADD $3.QQ EXTRA.
SHiFFtNG AND HANDLING FOR CANADA IS $5.00

WE ACCEPT VISA, MASTER CARD, M.Q.% CHECKS,
NY. RESIDENTS MUST ADD SALES TAX.



This is one of those rare

programs that will captivate

everyone in your family....

No one can see CoCo Max
and not want to try it!

We are all witnessing an exciting revolu-

tion in microcomputers: a radically new
kind of computer and software that

opens a whole new world of creative

power to computer users,

Jt was inevitable that this exciting ap-

proach would be brought to the CoCo,
With this in mind, Colorware chose to

go ail out and maximize this new con^

cept for the color computer, That meant
designing not just software but hardware

too. It meant thousands of hours of pure
machine language programming, Rarely

has this much effort been applied to one
product for the Color Computer

UNMATCHED CAPABILITY.,.

Because we took the maximum approach;

highly optimized machine code combin-
ed with hardware, CoCo Max truly

stands above the rest as the ultimate

creative tool for the Color Computer. It's

unrivaled pertormance lets you create

with more brilliance and more speed

than any similar system - much more
than you ever imagined possible. And,
you can do it in black & white or color.

All the sophisticated power of the bigger

systems is there: icons, Pull-Down Menus,

lull Graphic Editing, Font Styles, and all

kinds of handy tools and shortcuts.

Plug your joystick, mouse or touch pad

into CoCo Max's Hi-Res input Unit. Then
use a delightfully simple Pomt-and-Cikk

method to get any of CoCo Max's power-
ful graphic tools. It has them all:

You can Brush, Spray or Fill with any Col-

or, Shading or Pattern, Use Rubber Band
Lines and Shapes [square, rectangle, cir-

cle, elipse, etc) to create perfect illustria-

tions with speed and ease. There's a Pen*

cil, an Eraser and even a selection or

Caligraphy Brushes. And, as you can see,

CoCo Max can do a lot with text.

All of the newest special effects are

there; Trace Edges, Flip, invert, Brush Mir-

tors, etc. And all of the very latest super

capabilities like: Undo, which

automatically reverses vour mistakes, and
Fat Bits which zooms vou way in on anv
part of your subject to allow dot-tor-dot

precision.
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THE BIG PICTURE

The large image box in the middle of the

CoCo Max screen is actually only a win-

dow on an even larger image. Use the

Point-and Click "Hand" to effortlessly

move your window over any portion of

the larger image. You have a working

area of up to 3-V$ times the area of the

window itself,

FLEXIBLE PRINTING...

CoCo Max gives you many ways to print,

Fill a whole page with your image or

condense two full CoCo screens to less

than # page for a finely detailed copy,

"Dump" your CoCo Max screen full size

or shrink it to !4 page size,



FREEDOM TO CREATE...

Anyone who wants to create anything at

all on their CoCo screen or printer will

certainly be very glad to meet CoCo
Max, CoCo Max's friendly yet

sophisticated graphic and text

capabilities let you almost instantly pro-

duce illustrations, diagrams, charts,

You may then use CoCo Max's graphic

magic on it. The DS-69 is available as an

option from Colorware from $149,95

complete with its own software on disk

or tape- Using the DS-69 with a disk re-

quires an RS multi-pak adaptor.

graphs, and computer art -

use or just tor creative fun.

tor serious

lion by using software schemes such as

sliding windows. Although clever, these

schemes yield sluggish and awkward

results. Only CoCo Max does it the right

way, The CoCo Max Hi-Res Input Unit

plugs into your ROM slot and adds an

entirely new joystick input to your com-

puter - a precision one with a 49,152

point resolution to match the CoCo

screen exactly,

Plug your same joystick, mouse or touch

COCO MAX REQUIREMENTS

The CoCo Max System includes the Hi-

Res Input Unit, software on disk or

cassette [please specify) and user manual

It will work on any 64K Extended or non-

AN ABSOLUTE GUARANTEE

CoCo Max is a hardware, software system

that.no software-only system can

match, Get CoCo Max and see your

CoCo perform as it never could before.

It vou don't agree that CoCo Max is the

ultimate creative tool for the Color Com-

puter, simply return it within 20 davs for

a full courteous refund from Colorware.

THE HARDWARE...

This is the key to CoCo Max's unmatch-

ed performance. Did you know the nor-

mal joystick input built into the Color

Computer only allows access to 4 r096 (64

x 64) points on the CoCo screen? Yet, the

Color Computer's high resolution screen

pad into this new input and you have a

whole new kind of control, The dif-

ference is remarkable.

A DIGITIZER OPTION...

We studied all the video digitizers

available and picked the best of them to

link with CoCo Max. The DS-69 from

Micro Works was our choice. This op-

tional device lets you capture the image

from any video source (video recorder,

camera, etc.) on your Color Computer.

extended Color Computer. Youll need a

Radio Shack or equivalent joystick,

mouse or touch pad. Disk systems re-

quire a Multi-Slot Interface or Y-

Branching Cable.

THE COMPLETE COCO MAX SYSTEM,

with software on DISK, ......... .$69.95

with software on CASSETTE (Available

Mar '85) $69.95

Y-BRANCN1NG CABLE-W you have a disk

system but do not have a Multi-Slot In-

terface, use this economical 40-pin, 1

male, 2 female cable to connect the

CoCo Max Hi-Res input unit and your

disk controller to your CoCo $27,95

Sorry, COCO MAX is not compatible with JDOS

[COLORWARE

has 49,152 (256 x 192} pixels. This means

that a joystick, mouse or even a touch

pad can, at best, only access about one

tenth of the pixels on the CoCo screen.

Most graphic programs ignore this hard-

ware limitation of the Color Computer

and give you only low-res control,

Others attempt to overcome the limita-

Colorware Inc.

78-03F Jamaica Ave.

Woodhaven, NY 1742

1

(718) 647-2864

VISA

ORDERING INFORMATION
ADD SUH) P£R GRQIR fOR SHiffl\G AND HANDLWC.
CQ.D/5 ADD $3.00 EXTRA.
SHIPPING AMD HANDLING FOR CANADA IS $5.66

WE ACCEPT VISA, MASTER CARD, HO/S, CHECKS.
N.Y. RESIDENTS MUST ADD SALES TAX,



RAINBOW

For a challenge of your wits, try this mental stumper

An arcade game calling more for

mental than physical reaction,

Number Bumper works in

Color basic and — with the change
noted in Line 150 — on the MC-10,

IVe corresponded with hundreds of

Color Computer owners, and white we
all share one interest —- the CoCo —
we are a community of differing
physical abilities, I know of a recovering

stroke victim who uses two fingers of
the same hand to type the basic listings

found in THE rainbow. And there are-

users with degrees of impaired move-
ment or paralysis caused by a range of

circumstances.

Number Bumper is a game that such
users can play. It is not meant to

condescend to anyone's physical dis-

ability, but rather to equalize play
among the range of our CoCo family

by making the gist of the game a mental
decision triggered by the tap of any key.

I think Number Bumper will be chal-

lenging to all who enjoy recreations

calling for nimble wits.

(Richard Rameila is a former news-
paper editor who now works as a writer

for a California hospital He has
published more than 200 Color Com-
puter programs.)

To start the game, type RUN and press

ENTER. Orange bars are drawn at top
and bottom of the screen, with the word
"SCORE:" at the bottom. Tap any key
to start the game. As play begins, a

number ranging from zero to nine
scoots across the top of the bottom
orange bar. Pressing any key shoots it

to the top of the screen. It rests where
it hits.

If a number is allowed to scoot all

the way across the screen, 10 points are

deducted. Points are scored by shooting
a number up to rest against a higher
number. For example, a

S

9
S

has stuck
against the top bar; a ' V comes scooting
across. A key tap sends the T upward
to stick against the

1

9'. Since 9 - 1 =

8, the turn is worth eight points. There
is no score if the top number is lower
than the number that hits it.

The game ends if two of the same
number end up touching, either side by
side or top to bottom- This produces
a razzing sound, after which another
game may be started by tapping any
key twice,

(For those having any questions
about this program, Mr, Rameila can
be contacted at 1493 Mt. View Avenue,
Chico, CA 95926. Please include an
SASE,)

By Richard Rameila
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CO CO CROSSWORDS
attention oil crossword puzzle addicts!

Jow you can solve them on your color

Hi ^Sl
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'Attention all crossword puzzle addicts!

Now you con solve them on your color

computer! Master set contains 27 puzzles

with four levels of difficulty. A pull-down

menu includes such features as SAVE.

HELP, WORD or LETTER GMFN, and CHEAT
Additional sets also available 30-plus

puzzles on each set

R€QUin€S 32K DISK

Mfl5T€H S€T $24.95

EACH ADDITIONAL S€T £12,95

sex #2 now flvniuimc.

BA€UIMAST€A
Move along the end of the bars

serving beer to your thirsty customers.

Watch for falling glasses and rowdy
customers, Leads of fun.

AtOUIfltCS 3IK & JOYSTICK
TAP€ $14.95

DISK $17.95

ftlACKBCARD'S ISLAND
A brand new high res graphic
adventure. This one will blow your socks

offl Wander around BlackbearcTs Island

being ever mindful of the hazaras

while your lust builds for Blackboard's

buried treasure Taint easy, matey!

R€OUIft€S 32K DISK ONLV
DISK $19.95

PANIC

£lM

^r.'--":-- \- ' jC_ '>: ™^™^!|

Climb the ladders and fight the

"meanies". Dig holes and bury them,

Hours of fun await you in this

outstanding graphic arcade game
Enjoyment for all ages.

A€0UIA€S 3£K & JOYSTICK
TBP€ $14.95

DISK $17.95

MONCVOPOIV
Now! Play this popular board game on
your computer. Probably the most
realistic computer board game
simulation ever. Contains all the

features of the original. Buy, rent or sell

properties and become a wealthy

land baron with this program,

ft€QWR€S 3fcK & JOYSTICK
TAP€ $19.95

DISK $2E9S
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TH€ MARTIAN CRVPT
All new graphic adventure — Man
discovers that life once existed on Mars.

Con you find the hidden Martian Crypf?

With sound effects to over 30 screens of

animated high re$ graphics

ACQUIRES 3£K MACHIHC

TAPC $18.95

DISK $21.95

GOLD RUNNCR
Travel the maze, in your never ending
search far GOLD, But be careful! There

are hidden trap doors, burly guards,
tricky ladders & slippery ropes, Sounds
easy you say? Clear the 1st screen and
32 more await you!

ACQUIRES 64K MACHINE

JOYSTICK OB HCVBOAAD
TAPC $18.95

DISK $15.95

BATTLE STATIONS
BATTLE STATIONS is a remake of a
popular board game. Without a doubt
ihe most outstanding sound and
graphics you have ever heard or seen.

BATTLE STATIONS is a one player

interactive simulation of skill strategy

and luck. The player pits his tactical

skills against the cold, cunning logic of

the computer.

fl€QUIft€S 32K DISK

TflP€ $«!.«
DISK $24,95

VCGAS GAM€ PAK
Have you ever wanted to bring Las

Vegas home with you? Now you can!
Six different games in this package:
Blackjack, Keno Fbker, plus three other

slot machine lookalikes. The only thing

missing is the voice ot Wayne Newton!

ACOUIACS 16K fXT, BASIC <***

TAP€ $£4.95 b *
DISK $B7 95

COLOR CAR
You asked for it and now here it is!

Fast-moving Grand Prix style racing.

With your computer sit at the wheel of

your racer through the difficult

racecourse "Sump & Jump" other cars,

but be careful because they'll return the

favor'

R€0UIA€S 64H A JOYSTICK
TA Pf $19.91

DISK $ftft.95

BUZZWOAM
Guide the snake around the screen eating the snakeboit for points.

A€QUIA€S 32K & JOYSTICK TAPE $15.95 DISK $18.95

CHECKS OK

Phone Orders (616) 957-0444 NQ D€flL€AS PLEASE
4285 Bradford N.E.

Grand Rapids, Ml 49506 .Add S2 . o sh.pp.ng & honing



PROGRAMS* PERIPHERALS- $UPPUES SERVtCf

For Coco . .

.

in the Midwest

Now in our 4th year!

New Catalog Now Available
CALL OR WRITE

FALL SPECIAL!
Star SG-10 PRINTER
Metric Industries Model 101 INTERFACE
Handsome brown vinyl. DUST COVER
Spare replacement. *.*.,.<.,.. RIBBON
Starter pak of . .

. PAPER

QHQ 00^ v. COMPLETE
SAVE 31.00

'Authorized Star Micronics Service Center"

STANDARD MODEMS...
Avatex 300 with cable 74.95
Volksmodem with cable 74,95

SMART MODEMS...
Hayes 300 169.00
Avatex 1200 279.00
Prometheus 1200 369.00
with options 525,00

Coco cable 14.95

CHOOSE FROM OUR LARGE
SELECTION OF COCO PRODUCTS

B5 ... Coiorware ... Deft ... Derringer ... Dynacalc ... Elite ...

HJL ... J & M .., Mark Data .„ Metric Industries ...

Michtron ... Microcom ... Tom Mix ... PBJ ... PXE ...

Speech Systems .,. Sugar ... TCE ... VIP ... and more!

Yes! We have CHILD'S PLA Yl

Call*

513-396-SOFT
Shop by Modem *

513-396-SHOP

G5EB3

182

Write •

2235 Losontiville, Cincinnati, OH 45237
SHIPPING Mill & GtiMtqtQ Ml out ACTUAL COST

Ort»i? <cMd?nn add 5 Y'\ Saies ra i COO jtfd 2 00

THE RAINBOW October 1985
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The listing: NMBRBMPR

300 .

END
.239

..12

c
1,0)3 REM * NUMBER BUMPER * TRS-80
COLOR BASIC 16K

110 REM * BY RICHARD RAMELLA
120 CLS0: FOR X=l TO 18: Q$=Q$+C
HR$(128) : NEXT
130 Z$=CHR$(255) : FOR X=l TO 5:
Z$=Z$+Z$: NEXT
140 S$="0123456789"
150 PK=1024: REM * MC-10 MAKE TH
IS PK=16384
160 PRINT Z$;
170 PRINT @ 448, Z$;
180 PRINT @ 488 /'SCORE:";
190 PRINT @ 232,"TAP A KEY TO ST
ART" ;

200 IF INKEY$="" THEN Z=RND(0)

:

GOTO 200
210 PRINT @ 232, Q$;
220 N$=MID$(S$,RND(10) ,1)
230 X=RND(2)
240 IF X=l THEN FOR L=447 TO 416
STEP -1

250 IF X=2 THEN FOR L=416 TO 447
260 PRINT @ L,N$;
270 FOR T=l TO 40: NEXT T
280 PRINT @ L,CHR$(128)

;

290 A$=INKEY$: IF A$O IMITHEN 350
300 NEXT L: FOR X=l TO 10
310 SOUND RND(13)*RND(13) ,1
320 NEXT X: SC=SC-10
330 PRINT @ 494,SC;" ";

340 GOTO 220
350 FOR L=L TO L-384 STEP -32
360 PRINT @ L,N$;
370 L1=PEEK(PK+L-1)
380 R1=PEEK(PK+L+1)
390 Ul=PEEK(PK+L-32)
400 IF UK>128 THEN 430
410 PRINT @ L,CHR$(128);
420 NEXT L: GOTO 220
430 P=PEEK(PK+L)
440 IF L1=P OR R1=P OR U1=P THEN
480

450 S1=U1-P: IF SK0 OR Ul=255 T
HEN 220
460 SC=SC+S1
470 PRINT @ 494 ,SC;: GOTO 220
480 PRINT @ 14, "END";
490 FOR T=l TO 30
500 SOUND 100,1: NEXT
510 PRINT @ 448,"";
520 Z$=INKEY$: IF Z$="" THEN 520
530 GOTO 120
540 END ^
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Color Computer II

KEYBOARD 34
95

Newest Color Computer II keyboard to fit your old style Color Computer I (silver or white case),

TDP-1QQ, and older CoCo II. Just drops in, no soldering or cutting necessary. Adaptor for 1982
and previous computer (D&E Boards) 9,95,

Monitor Interface for above CoCo II 29,95 plus 7 +50 Installation, (color & green compatible)

Drive 1 125 95 Your Choice

Silver or White 20995

Drive

SUPER DRIVE SALE
Special prices on new first quality disk drives. They even have GOLD connectors on the

back. . Some other places charge 279,00 for dr. 1 and 349.00 for dr, 0, not us! Drive 1 is for

mod I, Second Color Computer drive, or external mod III, IV, Drive 1 just plugs into the extra

connector on your Drive cable. Both drives are compatible with any version of the Color

Computer and all versions of drives. Drive is your first Color Computer drive and comes
complete with cable, manual, and R.S. controller. For double-sided, add 45,00 (only for those

who have DS-DOS, boards and knowledge)

THE COMPUTER CENTER
901-761-4565, 5512 Poplar, Memphis, TIM 38119

Add $4,90 for shipping & handling—Visa, M/C accepted—Prices subject to change without notice.



WHEN QUALITY COUNTS

M$̂

•SG-IO PRINTER
* BLUE STREAK II INTERFACE
W/MODEM SWITCH

* SUPER GEMPRINT
* TYPE SELECTION'/?UTOKIA1

COMPLETE
SYSTEM

NOTHING MORE TO BUY
$2CQ95 + si o shipping
£*™^r anc] Insurance

SG-1 5-439«

COMPLETE SG-10
PRINTER SYSTEM

HEX DUMP for Machine Language listings.

FRICTION and adjustable tractor feed.

NLQ 17 x 11 (Near Letter Quality).

20% INCREASE in throughput.

ULTRA HI bit image graphics,

120 CPS with true descenders,

CoCo and IBM Compatible.

6 INTERNATIONAL, Standard or
Italic character sets.

2K BUFFER.

1 YEAR STAR WARRANTY
Servicable at over 4000 locations.

BLUE STREAK II
SERIAL TO PARALLEL INTERFACE

• RUN COCO 1 or II to PARALLEL PRINTER
• HIGH QUALITY TOGGLE SWITCH ELIMINATES CABLE SWITCHING
• 300, 600

T 1200, 2400, 4800
s
%00 SWITCHABLE BAUD RATES

• AC POWER OPTIONAL-NOT NEEDED WITH SG-10 PRINTER
• COMPLETE WITH ALL CABLES AND CONNECTORS
• THRU-PUT EQUIVALENT TO _^ *
BUFFERED INTERFACES ff^\ $5495 SHIPPING

ISO DAY WARRANTY ™*& PAID!

8
ft y. **

1

0*22
pKOtj,vJ&L
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WITH tiP*
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. tap**
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CUSTOM SOFTWARE
"Overall, Super Gemprint is very well-written and documented."

-Rainbow December 84 review,

BONUS! TYPE SELECTION/TUTORIAL PROGRAM
FREE WITH SUPER GEMPRINT

Menu driven program for the CoCo. Teaches and shows the new
user the numerous features of the SG-10*

SUPER GEMPRINT AND
TYPE SELECTION/TUTORIAL PROGRAM

$-|^95 +$2 Shipping
A / and Handling

DAYTON ASSOCIATES ". INC.
DUN & BRADSTREET LISTED

AUTHORIZED
DEALKK

7201 CLAIRCRHST BLDG. C
DAYTON, OHIO 45424
OHIO RESIDENTS ADD 6% SALES TAX
C.O.D. ADDS2.00

AUTO*ORDER LINE
1-800-251 STAR
Personal Service

(513)236-1454



RAINBOW REVIEWS

BASTXT
Puts A Variety Of Options At Your Fingertips/ Valley Micro Systems , . . . . , „ .205

Color Computer Machine Monitor
Gets The Job Done/flea/ Computers And Intelligence . . .......... 219

CoCo Calligrapher

Captures Calligraphy's Penmanship/Sugar Software . 215
CoCo Checkbook Disk

As Good As The Tape Version/Specfrum Projects, tnc , . . 1 97
CoCo Echo

Gets ft All In Writing/ToWi/an Software ........ 208
Dungeon Quest

Combines Adventure Intrigue With Arcade-Game Action/Computertvare .197

EARS
Pioneers The Way For Spoken Command Response/Speecfc Systems , . . ,201

EZ Disk/Cassette Encrypt
For Personal Program Protection/Landware . . . . ....,, 199

EZ Profiler

Helps Streamline Programming Techniques/Landware . . 200
Football Statistics Package

Keeps Thorough Stats/Sugar Software .204

Guide To Computer Magazines
Is Comprehensive And Informative/Steve Davis Publishing . . . . , 195

HARDCOPY
A Five-Star Choice For A Printer Uti I ity/Computize, Inc 218

Merge n Mail

Gets You Organized Easily/Computerware . . , 192
Nutrigulde

Lets CoCo Guide Calorie And Nutrition Intake/Homeso/f ...213

OS-9 Hi-Res Screen Dump Utility

For Quality Printouts/flatf/o Shack . . .220

Personal Bookkeeping 2000
Has Significant Improvements/AAfD T Stardancers . . . 195

PETSTORE
Test Your Management Skills/Fa/ Creations , . „ . .202

Probaloto
Not Just A Random Number Lottery/Gary Olander. 196

Professor Pressnote's Music Machine
Makes Perfect Practice/flad/o Shack . . 221

Print Master
Helps Master The Screen Dump/Oafaman International. . 198

RS232I/0
Allows Adaption Of Compatible PeripheraJs/flac/ne. . ... ,.*,... . , .212

Sound Generator
For The Sounds Of Your Life/Tom/an Software . 205

Telepatch
An Excellent Enhancer For Telewriter/Spectrum Projects, Inc. 209

Trivia

A Question Feast For The Trivia Buff/JWoore Computer Services , 190

October 1985 THE RAINBOW 185
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MAKE THE RIGHT CONNECTION
WITH A TANDT PRINTER

When you invest in a printer, the

last thing you want is to find that

it's not compatible with your Color
Computer. So why take chances?
Come to Radio Shack, where you'll

find a wide selection of printers that

are ready to use with your Color
Computer. All you need is cable—
and we have that, too! Just choose
the Tandy printer that best fits your
specific needs.

What Type of Printer
Should You Choose?
When you are ready to select a
printer, whether it be for home or

business, remember that print qual-

ity, speed and product dependability

are important considerations as to

the type of printer you need. Choos-
ing a satisfactory printer today may
be as important to your work as it

once was to hire an accurate, effi-

cient and dependable typist. It's

also important that the company
you buy your printer from is nearby
with answers to your questions, top

quality supplies and spare parts.

NEW!

DMP 130

Correspondence Printing
for Just $349.95
if you need correspondence-quality

printing with variety our new
DMP 130 is the ideal printer for you!

ft prints in four character styles:

standard or italic cursive in front

panel selected draft or correspon-

dence modes at up to 100 charac-

ters per second. It also supports

super/subscripts, double^width,

bold, double-strike and microfonts.

Prints original, plus two copies on
4" to 10" fanfold paper or single

sheets. It also features a tractor for

continuous forms and auto load/

eject, (#26-1280, $349.95,)

DMP 105

Budget-Priced High
Performer
There are several reasons why dot-

matrix printers are more commonly
used with personal computers than
any other type of printer One is

price. If you are looking for an af-

fordable printer, you'll find our
DMP 105 is ideal. For under $200,
this bidirectional dot-matrix printer

will fulfill your data processing and
general purpose uses. Another rea-

son dot-matrix printers are so popu-
lar is speed. Our DMP 1 05
produces 80 upper and lower case
characters per line at 43 lines per

minute (80 ops). But the most im-

portant reason is performance. With
bit-image graphics mode, remov-
able adjustable tractor, our DMP
105 is hard to beat! (#26-1276,

$199.95,)

W*W//

DWP

Our Lowest-Priced
Daisy Wheel Printer

How good do the printouts you
produce have to look? If you are

producing business letters or impor-

tant reports, you know it's essential

to get dean, sharp characters. With

our DWP 220 you'll get full-featured

letter-perfect printing for under
$600. Crisp, electric typewriter-

quality characters are printed at

over 200 words per minute (20 cps) +

Also includes forward and reverse

paper feed and 1 /2-line feed, under-

line and programmable backspace.

(#26-1278, $599.)

NEW!

DMP 430

132-Column Printer with
18-Wire Print Head
Never before has such fine print

quality been so affordable! The
print head of our DMP 430 contains

18 wires to produce excellent

correspondence-quality fonts in a
single pass. Prints 10, 12 or 16.7

characters per inch, plus elongated
standard, elite and condensed at up
to 180 characters per second. You
can choose from micro, italic and
double-high fonts, too. Produces
bit-image graphics at 7 or 16-dot

columns. The DMP 430 features a
true pin-driven tractor— not
sprocket, and is compatible with the

IBM® PC. (#26-1277, $899.)

Coma in Today!
Come to your local Radio Shack
Computer Center today for the best
selection in high-performance print-

ers, as well as cables and accesso-
ries. Each of these printers feature
both parallel and Color Computer-
compatible serial interfaces so you
can use them with any of our com-
puters for "no-surprises" printing.

Available at over 1200
Radio Shack Computer Centers antf at

participating Radio Shack stores and dealers.

Radio /hack
COMPUTER CENTERS

A DIVISION OF TANDY CORPORATION

Send Me a 1986 Computer Catalog.

Mail To: Radio Shack, Dept. 86-A- 91
300 One Tandy Center, R. Worth, TX 76102

n

Nam&^

Address _

City

State

I

Telephone _

.Zip-

Prices apply at Radio Shack Computer Centers and
participating stores and dealers. IBM/Registered TM
International Business Machines Corp.

rJ



RECEIVED & CERTIFIED
The following products recently have been received

by the rainbow, examined by our magazine staff and
approved for the Rainbow Seal of Certification, your
assurance that we have seen the product and have
ascertained that it is what it purports to be.

This month the Seal of Certification has been
issued to:

No-Stai II, an 1 1- by 15-inch antistatic

pad to rest CoCo on, protect it from
static electricity and draw dust and lint

away from sensitive chips. The pad is

made of inert conductive foam, lam-

inated to a tufted fabric and contains

no sprays or chemicals. Amber Enter-

prises, P.O. Box 7439, Greenville, SC
29610, $5.95

Escape From Denna, a 32K ECB
graphics Adventure set in the medieval

Castle of Derma, The Adventurer is

challenged to escape the dark, damp
and stinking dungeon of the Castle

Denna armed with nothing more than

good sense and survival skills. Ark
Royal Games, P.O. Box 14806, Jack-

sonville, FL 32238, cassette $25.95, disk

$28.95

Island Adventure, a 32/64K graphics

oriented Adventure game requiring a

disk drive. The scenario: your private

aircraft crash-lands on a remote Atlan-

tic island. You awaken uninjured to find

your demolished plane missing its

radio. Did it fall into the ocean? Did
someone take it during your uncon-

sciousness? Is the island, therefore,

inhabited? Where are you? How do you
get off this island? Stephen B. Booihby*

435 Dorset Commons #93, So. Burling-

ton, VT 05401, two disks $11.95 plus

$2SjH

Battle Stations, a 32/64K one-player

interactive game to test skill and
strategy. CoCo is your adversary as you
face off in this game of tactics. NOVA-
SOFT, 4285 Bradford N.E., Grand
Rapids, Ml 49506, cassette $21.95, disk

$24,95 plus $2 S/H

Blaekbeard s Island, a 32K Hi-Res
graphics Adventure requiring a disk

drive wherein you, Tom Wentworth,
wash ashore on Captain Edward
Teach's (a.k.a. Blaekbeard) island

paradise. Can you Find his treasure

before the volcano erupts? NOVA-
SOFT, 4285 Bradford N.E.. Grand
Rapids, MI 49506, disk $19.95 plus $2

SIH

Buzzworm, a 32K maze arcade wherein

you guide Buzzworm to eat snakebait

and gain points. But as Buzzworm
grows longer, it must avoid biting itself;

Buzzworm bites are fatal. NOVA-
SOFT, 4285 Bradford N.E., Grand
Rapids, MI 49506, cassette $15,95, disk

$18.95 plus $2 S/H

Color Car, a 64K racing arcade game
requiring joysticks. Among the hazards

are other drivers, air and water jumps.

NOVA SOFT, 4285 Bradford NE. t

Grand Rapids, MI 49506, cassette

$19.95, disk $22.95 plus $2 S/H

Gold Runner, a 64K arcade game with

joystick option. The object is to collect

all the bricks of gold on the screen,

avoid the guard and reach the top of

the screen where an escape ladder

appears. NOVASOFT, 4285 Bradford
N.E., Grand Rapids, MI 49506, cassette

$14.95, disk $17.95 plus $2 S/H

Moneypoly, a 32K CoCo version of the

popular board game "Monopoly"
requiring joysticks and containing all

the features of the original game.
NOVASOFT, 4285 Bradford N.E.,

Grand Rapids, MI 49506, cassette

$19.95, disk $22.95 plus $2 S/H

Panic, a 32K arcade game requiring

joysticks. The object is to dig holes and
wait for a Meany to fall in, then bury
him before he gets out. NOVASOFT,
4285 Bradford N.E., Grand Rapids, MI
49506, tape $14.95, disk $17.95 plus $2
S/H

Scepter of Ursea, a 32K graphics

Adventure requiring a disk drive

wherein you explore the countryside

and harbors of exotic Ursea where
dragons dwell* Prickly- Pear Software,

2640 Conestoga Avenue, Tucson, AZ
85749, disk 29.95 plus $1.50 S/H

EARS, a 32/64K audio recognition

device to allow users to train CoCo to

recognize their voices for hands-off

programming. Up to 64 voice prints can

be loaded into memory and then saved

to tape or disk. Speech Systems, 38W
255 Deerpath Road, Batavia, IL60510,
$99.55

The Best Screen Dump Utility for

Epson Type Printers, a 16K screen

dump utility featuring three sizes of

printouts (11 by 7 cm., 17 by 17 cm.
or 28 by 28 cm t ), double-strike option

for darker printouts, reverse printing

switch and use of double-density, bit-

image mode. CMD Micro Computer
Services, Ltd., 10447-124 Street,

Edmonton, Alberta, Canada T5N1R7,
cassette $14.95 plus $2 S/H

The Disk Pilot, a 32K disk maintenance

utility that features error trapping,

complete information on any file

including granules used, size, execute

addresses, copies, kills, renames files

and is cursor driven. CMD Micro
Computer Services, Ltd., 10447-124

Street, Edmonton, Alberta, Canada
T5N IR7, tape $14.95 plus $2 S/ H

Disk Utility Package, a 32K utility

including the following programs:
Archive, to save tape to disk; Backup,
supports 40-track systems; Format,
replaces DSKINI, will work with 35- or

40-track systems; Find, reports all

occurrences of a pattern; Compare and
Menu, CMD Micro Computer Serv-

ices, Ltd., 10447-124 Street, Edmonton,
Alberta, Canada T5N1R7, disk $19.95

plus $2 S/H

HIRES+, a 16K high resolution text

display with basic enhancements.
Features include true upper- and
lowercase displays with 24 lines and
scroll protection, same version for

either cassette or disk systems, variable

line width and instant change between
two character sets. CMD Micro Com-
puter Services, Ltd., 10447-124 Street,

Edmonton, Alberta, Canada T5N 1R7,

cassette $19.95 plus $2 S/H
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Label Maker 3.0, a 32K ECB utility for

printing labels compatible with all types

of printers. Features include Hi-Res
screen preview before printing, auto-

matic centering, all defaults can be

customized and same version for

cassette or disk systems. CMD Micro
Computer Services, Ltd., 10447-124
Street, Edmonton, Alberta, Canada
T5N 1R7, tape $19.95 plus $2 S/H

Magazine Index System, a 16K. utility

requiring a disk drive to keep track of

magazine articles. Features include

transfer utility insuring compatibility

with other database programs, fast

search routines and the saving of data
in a compressed format for more rec-

ords per disk. CMD Micro Computer
Services, Ltd., 10447-124 Street,

Edmonton* Alberta, Canada T5N 1R7,
disk $14.95 plus $2 S/H

CBASIC, a 32/64K programming
utility requiring a disk drive to convert

Color basic programs into machine
language programs. Features include

over 100 BASIC commands and func-

tions that support disk, tape, screen and
printer I/O, high and low resolution

graphics, sound, play and string oper-

ations. Also included is a full-featured

BASIC program editor using a 51.64 ox

85-by-24 line display. 64K is recom-
mended. Cer-Comp, 5566 Richochet
Avenue, Las Vegas, NV 89110. disk

$119 plus $2.50 S/H

Speak Up! 33, a 16/32/64K text-to-

speech converter using just over 7K.

Features include voice synthesizer

requiring no additional hardware, may
be embedded in basic to give your
programs voice and documentation
with hints to help CoCo's pronuncia-

tion and change the pitch of voice.

Educational Micro, Inc., 1926 Holly-

wood Blvd., Suite A620, Hollywood,
FL 33020-4524, cassette $29.95

Insights into Personal Computers, a

book of general information about PCs
with overviews of the history of PCs,
the anatomy of the portable computer,
the role of communication technologies

in the PC revolution and chapters deal-

ing with the structure capabilities and
design of PC software. The Institute of
Electrical and Electronics Engineers,

Inc., 345 East 47th Street, New York,

NY 1Q017-2394, $29,50 plus $2 S/H

Trigger 64, a 64K machine code utility

for the CoCo 2 that acts as an interface

between EDTASM and BASIC, allows
switching between the two and EXECs
ML routines in BASIC with crash-proof
EDTASM edit buffer. Master Crea-
tions, P.O. Box 2040, Pine Bluff, AR
71613, cassette $34.95, Arkansas resi-

dents please add 4% sales tax

OTERM, a terminal emulation pro-
gram requiring 64K, OS-9, at least one
disk drive with controller, a deluxe RS-
232 Program Pak, TRS-SO MultiPak
Interface or PBJ CC-Bus and modem,
OTERM permits you to use CoCo as

a terminal to access BBSs, information
services or any host computer (even
another CoCo) that supports commun-
ication with remote terminals. New
World Technologies, Box 1209, Dublin,
OH 43017, $39.95 plus $2 S/H

Kansas City BASIC, an OS-9 imple-
mentation that requires 7K for the

program and approximately 2K for

data and program storage. Feature
enhancements include functions such as

PEEK and POKE, variables dynamically
located, sequential and random disk
files provided using standard operating
calls, OS-9 Shell commands can be
executed from command line and
ability to add floating point math. Steve
Odneal, 8609 East 73 Terrace, Kansas
City, MO 64133, disk $25

Tele Addresser, a 64K record-keeping
utility requiring a disk drive. Features
include over 1,000 records per disk,

printing of address labels, telephone
record organization, telephone direc-

tory printing, sales call formatting and
sequential alphanumeric ordering of
any field users select. PKM Software,
1117 Denton Street, Lakeland, FL
33803, disk $49.95 plus $2.50 S/H

Software Success, a book by Brian King
advising programmers on how to mar-

ket software successfully. Included are

chapters on planning a software busi-

ness, finding markets for software and
deciding what software to market.
Potomac Pacific Engineering, Box
2027, Gaithersburg, MD 20879, $4.95

Investograph, a 32K ECB investment
analysis tool requiring a disk drive.

Features include analysis of price and
volume data (high, low and closing

prices and trading volume) for stocks,

bonds, listed puts and calls, stock
indexes, stock futures, mutual funds
and commodities. Radio Shack Stores
nationwide, disk $49,95

Orchestra-90CC, a 16K combination of

software and hardware to make you
maestro of your own electronic orches-

tra and transform CoCo into a pro-
grammable music synthesizer, Features
include a cartridge that connects
CoCo's T/O connector to your stereo

to produce a stereo synthesizer; six

octave ranges; up to five simultaneous
voices using two stereo channels; Music
Language programming method that

lets you enter all components of a piece

of music line by line; four or five voices,

each of which can be assigned to any
of five instrumental choices (tone color

registers); one program in ROM allow-

ing you to create, play, load, edit and
save to tape or disk; and a Transfer
Mode to transmit files via a 300 Baud
modem. Software Affair, distributed by
Radio Shack, available at Radio Shack
stores nationwide, $79,95

BriteFace, an intelligent serial-parallel

interface requiring a Centronics com-
patible parallel printer, a 110-volt, 60
Hz power source and CoCo with Color
BASIC 1,1 ROM or later, which samples
incoming data and computes transmis-
sion rate for maximum efficiency.

Spectrum Projects, Inc. r P.O. Box
21272, 93-15 86th Drive, Woodhaven,
NY 11421, $59.95 plus $3 S/H

The Seat of Certification program is open to all

manufacturers of products for the Tandy Color Computer,
regardless of whether they advertise in the rainbow.

By awarding a Seal, the magazine certifies the
product does exist — that we have examined it and have

a sample copy — but this does not constitute any guarantee of
satisfaction. As soon as possible, these hardware or software

items will be forwarded to the rainbow's reviewers for evaluation.
— Monica Dorth
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Software Review-

Trivia — A Question Feast

For The Trivia Buff

True or False? Henry Fonda played the leading role in

the movie High Noon.
If you answered "true," shame on you. Everybody knows

Gary Cooper was the star of one of the last great movies

of an era that was dominated by cowboy heroes. Clint

Eastwood? He was just an also-ran on an old TV series

called Rawhide.
Here's one for you sports fans: Who is the leading home

run hitter of all time in basebalFs major leagues?

Babe who? How long has it been since youVe been to

a game? The correct answer, of course, is Henry Aaron.

Now, who was Aaron playing for when he connected on
his historic blast? How old was he?

If such information captures your interest, welcome to

the growing club of trivia buffs who thrive on bits and
pieces of sometimes inconsequential facts from the past.

You will probably also enjoy Trivia, a new quiz program
from Moore Computer Services featuring 500 questions

in the following categories:

A) Entertainment, Movies, TV, Music
B) History, Geography, Politics

C) Art, Literature, Science, Nature

ENHANCED, EPROM-ABLE
DISK BASIC

No*, you can supercharge Basic with arc ufipr&ESivG array 01 extra taaiuraj

WITHOUT sacrmnmg compatibility! ADOS is compatible wiiri virtually 100% t>l

commercial SOltware Customizing utilities are provided 1o allow user-defined

command aDDreviaiions. t>auo rate, step rate, tracks per disk (35 or 40}, guppgn pt

double aided drives, and mora. Alter customizing ADOS, you can have it burned into

Bill EPROM irtal plug* HMD in* Disk Bi&iC ROM SOCfc&l. Or juSI US0 i! in RAM ififl 6*K
di3k -jl- -ly iFPRCM + burning will oO&l a&auJ ISO w$ provide inrOrmahtin

concerning how vou can have this done,) Feaipres include; * repeat end edit 01 Ifte

last directmode command • 26 definable control Kev abbreviations - automate line-

fiumb&r prompts * DOS command lowercase command entfy 4a fine come lament lo

a Lowerkil sr FBJ Word Pah) * COPY (lilenemej io (drive nurnotr) * AE error override

option RAM command (64K) * FUNM command * Isxt echoinfj to printer • ML
monitor * text file scan * enhanced directory - error 1 rapping * hi -res text ulilily

included (4?, 51. or 64 characters per line)

1 COULD NOT FIND ANY SOFTWARE THAT WOULD NOTRUN UNDER AOO&"
THE RAINBOW. December 1984

r LOVE AQQSt .,.A GENUINELY FIRST RATE PRODUCT\"

Color Micro Journal. February 1965
T WONTPART WtTHMYADQSEPROMFOR ANYTHING . . . NO COMPATIBILITY
PROBLEMS,"

Hot CoCo. May 19S5
Pfefc.. S27.0S

THE PEEPER ML PROGRAM TRACER
Monitor machme'ianguage programs AS Th£Y ARE RUNNING! Peep«r actually

limes hares with trie larget program., giving FULL COnTAOl as. ML programs run.

$witdb in$ianlly between w^tphing regular program Outpul and Peeper's, [race Of

registers and Slack On straen or printer. Inspect memory in any Of 26 display modes.

Eaeculion speat] can be varied from fuu speed lo th-e barest crawl, or halted entirely,

as programs run. S i n g I
& stepping, breakpoints, memory or register examine/change.

Relocatable, supports, 64K use. (i&K required) See February '6"5 review.

DLik.fS3.9E Tape. ..421,95 Assembler source listing .., Add 3.M

FASTAPE THE NEXT BEST THING TO A DISK DRIVE

Fa si ape allows casseite I/O at 3000 beud--TWIC£ NQRMALSPEED.il uses ihe high-

speed (POKE 65495.0} mode, and makes it convenient lo 3ley in tfifd mode
throughout. Features automatic adiusimeni of cassette and printer parameters when
speed mode is changed. Control Key functions for many Basic commands and tor

changing spied modes. Compatible wilb all file types, and can be used wllh

Telewriier-64 and many other jape utilities.

Tape . . 121.95 <t&K required) See July '83 review. ;

SPECTROSYSJEMSj
No delay gn persona! cnprKS

Please a00 $3 00 Shipping Sorry -no (jards qr CODa

11111 N. Kendall Drive,
-" Surte A 108
- Miami. Florida 33176

(305} 274-3899 Day or

rnrv* Evn

D) Sports, Games, Leisure

E) Mixed Subjects (all of the above)

Something for everybody* right? Well, most of us

anyway. If your interest isnt listed, don't fret; in the

documentation accompanying the program, Moore
promises there will be 23 additional "volumes" released

during the next few months.

They seem to have thought of everything. There is a

32K disk version, a 32K cassette version and even a I6K
cassette version (which has eight different quizzes of 50
questions each — four on each side of the cassette). All

three versions feature three clock speeds, for beginners,

advanced players and geniuses, respectively,

Extended BASIC is not required, they note, which is good
for those who do not have this feature on their CoCo,
What this means, of course, is that graphics are held to

a bare minimum. It also means you Ye looking at a screen

that is largely green most of the time, except for the

questions. By turning down the color on the TV, my
eyestrain was greatly alleviated.

The authors appear to have done thorough research on
the questions in every category. And they show a lot of

thought in the questions selected - except for the true

and false questions, most of them have up to eight multiple

choices.

You have two opportunities to answer the questions

(unless it's in the true or false category) and your score

for that turn depends upon how fast you answer before

time runs out. There's a clock at the bottom of the screen,

which is at once helpful and distracting, especially if the

question is a difficult one.

After answering the question, you're ready for another.

However, I found the flashing prompt "Press any key for

the next question" to be unnecessary and downright
irritating — especially after trying to beat the clock on
the previous round. It had a kind of neon-light effect, trying

to dazzle me when I wasnt in the mood for it.

I was also a little annoyed that there was no random
selection of questions. They seem to be in the same order

for every category every time the game is played. There
is too much programming information readily available

for the authors not to take advantage of it.

Aside from these minor irritations, Trivia is a good
program. And if the authors follow through with 23

additional volumes, Vm sure well see some dramatic

improvements along the way. They are off to a good start,

(Moore Computer Services, 1090 East Country Club Circle,

Plantation, FL 33317, cassette $19.95, disk $21.95)

— Charles Springer

Hint ,

«

Recording CoCo Music

If you want to record the sounds produced by the CoCo's
sound generators (say, from a music program), you can

do it easily using the cassette recorder (if you use one with

your CoCo) by unplugging the smaller gray plug or entering

MDTORDN, Note that this doesn't apply to speech or sound
generator packs you may have plugged into the cartridge

port.
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tware
COLOR DISK
MANAGER

Color Disk Manager will do selective initializations, verifier
backups, repairs and much more!
• will initialize single tracks, a range of tracks, or the entire disk to
more than 35 tracks

• allows you to make a backup of the directory out of reach of basic
and put it back if a directory crash occurs; has a recover hie command
whjch will load entire fifes off the disk if the directory crashes and the
allocation table is good: wilf repair or salvage crashed disk several
ways

• is 64K compatible allowing a 64K backup; does backups by track
a range of tracks, or the whole disk (wjlf do more than 35 tracks)

• gives an allocation table map with granules ^-referenced to tracksand sectors, and showng which granules are used; displavs a file
granule map showing which granules, tracks, and sectors the file
uses, and the length

• will do a directory displaying file names in two columns, the num-
ber of free granules, and the free bytes if below 65535; has a kill file

command
• loads and saves, sectors, tracks or files; loads files two ways, as
done by basic, or with header bytes left in, which helps in studying how
files are saved on disk; has an append sector command
• verifies tracks or the entire disk showing the track and sector If an
error occurs, with the option of continue or stop
• is multiple drive compatible

*0m {ape" t? drs

a
k

SaVe
* **** * mwn°'y * diSk; tfansferS P™9«™

• has a rapid scan feature which allows you to scan the disk by
tracks and sectors using the arrow keys
• will dump memory to the screen in ascii, good for listinq basic

• converts decimal to hex or hex to decimal
• allows you to examine memory using the arrow keys with displays
in hex (or decimal) and ascii

K r

• will load and execute rompacs saved on drsk; has a move rom to
ram command
• allows you to change origin (start addr.) of ML programs; displays
the start, end, and execute addresses of ML programs
• 32K - 64K ECB $34.95 Disk

RAINBOW
SCREEN MACHINE

• Add these features to your computer/program: ML extension of
Basic loads on top of 16, 32 r or 64K machines to enable easy mirture
of hi-rea graphics and text in your programs. Dense text or large
lettering for children, visually impaired or VCR title screens with no
programming!

• User definable 224 character set featuring lower case de-
scenders. Greek, cars, tank, planes, etc., completely interlaced with

all keys, commands, and PMODES. 1 2 sizes (most colored) from 1

6

x 8 to 64 x 24, PRINT (u
, TAB and comma fields are fully sup-

ported.

• 2 distinct character sets automatical ly switch fo r sharpest I ottering
featuring underline, subscript, superscript, reverse video, top
and bottom scroll protect, double width, colored characters In

PMODE 4, and help screen.

• Simple 2 -letter abbreviated commands inside your program or
control key entry from keyboard, even during program execution!

• Includes demo program, character generator program and man-
ual 1 6K Basic required— 32K recommended $29,95 Tape; $32-95

COLOR TAPE
MANAGER
• merges multiple basic programs mto one; appends multiple ma-
chine language programs into one: appends machine lanouaqe to
basic (example included)

• converts numbers from hex to decimal or decimal to hex; allows
input in hex or decimal

• rapidly scans memory using the arrow keys with auto-key repeat
• displays memory in hex (or decimal) and ascii; allows the chanaina
ot memory in decimal or hex 9 3

lth«??? ?!
th m,ssin9 e

P
6 of file btoks; loads and saves data with or

without a filename block

• handles programs with varying block lengths

• displays the start, end, and execute addresses of ML programs^
displays the buffer start, end and top addresses
• converts ML programs into basic data statements which can be
toaded as, or merged with, a basic program
• turns the audio and cassette motor on and off with one key com-
mands; has inverted displays which lessen eye fatigue
• finds the end of programs on tape even from within a program with
a skip file command: aflows the transferring of control to other pro-
grams with a go command

** U* ^ blocks of memory from start through end address to new
start address; allows the changing of the origin [start adds) or ML
programs

• has an 8 h380 byte loading buffer wfth 16K systems and 24 760
byte loading buffer with 32K systems
• 16K ECB mimimum $19.95 Tape $22.95 Disk

SUPER
SCREEN MACHINE
All of the features of Screen Machine end more:

Variable SMOOTH Scroll for professional displays, listings, busi-
ness use. "

• Variable volume KEY Click (tactile feedback),
e EOTASM + command for instant compatibility with cartridge
ECTASIA
• Super-patch - command for instant compatibility with the
Superpatch+ Editor- Assembler.

• True Break key disable and recognition,

• 1 User Definable commands used to activate your special drivers
or subroutine

• Dynamic Screen Dumpcommand for use with Custom Software,
Engineering's Graphic Screen Print program for simple printer "Snap-
shots" of your screen even during program execution!
• Super Screen Machine - $44.95 Tape; $47.95 Disk.

Screen Machine can be used in games, word processors, utilities etc
In addition, the custom graphics characters can be used to develop
easy, effective hi-res character-graphics programs. The potential is
truly unlimited.

Screen Machine is fully interfaced with all keys and commands
Although some Basic programming knowledge is recommended just
a few minutes spent studying and referencing your computer s Basic
manuals will turn you on to the power of computing with Screen
Machine.

Screen Machine can be used to directly create video recorder title
screens or large lettering for children or the visually impaired simply by

I

Dealer and author Inquiries are al-
ways welcome. Canadian dealers
should contact Kelly Software Dis-
tributors, Ltd., P.O. Box 11932,
Edmonton, Alberta T5J-3L1, (403)
481*8003.
Disk software compatible with Radio
Shack DOS only.

SUGAR SOFTWARE
1710 N, 50th Ave.

Hollywood, Florida 33021

(305)9814241
A complete catalog of other sweet
Sugar Software products is available.

Add SL50 per program tor postage and
handling. Florida residents add 5% sales

tax COD orders are welcome. CIS
orders EMAIL to 70405, 1374. No
refunds ot exchanges.



Software Review!

Get Organized With
Easy-To-Use Merge 3n Mail

I need to get organized. My boss keeps telling me to

get organized, my wife thinks I should get organized and

my kids think I should get my stuff together It's not that

I am a sloppy person, 1 just use the "file by pile" method
of storage and retrieval. When something comes in I need

to keep, I put it in a pile. The problem is that 1 end up

with piles of stuff here, there and everywhere, and 1 spend

too much time rooting through piles looking for stuff I

know is there, but I just don't know where.

All I needed was the correct software to help my CoCo
store things and retrieve them on command in a usable

format. To my assistance comes Merge 'n Mail from the

folks at Computerware. Designed primarily as a mailing

list maker, this program has additional capabilities and
also functions as an easy-to-use mini-database,

The emphasis with this program is on ease of use. Unlike

dBASE HI, which I have great difficulty using because

of its complexity, Merge Vi Mail is very easy to use.

The fields which would normally be used to generate

a mailing list are preset. These fields are:

Maximum
characters

Last Name 15

First Name 13

Company 26

Address 30

City 20

State 2

ZIP 5

There is also a set field for telephone numbers.

Additionally, there are up to 12 fields which can be

configured by the user. For these fields, the user also

specifies the number of characters each field contains. Once
these fields are set, changes can be made to the data stored

in the data file, but not to the fields themselves and their

characteristics,

These additional fields can be used to store information

which you want to store about the person, but not

necessarily print on a mailing label (such as birthday,

spouse's name, etcJ. Examples are given in the well-

documented instruction manual. These would aptly pertain

to a computer club. In that instance, pertinent data could

be the number of drives, maximum memory and date dues

are due.

Merge
f

n Mail can also print out the data on standard

8 1
j4 by 11 -inch sheets as well as labels. Two choices are

offered: long listing with all the programmable fields, or

a short listing with just the name and address fields.

For printers offering compressed printing (132 characters

in the normal 80-column space), the program allows you

to enter the printer control codes for compressed and
expanded typestylcs to obtain maximum function from
your printer. My DMP-100 does not have this capability,

so I used the standard short listing mode which worked
just fine.

Once data has been entered, it can be recalled for

examination, changes, additions or deletions. Several

search options are given to assist you in finding a particular

file in the database. As new persons are added to the

database, the entire file is re-sorted by last name. When
labels are printed, you are given the option of re-sorting

by ZIP code, since significant mail cost savings are available

if bulk mailings can be presorted by ZIP code.

Merge 'n Mail also has a feature which allows you to

merge the information in your database into a form letter

that wont look like a form letter. (Hence the "Merge"
in Merge r

n Mail).

After composing a letter on any of the disk- based, ASCII-
generating word processors (Color Scripsit, Telewriter

changed to ASCII output, VIP Writer, etc.), you put control

codes where you would normally put the name, address

and the other data which is now contained in your database
files. Merge f

n Mail then pulls this data out, prints the

information, justifies the remainder of the text and
continues onward until the list is completed. Voila! Form
letters without the "form letter" look. My friends and
relatives are going to be surprised when they start receiving

letters from me. IVe even put a field for birthdays in each
file so birthday cards will be on time.

My list of suggestions for improvements for Merge *n

Mail is a short one. The first eight fields are fixed regarding

subject and field width. While this simplifies the set-up

routine for most mailing applications, the lack of flexibility

regarding field width creates some problems.
The ZIP code block is set to five spaces, thus eliminating

the ability to use the six-digit Canadian alphanumeric postal

code. The first name is set at 13 spaces. Enough for one
first name, but I ran into problems with entering the first

names of married couples I wanted to include on'one letter

(i.e., Dear Maryanne and William). The ability to specify

the field width in the first eight fields would eliminate this

problem, or just adding a few more spaces to these field

widths would help.

If you are very good at BASIC, you can go into the

program and modify it, but be forewarned that it was
written to be memory efficient, not easy to modify. I took
a peek at the listing and gave up.

The other limitation is only one mailing list can be on
one disk, even if it is a very short one. Not a big problem,
except that disks (and the required backups) are not cheap.

Merge fa Mail requires a 64K disk CoCo. This is not
a problem with the program, as the features justify the

memory required; it just limits the number of potential

users.

Overall, I consider it an excellent program — more than
just a simple mailing list and less than a full-featured

database. Considering the price, it is quite a value.

(Computerware, 4403 Manchester Ave., Suite 102-Box 68,

Encinitas, CA 92024, requires 64K, disk $27.95)

— Bruce Rothermel
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The HJL-57 Keyboard

Now available for all models

including CoCo 2. +&:

Compare it with the rest.
Then, buy the best.
If you've been thinking about
spending good money on a new
keyboard for your Color Computer,
why not get a good keyboard for
your money?

Designed from scratch, the
HJU57 Professional Keyboard
is built to unlock ALL the
potential performance of your
Color Computer. Now, you can
do real word processing and sail

through lengthy listings...with

maximum speed; minimum errors.

At $79.95, the HJL-57 is reason
ably priced, but you can find
other CoCo keyboards for a few
dollars less. So, before you buy,
we suggest that you compare.

Compare Design.

The ergonomically-superior
HJL-57 has sculptured, low
profile keycaps; and the three-
color layout is identical to
the original CoCo keyboard.

Compare Construction.

The HJL-57 has a rigidized

aluminum baseplate for solid,

no-flex mounting. Switch contacts
are rated for 100 million cycles
minimum, and covered by a spill-

proof membrane.

Compare Performance.

Offering more than full-travel,

bounce-proof keyswltches, the
HJL-57 has RFI/EM I shielding that
eliminates irritating noise on
displays; and four user-definable
function keys (one latch able),
specially-positioned to avoid
inadvertent actuation.

Free Function Key Program
Your HJL-57 kit Includes usage
instructions and decimal codes
produced by the function keys,
plus a free sample program
that defines the function
keys as follows: F1 = Screen
dump to printer. F2 = Repeat
key (latching). F3 = Lower case
upper case flip (if you have
lower case capability). F4 =
Control key; subtracts 64 from
the ASCii value of any key
pressed. Runs on disc or tape;
extended or standard Basic.

Compare installation.

Carefully engineered for easy
Installation, the HJL-57 requires

no soldering, drilling or gluing.

Simply plug it in and drop it

right on the original CoCo
mounting posts. Kit includes a

Ordering Information; Specify model (Original, F version, or CoCo 2), Payment by COD., check,
MasterCard or Visa . Credit card customers incEude complete card number and expiration date Add
$2.00 for shipping ($3.50 for Canada), New York state residents add 7% sales tax.
Dealer Inquiries Invited,

new bezel for a totally finished

conversion.

Compare Warranties.

The HJL-57 is built so well, It

carries a full, one-year warranty.
And; It is sold with an exclusive
15*day money-back guarantee,

Compare Value.

You know that a bargain Is a

bargain only so long as It lasts,

if you shop carefully, we think
you will agree..The HJL-57 Is

the last keyboard your CoCo will

ever need. And that's real value.

Order Today,

Only $79.95, the HJL-57 is

available for Immediate shipment
for either the original Color
Computer (sold prior to October,
1982) or the F-verslon and TDP-100
(introduced in October, 1982),

and the new 64K CoCo. flow also
available for CoCo 2.

call Toil Free

1-800-828-6968
In New York 1-30(Mf24601

PRODUCTS
Div. of Touchstone Technology |nc,

955 Buffalo Road • P.O. Box 24954
Rochester, New York 14624

Telephone: {71 6) 235-B358



A GREAT HOLIDAY, GIFT IDEA!A

DISTINCTIVE,
1 DURABLE
| RAINBOW
BINDERS
Do yourself and your rainbow friends

a favor! Protect and showcase a valuable
resource — each and every issue of the
rainbow — with high-quality, red-vinyl

binders embossed with the magazine's
name in gold lettering.

Spend more time enjoying the CoCo and
less on frustrating searches for mis-
placed issues by organizing your rain-
bow library!

A set of two handsome binders holds a
full 12 issues of the rainbow and costs
just $13.50, plus $2.50 for shipping and
handling.

Order your sets today!

Set(s) Of RAINBOW binders at $13,50 perYES. Please send me
two-binder set (plus $2.50 per set for shipping Vnd handling). If your order is to be sent via

U.S. Mail to a post office box or to another country, please add $2. Kentucky residents add
5% sales tax. U.S. FUNDS ONLY, PLEASE.

Order one or more sets of binders and take advantage of these exciting offers:

I also want to take advantage of a special savings of $1 off the single issue cover price for

back issues with the purchase of a set of binders. (Minimum order of 6 magazines. An order
form from a recent issue indicating the back issues you wish to receive should accompany
this order.)

I want to purchase the first three year index to the rainbow (July 1981 through June 1984)
at the special price of $1 (regular price $2.50) with my purchase of one or more sets of binders.

Name _
Address
City State ZIP

My check in the amount of

Charge to: VISA MasterCard

Account Number
Signature

is enclosed, (In order to hold down costs, we do not bill.)

American Express

. Expiration Date

Mail to: Rainbow Binders, The Falsoft Building, Prospect, KY 40059.

To order by phone, call: (502) 228-4492



Book ReviewZ Tf^\ Software Review
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Guide To Computer
Magazines Is Comprehensive

And Informative

Are you searching for computer publications to suit your
particular needs? Steve Davis Publications has a new book,
Guide To Computer Magazines, that will make your search

easier. Guide To Computer Magazines is divided into three

major areas: 1) Popular and General Interest Magazines,

2) Trade and Professional Magazines and 3) Newspapers
and Newsletters,

Francis Amato, the author, tried to include as many
details as possible about each publication. Some of the

publishers did not respond to requests for information;

consequently, data concerning these publications is rather

limited. On the other hand, many of the publishers did

respond with a wealth of data. Information such as

description of the audience, the editorial scope, regular

features and subscription information is provided. (The
description of rainbow takes up nearly a page.)

One of the most useful parts of Guide To Computer
Magazines is the "Subject Index," Applicable publications

are listed under specific subject areas. This is a partial list

of subject areas that CoCo users might find interesting:

Computer Languages, Databases, Education, Epson,
Games, Graphics, Handicapped, Legal, Tandy/ Radio
Shack and Telecommunications,

The "Title Index" lists the publications in alphabetical

order and gives the page where the publication is described.

By using the "Subject Index" and "Title Index" you can
quickly Find publications that will meet your needs.

Overall, I think Guide To Computer Magazines will make
a good reference addition to your CoCo library.

(Steve Davis Publishing, P.O. Box 190831, Dallas, TX
75213, $935)

— Gabriel Weaver

One-Liner Contest Winner . . ,

Run this graphics One-Liner and see how long your
eyes can last!

The listing:

p POKE65495 , 0:S«=1:Z=RND (-TIMER) :

PMODE4 , 1 : COLORJ3 , 1 ; PCLS : SCREEN!
, fS

: DRAW" BKf$ ,p» ; FORZ=j3T01STEPj3 : A=RN
D(192) -l: DRAW"M=Y; ,=A; « : Y=Y+4 :S=
NOTS : SCREEN1 , S+2 : IFY=>255THENY=j3
: DRAW"BM0 ,f}

" : NEXTELSENEXT
RAINBOW FLASHWAVE 1 LINER

BY MARC ANDREESSEN
Mare Andreessen
New Lisbon, W!

(For this winning one-liner contest entry, the author has been sent copies
of both The Rainbow Book Of Adventures and its companion Rainbow
Adventures Tape,)

PersonalBookkeeping 2000
Has Significant Improvements

Personal Bookkeeping 2000 is an enhanced version of

Personal Bookkeeping 84. In the November 1984 issue of
THE rainbow (Page 214), I did an extensive review of
Personal Bookkeeping 84. This version is basically the same
program, except the author has modified many of the areas

I found objectionable in the original review.

Those improvements include the ability to easily define

your own expense categories rather than have to live with
those selected by the author In the original program, it

only provided for check numbers of three digits; you can
now enter four digits, I think this will meet the needs of
most users. You can now easily add service charges to
your accounts which makes it much easier to reconcile
accounts.

In the earlier version, it was assumed we all would make
entries into our bookkeeping system on a daily basis.

Because of this you had to go back to the main menu
to change dates. With Personal Bookkeeping 2000 that
is not necessary and, believe me, it makes data entry much
more user friendly, especially for those who enter these
type records on a weekly basis.

Another significant improvement is in the documentation.
It's more clear than the original and the author has included
a tutorial that shows how to use most of the major functions
of the program.

Personal Bookkeeping 2000 is a powerful program that
is user friendly. It provides the user with a wealth of
information. It requires 32K ECB, disk drive and printer.

(AMDT-Stardancers, 762 Brady Avenue, Bronx, NY 10462,
disk $39,95 phis $1.50 S/H)

— Michael Hunt

One-Liner Contest Winner . , .

This one-liner, inspired by some previous one-liner

contest winners in THE RAINBOW, is called Cosmic
Birdhouse.

The listing:

10 CLS : PMODE1 , 1 : PCLS : SCHEEN1
, ft : D

RAW"BM45 , 61 ; L50E7;tF7jaR10U2j3R10Dl
ipLl^UlpR2^U5L25Dlj3Rlp5H4G4Hl)3E
6U5L20D6L12J8D4J0R2J&0F5E5F5E5F5U20
j3L99D10#L10j3U40BM47 , 67 ;E5F5G5H5 M

: PAINT (4j3, 44) , 2 , 8 ! PAINT (2^0, 62) ,

4,8; PLAY"L25 ;A;P3 jA+ ?
A- M

: FOR X=l
TO 1120: NEXT X:GOTO Ifi

Michael Holt

Victoria, British Columbia
(For this winning one-liner contest entry, the author has been sent copies
of both The Rainbow Rook Of Simulations and its companion Rainbow
Simulations Tape.)
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Probaloto — Not Just A
Random Number Lottery

It's in the news a lot lately: **Local Citizen Wins Millions

in State Lottery," With more and more states getting into

the lottery business, Probaloto, by Gary Olander, may be

just the ticket for you.

The documentation points out that Probaloto is not "just

another random number-generating lottery program"; the

object, however, is to pick the numbers to win you millions.

This machine language program is available on tape for

I6K ECB, while the version I received on disk requires

32K ECB (or 64K under JDOS). It is well-documented

and the program is menu driven — it's so easy to use

that after going through the documentation once, you'll

probably file it away.

The user is prompted for information about the particular

lottery being entered: how many numbers are picked and
out of how many numbers. The example given for a regular

lottery picks six numbers, from one to 40, but these

parameters can be changed. Output can be routed to the

screen, or to screen and printer. Printer Baud rates from
300 to 9600 can be selected.

The first three selections from the main menu are strictly

random number generators. The first picks three numbers
(zero to nine), the second picks four numbers (zero to nine)

I
'

I M I
'

FUNDGRAF-A STOCK
MARKET ANALYSIS
PROGRAM FOR 16K EX

TRS80 COLOR COMPUTER -

STOCK & FUND INVESTING
with the

TRS-80* COLOR COMPUTER
USE PUNDGRAF AND FUNDFILE

FUNDGRAF ift a stock market analysis ptagtam that not only graphs and
analyze! fundi or Btockft, but ainu makee derisions on when tg BUY and SELL.
Improve market timing using your COCO.

GRAPHS fund's progress (up to 200 '

weeks). SUPERIMPOSES for comparison:
a line of constant percent growth or a
graph of any other fund {or atook),

CALCULATES over any time eparr the

percent price change and the moving
average (any span), INDICATES BUY
and SELL signals, FUNDGRAF requires

16 K ECB min.

16/32 K Tape . . (49,90
16/32 K 5 in. Disk iflft-Sfi

ADD 12 handling on alt orders,

FUNDFILE is a portfolio and account management program for securities

Manage single or multiple portfolios of stocks, mutual funds, bonds, money
rib arkeL funds , etc, FUNDFI L£ aliow b e &ay za ai n tenance of all you r records for

accural* portfolio evaluation, NEW 32 K VERSION ofFUNDFILE summarize*

all transactions (dividends, interest, purchases and sales) between any two
dates ofyour choice - weekly, yearly, etc- Categorizes interestand dividends paid

as to tax liability (tax free, etc.) and capital gains as long or short term. Great for

tax reports,

FUNDFILE REQUIRES 16 K ECB min and flO-COL PRINTER.
5 in. Diskette only for 16 K ECB $27.96
Sin. Diskette only for 32 K ECB *37.9G

ADD $2 handling on all orders.

Writ* for free brochure for details. Dealer inquiries invited.

PARSONS SOFTWARE, DEPT. G
118 WOODSHIRE DRIVE
PARKERSBURG, WV 26101

THS-fe] COLDS COMPUTES . TU TAMD* CORP

I I I I I

and the third picks six numbers (one to 40), for what is

called the regular lottery game.

The fourth selection from the main menu is labeled

"weighted" random selections. This is the feature which

makes the program more than just a random number
generator. The user has the option of setting up weighted

data files using lists of past winning numbers which are

available where lottery tickets are purchased. This is easily

done by answering prompts to input the number of times

each number (one to 40 or zero to nine) has been a winner.

These files can be labeled and saved to disk (or tape) and

a hard copy can be listed by the printer.

The weighted random selection process can use these

data files in one of two ways. If the user feels that the

process used to select winning numbers picked twice as

many 4s as 1 7s in the past, and is, therefore, likely to

continue that trend in the future, Probaloto can weight

towards the most-picked numbers. In the example given,

the program would be twice as likely to "randomly" select

a 4 as a 17. If, however, the user feels that Lady Luck
plays her hand such that poor old 17 is due, the program
can weight toward least-picked numbers.

This weighted selection procedure can also be used to

set up data files which wilt favor the selection of your

lucky numbers, or conversely, tend to avoid your unlucky

numbers.

To test this weighting process, I wrote a short BASIC

program to generate at random regular lottery-game

winning numbers, I input 60 sets of six numbers into a

data file and used this to have Probaloto make selections

weighted toward the most-picked numbers. I then had
Probaloto make an equal number of selections strictly at

random. When these results were compared to my original

list, the weighted selections produced 7.5 percent more
matches than the random selections. My original list was
fairly well-distributed. More pronounced variations in

frequencies in the data input would have added to the

weighting effect and increased that percentage.

My criticisms of Probaloto are very minor. The data

file printout produced by the program is a narrow column
near the left margin consisting of numbers and the times

each has been picked. For a regular lottery game this

column is 40 lines long, using much more paper than would
be necessary if the output were better formatted. Also,

when finished with either printing or saving a data file,

the program returns to the beginning with initial questions

about your state's lottery, It would be more useful to return

to the main menu at this point. Lastly (dare I be so picky?),

the word "array" is misspelled on one of the screens.

If you are into playing a lottery and believe the game
is truly random in practice as in theory, stick to the random
number generator already in your CoCo, On the other

hand, if you feel that Lady Luck is not always random
and want to use some sophisticated mathematics to bring

her in on your side, then Probaloto may be just the thing

for you. Ill second the program's sign-off message: good
luck!

(Gary OLander, 522 Haymarket Pi., Gahanna, OH 43230,

16K ECB tape or 32K ECB disk, $19.95)

— Stanley Townsend
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Dungeon Quest Combines
Adventure Intrigue With
Arcade-Game Action

Dungeon Quest by Computerware is a graphics
Adventure game using a combination of the keyboard and
joystick. Both 32K Color BASIC and a joystick are required

to pJay the game, The action is similar to games played
on home video arcades which involve using a joystick with
a touch pad combination.

In the game, you are a lad named Brodric who has just

come of age. He is a restless lad and decides to go out
into the world and make his fortune. His father gives

Brodric his inheritance, a rusty old sword which is rumored
to be magical. As Brodric travels to the East, he hears

tales of an underground palace nearby, To make a long
story short, the emperor named Darius dies of a plague
and, having no heir, decrees that the finder of his crown
will rule his empire. The story has it that the crown has
never left the keep.

A fortnight later Brodric enters the dungeon and within
a few steps the floor gives and he tumbles into the depths
of the dungeon. This is where we start our quest; with
pencil and graph paper, I began. After several deaths, many
hours and a few bottles of eye drops, I found the crown
but discovered I did not have the right key to open the

door, so the quest went on.

Your disk or cassette comes with two versions of the
game, LOAD in the version you want and youYe off. The
game auto-executes; all you need to do to get started is

answer the questions: "Do you want to have the objects

randomize Y/N" and "Which level of difficulty do you
want, 1, 2 or 3?" Both game versions are different, the
second being a more complex maze of tunnels, corridors
and rooms.
There are several types of treasures which, besides

increasing your wealth, also move you up the social ladder.

You are only able to carry eight objects at one time, meaning
you must make frequent trips back to the start of the
dungeon to drop off some of your treasures in order to

get more. In addition to treasures, you may also find other
weapons or keys to aid you in the game. The joystick control
for the character is adequate, but controlling the weapon
is difficult at best. In addition to escaping with treasure,

you may also increase your score by fighting the monsters,
1 found Dungeon Quest to be quite enjoyable if I mapped

it out. Otherwise, it became merely a pointless trial-and-

error search of an extremely complicated maze. If you enjoy
Adventures and arcade games, you will surely like this

combination of both.

(Computerware, P.O. Box 668 Endnitas, CA 92024, cassette

$24.95
?
disk $27.95 plus $2 S/H)

— Stephen Hess

CoCo Checkbook Disk: As
Good As The Tape Version
First, I would like to refer you to the Color Checkbook

review I did which appeared in the April 1985 issue of
THE RAINBOW, Page 210, The very last line of the review
reads, "Now all we need is a disk version.*' Well, that is

exactly what we have J

Spectrum Projects is now selling CoCo Checkbook Disk,
the disk version of this useful utility which allows one to
balance the checkbook. This version is every bit as good
as the original, and even better for those with disk systems.
All of the original features (modified to work with disk
data files) are there. The manual is again professionally
done with many helpful hints and advice.

FOXX Software has made all of the needed modifications
to make this a perfect checkbook balancer. Now we have
everything!

(Spectrum Projects, Inc., P.O. Box 21272, Woodhaven, NY
11421, 32K disk $39.95 plus $3 S/H)

— Jim Sewell

$14900 SPEOAL
• 368K of STORAGE CAPACITY
• RADIO SHACK MODEL 1 1 4 and
• COLOR COMPUTER COMPATIBLE

The Digital Equipment RX180 contains two double density,

40 track, SVa inch Shugart compatible mini-floppy disk
drives with power supply, cooling fan, and on/off switch and
line cord.

Great Radio Shack add ons sure to sell fast

at this low price. .

.

V^A^, Master Charge, Visa, and American Express

mjj^Sf™ For quick service order today by telephone

<%?? 617-547-4005 • 800-892-9230

ELI HEFFROM 6 Sons inc.
139-145 HAMPSHIRE ST. CAMBRIDGE, MA. 02139
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Print Master Helps Master

The Screen Dump
By Dennis A. Church

Print Master, from Dataman International, is a two-

program package that helps solve the problem of getting

the graphics screen to the printed page. You are thinking

that this is a graphics screen dump program. Yes, that

is what it is, but it is different and more sophisticated in

several ways.

Print Master was reviewed from the disk version. It is

contained on a single, copy-protected disk and requires

a 32K Color Computer; it has some features which take

advantage of a 64K CoCo. It is also available on tape,

The main program is titled PMAST'(for "Print Master1-

With it you select from an extensive list of options designed

to load your graphics screen and print it out any way you

want it. You select and execute options almost exclusively

with joystick and firebutton. They call it "clicking the

mouse" and it will work with a mouse, but I found the

joystick more convenient.

Ease of use for this program is not very user friendly.

The question is, will I instinctively know what to do from

the choices presented to end up with what I want? The
answer is, "No." But Vm one of those who doesn't think

"instinctive*' programs are all that possible; I expect to

need a manual to operate a complex program. Ill just

t wwm
ArmluzB U^ur Bating habits in torus at tUlrtsan nutrlants. Knap
regular ualght eJiarta. RacDnunendg calorie Lntaka, comporaa
Bating stujta tuttn racQmmendac) calarin, protein. fat and
carbohydrate Intake. Dv*r £50 foods, on fila. rioko yaur recipes
from c am binations of foods on Fuel 61K DISK REQUIRED.

134 > 95 after Navl , until than 159 . 95

(TlECHfiniC
Ensure you are not caught with a flat spare tire or n dt-y

battery again I Uee thla program once a month, Input dote and
odometer rending, get n maintenances dun list hnssd an time since
laat ffiointenonoB and miles driven r Those records mill help your
cor maintain its woIubI 1EH . 35

« V I STORYBOOK
• +

Create your aun color inn-book with your child and chair Ft lands
as the main charnctarB in the story I Kit Includes software and
coloring book making kith Requires BO-column printer.
1BL

P. DISKS
55/DD far your CoCo . Fully uarrented. Great chriitmp? glFtl 9?
cente each, minimum order ID. Whi Lo supply lasts!

ftdd 1E.0O shipping and handling far order* under ISO. 00. ua ship
within a* hours. NC realdflnts odd 4* solea tax.

if ISA Homeaoft Company MASTERCARD
P.O. BOX S

WEU LOCATION SUPPLY, NC 26455 NEW LOCATION
1 31 9 J-BIB-1436 C7 0AV9, E4 HOURS}

say that Print Master presents easy options to those who
understand the options, Ft also recovers from improper

input without damage to your work. Though you can

break in the program, the graphics screens are all intact

when you rerun.

The menus available are the Main Menu, File I/O, Image

Dump and Dump a Screen. Graphics screens may be loaded

from tape, disk, Graphicom and CoCo Max. Image dump
parameters are pixel size (controlling the size of the image),

inverse, rotate, dumping more than one graphics screen,

shading, tabs, dump using text, as well as a choice that

selects a user-programmed option for unique printer codes.

Before dumping one or more graphics screens, you can

select the PMODE and which screen (or portion of screen)

you wish to print. You can have two PMODE 3/4 screens

in memory at once; eight if you are in PMODE 0, A 64K
computer gives double this area. The added memory also

makes it possible to store screens in high memory, load

a second screen and print multiple screens in a user-selected

order,

Before any image can be dumped, however, the printer

driver must be loaded. If you have a printer of the following

type, the driver is included with the program (with more
promised in time): Tandy, Gemini, Imagewriter, C. Itoh,

Spirit 80, Mannesmann Tally and the CGP-115. If you

don*t have one of these printers, or you want to employ

custom codes in the printer driver, the second part of this

program comes into play. It is called The Customizer.

The Customizer creates a printer driver for use by Print

Master. Even though it is menu driven, it requires a good
understanding of your printer. The manual warns that using

The Customizer may be difficult because of poor printer

manuals and the complexity of dot graphics printing. (That

warning rang true on several midnight sessions for me.)

Here is a sampling of knowledge needed to design a

custom printer driver: Baud rate, number and configuration

of pins in the printhead, Most and Least Significant bit

order required and the control codes you want sent to

the printer in sets of custom designed strings. The
Customizer includes a Store Buffer, Clear Buffer and Test

Options capability. Bad control codes can be selectively

replaced before saving the file. The file you create from

The Customizer is the printer driver you load to Print

Master before making a screen dump.
As I mentioned, the manual warns about the complexity

of the program. The manual itself is an impressive looking,

three-ring binder printed in brown on brown in a curious

two-column format. It has an index, a helpful appendix

and reproductions ofprogram menus and other illustrations.

1 suspect the manual was prepared using this program plus

two other Dataman programs helpfully explained in

Appendix D; Text Master and Graphic Master. Despite

these assets, it still requires a careful, cover-to-cover reading

to use the program effectively.

I obtained printouts of their test picture and a Graphicom

picture you select within Print Master from the Graphicom

menu on both a Gemini- 10X and a Line Printer VIL
Options to control the size and rotation of the dump worked
well, (No, the program doesn't make the LP VII any

quieter.)

Now I must fault this program. Using my Gemini- 1OX
printer, the graphics output invariably left a blank line

between printhead passes. Using one-by-one pixel size, the

blank was one pixel in size. Larger printouts resulted in

larger blanks. "Now is the time for The Customizer" I
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said to myself. Unfortunately, while the prepackaged screen
dumps can be altered and resaved, the driver itself cannot
be inspected, I suspected the line spacing was incorrect,

but had no way to see what code was sent by the original

driver. Further, altering the strings is not possible except
by rewriting from the beginning,

I tried to write an original Gemini dump using The
Customizer from the command strings supplied in the
appendix. My efforts, guided by the manual and printer

manual, produced a misaligned, garbage-laden printer

output. 1 really do feel the fault lies in my inability to

correctly design the program, as well as inappropriate

information in the appendix. Of course, the manual could
include more information. Instead, it warns about the
complexity of designing screen dumps.
Whether or not to buy Print Master is, as always, a

question of what you need, what you have and what you
are interested in. You will find a smoothly functioning,

reasonably priced program for your needs if you're in one
of these categories: those who need a screen dump program
with great versatility for modifying the output, especially

with the ability of adding text to the output; those who
own an oddball printer requiring a custom designed printer

driver; those who use a variety of printers or who plan
on changing printers — this program will not become
obsolete; and "techie" types (people who will sit up nights

designing custom drivers for strange printers that, with
joystick selection, will change the screen dump to mirror
image, allow five colors or simulate cinemascope movie
images). These possibilities are not necessarily Print Master
program functions until the user can devise the driver, with
The Customized help, to make them possible.

The manual offers customer support to registered owners.
When I called, I spoke to the program's author, Scott
Nudds. He was helpful and friendly. He did suggest that

users would be better advised to write with their questions
in the interest of clarity and economy. From Mr. Nudds'
helpfulness, Vm sure he would promptly respond to letters

from owners.

(Datamini International, 125 South Fifth St., Lewiston,
New York 14092, U.S. prices $33.95 tape, $37.95 disk; 420
Ferguson Ave. North, Hamilton, Ontario, Canada, L8L
4Y9, CDN, Prices $39.95 tape, $43.95 disk)

Software Review*

Personal Program Protection

With EZ Cassette Encrypt
And EZ Disk Encrypt

If many people use your disks or tapes and you don't

want them to be able to access ail of the programs, here
is a solution. This solution is very easy to use for disk
and a bit bulky, but workable, for cassette.

EZ Disk Encrypt and EZ Cassette Encrypt take the file

(on disk, any type of file; on cassette, only ASCII files)

and exclusive-OR it with any password you choose. Not
an extremely stupendous feat, but it does the job.

With EZ Disk Encrypt, the program reads the file off

disk a sector at a time, exclusive-ORs it with the password
and writes that sector back to the same place on the disk.

This could present a problem if an input/ output error
occurs during the process. Only part of the program would
be encrypted and it would not be recoverable. You must
have a backup copy of the file before you use this program!
With EZ Cassette Encrypt, the program reads in the

entire file before it starts encrypting it. It then does its

job and prompts for a name for the output file. This way
is not as fast, but it is more reliable than the disk method
and the only method possible for cassette. With this

procedure, the file can only be so long, but with the disk
procedure, a file of any length can be encrypted.

To decrypt a file, rerun the program using the exact

same password. It will be decrypted because exclusiveOR-
ing is the exact opposite of itself.

Unless you share disks or cassettes with other people
and have confidential files on them, I see no real need
for these programs. But if you require such protection,
then they will work well for you,

(Landware, 6 Larchmont Road, Edison, NJ 08817, cassette

$25, disk $29)

— Andrew Dater

\=

TRS-80 COLOR COMPUTER USERS NEWSPAPER
SELL OR TRADE YOUR UNWANTED PROGRAMS OR HARDWARE IN THIS MONTHLY NEWSPAPER. FIND GREAT BUYS.

CIRCULATION - OVER 1B f D00 COCO OWNERS* LIST YOUR CLUB OR BBS, FULL OF TIPS, ARTICLES, REVIEWS
AND PROGRAMS FOR YOUR COCO. DON'T DELAY, SUBSCRIPTION STARTS AT ONLY $5.00 PER 12 ISSUES (1 YEAR)

CLASSIFIED AD'S ONLY $-15 A WORD, USE SEPERATE SHEET OF PAPER FOR CLASSIFIED AD'S

YES - I WOULD LIKE A SUBSCRIPTION TO COCO ADS

1 YEAR THIRD CLASS MAIL $5.00
"

1 YEAR FIRST CLASS & CANADA $10.00CO CO"APS

'^ • - •'

:*"'.m i y?jm*mm *« w ,, wg fyjj j g

NAME

ADDRESS

ZIPCITY STATE

PLEASE HAVE CHECKS PAYABLE TO - P D SOFTWARE

P BOX 13124 HOUSTON, TEXAS 77219

j
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Software Review!

EZ Profiler Helps Streamline

Programming Techniques

So youYe finally written the "Great American Program."
It has everything, every bell, whistle, toot and honk you
could ever want. You allow yourself the luxury of typing

those three letters that make all of your dreams come true

— R-U-N. A couple of seconds fly by and the screen remains

blank; a few more and still not a sound. You panic. How
could your masterpiece have crashed the system? As you
quickly grope for the Reset button, the title screen you
spent three weeks drawing finally appears. Now you realize

the problem is something much worse than a system crash:

Your program is S-L-O-W!
A high speed POKE won't help now. It is time to recode,

but what part of the program? EZ Profiler by Landware
offers an answer, or at least some suggestions.

Before running EZ Profiler, the source program must
be saved in ASCII format on the disk, A simple RUN
"EZPRO" will get you underway. Upon execution, the

program offers instructions that explain the program more
completely than the 2W -page instruction booklet, EZ
Profiler will then prompt for the name of the program
you wish to modify, and a memory area the input program
does not utilize, EZ Profiler will access the drive, read

the input program and create a new version of the program

^H

ORKBASE
BUSINESS SOFTWARE

$ PORTFOLIO $
BUSINESS DATABASE SYSTEMS
* Reviewed it\ HOT CoCo Dec. 19B4 & RAINBOW Feb 19*5 *

• DATABASE MANAGEMENT - define, reorganized & update a database
SPREAD SHEET - calculations to update database

» REPORT MODULE - customized report formats with headings & totals

• WORD PROCESSOR - merge database wiih custom letters, labels. & reports
• MACRO PROCEDURES - store any report ca&cuiaiions with sorts & selections
• UTILITIES - generate, merge, summarize, & surnmanze^post
• 216 PAGE MANUAL WITH STEP-BY-STEP TUTORIAL
• WORKBASE I (600 Recoras) £49.95 - WORKBASE II (1200 Records) $59.95

BUSINESS APPLICATION PACKAGES
1 READVTO-USE 50 -page manual, database, calculations, & reports
* SELF-CONTAINED - purchase & use any package independently
» 8UILT-IN DATABASE FUNCTIONS - selectively display^pnnt records
COMPREHENSIVE - all major accounting I unctions addressed

1 EASY TO USE — all packages a*e entirely menu driven

EXPANDABLE - use any application database wan WORKSASE DATABASE
* PROVEN - currently used in businesses, churches, and accounting firms

COST EFFECTIVE - $2995 per package - $2495 wiien 2 as more enchased

* INVENTORY CONTHO

L

* SALES ORDER ENTRY
* ACCOUNTS PAYABLE
* PAYROLL
* RENTAL PROPERTY

ALL SOFTWARE REQUIRES 32K/64K TRS-dO CoCo& 1 DISK DRIVE
* FREE CATALOG AVAILABLE *

* ACCOUNTS RECEIVABLE
* GENERAL LEDGER
* PURCHASE ORDER ENTRY
* CHURCH MEMBERSHIP

ORDERING: CHECK, MONEY ORDER,
COD. MASTERCARD, VISA

Price Induct** shipping In USA
NC residents *dd 4.SH sales tax

WORKBASE DATA SYSTEMS
P.O. Box 3448

Durham, NC 27702
Phone: (919) 2SG-3445

saved as TEMP/ BAS. The new version will then be loaded

and you must type RUN to execute the new program.

Running the newly created program is exactly like

running the old version, except for a speed slowdown as

the profiler tabulates the execution data. When the source

program is terminated by an END or STOP command or

by pressing BREAK, a subroutine that is appended by EZ
Profiler must be executed. This routine will dump the

tabulations to either the screen or a printer.

The result is simply a count of how many times each

program line is executed, which, according to the

instruction sheet, "will show . . . which loops in a program
are most heavily used. These loops can then be rewritten

... to make the overall program much faster;"

The major deficiency of EZ Profiler is that it offers no
suggestions to speed up the code, nor does it even hint

at how to determine which routines are truly "wasteful"

and which routines are written as tightly as possible, (For

example, a FQR^NEXT loop might have been executed 500

times, but not necessarily be wasteful.)

The instructions that come with the program are

adequate enough to operate the program, but really aren't

enough to put the program to use, which is the most
important reason for using a utility.

Other problems with EZ Profiler include the additional

processing time it adds onto the source program (almost

a 3,000 percent increase) and the additional memory
required. The time factor is only deadly in applications

where program flow is greatly changed by timed responses

(such as games). In this case, the program is of dubious
value.

The memory factor can be dehabilitating. The program
appends an additional 20 characters onto each line which,

on longer programming endeavors, could prevent the

program from loading into memory.
EZ Profiler is not a program that will answer all

programming woes. It will help streamline software, but

not unless the programmer is willing to put in much more
work than the program. EZ Profiler is essentially an
extension of Basic's TR0N command and should be treated

as such. It does exactly what it claims, but be wary of

reading any other uses into it. Potential purchasers should

beware that although EZ Profiler can help hone their

programming techniques, the work is still up to them.

Happy programming!

(Landware, 6 Larchmont Road, Edison, NJ 08817, requires

32K and disk, $20)

—
i Eric Oberle

Him , .

.

Random Number Ranges

Have you ever wanted to devise a simple "odd /even"
or "heads/ tails" program? These variations on the RND( x

]

function may help:

RND(2)-1

RND(2)>1
(RND(2)>1)*2+1

will yield cither or 1

will yield either or -1

will yield either I or -1

RND(2)>I is especially useful because ^1 represents a

logic "true" and a "false" in BASIC.
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Hardware Review*

EARS Pioneers The Way For
Spoken Command Response

By Randy Graham

Personal computing is a piece of cake. Just turn it on
and start typing; it all appears right there on the screen.

If you make a mistake, back up and correct it. Write
programs in many languages. Run software for word
processing, spreadsheeting — even play games. Print it all

out letter-perfect then save it and share it. Nothing to it.

Unless you have no hands to type or no eyes to see the
screen,

I work with handicapped people. Jonathan was a lineman
before his accident. Because he severed his spinal cord,

he is confined to a wheelchair. He has very poor use of
his arms; he needs help to dress and to eat. When I met
him, he was beating everyone in the rehabilitation unit

at chess. 1 thought that a good chess player ought to make
a good computer programmer.

Paul has had cerebral palsy since birth. He can get around
with crutches although it is difficult; his arms and legs

just won't do what his brain tells them, His speech is difficult

for most of us to understand. He is a college graduate
and would like to be a writer, but trying to type can be
a tearful frustration for him.

As a result of a disease, everything looks blurred to Betsy.

She can manage to read with a magnifying glass, holding
the material close to her face; she has not been able to

find a computer screen she can read.

For Jonathan and Paul and Betsy, the keyboard and
screen which give us access to all the marvels of personal
computers are just as formidable barriers to computing
careers as the six-inch curb which locks them out of a

shopping mall or an office building. We can cut notches
in the curbs and build ramps around the steps. What can
we do to open up our favorite activity to some very fine

people?

It was for these friends and others that 1 flew to the
RAINBOWfest in Chicago to find out what Rich Parry
and Lester Hands were up to at Speech Systems, It was
fun meeting them and I became so excited about their

work that I brought an EARS home with me so I could
join the adventure, EARS (Electronic Audio Recognition
System) is a device and program through which a Color
Computer responds to spoken commands.

Yes, I said spoken commands I No other computer has
it — just CoCo, We are coming along with voice
synthesizers which can electronically vocalize text in

memory, but going the other way? Little more than a year
ago I attended a conference in which an expert in the field

said that speech recognition was not even on the horizon.
He was wrong. Say ''hello" to the expert, EARS.

What You Get

In a nice plastic envelope you get two pieces of hardware,
a piece of software and a very good manual. One piece

of hardware is a ROM pack which contains the magic

and the other piece is a headset. There are no earphones
in the device; it is just there to hold the microphone close

to your mouth. The headset plugs into the ROM pack
and you know where that goes.

The software (tape or disk) contains a machine language
program, a utility and several demonstration programs,
Load and execute the EARS program and you are in

business. To the user, the effect is that all of your Extended
Color basic ROM still works but some new commands
have been added. Time to start learning.

How it Works
LISN is the first new command you meet. Like all BASIC

commands, it can be used in direct mode or within a BASIC
program. Type LISN "1" and say "one.*' You have taught
CoCo/EARS its first word. Let's note that you have also

taught it your accent — and language.

EARS is a "speaker-dependent" system. The user teaches
the machine and thereby sets up a unique relationship.

There is nothing romantic about this; it seems to be the
easiest way to do it. A "speaker-independenr system which
can recognize any voice in any accent, pitch and inflection

must be much more complex. This way, whether I say
"one" or "uno" or "ein

5

" when I say it again, EARS will

respond with "one." Space is reserved in memory for a
speech synthesizer like Voice. If you tell EARS to SAY
"one,** it will speak it from the speech system,
OK, I have taught EARS one word. I can now repeat

that process. In its present shape and form, EARS can
"learn" 64 strings. Apparently, the program sets up a two-
dimension array. One element is a string of up to 16
characters which 1 type in. The other element is a voice
print of what I say into the microphone. EARS calls this

pair a "template.
M
Let's see what I can do with this array.

MATCH lets me use the vocabulary list. After this

command, I say "one"; there is a noticeable pause, then
the screen prints T. EARS has searched the array of voice
prints, found a match and printed the character string.

Let's note again that the relationship between the input
string and the spoken part is what I want it to be.

"Gadzooks" can make the computer type out "My name
is Randy" if that is the way I made the template.

What if I forget my own list? TLIST will produce the
string part of the list of templates for me one screen at

a time. TSAVE will save the whole list of strings and voice
prints to tape or disk (EARS checks to see which you
are using); TLOAD will load a list so I do not have to

do it over every time,

Vocal Programming
Now for the great part. I have taught EARS the digits,

alphabet and as many basic commands as it will hold.

Time for another command.
DRECT instructs EARS to accept BASIC statements from

me. I can say "one-zero-a-equals-one-two-three-enter" and
a basic line appears on the screen. Then, "two-zero-print-
a-enter" and the second line is in place. I can say "list"

and it will (because I added the "enter" to my string); when
I say "run," it does it! Primitive? Yes, but I wrote and
ran a BASIC program without touching the keyboard! I

feel like I have the first horseless carriage in town.
While in DRECT mode, the computer will accept

keyboard input, but it will continue to respond to voice
commands until turned off with BREAK.
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A Fairy Tale

Jonathan is up and dressed and has Finished breakfast.

It is time to go to work. He rolls down the hall to the

den where CoCo/EARS is waiting. He activates a remote

control switch by sound or however and the computer
comes on and loads EARS which loads the template list.

(This last part will require an enhancement that EARS
does not have. Right now, Jonathan would have to leave

his computer on and only turn his monitor and peripherals

on and off.)

He says "Terminal" and the screen says RUN "TERM
.BIN" R (ENTER). Before starting to work, like many
businesspeople, he says, "Get Dow." "Get" tells the terminal

program to go to its autodial/ autologon section. "Dow"
calls and logs on to DJNS. At the menu he says "news"

and the screen shows //NEWS (ENTER). He goes through

the news by menu selections, reads the Wall Street Journal

online and logs off. Now he says, "Get office." Autodial

and logon gets him into the office computer. Perhaps he

will first read "Mail" and "Memo" before calling for the

file on which he is working. It is slow and tedious, having

to give all digits and spelling out words. But, he is working!

This is only just barely a fairy tale. If you devote 36

templates to the letters and digits, you only have 28 left

for words. But TCLEAR will empty the template buffer

so you can load another list tailored to the specific

application you are running. And needless to say, he will

need the help of a typist to construct his template lists.

Come on Along
It sometimes seems like the pioneering days of personal

computing are over. Nobody builds his own any more —
what did 1 do with that wirewrapping tool? Hardly anybody
writes programs — software is too readily available.

Everybody is into graphics. Well, if you sometimes look

longingly at the old covered wagon gathering dust in the

shed, hitch up, A whole new land mass has been opened
for exploration.

Someday there will be listening typewriters that write

it all out as you dictate. Other control applications will

become as common as digital microwave ovens and
calculator watches. And perhaps we will have Hal, the

conversational computer, by 2001. But you can still get

ahead of the parade. EARS is the place to start, and you
can only do it with a CoCo!

1 have told you about my excitement with this new tool.

I would like to hear from others who are experimenting

with EARS for handicapped applications. My complete

address is 2115 Buford Road, Richmond, VA 23235. Or,

maybe we can share our experiences in the "Letters to

Rainbow" department.

I did not write this review with EARS — I am glad

I did not have to. It would have taken forever, spelling

out each word. If your template list is full, there is a pause

of a couple of seconds before the computer responds. And,
let's face it, EARS can be quirky. Rich tells you to imagine

you are training your puppy. That's the way you must
speak. Sometimes I say a couple of words that are not

on the template list and get up and walk away. When I

do that, I remember the old proverb: "I had no shoes,

and complained, until I met a man who had no feet."

(Speech Systems, 3SW 255 Deerpath Rd., Ratavia, IL 60510,
$59.95)

Software Review!

Test Your Management Skills

With PETSTORE
Pal Creations is marketing yet another Simulation game,

this one called PETSTORE. The game has you as an owner
of one pet store and $200. From there it is simple, just

buy animals at a cheap price and sell them at a higher

price. The complicated part is that you have to keep track

of what the price is for each of 20 animals. These animals
come in four categories: fish, snakes, birds and amphibians/
reptiles.

If you can remember what the previous prices are for

each animal, then it is easy to tell whether to buy or sell.

There is some speculation involved, however, in that

sometimes even though prices go down, they may go even
lower, making you wait longer to realize profits. Another
problem you may encounter on the more difficult levels

is a greater chance of fire and disease, which will diminish

your supply of animals.

The game has little documentation but is fairly easy to

play> so it doesn't really need much. If you intend to play

the game aione or in a small amount of time, forget it!

This game is strictly meant for two to four players and
even the quickest game will easily take nearly an hour to

complete. PETSTORE does, however, have a practical

benefit in that it teaches the basic principles involved in

the stock market and other speculation-type investments.

The game comes on cassette only, but can easily be moved
to disk. For the money, PETSTORE is an interesting and
educational program which is worth the price,

(Pal Creations, 1(1456 Amantha Ave., San Diego, CA 92126,
distributed by CoCoNut Software, RR#2, Site 9, Box 1,

Tofield, Alberta, Canada T0B 4J0, 32K ECB cassette

$14.95)

— Mark Anderson

Hint , . ,

Putting on the Brakes

When using the STOP command to debug your program,
ask for the information you want before you request the

STOP action. For instance:

10 Input "number" ;a
20 if a-3 then y^10:x=30
30 ip a-4 then y«20:x^40
40 print x,¥:stop

Line 40 shows the format 1 used. It saves typing in the

print request after the STOP command has been executed.

A little thing, but it has saved me many finger strokes.

George B. Sullivan

New CarroUion, MD
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"The CBASIC Compiler"
Now anyone can create fast efficient Machine Language Programs

Easily and Quickly without having to use an Editor/Assembler

CBASIC « a fully integrated, easy to use Base program Editor and Compiler package. CBASJC is 99% syntax compatible

with Disk Extended Cote* Basic programs, so most Basic programs can be loaded and compiled by CBASIC with Tittle

or no changes required. The compiler is an ocitomiang two-pass integer Basic compiler that can convert programs written

in Disk Extended Color Basic into 100% pure 6809 Machine Language programs which are written dwecby to disk in a

LGADM compatible format

The programs generated by ihe compiler can be run as complete stand alone programs A built-in linker/editor will

automatically select one and only on* copy cA each subroutine that is required from Ihe internal run-time Ibrary and insert

them directs in Ihe program This eliminates the need lor cumbersome, often wasteful separate 'run-time" packages.

CBASIC WAS DESIGNED FOR BOTH
BEGINNING & ADVANCED USERS

CBASIC is a Powerful lool for ihe Beginner ot Novice programmer as weD as the Advanced Bask or Machine Language

programmer The Beginner or Novice programmer Can u.ri(e 4nd compile programs withoul having to worry about Stack

Pninicrs, DP registers, memory allocation, and so on, because CBASIC will handle il lot you, automatically All they have

to do is wnle their programs using Ihe standard Bask statements and syntax ft* the advanced Basic and Machine

Language programmes. CBASIC will ter uou take command and control every aspect of your program, even generating

machine code directly in a program for specialized routines or functions

CBASIC adds- many features not found in Color Basic, like Interrupt. Reset, and On Error handling. It abo has advanced

programming lealures (bat allow machine level control ol the Stack and Direct Page register:., variable allocation, automatic

64K RAM control, program origin and even multiple origins. It can ew< have machine language code generated within

a program that executes just like any other Base program line.

FULL COMMAND SUPPORT & SPEED
CBASIC Features well over 100 Basic Command* and Functions thai fully support Disk, Tape, Printer and Screen 1/

O. It also supports ALL the High and Lour Resolution Graphs, Sound, Play and Siring Operations available in Extended

Cob Basic, and an with 99.9% syntax compatibility

CBASIC is FAST Not only will CBASJC compiled programs execute 10 to 1000 times (aster than Basic, but the time

it takes to develop a CBASIC program versus writing a machine language program i$ much, much shorter. A machine

language program that might lake several months to write and debug could be created using CBASIC in a matter of days

or hours, even [« a well experienced machine language programmer. We had a report from a CBASIC user ihat claimed

"a Basic program (bat used to take 3 hours to run. now runs in 1 to S mtnukK* AnoiJwr user reported a program (hat

look 1 to ife hours io run in Bast, now tuns in 5 to 6 minutes!!'

MORE THAN JUST A COMPILER
CBASIC has its own complexly integrated Basic Program Editor. The Editor contained in CBASIC i* used to Create

and /or Edit programs tor the compiler It is a lull featured editor with (orations designed specifically lot writing and Siting

Basic programs. It has built-in block Move and Copy functions with automatic program renumbering Complete, easy to

use inserting, deleting, extending and overtyping of existing program lines. It is also used for Loading. Saving. Appending

(merging/, Killing disk Hies and displaying a Disk Directory, It also has automatic line number generation for use when
Mealing programs or inserting sequencial Ines between existing ines Vou can set the printer baud rate and direct normal

or compiled listings to the printer fnr hard copy The buiflrn editor makes program corrections and changes as easy as

tailing off a log" If CBASIC finds an error when compiling, it points to the place m the program line where the error

occurred All you have to do |H tell the editor what line you wanl Io start editing and when it is displayed, move the

cursor with Ihe arrow keys 10 ihe place where the error is and corred it Just hke that, it's simple.

HI-RES & 80 COLUMN DISPLAYS
CBASIC is the only Color Basic Compiler that includes its own Hi- Resolution SI. 64 or 85 by 24 Ine display. It is ako

the only compiler that supports both the PBJ "Word-Pak" and the Double Density 80 column cards, All of these display

formats are part ol Ihe standard CBA5IC tompilei package. Nut only can these display formats be used for normal

program editing and compiling, but CBASEC will also include them in your compiled programs! If you want CBASIC to

include the display driver in your program, all you have to do is use a single CBASIC command "HIRES" The run-time

display dnver that CBASIC include* in your pmg™m is not just a simple display, but a full-featured display package With

the Hi-ResolUtion display package you can mix text & graphics, change characters per Kne_ underline, character highlighr.

erase to end of &ne or screen, home cursor, home & clear screen, protect screen lines, and much more. AH commands
are compatible with our HI-RES II Screen Commander so you can easily develop screen layouts using HIRES and Color

BiSic before you compile your program. The same applies to using ihe 30 cohmn card driver?. Whai other Basic compiler

offers you this kind of fleribiiry?

64K RAM SUPPORT
CBASIC makes full use of ik power and flexibility of the 6883 SAM (Synchronous Address Multipleser) in the Color

Computer If will fully utilize the %K of address space available in the Color Computer (64K installed) during program

Creation, Editing and Compilation CBASIC has a Special command for automatic 64K RAM control. When used in a

program, it allows the user io use the upper 32K of RAM ipace automatically for variables Of even program storage a1

rurvrjme It will automatjcally switch 1he ROMs in and out when needed. There are also two other commands that allow

you to control the uppeT 32K of RAM manually, under program control. No other Color Basic compiler dtrectly supports

the use of MK RAM Eke CBASIC

ALL MACHINE LANGUAGE
CBASIC is completely written in fast efficient Machine Language, not Basic, tke some other Color Basic compilers.

Because of this. CBASIC can edli and compile very Large programs Even using the Hi -Resolution 51 by Z4 fine display,

it can work with about a 34K program, and (he SO column card versions can handle almost 40K or program. Some of

ihe other Basic compiler* can onry work with 16K or about 200 Sues. Even working with large programs, CBASIC
compiles programs with lightning last Speed. It will compile a 24K program to disk in less than 2 minutes! That's without

a bring being generated. We'va heard Stories about some other compilers ihat take almost 10 minutes to compile a simple

2-3K program. You might inquire about thk when yog look at some of the other compilers available.

THE FINISHED PRODUCT
Since CBASIC contains statements bo support ALL qF the UQ devices iDisk Tape. Screen &. Printer!. Hi-Res Graphics,

Sound, And Enhanced Screen displays, it is well suited for a wide range of programming applications It generates a

Complete. Ready to Run machine language program The finished product or program doe* not have io be interfaced m
a Basic program to perform some of its functions ot commands This may seem obvious to you. but some of ihe other

Color Basic compilers don't necessaiiry work this way Some o( their compiler commands need a separate Basic program

in order for them to work In Some cases, require Ihat a separate Basic program be interfaced to the compiled program

to perform I/O functions, Ihe INPUT. PRINT and so on. CBASIC doesn't do this. ALL of its commands are compiled

inio a single machine language program that does not require any kind of Bask program 10 make it work,

COMPATIBILITY
You inay be wondering about those statements we made earlier concerning 99% or 99 S% syntax compaobliiy. What

does that other I % consist of The biggest part of that \% has to do with string arrays and variables. CBASIC doe*, not

use a "String Poof like Color Basse . It uses absolute memory addresses to lotaie string variables and anays. This ts why
CRASIC's string processing is so Fast, it also eliminates the time consuming "Garbage CoJlecbon" problem. When CBASIC
allocates space for strings, it must know how much "Space 1a u$? lor each string When you Dimension j stnng variable

in CBASIC, yoti must tell it bow much space you want 1o save for each element To Dimension an airay of AG string*.

64 characters each, you would DfM DAJ(4fl,o4) If a string is nor dimensioned. CBASIC will automatically allocate 31
bytes (ot it II you want a single string to have enough room lor 200 characters you would DIM AXtl200J For String

arrays, you would still access the element you want, the same as Cobr Basic, to get string #30 horn the array DAJ, yau

would stall use DAH30!, the only real change is in Ihe DIM statement. For undeclared stnng arrays ol 10 elemenls or

less. CBASIC will automatically reserve space lor 10 |fJ-9J strings of 32 characters. En some other Color Basic compilers,

you have to declare EVERY string variable used in the progrm in a DIM statement And. to create an array ol 411 string*

with 64 characters each, you would have ro DIM ADSfZMOj. and then to access Siring #30. you would have to multiply

30 x 64 and use a special variable name format or access it one character at a tinie. Not very compatible ot conveniem

ro use, and difficult at best

CBASIC REQUIREMENTS
CBASIC requires a minimum of 32K RAM and at least one Disk drive We strongly recommend that you have MK

CBASIC is compatible with all versions of Cokji & rbuended Basic and both Dish Basic VI. I) and VI 1 Programs

compiled on either system will Tun on systems with different ROMs. CBASIC is NOT compatible with JDOS.

DOCUMENTATION
The Documentation provided with any program is very important' to the user This is especially Hue when you laBt

aboui program as complete and comple* as CBASIC Even rhough CBASIC tn« designed to be the most User Friendly

compiler on the market, we wem to great fengffis io provide a manual Ihat is not only easy to use and uode^and. but

comprehensive and complete enough for even Ihe most sophislicaied user The manual included with CBASIC consists

of approximately 120 pages of real information, not like some manuals thai pui just one; or two shurt paragrapns on a

page IF we did it that way. we could have easiry created a three of four hundred page manual The manual mde* breaks,

down each section of the manual and gii»K a 3 or 4 word description of each section and its items along with page,

numbers The manual has three sections, the Editor. Compiler and Appenrii* Each of these I* divided into subsections,
with Section and Subsection titles primed 4 ihe iop of each page If you want to. you could find the information you are

boking for by simply flipping ihrough the pages and scanning ihe Section Elites on the top ot me pages. The Manual ttseJI

is an %% by 1
1
Spiral Bound book with durable leather textured covers. Some of the reports we have had from CBASIC

users desenbe the manual as being the Best program manual they have ever used

COMPARE THE DIFFERENCE
CBASIC is rWl jusl another Color Bask Compiler It is ihe only complete Basic Compiler System for the Cnbr Computer

Compare CBASIC's features to what other compilers offer and you'll see the difference When comparing CBASIC lo

other compilers, you might want to bep some of these questions in mind. Doe* it support L funcbons? You can't write

much of a program without PRINT. INPUT and so on Whal aboul eomple* string statements, nt jtjirig statements at a IP

How large of a program can you write? Can you compile a complex stting lite: W0S(RiGHT$[DAJ(VALflNil.LENlLESH,I3!l?

Can you use two character variable names for string & iiufwnc variables, like Basic Does it support all the Hi- Res graphics

Sjtatarants including PLAY. DRAW. GET and PUT,, using the same synia* as Ba$*t? Do you ever hate io use a separate

Basic program? Can you take complete Basic programs and compile them without ectensive changes? Will they work5

How do you edit a program when it ha; errors compiling?

PRICE VERSUS PERFORMANCE
The price of CBASIC U H49 00. It is the most expensive Color Bask Compiler on the markel, and well worth the

investment Ufc spenl over 2 years writing and refining CBASIC. Io make it the Best, most CompaHtele Cob Basic

compiler available. Most of our CBASIC users already bought one or more of the other compilers on the market and

have since discarded Ihem. We even traded in a few of them If you want a cheap compiler, u*H sell you one of ihow
iraded m. al a good prtce. Before you buy a compiler, compare the performance of CBASEC against any Color Bask
compiler. Dollar (or Dollar. CBASIC ajves you more than any other Color Bask compiler available.

ORDERING INFORMATION
To order CBASIC by mail, send check or money order in the amount of $149,00 plus 13.00

for shipping and handling TO the address listed below.

To order by VISA, MASTERCARD oi COD, call us a1: (702) 452.0632 fMondw thru Saturday, 8am to 5pm PSTl

CER-COMP
5566 Ricochet Ave.

Us Vegas, NV 89110
(702) 452-0632
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Football Statistics Package
Keeps Thorough Stats

Football Statistics Package is a well-written statistics

program for those who want to keep records of their team
and its opponents. It requires 32K, one disk drive and
a printer. For those with only one drive, it will be necessary

to switch from the program disk to the data disk when
prompted. According to the author, the package is designed
to track little league, high school, college or any level

desired. It is not a league secretary but can be used for

one if desired. It is primarily designed around one team,

with individual, team and opponents stats.

Football is completely menu driven and very user

friendly. Single key entries are used when possible, and
there are many submenus to make things simple. An easy-
to-understand, nine-page documentation booklet is

included to give you a general overview of the package.
After running the boot program, you are asked to enter

the number of drives and Baud rate of your system. The
main menu program is used to move from item to item.

When returning from a support program, you are returned

to the main menu.
There are many features of this program that are too

numerous to mention, but a few which appear on the

documentation cover are: Mid-season entry, update and

TRS-80+ MOD I, III, COCO, TI99/4a

TIMEX 1000, OSBORNE, others

GOLD PLUG - 80
Eliminate disk reboots and data loss due to oxi-

dized contacts at the card edge connectors.

GOLD PLUG 80 solders to the board edge con-

nector. Use your existing cables, (if goto plated)

, i 1
fl

»

l

Gold Plug-80 817-4984242

HiiuHiiimmm

><&
*v>

COCO Disk Module (2)

Ground tab extensions

Disk Drives (all R.S.)

Gold Disk Cable 2 Drive

Four Drive Cable

USA shipping $1.45

Foreign $7 Don't wait any longer

Available at your favorite dealer or order direct from

•H EJLP.CO.
-J P.O. BOX 14

KELLER, TEXAS 76248
(817)498-4242 MC/VISA

+ trademark Tandy Corp

$16.95

INCL

$7.95

2995
39.95

Can/Mex $4.

TEXAS 5% TAX

additions; Correct and review all stats in file; Correction

on all input screens; Raw dump of data to the printer

— for the player and opposing team's files; Summary of
the player and opposing team's stats; Track 90 individual

player stats; Summarize 17 cumulative team stats;

Summarize 28 cumulative opposing team stats; Team
summaries of 87 stats; Comparative summary printouts

63 stats for your team; Comparative summary printouts

62 stats for opposing team; and over 350 total possible

stats to record.

Included with Football are two disks: One is the system
disk which includes all the support programs; the other

is a sample data disk with 75 team members* stats recorded,

I did start my own data disk and just used my imagination

for all the individual player's statistics, but soon gave up
as the task was very monotonous because of all the different

statistics to be entered.

Finally, 1 decided to try number 1 1 from the main menu
(RUN TEAM SUMMARY) using the provided data disk.

The following was printed on the 21-page team summary:
my score and the opposing team's scores in each quarter,

the total score, penalties, penalty yards and first penalty.

Then my team's roster was printed, which included each

player's number, height, weight, year (or grade) and
position played. Next, for each of the 1 1 opposing teams

recorded, each of my player's and the opponent team name
was printed, with the total quarters played and number
of plays for each individual. This amounted to about 12

pages. After that, the passing stats for certain quarterbacks

were printed, including passes attempted, passes completed,

yards, intercept, first down and touchdowns.
To save space, I will only list the last six stat sections

printed: Rushing stats, Receiver stats, Kickoff team, Kick
receival team, Punting team and Punt receival team. The
last two total sections were for defensive and opponent
team stats.

There was a small problem with the PRINT/DAT
program. CoCo gave me a syntax error in Line 170 when
the program began to run. This was a result of a FILES
3 statement, in conjunction with my 1.0 disk ROM which
has a few bugs. A simple fix for this is to type FILES
3 from the command mode before running Football.

Overall, I was impressed with the ease of use and wide
variety of options and functions. If you are interested in

keeping track of your favorite football team, and don't

want to keep notebooks full of your sloppy writing, help

our economy and purchase Football Statistics Package*

(Sugar Software, 1710 N. 50th Avenue, Hollywood, FL
33021, printer and 32K required, disk $29.95)

— Darren Nye

IS&B You A T
RAINBOWfest California

February 14-16
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Sound Generator For The
Sounds Of Your Life

Sound Generator is a program that allows the custom

design of sounds. As the instructions explain, sound is a

combination of sound waves and loudness. With this

program you can enter any wave form desired. You are

also allowed to enter the "sound envelope/
1

which is simply

the varying loudness of the sound. Either of these can be

entered graphically or numerically.

To get started, the instructions tell you how to load in

either of the two sets of wave and envelope tables recorded

on the program tape. They then take you step by step

through most of the commands available, showing you
how to use them. The Fust command is to allow you to

draw or view the table. The second will allow numeric
entry of either table. There are commands to allow changes

of pitch, number of envelopes to be played and cassette

save and loads.

Others allow the listing of the table values to screen,

delete current table from memory, stretch table, end
program, shrink table and duplicate table values. Three
of these need some explanation. The first, stretch table,

takes the current table and duplicates each element,

truncating the last half of the current table. Shrink table

will delete every other element, leaving the last half of the

table empty. The last, duplicate values, will take the portion

of the table entered and repeat it until it reaches the

maximum table length, allowing you to enter only part

of a repeating table.

There is one other command which is excellent for sound
synthesis. This command will allow you to create a machine
language sound effects routine. The way it works is by

prompting for the pitch and number of repetitions of each

note to be played. It will then use the wave form and
envelope tables to play each of the notes entered. This

is great for playing songs.

If you are interested in sound synthesis I recommend
Sound Generator. Although there seems to be an
expectation of a previous knowlege of how sounds are

generated, the instructions are helpful enough to get you
started. From there you can experiment and learn what
you didn't already know,

(Tothian Software, P.O. Box 663, Rimerahurg, PA 16248,

cassette 519,95)

— Jim Sew ell

Sb& You At

RAINBOWfest Princeton
October 11-13

BASTXT Puts A Variety Of
Options At Your Fingertips

By Dale Shell

If you do a lot of basic programming and you are getting

tired of seeing the same old green and buff screen, Valley

Micro Systems may have just come to your rescue with

BASTXT. BASTXT was developed to enhance BASIC,

adding 21 more commands and eight functions. It also

adds high resolution text to the graphics screen, BASTXT
requires 64K and at least one disk drive.

There are two text screen modes with BASTXT, 32 by

16 and 42 by 16. The 32-by-16 mode should allow most
BASIC programs to run unmodified. The 42-by-16 mode
is very handy, but remember when the PRINT? statement

is used, it will not cover the entire screen. Mode 42 will

also not allow any color or inverse highlighting commands
to be used. Some of your basic programs may have to

be modified, but this mode allows almost a third more
information to be displayed on the screen.

Inverse highlighting is invoked using the INVERSE ON
command. The INVERSE command can be used two ways.

INVERSE can totally reverse the text and background
colors. The second use, highlighting text, is very useful

to call attention to special words on the screen.

Another way to bring attention to certain parts on the

screen is to underline words. This can be done using the

ULINE ON/ OFF command. It can be used to underline

any text printed on the screen. Once this feature is turned

on, it will underline everything that goes to the screen until

it is turned off, even if the program running is stopped.

BASTXT has, many features to enhance the appearance

of your screen. Smooth scrolling is available; with

SMOOTH ON, the screen is scrolled up a pixel at a time

instead of a line. This slows the scrolling down considerably.

Another way to slow things down is with the SPEED
command. This command changes the speed at which

characters are printed to the screen. The default, SPEED
0, is the fastest, with SPEED 255 being the slowest —
it really creeps along at a snail's pace. You can choose

any speed in between.

BASTXT &ho has a PAGE command which causes the

scrolling to pause every time the screen fills up. Two other

commands allow you to tab to any horizontal or vertical

position (i.e., XTAB and YTAB), A WINDOW command
has also been included- This command allows you to protect

from zero to 14 lines of text at the top of the screen from

scrolling. You can still use PRINTSs to get into the window,
but the window is protected from commands like CL5 and

WCLS. WCLS is a fancy way of clearing the screen, It

makes the screen sort of "dissolve" away. You can also

disable the BREAK key with a simple command, BREAK
ON/ OFF.
There are three different cursors you can choose from,

or you can edit and create your own. The three that come
with BASTXT include an underline (nondefinable), a single

block (single-character definable) and a man waving his

arms (seven-character definable). A SCAN command is
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The next four commands, BLACK, RED, BLUE and
NORMAL, provide four different colors of printing. The
NORMAL is close to BLUE but appears to be a different

shade. All these can be used together and in conjunction

with the INVERSE command; they can yield some
interesting displays. INIT is used to put all the commands
back to their default values and EXIT is used to disable

BASTXTand return your system back to normal BASIC.

The eight functions available are comparable to assembly

code instructions. I will not describe their functions but

will list them. If you are familiar with machine language,

then you will probably have a good idea of what they

do. They are: COM(0-255), ARSL(0-255), LSL(Q-255),

ROL(0-255), EOR(G-65535,0-65535)> ARSR(0-255),
LSR(0-255) and ROR(0-255),
A program also comes on the disk which allows you

to customize the defaults of BASTXT It will also allow

you to customize the cursor or any other character.

Valley Micro Systems has done a lot of work and they

have developed a very useful product, but "every silver

lining has its clouds," as they say. I tried to evaluate

BASTXT's compatibility with as many DOSs as I could

get my hands on. BASTXT appears to be fully compatible

with KDOS and works fine if the DISABLE command
is used with ADOS before booting the program, It would
not work with JDOS version 1.1 1; a later version was not
available. Of course, the Radio Shack DOSs worked fine.

I didn't have other DOSs available to try.

Valley Micro Systems disabled the DOS command. It

is stated that "this was done to facilitate compatibility with

all ROM revisions." I use the DOS command on most
of my diskettes from the PUTDOS article in RAINBOW,

THE TIME MACHINE!
Stop wasting time on that cassette or single-

drive system, You can afford Polygon's disk

systems featuring Teac Vz height, 40 track
drives that are fast, quiet and use less power.

With complete systems you get J&M Systems'
controller with gold-edge connectors, the
latest circuitry and reliable design. For 100%
compatability, the controller is supplied with

RSDOS assuring easy, trouble-free operation
with all commercial software.

Drive(5) w/
Case/Pwr Supply

Systems w/
Controller/DOS

No. of Drives

Teac Sgl Sided

Teac Dbi Sided

One
$159

SI 89

Two

$229

$319

One
$239

$279

TWO

$319

$419

Drives are pre-tested and ready to plug in

and use, Options available are ADOS in ROM,
JFD-CP controller w/printer port, HDS dual
ROM controller. Horizontal case, etc, Call for

details. Free catalog 200 + Coco items.

m POLYGON COMPUTERS C^
i^^a 1346 Wibhlre Blvd., Suite 206 c=—

'

Los Angeles, CA 90017
(213)483*8388

Ca. Res. 6Vi% tax Shipplng : $2 Software
Visit our Retall Stare Charges : $5 Hardware

included to cause the computer to pause until a key is

pressed. This seems the same as EXEC 44539.

November 1984 (Page 140). I wish they would put that

command back.

Because the BACKUP command uses some of the graphics

area of memory^ you cannot use BACKUP with one single-

sided disk drive. If you have two drives, or are using a

double-sided drive as two singles, you can use BRCKUP from
one drive to another. You just cannot use the single drive

backup. Also, when using BACKUP, the graphics/ text screen

will go "bonkers** and fill up with garbage. Dont worry,
this is normal, just press the CLEAR key when the backup
is finished,

One other good feature of BASTXT is the ability to

enter BASIC commands in lowercase. However, if you want
the program to print text in lowercase, you have to insert

the text with the EDIT mode. You must also be careful

not to enter a command in lowercase when in the EDIT
mode or you will get the old SN Error.

Now for the bottom line. All considered, I believe

BASTXT is a very useful and well-done program if you
are aware of its limitations. They may concern you or they

may not be limitations at all. If you do a lot of
programming, you will enjoy the different options you will

have at your fingertips. The WINDOW, ULINE, INVERSE
(etc.) commands can provide some very impressive displays.

But, if you give or sell your program to someone who
does not have BASTXT and you use some of the effects

and features of BASTXT, the person who gets the program
will not be able to use it. You may want to contact VMS
about including their program embedded in your own if

you want to market it.

(Valley Micro Systems, &01 W. Roseburg Avenue, Suite

200, Modesto, CA 95350, disk $34.95}

Hint

Unpacking BASIC Programs

If you have come across a program that has had its

lines packed so tightly that parts of the lines cant be seen
when listed, here is a way to make them visible again in

a 64K CoCo, First PUN a program, such as this one from
Frank Hogg, to put the CoCo in its 64K model:

10 'ROMRAM
20 CLEAR999
30 DATA2 6 , 80 , 190 , 128 , , 183 , 255 ,

2

22,166,128
40 DATA183,255,223,167,31,140,22
4,0,37,241,57
50 FORI=lT021;READA:A$>=A$+CHR$(A
) :NEXTI
60 P^VARPTR(A$)+1
70 POKEP,126
80 EXEC P
90 PRINT"BASIC IS NOW IN RAM"

Then simply enter POKE &HBBiG,4. This poke into the

basic interpreter will allow the full line to be listed. This
POKE will affect the LIST, LLIST and ASCI I save functions,

but will not affect the EDIT mode.
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DIGISECTOR

DS-69

VIDEO

DIGITIZER

FOR THE

COCO

Give your COCO the gift of sight!

The Micro Works is happy to introduce the newest
member of our Dig isector™ family — the DS-69 Video
Digitizer for your COCO. It has ali the standard

features of its big brothers but comes with a price tag

that's right for you.

High Resolution 256 by 256 spatial resolution.

Precision 64 levels of grey scale.

SPEEDS Vi second for a full screen of video.

Compactness Self contained in a plug in Rompack.

Ease of Use Software on disk will get you up and
running fast!

The DS-69 Digisector

opens up a whole new
world for you and your

COCO. Your computer
can be a security system,

take portraits, analyze

signatures, inspect

assembly work , .

,

the DS-69 is your COCO'S
eyes. Use the DS-69 and a TV camera to get fast,

precise conversion of video signals into digital data.

Powerful C-SEE™ software.
C-See is a menu-driven software package included

with your DS-69. It provides high speed 5 level digitiz-

ing to the screen, high precision 16 level digitizing for

superb hard copy printout, and simple software con-

trol of brightness and contrast. Or call our driver rou-

tines from your own Basic

program for easy 64 level

random access digitizing.

Pictures taken by the

DS-69 may be saved on
disk by C-See and then

edited by our optional

MAGIGRAPH package for

enhancements and
special effects.

The DS-69 comes with a one year warranty. C-See
supports both cassette and disk operation with the

Multi-Pak adaptor and requires 64K. Cameras and
other accessories are available from The Micro

Works. Let your COCO see the World!

DS-69 Dig i sector & C-See Software $1 49.95

MAGIGRAPH Graphics Package on disk $ 39.95

Terms: Visa, Mastercard, Check or C.O.D.

Purveyors of Fine Video Digitizers Since 1977.

P.O. Box 1110 Del Mar, CA 92614 {619)942 2400
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CoCo Echo Gets II All

In Writing

I was just thinking the other day about how nice it would
be to get a hard copy (a hard copy is a printed copy)
of anything typed from the keyboard, so I was happy to

receive CoCo Echo for review.

CoCo Echo is available from Tothian Software. There
were two versions of this program on the cassette. The
first version of this program, ECHOLO, is for use with
16K machines with or without Extended Color basic. The
second version, ECHOHl, is for use with at least a 32K
machine with or without a disk drive attached.

To use the program with a 16K Non-Extended BASIC
machine, you will need to type POKE 359,126 and ENTER
after you type CLOflDM:EXEC: and enter. To turn the

program off, you will need to type POKE 359 , 57 and ENTER.
To use the program with a \6K Extended BASIC machine,

all you need to do is type CLDPDM:EXEC: and ENTER, and
you're ready to go. CoCo Echo will load into the first

graphics page of memory. This is fine, though, because
this program will print only text and not graphics.

After the program is loaded, you have to separate

functions at your command. The first function is a screen

dump. This will cause the contents of the text screen to

be dumped to the printer. The text screen consists of 32
lines; it is the area from the top of your TV screen to

the bottom of the screen. To use this function, you need
to press the SHIFT and right-arrow keys at the same time.

NEED AN INEXPENSIVE
SERIAL-PARALLEL

INTERFACE?
SP-2 INTERFACE for EPSON PRINTERS:

30019,200 BAUD rates

Fits inside printer — No AC Plugs

Optional external switch (^S 00 extra) frees

parallel port for use with other computers
*497S

(plus *3M shipping)

SP-3 INTERFACE for MOST OTHER PRINTERS:
300-19.200 BAUD rates

External to printer — No AC Plugs

Built in modem/printer switch— no need for
Y-cabJes or plugging /unplugging cables
*6495

(plus «F shipping)

Both also available for RS-232 and Apple IIC computers,

Co Co Serial Cables IS ft—*I0.

Co Co/RS-232 Cables IS ft.—*20\ Other cables on request.

*m P.O. Box 492
Piseataway, NJ 08854
(201)752-0144

1% ENGINEERING

DEALER INQUIRIES INVITED*

The second function of CoCo Echo will take whatever
text is typed from the keyboard and send it to the printer.

To use this function, you need to press the shift and down-
arrow keys at the same time. You can end this duplicating

process at any time by pressing the SHIFT and down-arrow
keys a second time.

As I have a 16K Extended BASIC computer, I was only

able to try out the first version of CoCo Echo. I was happy
with the ease of operation. Although the instructions I

received with the program were very short, I had no trouble

getting it loaded and running.

Since I wanted to try out the 32K version of this program,

I called my local Radio Shack store and explained what
I wanted to do. When 1 got to the store, Don (the manager
of the computer center), took me to a computer, set up
the printer and let me go. With a 32K computer, you need
to type CLERR 200,32580 and ENTER before you type

CLOADMrEXEC: and ENTER. This will load the program
into the top of your computer^ memory and out of your
way. You use this program in the same way you use the

16K version. Once again, I had no trouble with the program
operation.

Some of you might be asking yourselves, "Gee, it sounds
like a good program, but what could 1 use if for?" Well,

let's say you would like a directory of programs. No
problem! If you have a disk drive, just type DIR, ENTER
and you will get a hard copy of the directory. How about
if you're typing in a BASIC program; just turn on the

duplicating process and while you're writing your program,
youll be getting a hard copy of the listing at the same
time. These are just two suggestions for the use of CoCo
Echo. I'm sure if you buy it you will find more.

As you might have already guessed, 1 think CoCo Echo
is a very useful program. I had no trouble at all getting

it to work and it did everything it was supposed to do.

If you have a need for this type program, I would
recommend it,

(Tothian Software, P,0. Box 663, Rimmburg, PA 1624S,

$9,95}

— John H, Appcl

One- Liner Contest Winner , . .

Here's a One-Liner called Rug Weaver, It has 40
different patterns and can draw them in three colors

for a total of 120 different "rugs," The program uses

only two line statements, but the space between each
line is the secret.

The listing:

fi C=sRND{4)+4:P^RND(10)+5:PMODE3:
PCLS : COLORRND ( 3 ) +1 : SCREEN1 , 1 : FOR
Y*S3JJTO160STEPC:FORX=50TO210STEPP
:LINE(X+lj3,¥+10)-(X,Y) ,PSET:LINE
-(X-lJZf,Y+10) ,FSET:NEXTX,Y:FORT=l
TO3JZJ0J3 : NEXT: GOTO'
>THE RUG WEAVERoBY JIM COCKRUM<

Jim Cockrum
Martinsville, IN

(For this winning one-liner contest entry, the author has been sem copies

of both The Rainbow Book Of Adventures and its companion Rainbow
Adven lures Tape.)
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Telepatch — An Excellent

Enhancer For Telewriter

By John R. Curl

When I first got Telewriter-64 last year, I was in heaven.

I couldn't believe the program's versatility and ease of use.

I didn't have to study the manual and several other books
for a month before I could start using it. I didnt have

to remember complicated command strings. Most of my
documents were less than six pages long. This was the

word processor I had been looking for.

As time went on, though, I began making a mental wish

list of things Telewriter-64 didn't have that it needed. This

list included key click, block move, key repeat, easier disk

I/O and more. Telewriter-64 was still the word processor

for me; I just wished it had some little improvements.

Enter Spectrum Projects* Telepatch by Bob Van Der
Poel. As the name implies, Telepatch is a Telewriter-64

enhancer. It adds all of the above improvements and more.
After using it for a week, I cant believe Telewriter never

had the enhancements that Telepatch provides.

Telepatch requires a 64K Color Computer with at least

one disk drive. You must also have the disk version of

Telewriter-64. Even with all of the enhancements, the basic

functions of Telewriter-64 are still the same.

Installation of Telepatch is very simple. First, make a

backup of your Telewriter-64 and Telepatch diskettes.

(Never use your originals!) Next, format a blank diskette

(known as the destination diskette). Insert the Telepatch

diskette and type RUN JJPATCHER" and press ENTER, After

this, all you have to do is follow the prompts — It's as

simple as that,

When finished, your new systems diskette should have
the following programs on it: TW64/NEW, TfBAS. */
*** and TSPOOL/BAS. These four programs handle

everything including disk I/O. TW64/BIN is the new
patched TW64/BIN. T/BAS replaces U/BAS as the boot
program. */*** is the new disk I/O routine replacing $f
XXXf S/B/ATand S/ASC. Ill discuss TSPOQLjBASl&Xzr
in the review.

To boot your patched Telewriter-64\ just type RUN "T"
and press enter. You will be greeted by a new title screen.

It states that Telewriter-64 is "modified, improved and made
better in many ways" (it's the truth). You won't notice

anything different on the main menu or the format menu.
However, the Disk I/O menu has been totally replaced.

The new features added to the editoF are: True Block

Move, Visible Carriage Returns, Key Beep, Key Repeat,
Lowercase, Faster Cursor Movement and Overstrike Mode.
The new boot program is the best improvement. With

regular Telewriter-64^ I had to set all of the print parameters
in the format menu before I could print a document. This

aggravated me very much! With the new boot program,
you can set almost all of these parameters beforehand and
not have to worry about them. This is made possible because
the boot program now uses the POKE command to set the

parameters.

You can also determine whether or not the new features

are on or off. All you have to do to change a parameter

!_ L R E E
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RAINBOW
COLOR CHARACTER GENERATOR /^
A NEW DIMENSION IN COLOR COMPUTING

RAINBOW

5114

Now include^ a character generator and sample graphic space
gaiae at no e>rtra cost.

•Full 224 teat and graphic characters. Underline in all PMODES.
Prints vertically.

•All machine language, user transparent- Supports all BASIC.
EXTENDED BASIC and DISK commands.

•Automatic loader recognises 1 SK ( 32K & 64K computers.

•Mix up to 5 character sizes in 4 colors all on one screen. A
total of 10 sires available from 8*4 to 12*24 or 32*32 in

vertical mode.

• Use up to 4 defineable window screens of any size. Also
includes horizontally scrolling (crawling? one line screens.

* Includes positive 4 negative screen dumps in 2 sizes for R/S.
Epson 1 Gemini printers. < Please specify!

^Special Trace Delay tan be used to debug programs one line at

a time ( even graphics i.

*A special printer control tan output characters to the screen
& printer simultaneously.

A must for aH color computer owners. Once you try it you
won't write another program without it.

INCENTIVE SOFTWARE
(519) 681-0133

P.O. BOX 323
STATION B

LONDON ONTARIO
CANADA N6A <+Wl

MINIMUM REQUIREMENT
TAPE - 2^-95 US or
DISK - 27.95 US or

VtSA

P.O. BOX 7281
PORT HURON

MICHIGAN ^8301
U.S.A.

16K BASIC
29.95 CDN
32,95 CDN

Tape to Disk upgrade available for *9US or *10CDN. We pay
postage within US & CANAQA on orders over £20, otherwise

please add *K Other countries please add *Z, Charge orders
Please add *i

,
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or to turn a feature on is use BASIC'S EDIT command to

change different values in the boot program. The manual
explains the procedure and also gives the different values

that you need.

The format menu's printing parameters that can be set

are: page numbering, spacing, queue function, printer type,

one-page function, where to put the page number,
characters per line, upper margin, bottom margin, left

margin, lines per page and printer Baud rate. As you can
see, almost all of the format features can be set to any
default value needed.

The editor features which can be set in the boot program
include: editor screen's background color (green or buff),

key click on or off, key click length, key click tone, key-

repeat rate, repeat delay, shift-repeat delay, lowercase/

uppercase toggle and overstrike/ insert toggle.

There are also several disk I/O parameters that can be
changed in the boot program. These are: verify on or off,

default drive number, binary or ASCII I/O default and
drive stepping rate (for those who have drives which can
run faster than 30 ms).

While I'm on the subject of disk I/O, I will explain the

features of the new disk I/O driver. With the original

Telewriter-64 if you wanted to switch between binary and
ASCII I/O, you had to exit the program and load either

SjBIN or S/ASC and then save this as S/XXX. That's

quite a hassle. With the new driver, */***, all you have
to do to toggle between binary or ASCII I/O is press the

T key at the disk I/O menu. No more problems. When
the "Kill" function is selected, you will be asked if you
are sure you want to kill the file. You will also be asked

if you are sure when you try to read in a file and there
is already text in the buffer.

The program will also remember the last filename used.

Thereafter, this will be the default filename for any I/O
functions. If you would like to change the default filename,

press the
fc@* key at the disk I/O menu. You will then

be prompted for the new default filename. All other disk

1/ O funtions still operate the same.
I will now explain the TSPOOL/BAS program. In order

to run this utility, you must exit to BASIC from the disk

I/O menu, and type RUN "TSPODL" and press enter. This
utility program allows you to print a file to the disk instead

of a printer. This means the file will be printed to disk
in the exact same format as if you had printed it on paper:
margins and spacing will be observed, centered text will

be centered and pages will be numbered.
This enables you to print the file at a later time using

a simple little BASIC program with the LINE INPUT
command. You don't have to have Telewriter-64 to print

the file on a printer. Just OPEN the file on disk, LINE INPUT
the text from the disk and then PRINTtt-2, the text. You
would have to actually use this feature to appreciate it.

The only limitations of this utility are that it will only
work with files that have been saved in binary format and
it will not work with files that have embedded 'Q* (queue)
commands.

Telepatch is an excellent program. It adds several

outstanding features to Telewriter-64. In my opinion,
whether you already own Telewriter-64 or are thinking of
purchasing it, you must purchase Telepatch in order to

get the most benefit from Telewriter-64.

6809E SYSTEM DEVELOPMENT

The XPNDR2 project card extends the CoCo cartridge port
signals to wi rewrap pins on the bottom of a 40 pin disk controller/
ROM pak connector. In one efficient package you have over 24
square inches of drilled card for interface or prototype circuits
plus the full on-line power of any software development languages
or tools available for the CoCo. Made with ell the right stuff.
Assembled, tested and ready to run. Shown above with our
cartridge port card guide.

XPMDRP $39.95 each or 2/$7B
SuperGuide 83 3.95 each

To order, or for technical information, call (206) 7B2-GB09,
weekdays 8 am to noon. We pay shipping on prepaid orders. For
immediate shipment send check, money order or the number and
expiration date of your VISA or MASTERCARD to;

ROBOTIC>-< MICROSYSTEMS

BOX 30807 SEATTLE, WA 98103

(Spectrum Projects, Inc., P.O. Box 21272, 93-15 86th Drive,

Woodhaven, NY 11421, $19,95 pLus $3 S/H)

About Your Subscription

Your copy of THE rainbow is sent second class

mail. If you do not receive your copy by the 5th*
of the month of the publication date, send us a card
and we will mail another, ^Canadian subscribers and
foreign airmail allow two additional weeks.

You must notify us of a new address when you
move. Notification should reach us no later than the

15th of the month prior to the month in which you
change your address. Sorry, we cannot be responsible

for sending another copy when you fail to notify us.

Your mailing label also shows an "account number"
and the subscription expiration date. Please indicate

this account number when renewing or corresponding
with us. It will help us help you better and faster.

For Canadian and other non-U.S. subscribers, there

may be a mailing address shown that is different from
our editorial office address. Do not send any corres-

pondence to that mailing address. Send it to our edi-

torial offices at Falsoft, Inc., The Falsoft Building,

Prospect, KY 40059* This applies to everyone except
those whose subscriptions are through our distributor

in Australia.
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ClWLS NEST

CArTUTADCSOFTWARE
WE GIVE A HOOT

TWO NEW PROGRAMS DESIGNED FOR THE 64K COLOR COMPUTER 1

LABEL64 - LABEL64 is a name and address file/print

system that takes advantage of your 64K* You can deve-

lop and maintain a mailing list. Print lists or mail-

ing labels in your choice of 1, Z, or 3 wide. Sup-

ports 3or 4 line addresses with phone optional. Vou

can sort by last name*, first name, and/or zip code.

Vou can work with up to 300 records in memory at a time.

We include a aecond copy for back up at no additional

charge. Take advantage of your 64K with LABEL64*

Cassette - 64K EXT Postpaid $24*95

FILE64 - FILE64 is a data management system designed

to take advantage of a 64K machine. Vou can create

end maintain records on anything you choose. Recipes,

coupons, household records* financial records - you

name it. Vou create records containing up to five

fields you define* You can search, sort, modify, add,

delete, save on tape, display on the screen and print

on a printer. The program could cost you much more

and we include a back up copy st no additional charge*

Cassette ~ 64K EXT Postpaid $24*95

SAVE $$ Take both our LABEL64 and F1LF64 for only

$40+00 Postpaid* 0on*t miss this special offer I

N0TF1 If you already have our LABELIII or FILE II

I

program we will upgrade you to the 64K version for

only $10.00. Upgrade both for only $15,00. It is

not necessary to return your old programs. Simply

send your invoice number with your request.

ALCATRAZ ADVENTURE Our newest end we think moat in-

volved adventure, Vou have been unjustly imprisioned

end sentenced to death. Vou must escape to prove

your innocence. You will face many unique problems

as you work on your goal. If you liked our BASHAN

adventure you will love ALCATRAZ, Your adventure

contains a large vocabulary end some unique features.

This is a tough one recommended for advanced players *

32K EXT Postpaid Disk $20*95 Cassette $17*95

CUBE ADVENTURE - Cube ie a non violent adventure for

a minimum 16K EXT system. You must lobate and enter

the "CUBE" gathering treasures along the way. Vou

will encounter aome unique problems as you work on

your goal. CU8E is an intermediate to hard adven-

ture suitable for everyone.
l&K EXT postpaid Disk $20-95 Cassette $17. 9>

GOOD NEWS FOR OUR FRIENDS FROM DOWN UNDER.

We are pleased to announce that our customer e in Aus-

trailia can now purchase our piograma from our Austra-

lian distributor. This will avoid long shipping

delays. Remit in Australian Dollars to COMPUTER HUT

SOFTWARE 21 WILLIAMS St* B0WEN QLD. 4805 Phone (077)

862220

GOOD NEWS FOR OUR FRIENDS FR0K UP NORTH!

Now out friends from Canada can purch&se our programs

direct from our Canadian distributor. Remit in

Canadian dollars to KELLY SOFTWARE DIST* LTD.

P.O. Box 11932 EDMONTON, ALBERTA T5J 3L1 (403)

421-8003

NOW LABELIII IS AVAILABLE ON DISK!

LA8ELIII - (Reviewed in Nov 83 Rainbow) With LABELIII

you can develop and Maintain a Mailing list. Print lists

or mailing labels in your choice of 1
P

2, or 3 wide.

Support a 3 or 4 line addresses with phone optional*
Sort by last name, first name or zip code.

16K EXT Postpaid Disk $21.95 Cassette $19*95

FILE I II - Data management system. With FILE II I you
can create and maintain records on anything you choose.
Recipes* coupona, household records* financial records -

you name it. You create records containing up to five
fields that you define. You can search, sort, add,
delete, modify, display on the screen or send to a

printer* The program is user friendly and user proof*
Prompting is extensive. A comparable program could
coat you much more. This one is a baruain!
1*K EXT Postpaid Disk $21.95 Caaaette $19.95

PROGRAM FILE - (rev Oct B3 Rainbow) Organize your
programs* With PROGRAM FILE you create a file of your

computer programs. You can search, sort, add, modify,

delete, save to tape and display on the screen or

send to a printer.
16K EXT Postpaid Disk $16.95 Cassette $14.95

DATA MANAGEMENT PACKAGE - Save $$ Take the three above
on disk or tape (specify) for only $40.00 Postpaid

ESPIONAGE ISLAND ADVENTURE - (reviewed in June 84 Rain-
bow) You have been dropped off on an island by submarine.
You must recover a top secret microfilm and aignal the
sub to pick you up* Problems sbound in this 32K EXT
adventure *

32K EXT Postpaid Disk $20.95 Cassette $17.95

FOUR MILE ISLAND -Vou are trapped in a disabled nuclear
power plant. The reactor is running away. You must
bring the reactor to a cold shutdown and prevent the
"China Syndrome", Can you save the plant (and your-
self)? It's not easy!
16K EXT Postpaid Disk $20*95 Cassette $17.95

KINGDOM OF BASHAN - Our flagship adventure, Baahan has

a very large vocabulary and some unique features* You
must enter BASHAN (not easy), gather the ten treaauree
of the ancient kingdom (even harder) and return to the
starting point (harder yet). If you can score the
maximum 200 points in BASHAN you are an expert!
32K EXT Postpaid Disk $20.95 Cassette $17.95

ADVENTURE COMBO Save $$ The three above adventures on
three cassettes or one disk (specify) postpaid for only

$40*00

ATLANTIS ADVENTURE - This one is not easy - in fact
we challenge you to complete it in 30 days, If you do
we will send you any adventure we sell - postpaid - at
absolutely no charge* You start on a disabled sub
near the lost eity of Atlantis* You must get the suh
(and yourself) safely to the surface. Do you think
Atlantians ere friendly?
Postpaid 32k EXT Disk $24.95 16K EXT Cassette $21*95

ADVENTURE STARTER - Learn to play those adventures the
painless way. You etart with an easy adventure and
move to an intermediate* Two complete separate non
violent adventures plus hints and tips on adventuring
in general. Finish this and you will be ready for
ATLANTIS!
Cassette - 16K EXT Postpaid $17.95

COD. orders please add 1 .50

No Delay For Personal Checks
In a Hurry? Call (615) 238*9468

OWLS NEST SOFTWARE
P O BOX 579

OOLTEWAH. TN 373*3



Software Review!

RS232IO Allows Adaptation

Of Compatible Peripherals

Why do you need an RS-232 I/O program? Well, we
can start out by saying that the four-pin DIN connector

on the back of your CoCo is not in itself a complete user

port. Programs are often required to allow the use of this

port to drive RS-232 compatible devices.

The software packages for the CoCo that make use of

this port are usually dedicated to a specific hardware device

such as graphics screen dump programs and telephone

modems. But what if you want to control some special

purpose device such as a robot? What software would you
use?

RS232IOi% a short (134 byte) machine language program
which provides the CoCo programmer with the tools needed
to Tun just about any peripheral from the CoCo port that

is RS-232 compatible. The program is multi-saved on
cassette tape and a nine-page instruction manual is supplied.

The software is not copy protected and backup copies

for the original owner are easily made. The program can
also be saved and executed from disk and is fully relocatable

to any unused RAM area which can be protected with

a CLEAR statement, or it can be stored in a graphics page
without the need for a CLEAR statement.

While the documentation is thorough, it must be studied
carefully. Several spelling errors were found, but did not
prevent comprehension of the information. The author
gives in detail how to load and make use of the software.
As written, it provides one start bit, two stop bits and
eight data bits to be either sent or received via the CoCo
RS-232 Port.

After loading RS232IO, it is necessary to POKE in five

variables which control where in RAM the data for sending
and/ or receiving is stored. They are:

1) Data In Count — Counts each data byte received

from one to 256.

2) Match Byte — If the match byte is the same value
as the received data, transmission stops. It can be
turned on/ off with a poke,

3) Data In Address— Tells the computer where in RAM
to store the received data.

4) Data Out Address — Tells the computer where in

RAM to store the data to be sent.

5) Data Out Count — Counts each data byte sent from
one to 65536.

By simply poking these addresses with this program in

RAM, you are able to "customize * your RS-232 port.
Receive and send Baud rates can also be changed. One
word of caution, however: This is not a ready-to-run, menu-
driven program; rather, it allows the user to develop his/
her own basic programs that call the RS2S2IO as a
subroutine.

With RS232IO and some BASIC programming skills, the
user can adapt many RS-232 compatible peripherals that
do not offer companion software for the CoCo.

X

Co Co - Cooler
• Brings operating
temperature
to ambient,
regardless
of
accessory
load
• Reduces
tempera-
ture of
ENTIRE computer, . , not
just the SAM chip
• Easy 1 -minute installation

• $44,95

Companion Keyboard Cover $9.95
Co Co Software
NOW SHIPPING

Co Co - Cooler Too
(Same Price, Same FUr For Color Computer tt)

• For Fastest Service Send Money Order Or Certified Cheek
• Add $2.50 Shipping For Continental US,
• AddS4M Shipping F&rAK.. Hh, Canada, P.O. Box & APOs
• Add $15.00 Shipping For Overseas
• Add $3.00 For 220-250 Voit Model
* Calif. Residents Add 6)4% Sales Tax
• AddSJMforC.O.D.

• All Merchandise Shipped From Stock

REM Industries, Inc.
9420 'B'LurlineAve., Chatsworth, CA 9131

1

(818) 341-3719

(Racine, 5220 Birmingham, Tacoma, WA 98409, S30)

— Jerry Semones

Submitting Material

To Rainbow
i every-Contributions to THE RAINBOW are welcome from <

one. We like to run a variety of programs which will be
useful/ helpful/fun for other CoCo owners.
Program submissions must be on tape or disk and it

is best to make several saves, at least one of them in ASCII
format* WeVe sorry, but we do not have time to key in

programs. All programs should be supported by some edi-

torial commentary explaining how the program works.
Generally, were much more interested in how your sub-
mission works and runs than how you developed it. Pro-
grams should be learning experiences*

We do pay for submissions, based on a number of criteria.

Those wishing remuneration should so state when making
submissions.

For the benefit of those who wish more detailed infor-

mation on making submissions, please send an BASE to:

Submissions Editor, THE RAINBOW, The Falsoft Building,
Prospect, KY 40059. We will send you some more compre-
hensive guidelines*

Please do not submit programs or articles currently sub-
mitted to another publication.
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Software Review!

Nutriguide Lets CoCo Guide
Calorie And Nutrition Intake

By J*B. Garner

Nutriguide, by Homesoft Company, is a fun program
enabling the user to analyze meals or daily food intake

in terms of 13 basic nutrients, ranging from calories to

cholesterol. The program also enables you to keep a regular

weight chart, advises on recommended calorie intake to

maintain reasonable weight levels and indicates how your
present eating style compares with recommended calorie,

protein, fat and carbohydrate intake.

I am neither a dietician nor a nutritionist but, as a

biostatistician, 1 have analyzed the data pertaining to

several research projects in which daily nutritional intake

was of critical importance. At present, one project is closely

monitoring the sodium (salt) intake of patients with high

blood pressure. Another researcher is attempting to prevent

the re-formation of gall stones (after First chemically

dissolving them) by recommending a diet relatively high

in fiber and protein. All these studies have shown me the

importance of our everyday diet to our state of health and
how useful it is to monitor, in nutritional terms, our daily

food intake.

Nutriguide comes on a disk together with an 18-page

booklet. The disk contains several programs, including a

very large food file, which are all run from a single program,

NUTRIENT. The programs are written in BASIC, apart

from the food file, and an attractive initial screen display

which mixes text and Hi Res graphics, The whole program
is very disk interactive.

The booklet gives detailed, step-by-step instructions on
how to use Nutriguide and how to use each program option.

It contains the index of the 658 types of food in the food
file and gives a useful summary of elementary nutritional

information.

The author recommends making a separate disk copy
for each person using Nutriguide, since the space remaining
on a single-sided disk is limited. As 1 wanted to try out

the program with my family, I copied it file by file onto

a double-sided disk (J&M DOS) without problems. After

entering RUN "NUTRIENT" and watching the Hi-Rcs display

(which informs you the program is written for people

between 25 and 50 years of age, between 56 and 70 inches

in height for women, and 61 and 75 inches in height for

men), you are presented with a menu of options: Set Up
Personal File, Daily Nutrition Report, Examine Weight
Record, Start New Weight Record, Recipe Evaluation,

Food File Menu and End This Program.
The limitations by age and height affect only the

recommendations included in the program; the breakdown
of food intake into nutrient components remains
informative to all users.

Selecting Option 1, you are prompted to give your name,
frame size, gender, height and activity level. The program
then prints two weight values, between which your ideal

weight is prescribed and a recommended range of daily

SELECTED SOFTWARE
BUY ANY TWO HARDWARE ITEMS AND GET 10% OFF OR

SAVE 10% ON ANY HARDWARE WITH SOFTWARE PURCHASED!
SQLDERLESS UPGRADE KITS
With 0*sv-to-foffow instructions

64K FOR E BOARD

B4K FOR F BOARD

64KFORCOC02*

$39.95

$2995
$29.95

p New CoCo2 Model 26-3134/36 requires on? solder
joint _

NOTB: AH fCs used in our kits Are first quality 7 50 NS
prime chips and carry one fuii year warranty.

BOOKS
COLOR BASIC

UNRAVELLED . $19.95
EXTENDED
BASIC UNRAVELLED . . , , $ 1 9.95
DISK BASIC UNRAVELLED $ 1 9.95
ALL 3 BOOKS . . . ONLY $49. 95

*****************
SPECIAL

OF THE MONTH
THE HJL-57 KEYBOARD

WITH FREE SOFTWARE
FOR FQUR FUNCTION tf£Y£
REG. $79.95 SALE 169.95

'Please specify model
^oriqinal,"F version Of COCO 2)

****************

COCO MAX S 69 95

Y BRANCHING CABLE $27.95
DS-69D1GI5ECTOR $ 149.95
VOLKSMODEM 3O0 BAUD
With all cables $ 64.98

VOLKSMODEM 1 2
30OH 200 Baud with all cables $219 95

THE INTR0N1CS EPROM
PROGRAMER * 139,95

DATABASE $39.95
2764 HIGH SPEED COMPATIBLE $9.95
27128 HIGH SPEED COMPATIBLE $17.96
ROM PACK P.C. BOARD
With case for 2 7 XX $9.95

TEAC 55B DS^DD Half Helghi Drive $ 13995

CASE AND POWER SUPPLY $49,00
NEW J&M DISK CONTROLLER
With J Dos 1.2 . . . $ 1 49 ,00

DISKETTE CAROUSEL $29.95
ZENITH ZVM 123GREEN $119.95
ZENITH ZVM- 1 22 AMBER .,,.... 41 29,95
VIDEO PLUS $24.95
VIDEO PLUS I1C $34,95
VIDEO PLUSIIU $34 95
REAL TALKER I

With 3 ralkino games $49.95
REAL TALKER II

With 3 talking games $54.95
HJL.57 KEYBOARD ........ $79.95

Take a closer look. . .

TAPE DISK

DYNACALC - $74.95
PROCOLOR FILE - $49,95
MASTER DESIGN - $29.95
TELEWRITER <S4 $39.95 $47.95
SUPER SCREEN MACHINE $35.95 $38.95
RAINBOW SCREEN MACHINE $23.95 $26.95
COLORCOM/E — $39.95
AUTQTEHM $31.95 $39 95
ADOS - $27.95
FAST TAPE $21.95
THE PEEPEB WITH SOURCE $24.95 $26.95

32K GAMES
PS1 MUSTANG

Optional Cable

$23.95 $27 95
$9.35

SAILOR MAN J64K) $23.95 $27,95
WORLDS OF FUGHT $23.95 $26.35
DRACONIAN $22.95 $24.95
SB-71 $23. 15 $2555
BUZZARD BAIT $22.35 $24.75
GALAGON $19.95 $22,35
LUNAR ROVER PATROL $19.96 $22.36
MS. GOBBLER $19.95 $22,35
LANCER $19.95 $22.35
CUBIX $1995 $22.35
FROGG1E $1995 $22 35
CANDY CO. $27.95 $27 95
WILLY'S WAREHOUSE $27.95 $27.95
8 BALL ROM PACK $21 95
GHOST GOBBLER ROM PACK $ 19.95
PIN BALL ROM PACK $19.95
WHIRLY BIRD RUN ROM PACK $19.95

WE PAY SHIPPING in the United States, Canada & Mexico.
Gverseas please add 10%, (MN Residents add 6% sates tax,}

We accept Visa, Mastercard, check or money order. U.S.
funds only for foreign orders. COO please add $2.00.

Send to; SELECTED SOFTWARE
P.O, Box 32228, Fridley, MN 55432
24 HOUR ORDER LINE 612-757-2439

INFORMATION 612-757-1026 (11 A.M. - 2 P.M. CS,T,>

SAME DAY SHIPPING BEFORE 2 P.M. C.S.T.
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THE COLORSOFT®
BUSINESS SYSTEM

QUALITY BUSINESS SOFTWARE FOR THE
COLOR COMPUTER SINCE 1982

SAMPLE TRANSACTIONS INCLUDED

USER FRIENDLY AND MENU DRIVEN

SMALL BUSINESS ACCOUNTING thu .aies-

based accounting package is designed for the non-accounting
oriented businessman. It also contains the flexibility for the
accounting oriented user to set up a double entry Journal with an
almost unlimited chart of accounts, Includes Sales Entry, transac-
tion driven Accounts Receivable and Accounts Payable, Journal
Entry, Payroll Disbursement, and Record Maintenance programs.
System outputs include Balance Sheet, Income Statement, Cus-
tomer and Vendor Status Reports, Accounts Receivable and Pay-
able Aging Reports, Check Register, Sales Reports, Account Sta-

tus Lists t and a Journal Posting List $59.95

ACCOUNTS RECEIVABLE includes detailed audil

trails and history reports for each customer, prepares invoices and
monthly statements, mailing labels, aging lists, and an alphabet-
ized customer listing. The user can define net terms for commer-
cial accounts or finance charges for revolving accounts. This
package functions as a standalone A/R system or integrates with
the Small Business Accounting package $43.95

PAYROLL Designed for maintaining personnel and payroll

data for up to 200 hourly and salaried employees with 8 deduc-
tions each. Calculates payroll and tax amounts, prints checks and
maintains year-to-date totals which can be automatically trans-

ferred to the 5BA package. Computes each pay period's totals lor

straight time, overtime and bonus pay and determines taxes to be
withheld. Additional outputs include mailing list, listing ot

employees, year-to-dale federal and/or stale lax listing, and a

listing oi current misc. deductions. Suited for use in all stales

except Oklahoma and Delaware $49.95

All programs require a printer and a minimum ot 32K and 1 disk

drive but will take advantage of 64K and 2 drives. Each package
features a hi -res 51 x 24 black on green screen.

INCLUDE $5,00 Shipping/Handling Per Order.

BHANTEX, INC.
P, O, Box 1708

Greenville, Texas 75401

TELEPHONE ORDERS
(214)404-3674

COD/VISA/MASTEKCARD

calorie intake. All these values appeared very reasonable

to me (as a layperson).

You then have the option to store this information to

disk. The program does not give a file extension and so
the disk ROM adds the default extension "/DAT," saving
the file under the label NAMES/ DAT. The program next
asks whether you wish to create a new weight record and
creates a file containing the date and your weight. This
time the program replaces NAMES by NAMES and
"/WGT" and creates a file. Unfortunately, the program
then fails to strip off the /WGT extension from NAMES
and I had repeated FD Errors in Line 77 before I tracked
down this small omission, A quick fix is to insert: NA$
*» LEFTS (NR$,LEN(NRS) - 4) as the second to last

statement in Line 193 of program NGUlDEjBAS.
The Daily Nutrion Report allows you to enter each food

consumed during the day, item by item, by standard serving,

ounce or gram, and then, at the close, lists the caloric,

protein, fat, carbohydrate, calcium, iron, sodium, vitamin
A, thiamine, riboflavin, niacin, vitamin C and cholesterol

content of your meals. Probably, for most of us, this is

a sufficiently long list, although other nutrients are of daily

interest such as potassium (or the potassium/ sodium ratio),

fiber and alcohol. The program requests the date and your
weight, then compares your intake with recommended
intakes and predicts the future effect on your weight of

continuing consumption in this manner.
The Recipe Evaluation option enables you to add

additional items to the permanent food file. You enter each
ingredient (and amount) of the recipe and the program
analyzes it into its nutritional components just as described

above, requests a definition of the amount of a standard
serving and then (optionally) adds the recipe to the

permanent food file. Very nice!

The constituent breakdown of any food item in the food
file may be examined by using the Food File option. At
present you cannot send this breakdown to the printer;

hopefully this facility will be added in later versions.

Finally, by using the Examine Weight Record option

you will see a Hi-Res plot of your weight values (up to

14 daily values) on a graph which also shows horizontal

bars at ideal and various obese weights for people with

gender and build similar to your own.
The author has tried very hard to construct an

informative and entertaining nutrition program. The disk

contains a great deal of nutritional information, and the
programs interchange and run each other very nicely.

Nutriguide runs fine with 32IC and does not seem to require

the advertised 64K. About 120 commercial foods and
beverages, such as Burger King and Coca-Cola products,

are included together with 540 basic foods in the food file.

However, there are some surprising omissions: table salt,

coffee, tea, ordinary (non-whole wheat) flour, meat
drippings (for gravy) and fried eggs, for example.

In the review copy of the program there are still one
or two rough edges, such as an occasional spelling error

and an omission or two. Judging by the overall care taken
with the program, I am sure these small difficulties will

soon be solved.

If you have a general interest in your own nutrition,

Nutriguide is a good program to buy!

(Homesoft, P.O. Box 8, Supply, NC 28462, $29,95)
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CoCo Cailigrapher Captures

Calligraphy^ Penmanship

"What," you ask, "is a cailigrapher?" Well, the phrase

"Once upon a time'* is a good beginning. Way back in

the old days (well before CoCo) the world's scholars often

wrote their manuscripts using a quill pen. A quill pen is

a large feather with a hollow stem which was used to hold

ink (and was often plucked from a large, unsuspecting bird).

The beautiful penmanship that often resulted is known
today as "calligraphy"; it is a skill learned with a great

deal of practice.

Today's calligraphers use much more modern tools to

practice their art. Special pens and inks allow unique and
beautiful printed text. Most high school diplomas and
college degrees are good examples of calligraphy as are

formal invitations to weddings and graduations, and so

forth.

Now this attractive printing technique can be accomplished
with your 32K Extended Color BASIC CoCo and a bit-

image printer. Printers such as Epson, Gemini, several

Radio Shack, Okidata 92, Banana and the Prowriter 8510

can be used* The resultant lettering on the printed page
is approximately 36 point or i^-inch high letters which
are variably spaced at an average of 13 upper- or 26
lowercase per line. The Epson, Gemini and Prowriter also

provide the capability to center the text as well. These
printers also allow the use of condensed letters which will

double the number of characters per line. The maximum
number of lines per message is 17.

The disk version supplied for this review worked
beautifully. It contained three fonts: Old English, Gay
Nineties and Cartoon. Each was tried with no problems.

The program is menu driven and requires the type of printer

to be selected and the appropriate Baud rate to be set

(600 Baud default).

After the printer is set up and online, the program will

ask you to select any of the three supplied fonts or you
can select a special font. While the instruction booklet docs
not state what these special fonts are, the advertisements

appearing in rainbow do list quite a few optional fonts

sold separately. The three that are supplied, however, are

excellent and the results must be seen to be believed, I

used the Old English fonts to make up several certificates

for our church members; they were genuinely impressed

and could not believe they were the result of a computer
program!

A nice feature of the program is that automatic lowercase

is selected during the menu option to print your message.

This makes your keyboard respond like a typewriter in

that you must press the SHIFT key to get a capital letter.

If you prefer all uppercase, you can press SHIFT-O as is

done in BASIC. In any case, after the message is printed,

the program will take you back to the main menu in

uppercase for further selections or additional copies.

Provisions are made to save the text onto tape or disk,

depending on which version you have, and also to correct

or change the text.

The four-page instruction booklet is complete, well-

written and to the point. A 90-day exchange warranty is

included and a procedure for making personal backup
copies of the software is explained.

I liked CoCo Cailigrapher. It offers many uses for the

CoCo user and provides expansion capabilites through the

use of optional fonts. So put away your quill pen and
see how high-tech can be used to simulate an ancient art

form,

(Sugar Software, 1710 North 50th Avenue, Hollywood, FL
33021, tape $24.95, disk $29.95 plus $150 S/H)

— Jerry Semones

€t Color Computer MACHINE MONITOR - professional software and manuals published by FLCJ,
EDIT memory Content, TRACE program Instructions, TRAP data References, 3 display Formats.
Program distribution includes both J2K] CoCo-dependent and J4K] stand-alone Versions,
#101017Tape = $14.45, #10t02/Disk = $16.95; User Guide #20101 /Small manual = $9.95

R D W
Color Computer PCBoards, FR4, [4x8]\ 40 Pin, gold plated Connectors, design by R.C.I.
#30101/A Bus Extender, cartridge Slot width (4.25"), 40 parallel signal Lines = $14.00
#30102/A Prototype "P", [3.5X6]" grid, ,042" PTH, .1" spacing, 34 pin Connector - $20.00
#30103/A Prototype "L", 5.8" Rows for .3/.6"DIPs, ,042" PTH, 34 pin Connector - $20,00

Oil

XWXSXs

Z-RINGtm Coil twists thru pin-feed Holes of printer Paper to form a rigid book Binding.
#401Q1/Z-ring .5" DIA< helix Form, 11" long, brite plated finish = $.50/ea, $5.00/doz
#401 03/Acetate 7.5 MIL plastic Cover, 9"X11' r

, clear, Punched = $.8Q7ea, $8,00/doz
#40t04/Board 6 PLY coated board Cover, 9"X11'\ white, Punched - $.40/ea, $4.00/doz

sou
***** product Catalog, data Sheets, mail Updates available on request

*****

the Zellerbach GROUP, 1335 Pacific Ave. #216, San Francisco, CA 94109 (415) 673-3485
TERMS: 3% LESS for Money Order, Cashier Check; $3 MORE for Cash On Delivery (CO D

)

FUNDS: U.S. SALES: 6.5% TAX in Calif. SHIP; $2 to U.S., $3 to Canada, $6 to Overseas.
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Sweeten Your School Year . . .

FOR THE PRESCHOOLER

Practice reading skills with

PreReader

$19.95 - Tape
$24.95 - Disk

32K ECB

Your young learner will earn three separate re-

wards for each correct answer. Graphics and mu-
sic make learning drills for colors, shapes, num-
bers, capital and small letters and sounding out
words fun!

FOR THE CHILD WHO
BRINGS HOME
SPELLING LISTS

Learn your spelling, vocabulary, even foreign lan-

guage words with

GALACTIC HANGMAN
16K and 32K ECB versions
on the same Tape * $17.95

700 words
included.

Graphics,

animation, and
sound effects

combine for

a great reward!

U' HH F?&
[tin}

J.
U G ft R

see us at ttPRINCETON

IS SOCIAL STUDIES
ON YOUR SCHEDULE?

The
Great
USA

16K and 32K ECB versions
on the same Tape - $19.95

32K Disk - $24.95

An entertaining alternative to memorizing those
states and capitals. Really learn them! Also,
abbreviations and nicknames. More on 32K ver-

sion.

The
Presidents

of the
United States

16K and 32K versions
on the same Tape - $24.95
32K Disk - $29.95

A study mode and two separate games will help

you learn about each of our Presidents. Which one
strove for a Great Society? Who was impeached?
Who was assassinated?

• 100% Machine Language
• Menu-oriented
• User modifiable (this couid very important after

November 4).

SUGAR SOFTWARE
1710 N. 50th Ave.

Hollywood, FL 33021

Phone (305) 981-1241 for same day service.

***- VISA

Add $1.50 par program tor pos-

tage and handling. Florida ro&~

identa add 5% sales tax. COD
orders ar& ^oleoma CIS orders

EMAIL to 70405.1374. Dialer
m quints invited.
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. With A Little Sugar

DOES GRAMMAR
MAKE YOU GROAN?

Now it will make you grin!

Master the parts of speech with

FOR THE TEACHER

ssH%syntcix *™a

Nouns, verbs, adjectives, adverbs, even gerunds
will be a snap for you as you create silly stories.

16K ECB Tape with 2 stories - $19.95
32K Disk with 2 stories - $24.95
32K Disk with all 62 stories - $49.95

ADVANCED MATH?
CHEMISTRY? PHYSICS?

THEN YOU MAY NEED
THE REGRESSION ANALYSIS
AND GRAPH PLOTTING
CAPABILITIES OF STATGRAF
IN ORDER TO DO YOUR WORK

32K ECB Tape - $24.95
32K Disk - $29.95

•

Plot up to 250 pairs of x fy data on one graph
Plot multiple data sets

Transform data: logs, square root,

inverse, exponential, additive codes
Powerful data editor

Calculate, display, and plot residuals

Bus lists?

Class lists?

Honor roll?

Absentee reports?

database
management

system

Just enter the information for each student oncef
Using the powerful sort, search and print utilities,

print the exact information you want in the exact

order you need it! Great for coaches, scout lead-

ers, collectors and small businesses, too!

' ItPRlHCeTQH

16K required;
32K recommended;

Disk compatible. $24.95

DO YOU LIKE
FANCY LETTERS TO MAKE
YOUR REPORT COVERS,
TITLES, OR YOUR
CLASS SCHEDULE?
Try

32K ECB
Tape $24.95
Disk - $29.95

Requires a Bit mode print-

er. Works with most Epson,
Okidata, Gemini 10X, R.S.

Line Printer VII, DMP 100.

• Three different type styles "^*»»^»«
• Upper and lower case T^jWXif2
• Save and retrieve data

^pa£wvw

A complete catalog of other sweet Sugar Software products is available.

Dealer inquiries invited. No refunds or exchanges.
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HARDCOPY
A Five-Star Choice

For A Printer Utility

By Larry Birkenfeld

Having a hard time getting that beautifully artistic

creation off the disk and into a more tangible form for

others to admire? Never fear, HARDCOPY is here. It is

such a great printer utility it will make you want to hire

an artist just to create pictures to print. HARDCOPY was
written by Eric White and Scott Smith and is distributed

by Computize, Inc.

HARDCOPY requires a 64K CoCo or CoCo 2, one
disk drive and a printer to match the version you buy.

At the time of this writing, the only printers supported

are the Epson MX-80/ 100, RX-80 and FX-80, the LD.S.
560-G and the Okidata 92. Support for other printers is

supposedly on the way. Since each version supports only

one printer, you must be sure to order the one that matches

your printer, I reviewed the MX-80 version and it ran like

a dream. Needless to say, I was very impressed.

The package comes with a single diskette and a nicely

printed 27-page manual. The manual is well-organized,
nicely illustrated (by HARDCOP Y no doubt) and is quite

sufficient

HARDCOPY itself is capable of using four disks. They
are I) the HARDCOPY disk, 2) Graphicom Part II user

fonts, 3) Graphicom format picture disks and 4) any disk

containing a Hi-Res picture in binary format, including

those saved from CoCo Max using the SCREEN.BIN file.

I tested using the sample files on the HARDCOPY disk

and a small picture made with Graphicom; all worked fine.

Each picture processed is 6144 bytes long. The manual
states that only 6144 byte images from CoCo Max can
be processed, however, Bruce, at Computize, has informed

me that this is no longer true. If you have CoCo Max
and are interested in HARDCOPY, you might discuss this

with him.

Before booting the program there are three parameters

in the boot file that may be changed if you so desire. The
parameters and their default settings are as follows:

1) Self-centering or non self-centering joysticks: default,

self-centering.

2) Printer Baud rate: default, 9600 Baud.

3) Character set: default, ASCII/ SET (Graphicom Part

II fonts may be used).

After booting you will be requested to press Reset until

the screen corner appears red. After this, pressing any key
will bring up the main menu. At this point, pressing the

space bar selects the keyboard as the main input device,

while pressing the joystick firebutton selects the joystick

as the main input device. Once selected, the input device

may be changed while on any menu screen by pressing

either the space bar or the joystick firebutton.

Once the main menu has appeared you see eight possible

choices:

1)1x1 print (Va page)

2) 2 x 2 print (Vi page)

3) 3 x 3 print (full page)

4) Label print

5) Card Shop
6) Poster

7) Special Effects

8) Disk Access

Each selection is represented by a picture on the screen.

Your choice is made by placing a movable square around
the picture representing the desired option and pressing

the firebutton (I selected the joystick as my input device

for this review).

The first three main menu options produce identical

submenus. You may 1) return to main menu; 2) look at

the screen; 3) change PMODE; 4) select color or black-and-
white print; 5) choose a positive print; 6) choose a negative

print. Since multiple printer dots are required to provide

shades of gray for color prints, the color option is not

functional on a 1 x 1 print

The Special Effects option lets you define two shades
of gray, rotate your print, choose only a portion of a picture

to print by using a variable window, change the size of
a pixel in the 'x

1

and/ or 'y* direction, adjust the space

between pixels, make the space between pixels either black

or white, and produce mirror images, If all this doesn't

impress you, nothing will. These features make HARD-
COPY & very versatile printer utility.

The Label print option has all the features of the first

three options. The "color or B & W" feature has been
replaced with a "# of labels" feature. Once a print type

is selected, a label size window appears over the picture

for you to select which portion of the picture to print on
the label.

The Card Shop option lets you take a picture, add text

above or below it (you choose the text size), create text

for the inside of the card and print all of this on one sheet

of paper in such a fashion so as to be able to fold the

sheet into a greeting card, complete with your picture and
text.

The Poster option allows you to take a picture, or part

of a picture, and enlarge it into a poster. It is made of
several % l

/i by 11-inch pages and must be put together to

form a complete picture. You may choose your own scale

factor, A word of caution is in order here: A large scale

factor produces many output pages. This may overheat

your printer head, so it is best to consult your printer

manual before printing posters.

Last but not least is the Disk Access option. Naturally,

this allows you to load the picture you wish to work with.

You may also view a directory or view each picture on
the disk one at a time.

For those who would like to print pictures from your
own BASIC routines, HARDCOPY provides a "usercail"

file and complete instructions for passing all required

parameters through the BASIC routine to the usercall

routine,

HARDCOPYh an excellent product that gives excellent

results. If you're looking for a printer utility, it is a five-

star choice.

(Computize, P.O. Box 207, Langhorne, PA 19047, disk

$29.95)
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Color Computer Machine
Monitor Gets The Job Done

Serious programming in assembly language requires a

good editor/ assembler, a monitor, possibly a disassembler

and other software devices, Minor patching or debugging
of assembler programs requires only a monitor, which is

a machine language program to observe (or "monitor")
changes in RAM caused by the assembler program one
is debugging.

The standard for assembler-support software programs
is Radio Shack's EDTASM+ because not only is it easily

available and low in price, but it is the most frequently

used assembler for CoCo ML programs. Considering that

a monitor program represents only a portion of the

EDTASM+ package, this implies that a monitor program,
to be competitive, must sell for about 40 percent of the

EDTASM+ price and ought to be more user friendly. RCFs
Color Computer Machine Monitor (or CCMM for short)

easily meets these requirements.

What must one have in a monitor? To begin with, its

primary purpose is to observe the contents of both RAM
and the CPU registers as the values vary during program
operation. The monitor must be capable of conveniently

inserting break points into the ML program being
debugged, and displaying the values of memory and
registers when these break points are encountered.

The ability to remove the break points is as important

as the ability to set them. One must be able to begin

execution at any location (to simulate unusual entries or

unexpected branching) and also limit execution to a short

enough series of commands for the user to understand what
happened. In addition, the ability to list the data to a printer

must be present.

A good monitor must also include a FILL command.
This is used to load large pieces of memory with a user-

defined hexadecimal value whose change will be readily

apparent. A COPY or MOVE command must be available

to relocate subroutines. All of the commands should ideally

be single keystroke and the monitor must be written in

relocatable code so it can be loaded where it will not

One-Liner Contest Winner . . ,

This One-Liner demonstrates the CoCo 7

s PLRY
command by playing the theme from Raiders of the

Lost Ark. Try a tempo value of
4
5* for best results,

$ CLS:PRINT MRAIDERS OF THE LOST
ARK THEME > . . " : INPUT MTEMPO 11

; I : PL$
= t,02T=I?L4GG#A#03L2D#02L3,FGL2G#
":PA$="P255L402B-03CDL2G#P255L4.
03CP255DP255D#P255P255FP1^L2G" i

P¥$="O2L5B-B-B-O3L4GF02L5B-B-B-O
3L4GL2FFlp£OlL9E-O3E-04E-O5E- ,l

: P
LAYPL$-fPA$ : PLA¥FL$+PY$ : GOTO

Donny Schiavone

Tulsa, OK
(For this winning one-liner entry, the author has been sent copies of The
Rainbow Book Of Simulations and its companion Rainbow Simulations

Tupt>.)

interfere with the program being debugged. Other features

are nice, but these mentioned are the "bare bones" monitor
requirements. RCFs CCMM includes all these monitor
options.

Ideally, the monitor should be small (so as to leave a
lot of memory for the programs being worked on) and
be self-protective. RCFs monitor comes in two versions
in one package and is small enough that it might even
work in the older 4K models. The documentation is not
too clear on whether 4K operation is feasible, but this

program will work properly in 16K models that do not
have Extended Color basic. That point may be very
important to some users.

Unfortunately, the RCI monitor got poor marks from
me on self-protection; I could crash it quite easily and
it usually required a cold start (with loss of the program
under development) to get going again. In addition, the
keyboard sensitivity with CCMM running changes, which
made mc uncomfortable. The documentation, while neatly
printed, conveniently arranged and comprehensive, is

unintelligible, (I'm an MIT engineer and 25-year computer
user, and I often could not understand this author.)

I must give RCl's effort only a second-place rating. Still,

what is user friendly to me may be the opposite to you,
and Color Computer Machine Monitor may be well-suited

for your particular assembly needs.

(Real Computers and Intelligence, P.O. Box 74, Santa
Clara, CA 95050, tape $24.40, disk S26.90)

—
* H. Larry Elman

I rsJTROOLJCT I l\Jf3
PERIPHERALS THAT HORK TOGETHER!

Now, use disk drive^! modems, parallel printers and
more ... all at the saie time!

Universal Interface -- connects to CoCo, provides
buffered bus and device selection ......»...i.*49,95

NDTE: ftll boards belon require the Universal I/F be
connected to the computer.

Floppy — controls 4 single, double, or quad density
5-1/4" drives, or 6" drives , f 1 3 ? . 9 5

Dual 5-l/4 H drive cable ...119.95

Ranidisk -- contains 256K of RAM, expandable to 2

megabytes. Transfers over 70K bytes/sec ..,..$229,95

Print Spooler — tunUins 64K buffer. Controls 2

parallel printers I# ,1129.95

5 ft. printer cable , *24.95

RS-232 Controller -- contains MK buffer, Controls 2

serial porta, Baud rates to 19,200 .... *149.95

5 ft, male or female RS-232 cable .$12,95

To order or for information:

NRITE: Research Service Labs CALL : (405)745-9322
P. Q. Box 19124 8am-4pm CST
0KC

T m 73144 Honday-Friday
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OS-9 Hi-Res Screen Dump
Utilities For Quality Printouts

Tandy has released a new product in the OS-9 line, a

Hi-Res screen dump package called OS-9 Hi-Res Screen

Dump Utilities. The programs come neatly packaged in

a 7 by 1 1-inch book-like container including the instruction

booklet, program diskette and software registration

information. This information will allow the owner to

receive updates to the programs. Enclosed with the

registration card is a software version log to help avoid

any confusion with later patches or problems.

OS-9 Hi-Res Screen Dump Utilities comes in two
versions, both requiring 64K, One for Tandy (or

compatible) dot matrix printers and the other for the ink-

jet printer and its color capability. These programs will

allow the user several options, the first of which is to print

whatever is on the graphics screen to the printer. This mode
has several options I will discuss later.

It is also possible to print a picture file to the printer.

The third mode is one 1 found rather interesting. It will

allow the graphics screen or picture file to be sent to disk.

This is not so great in itself, but all it takes to print the

file later is to LIST <pathname> >^p. Why is this so

great you ask? If the picture has been dumped to the disk

in this manner, it will be much easier to make multiple

printouts of it.

E.T.lL Electronic Typing Teacher
by CHERRYSoft

Learning to type the right way can save you hours of tedious

work when entering programs into your CoCo, and this is just

what ETT was designed to do. Devote a little time every day prac-

ticing with ETT and before you know it you will be typing with con-

fidence. Entering those programs will- no longer be the chore it

use to be.

ETTs video keyboard lets you practice with all the keys iabeiedj

all the keys blank or only the 'home" keys labeled. The visual

cues guide you while you learn to type without watching your

fingers. ETT shows your accuracy, response time, and words per

minute. You will quickly see that you are improving with practice.

With the sentences provided by ETT learning to type can be fun.

Over 1000 variations chosen because they include every letter in

the alphabet. You can also create your own practice sets. This

outstanding program was written by a certified teacher and pro-

fessional programmer and comes with a ten page student
manual-study guide. Requires 16K Extended Basic,

S0495 free SOQ95
Cassette £J\ SHIPPING D!ah £&

ETT is being used in schools throughout the U.S.

See ETT at your favorite dealer or order direct.

DEALER INQUIRES INVITED

Q^CoCo
cWatthouse

Where Shopping By Mail is "USER FRIENDLY 1 '

500A N. DOBSON - WESTLAND, Ml 48185
Phone (313) 722-7957

Each of the programs has its own set of options to allow

the user to customize the dump. The black-and-white
program has three options: T, *C* and 7\ Very simply,

these stand for Inverse (swap black and white), Condensed
and LP VII(7) mode. If the LP VII or DMPA00 is used,

the *7' option must be used to accommodate those printers.

Also, the Condensed mode will not work on either of these

two printers.

The color dump program has 10 different options, each

specifying a different color set. The first six determine which
set of four colors are to be used and the last four are

for setting the two-color modes. When using the two-color
modes, the horizontal resolution is 256; the four-color

modes each have a horizontal resolution of 128, The two-

color modes consist of combinations of black, white and
green, while each of the four-color modes consist of

combinations of the colors available in Extended Color
BASIC,

These utility programs are very well-packaged, suffi-

ciently documented and extremely easy to use. The disk

is not in any way protected which allows easy backups
for archival purposes. One thing I would like to have seen

in the documentation is a procedure that could be used

to save a section of graphics memory to a picture file.

A drawback to these programs is that if the user has
the Hi-Res (0*PAK) program installed and calls up either

of the programs to dump that screen, the screen is cleared

and the program's logo is printed on the screen, This results

in loss of the information on the Hi-Res screen and print

out of the screen dump program's banner — a major
problem. The only way around that is to save the screen

to disk and then print it in that manner, which once again

demonstrates the need for a discussion of saving graphics

screens to disk.

If you use the Hi-Res graphics capabilities of OS-9 and
wish to have a printout of your Hi-Res screens, I would
highly recommend this package to you,

(Radio Shack stores nationwide, 64K OS-9, disk $14.95)

— Mark Anderson

One- Liner Contest Winner. .

Dothounce shows a dot bouncing around the

screen. When it hits the edge of the active screen

area, youll hear a random tone; the dot will change

direckon and speed randomly.

The listing:

p CLS£:W=l;Z=l:X~j8:Y=0:PLAY' lL8#"
: F0RA=1T02STEF# : IFX+W>63THENW=-1
-W: FLAY»03C" ; NEXTA: ELSEIFX+W<pTH
ENW=-l-WiPLAY l'03E t, :NEXTArELSEIFY
+Z>31THENZ=-1-Z:PLAY M03G ,, :NEXTA:
ELSEIFY+Z<0THENZ—1-Z : PLAY»04C"

:

NEXTA : ELSESET ( X+W, Y+Z , 5) : RESET (X
, Y ) ; X=X+W : Y«Y+Z : NEXTA

Steven Ostrom
Minnetonka, MN

(For this winning one-Liner contest entry, the author has been sent copies

of both The Rainbow Book Of Simulations and its companion Rainbow
Simulations Tape.)
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Software Review!

Professor Pressnote's

Music Machine
Makes Perfect Practice

Anyone who has gone through the experience of music
training with their children on an instrument can appreciate

a program that makes note recognition a lot simpler.

Not only are the fundamentals of music-making made
easier by Professor Pressnotes Music Machine, but this

new program distributed by Tandy makes those early
lessons in music appreciation twice as fun-

The program was designed for use with a 32K system
(tape or disk) with Extended BASIC, and a TRS-80
Electronic Book that makes interaction with the computer
simple. You will have to purchase the Electronic Book
separately, but it works with a series of learning programs
for CoCo,
A clearly written 50-page user's guide describes in detail

all of the six learning activities, how to use the Electronic
Book, and provides a step-by-step demonstration for each
of the activities, which consist of:

— Play A Tune, which displays a musical staff with
the notes of the C scale and plays three familiar tunes.
— Note-Finder, which helps the learner become familiar

with the notes of the C scale by showing their names and
their positions on the musical staff.

— Length-Maker, which presents the concept of note

values by letting the child write short tunes using notes

of different pitches and lengths.

- Tone Machine, which allows the student to play live

music, either by reading from sheet music or by composing
original tunes.

— Copy A Tune, which lets the learner enter the notes
of a tune that is copied or created, then play it back.
— Quizzes consists of "Name The Notes," which tests

the student's understanding of the locations and names
of different notes on a musical staff, and "Add The
Lengths," which tests understanding of the length values
of notes.

The package is complete with pages that you simply insert

into the Electronic Book. The book plugs into the right

joystick port; no special adaptors or connectors are

required. The child enters commands simply by pressing

marked areas on the pages of the book instead of the

keyboard.

As noted earlier, Professor Preswote's Music Machine
is a fun experience. But I would suggest or caution that

it is only for families who are serious about music education
— primarily because of the expense involved in two separate

purchases, and you should also be prepared for hours of
serious study. Don't expect to sit down and start playing
such traditional children's favorites as "Mary Had A Little

Lamb" or "Twinkle, Twinkle Little Star" right away,

(Radio Shack stores nationwide, $24.95, Electronic Book
$24.95)

— Charles Springer

• SERIAL TO PARALLEL CONVERSION
110 TO 19,200 BAUD, 7 OR 8 BIT

• 8K BYTES STANDARD BUFFER
(USER EXPANDABLE TO 32K IN SK STEPS)

• COPY/CLEAR, LED PUSH BUTTON (MULTIPLE COPIES)
• MODEM SWITCH AND ALL CABLES
• COMPLETE WITH POWER PAK AND SIMPLE INSTRUCTIONS
• WORKS WITH ANY PARALLEL PRINTER OR YOUR MONEY BACK
• HIGHEST QUALITY CONSTRUCTION, TWO-YEAH WARRANTY
IF YOU'D RATHER BE USING YOUR COMPUTER THAN WAITING
FOR YOUR PRINTER THE WAIT IS OVER tf^

Authorized Star Micron res Service Center * Call for return authorization number.

THE WATTING IS OVER!
THE SUPER COSMOS CONNECTION
SERIAL TO PARALLEL CONVERTER WffH BUFFER!

yOU JUSTCANTBUYA BETTER
SERIAL/PARALLEL CONVERTER!

ORDER YOURS TODAY
- 8K SUPER COSMOS CONNECTION

ONLY $129.95

SK RAM CHIP SOLO SEPARATELY - $15.95 each
3 FOR $42,95

16K VERSION $144.95
24K VERSION - $154.95
32K VERSION - $169.95

TEST RESULTS: (19,056 BYTE PROGRAM
LISTING AT 9600 BAUD.)

32K SUPER COS-CON
36.8 Seconds

OTHER INTERFACE
4mirL 59.8 sec.

6K SUPER COSMOS CONNECTION
AND STAR SG-10 PRINTER

$379.00 Package S&H Included!

NO SURCHARGE FOR
CREDIT CARDS

SG-10 Package with Regular CosCon
Still Available Now at $289.00
Shipping Included!

APPLE IIC VERSION AVAILABLE
Dealer Inquiries on Company Letterhead invited.
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RAINBOW
Give us your best: Join the ranks of these courageous CoCoists in showing the Color Computer world

your high score at your favorite micro-diversion. We want to put your best effort on record in THE RAINBOW'S
"Scoreboard" column. All entries must be received 60 days prior to publication. Entries should be printed
— legibly — and must include your full name, address, game title, company name and, of course, your
high score. Each individual is limited to three score entries per month. Send your entries to Scoreboard,
C/OTHERAtNBOW.

• Current Record Holder

41,975
27,000
23,500

ga.875

75,100
60,925

35,875

ASTRO BLAST (Mark Data}

51J00 *Wiiiiam Heame. Decatur, AL
41,725 Erik Habree, Bordentown. NJ
35,600 Chris Morris, Colonial Heights. VA
15.300 Baiju Shah. Deep River, Ontario

ATOM (Radio Shack}
53 *Alan Drazen, Longwood, FL
41 Erik Huffman, Rochester. Ml

BASEBALL (Radio Shack)
525-50 #8ob Dewitt. Blue Island, IL

BATS AND BUGS (THE RAINBOW)
24.600 *Micha*L Rosenberg, Preston burg. KY

BEAM RIDER fSpactrai Associates)
577,330 *Bart Lyon, Queensland, Australia

51 .210 Tim Hart, Salt Lake City, UT
BLACKBEARD'S ISLAND (NOVAS0FT)

79 *Jeff Roberg, Winfield, KS
BLACKJAK (THE RAINBOW)

$ 1 , OQQ *Wayne Dewitt. B I u e Isla ndJL
BLACK SANCTUM (Mark Data)

115 •Betr.e Hatcher, Norwalk, CA
BLOC HEAD ( GOfnpLftatyvarQ)

136,700 * Pierre-Jean Douillard. Granby,
Quebec

Michael Hebb, Victoria, Australia

Rodney Mullineaux, Gig Harbor, WA
Paschal Wilson. Kentwood, LA

BREWMASTER (NOVASOF T)

279,600 *Alan Draien, Longwood, FL
Chris Cope, Central, SC
Steve Leonard. Rose He Park, NJ
David Hart, Salt Lake City, UT
Brandt Roberaon. Colli nsvi He , IL

BUSTOUT (Radio Shack)
15,520 *Brett DuPont, Oregon, OH

BUZZARD BAIT from Mix)

3,091.700 *Qk>SS0m Mayor, East Green bush, NY
CALIXTO ISLAND Work Data)

115 +Glenn Dei la-Monica, Sacramento, CA
1 35 Batte Hatcher. N o rwa I k . C

A

CANYON CUMBER (Radio Shack)
9, 1 29 3 100 *G a ry Mohnsen , Tucson , AZ

Beverly Herbers. Piacentia. CA
Michael Sileo Jr.. Giendale, NY
Scott Bellman, Davenport, I

A

Brett Fan cher, Hook sett, NH
Sara Beighley, Schofield. Wl

1 (Mich Tron;

$17,850 *MStt Mendez, Baltimore. MD
CAVERN COPTER [THE RAINBOW)

2,431 *Jay Beam, LouisviJle, KY
1 ,535 P ie rre-Jean Dou iJ la rd , G ra n by

,

Quebec
1,245 Sean Conner, Summit, N

J

1,213 Doug Schwartz, GlendeJ e, AZ
i ,036 Steve B I ack. Pa Imd ale I CA

CHAMBERS [Torn Mix)
104,200 •Blossom Mayor, East Greenbush. NY

CLOWNS a BALLOONS (Radio Shack)
1 5, 130 * Brett Du Pont , Oregon , OH

COLOR BASEBALL 'Radio Shack)
105-0 *Francis Yg, Calgary, Alberta

86-1 Brian Bruea Cortland, NY
COLOR CAR (NOVASOFT)

525.650 *Dan Bouges, Niantie, CT
229.715 Jerry Falfcki, Grand Rapids, Ml
163.032 Frank Canepa III. Santurce.

Puerto ftiCn

1 54,600 Scott Cu n n inoham , East Ly me, CT
COLORPEOE (fntrscotor)

3 H 1 07 , 1 94 *John Ray , G oodiettsy iJ Ie , TN
COSMIC INVADERS (Spectra* Associates)

16,400 #Mariano Frausto, Blue Island, IL

5,360 Derek Potter. Deep Ri^er, Ontario

286,600

162,500
158,500
146,400

143,200

532,000
527,155
101.476

83,297

03.345

67,456
67,141

66,145
16,351

CRYSTLE CASTLES (Thunder Vision)

545,000 *Jay Roberg, Winfield, KB
Eric Rob-erg. WinfJeld, KS
Chris Cope. Central, SC
Daniel D'Amour, Pincourt, Quebec
Craig Hoffmann, Kenosha, Wl

CUMBER fTom Mix)

1 9,550 *Rodney M ul linea ux, Q ifl Harbo r, W

A

DALLAS QUEST (Radio Shack)
93 * Robert Sunderland, Sacramento, CA
BS Erik Huffman. Rochester. Ml

DEFENSE {Spectral Associates)

$6,720 *Brett On Pont, Oregon. OH
DEMON II (THE RAINBOW)

21,925 *Keith Scbuler, Merritt Island, FL
DEVIL ASSAULT (Tom Mix)

64,74 1 * E ugen© Little , Pierceland.

Saskatchewan
DOODLEBUG (Computerware)

825,370 *Susan Bailinger, Uxbfidge, Ontario

DOUBLE BACK (Radio Shack)
61 4,450 *Eugene Roosa^ Stone Ridge P

NY
DOWNLAND (Radio Shack)
20,900 ,400 *Adam Petersen , Portia nd , OR

Alain Cyr, Vaicouri Quebec
Cbn$ Mitchell, Syron, GA
Cliff Farmer. McGregor, T>C

Jaenine McCuen, Rutland^ MA
David Hart, Salt Lake City. UT

DRACONIAN (Tom Mix)
026,470 *Jeff Coladonato. Roslyn, PA

DRAGON FIRE (Radio Shack)
i r520 *Bette Hatcher, Norwalk, CA

DUNKEY-MUNKEY (inteilactronics)

16,500 *Baijg Shah, Deep River, Ontario
11.000 Mariano FrauStO, Blue Island, IL

FOODWAR (Arcade Animation)
1 65.960 *Ch ris Cope , Central , SC

FOOTBALL (Radio Shack)
266-0 *Tim Hart, Salt Lake City, UT

THE FROG (Tom Mix)

11.080 *Mark Ferris, Deep River, Ontario

FROGGER (Cornsoft)

15,060 *Erik Huffman, Rochester, Ml
FURY (Michtron)

1 72, 300 *D an i el D'Amou r, Pincou rt, Quebec
GALAGON (Spectral Associates)

1 .306,640 * Jackie Maddo*, Iron Station, NC
Dannie Blake, Vlnron. VA
Brian Wagner, Lawrence, KS
Tony Smith, Gig Harbor, WA
Arnold Snitser, Los Angeles, CA

GHANA BWANA fRadio Shack)
8 1 ,090 * Hoi I is Holcomb, Blanc hard , OK

GLAXXONS {Mark Data)
1 9, 146 *Terry Moore, St , Cat he ri nes, O ntario

GOLD RUNNER (NOVASOFT)
163,400 +Jeff Roberg, Winfield. KS

Chris Cope. Central, SC
Eric Crichlow, Las Vegas, NV
Dan BougeSr Niantic, CT
Sean Colsen. East Lyme, CT

GUAROiAH (Quasar Animations)
4,360 *Jason Forbes, Mexico, NY

ICEMASTER fArcade Animation)
14.525 * Jean-Pierre Bo-sciair. Asbestos,

Quebec
THE INTERPLANETARY FRUIT FLY (THE RAINBOW)

37.000 *Scott Perkins, Port Orange, FL
THE JUNGLE (THE RAINBOW)
668,690,000 *Jeff Lawrence, Cambridge. Ontario

JUNIORS REVENGE (Computerwars

)

1,072,600 *Matthew Ramsay, Detroit r
Ml

JUNKFOOD (THE RAINBOW)
1,187.520 #LarrvThomson.Menominee.MI

967,920

219,670
214.920
204,620

149,450
138,550
65,300
65,800

KATERPILLAR II rTom Mix)
1 56,31 7 #Uwe Steingen s, Essen

,

West Germany
1 35 ,467 Thomas Tigge I b&ck , Essen

,

West Germany
97,735 Sab ins Bergh olz, Essen

,

West Germany
8,009 Manoj Hippo I a. Deep River, Ontario

KEY BOMBER {THE RAINBOW)
29,052 #Tony Boring, Armagh. PA

KEYS OF THE WIZARD (Spectral Associates)
662 -A:John Fulton, Boydton, VA

THE KING fTom M/xj

1.670,^00 WYolanda Farr, Saym PA
K(NGTUTfTomM^

138,500 * Martin Culver, San Francisco. CA
KLENDATHU (Radio ShaCk)
1 , 1 77 , 550 *Dan Fran zen > W^stiake, OH
KHON (Oregon Gofar Computers)

33 , 000 * Chris Cope , Central ; SC
LANC£H (Spectral Associates)

663,000 *Ja/ Roberg, Winfield, KS
31 2 , 000 Eric Robe rg a Wi iffl eld , KS
259, 000 Kevi n Robe rg. Wi nf I eld , KS

LASERWORM & FIREFLY (THE RAINBOW)
36,380 *Brian Voges. Jasper. IN

LUNAR-ROVER PATROL (Spectatf AssGc/sres)
136,700 *Lori Day, Arlington, TX

MADNESS A THE MINOTAUR (Radio Shack)
240 *ChrisMltcheii,Byron.GA

MARATHON (THE FlAlNBOW)
307 ,790 *James Sheody III, Tonawan da . NV
306,680 Eric Ojovaag, Be in bridge Is, WA
169,683 ErlcGadlage, Jasper, IN

MAZELAND (Chromasette)
21 ,060 *Todd Knapp. PraJne du Chien, Wl

MEGA-BUG rBaoVo Shack)
10,661 *Blain Jamie son. Kingston. Ontario
10,223 James Man carl. Ravenswood, WV
6.054 Jeremy Johnson, Nokomis. FL
7.930 Ron Haines, Nepean, Ontario
3,&&& Chrtetophe r Rom ance,

Massapequa Pafk, NY
5.9£5 Scott Swedis, Spencer, MA

MICROBES (Radio Shack)
49 1 , 100 *D avi d & Atfin Heckler, Hfl HSe!le

r
A L

MISSILE BARRAGE (THE RAINBOW)
2-1 * Joe Cal taterra, Ridgewood , NV

MONKEY KONG (Med Systems)
365 *Mark Ferris, Deep River, Ontario

MONSTER MAZE (Radio Shack)
10,740 +Scott Swedis, Spencer, MA

MOON HOPPER fCompulerkvare)
79

p
830 * Daniel D NAmour, Pincourt

f
Quebec

73,550 Eric Gadlage. Jasper, IN

60.280 Rodney Mullineaux, Gig Harbor, WA
MR. DIG (Computefwara)
e,767,000 *Jeff Roberg, Winfield, KS
3.503,000 Gary Mohnsen. Tucson, AZ
3,259.750 Ellen Ballinger, Uxbridge, Ontario
3 . 1 00.650 B i ag io Di L o renao, Montreal, Quebec
3,001,100 Ross & Daniel Mehlman,

Todd Boehrn, Nashville, TN
MUOPIES (MichTron)

981,700 *J0fi Blow, San Diego. CA
NINJA WARRIOR (Programmer's Guild)

28,800 *Davs Iverson, OakvilJe, Ontario
OUTHOUSE fMc/iTron,!

1 72,270 *M att Johnson . Eagle , PA
PAC 'EM (THE RAINBOW)

575 *Greg Lewia, North Augusta, SC
PAC-TAC (ComputerwBre)

120,050 *Matt Johnson, Eagle, PA
32,615 Maria Cawood r Houston, TX
17.910 Greg Lewis, North Augusta, SC

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••****^
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39,250
23.670
16,450
14,550

PENGUIN [THE RAINBuW)
48,250 APaul Wagom, Carp, Ontario

Kirby Smith, Vork, PA
Gary Bedford, Piqua, OH
Nick Kessel, Appleton, Wl
Man Funk, Hanover, PA

PHANTOM SLAYER (Med Systems)
1,326 ASusan Bailinger, Uxbridge, Ontario
208 Greg Lewis, North Augusta, SC
124 Ch ris Mo rri s. Colon ial Heights , VA

PINBALL (Radio Shack)
4,370,000 * Christopher Ward, Burlington, IA
330,050 Brad Houlden, Kanora, Ontario

PIPELINE (THE BAINBOW)
2.629 *M ike Ga rojzo, Morrisvi lie

r
P

A

PLANET INVASION (Spectral Associates)
15.700 AManoj Hippola, Deep River, Ontario

POLTERGEIST (Radio Shack)
6,000 A Silly Fairfull, Charleston, SC

POO YAN (Qata&oft)

3,765,000 ABen Collins, Clsmson, SC
Jeff Conneil, Winona, MN
Rupert Young, Sheffield, MA
Richard Hawkins, Cleveland. TN
Christopher Romance,
Masaapequa Park, NV

Denise Abbott. Hutchinson, KS
POPCORN (Radio Shack)

45 ,2 1 *M i ke Norris, CoJ um b la, SC
Nicole Freedman, Weflesley, MA
Barry Stanton, North East, PA
William Blaine III, Gahi polls Ferry,

WV
Chris Bosi, Temple, TX
Dale Cote, Courtenay.

British Columbia
Keri Cote, Courtenay,

British Columbia
Scott Swedis, Spencer, MA

PROJECT NEBULA (Radio Shack)
2,750 *Jeff Murphy , La ke City, GA

Christopher Romance,
Massapequa Park, NY

Jeremy Brosius, Sand Springs, OK
Richard Young, Mesa, AZ

PYRAMID (Radio Shack)
220/ 1 1 2 *Byl I Adam s. Pasadena , TX

AGeorge Fairfield, Victoria,

British Columbia
•David Oalhaupl, Calgary- Alberta
*Robbie Sablotny, Mt. Zion. IL

John Fulton, Boydton, VA
Chris Milcheii Byron, GA
Bette Hatcher, Norwalh. CA
James Mancari, Ravenswood, WV

O-NERO (THE RAINBOW)
1 ,958,950 AB ruce B&lteer, Hanover, Qnta riO
QUI* (Tom Mix)

907,320 *And rew N orri e. m I ss issauga , Ontario
RAAKA TU (Radio Shack)

50 ARyan Devlin, Louisville, KY
*John Fulton, Boydton, VA
ATodd Knapp, Prairie du Chien. Wl
ARobbie Sablotny, Ml. Zion, IL

Robbie Haines. IMepean, Ontario
John Perepchuk, Blairstown. NJ

RACER (THE RAINBOW)
174.9 AKlrby Smith. York. PA

RADIO BALL (Radio Shack)
4,510,740 ALea Dorn, Eeu Claire, Wl
3,708,810 Stephen Zamonski, Ewfng T NJ

1.546,000

1,433,000

1,350,350
978.450

99,950

41,910
36,500
34,900

32,430

29.360

27,260

26,060

2,005

545
255

220/1 1

2

220/112
220/1 13
220/ Tt

3

220/114
220/140
220/237

50
50
50
40
40

429,160

300,001
203,500

447.7
576.6

700,1

12124

1 ,985,350 Nick Kessel, Appleton. Wl
1 \ 738. 150 M ickey Emberton , I ndianapo lis. I

N

1,629.200 Benoi t Lareau , Mo nt rea I . Quebec
1,097,750 Paul Vandenberg, Appleton, W|
REACTOIDS (Ra dio Shack)
5,257.235 AGary Bedford, Piqua. OH
RETURN OF THE JET-I (Thunder Vision)

S3»;432 *Matt G r if 1 1 th s, Stilwe 1 1 , KS
Jean -Francois Bruneau, St-Hubert,
Quebec

Cory McKay. Montreal, Quebec
Jamey Ma urn us. New Orleans, la

REVERSE (THE RAINBOW)
7 AJon Hobeon, Plainfielri. Wl

ROAD RACE (THE RAINBOW)
91 .7 *Bii| Martin, Myrtle Beach. SC

Rupert Young, Sheffield, MA
Eric Clarkson, Missouri City, TX
Michael Hebb, Victoria. Australia
Michael Martens, Wausau, Wl

ROBOTRON (mtracolor)

335,400 ABaiju Shah & Mark Ferris, Deep River.

Ontario
ROBOTTACK (inttacolOr)

36.090 * Hiram Esparza. Blue Island. IL
RUN FOR YOUR LIFE (THE RAINBOW)

20,000 ARyan Devlin. Louisville, KY
SAILOR MAN fTpm Mix)

879,100 AAlan Drawn, Longwood, FL
Matthew Ramsay, Detroit, Ml
Ruth King, Miss issauga. Ontario
Aaron Samuels, Monument, CO
Jeff Picketta, Branrford, Ontario
Dan SdbCzak, Mesa, AZ
Dave Iverson, Oakviile, Ontario

SANDS OF EGYPT (Radio Shack)
77 * Jeff H il lison , B I acksbu rg, VA

John Aliocca. Yonkers, NY
Bob Dewitt, Blue Island, IL

Jeff McKay. Travis AFB, CA
PJ Jayakody. Shelbyville. TN
Nolan Edward Lee, Sun, LA

SCARFMAN (Cornsott)

545.700 *Matthew Ramsay, Detroit, Ml
SEA DRAGON (Adventure international)

39.030 ABri&n Wolfgram, Freelsnd, Ml
5EASTALKER (infocam)

2 1 2/90 AJeft H ilNson , B I acksbu rg , VA
SHAMUS (Radio Shack)

62 940 *Jon Blow, San Diego. CA
56,660 John Lake, Princeton. IL
27,950 Erik Huffman, Rochester, Ml

SHENANIGANS (Mark Data)
95 *Jeff Hil 1 1 son . Blac ks bu rg . VA
95 •David Kay, Winnipeg, Manitoba
96 N. Wakelin, Mt. Lebanon, PA

1 03 Chris Cope, Central, SC
SHOOTING GALLERY (Radio Shack)

227
, 640 *C I iff Farmer, McG regor, TX

24,000 Bob Dewitt, Blue Island, It

20.680 David Hart, Salt Lake City, LIT
SKIING (Radio Shack)

01 :00 AScott Cievenger, Fairmount; IN
01 :00 ABifly Fairf ull, Charleston. SC

SKRAMBLEfTomM/XJ
80,020 ABrad Houlden, Kenora, Ontario

SLAY THE NERIUS (Radio Shack)
472 ,

667 A J im Herbe rs, Place rtti a, C

A

SNAKER (THE RAINBOW)
1 :24 ALuanne Ash by, Phoen \x , AZ

699,600
643,700
602,500
596,700
299.000
238.600

80
80
82

87
110

SOLO POKER (Qatasott)
1,100 •Carol Staker, Moscow, ID
710 E ri k Hutfman , R ocheste r, M

I

690 Robert Peterman Jr.. Newton. TX
SPACE AMBUSH (Gomputorware)

29,480 A F rank Can ep a I II
, Santurce.

Puerto Rico
SPACE ASSAULT (Radio Shack)

19,065 *Steven Allen, Snarpsburg, MD
6.590 Maniah Shah, Harrow, England

SPACE RACE (Spectral Associates)
83,422 AMark Dona h ue, Alexa nd ria, VA

SPEED RACER (MiChTrOn)
126,750 AJack Manzullo, Saginaw, Ml

STARSHIP CHAMELEON (Compuierware)
68,800 ABrian Voges. Jasper, IN

STELLAR LIFELINE (Radio Shack)
1 1 9.030 ABrian Shaber, Boise, ID

STORM ARROWS fSpectral Associaias)
263,850 AArnold Snitser, Los Angeles, CA

TEMPLE OF ROM (Radio Shack)
959,400 ASonya Hurst, Richmond, CA

Kan Gulliford, Ladson, SC
David Oelh^upl, Calgary, Alberta
Rhea Jarrard, Olympia, WA
Glenn Alfrey, Olympia, WA
Michael Wen sing, Berwyn, PA
Robin Nicholson I, El Paso. TX

TWE BANDIT (jV/jcnTrOn

J

1 ,025,3 1 ATerry Moore, St , Catherines, O nra rio
Steven Coladonato, Roslyn PA
Kristopher Staller, Ft. Wayne, IN
Brian Wagner. Lawrence. KS
Rupert Young, Sheffield, MA
Brad Houlden, Kenora, Ontario

THE TOUCHSTONE (Tom Mix)
226.640 •Kriatopher Staller Ft, Wayne, IN

TRAILtN'TAIL (THE RAINBOW)
273,390 * J erry Di 1 1 . Grafton , MA

TRAPFALL (Tom Mix)
80,1 1 6 *Kenneth Merkel, Houston, TX
59,080 Connie Bird, Ooltewah, tn
50,078 Lori Day, Arlington. TX

TUBE FRENZY (Aardwrk)
140,280 *Becky Baker, Ma rissa, | L

TUTS TOMB (Mark Data)
189,980 ANicole Pouliot Coora, Mobile, AL

WHIRLEYBIRD RUN (Spectral Associates)
54.500 AJay Aust. Marlborough, CT

Gleri Bilodeau, Otterburn Park.
Ontario

PJ Jayakody, Shelbyviite, TN
Dan Dyrga, Flint. Ml
Michel Lebrun, Anjou. Quebec

WILDCATTfNG ffladto Shack)
$30, 1 93,000 ACa ry Mohnsen , Tucson, AZ
WILLY'S WAREHOUSE (Ihtracotor)

183,500 AAlan Morris, Ch Scopes , MA X
ZAXXON fDafasoft;

2,068,900 *Dave Lavora, Oak Forest , I

L

Chris Oberholtzer, Lexington, MA
Blagio Di Lorenzo, Montreal. Quebec
James Quadrella, Brooklyn, NY
Eric Gadlage. Jasper, IN
James Mancart, Ravenswood, WV
Douglas Ervine, Burlington, I

A

Cory McKay, Montreal, Quebec
Steve Black. Palm da le, CA
Steve Fell. Oshkosh, Wl

869,400
837,800
620,800
463.400
306.400
234,000

747,460
359.980
68,940
71.430
28,840

43,860

43,350
30,100
27,300

2,057,600
1,700.000

1,510.000
850,500

123,200
104,700
89,000
82,600
48,900

— Debbie Hartley

^••••••••••••••••••••^^
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SCOREBOARD POINTERS
1 n conju nction with the rainbow's Scoreboard, we offer this column of

poi nters for our game-playing readers" benefit. If you have some interest-

ing hints and tips, we encourage you to share them by sending them to

the Scoreboard, c/o the rainbow,

CANT GET NO SATISFACTION

Scoreboard:

Do you think you can incr ase the amount
of "Scoreboard Pointers," giving a wider
variety of help?

Also, how about having more "Score-

board" records?

Thanks a lot,

Mike Rebbecchi
Somerdale, NJ

Editor's Note: The more pointers we
get, Mike, the more we're likely to

print. C'mon, Scoreboarded, share

those secrets.

POPPING THE RIVETS

Scoreboard:

For those having trouble "popping the

rivets** on The King, here*s a trick to solve

it. When you have popped all the rivets on
the left column, get the hammer in the

middle and hit as many fireballs as you can.

After each fireball is hit, run to the right

until the girl on top faces the right. This

sends all the fireballs entering the board to

the left, where they are trapped. After you
hit as many as possible, run to the top right

rivet, When you pop the rivet, center your
joystick and press the jump button as soon
as your man is going to fall. While you are

falling, youVe also popping the rivets,

Brian Peters

Philadelphia, PA

FRAGILE - HANDLE WITH CARE

Scoreboard:

1 have a couple of tips concerning Radio
Shack's Pyramid.

1) For those having problems setting

down the vase, you must get the velvet pillow

from the high priest's room. After you have
thai, get the vase and type RELEASE VASE
and it is set safely on top of the velvet pillow.

2) After about 290-310 turns, your lamp
starts to run out. You can prevent this by
checking your score every once in a while,

and by getting the extra batteries from the

vending machine — if you have the gold

coins.

3) There's a very quick and easy passage
to the entrance of the pyramid. When you
get to the area where there is a panel on
the waJl, type PANEL and you will be at the

entrance of the pyramid. To get back just

type PANEL again, This makes it easy for

you to drop your treasures at the entrance

without wasting your turns.

David Hart
Salt Lake City, UT

Scoreboard:

In response to Judd Rossman's letter

{June 1985) concerning Black Sanctum, you
must drop the ash (DROP ASH) and type in

a weird message on a certain piece of paper
that now might be a statue!

I need help with Madness and the

Minotaur, Sands of Egypt, Dungeons of
Daggorath and Dallas Quest, Any clues or
suggestions wouid be helpful.

Steve Warrick

Peru, IL

BRIDGE THE GAP

Scoreboard:

In response to Ian Loeppky's letter (July

1985), the only thing you need the scepter

for is if you want to make a bridge over
the bottomless pit. You do not need the

scepter for the bird! if you have the scepter

while trying to get the bird, it flies away;
you must first drop the scepter*

Any way you can, type GO PANEL where
you drop the treasures and then you will

be in the same hailway.

James Mancari
Ravenswood, WV

COCO GAME CLUB OFFER

Scoreboard:

I'd like to know if any of your readers

would be interested in joining a "CoCo
Game Club" for both Adventure and
arcade-type games. There are no dues or

fees. This will be mainly an information club

so we can help each other solve games, as

well as meeting new CoCo owners and
hearing of their Adventures — through
letters and possibly even phone calls.

If any of you are interested, please send

one 22 cent stamp to P.O. Box 1308, 90651-

1308. I think a club for CoCo game Covers

would be great I Thank you.

Bene A. Hatcher
Norwatk, CA

Scoreboard:
I have solved Calixto Island and I have

some hints. The treasure is in the clearing

with the idol. Dig twice, get everything in

the house and load it in the machine. When
you get to the field, unload and put the stuff

in the shed. The manual for the machine
is in the chest Trader Jack will only trade

the keys and machete for the rug and chest.

(The keys open the desk,) Give the natives

the costume jewelry.

1 also have a few questions. How do you
read the, microfilm? What's in the pottery

and what are the specs for?

Charles Farris

Shinveld, the Netherlands

OLYMPIC QUEST

Scoreboard:

Is there an Olympic game on disk for the

Color Computer?
Jon Sowle

Vera Beach, FL

Editor's Note: I received the following
letter, Jon, several days after your
letter, Read on.

Scoreboard:
I would like to inform your readers that

there will soon be an Olympic Decathalon
game out for the 64K Extended Color
Computer For more information send an
SASE to R & A Enterprises, 48 North View
Ave., 02920.

Richard Russillo

Cranston, RI

.
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ALMOST A SOLUTION

Scoreboard:

I would like to respond to Tony Cross*
letter (August 1985} concerning Trekboer.
In the interest of "true Adventuring," I cant
simply reveal the final portion of the game,
but T can give a few hints.

In the underground complex on the
garden planet, there is a steel grate. This
grate is made of the same metal as the access
panels of the "Trekboer" and "Veldboer."
Once past the grate, don't disregard any

garbage you may find — it could bridge
the gap between a hopeless situation and
victory. Be sure, though, that youVe left a
line of escape or you may be left dangling.

George Caleodis

Sieubenville, OH

door and jump. This will advance you
several levels and give you some bonus
points and an extra life. If you play long
enough, you can get the bonus up extremely
high (Le,, 490,000).

Jeff, Kevin, Eric and Jay Roberg
Winfteid, KB

Scoreboard:
Wow! What excellent graphics Amphibia

has, but four buggies sure go quick, Try
changing the value of NS in Line to a

higher number for more buggies.

Jim Cockrum
Martinsville, IN

Scoreboard:
Vm having a lot of trouble staying alive

in Beyond the Cimeeon Moon. Does anyone
have hints on how to get through safely or
other helpful tips?

Tex Kertesz

Mesa, AZ

Scoreboard:
In Raaka-Tu, everyone says "get the

poisonous candk to kill the gargoyle. "This
may be a dumb question, but where *s the
poisonous candle?

Chris Allbritton

Little Rockr A R

DEFEATING THE DROIDS

Scoreboard:

I have solved Major Istar, For those who
have this Adventure, take heart. Getting
past the security droids can be frustrating,
but it isn't difficult. There are two sections
of security droids to run through. The
second set of droids is faster than the first

and their paths are slightly different.

As in other Adventure games, you will
have to backtrack in order to obtain the
necessary items*

Lastly, you must remember the impor-
tance of computers.

Karen L. Jessen
Cleveland, OH

Scoreboard:

In conjunction with Mike French's letter

(July 1985) concerning Dungeons of Dag-
gorath, instead of just putting one item in

front of you, try putting a whole bunch of
stuff, This way you can really get ahead of
the monsters.

Chris Morris
Colonial Heights, VA

INCREASING VOUR SCORE

Scoreboard:
In Crystle Castles there is a way to achieve

very high scores. On the first level, there
is occasionally an extra door. Go in this

DALLAS TIPS

Scoreboard:
I have solved Dallas Quest and here are

some hints you may find useful.

There are several objects in this Adven-
ture that are useless. These include the
apples, the rope and the suspenders.
When you get to the crossroads, go to

the "Nest Egg.*' Remember to get the
coconuts. When you get there, bribe the
monkey with the tobacco and get the eggs.

After you go back to the tribe, show the
monkey the mirror, and to escape from the
natives URVE the RING. When you get to
the spider, type HATCH EGGS.
You also wave the ring to get by the

elephant. To get by the lion, show him the
mirror, too. Til leave the rest of the
Adventure for you to solve,

I am stumped with Trekboer. When 1

enter the underground complex I give the
spider the yellow capsule. But when I get
to the grating, there is another spider there!
What am I supposed to do?

Keith Schuler
Merritt Island, Ft

Scoreboard:
I have a tip for anybody who owns Raaka-

Tu. When you have collected all your
treasure, try to MOVE the ALTAR.

In Madness and the Minotaur when your
lamp gets dim, find the urn and FILL lhnp.

In Bedlam, try to get the green key with
the hook when you are one room away from
it.

In Dallas Quest, use the shovel as an oar.

John Perepchuk
Blairstown, NJ

Scoreboard:
I would like to know why the pokes for

Tom Mix's The King, in April 1985 by Jim
Mathues, and in March 1985 by Bill Bcrnico
do not work on my game. If anyone knows
why, write to "Scoreboard Pointers."

Chad Parker
Battle Creek, Ml

BAREFOOTIISP

Scoreboard:
I need help on Shenanigans. Where do

1 get the shoes? I can find the clothes, but
not the shoes. The bartender just kicks me
out!

Mike Kennedy
Terrace Park, OH

Editor's Note: Look under the bed.

To respond to other readers' inquiries and
requests for assistance, reply to Scoreboard
Pointers, e/o the RaINHow, P,0, Box 385,
Prospect, KY 40059. We will immediately
forward your letter to the original respond-
ent andJust as importantly, well share your
reply with all Scoreboard readers in an
upcoming issue.

— Debbie Hartley

•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••*••**•
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CORRECTIONS
"Brotan the Blue" (August 1985, Page 18): Alan Saporta

tells us there are three changes that need to be made to

his program. Change lines 32 and 34 to read as follows:

"The Eye Saver" (July 1985, Page 124): Norman Wong
says at least one reader has had a problem in Line 80

because a space was left out. Line 80 (which is correct

as shown in the magazine) should have a space between
IFSM< >l< and THEN.

32 PUT(S,F)-(S+8,Y+11) ,SP:IFSC>2
J3J3J3 AND SC<2j350 AND GY<10 THEN G
Y=GYM-1 ELSE IF S£>Sftfip AND SC<5p
5P AND GY<10 THENGY=GY+1

34 PUT(CD,Y)-(CD+8,Y+11) ,SP:IFSC
<15J3#J3 OR ED=10 THEN3 6 ELSE IF R
P=l AND EDOljJ THEN GOT035

Also, add :ED=10 to the end of Line 35.

"Say 'Hello' To This Directory Helper" (August 1985,

Page 69): Doug Heyza tells us that a minor bug in his

program can be fixed by adding this line:

835 P$(N) = "~

"Operation Freedom" (August 1985, Page 54): Linda
Hartman called to tell us there is a problem with lines

20000 and 20040 (shown on Page 68). The end of Line

20040, which was supposed to be at the very bottom of

the left column, ended up within Line 20000 instead. Here

are the two lines in their correct form:

20000 C$=CHR$ ( 128 ) : PMODE1 , 1 : PCLS
3 : SCREEN1 , : COLOR2 , 3 : DRAW"BM0 , 12
0C4R4L2M8 , 99R66M80, 120R2L4BM75 ,

9

9E8U12H8L66G8D12F8":PAINT(36
/ 88)

,4,4: PSET (20 , 180 , 2 ) : DRAWM BM16 , 18
3C2F2R4E2M20 , 187G2D2BM23 , 190U2"

:

GET(16,180)-(24,190) ,IKsLINE(16,
180) -(24, 190) , PRESET, BF

20040 NEXTZ:PUT(40 # 111)-(50 # 120)
, IK: LINE (40, 99) - (50, 120) , PSET, BF
: FORT=50TO100STEP10 : PLAY"T"+STR$
( T) +"ABABABA" : NEXTT : LINE ( 50 , 120

)

- ( 40 , 99 ) , PRESET , BF : NEXTX _

Formatter
the fastest, most complete

office package yet!

Totally Menu Driven
Customize with company information
Complete "onscreen" instructions

FORMS
letter

invoice

quote

purchase order

mail order

confirm order

receipt

STORES
complete forms

item list

subquotes

letters

footnotes

customer info

SEPARATE CONFIGURE
PROGRAM
for company info

printer options

quote &inv. #
wJauio sequencing

auto date

FIGURES
quantity

Jist

net

discount

subtotals

tax

freight, etc.

PRINTS
form feed

letterhead

envelope

multiple copy

emphasized

SEE OUR OTHER AD

Challenger Software
42 4th Street

Pennshurg, PA 18073

Or Call (215) 679-8792 (Evenings)

$49 3ZKd'^

send for more information

Makes learning so much FUN . .

.

. . . that kids think it's a game!

level 1: Echos each key pressed in solid

block letters and plays a random
melody.

LEVEL 2: The user echos the random
number or letter. The computer
responds with a random melody.

LEVEL 3: The user echos random words
displayed. The computer echos
with a random melody.

$24 16k ECB

send for more information: disc or taPe

Challenger Software
42 4th Street

Pennsburg, PA 18073

Call (215) 679-8792 (Evenings)
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RecommendedReadingfor Your CoCofrom . f li

The Rainbow Bookshelf

The Complete Rainbow Guide To OS-9
The book that demystifies the state-of-the-art operating system

for the Tandy Color Computer. Authors Dale L Puckett and Peter

Dibble show you how to take advantage of GS-9's multi-tasking

and multi-user features, and the capability of redirecting input

and output commands at will, An easy-to-read, step-by-step guide
packed with hints and tips, tutorials and free software in the form
of program listings.

000k $19.95, Disk $31.00 (2 disks, book not included)

The Rainbow Book of Simulations

Features 20 award-winning entries from THE RAINBOW'S first

Simulation programming competition. You are the Commander-
in-Chief of the Confederate Army during the Civil War, an air

traffic controller at one of the nation's busiest airports, the owner
of your own software business, a civil defense coordinator in

charge of saving Rainbow City from a raging flood, a scientist

conducting experiments on Mars , . . Your wits are on the line.

Book $9,95, Tape $9.95

... «*^

FVtrt

The Rainbow Book of Adventures
A collector's item containing 14 winning programs from the

rainbow's very first Adventure contest. Includes such favorites

as Sir Randoif ofm Moors, Search for the Ruby Chalice, Dead
of the York, Horror House, One Room, The Door and Dr. Avaloe.
Plus, hints and tips on solving Adventures.

Book $7.95, Tape $7,95

The Second Rainbow Book of Adventures
Our newest arrival features 24 of the most chaiienging Adventure

games ever compiled. Meet the Beatles and battle the Blue
Meanies, find a hidden fortune or win the heart of a beautiful

and mysterious princess. Experience the thrills and chills of the

most rugged Adventurer without ever leaving your seat Ring
Quest, Secret Agent Man, Dark Castle, Curse of Karos, Island

and more!

Book $13.95, Tape $13.95

Keep your library up to date. Order now!

I want to start my own Rainbow Bookshelf!
Please send me:

The Rainbow Book of Simulations $ 9,95

Rainbow Simulations Tape $ 9,95

The Complete Rainbow Guide to OS-9
{book only) $19,95 ^^___

D Rai nbow Gu ide to OS-9 Disk Package [2 disks) $31 ,00

D The Rainbow Book of Adventures (first) $ 7.95

Q Rainbow Adventures Tape (first) $ 7.95

Name

Address

City

State .ZIP.

Payment Enclosed, orO Charge to:

VISA D MasterCard American Express

Account Number

D The Second Rainbow Book of Adventures $13,95

D Second Rainbow Adventures Tape $13 95

Add $1.50 per book Shipping and Handling in U.S.

Outside U.S., add $4.00 per book

Kentuc ky res iden ts add 5% sa Ies tax

fAI Iow 4 wee k$ for del ivery ) Tota I

Maif to: Rainbow Bookshelf, The Falsoft Building, P.O. Box 385, Prospect, KY 40059, To order by phone, call: (502) 228-4492.
Please note: The tapes and disks offered by Trie Rainbow Bookshelf are not stand-alone products. That is they are intended to be an
adjunct and complement to the books. Even if you buy the tape or disk, you will still need the appropriate book
OS-9® is a registered trademark of the Microware Systems Corporation.

Card Expiration Date

Signature .



COLOR TERM + Plus +
Select:

Half, Full Duplex or Echo

Odd, Even, Mark, Space or No Parity

7 or 8 Bit Words

1 or 2 Stop Bits

All Caps if needed

Several Printer Formats

Trapping ol incoming characters

BAUD Rales:

110-4800 {communicate}

600 9600 (printer)

Screen Formal:

32 x 16, 42, 51, 64 or 85 x 24

Send all 1 28 characters trom keyboard

10 Macro keys

Automatic Capture of incoming files

X on / X elf capabilities

Send True Line Break

Transmit/Receive BASIC Programs,

Files or Machine Code

Save/Load Macros or Parameters to Disk

Use 1 to 4 Disk Drives

Print while receiving information

Easy to use MENU driven format

Comprehensive users manual

Works on All Radio Shack Color Computers

&®Merge text or programs

49K to 53K memory

Four Bufler Send Modes

Display Bytes Used/Remaining

Editor- Move forward and reverse thru butler

characters or words, Slock delete.

PRICE: Color Term + . . .

c^i$*

Insert, type over, delete lines,

$49.95 (Disk/Tape)

DOUBLE TERM + Plus +
This program is the ultimate in CoCo communicating! Double Term + is used with a

plug-in 80 column board, Supports either Double SO Plus, Color Power II or Word

Pok,

SPECIAL!! *49"

ATTENTION DISK USERS
GOLD EDGE CONNECTORS

J-|g95
End i/o errors!

DOUBLE SWITCH - Two LEDs show you which port is heing used, 1 or 2, High Quality

parts with a great looking face plate! $29.95

DOUBLE CABLE -Hook a MODEM and a PRINTER up at the some time with this

Y connector , £1 4.95

EXT-CABIE - long printer or MODEM coble ( 1 5 feet) $1 4.95

Y-CABLE — You can connect two devices at the same time to your ROM port (80 col-

umn card and disk Drive) 129.95

DOUBLE DRIVER— Best video driver available for your CoCo. Mode by our friends ot

Moreton Bay Software. Specify CoCo orCoCo II $24.95

MINI MOUTH — Now get sound from your mute monitor. Plugs right in, nothing to

solder £24,95

UNIVERSAL VIDEO DRIVER
Carefully engineered io work wHh ALL Color Cornpuier models,.

COCO II

ENABLES YOUR COCO TO OPERAIE WITH A

VIDEO MONITOR INSTEAD OF A TELEVISION!

* Works url|jh Monochrome MrtnitorV

Works with Color Monitor*!

* Audio Cormecuon Included!

• Eay Insinuation—No Soldering'

• Greai PfiCt! ONLY $2*95

including lhe new

Double 80 Plus
TRUE 80 COLUMN OUTPUT
BUILT IN SWITCH FOR COCO OR DOUBLE 80 PLUS
ADJUSTABLE VIDEO OUTPUT
GOLD PLATED EDGE CONNECTOR
DRIVERS AVAILABLE FOR BASIC, OS9 and ILEX
DISPLAY ALL ASCII CHARACTERS
ALTERNATE CHARACTER SETS AVAILABLE
METAL CASE (not cheap plastic)

DOUBLE TERM + available for this board

BACKED BYA9A DAY PARTS AND LABOR WARRANTY

DOUBLE 80 PLUS (80 column board) . . $99.95

Y-CABLE .™ - -29.95

BASIC DRIVER 12-95

OS9 DRIVER 12,95

DOUBLE DOS II

Double DOS II — Now use 3 5,40, or 80 track (double or single sided) drives, all on

one system, all at the same time. All regular disk commands are supported with

Double DOS LI and are totally transparent to your BASIC programs! You con get

up to 158 granule* on a disk using an SO track drive. These are the added

commands:

BAUD 1 -6 . . . change the BAUD rate. .

TRACK 35,36,40,80 . . . change number of tracks. ^H^L
DOUBLE ...enable the double sided option, dCjWfc'
PDIR . .

print your directory to printer. *KfcJ*
DUWP ON /OFF send programs without a terminal program ^^f^^
RATE 6,35 . .change the hood stepping rate.

VIDEO ON/ OFF... reverse video without a hardware mod,

SCROIL 1-255 change your screen scrolling speed.

COMMAND . , .will list all new commands.

DUPE ,1,2 . . . will allow copy & backup from one side of Q drive to another!

DATE you can enter the month, day and year as an extension to your programs

when they are displayed during a DIR command,

We guarantee that this program will work using the above commands, with ail types

of 35, 40 or 80 track drives I

raiCts £29.95 tDISK ONLY) 64K required

620 Kings Row
Denton, Texas 76201

^^ ^^^j
-^ $3.00 snipping and handling on all orders

817-566-2004MaiterCard
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Stick With RS Drives -

Or Go To Third Party?

By Dan Downard
Rainbow Technical Editor

• / have a 16K Extended BAStC CoCo 2,

/ hope to expand to disk and 64K in the

nearfuture Would it be better to stick with

the Radio Shack drives and DOS or buy
JDOS? Also, when /PDKE25.6: NEW f gel

my NKback, but when /POKE 25,0: NEW
/ get 16K when I ?MErt Where does this

extra 2K comefrom?
Rod Snakh

Nipawin, Saskatchewan

Rod, the type of drives you buy is

relatively independent of the DOS you use.

The use of Tandy drives does not preclude

the use of a J&M controller and vice versa,

you can use a Tandy controller with* let's

say, TEAC drives.

The main difference is in the DOS. Tandy
has a copyright on Disk Extended Color
basic. In order to provide a compatible
system with their controller J&M wrote

JDOS. It is compatible with basic, but not

machine language. Since many programs
use direct ROM calls, these calls have
different addresses for the two different

(Dan Downard is an electrical engineer

and has been involved in electronicsfor
25 years through ham radio [K4KWTJ.
His interest in computers began about
six years ago and he has built several

68XX systems.)

systems. Realistically, you have the same
potential problem in choosing between Disk
BASIC 1.0 and 1;1,

Enter ADOS, ADOS is actually an
extension of Disk BASIC; it adds commands.
These DOSs are compatible with Disk basic
and quite a few users are sold on these

systems.

As i have said before, the J&M controller

is a little more reliable than the Tandy
controller from an electrical and mechanical
standpoint. Both serve the same purpose —
to interface your CoCo to the disk drives.

The latest J&M controller allows the use

of two ROMs. This solves your problem
in DOS compatibility, and you get a parallel

printer interface to boot.

T don't think you can go wrong with any
combination of controllers and disk drives

you buy, but I recommend using a Disk
BASIC ROM, All of the pros and cons have
not been mentioned, but I bet if you ask

JO different CoCo owners, you will get 10

different opinions. I suggest reading "Get-
ting On The Right Track" by Colin
Stearman in the July 1985 rainbow (Page
26).

Enough about disk drives, Rod* To
answer your other question: Memory
locations 25 and 26 tell BASIC where to start

the program. If you POKE 25,6 your
program will start at $600, just above the

text screen. If you POKE 25 , @ your program
will start at $0 and wipe out all of the RAM

variables stored at these locations. If you
don\ plan on using graphics, POKE 25,6
will give you the maximum amount of

usable memory for a non-disk system.

BASIC/ML Combo

• / would appreciate any information
about the locations 360 and 361, which I

use to make a nice combination between
BASIC and machine language. These
addresses are the most and least significant

bytes that indicate the start address of my
ML routine, which permanently executes

itself, even in basic. Ifound this useful tip

in the May 1984 RAINBOW, Page 149.

Normand Defayette

Hull, Quebec

When Microsoft wrote the basic inter-

preter for Tandy> Normand, they made the

ROMs expandable by adding RAM hooks
into the ROM routines. Locations 360 and
361 are an address hook that allows the use

of BASIC, Extended BASIC or Disk basic

ROMs for console output. Otherwise,
depending on the ROM you have in the

system, this address will change to point to

the proper routine.

By changing this address to the start of

a program, after loading the program it will
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automatically execute. Actually, the micro-
processor is going to output something to
the screen, but after all, microprocessors are
not as smart as the people using them, are
they?

Type Trouble?

• I am writing a program that uses disk
I/O from machine language. I noticed in

the December 1983 Rainbow on Page 329,
there is a ROM subroutine for the LDADM
command at $CEE5. I have tried to use this

subroutine, but I cannot get it to work. I

set the filename in $94C (see Page 325 of
that issue) and the file type in $957. Are
there more parameters to set? What is the
problem? Help!

Also, at $CSA4 (on Page 329) it says the
filename should be set into $957, which is

listed as the file type, not the filename, h
this a typographical error or what? Also,
$EB is to be set with the default drive
number, but is listed on Page 324 as being
in the middle of the PLAY command section,

is this a typographical error, too?

Kevin Roberts
Fairview, OK

The first thing to be clarified, Kevin, is

thai this address is only valid for Disk BASIC
1.0. The corresponding address for Disk
BASIC 1.1 isSCFCl.
These entry points assume a LQADM

command has been encountered in a basic
line and scan the rest of the basic buffer
for the filename, extension and offset. You
don't want to use these entry points for a
machine language program.

Actually, it is a little complicated to

simulate the LQADM command from an ML
program, as eventually the information to
load the program is stored on the stack.

I suggest obtaining a copy of the Sep-
tember 1983 RAINBOW; Read the "Super-
patch for EDTASM+" article by Roger
Schrag. It adds a LOADM command to
EDTASM+ and gives a good example of
what you want to accomplish. Sorry, we
don't have any more back issues, but maybe
you can borrow one from a friend.

Passing Parameters

• We interface our Apple He (with serial

card) to hospital lab instruments with an
RS-232 port, matching the instrument
transmission parameters (Baud rate, start/
stop bits and parity) and manipulating the
transmitted data using Applesoft basic
control commands. For these applications,
it is essential that sorting, reformatting and
storing-to-disk operations on transmitted
data occur under basic control without any
operator interaction once the program is

started. Are there any hardwarejsoftware
products which will do the same on a CoCo?
My impression is- that most machine

language modem software is not designed
for linking to basic and thus would not
be applicable,

Ronald C Haas
Marshfield* WI

You are correct, Ronald, as far as Disk
basic is concerned. There are no provisions
to allow remote data from the RS-232 port.
A few remote terminal drivers have been
written that allow remote input into BASIC
programs, but it would be a major problem
to match the instrument transmission
parameters,

Nothing's impossible with the CoCo.
Even though IVe not seen an example, Fm
sure a BAS1CG9 program can accomplish the
task. What you are really interested in is

the passing of parameters between proce-
dures and remote I/O; both are possible
with BASIC09. 1 would suggest using the RS-
232 Communications Pak for your serial 1/

O. OS 9 Version 1.01 supports this device,
and I think it would be a lot more reliable
for your use than the standard serial I/O
port.

Magical POKEs

• While reading your department and
others in THE RAINBOW, I saw many little

PQKEj here and there that make the CoCo
do almost magical things. Do you know
where lean get a list ofsome of these PDKEj
and how do the programmers find them?
Also, ifanyone is trying to get RAMsfrom
Radio Shack — give up! They won't sell

them because everyone is doing their own
upgrade.

One more thing. My CoCo is a 16K; can
Ijust stick eight 64K chipsfor more memory
or do I have to do more than that?

Doug Wright
Scarborough, Ontario

Doug, try obtaining a copy of 500 Pokes,
Peeks *N Execs. One source is Spectrum
Projects,

As far as memory upgrades are concerned,
you have to do a little more than install

eight memory chips, such as move a few
jumpers. Most of the time, the company that
sells the chips will provide the installation
instructions. Check our rainbow ads.

Zapping Granules Back

• / have a 64K Color Computer 2 with
a disk drive, cassette recorder and a DMP-
110 printer. A few days ago I was working
with my CoCo with a program I made. In
three consecutive days, I saved, loaded and
killed theprogram many times. On the third
day Ifound the computer erased about 95
percent of all the programs on the disk. The
total of granules occupied, shown next to
each program, is eight (there are eight
programs occupying one granule each now;
before, each program occupied about three
to Jive granules each). When I asked for

granules free in the disk t the computer
showed me there were 40 granules free.
What happened with the other 20 granules
not shown? I made three backups with
different disks and they all gave me the same
results. Can you explain what happened
with the programs? If the corrections are
with a machine language program, can you
give me the program? I know nothing about
machine language programs.

Carlos Santiago
Mayaquez, Puerto Rico

The problem you mention is the most
common type of disk failure, Carlos. Most
likely, your programs are still on the disk;
you just destroyed the directory.

To restore the lost programs you must
understand how the directory information
is organized. This information is in the rear
section of your Disk Basic manual, but we'll

summarize it.

Track 17, Sector 2 contains the granule
allocation table for the entire disk. Starting
with byte one, each of the first 68 bytes,
one for each granule, form a table that tells

Disk BASIC if any information is on that
granule. By the way, the granules are
numbered zero to 67 ($43)> Granules that
are available are noted by a SFF. If the
number is less than $43, it points to the
next granule in that particular file. If the
number is between $C0 and $C9, this is the
last granule of the file, the last number
indicating the number of sectors in the last

granule.

Track 17, Sector 3 is the start of the
directory, Each file occupies 32 bytes, but
only 16 bytes are used, The first 16 bytes
indicate the following:

Bytes S0-SI0

Byte $11

Byte $12
Byte $13

Byte$l4-$I5

Filename and
extension

File type

ASCII flag

First granule of the

file

Number of bytes in

last sector
I would guess that you destroyed the

directory information, Carlos, and the
granule allocation table was left intact.

That's where your missing granules are and,
with a little "zapping," they can be restored.
One other necessity is a "disk zapping"

program. I use VIP ZAP, obtainable from
your local Radio Shack store by express
order. The manual gives a complete de-
scription of how to zap, or restore, damaged
files or directory information.

Your technical questions are welcomed.
Please address them to: Downloads, the
rainbow, P.O. Box 385, Prospect, KY
40059, We reserve the right to publish only
questions of general interest and to edit for
space and clarity. Due to the large volume
of mail we receive, we are unable to answer
letters individually.
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The Letter Box
Printer Buffer

Part 1
In Dennis Kitsz

f

s premier article, he begins the first

in a series on a cost-efficient way to build a printer

buffer.

By Dennis Kitsz

Rainbow Contributing Editor

Quick! Raise your hand if you've

heard of a 6803! No, it's not the

microprocessor in the MC-IO
(that's a 6803E). The 6803 is a

close cousin, a microcomputer on a

chip. It's the heart of a 64K printer

buffer — I call it "The Letter Box" —
for your Color Computer.

This is the first part of a series on
building a printer buffer. I'll answer

these questions: What is a buffer? Why
do you need one? Why use a micro-

processor for just one job? What makes
the 6803 microprocessor a good choice

for this job? Can the buffer perform

other useful functions?

This project has been a long time in

speculation. My friends often say,

"YouVe been talking about a printer

buffer for months. When will it be

done?" I've told them, "I want it cheap,

cheap, cheap! If I wanted it expensive,

I could have it designed by next week."

What is a Buffer?

Shortly after using a computer

(Dennis Bathory Kitsz is a composer,

software author and an electronic

designer. His computer career began in

1977 afterpaying his dues as a librarian,

truck driver and graphics designer.)

printer, you begin to realize that —
compared to the computers themselves
— printers are slow mechanical devices.

Even the fastest dot-matrix printers

seem to take forever to print a program
listing. And slow printers are . . . s-1-

o-w! You can catch three innings of the

World Series and do two loads of wash
while waiting for inexpensive "letter

quality" daisy wheels, such as Olivetti

or Brother, to print a long article.

A printer buffer acts as an electronic

waiting room. It's a place for informa-

tion to sit after the computer sends it

to be printed, and before the printer

is able to look at it.

Most printers have some kind of

built-in memory buffer, but it seldom

holds more than one line (256 charac-

ters). Newer units offer buffers of 1,024

to 4,096 characters, but even these fill

up rapidly.

Some sophisticated Color Computer
setups with disk drives and high-level

operating systems have so-called virtual

buffers, also known as spoolers,

reserved on several disk tracks. The
operating system fools the computer
into "printing" to the disk (spooling).

The operating system later extracts the

information from the disk whenever the

printer needs more to print (despool-

ing). (A box of burnt resistors to the

first person who can recall the origin

of the term "spool." Hint: It's an

acronym.)

Those of us without the pleasure of

an expanded disk system and tiny

buffers in our printers need something

else. The Letter Box is a smart buffer

that holds a whopping 63,232 charac-

ters and plugs into the computer's

printer jack. Best of all, you can build

The Letter Box for under $100,

Why a Microprocessor?

A printer buffer appears to be a

simple thing. You transmit a series of

characters, it receives and stores them.

and transmits them to the printer when
necessary. So, why use a microproces-

sor? Partly to reduce the amount of

hardware, but, better yet, for bells and

whistles!

With a microprocessor (MPU) in

control, you can program the buffer to

act "smart" and do other things; print

a test routine of all the printer's

characters; stop (or not) after a desig-

nated number of text lines; stop (or not)

after every form feed; Stop (or not) after

two carriage returns (a paragraph);

create a "translation table" for a laser

printer or typesetting machine; know
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THE X-TEAM FOR OS-9
XTERM

XTERM is a full featured OS-9 communica*
tions program that takes full advantage of the
power of OS-9. It works with the normal text

screen, XSCREEN, or the Wordpak 80 column
board.

XTERM is menu oriented for ease of use,
it is simple to use even for the novice OS-9 user.
And yet, XTERM is powerful enough for the expert
OS-9 user.

Some of the features of XTERM include: full

upload and download support with remote buffer

operation; supports XON/XOFF protocol;
1 10/300/600/1200 baud, 5/6/7/8 bits, even/odd/no
parity, full or half duplex; able to execute an OS-9
shell command from within XTERM.

XTERM works with a Color Computer using
the standard serial interface, but also will work with

a hardware serial port. Also, if you are using a hard-

ware parallel printer port, you can print data to the
printer as it rs received.

XTERM $59.95
'"'•.

/; ,

'

! ;;•';., /" '
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XMENU
XMENU is a system that creates a menu-

driven environment for the Color Computer
using OS-9, OS-9 now becomes easy-to-use with
command selections made from menus. Menus
are included to access OS-9 commands. An
easy-to-use utility is provided that allows for the
creation and maintenance of menus.

XMENU works with XSCREEN, the normal
text screen, O-PAK, and the WORDPAK
80-column board.

XMENU 29.95

XSCREEN creates a high resolution screen
for the Color Computer using OS-9. This high
resolution screen gives you 24 lines of text with
51 , 64, or 85 characters per line. Characters can
be either white on a black background or vice
versa. Easy menu operation.

XSCREEN $19.95

MICROTECH
CONSULTANTS
INC 1906 Jerrold Avenue

i9t Paul. MN S611.2

iDB$for Inquiries ftrvted

QS*9 is a mdwmrkof Mtcrowam

XWORD
XWORO is a powerful word processing system

for the Color Computer using OS-9. XWORD is

feature packed with only a few features mentioned
here.

Some of the editing features of XWORD
include: true character oriented full screen editor;

works with the normal text screen, XSCREEN,
OPAK, or WORDPAK 80 column card; full block
commands with blocks displayed in inverse

characters (except with normal text screen) for easy
block manipulation; file size not limited to a buffer

size; full find and replace commands with wildcard
character; able to execute an OS-9 shell command
in the middle of editing. Many, many more features*

too many to mention here.

Some of the formatting features of XWORD
include: proportional spacing supported; perfectly

aligned hanging indents and columns, even when
using proportional characters; full printer control

with control of character size, emphasized, italics,

overstrike, underlining (with or without spaces),

super and sub-scripts; up to 10 header/footers;

page numbering in decimal or Roman numerals;
margins and headers can be set differently for even
and odd pages; automatically reads printer in-

itialization file to define XWORD for your printer

(many included, and easy to write or modify your
own). Many more features.

XWORD $79.95

XMERGE gives XWORD powerful mail merge
capabilities. With it you are able to merge in data from
a data file or from the keyboard to get professional
looking results.

XMERGE 29.95

XDIR & XCAL
A package of two powerful utilities you won T

t want to be
without. XDIR is an OS-9 directory program that prints full

hierarchical directories. The directory does full sorting and has
complete pattern matching, including wildcard and character
classes.

XCAL is a powerful calculator for OS-9. Ideal for both
programmers and for general use. XCAL features include; work
in decimal, hexadecimal, binary; previous 25 results are stored;

functions include AND. OR, NOT. XOR ^4t

XDIR & XCAL $24,951$

Ordering Information

Add $2,50 shipping & handling. MN residents add 6%
sates tax Visa. Mastercard, COD (add $2.50). personal
checks: all shipped from stock within 24 hours

(612} 633*6161



Price Changes
Occur On A
Daily Basis*

Please Call

1-800-343-8841

PRICE BREAKTHROUGH
Price Changes
Occur On A
Daily Basis.

Please Call

1-800-343-8841

CO

Super Sale on New Hard Drives

MEGADISK™

*

Winchester Hard Drive Ready to

run on the TRS 80 Model I/III/IV/4P,

Color Computer, I.B.M.-PC, TANDY 1000,

Max/80.
Software Drivers: LDOS, NEWDOS/80,

DOSPLUS, OS9, TRSDOS 6.0, CP/M, COCODOS
Fully Warranteed

DRIVE A HARD BARGAIN™ starting at $599.95

Call Toll Free Ordering 1-800-343-8841

High Quality Lowest Price

Drive 0, 1, 2, 3

for the

Color Computer
Starting at $199.95

SOFTWARE SUPPORT, INC
1 Edgell Road, Framingham, MA 01701 (617) 872-9090 Telex-383425

Hours: Mon. thru Fit 9:30 am to 5:30 pm (E.ST.) Sat. 10:00 am to 3:30 pm

DEALER INQUIRIES INVITED.
TERMS:
MC/Visa/Amex and personal checks

accepted at no extra charge
Shipping: Please call for amount.
Not responsible for typographical errors.

Prices subject to change

CANADA
1720 CHARETTE STREET

BUBERNAY, LAVAL, CANADA H7E4L9

(514) 6*20227

Service! Service!

All in stock products are shipped within 24 hours

of order.

Repair/Warranty service is performed within 24
hours of receipt unless otherwise noted. Wt
accept C.O.D., foreign and APO orders. School

and 1MB corporate PO.'s accepted.

TRS/80 Registered Trademark Tandy Corp. Apple Registered Trademark Apple Computer Corp.

IBM-PC Registered IBM Corp, Franklin Registered Trademark Franklin Corp. Max/80 Registered Trademark Lobo I

I DOS Reg, logical System Inc. Dosplus — Micro Systems Software NcwdQ$/8Q — Apparat |



Prices Change

Every Day,

Please Call

1-800-343-8841

For Lower Prices*

PRICE BREAKTHROUGH
DKALKK INQUIRIES INVITED

Prices Change

Every Day.

Please Call

1-800-343-8841

For Lower Prices.

MEGADISKTM HARD DISK DRIVE SYSTEMS TOLL FREE ORDERING 1-800-343-8841
For the/ IBM/PCi Tkndy 1000t ™S/B0 Models I/III/IV/4F, Compaq, lava, PC Workalikes, Color Computers, Heath/Zenith, Max/80

i Complete with Hardware, Cables. Software and Quikfit Installation

Megabytes Internal Mount IBM/PC , , starting at
Megabytes Infernal Mount IBM/Tandy 1000 .MAw - k * * starting at
Megabytes Internal Mount IBM/Tandy 1000 "Owj Aj . starting at

Megabyte? External System . , . , ,
*

, PfQlA* i , *tartin K at

Megabytes External System . . .

,

„, ay » COlAr f% * starting at
Megabytes External System ......-, 7TT.?* . JHFf/*-^ . .,- starting at
Tape Backup System — Internal Or External (IBM/PC) .' .'.V6§ > + , starting at

DOS Svstems Available- i
iBM/Heath — DOS, 1.0, 2.0, 2.1

T 3.0, or laterW *"" A™™'* \ TRS/80-LDOS, TRSDOS 6.x
p
Newdos/80, Dosplus, CP/M, COCO DOS, Max/80 LDOS, OSS

FULLY WARRANTIED - PARTS AND LABOR - 24 HOUR SERVICE - CALL TOLL FREE — 1-800-343

5

10

20

10

20

279*95

439.95

579.95

499,95
749.95

899.95

449,95

-8841

FLOPPY DISK DRIVES. POWER SUPPLIES AND CABINETS
Our Disk Drives are UL approved — Our Floppy Drive Cabinets and Power S
are Underwriters Laboratory Listed and have passed the required Federal
Communications Pan 15 Section B'EMl/RFl C«is.
Warrant} on all disk drives is one Ml ytftr parts and Labor. Warranty on 0op|
drive power supplies is f|i* (5) vwn. In warranty or out of warranty service is

turnaround on nil disk drives and power supplies.

Full Height — Tandon
I0O ] Single Sided 40 tk Bare

In Case with Power Supply ............. r r P . < .

Dual Drives in One Cabinet
100-3 Dual Sided 40 tk Bare

In Case with Power Supply

applies

i> disk

24 hour

S 99.95

139.95

. 219.95

. 109.95

i 49.95

. 259.95

7995

Dual Drives in One Cabinet , ,

Hall High Drives — Tandon/TEAC
Single Sided 40 tk Bare ,,,,,..
In Case with Power Supply , , , ........,-.,
Dual Drives in One Cabinet ; <tit

.. 119.95

. 209.95

. 109.05

. 149.95

. 259.95

. 129.95

. 236.95

at 42.00

Dual Sided 40 tk Bate , , .

In Case with Power Supply ............... + r ..,,, r .

Dual Drives in One Cabinet ...... t r ,

Apple/Franklin Disk Drives

35/40 Track in Cast with Cable and Software ....

Commodore Disk Drives
Power Supplies and Cabinet! 5W and Hard Drive Systems starting

************ MEGADISK SPECIAL ************

With a 10 megabyte system, you can purchase a complete IBM or

PC compatible host, adapter, software and cable for only £15.00!!

P.S. Ask about the MECAPLEXER.

IBM -PC/XT WORK \1 IK I'.

All of oar computers have: JJ slot mtitherbuard, 640K. monochrome adapter parallel
printer port, 130 wall power supply, free software, monitor, serial purl, cloek calendar
— all with our full warranty.

/PC- 2 Floppy Drives Monochrome Monitor, MS-DOS „ $1,299.00
5rneg/XTtra - \ Floppy Drive Monochrome Monitor, MS-DOS SI, 599.00
lOmtg/XTtra 1 Floppy Drive - Monochrome Monitor, MS-DOS 1,79900
20rn.eg/XTtra - I Floppy Drive - Monochrome Monitor. MS-DOS 1,995.00
Internal Tape Backup For Any OF Above systems Add S449.9J
Color for above systems. 500.00

COLOR COMPLi FEU DISK UHIVE SVSTEMS AND ADD IN PRODUCTS
40 Track Single Head Drive with Case, Power Supply, Cable

Controller, Instruction Booklet* Diskettes .„ S3 1993
Above with Dual Drives in. One Cabinet ....... 2B9 9*i

40 Track Dual Head with Case, Pone? Supply. Caftlt,

Controller, Instruction Booklet, Diskettes 259,95
AIkpw with Dual Drives in One Cabinet 179.95

Dual DOS Switch 29 95
With Second DOS System — JDOS, RSDOS, and Booklet 69 95

PRINTERS
Dot Matrix

Citizen , , _,.... $ Cat]
Star Micro nics — S.G. Series '. starting at $25995

Panasonic 1090 249,95
Daisy Wheel

Silver Reed 440 B0 Column 12 CPS , 315 95
550 112 Column 19 CPS ............. 439,95
770 132 Column 3d CPS 895.00

Olympia (32 Column 14 CPS with Form and Tractor Feed 19995
Applet Frank! in Printer Interface w/Graphics and Cable 84.95
Printer Cable* , starting at 19.95

Primer Paper — Microperf Edge 1000 Sheets 16.05

MODEMS
Vblk&modem 1QQ Baud , , $ 69,95
Signalman Marfc X Autodial „ . . . 123.95

Mark XII 1200/3O0 Baud Autodial 2&4 95

ELECTRICAL
Surge Protectors - Line Fitter* — SL W'aber — 6 OuHeis with Switch I 39,95
Uninterruptible Power Supplies

, 399,95

ALL IN-STOCK ITEMS SHIPPED WITHIN 1A HOURS. SAME DAY SHIPPING
PROVIDED BY REQUESTWITHOUT ANY EXTRA HANDLING CHARGES,

MISCELLANEOUS
Disketie& In Itt Pick . . Cram $ 9 95
Twoprinl Switches ................ from 99.95
Disk Drive Cables
Maintenance Cleaning Kits ,

from 16.00

12 00
Parallel Printer Buffers SK

Floppy Disk Drive Cables
1 Drive ._...__...._..._..

149.95

16 00
2 Drives „ IB 95
Heath/Zenith 2 Drive Cables — Shielded . * , . 24.95

80 ©
1985

1

SOFTWARE SUPPORT, INC
Edgell Road, Framingham, MA 01701 (617) 872-9090 Telex-383425

Haurs: Moil thru Fri, 9:30 am to 5:30 pm (E.S.T.) Sat. 10 am to 3;3Q pm
SERVICE POLICY — Our Professional Technical Staff Is Available To Assist You Monday Through Saturday.
WARRANTIES — Up To One Full Year Parts And Labor. Floppy Disk Drive Power Supplies — Five (5) Years.

SERVICE — 24 Hour Turn-A-Round On AH In-Stock P&rts. Dealer Inquiries Invited. Call 617-S72-9090

Please Call For Shipping, lOll Ml FCC l"oUU"*$43"Oo4 1 So
' Rmp*™*'*'"' i.Mm u™pim-,itrr^.

Handling And Insurance- Please Call For Our Latest Price Saving Specials. ME;*2Kirkllto" M* """*



when to use the left and right quotation

marks; substitute European quotation

marks in foreign texts; and do auto-

matic page numbering or page heading.

You can use a smart printer buffer

to make up for the limitations of your

word processor, or to prepare nice-

looking listings in basic or assembly

language.

What Else?

As they say in those late-night TV
ads, "But that's not all!" The Letter Box
is actually a 64 K. computer that uses

the versatile 6803 microcomputer.
Because it has serial input and output,

this device can act as the nerve center

for a laboratory control system, receiv-

ing and logging data, while your Color
Computer is free to perform other tasks.

If youxe willing, you can turn The
Letter Box around and use it as a kind

of modem buffer when downloading
long programs or texts. You'll have to

let your imagination run free.

Why the 6803?

My goal in designing The Letter Box
was to stuff the greatest number of

features into the smallest number of

parts for the least amount of dollars.

With64K DRAM (Dynamic Random-
Access Memory) prices spiraling

downward, these chips were the logical

choice for a large buffer. Even cheaper

(free!) are 16K DRAMs pulled out of

Color Computer 2s that have been

upgraded to 64K.
The buffer's operating system would

have to be in some kind of EPROM
(Erasable, Programmable, Read-Only
Memory)^ and some u

glue chips" would
be needed. (Glue chip is a clever "techie"

term for those miscellaneous integrated

circuits that keep a computer's proces-

sor, memory and input/ output all held

together.)

The biggest obstacle in building a
cheap buffer is finding an inexpensive

technique to perform serial input and
output, the method the Color Compu-
ter uses to communicate with compat-
ible printers. The Color Computer
transmits, and printers expect to

receive, a stream of characters sent at

600 Baud (bits per second). 1 wanted
the Color Computer to quickly transmit

and fill the buffer, then return to the

program work. The printer could then

accept information from the buffer at

the usual 600 Baud pace.

My first option seemed to be to use

some sort of traditional UART (Uni-

versal, Asynchronous Receiver-
Transmitter) to perform the task — at

least until 1 took a good look at the

6801/6803 microprocessor family. I got

the hint by tinkering with Radio
Shack's Micro Color Computer, the

MC-1Q, which contains a 6803E micro-

processor. Although the MC-10 was a

marketing flop, I had always been

impressed by its speed, features and the

number of commands and options that

had been crammed into its Microcolor
BASIC operating system.

timer and as an SCI (Serial Commun-
ications Interface). The SCI is the key

to the functioning of The Letter Box.

The 6803 also has an internal 128-

byte RAM, With its option for battery

backup, this RAM can be very handy
for lab or industrial control. This

project wont use the backup feature,

however.

The 6803 has the usual address lines

8 through 15. An important consider-

PfThe biggest obstacle in building a cheap buffer

is finding an inexpensive technique to perform
serial input and output, the method the Color

Computer uses to communicate with compatible
printers.

**

But what really caught my attention

was the 6803% built-in serial input/

output system. Depending on the choice

of crystal frequency and the sequence

of internal commands, the 6803 can be

made to transmit and receive serial data

at 150,300,600, 1200, 4800, 9600,38400
and 76800 Baud.

Since the 6803 cost less than $10, my
solution seemed at hand — almost.

Some questions remained: Could the

6803 switch between Bauds (say,

between 600 and 4800) "on the fly"?

Could the 6803 be set up to perform
the memory refresh necessary for

DRAMs? If it could refresh DRAMs,
would the number of glue chips grow
too complex and expensive? And,
finally, could a parallel printer port be

squeezed into the design with no
additional parts?

A Closer Look
To answer these questions, a closer

look at the 6803 is needed. Among other

connections, the 6803 has pins for Vcc

(+5 volt power), Vss (ground), Xtal and

Extal (crystal or master clock inputs),

*E* (enable signal used to synchronize

with memory or peripherals, one-

quarter the master clock frequency),

NMI (Non-Maskable Interrupt), IRQ
(Interrupt Request) and RES (reset)*

Well describe how all of these are used

during the theory and construction part

of this series.

One of the 6803's attractive features

is that it has two input/ output ports.

Port 1 is a complete eight-bit parallel

port (maybe for that parallel printer

option?); Port 2 is a specialized five-

bit port. It can be used as an ordinary

parallel port, but is also usable as a

ation in using the 6803 is the multi-

plexed data/ low-address bus. Because

the number of external connections is

limited to 40 pins, the designers had

to squeeze the eight data lines (D0-D7)
and eight low-address lines (A0-A7)
onto the same connections. The AS
signal (Address Strobe) is used to let

the circuit know when the address lines

are changing to data lines.

The whole process of multiplexing

and de-multiplexing is at first a mys-
terious one, and there are two major
instances of it in this project: with the

6803 microprocessor (squeezing eight

data and eight address lines together),

and with the dynamic memory (squeez-

ing 16 address lines onto eight pins).

More about that later.

How Do You Start?

This project involves building a

computer. How do you even start

thinking about that? It's overwhelming.

Some of the thinking is done simply

by acknowledging what you need to do
— have cheap memory, a serial inter-

face, a simple operating system, low
parts count and low cost. And part of

that work is done since the type of

memory (64K DRAMs) and the micro-

processor (6803) have been chosen to

fill the essential needs. Now what?

What about memory refresh? What
is it, and how is it accomplished? By
now you've probably heard the analogy

that dynamic memory is like a tire with

a slow leak — it needs a burst of air

every so often to keep it inflated. The
technical characteristics of this kind of

memory are such that 256 contiguous

memory locations have to be read or

pulsed at least every 1 / 500th of a second
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to keep the stored information reliable.

Memory manufacturers specify several

patterns for reading or pulsing.

Turn first to a familiar example: The
Color Computer uses DRAM, but its

refresh is performed by a sophisticated

memory-management circuit, the Syn-

free time to refresh the DRAM. For
a printer buffer, that might be overdo-
ing it. Also, the SAM is expensive ($20
or so) and incompatible with the 6803.

One of the other often-used options
is the refresh counter. This is a group
of integrated circuits tied to the MPU

"The whole process of multiplexing and de-
multiplexing is at first a mysterious one, and
there are two major instances of it in this project:
with the 6803 microprocessor , , , and with the
dynamic memory *

??

chronous Address Multiplexer (SAM).
The SAM mediates between the micro-
processor (MPU) and its memory,
shoots information to the video display

when needed, controls a number of
input/ output functions and monitors
the computer's memory map; it uses its

and its master clock in such a way that

when the MPU isn't using the memory,
a refresh address and appropriate pulse
are provided,

But refresh counters mean more
hardware, and more expense! If refresh-

ing memory means reading 256 consec-

utive addresses, why not do it the old-

fashioned way? That is, why not have
the MPU simply read 256 consecutive
bytes every two milliseconds (ms)7

Here's where the 6803 has an advan-
tage: its built-in timer and interrupt

system. By calculating the operating
frequency of the 6803, it can be
determined how long the internal timer
must count before it's time to interrupt

the MPU's normal operation and make
it perform another memory refresh.

Table I shows that process in 6803 talk.

No extra hardware! Cheap, cheap,
cheap! A silly idea, you say? There is

a very famous and highly regarded
personal computer (IT1 let you guess
which one) that uses precisely this

technique of "software refresh."

Next time: timing, multiplexing, de-

multiplexing and a start on building the

circuit.

RAM: Instruction :

NNNN Interrupt IRQ2
xxoo LDD <$O0OB
XX02 ADDD #OFFSFT
XX05 STD <$O0OB
XX07 LDD #$0000
XX0A LDD #$0000

LDD #$0000
XX7C
XX7F

LDD
RTI

#$0000

Table 1

A Software Refresh Scheme
for the 6803

Comment:
*Output comp. —> RAM vector

*Get old output comp. value

*Add next interrupt time
* Place new out, comp. value

*$XX07,8,9 (fetch/ read /read)

*$XX0A,B,C (fetch/ read/read)

*$XX0D,E,F-$XX79,A3
*$XX7C

S
D,E (fetch/ read /read)

* Return from the interrupt

Total MPU cycles in refresh routine

Total MPU cycles in 2 milliseconds

@ 2.4576 MHz master clock
Refresh overhead taken from MPU operation

Cycles:

(1 xl2)

4)(1

(1

(1

(1

4)

4)

3)

3)

(37x 3)

(I x 3)

(I xlO)

154

1228.8

12.5%

/Kv

Corporation Plus is a fast paced arcade styled game combining skill, strategy and luck. In

the course of the game, players may buy and sell corporations, invest in the stock market,
buy lottery tickets, lose or gain capital in situations on the board or go bankrupt.

One to Seven players can play or players may compete against the computer.

Requires 32K Extended Basic

Corporation Plus — $24.95

(Add $2,50 shipping and handling)

Send Check or Money Order To:

DiamondStar Software
P.O. Box 21580
St Petersburg, Fla.

33742
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R^MOWl
ACCESSIBLE APPLICATIONS

Using A Spreadsheet
As A File Manager

By Richard A. White
Rainbow Contributing Editor

Ah! You noticed the new title for

the column. After a few weeks
of discussion around the rain-

bow offices, "Accessible Applications"
surfaced, I rather like it for what it

communicates in two words. The power
of the computer should be accessibJe

to the user. I think that means easy to

use,

How easy? Easy enough to start

simply and do something worthwhile,
then, step by step, learn the harder
tasks. The second requirement is that

it be fairly easy to remember how to

use the application. Spreadsheets
typically meet these requirements,
Other applications don't necessarily.

A powerful file program may let you
define simple record structures, enter
data, save it, reload it and review it.

When it comes to printing that data in

a nicely formatted report, the new user

runs into a wall in the learning curve.

There is a lot of complexity in describ-

ing to a computer just what is wanted.

(Richard White has a long background
with microcomputers and specializes in

BASIC programming. With Don Doll-

berg, he is the author of the TIMS
database management program.)

Spreadsheets come off well in the

printing area, since "What You See Is

What You Get" — WYSIWYG for

short. As long as your work looks good
on the screen, it should look good
printed.

On the other hand, learning the

complexities of one of the CoCo file

programs can be a lot simpler than
trying to write a program in BASIC lo

do the same thing.

There are differences between pro-
grams of the same type, too, A fairly

simple file manager like TIMS is very
easy to use for small databases, but it

will not open four disk files and draw
selected data out of each to generate
a report. For this you need something
like Elite*File, which has some horse-

power, and you need to figure out how
to use it.

The word processor, even a simple
one, can vastly increase one's produc-
tivity. Frankly, I would not even try

to write this column without a word
processor. There never was any love lost

between me and the typewriter.

And, we are dealing with applica-

tions. These are computer tools to get

work done. I have named three types.

They handle the bulk of the work that

is done on computers, but there are

others: accounting software, telecom-
munications, inventory management,
ordering, shipping, billing and so on.

There are separate software packages
for each of these applications. Some,
however, can be done with a spread-

sheet or a file manager. Indeed, a
spreadsheet or file manager does
nothing until the user programs an
application into it. They can be con-
sidered a higher order language in their

own right whose purpose is to help the

user access the computer.

rainbow Managing Editor Jim Reed
tried the loan payment template in my
June column and immediately found
some problems with two equations. In

one case, the letter 'FT had been
substituted for an up arrow and the

following open parenthesis had been
dropped. In the other case, the up arrow
was again dropped and the letter *C
which immediately followed had been
printed in lowercase. It smells like a
machine problem. Somewhere, some
software is thinking the up arrow is

signaling that a control code is follow-

ing and we are on that trail.

A question that Jim had was how
did I replicate the part that calculates
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the individual loan payments for each
month the loan is outstanding. To
refresh memories, a portion of the

spreadsheet showing only two months
is shown in Figure 1

.

The objective was to copy the A 14

, . . D16 down the spreadsheet starting

saved keystrokes in the exact series the

number of times you specify,

How does this help? Say I were to

replicate range A14 ; . . D14 to A17
and then moved the cursor to cell A 17,

If I had pressed break just before

starting the keystroke sequence, I could

Figure 1,

C A X E
11 -MONTH i

I2-START PRINCIPAL B2
13-PRINCIPAL PYMT B5-D12
14H10NTH Bll+i
15-START PRINCIPAL D13
16-PRINCIPAL PYMT B5-DI5

3C It

INTEREST BI2#<B3/12>
PRINCIPAL B12-B13

INTEREST B15*(B3/12)
PRINCIPAL EI5-B16

in cell A17. Elite* Calc simply lets you
copy the range to A17. You need to

tell Elite whether or not to change the

cell addresses. Since B3 t the interest

rate, and B5, the payment per month,
are referenced for each month's calcu-

lation they should not be changed, while
all the others must be. Next, you copy
two months* worth at a time, then four,

etc.

Life is not so simple with DynaCalc
or VIP Calc. They provide only a
replicate function that allows you to

replicate one cell to a row or column
of cells, That's not what we want.

Replicate can also copy a row of cells

to other rows. That's closer, and we will

have to settle for that in some way.
In VIP Calc you would replicate

range A14 . . t DI4 to A17. Next
replicate A15 . . . D15 to A18 and
finally AI6 ... DI6 to AI9. That
handles one month. Repeat the process

til] you have replicated all the months
you need. Jim couldnt quite imagine
me doing that for a range of 36 months.

I can't imagine doing that either, but
he caught me cold months after 1 made
the spreadsheet and I could not imme-
diately remember how I did do it. The
answer is a command in DynaCalc
called "Keysaver." Properly used, it is

better called "Lifesaver,"

I try to deal mainly with functions

that are common to most of the CoCo
spreadsheets. There are times like this

where rules must be broken. Many
DynaCalc owners need to understand
it.

Simply stated, DynaCalc remembers
all the keys you press after pressing the

Break key. There is probably a limit,

but 1 haven \ reached it yet. After you
have completed a series of command
keystrokes, press V' and *K\ DynaCalc
asks "times?" Type a number and press

ENTER. DynaCalc then performs the

now enter >K1, DynaCalc would start

at A 17 (that's where the cursor was),

call Replicate, define the start range,

A 1

7

... D 1 7, define the target cell, A20,
respond to the Same-Relative questions

for each equation and move down to

cell A20 at the end. Wow!
But, I needed more than one more

replication; I needed 33. So I used /K33
and sat back to watch the screen dance.

Ranges A15 . . . D15 and A16 . . . D16
were handled the same way and the

whole spreadsheet was done over a

period of several minutes. Other Key-
saver uses include inserting or deleting

bunches of rows or columns. You could

change the format on all the cells in

a row or column without disturbing the

data or equations in the cells,

Keysaver isn't perfect. I have had
infrequent problems with arrow key
movements, but arrow key movements
at the end of a keystroke sequence seems
to work all right.

Moving onto the title topic, a spread-

sheet makes a simple but effective file

manager, so let's discuss some basic

concepts of file management. A file is

a collection of records. This brings to

mind phonograph records, and you
might have quite a few. You could make
a file of the titles of all the albums.

Widen Column A to 20 or 25 characters

and type in the names into cells down
the column.

OK, they are out of any logical order

so there needs to be some sorting out.

Spreadsheets sort by exchanging
columns or rows. Everything in the row
or column is swapped with the next.

This is not a mindless swapping — the

spreadsheet looks within a range you
give it and does the sorting according

to the contents of the cells in the range.

At this point, to sort the album file,

you would use a range in Column A
to include all the titles. The sort

function works from the left-most

character in each name comparing
characters with the next name until a

mismatch is found, A swap occurs
according to fixed rules.

First sorting can arrange the records

in ascending order, where the smallest

is first, or in descending order, where
the smallest is last. OK for numbers,
but which is smaller, *A* or 'B

f

?

In the back of your Getting Started
With Color basic manual (remember
it?) is a table of ASCII values. All the

characters you can type from the
keyboard, and then some, are shown
with a number assigned to each. That
number is the ASCII value and it's that

number that CoCo uses to decide if 'A'

is larger than *B*. A's ASCII value is

66 while B T

s is 67, so the computer
thinks 'B

1

is bigger and you aren't going
to change its mind.

Let's check out the rats in ASCll's
woodpile. Here is a file of names of

computer books on my shelf sorted in

ascending order.

Programming the Z80
1-2-3 A to Z
BASIC09 Tourguide
Introduction to Pascal

The C Programming Language
Computers for Technicians

A record with a leading space always
sorts to the top of an ascending sort.

You may not notice the space and
wonder how a record got so out of

order. That's how Programming the

Z80 got to the top.

Numbers have lower ASCII values
than letters so 1-2-3 A to 2 is just where
it should be. By the way, the order of

numbers is 01234567S9. Tf you enter

dates like 7/4/85 and 10/12/85, month
10 will sort before month 7, This is why
you see computer-produced dates like

07/04/85, The leading *0* sorts ahead
of *r and puts July before October.

Finally, lowercase letters sort after all

uppercase letters. There are some
punctuation and special characters
before the numerals and some after, but
all sort before the alphabet.

The album file only contains the

names of the albums. These are only
in Column A. Each row is a record and
each has only one field in use, the

Column A cells. Let's call Column A
the NAME field.

There is other data that is associated
with each album such as performers,
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Important

!

If you live in Canada and you own
a Color Computer, you should

have a copy of our latest Catalog,

We distribute most of the

software available for the Color

Computer. Our Catalog also

contains articles, reviews, and

tips for the Canadian COCO user.

We are also avid OS-9 and hard

drive users.

V0L2
KELLYNEWS

3 SH

Send for your free copy of our

Catalog/Newsletter.

Kelly Software

Distributors Limited.
P + + Box 11932
Edmonton, Alberta

T5J 3L1

Phone: (403} 42V8O03.

publisher, type of music, date of
publication, your rating of the perfor-

mance and playing time, to name a few.

A column could be devoted to each of

these data types with the particular data

entered in the proper column in the row
with the title to which it pertains. Again,

each row is a record that now would
have a number of fields of data. You
have done this sort of list on paper

before, but you were probably not

thinking in terms of records and fields

when you did.

Now your sorting options become
broader and you can do a number of

sorts on the file, First, let's sort the

whole file by type of music. Call the

sort again and give the range for the

column containing the music type data

and include all the rows in use.

With that sort made, you might want
the hard rock-type music sorted by
performer. All hard rock albums should

now be in one group in the spreadsheet.

Sort using the performer column, but

limit the range to only those rows that

include the hard rock entries. You could

have sorted hard rock by title or even
year of publication as well.

Which way should the file be stored,

on tape or disk? It's something to think

about. If you have spent some time

making multiple sorts, think about
storing the file that way. You can always
load it and resort it if it needs to be
arranged differently for a specific

purpose. You can even save it sorted

in a number of ways to different

separate files, but keep in mind that

when updating time comes, you will

have to update multiple files.

Don't forget the columns; they can
be sorted as well without jeopardizing

the integrity of the information in a

record. The fields will just be in a

different order in a record.

DynaCalc has a Locate Label func-

tion called by ^L. DynaCalc then asks
for a string to search for. This string

is just a sequence of characters and need
not be a full title or name. Using my
book list, I might search for c and get

four books reported. If I gave the

program i only. The C Programming
Language would be found. This pro-

vides a fairly powerful and useful search

capability. Even the famous Lotus I-

2-3 on an IBM PC cannot do this so

easily.

But, the search superstar has to be

VIP Calc. With its Locate command,
you can find values, labels or the result

of a formula. You can mask a string

search so VIP Calc will ignore case. You
can even have wild card characters if

you don't quite know the right spelling.

This combined with VIP's large data

buffer makes the program a good
candidate if you have some spreadsheet

file work and would prefer to learn just

one program.

Tf WYSIWYG (What You See Is

What You Get) is a strength in a
spreadsheet, it is a real weakness in a

file manager. It very much limits how
you can print a file. For example,

mailing labels are out with the whole
record on one line. You could save the

records out to disk as an ASCII file

and use a basic program to read and
rearrange each record, then print it to

a mailing label. If you are only going

to print the list one way, the task is

not particularly hard if you know
BASIC. If, however, you are a user and
not a programmer, it's another matter.

You can sort the columns or move
the columns to get a number of fields

adjacent and print those fields and not

others. Say you were selecting music
to play on some program and wanted
to use playing time as an important

selection criteria. Sort the file on the

playing-time column, then group the

name, performer and playing-time
fields next to each other and print these

fields only. This printout would be

highly useful in developing the program
and give just the informantion you
needed.

These are rather simple types of

printing. That they meet many users'

needs is the remarkable thing about a

spreadsheet.

Earlier, I mentioned that a BASIC
program could be written to print

mailing labels using data from an
ASCII file of records from a spread-

sheet, This approach was somewhat
common a few years ago when more
users were also programmers and the

software available was simpler than
today. Programmers would set up a

user with an application on a file

manager like Profile on a Model II, 12

or 16, then write a number of BASIC
programs to use files from Profile to

generate customized reports and other

printouts.

The mailing list is a natural and the

same customized output could be sent

to a file and used with a mail merge
program to prepare customized form
letters. Next month, we will try to have
a BASIC program to do at least the first

task for you. *s\
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Get
the
most
out
of
BASI
The OFFICIAL BASIC09 TOUR
GUIDE is skillfully written in a friend-

ly and easy-to-read style. Just

perfect for those new to computers
and to BASIC09, It's also a valuable

reference book for programmers,
engineers, students and hobbyists,

providing an in-depth look at

BASICQ9 plus an overview of the

OS-9 operating system. Compre-
hensive reference sections on
BASIC09 and OS-9 commands are

also included.

The book "maps" out your route

through the Mercedes of Basics . .

.

BASIC09 and puts you in the driv-

er's seat in no time, Fasten your

seatbelt, sit back and enjoy the ride

to perfecting your programming
skills.

MICROWARE . . .

The OFFICIAL BASICG9 TOUR
GUIDE comes from the people who
wrote BASIC09* As the leader in

6809 system software, we at

MICROWARE care about our users

and want to help you get the most
from our products.

It's Easy to Order.

Phone orders are accepted from

MasterCard or VISA cardholders or

for COD shipment. You can also

order by mail using the coupon
below. Quantity discounts are

available to educational organiza-

tions and dealers. For further infor-

mation contact Microware.

Specialists in syskm software for 68-family microprocessors sinct 1977,

OS-9 and BAS1C09 are trademarks of Microware and Motorola.

Microware Systems Corporation

1866 n.w. U4th Street

Des Moines, Iowa 50322

Telephone 515*724-1929

Tefex 9)0-520-2535

Please send copies of

the Basic09 Tour Guide book at

$18-95 each. Add $2.00 for UPS
shipping in the U.S. or $10.00 lor

overseas air mail per book. Iowa

residents add 4% sales tax.

Name

Address

City _
State ^ip_

LJ I have enclosed a check

Charge to my bank card:

MasterCard VISA Q
Card Number
Exp i ration



^DiMMI OS-9

KISSable OS-9

OS-9 Gets Good
Reception At NCC

By Dale L. Puckett

Rainbow Contributing Editor

OS-9
fans attending NCC — the

National Computer Conference
- in Chicago during mid-July

were greeted with good news. First, OS-
9 went over extremely well at the show,

"The awareness was much better at

NCC this year," said Frank Hogg,

president of FHL in Syracuse. "In the

past when you mentioned OS-9, you

were usually met with a blank stare.

This year, people knew what you were

talking about and many of them were

excited about it.
H

Hogg set up his "QT" in the Mie-

roware booth and was dazzling the

crowd with the multi-user system that

fits in a space the size of a Kleenex box.

He also announced his new "QT Plus"

at NCC. QT Plus features a 68000

running at 10 MHz, a 16-bit data bus,

512K RAM standard and up to 128K

of ROM. It also supports four floppy

disks, is expandable to one megabyte

(Dale L. Puckett is a free-lance writer

andprogrammer who has worked with

the Motorolafamily ofmicroprocessors

since 1976. He is the author of The
Official BASIC09 Tour Guide, pub-
lished by Mieroware and The Official

Rainbow Guide to OS-9, published

through the Rainbow Bookshelf He
serves on the InfoWorld Software
Review Board and is a chief warrant

officer in the U.S. Coast Guard.)

and uses a multilevel interrupt structure

for improved I/O performance.

Sometime in the near future Hogg
plans to offer a QT that features a new
single board computer from GIMIX.
This product will use a 68020 and come
standard with two megabytes of

memory. Hold on to your hat; the sky's

the limit in this new 68K ballgame.

Hogg passed along two additional

tidbits we thought you would enjoy. He
reports that a new one-megabit chip —
yes, you read it right, one million bits

on a memory chip — is due to be

released by Hitachi very soon. We may
need Level II OS-9 on the Color
Computer sooner than we thought. And
finally, AT&T, the company that

brought us UNIX, reached out and

bought a QT from FHL.

New Graphics Drivers

Announced at NCC
The really big news from Des Moines

came in a joint announcement from
Mieroware j Hitachi and Graphic Soft-

ware Systems. The three firms joined

forces to develop a complete set of

graphics support modules for Hitachi's

new ACRTC device — the HD63484.
The new drivers conform to the pro-

posed ANSI/ ISO Virtual Device Inter-

face (VDI) standard and give software

developers a way to write portable

graphics-oriented applications soft-

ware. The standard itself was selected

by both IBM and AT&T as the defacto

standard graphics development envi-

ronment for PCs. Now, it's available

on OS-9,
"We have achieved an incredible level

of integration of all the hardware and

software pieces an OEM needs to build

a state-of-the-art graphics system," said

Ken Kaplan, president of Mieroware

Systems Corporation. "Hitachi and

Mieroware can now offer a total

solution to manufacturers of personal

computers,CAD/ CAM systems, graph-

ics work stations and similar products."

The drivers let programmers mix
graphics images with text data dis-

played in multiple fonts. The software

itself can be developed using Micro-

ware's C compiler running on a 68000-

based development system or a large

DEC VAX time-sharing system. BASIC,

PASCAL and assembler programming
languages with graphics capabilities are

also available.

The HD63484 is a bit-mapped con-

troller that contains three on-board

processors. It operates at a clock speed

of 10 megahertz, draws at a 400 nano-

second per dot rate and creates images

of up to 4,096-by-4,096 pixels. The
hardware itself can draw dots, lines,

rectangles, polylines, polygons, circles

and ellipses. It can also paint, fill and

copy objects in 65,536 different colors.
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Incredible!
User 68000

Multi-User!
Frank Hogg Laboratory announces their

Quad Terminal (QT) series of multi-user computer
systems, designed to run Microwares new
OS-9/68000 operating system. The QT offers 32 bit

processor power in a compact integrated package
that requires only a terminal to operate.

The QT hardware features: 68008 processor running
at 8 Mhz, 128K bytes expandable to 51 2 K bytes,
an interval timer for time sharing, 4 serial ports
with selectable baud rates from 300 to 1 9,200, 2
Centronics compatible parallel printer ports. Sup-
ports 2 double sided double density 96 tpi floppy
disk drives and a SCSI (SASI) bus interface for

Winchester disk drives. The QT is available as a
single floppy (1), a dual floppy (2) or as a single
floppy and a 10 or 20 megabyte hard disk (HD).

Size 5 1/2 high, 11 1/2 deep, 9 1/2 wide. Can be
mounted vertically or horizontally.

Software Included!
SOFTWARE included is OS-9/68000, the 68000
version of the proven OS-9 operating System that

is both disk and file compatible with standard and
Color computer versions of OS-9. Basic09 is the

68000 version and is source compatible with the

6809 version. DynaCalc is the 68000 version of the
proven 6809 spreadsheet. Stylograph is the 68000
version of the popular 6809 word processor. Mail
merge and speller are the 68000 versions of those
programs. Programming tools included are a
relocating macro assembler with linkage editor,

screen and line editors, and an interactive

debugger. The software has a retail value in excess
of $2000 and is INCLUDED free! Programming
languages available and under development
include C, Pascal, Fortran and Sculptor.

OS-9 is a TRADEMARK of Microware.

A Hellava
The QT is available in four basic configurations.
Other configurations are possible and are
available. Call for price.

QT1
128K, single 9Stpi double sided floppy and
all software $1595.00

QT2
same as 1 but with 2 floppys $1750.00

QTHD
same as 1 but add a 10 meg hard disk $2695.00

QT HDXL
same as HD but with 51 2K $2695.00 Special Offer >fc

Microware C Compiler $400.00 *** $2995.00

512K expansion kit <16 256K DRAMS) $150.00
Replace the 10 meg with a 20 meg Add $300
Note: The QT can hold 2 half height drives internal-

ly (floppy or hard). Provision has been made for

hooking up external floppy drives. This allows us-

ing large capacity full height hard disk drives in the
QT case with floppy drives in another case. You
can boot from the hard disk so floppys would only
be necessary for program transfers and backup.
Removable hard drives are also available. Call or

write for complete specifications and prices.

770 James St., Syracuse* New York 13203

3151474-7856



Fourth Annual Microware Seminar
Set for November 1-4

Speaking of Microware, don't forget

to make your reservations for the

Fourth Annual Microware Seminar. It

gets bigger and better every year. As
Jeanne Kaplan said in a flyer mailed

recently, "OS-9 is emerging from its

'underground classic
1

status and estab-

lishing itself as a new industry stand-

ard," And just think, you knew it would
all along — ever since you fired it up
on your CoCo.

I highly recommend this seminar for

anyone interested in exploring the inner

workings of OS-9 and improving their

programming skills. The titles for the

planned sessions alone will make your
mouth water. Here are just a few: C
Tricks and Treats; Everyday OS-9 with

a tutorial on the OS-9 Shell and utility

commands; 6809 Technical Topics,

with a demonstration that shows how
to install customized drivers and related

modules; 68000 Technical Topics with

demonstrations showing how to adapt
OS-9 to custom I/O devices and install

it on new systems; Introducing NFM,
a demonstration of the new OS-9
networking package; Graphics, an
introduction of the new ANSI Virtual

Device Interface and Graphics Kernel

System running on OS-9; and finally,

CoCo Special Interests, featuring news,

tricks and treats for Color Computer
OS-9 users.

The registration fee for the seminar
is S150. For further information,
contact Jeanne Kaplan at Microware,
1866 N.W 114th Street, Des Moines,
Iowa 50322, or call her at (515) 224-

1929,

Users Group to Meet
at Princeton RAINBOWfest
OS-9 Users Group members will have

a chance to get together for a short

meeting at RAINBOWfest-Princeton,
thanks to Marianne Booth, RAIN-
BOWfest coordinator. She arranged for

the group to use one of the large meeting

rooms immediately following the last

seminar Saturday. We'll have the room
for at least an hour — maybe longer.

If weYe lucky, we may even know the

results of the election and be able to

introduce you to the new officers.

Speaking of the new officers, Brian

Lantz of Tampa, Fla., the author of

several popular OS-9 programs for the

Color Computer, surrounded himself

with an impressive slate and ran for

president in the group's election in

September, William W. Turner III, a

senior systems programmer for tele-

communications support with GTE
Data Services in Tampa, ran for vice

president, and Steve Odneal, director

of Microprocessor Management Sys-

tems at a Kansas City Bank, ran for

secretary. Brian was still trying to find

a candidate for treasurer when this

column went to press. However, George
Dorner, the incumbent and a dean at

Harper College in Rolling Meadows,
111., promised Brian he would run if

there were no other candidates.

The group now has more than 800
members around the nation and has

distributed more than 1,000 disks from
its 37-disk software library.

Good Reviews

IVe heard good comments about
several of the programs we've highlight-

ed in this column during the summer.
George Dorner, OS-9 Users Group
treasurer, reports in Issue Number
Eight of MQTD, that XCom9 — OS-
9*s first "freeware'* program — is a real

bargain.
itXCom9\ major advantage is its

XMODEM protocol for uploading and
downloading files/* Dorner said.

"Other notable features include an
ASCII mode which strips parity, tabs

and other bothersome characters. You
have complete control over most of the

program's parameters and can even

send a break with the 6850 ACIA."
Dorner reports that XCom9 sports

built-in help messages and says the

documentation is excellent. Chuck
Buehe and Jeff Rhodes, CoCo owners
in the Chicago area OS-9 Users Group,
also reported excellent performance
when using the program to transfer files

from a UNIX system and CompuServe.
They were using the device /T2, which
works with the ACIA Pak drivers in

Version 1.01, and had Word-Pah
installed. You may download the

program from the DL4 database in the

OS-9 SIG or obtain it for the cost of

duplication from author Greg Morse,
Morse SoftCode, 10871 Roseland Gate,

Richmond, British Columbia, Canada
V7A 2R1. It will also be available from
the OS-9 Users Group Software
Exchange Library in the near future.

If you like XCom9 and use it, a $20
donation is appropriate,

Dorner also had many good things

to say about Steve Odneal's Kansas City

BASIC for OS-9. Odneal was one of

the first programmers to bring the

FLEX operating system to the Color
Computer. He started with Santa

Barbara Tiny BASIC, which was
published in Dr. Dobbs*journal several

years ago, and added many enhance-
ments. Quoting Domer, "KCB looks a
lot like a pretty vanilla Microsoft BASIC
or Extended Color BASIC. Odneal has

added PEEK, POKE, dynamic allocation

of variables and string space* disk

access, tokenized storage, most string

functions, expandable storage space,

and Shell commands from a command
line or program to Santa Barbara
BASIC"

Yet, the most important value of

Odnears Kansas City BASIC is the

educational opportunity it presents.

For $25 you get both a 23-page manual
and documented source code. If youVe
always wondered how a BASIC inter-

preter worked, Kansas City BASIC
gives you a chance to find out. And,
Odneal is looking for user-developed

extensions to his interpreter and prom-
ises to put the best of them into future

releases. You can get Kansas City

BASIC from Steve Odneal, 8609 East

73 Terrace, Kansas City, MO 64133.

The OS-9 Solution, written by Jeff

Francis and distributed by Bob Rosen
at Spectrum Projects, Inc, (P.O. Box
21272, Woodhaven, NY 11421), also

received a good review from Dorner.

Generally, Dorner's review came to the

same conclusion as our report in

August. However, he made a strong

plea for a Level II version. Again, we
quote Dorner: ".

. . it might be very

useful to everyone if memory were more
plentiful . . . like on a Level II system.

It is a significant program since it is

the first such front-end utility. I hope
it prospers, grows and becomes even
more useful."

Are you reading, Jeff? Are you
reading in Fort Worth?

Using Tandy *C' with One Disk Drive

We received some useful information

for those wanting to run the Color
Computer C compiler with one disk

drive from Jonathan R, Guthrie of

Westerville, Ohio. It seems I got his

attention in my c tutorial when I said

you must have two disk drives to

compile C programs. He had been
getting thejob done with one disk drive

for more than six months. Most
importantly, he was nice enough to

share the information with us. Here
goes:

"The problem is two-fold. First, two
of the modules that make up the

compiler — specifically C.PREP and
CLINIC — expect to find certain data
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Hardware Library
I can see clearly

now. Can you?
From GE by special purchase
we offer the best buy in the

Gold Star Super AMBER
monitor. Now you can see
clearly too. Match up with the
Universal Video Driver and/or

WordPak II and you can't

beat
it

i

This id a 12 inch composite
monitor with 19mz bandwidth!
Very attractive off white

cabinet that matches the

CoCo well. Compare this to

other AMBER monitors thai

cost $20$30 more! This is a

SUPER buy!

SPECIAL
ONLY $99.95

We looked at all the Video
adaptors available and the

UVD is by far the best buy.

Works with B&W and Color

monitors and with all CoCos,
even the new CoCo It. No
soldering or chip removal,

easy installation. Perfect with

our AMBER monitor and
WordPak It.

Only $29,95

WordPak II

The New Standard
Video Board

Get an 80 column display with

your CoCo. Makes the CoCo
easy to use with word
processors like DynaStar and
Stylo, Works with many RS
DOS programs too. Acclaimed
by all as the best for the

CoCo. Works GREAT with our

AMBER monitor from GE.
Smooth scrolling and an
improved character set, the

WP II works with FLEX, XEX,
and RS OS9 and RS Basic.

ONLY $134.95
OS-9 or FLEX drivers

$ 17.95

PC Pak w/pnnter port and
clock $99.95

OS-9^ river for P-C Pak
$17.95

NOMAD
The Color Computer Robot

NOMAD is co
running on yo
can be told t

right. NO
and report

inch. Progj

protect your
everything, power
NOMAD with 25' cord

ic programs
6K Basic. NOMAD

ard, turn left or

nic sensor

enths of an
n avoidance or to

Includes
ftware on tape and

DISK DRIVES AND SYSTEMS
FREE FLEX WITH SYSTEMS
Includes drive(s). dual case with power supply.

cables and disk coniroiler. Drives are H2 heighl

double sided Teac with a 1 year guarantee. Case
will hold two drives. CC FLEX, a S49 G5 va\ue is

FREE with all systems'!! Best price anywhere!?

Drive double sided 40 5339.00 and 1 double sided 40 $465,00
Drive double sided 80 $350.00 and 1 double sided SO $487.00

BARE DRIVES
Move into the future today with

your own Robot.

ONLY £2*QT $150

Double sided 40 track SI 30.00 Double sided 80 track $145.00
Dual case w/power supply $79,95 NEW J&M controller $149.95

RS DISK BASIC ROM 1.1 $15.00 Two drive cable $25.00
Filler plate $6.00 Call for custom cables

770 James St., Syracuse, New York 13203

ORDERING INFORMATION;
In USA Add $3.50 (small items) $10.00 (large items} excess refunded.

All Others Add 10% Excess Refunded.
Visa, MasterCard Accepted

315/474-7856



files on /Dl. And second, the blamed
thing is just too darn big to fit on one
- 4(Mrack in ray case — floppy disk

drive,

"The First problem is the easiest to

solve, I redefined the physical device

that is associated with the logical device

/Dl. I did this using DEBUG to change
the right byte in the device descriptor.

I installed the procedure file below in

my start-up file to do the job. Later,

I made the changes and used OS9- Gen
to create a new boot file with the

modification "built in." Here is the

procedure.

DEBUG
L Dl

.<SPACEBPtR>
=0

Q

+13

'The second problem has a simple

solution — if the thing will not fit on
one disk, put it on two, Unfortunately,

that approach is rather hard to imple-

ment because you need to copy a lot

of files. But, after you have moved your
files onto two disks, you n^td only use

the '*-A" switch on the CC1 command
line to divide the compilation process

into two equal halves.

"You must put the file you want to

compile on the first disk and — after

changing your current data and execu-

tion directories to the new disk, type:

CC1 f i lename.c -A

"After the file has been compiled
halfway, you will get the OS9 prompt
back. If you do a directory at this point

you will find a new file named "file-

name,A" in your data directory. Copy
this file onto the second disk; change
your current data and execution direc-

tories over to this directory and type:

CC1 filename.

A

"When the compiler returns the OS9
prompt again, you will find your
compiled program in your current

execution directory. That's it. Good
luck and happy computing/'
Thank you, Jonathan, for sharing

this information with our readers.

Here are the directory listings on the

two disks Jonathan uses to compile C

programs. First on disk number one:

directory of /dO

CMDS DEFS

directory of /dO/ CMDS
CC1 C.PREP
COPY DEL
LIST

c.com

C.PASS1
DIR

directory of /dO/defs

ERRNO.H STDKXH CTYPE.H
MODES,H MODULE.H OS9H
SETJMP.H SGSTAT.H SIGNAL.H

Here is a listing of the files on disk number two.
directory of /dO CMDS LIB

directory of /dO/cmds
CC1 COPT
COPY DEL
LIST PROG
PROG2 MALE

directory of /dO/lib

CSTART.R CLIBX

C. PASS2
ECHO

DIRECT.H
OS9DEFS.A
TIME.H

C.ASM CLINK
DIR ECHO
KCPROG hello

Bruce A. Williamson had a similar

problem and came up with yet another
solution, a BASIC09 program. Well also

share it here.

Bruce owned 80-track drives and
wanted the option of using either /dO
or /dl while he was compiling his C
programs. His solution was a "brute

force" BASIC09 program named cc3. In

his words, "It may not be the best

example of BASIC09 programming or

may not suit everyone
%

s needs, but it

is very easy to modify. One possibility

IVe already considered is to add a chain

command at the end to chain to the

.com file,"

Bruce's program requires that
C.PREP be patched and renamed
D.PREP, He shows you how to do it

in the listing named cDiff. Although he
would not have had to rename his LIB
and DEFS directories, he did so

because he did not want to merge
directories on /d0\ If you do not rename
your directories, you will need to

change the appropriate lines in the

program and patch C.PREP (see

Listing named cDiffL He is presently

rewriting cx3 in C and plans to make
it available in an OS-9 database.

Three Prime Number Programs
without GOTOs
We really woke up the sleeping giant

when we published the challenge to

rewrite the prime-number generating

program without line numbers. This

month, we'll show you several versions

and share some of the dialog we
received.

Our first listing was submitted by
Kevin Cantwell, of the Washington
State Department of Licensing. Kevin
has a degree in mathematics, lives in

Olympia, Wash., and has worked as a
programmer for both the United Slates

Air Force and the National Oceanic and
Atmospheric Administration. He writes:

"1 changed some of the logic to

correspond to the apparent design
attempt of the program . , . since for

the version printed the *XXXX is a

prime number! 1 message and the last

prime divisor would not be printed. The
listing. Primes!, corrects this problem
and eliminates all GOTOs. It is a bit

slower and takes just under three

minutes to discover that 44449 is a

prime number.
"It may be worthwhile to point out

that the real use of the Primes and
Primes2 programs are to find the prime
divisors of a number, rather than to find

primes. If you simply need to find out

whether a number is a prime, the second
program, QPrimes, will check it much
faster. This program economizes in two
ways: It stops when the first divisor is

found, and it makes use of the fact that

a composite — or non-prime — number
must have one divisor smaller than the

number's square root."

Our next challenger was Steve Gold-
berg of Bethpage, N.Y. He got rid of

the GOTOs in the original listing by
using the WHILE . . . ENDWHILE,
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DynaStar
Screen editor/

word processor
Acclaimed by professionals
as their favorite editorfword
processor. Simple and easy
to use but powerful.

Patterned after Word Star
TW

I use it ALL the time!

RS0S9 or Flex $49.95

DynaForm
(NEW 0S9 VERSION)

[Formatter for DynaStar

|

This new version has
features galore. Everything
you asked for in the past.

Format output from
DynaStar tor manuals,
letters, anything!

RS0S9orFlex $49.95

DynaSpell
On the BEST
SELLER list!!!

The Mac version of

DynaSpell (Hayden Spefler)

is on the best seller list for

good reasons. DynaSpell is

the BEST!!

CoCo OS9 or Flex $59.95
|

Lookup lor ±3495
CoCoOS9 **"•«

O-Pak
#1 OS9 Utility!

It yon have OS9 then you
need QPak. The first and
best Hi Res screen display
for OS9. You select the type
of screen and font you want
to display. Includes a

Character set editor and
copy utilities for F\extQ$9t
RS DOS file transfers.

Best Buy' only $34.95

Sleuth disassembler
Find out what's going on
inskJe your computer with
SLEUTH, the best
disassembler for the 6809.

Converts bmary code into

source that you can modify
or just examine. Learn about
programming by studying
other code! r$dOS$49

FLEX orOS9 $50
Source available, OS9 or
Flex for 550.00 extra.

SDisk & Bootfix
Replace the disk driver

module in OS9 with one that

works with ALL types of

drives. 35, 40 or 80 track SS
or DS. Even reads and writes

to standard OS9 disks.

Individual stepping rates to

6 ms. Bootfix is needed for

DS drives,

$29.95
$35.95 with Bootfix.

Cross
Assemblers

True (not macro) cross-

assemblers will let you
develop programs on your
Flex or OS9 system for the

1802/5, 6800701 /U/Q3 t 6804 t

6805, 6S0G, 6&02/3, 8080/5,

8048, 8051, 2*80, and 68000
Source included (in C)

$200 for everything!

DynaCalc

All we can say is that this IS

THE BEST spreadsheet!
Available for RS DOS, RS
OS9(soon) and FLEX

RSDOS&RSOS9 $99.95
Flex $200.00

UniCharger for OS9
Make Unix™ out of OS9!

29 additional commands
that make 0S9 look like its

big brother Unix. Have the
power and ease of use that
is only available on S10,OO0
systems. The most powerful
package lor OS9 yet
available! Featured in The
Rainbow guide to OSS .

Only $150.00

Dyna C
Fast small C
Unlike the others, Dyna C
produces compact,
ROMable, position-

independent, re-entrant

optimized code that runs
circles around anything else
in its price class. 'C

1

for

yourself! Run time source is

included!

$59.95 Flexor OS9

CModem
Telecommunications
Menu driven terminal

program that supports dumb
terminal mode to 2400 baud.
Upload and download in

non-protected mode, and
Christensen (CP/M Modem7)
mode. AN disks have both
CoCo and standard versions,

OS9orFLEX. $50 binary

$1 00 with source.

Utilix

Unix like utilities

15 utilities to manipulate
text files. A MUST for

programmers and general

users alike, cat, code, crypt,

diff, display, grep, lower,

upper, pack, unpack, pr, sort,

tail, time and we Featured
in "The Rainbow guide to

OSS'.

ONLY $49.95

DynaSoft Pascal
Small p code Pascal

Learn Pascal with this fast

pcode implementation. It

produces ROMable p-code
that is very compact!

$59.95
$89.95 w/run time source.

OS9 Utilities

Filter #1, 12 utilities for 0S9
LS, BUF, CP, DL, FLIST,

INFO, MV, PAG, SELL,
SETAT, SECAT, and SORT.
Filter U2, 10 Utilities.

APPEND, CONFIRM, FF,

FORCERROR, MACGEN,
NULLDEVICE, REP, SIZE,

TOUCH and UNLOAD.

$29.95 each

eFORTH
Powerful FORTH

Move up to power pro-

gram mg with eFORTH, the

best FORTH available.

Complete system with easy
to understand manual-
Available for CO FLEX or RS
DOS.

FLEX or RS DOS $79.95

Sleuth disassembler
Find out what's going on
inside your computer with
SLEUTH, the best

disassembler (or the 6809.

Converts binary code into

source that you can modify
or just examine. Learn about
programming by studying
other code!

ftS DOS $49
FLEXorQSg $50

Source available, 0S9 or

FJex for $50.00 extra.

770 James St., Syracuse, New York 13203

ORDERING INFORMATION: In USA Add $3.50
All Others Add 10% Excess Refunded.

Visa, MasterCard Accepted

3151474-7856



REPEAT , . . UNTIL and the LOOP
. . . ENDLOOP constructs of BAS1C09.

His procedure is named "primes.
1'

H. Bruce Phillips of Bolingbrook,

111., also contributed a solution that

eliminated the GOTO statements in the

original. His program demonstrates
how to run a procedure from another

procedure and he uses a procedure

named "runprimes3
,,

to run his main
program named primesS, Bruce writes:

"I made one important change. If *N*

is the integer to be factored, then Joel

Sherman's maximum trial divisor is N/
2. However, it need only be SQRT(N).
If a trial divisor greater than SQRT(N)
is used, then the resulting quotient

would be less than SQRT(N) and would
have been tried previously. This results

in a large savings at run time. For
example, my program finds the number
44449 is prime in less than two seconds,

compared with the two and a half

minutes it takes Sherman's program.
The eight-digit number, 12345678,
factors in about 15 seconds and the

number 87654321 takes about 22
seconds to factor, I also removed the

recursions from Sherman's Procedure
Prime. They were not needed and
merely used up memory."

A Tip for Hard Disk Users

Greg Law sent us a note with a tip

for people attempting to install a patch

that lets you use the OS-9 DCheck
utility with a hard disk. The patch is

one of a group written by Sandy Trevor

and stored in a file named HARD.PAT
in one of the OS-9 SIG's databases. It

seems the patches for DCheck are for

OS-9 Version LO0.O0. Here are the

offsets for Version 1 .0 1 ,00.

Offset Old New
13E0 44 48

27C3 F4 A9
27C4 D5 A2
27C5 DD CD

Essentially, the patch changes the 'D 1

in /DO to an *H* and makes it read

/ HO. Then, it corrects the CRC bytes

in the file so OS-9 can load and execute
it.

More about Kermit
Mark Sunderlin in Winchester, Va.,

sent us a note with more information
about the Kermit communications
protocol after we mentioned it several

columns .back. Kermit, a program
copyrighted by the trustees of Columbia
University in New York City, is avail-

able in the CoCo SIG on CompuServe.

If anyone knows of an OS-9 implemen-
tation, please let us know and well pass

the word in this column.

You may also order computer tapes

of the Kermit program (not cassette)

direct from Columbia University.

However, since they are not set up to

distribute free software on the scale

required for a project such as this, you
must pay them their cost for media,

printing, postage, labor, etc. They
would like a SI 00 donation for the

complete package; $5 for a printed

document such as the Kermit Users

Guide or the Kermit Protocol Manual.
Their code is available for the

following systems: TOPS- 10, TOPS-20,
IBM VM/CMS and also on a standard

ASCII tape with ANSI Label, Format
'D\ Write: Columbia University Center
for Computing Activities, 7th Floor,

Watson Laboratory, 612 West 11 5th

Street, New York, NY 10025.

Kermit is not necessarily better than
many other terminal-oriented file

transfer protocols -- XMODEM for

example — but it is free, well-

documented and has been implemented
compatibly on a number of microcom-
puters and mainframes. Most Kermit
implementations also let you send files

in groups with a single command.

Listing 1:

PROCEDURE CC5

9m
pp06
0022
99*1
006 B

007A
0085
009C
00C3
00F5

9W
0139
016D
pi 9 7

01CC
0209
022C
022E
0254

0290
02AF
02EC
0318
0357
0380
03S6
03SC
0392
03 9 S

039E
03C6

0400
040F
041E
0424
0426
0432
043E
0444
0446
0452
045E
0464
046&
0472
04 7E
0434
0436
0492
049D
04AC
04B9

04BF

REM cc3

REM author Bruce A Williamson
REM permission granted tto publish in Rainbow magazine
DIM inpath$

t
outpathS , ontlin? : STRING [ 120]

DIM litrdriv?,option$ > ext$:STiUNG
DIH outp , pointer : INTEGER
DIM vh ichdriv , nopt

,
noasm ; no1 ink „ nocomp : BOOLEAN

PRINT "This program generates a c . com file"
"which will perform the prep and link operation"
"on /d0 or /dl ,

"

"The required inputs are the c source file name"
"and the drive on which the c library is located, 11

"The LIB directory must be renamed CLIB"
"on drive and the DEFSs must be CEFS on drive 0,"
"You also must have a version of e.prap which is pattached"
"for /d0/CEFS and renamed d.prep"

PHINT
PRINT
PRINT
PRINT
PRINT
PRINT
PRINT
PRINT
PRINT
PklNT "This program allows three options
PRINT
PRINT
PRXKT
PRINT
PRINT
PRINT

stop before assembly"The options are O-skip optimizer A'

"and L- stop before linking, 1 '

"Commas are not needed In the options hut may be included."
"Valid filename suffixes are .c .0. and ,r"
Suffixes have priority over the options in case of conflict"
"Multiple source files are not allowed"

vhichdriv-FALSE
nopt-FALSE
noasm^FALSE
nolink-FALSE
nocomp=FALSE
INPUT "what is the source file pathname ",inpath$
INPUT "Which drive is the LIB directory Include the slash"
libdriv$

INPUT "options " , opt ion$
IF Iibdriv5^"/d0" THEH
whichdriv-TRUE

EEDIF
pointer-SUBSTR( " o ,r

r opt Ion? )

IF pointaro0 THEN
nopt-TRUE

ENDIF
pointer=SUBSTR( T,A'\option$)
IF pointerO0 THEN
noasm^TRUE

ENDIF
pointer«SUB5TR< "L" , option? >

IF pointero0 THEN
nolink-TRUE

ENDIF
po int e r=SUESTRC "

,

inpa th$

)

ext$-RIGHTiKinpath$ 3 1)
inpath$^LEFT$ ( inpath?

,
po inter -

1

)

IF ext$«"a" THEN
noasm^FALSE
nocomp-TRUE
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04C5 nop t-TRUE

JJ4CB ENDIF

£4CD IF extS-^'r 11 THEtf

04DA tiocomp^TRUE

p4E0 nopt-TRUE
p4E6 noasm=-RUE

04EC nolink-FALEE
04F2 ENDIF

p474 outpathS-Inpath $+* - com"

P5JJ3 CREATE #outp ,outpath? : WRITE

050F outlin$-"echo ' "+inpath$+"

.

n +ext$+

J?52C WRITE #o-atp,outlin$

£536 IF ext$«"s" THEN

0543 outlin$^'copy T,+inpath$+" , "+ext$+ Tl teiftp-n"

0565 WRITE #outp l outlin5
056F ENDIF
0571 IF extS-'T*' THEN
057E outl inS- fl copy ti+inpath3+ tf

. "+ext$+" temp.r*'

05A0 WRITE #outp > outlin$
05AA ENDIF
05AC TF Tiocomp-FALSE THEN
0SB7 outlinS-^-x"
05 C0 WRITE #outp,outlln$
05 CA IF vhichdrlv^TRUE THEN
05D5 outlin$-"d k prep "•+inpath5+ n

. c >temp.m h

J75F4 ELSE
05FB outlin$- 1, C.PREP M+inpath$+" .c >teaip.irr

0617 ENDIF
0619 WRITE #outp,outlin?
0623 otttlin$-"x"

06 2B WRITE ffoutp.outlinS
0635 mitlin$»^echo c.passl"
06 4B WRITE #outp,outli.Ti$

0652 ontlin$- ,, G.PASSi terap.m -D-temp. I*

0671 WRITE ffoutp.oncllnS
067B mitlin$-"del terap.m"

06SC WRITE #outp, outlinS
0696 outlin$- Hecho e,pass2"
06A9 WRITE #outp , Otttlln$

SD1SK Sports New IBM PC
Disk Transfer Program

I haven't heard from D« P. Johnson
for more than a year now, but from
what I've been reading, the author of

SDFSK is staying busy. He has a new
package named PC-XFER available

($45, 7655 S,W, Cedarcrest St., Port-

land, OR 97223, 503-244-8152) that you
will find handy if you work with an
IBM or clone at the office and need
to carry text files home to your Color
Computer.

Johnson's PCRead utility can read
a file from an IBM PC single-sided disk

of up to 40 tracks. The only restriction

is the file you are copying off the IBM
disk must be in the root directory.

Conversely, his PC Write utility writes

a file into the root directory of an IBM
disk so you can carry work you did at

home back to the office.

The PCFormat utility will format a

standard IBM single-sided disk. PCDe-
lete will delete a file from an IBM disk.

In addition to the IBM unique utilities,

Johnson's PC-XFER package gives you
utilities that read and write data from
or to a standard 35-track Radio Shack

The Last Word
forOS-9 !m

The ultimate in word processing
power and convenience.

•Pull down menus accessable from
mouse, joystick or keyboard.

•Open files by just pointing to names
from a directory menu.

• Fast on-screen formatting.

•22,000 wordon-line dictionary.

• Usewtth WORD-PAKor it'sown
hires screen.

• Move freely in files of any size,
(even bottom to top).

•Many other features,

Unified Software
525 S. Chestnut
Cameron,MO- 64429

$49.95
+ $3.0 S/H

OS-9 is a trademark of Microware antf Motoro la.

Supen Boano
2 INTERRUPT DRIVEN SERIAL PORTS

CENTRONICS PARALLEL PORT
REAL TIME CLOCK WITH ALARM
COMPLETE WITH SOFTWARE

ALL FOR $220.00

COCO HD1
HARD DISK INTERFACE

USED WITH: XEBEC / WESTERN DIGITAL
DISK CONTROLLER BOARDS
MULTIPLE HARD DISK DRIVES
COMPLETE / PARTIAL SYSTEMS
INCLUDES 0S9 SOURCE CODE

ALL FOR $99.00

COCO PROM
PROGRAMS: 2716 THRU 27256 • 68764 68768 • 2516 - 2564

NO SWITCHES OR BATTERIES
ALL CONTROL VIA SOFTWARE
FITS IN SLOT #1 OF MULTI-PAK

FOR EASE OF USE
INCLUDING SOFTWARE $120,00

MULTI-PAK IS A TRADEMARK OF TANDY
0S9 IS A TRADEMARK OF MlCRQWARE

THESE UNITS HAVE BEEN [N USE IN INDUSTRY
ALL CONNECTORS ARE GOLD PLATED

FOR FURTHER INFORMATION CALL OR WRITE:

UlKled
2010 GREYHORSE DR
WARRINGTON. PA 16976
PHONE: (215) 343-0423
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disk. They use 0S-9*s standard input/

output paths.

Johnson also throws in two utilities

named addlf and striplf. The first adds

line feeds behind every carriage return

in the file. The latter does just the

opposite, You'll find these two utilities

handy if you transfer a lot of files

between different computers because no
two word processors write a file the

same way. I use one of the generic

transliterate utilities to do the job, but

a dedicated utility would come in handy.

And while we're speaking of new
software products from the Pacific

Northwest, I hear that we can expect

to see a full-blown relational database

application language from a company
named Clearbrook Software Group,

Inc. (P. O. Box 8000-499, Sumas, WA
98295). Their package is named
Solomon IMS. It reportedly features

relational file access using a LINK
command; multifield keys; text, integer,

BCD and Date field and variable types;

up to 16 files open at one time; field

and record sizes limited only by your

memory and OS-9; and an interactive

programming environment.

(16 E3 outlinS- ,, C.PASS2 temp. I -o-temp. a"

06D2 WRITE #outp,outlin$
06DC outlin$-"d£l temp 1"

J36ED WRITE #Outp ^utlin?
j?6F7 EEDIF

P&F9 IF nopt-FALSE THEN
0704 Dutlin$-"echo c.opt"
0715 WRITE #outp, outline
0717 outlin$^ l1 C.OPT temp. a temp.o"
0739 WRITE #outp J cyutlin?

0743 outline-" del temp. a* 1

0754 WRITE dtoutpjOUtlinS
075E ELSE
0762 ENDIF
0764 IF noasm-TRUE THEN
076F ELSE
0773 outlin$="echo c.asra"

0784 WRITE #outp,outlin$
07 SE out! inS- MCASH tamp.o -o-temp.r"
07AB WRITE #outp foutHn5
07E5 outlinS-"del temp,o"
07 G6 WRITE #outp,outlin$
07D0 ENDIF
07D2 IF TvoliTik-TRUE THEN
07DD outline""rename temp.r "+inpath$ + ,\r ,t

07FE WRITE #outp r outline
08(f5 ELSE
0S09 out! tnS-"echo clink*1

09 LB WRITE #outp,outllnS
0B25 IF whlchdrlv-TRUE THEN
0330 outLIn5- HC.LIWK /d^/CLIE/^start.r teiflp.r -Q-*^-il^path$+ ,,

0674 ELSE
0378 outlin§-"C,LXM& /dL/LIB/estairt,r temp.r -o-H+Inpath?+"

03 EA ENDIF
08BC VRITE #outp^outlin5
0SC6 outlinS-^del temp.r"
0BD7 WRITE #outp, outlin$
0BE1 EHDIF
0BE3 10 CLOSE #ontp
0SEG END

-l-/40/CLIB/clib.l M

-l-/dl/LI!/tUb f l"

STYLOGRAPH
SEE WHILE EDITING

JUST AS IT WILL PRINT
Fully Integrated Word Processor

Porportional Spaced Printing

51 Column Screen Driver Included

Ideal With 80 Column Cards

Optional Programs: Mail Merge, Spelling

Checker Can Be Purchased

COCO OS9 or FLEX $99.95
iAVE $139.90 While Supply Lasts

STYLO PRO-PAK only $229.95

Includes

PBJ 80 Column Wordpak, OS9 Wordpak

Driver, Stylograph, Mail Merge,

Spell Checker

BUSINESS SERIES
General Ledger

Accounts Receivable Accounts Payable

Data Base Management

m\ Stylo Software, Inc,
PO Box 916 482 C Street

IDAHO FALLS OAHO 83402
(208) 529-3210

G/L

A true accounting system

* Flexible chart of accounts

• Full double entry—you

can
1

t be out of balance

• Comparison with previous

year performance

* Reports include:

Income Statement,

Balance Sheet; Cash
Report, etc.

300 accounts— 3000 trans-

actions on 360K disk

A/R

Increase your cash flow

by keeping track

of those who owe you

• Produce monthly

statements

• Aging reports at anytime

• Other reports include

Open invoice,

closed invoice

customer, transactions

500 customers 1 000 in-

voices on 360 K disk

ONLY System Requirements

$99.95 each 2 diskdrives

$150.00 includes source 80 column screen

Flex operating system

m\
Color computer

Stylo Software, Inc.
PO Box 916 482 C Street

IDAHO FALLS IDAHO 83402
(208) 529-3210
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A Handy Labeling System
If you're tired of trying to read the

label after renaming a disk several

times, you need "Quick Label" from
Quick Label Systems, 308 Main Street,

Laurel, MD 20707, (301) 725-0050, Carl

* . . a new package
named PC-XFER is

available that you will

find handy ifyou work
with an IBM or clone

at the office and need
to carry text files home
to your Color Computer* if

T. "Wink" Wingender, a retired master
chief radioman at Coast Guard Head-
quarters who works with Quick Label
inventor Lee Scott, brought a package
in for me to try one day last month.
They've got a great idea! Different

Quick Label kits are available for your
floppy disks, audio or data cassettes,

and Beta or VHS video cassettes.

Listing 2:

PROCEDURE primes2

9999 DIM trial .number, factor :ELEAL

999* FRINT
FJUl INPUT "Number? M .number
prjm IF number<1 OR numberOlNT (number) THEN
9917 PRINT "Must be a POSITIVE INTEGER!";
0057 RUN primes2
ppss ENDIF

PP5D
P05E PRINT

m? PRINT u**** Finding PRIME factors *****>

PJJ83 trial: -2

PPSB factorr-number
0093 LOOP
0095 IF factor/trial-INT(factor/trial) AND trialOnumber THEN
00B3 PRINT trial*
00B9 factor : -factor/trial
00C5 ELSE
00C9 IF trlaKfactor AND trial<number/2 THEN
00E2 IF trlal<3 THEN
00EF trial :-trlal+l
00FB ELSE
00FF trial :-trial+2
010B ENDIF
010D ELSE
Pill IF trial>factor/2 THEN
0122 IF number=factor THEN
012F PRINT number ; " is a PRIME number T

n
;

014B RUN primes

2

014F ELSE
0153 PRINT
0155 RUN primes

2

0159 ENDIF
015B ENDIF
015D ENDIF
015F ENDIF
0161 ENDLOOF-
0165 END

Announcing the

DELUXE OS9 TERMINAL PROGRAM
far the Color Computer

OTERM
• Up to 2400bps FULL DUPLEX without loss of characters,

7 or 8 bit, any parity

Upload and download ASCII or Binary error free with
Xmodem protocol

• Variable size capture buffer - open, dose, transmit
with/without prompt, print, capture screen, load, save

• Supports Wordpak, OPAK/Hires, or standard 32 x 16
display - selectable word clean/break

Nine function (text} keys - define, delete, transmit,
display, load, save (encrypted)

Responds to XpFF, sends X-OFF when input buffer near
full (both optional)

• Full 128 character set transmitted; audible bell;

true line break

• Many other options and features, including Shell
command

• Requires Deluxe R$232 Pak or PBJ 2SP
PRICE: >39 » + tax (2.*°) Check, MO, VISA. MC

New World Technologies, Inc.

Box 1209 Dublin, OH 43017
Phone: 614-766-2165 (after 7 pm)

CompuServe: 74Q76 r 1215
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All kits include 24 labels and 24

overlays with one "Quik-Pen." Your
first step with the Quick Label System
is to stick the label itself — with any

permanent information typed or writ-

ten on it — on your floppy disk. Then,

stick one of the overlays on the label.

You can write anything you want on
the overlay. The temporary label stays

there until you rub it off with a moist

cloth. Each time you initialize the disk

and start over, you can change the label.

Slick!

Any Ham Radio Programs Available?

Richard L. King, Jr., WB9RLG
(hangs out around 3,907 MHz between

7 - 9 p.m., daily), P. O, Box 236, St.

Bernice, Ind., has a question for fellow

hams. Are there any OS-9 or BASIC09

programs for ham radio use? King is

looking for log programs, as well as

RTTY or CW simulators. If you know
of any, let us know and well pass the

word in this column.

How to Register Your
Radio Shack Software

Here's a tip that comes in handy at

RAlNBOWfest and other computer
shows. Instead of taking the time to fill

out all those registration forms by hand,

bring a number of those handy stick-

on address labels to the show with you.

Then when you want to register for the

door prize at a booth, you can slap on
a sticker instead of wasting the time to

write your complete name, address and
phone number.

I often carry this timesaving strategy

one step further and use the stick-on

address labels when I fill out software

registration forms and warranty appli-

cations. However, it backfired the last

time I sent one of those handy software

registration postcards back to Tandy in

Fort Worth. Usually, they have the

Listing 3:

PROCEDURE QPrime

9m DIM trial, end trial: INTEGER? number: REAL
«11 PRINT

PPI3 INPUT "Number to test: " , number
00ZB end trial : -INT (SQRT(number))

m* IF MOD{mmber,2)-0 THEN

j?J347 PRINT number; " is not a prime numer, dlviiOr-2"
9m RUN QPrime

PP73 ENDIF
0075 FOR trial- 3 TO end_trial STEP 2

P?3B IF HOB{iiuraber> trial )-0 THEN
£09D PRINT number; " is not a prime number, divisor-"; trial
P0C9 RUN QPrime
PJJCD ENDIF
jJjJCF NEXT trial
0j?DA PRINT number; "is a prime number"

m% RUN QPrime

m? END

Listing 4:

FROGEDUEE primes

$m DIM trial number .factor; REAL

vm DIM c learscreen : STRING [ 1

]

Wis clearscreen:«CHRS(12) \(* Match code with your terminal here w)

P04B PRINT tleirscreen

99*9 PRINT ™P It I M E S . . .
*

0JJ6G PRINT "ADAPTED FOR BA5IC09 BY JOEL SHERMAN"
008 D PRINT "RE-ADAPTED FOR BASIC09 BY STEVE GOLDBERG**

P0B9 PRINT

PJffBB PRINT "To exit PRIMES, enter as our tboice of number,"
$m? LOOP
Mfi LOOP
JJ0F3 PRINT \ PRINT
mi INPUT "Enter a number: ".number
9W IF number-0 THEN
pile PRINT clearscreen
0121 END
0123 ENDIF
0125 EXITIF inamber>0 AND number-INT (number) THEN
013B ENDEXIT
|?13F PRINT
j?141 PRINT "Must be a Positive Integer 1"

0160 ENDLOOP
0164 PRINT
0166 trial: -2
01 6E factor : "-number

0176 REPEAT
0178 VHILE fastor/trial-INT (factor/trial) AND trial-Onumber DO

0196 PRINT trial;
019C factor-factor/tria

1

JJ1A8 ENDWHILE
01AC IF trUKS THEN
01B9 triai-trial+l
01C5 ELSE
01C9 trial-trial+2
01D5 ENDIF

OS-9™ SOFTWARE/HARDWARE
SDISK—Standard disk driver module allows the use of 35, 40,

or 80 track double sided drives with COCO OS-9 plus you can
read/wrtte/format the OS-9 formats used by other OS-9 systems.
$29.95

SDISK + BOOTFIX—As above plus boot directly from a double
sided diskette $35.95

FILTER KIT #1— Eleven "wild card" utilities plus disk sector edit

program. $29,96

FILTER KIT #2—Macgen+10 others. $29.95

HACKER'S KIT n-Disassembler+others. $24.95

PC-XFER UTILITIES —Utilities to read/write and format ss
MS-DOS TW diskettes on CoCo under OS-9, $45,00

SKIO— hi res screen driver for 24 x 51 display; does key click,

auto repeat, boldface, italics; supports upgraded keyboards and
mouse. With screen dump and other useful programs. $29.95

CCRD 512K Byte RAM DISK CARTRIDGE— Requires RS Multi-

pak interface, used with driver software below provides 1/2 MB
OS-9 RAM disk. $298.00

CCRDV OS-9 Driver software for CCRD—$20.00

All disk prices are for CoCo OS-9 format; for other formats,

specify and add $2,00 each. Order prepaid or CODf VISA/MC
accepted, add $1.50 S&H for software, $5.00 for CCRD; actual

charges added for COD.

D.P, Johnson, 7655 S.W. Cedarcrest St.

Portland, OR 97223 (503) 244-8152

(For best service call between 9-11 AM Pacific Time.)

OS-6 is a trademark of Mlerowam arid Motorola Inc.

MS-DOS 1s a trademark &t Microsoft, Inc.
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01D7
01EF
01FC

nn
021F
023E

Listing 5:

PROCEDURE runprime£3
DIM number; REAL
FRINT CHRS(12) \(* clear the screen *)
LDOP

UNTIL trial>£actor OR trIal>number/2
- IF number-factor THEN

PRINT number; h is a PRIME number!"
ELSE
FRINT \ FRINT
PRINT number; " Is not a prime number! 1

EHDIF
ENDLOOP

000?
0022
0024

0026
0028
0039
004F

0071
0034
00BS

0092
0096

PRINT
LOOP

INPUT " number? ", number
EXITIF number>l AND number^INT (number) THEN
ENDEXIT

PRINT "Must be a positive integer"
PRINT "greater than If*

ENDLOOP
RUN primes 3 (number)

ENDLOOP
END

PROCEDURE primes

3

0000
0007
001A
001B
0025
002B

0035
0037

0039
0045
0053
0057
0061

006D
006E
007B
0083
0087
0053

0095
00A9
00AA
00EF
00D5
00D9

00E6
00EB

00EF
00F1
00F3
00F5

Listing Dlff

Differences
byte #1 #2

PARAM number; REAL
DIM tr lal , factor

,
quot ient

p
root : REAL

root : -INT (SQRT (number))
factor : -number
trial: -2
REPEAT
LOOP

quotient : -factor/trial
EXITIF quotientoINT (quotient) THEN
ENDEXIT

PRINT trial; " ";

factor : «quotient
ENDLOOP

IF trial=2 THEN
trial: -3

ELSE
trial ;«tria!+2

ENDIF
UNTIL trial>root OR triei>factor

IP factor-number OR number*2 THEN
FRINT " --- prime number f"

ELSE
IF factorOl THEN
FRINT factor

ELSE
PRINT

ENDIF
ENDIF
END

Bytes compared: 000027AC
Bytes different: 00000005

0000000D 63 64
0000135D 31 30

00001360 64 63

000027A9 2A 8F
000027AA E9 DS
000027AE AD 77

Listing Diffl

Bytes compared

;

000027AC
Bytes different: 00000006
Differences
byte #1 #2

0000000D

000013 3D

00002 7A9

00002 7AA

00002 7AB

63 64

31 30
2A A7
E9 D6

AD FD

catalog number of the software you are

registering and the version number
already pre-stamped on the cards. Big
companies usually know how to save

time, too!

As it happened, this particular card

didn't have the Catalog Number
stamped on the card. In my haste to

slap on the stick-on label and get the

card in the mail, I didn't notice the

missing number. As a result, 1 got a
nice letter from Norma Alexander in

the Software Registration Department
at Tandy. She explained how to register

software when you lose the registration

card or it is missing from your manual.
T thought I should share the three

methods with you. They are:

1) Send a copy of the receipt showing
the original purchase with the

stock number indicated.

2) Send the original title page from
the software manual. It will be
returned to you.

3) Ask for written verification at the

store where you purchased the

item.

Be sure to include the stock number
and version number for each item you
are registering, if you have any prob-
lems or questions about software
registration, you may write Norma in

care of the Software Registration De-
partment, P.O. Box 2910, Fort Worth,
TX 76113-2910, or you may call her
at (817) 870-0407.

Next Month — A DynaCalc Tutorial

In the November issue we hope to

present a tutorial on DynaCalc. We've
been talking about the need for appli-

cation programs long enough — it's

time to show off an excellent one. Joe
Turner at Computer Systems Center in

Chesterfield, Mo., has given us a few
tips and is letting us use some sample
spreadsheets available to the SS-50
crowd but not the CoCo owner.
Well list several procedure files that

extend the width of the original CoCo
OS-9 DIR and MDIR utilities. The
procedure files show how you can
actually accomplish some program-
ming tasks with the powerful OS-9
utility command set — right from the

operating system command prompt.
They were contributed by Donald L.

McGarry of Northport, N.Y. Well also

give you our first reaction to three new
programs — the OS-9 CBug Debugger,
the OS-9 Text Formatter and the OS-
9 Macro Assembler — that just arrived

from Computerware in Encinitas, Calif.

Till then, happy hacking! ^
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THESE FINE STORES
CARRY THE RAINBOW

The retail stores listed below carry the rainbow on a regular basis and may
have other products of interest to Tandy Color Computer users. We suggest you
patronize those in your area.

Alberfville

Birmingham
Srewton
Florence
Hunfsville

Madison
Montgomery

ALASKA
Fairbanks

AAI20NA
Phoenfr

Scoftsddle

Tempe

Tucson

ARKANSAS
Fayettevllle

Little Rock

CAllfOtNIA
Chu la Vista

Citrus Heights

Downey
El Cajon
Exton
fortuna
Grass Valley
Half Moon Boy
Hesperia
HolJyWOOd
Lompoc
Los Angeles

National Qty

Pacific Beach
Palo Alto

Sacramento
San Diego

Sewell TV & Radio Shack
Jefferson Mews Co.
McDowell Electronics

Anderson News Co
Endicoft Software
Madison Books
Trade 'N' Books

Electronic World

me Computer Shop
Home Stew Computers
Tri-Teck Computers
Data Concepts
Softwareland Corp,
Ail Systems Go
Books Etc,

Computer Library

Anderson Mews Co.
Mfnz Electronics

Vaughn FJectronics/Radio Shack
Anderson News Co.

Santa Rosa
Southgate
Stockton

Sunnyvale

COLORADO
AurOrO

Colorado
Springs

Grand
Junction

Montrose
Westminster

CONNECTICUT
Danbury

DELAWARE
Middletawn

Wilmington

ROftlDA
Boca Raton
Clearwater

Cocoa
Davie
Ft. Lauderdale

Jacksonville

Madison
Melbourne

Miami

R &. R Software
Softwafe Plus

The THoppi Disk

Radio Shack
Software City

R&V Sound
Advance Radio, Inc-

Strawflower Electronics

Dessert Sound, Inc.

Levity Distributors

L&H Electronics Emporium
E.D.C. Industries

Polygon Co.
JARS Software
Willy's Electronics

Pro Am Electronics

Printers, Inc.

Tower Magazine
The Computer Store

Dimensional Software
Disney's Electronics

Radk? Shack
Sawyer's News, Inc.

Color Computing
Hardings Way Mews
Computer Literacy

Aurora Newsland

HathawaVs Magazines

Colorado Periodical

Distributing Co.
Montrose Mini Mall

Software City

Computer Serv. of Danbury

Detmar Co.
Mirfbrd News Stand
Normar, Inc.-The Smoke Shop

Software, Software. Inc.

Soenen & Wllmoth Books
Software City

The Open Door
Software Plus More
Mike's Electronics Distributor

Software Connection
Bill's CoCo Comer
The Book Nook
Book Town
Electronics of Madison
City Newsstand
The Little Store

The Mews Rack
Newsstand of Cutter Ridge

North Miami Sunnyfand Book Emporium
Beach Almar Bookstore West Frankfort Paper Place

Panama City Bayd-Ebert Corp, Wheeling North Shore Distributors

Pensacota Anderson News Co. INDIANA
Pinellas Park
Sarasota

South
Pasadena

Stuart

Sunrise

Wolfs Newsstand
Family Computers

Berne

Columbus
White Cottage Efectronics
Micro Computer Systems, inc.

Poling Place
Cotronics, Inc.

Sunn/s at Sunset Inc.

Garrett

Greenwood
Indianapolis

Finn News Agency, Inc.

The Computer Experience
Bookland r Inc

Indiana News
Computer Store

Bex Mart
Arcs Office Supplies
Radio Shack

Tallahassee
Tampa

Anderson News Co,
Fine Print Bookstore
Software City

Sound Trader & Computer Center

Jasper

Madison
Martinsville

ntusville Computrac NewUauen Advanced Coder Software
GEORGIA Walbash Mitting

J

s Electronics

Bremen Boogie Shoppe IOWA
Bettendart

Columbus
Cummlngs

Muscogee News Co.
Kent Radio Shock Cosmos Computers

Jesup Kannon Music KANSAS
Radio Shock Junction City III Hs Stereo

Marietta Act One Video Topeka Palmer News, Inc,

St. Simons Town Crier of Topeka. Inc.

fsland Radio Shack Wichita Amateur Radio Equipment Co.
Toccoa Martin Music Radio Shack Lloyd's Radio

IDAHO KENTUCKY
Blockfoot F/M Systems Electronics Bardstown Skaggs Electric/Radio Shack
Moscow Johnson News Agency Danville Boyle Electronics
Priest River K&W Electronics Hopkinsviiie Hobby Shop

Louisville The Computer Store
Paducah Radio Shack
Paintsville Gus-Stan Enterprises

ILLINOIS Pikeville Gus-Stan Enterprises

Aurora Kroch's & BrentanCs Princeton Miller Electronics

Belleville Softwafe or Systems LOUISIANA
Champaign
Chicago

Book Market
B. Dalton Booksellers

N. Walbash St.

West Jackson St

Baton Rouge
Crowley

Acme Book Co.
Acadiona Newsstand

Gretna Computer Supply Srcwe

Bobs in Newtown MAINE
Bob's News Emporium Brockton Voyager Bookstore

Bob's Rogers Park Waterboro Radio Shack
Book Market

East Cedar
North Cicero
West Diversev

E.B. Garcia & Associates
Guild Books & Periodicals

Kroch's & Brentana's
South Walbash
West Jackson
516 N. Michigan
835 N. Michigan

MASSACHUSETTS
Brockton Vogager Bookstore
Cambridge

Danvers
Fitchburg
Ipswich
Littleton

Lynn
Qulncy

Ninis Corner Inc.

Out Of Town News
Microcon Computer & Software Store
Corners Book Shop
Ipswich News
Computer Plus

North Shore News Co.
Soft Ware House

Parkway Drugs
Parkwest Books
Sandmover's Bookstore
Univ. of Chicago Bookstore MICHIGAN
Univ. of Illinois Bookstore AJIen Park Book Nook. inc.

Vldeomat, Inc. Ann Arbor Community News Center

Chiliicothe Book Emporium Brooklyn WeatheTwax Radio Shack
Danville Book Market Dearborn DSL Computer Products

Decatur Book Emporium Durond Robbins Electronics

K Mart Piaza Flint "i<y

Northgafe Mall Greenville Rabbins Electronics

DeKalb Appletree Computers Harrison Harrison Radio Shack
East Moline Book Emporium Kalamazoo John Rollins

Evanston Chicago-Main News Lowell CurTs Sound & Home Arcade Center

Geneseo B & J Supply Mt. Clemens Key Book Shop
Kewanee Book Emporium Michigan Radio

Lisfe Book Nook Muskegon The Eight Bit Comer
Metropolis Jims Home Center Qkemos Software City

Newton Bills TV Radio Shack Owosso C/C Computer Systems

Oak Brook Kroch's St Brentana's Hi-Fi Audio Co
Oak Park Kroch's & Brentano'S Perry Perry Computers
Paris Book Emporium PerTyOif&Gas
Peoria Book Emporium Petoskey B&L Sound, Inc.

Sheridan Village Pantiac Computer Shack
Westlake Shopping Center Rosevl He New Horizons

Book Market Royal Oak Software City

Illinois News Service St. Johns Clinton Electronics

Schaumberg Kroch's & Brentana s Southfleld Software City

Skokie Kroch's flc Brentano's Sterling

Springfield Book Emporium Heights Sterling Book Center

Sangamon Center North Tecumseh White Electronics

Town & Country Shopping Ctr. Wyoming Gerry's Book Co
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MINNESOTA
Minneapolis Read-More News
Willmar The Photo Shop

Mississippi

Grenada Stereo Store of Srenada, Inc
Starkvftte Stonehenge Computer Software C

MISSOURI
Farmington Ray's tV & Radio Shoot;
Kansas City Midwest CoCo Systems
Klrksvilte T&R Electronics

Moberfy Audio Hut
St. Louis Book Emporium

Computer Xchange
Softwaire Centre
Software Center

University Cily Rnal Edition

MONTANA
Whltefbh The Computer Corral

NEMfcASKA
Lincoln Hobby Town
Omaha Computers & Components

NEVADA
Los Vegas Hurley Electronics

NEW HAMPSHIRE
Peterborough BRW Electronics/Radio Shack
Portsmouth Portsmouth Computers
West Lebanon Verharn News Corp.

NEWJlRSfY
Cedar KhoNs Village Computer & Software

Cherry Hill Software City

Clinton Micro World II

Lawrenceville Mtao Con Software Center
Linwood Software City

Marmora Outpost Radio Shack
Mantvale Software City

Morrlstown Software City

Pennsviile Dave's Elect. f&sdio Shack
River Edge Software City

Rockawoy Software Station

Summit Software City

NEW MEXICO
Ajamogordo New Horizons Computer Systems
Albuquerque east-West Enterprises

Page One Newsstand
Salt of the Earth

NEW YORK
BrOCkport Lift Bridge Book Shop, Inc.

Elrnfro Heights Southern Tier News Co., Inc.

Fatfpoft Software City

Hudson Falls CA West & Co,
Johnson City Unicorn Electronics

Mt. Kisco Software City

NewVack Barnes & Noble—Sates Anne*
Coliseum Books
Eastern Newsstand
Grand Central Station, Track 37
200 Park Ave., (Pan Am #1)
55 Water Street

World Trade Center #2
First Stop News
idle Hours Bookstore

International Smoke Shop
Jonil Smoke
PennBaok
State News
Usercom Systems, Inc.

Weilden Books
World Wide Media Services

N. White Plains Software City

Piottsouig Adirondack Computer Supplies
Rochester Village Green

World Wide News
Woodhaven Spectrum Projects

NOfiTH CAROLINA
Aberdeen Kino Electronics

Radio Shack
Cory News Center in Cary Village

Charlotte Newsstand infl

Papers & Paperpack
Haviock Computer Concerns
Hickory
Laurinburg

C7 Books & Comics
Radio Shock

Marion Boomers Rhythm Center
Raleigh D.J/s Book and News

NORTH DAKOTA
Fargo Computer Associates

OHIO
Canton Little Professor Book Center
Cincinnati Cinsoft

Columbus Little Professor Book Center
Coshocton Utopia Software
Dayton Wiike News
Fairborn News-Readers
Kent The News Shop
Kenton Tw Hogan ft Associates
Lofcewood Lakewood International News
Lima Brunner News Aaency

Edu-Caterers
MayfieJd

Heights Software City

Miamfsburg Wilke News

Shortgrass Electronics

Mount Orab Mount Orab Rad io Shack
Rocky River Programs Unli mited
Toledo Leo's Book & Wine Shop

Reitz Electronics

OKLAHOMA
Hobart
Oklahoma

City Merit Micro Software
Tulsa Steve's Book Store

ORE<KJN
Hermiston

PENNSYLVANIA
Allison Park
Attoona
Brookvtlle

Greensburg
Harrisburg

Malvern
Philadelphia

Phoenixville

Pittsburgh

Pleasant Hills

Shippensburg
Temple
Tunkhannock
Willtamsport

Vork

RHODE ISLAND
Warwick

SOUTH CAROLINA
Charleston Hts,

Greenville
Hilton Head
Spartanburg
Union

TENNESSEE
Chattanooga
Dickson
Knojcville

Memphis

Nashville

Smyrna

TEXAS
Elgin

Ft. Worth

Houston
Orange
Paris

UTAH
Murray
Ogaen

VIRGINIA
Gafton
Norfolk

Richmond

WASHINGTON
Mount Lake
Terrace

Renton
Seattle

Tacoma

WEST VIRGINIA
Huntington
Lesage
Logan
Madison
Parkersburg

WISCONSIN
Appleton
Cudahy
Ladysmith
Milwaukee

WYOMING
Casper
Woriand

Lee's TV & Radio Clinic

Software Cily

Newborn Enterprises

Larry's Stereo Shop
The Program Store

Harrisburg News Co.
Personal Software
City Software Center
Newsy
Stevens Radio Shack
All-Pro Souveniers

Pitt Computer & Software
Rainbow Adventure
Software Corner
The Donna Comm. Co.
Shade Tree
The Computer Center of Vork

Software Connection

Software Haus r Inc.

Palmetto News Co.
Megatron Corporation
Software City

Fleming's Electronics

Anderson News Co
Highland Electronics

Anderson News Co.
First Byte Computer Co.
Computer Center
Software, Inc.

Campus Computer Corp.
Mosko

J

3 Book Store

Delker Electronics

The Homing Pigeon
RFI Electronics

Software Terminal

MicroSolutions
Northway Books & News
Software Solutions

Deseret Book
Computer City

Electronics Marketing
i-O Computers
Software City

Emerald Computer Services
Data Borne
Adams News Co., Inc.

Nybbles 'N Bytes

Nicks News
Pioneer Technology
Stan's Electronics & Radio Shack
Communications, LTD
Valley News Service

Badge* Periodicals

Cudahy News & Hobby
Etectronics. Etc.

Book Tree

Booked Solid

Booked Solid II

Harvey Schwartz Bookshop
Univ. of Wisconsin Bookshop

The Computer Store

Price Electronics

Barrhead Barrhead Sound 19B2 Ltd.

Blairmore L & K Sports & Music
Brooks Double "tr AS C. Radio Shack
Calgary Billy's News

imperial Computer Ltd.

Rainbow Software Services
Camrcse Radio Shack Associated Stores
Oaresholm Radio Snack Associated Stores
Coaldale Coaldale Sight & Sound
Drayton Valley Langard Electronics

Edmonton CMD Micro
Kelly Software Distributors

Edson Radio Shack
Fairvlew DNR Furniture & TV
Fc# Creek Fox City Color & Sound
Ft Macleod Fort Pharmacy

Radio Shack
Grande
Cache The Stereo Hut

Grande
Centre The Book Nook

Grande Prairie Northern Computer Service
Hanna Technics TV Ltd.

Innisfail L Be S Stereo
Lacombe Tall Pine TV
Leduc Radio Shack Associated Stores
Lloydmlnster Lloyd Radio Shack
Peace River H & S Music Centre

Radio Shack Associated Stores
Pincher Creek Thornton & Son's
Redciiff Gale Distributing

Red Deer Computer World
Rimbey Roy's TV
St, Paul Tele-Logic
Sundre Sundre Sound
Tober Pynewood Sight & Sound
Vaileyview Don's Radio Shop
Vermilion Photocraft Vermilion Ltd.

Wetaskiwin Radio Shack

BRITISH COLUMBIA
Bumaby Compullt
Campbell

River TRS Electronics

Chilliwock Charles Parker
Courtenay Bell Radio & TV

Valley Computers
Ft. St. John Ken Dawson
Ladysmith Ladysmith Sound Center
Merit Memt Radio Shack
N. Vancouver Microwest Distributors

Sicamous Shuswop Electronics
Sidney Sidney Electronics
Victoria Datafact

International Software
Techwortd

Williams Lake Norcom Software

AUSTRALIA:
SYDNEY
Kingsford Paris Radio Electronics

CANADA:
ALBERTA
Athabasca McLeans Ltd.

Banff Banff Radio Shack

MANITOBA
The Pas Jodi's Sight & Sound
Winnipeg j & j Electronics Ltd.

NEW BRUNSWICK
Moncton Canadian Colour Connection

NEWFOUNDLAND
Labrador City Sound & Vision

Dartmouth Sector Software
Halifax Atlantic News

ONTARIO
Angus Micro Computer Service
Atikokam GUI'S Furniture

BOwmanville Bowmanville Audio Vision LTD
Smoke Shop

Cochrane Frederickhouse Sound
Etobicoke NEPCOM
Hamilton Dataman
Kingston TM Computers
Ottawa National News Co., Ltd.

St Catherine Smoke Shop-2 Stores
South River Max TV
Strathroy Downtown Sound

QUEBEC
LaSalle Messageries de Presse Benjamin Enr.
Sherbrooke Soc. De Loc

SASKATCHEWAN
Assiniboia Telstar News
Nipiwan Cornerstone Sound
Regina George Glass

Regina CoCo Club
Softwre Supermarket

Saskatoon Computertime
Tisdale Paul's Service

YUKON
Whifehorse Big Byte Computer Services

H & O Holdings

PUERTO RICO
San Juan Software City

Also available at all Coles Bookstores, B. Dalton Bookseller and
Waldenbooks stores in the United States and Canada.
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AD VERTISER fS INDEX

We encourage you to patronize our advertisers — all of whom support the
Tandy Color Computer. We will appreciate your mentioning the rainbow when
you contact these firms.

Amber Enterprises ......... 79
Ark Royal Games ,,,,.„. ..,..,,, 82
85 Software . . . . 155
Bobs Software 28
Brantex, Inc ... , . , , , , . , . .,,..,.. 214
Cer-Comp > , . . . , 1 35, 203
Challenger 226
Cinsoft , ., . , , .. . ,.182
CNR Engineering .,*,*«.•. 208
CoCo Warehouse . . , . 220
Cognitec .......... 13
Color Connection Software 128
Color Link Inc F ... .32
Cotorware., , 177, 178, 179
Computer Center , „ 183
Computer island 152, 153
Computer Plus ....... . 3

Computerware 161
Computsze, inc 257
Cosmos Computer Services Inc.. . . .221
Custom Computer Products ...... . . 16

Custom Software Engineering 162
Dataman International 165
Dayton Associates of

W. Ft Hall, Inc.. ..184
DEFT Systems .,.,,,...,.. 17
Delker. . 141
Derby City Software 57
Derringer Software ........ 22, 23

r
251

DiamondStar Software 237
Diecom 76
DtGJnews 143
Dorsett Educational Systems ..... JBC
Double Density Software 228
Dragon User , 147
DSL Computer Products , . 145
DYNACALC 119
Dynamic Electronics, Inc. , , . 167
ED.a Industries 150
EAPCo. .. .204
Elite Software 99, 100, 101
Endicott Software .64
Federal Hill Software 95

For Your Health Software 169
Four Star Software 89
GRAFX ,V. 8
Green Mountain Micro. , . 139
Group Technology Ltd 137
Hard Drive Specialists. IFC
Hawkes Research Services ,151
Hetfron, Eli, trie 197
HJL div. of Touchstone

Technoiogy. fnc^ ...... . 193
Frank Hogg Laboratory , . . 243. 245, 247
Homesoft ... . , . . , 1 98
Howard Medical 33, 34
Incentive Software 209
J & M Systems , BC
D,P. Johnson 252
Kelly Software Distributors 240
Key Color Software . .... 1 59
LRTech 249
Mark Data Products . 96, 97
Metric Industries .,,..,. 158
MF Estes Softhead Co 166
MichTron .35, 90
Micro Works, The 207
Microcom Software 39
Microtech Consultants Inc. 233
Mfcroware Systems

Corporation ............. 176, 241
Microworld II . . , , . , , . .67
Mix, Tom Software 74, 75
Moreton Bay 80, 81

New World Technologies Inc, ..... .251
Novasoft 181
Other Guys Software, The. . ,116
Owls Nest Software 21

1

Owl-Ware 68, 69
Parsons Software 196
PB J, tnc. . .............. 63
PCM 1 05
PD Software .................... 1 99
Perry Computers 44
Picosoft Games 129
Polygon Co. . , 206

Dr. Preble's Programs 1 13
Prickly-Pear Software .86
PXE Computing 15
Radio Shack 26, 27, 186. 187
Rainbow Adventure Book 258
Rainbow Gift Certificate , . . 66
Rainbow Binder 194
Rainbow Bookshelf 227
Rainbow On Tape 149
RAlNBOWfest... 114, 115
REM Industries . *, 212
Research Services Labs ....... , . . 219
Robotic Microsystems ........ 210
Saguaro Software 62
Selected Software ,213
Software Connection 32
Software House, The 112
Software Support, Inc + . . 234, 235
Spectrosystems 1 90
Spectrum Projects Inc,

37, 121, 122, 123, 125,126,127
Speech Systems ............... 47-54
Stylo Software Inc. . . , . . 250
Sugar Software, .,.,.,,, .191, 216, 217
Sunrise Software 148
T & D Software 1 40
ICE Programs, Inc 10, 1

1

Tothian Software, Inc, 144
Tri-Tech Electronics 117
Triad Pictures 111

True Data Products 174, 175
Unified Software .249
Vidtron 38
VIP Technologies

(SoftlawCorp.) .40,41
Wasatchware 146
White House Computer 14

Woodstown Electronics 142
Workbase Data Systems 200
York 10 ,. 70
Zellerbach Group, The .,».,,,*>* *215

ESS Call:

Cindy Shackleford
Director, West Coast Office

12110 Meridian South! Suite 8

P.O. Box 73-578
Puyallup, WA 98373-0578

(206) 848-7766

Call:

Kate Tucci
Advertising Representative
9529 U.S. Highway 42
P.O. Box 385
Prospect, KY 40059

(502) 228-4492

Call:

Jack Garland
Garland Associates, Inc.

10 Industrial Park Road
H Ingham, MA 02043

(617)749-5852
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lx,

2x,
3x PRETTY GRAPHICS

Three menu options are reserved for the

most frequently used printout sizes. lx

(quarter page). 2x (half page), and 3x
(full page) The lx and 2x printouts are

nghtside-up on (he paper, (he 3x print-

out is rotated 90 degrees The user can
seleci a positive or negative image, hires

r color interpretation (colors reproduced

with user defines ble grey scale) . and
which PMODE the graphic to be-printed

is usually displayed in

GREETING
CARDS

The greeting card option allows the user

to custom design greeting cards using

both text and graphics There are two

card styles available, along with a built in

"mini-typesetter (16 different size of

text, characters may be rotated, mir-

rored, inverted, and much more )

SPECIAL
EFFECTS

The special effects option allows the user

to directly control the printing directive^

ROTATION, XaV SIZE, X/Y FLIR X/Y
GRID, X/Y FILL, TAB, WINDOW, PQS/
NEC IMAGE, and more! With these, the

user can print multi-page banners,

change the grey levels used in color prin-

ting, rotate printouts 90, 180, or 270
degrees, stretch printouts horizontally or
vertically, 200m in on small areas, super-

impose vertical and/or horizonla! grid

lines with printouts for measurements
and graphing, and much much more

LABELS
The label printing option allows the user

to create custom mailing or disk labels

with professional looking results Just

load a graphic image from disk, position

the proportional label window over the

area tn be printed. Uses standard ] % a
" X

3%" tractor Teed adhesive labels. Prints

I 99 labels at a time

Now that you have created a library of PRETTY graphics, what can you do with
them? How about printing cards, labels, and giant posters! H&RDCOPY is mar*
than just a screen print utility, compare these features with any other graphic
dump program on the market;

• Full GRAPHICOM/GRAPHICOM PART II compatibility? Loads STANDARD 6K
images, GRAPHICOM pictures, and COCO MAX pictures toot

• BLACK & WHITE or GREY SCALE printing. In GREY SCALE printing, colors
are printed as user definable patterns. Supports hi-res tn all 4 GRAPHICOM
display modes!

HABDCOPY" requires a 64K Color Computer or Color Computer II, and at least

one disk drive. It supports 1 to 4 disk drives, keyboard or Joystick input, COLOR
(grey scale) or B/W (hi-res) operation, 4 screen display modes.
" Due to hardware differences, some features may Function differently on certain
printers.

Hardcopy will tnr available for most of the popular primers Additional printers

will fee added cacti month. Please specify printer and cat, number when ordering.

I,D.S. S60-G Cat No. 1 70WD Epson MX-80 Cat. No. 1 72WD
Okidata 92 Cat. No. 171WD Epson RX-80 Cat. Wo, 173WD
Gemini 10X ,.....-. Cat, No. 174WD Epson FX-80 Cat. No. 173WD
Gemini SG-10 Cat No. J74WD DMP-200 ,, .Cat No. 175 WD

POSTERS
The poster ophon provides the user with

a means of reproducing a hi- res graphic

to a multi-sheet poster Both hi res and
Color printing are supported, sizes range

from poster-size to mural -size to bill-

board-st^e r

SUPER BACK-UP UTILITY©
WITH SBiJ FROM CQMPUTlZE YOU'LL

NEVER NEED ANOTHER SACK-tlP UTILITY fOR
*QUfl COCO 11 '

SUPER BACK-UP UNLItVWILL PERFDftM ALL OF

THt FOLLOWING FUNCTIONS

1 TAPS TO TAPE (Regardless al most orotedia-n

scheme*'

1

Z TAPE TO DISK iMa^e Casselle programs to

0«e> 1

1

3 AUTO RELOCATE (Far ihase Cassette programs

that cQfil'ni With Qrsk operating sysfcms )

A, DISK TO TAPE (Place Dis* programs onto

Cassette j

S. DISK TO DISK 1 powvrlgi SpM N Image PragrJfh

Copies egardlesii fld predion srhemK 1
!

* MEND DHlVbh

* REQUIRES 32K EXTENDED COCO
* REQUIRES 1 Ofl 2 DRIVES ifor Disk Functions j

* ALL MACHINE LANGUAGE!"

COMPARE WITH OTHER INDIVIDUAL PROGRAMS
COSTING IN EXCESS OF SluQ.OQ If!

GRAPHICOM
Cat. No

$24.95
111GD

DISK $49.95 Cat. No. 107CD

TRIPLE TRANSFER UTILITY©
r-anjter contend al disk 10 l ape * Tranter con lent

ol tape la disfc * SeW at All' Option * Wnl

4 idiomatically rekKaie inose cassette programs} hat

toniiici with the dish operaiint) 5 ifitem » \\< t.

Ois-piay machine language program ao a re 5.5 «

Lop-ids ASCII. Basic. & Machine Language Pro-

grams An comamea in | menu r 1ve n program"

RED 01 RES 32K CC EXT

Cassette S19.95 Cat. No 10SCT
Disk S24.95 Cat. No. 1D5CD

5<mpiy sUltQ On* Cl Ihi hues I graphic pro-

grams written Iqr |he CflHH Computer'

FEATURES
« j S E fl F R 1 t N |j 1 Y 1

- J Chspty modes unciuoiftq hi He?. >ed Quea<
'"jli.

• AnrrTUh* ninflp

* Cow Paieite mth OMer i f> caw paiier^ ior u&p
mfi tti Res jrnract

Send- fleceuf peloid pvijr ^Edinadrd moderr at

300 60D or l ?O0 d^mP
• S'josiied ul'iit* al :>*s cdui.iii n

g[Hi Rra &cje*n<,

<'0fn mosl COCO d'titdt Udme^ lever* Q*0<letlBrJ

onKi
Multiple Hi fle^ ctaijriii iaah (use . *

SuptHieo unnrv Far [ransttfrnno L»rap*nr;om

VCteefK \a Rrf^ir i>i flShpr H.a progHifn^

» Supp.iGC uglily Po* HM0n»q screens rinrr: Eid^ic (M

ui»Mr sources
Ruili ,.n HlR« SCREEN PfiiNl

i Cftnpaimie ^1*1

EPSON C I TOW GEHiM 10 OKI phj£ Rm^
SnackSLP-VII iP-VKi. DMP lOD UMP 30U
jFifl GCP 1 1 b 4ii-Ki*|-flj b_j, horn 110 |q %00 Paud

» Slow scan leiens^ ,

5tr«rO'HECt lV£ op(ioni

* Many fljdilKmai 'ealurss otwr^img him? ryro

*ire i*KKf 5 and iuog?siions eic

©1384 WH| I tHITIlTH U:1.0
ALL RIGHTS RESERVED

DISK ACCESS
The disk oprion provides she user with

access Eo siandard 6K images, GRAPHS
COM and GRAPHICOM PART II files, and
COCO MAX Rfees HSW "GALLERY' tunc

tion aElgws viewing of all pictures on a

disk Supports I lo 4 disk drive system

Have an application that HARDCOPY
doesn t quite match'7 You can write tt

easily yourself The hard works been

done lor you. we ve FULLY
DOCUMENTED the HARDCOPY routines

and added them to EXTENDED BASIC
through the U5R comma rid'

Now that you'¥* compared the fancttena,

compare the price $29,95

PICTURE DISKS $9.95
Available trom COMPUTlZE

A.riiiaci color pjjeitE

Large tharacler sels drdwn wim master

design iirom Eterrmger SoFlwarei

Sarne as SC Out set uo as stamo set

Masceilaoeous Art Sel mi

Miscellaneous An Sel Wl

9 Miscellaneous A03 and. Examples

10 Miscellaneous Fonts

11C Artilacl epiof petelte lype icmls

K- ^1 demolrom WHllESrVllTH

I

Color Hi-rts artworks 'rpm Whiicsmiih . the peo
II pie trial Brrxigtil you Graph icom Pari

||
in-

', irortuccO tif an animated marching hanrj pertox'

, mmq a Sdus^ march in 4 -par] harmony 1

13C - Sfftfe- ; PART r: lynrtmn demo

>-* GCD FONT DISKS

SPIT-N-IMAGE©
Ma Di^K S^CK Up Ulilily

Tnere nm neefl to sutlel the tiejjihfeflk ol cra^nen

disKS any longer SditlVtmage will treale a mirror

image di your vHuaO'ie disk program & whicn do net

respond to normal p^ck-up luncnoais wm atsu in-

iliaive and back up »n one pass Data p'dce&sing

experts al*av& mstsl On ftaving d packuD T i

qoM practice Don I <na\:'

REG 1 RES 3?H CC

DISK S34.95 Cal No 101 CO

JTOfc *IW VAftBf V/AV^ tztiu
/AS?

r|p-
nrnvvt

"Hjf
R

tSiLK 1

? ^5rfcEV

Cl a [j
Bl OH *$&$*

|nni
tmi»» MtKi

,^'. h -a
8WL P-aiJtf

9 r^
GRAPHICOM MAilV MENU

. n in Rjri llm VIQHp prM»i*if>0 pMhtf4 1h»t pro, ,d«j many IWttHM* thul jr> rr
Gripupcam. flmrm in ||»i | itn G\ lh» T«atu««i pro^idid by Gijphitfrn Pari It

ENLAflCLPCDuCt'KorArF
O'ldigf L(r t*-.:if.:r ,li' p pOd*OC :' J- icit'*n by -ny imdunr .u^r i.K^ a. litWalanrAnH-r. iiniii^nj' In

' dfptmderl or !hr» TlarHITWYl DI redj^nun ralalr hv an^ u^(i*fiu Prttnon nl j dBfima ilw^ ^n t
I Mint (jr 1hs ic*^ert

I r*U l>ibre clumsy stamping Ld ;*( ycui1 eatfl* Pj.nl ar -1dil" m i'*gu ij- i>«a d" Dug ^re<r"
|

Worn man flC- Uirrof^ni toirjiptf piltwn^. MMlfeBU Ur,i,i» E>I«MH Bj*<c i P*'N1 .;ann>a^(l. {Ml 11

|
1l«ig Will ttop Jl jhy Bflurtflly Liiwlc. m '6pp!: Iuni1*n dl>uwi eipeiniir I iimj iind urftvtrtfn litvc
CanujmtM mttUkHi AddiEian.il p.i!nl (tilUi'iV, rt.i> tw u-Sb' del^ittd

! P*N t ZOOM
-awm <m'' »3. i* At .H fin ai^ (KHl^Ki *' L** 4cr«n lo Jd Tinij c^vi ^fjfh Alnuwa etfilinn ul
GiApnicain rh.iiscrn-' s*($ hM$H «>**'
T¥PESrrTEB 4 FfthT FniTOR
Amt leu I in tB nliFP^#nl s.zta win Mviffl^ dV fpl« Y mWe& 10 Ctvotc lFQnk r^^drflg C^OREU
/OPKiHC-.iM) A F-a^K^nouND (*k! Lii-I M <;hV«c|W» » Jit: ,- the i)W5,th?* Uet X
rJurwI^r s*lj ijppi-rf an d^»^ ARAB luncllsn allCwi. lrjrtirc* cH 5<^r.r CtfM+KoflfJl cWKtAl

' MMtM *>irt J I larrn^t.

PIXEL BLASTER
Anawx Eh»ii?«f to MiilytwbnlHuiefr! ^"HiYccal^L Widen infn jwdieLLlE A RED withaul tirrni

[inn B^ACK ^ WHITE, flie

UHAPHICOM PART 1 1 DOES HOT REQuiftE &RAPMIC0M TO HUN1
lui'E3 J fr*K «iirrnn>o oi-sk ob. 3 ic ir=lrrn ii will KHd «nd «« wjin slandjru—~ sci*»ns. snd iiFKKt*ti 1 10 •eJik^ drivnr. »•!+ 'pyriv^'n '"" "ws'ici rjnaipg- _

l»|i'#y mow-i
BIM futi and Gra i;n..-

n 1yp*-i *'i 1unr1»o h Mitn ii[H-ulrtm j'b w»-i dV a "ii,^B*tf-»-
'

* FASV tti L£AHN GRAPklf MFNp *
RfUUlHES 6*K. COCO 1 OHIVE SYSTEM. AND

2 AriAioa JOTSlltnS

Cat. No. T32WD

GRAPHICOM PART II-$24.95

i ii i i • . -.ia. i

is •: Ef'iH : "'K
!, MHO?bS^Trr^Hrbz

J

*a
* L- : i u t , t. : . U. . «-.. . > , . - .1 • y, _^

ySeLM&2JE^4SanS^ J

>Sft-''

ISC B-C II FONT DISK

EacnCHSK contains <aOor mnrelonl hies f 1 or

more GRAPHICOM PAFU
\\ Torus. 4 versions o'

each one lor each di splay mode; and mree
FONT I NOE i ' sc reens lo ma k e rde n til icatian

and selection easy.

14C - GCll rants Disk jH Cat. Wo. 15?WD
1SC - GCU Fonls Disk tf2 d\. m. 15&WD
16C GCll Fonts Disk #J Cat. No. 150WD

N&w Improved Version! A hardware produci that takes control of arty pro-
gram regardless of protection Now use wilh PS Multl-pak. "V" cable or
optional extender cable. Captures register contents as they wera when
Master Key II was engaged. Complete disassembler, memory save, and
much more. Requires some familiarity with Assembly Language.

ROM PAK , , , , , cat. No. 1 60H R . $ 99 95 I

ROM PAK With Extension Cable Cat. No, 161 HR .'. $109.95

'Y" CABLES

$19.95

S • E3
Check of MO
Add $3 00
shipping (215) 946-7260 P.O. BOX 207 • LANGHORNE, PA 19047

PA residents

sales tax



It's here!
THE SECOND RAINBOW BOOK OF

!!?><%,

Twenty-four of the most challenging Adventure games ever
compiled await you in this latest offering from The Rainbow
Bookshelf. Journey through time, fight World War III, win
the heart of a beautiful and mysterious princess, Experience
the titrations of the most rugged Adventurer without ever
leaving your seat.

Order The Second Rainbow Book of Adventures and among the 24 program
listings you'll receive are;

Yellow Submarine — Meet the Beatles and attempt to
outlast the Blue Meanies while enjoying some of the
Fab Four's all-time musical hits.

Ring Quest — Regain possession of a magical ring and
save a kingdom.
Ice Princess — Just one glance at this beauty will steal
your heart.

Chief Inspector — Who killed B,L. Brown?
Sir Randolf Returns — The sequel to a favorite from our
first Adventure book.
Silverton House — Where's the money been stashed?
Time Tripper — Lost in another dimension.

Experience other traditional and contemporary challenges; Stowaway, Hero of Lonesome Valley, The Riddle of
Randomar, Lunar Escape, The Crypt of Flodnar, Secret Agent Man, Pappy's Gold, Scavenge, Thief of Dirloc World War
III, Dark Castle, Castle of Naunos, Curse of Karos, Island, African Transference, and Robert's Adventure.

The Second Rainbow Book of Adventures sells for only $13.95!

THREE BONUS PROGRAMS
WHEN YOU BUY THE SECOND RAINBOW ADVENTURES TAPE!

That's right. You'll receive a total of 27 fantastic Adventures when you get the Second Rainbow
Adventures tape. The three bonus games are CastFe Thuudo, Halls of Dungeon Death, and
Caves of Kalakh — programs with listings too lengthy to include in the book. Save yourself
hours of typing listings. Load these great Adventures into your computer and run them!

The Second Rainbow Adventures Tape is only $13.95.

The tape is an adjunct and complement to the book. Even if you buy the Second Rainbow
Adventures Tape, you'll need the book for the introductory material and loading instructions

Keep your Rainbow Bookshelf up-to-date!
See Page 227 for additional Rainbow Bookshelf offerings.

rsJ

Please send me
The Second Rainbow
Book Of Adventures
for $13.95*

Please send me the

Second Rainbow
Adventures Tape
for $13,95

The Rainbow Bookshelf'"

Name

Address

City State ZIP.

My check in the amount of

.

is enclosed.

Please charge to my: VISA MasterCard American Express

Account Number: __ Exp. Date:

Signature

Mail to: The Second Rainbow Book of Adventures, The Falsoft Building,
P.O. Box 385, Prospect, KY 40059
To order by phone

p
call: (502) 228-4492

*Add $1.50 shipping and handling per book. Outside the U.S., add $4 Alfow 4-6 weeks for delivery.
Kentucky residents add 5% sales tax for book and tape In order to hold down costs, we do not
bill.

ALL ORDERS PAYABLE ONLY IN U.S. FUNDS.



for Your TRS-80 Color Compute
Apple • Atari • Commodore • TRS80I, III, 4 & Color • IBM PCjr.

New Educational Programs for

Grades K-12 and Adult Self-Studies

32 Programs Now Available on Disk
for TRS Color Computers
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Interactive Tutorial Programs for Home or Classroom Use
Over 1000 programs for your selection with 32 now available on disk for the Color Computer

"We're Your Educational
Software Source"

Subject No. of Programs
Reading Development 256 (4 on disk)

Reading Comprehension 48 (4 on disk)

Mathematics 128
Algebra 16(t6ondisk)
History 32 (4 on disk)

Spelling
j

16

Government 16

Rhysics 16 (4 on disk)

16 Programs in each
of the following:

Children's Tales Carpentry - Electronics

health Services - Office Skills - Slatisiics
First Aid/Safety - Economics Business
Accounting - Psychology - MUCH MORE!

&aler Inquiries Welcome

AppJe II, TRS 80 I, III, & 4
n and Com-

modore 64 computers require respective
conversion kits (plug-in board and stereo
cassette player), $9900 Alan
400/600/800/1200 computers require the
Atari cassette recorder and the Dorsett
4001 Educational Master Cartridge,
$9.95. For the IBM PC Jr. a cassette
adapter cable and a good cassette
recorder are required A Radio Shack
CCR-81 or CCR-82 is recommended.

CASSETTES: $59.90 for an album con-
taining a 16-program course (8 cassettes
with 2 programs each); $8-80 for a
2 program cassette,

DISKS: $14.95 for a one-program disk;
$28.95 for two disks; $48,95 for four
disks. All disks come in a vinyl album.

Send for our calaJog ot over 1000 Dorse! t

edu optional programs lor Alari, TRS 80. Apple
IBM PC Jr., Commodore, etc,

Dorsett Educational Software features:

• Interactive Learning

• User Friendly

• Multiple Choice and Typed
• Program Advance with Correct Response
• FuU-time audio narration (Cassette
Programs Only)

» Self-Paced Study

• High Resolution Graphics
• Easy Reading Text

For more informsMon, or lo order caN:

TOLL FREE 1-800-654-3871
IN OKLAHOMA CALL <405) 288*2301

VtSA*
•

I

*SETT
Educational Systems, Inc.
Box 1226, Norman, OK 73070



JFD-CP DISK CONTROLLER $149
Our new JFD-CF has redefined the state-of-the-art

for Color Computer users. Gold contacts and fully

buffered I/O lines ensure maximum reliability, and
the JFD-CP is plug compatible with both the

original COCO and the COCG-2,

^WJDOS 1.2

JDOS implements all RS DOS commands, plus

many more, including:

* auto line numbering
* error trapping
* baud rate selection

* OS/9* boot from floppy or hard drive

* Memory Mindert—the most advanced disk drive

analysis system on the market
(Dysan diagnostic diskette not included)

DRIVE SYSTEM $289
Upgrade your Color Computer by adding our new
JFD CP disk controller, supercharged JDOS
operating system, and a top quality drive with case

and power supply: All for only $289! Comes
complete with cable and manual.

Drive System with one single side drive $28°-

Drive System with one double side drive . . . . $359
Drive 0, 1 System with two single side drives . $429

Drive 0,1 System with two double side drives . $499

MEMORY MINDERt
Memory Minder is a disk drive test program now
included in JDOS. Used with a Dysan digital

diagnostic disk. Memory Minder allows you to

check your drives for speed, alignment, sensitivity,

hysteresis, and more! You can actually align the

drives while viewing the graphics on the screen-

No special equipment needed!

DIAGNOSTIC DISKETTES
508-200; Tests single side disk drives * * $26
508-400: Tests double side disk drives $33

Memory Minder is available on diskette for those

who don't own a JFD-CP Controller with JDOS.
Includes Dysan diagnostic diskette*

Single Side Memory Minder Package $79

Double Side Memory Minder Package ,.«,.,,, $99

*OS/9 15 a registered trademark of Microwave, Inc-

tMemory Minder is a registered trademark of J&V' Systems, Trie.

To order, call (505) 2924182,
order to:

or send payment witt

JAM SYSTEMS, LTD*

15100-A CENTRAL SE
ALBUQUERQUE, NEW MEXICO 87123

505/292-4182

We accept MasterCard and Visa

^ ..-•


